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PUBLISHERS' PREFACE.

The fact that no complete work on the popular games of this

country has ever been published, together with the constantly in-

creasing demand for such a work, induced the publication of the

present volume. In it will be found all the Games common or fash-

ionable with the American people, besides some which, though

popular in particular localities, have not yet achieved a national

reputation.

Hitherto our market has been supplied exclusively with reprints

of Seymour, Hoyle, Bohn, and other English works, which do not

at the present time meet the requirements of the American public,

being in a great measure treatises upon Games either obsolete here,

or adapted to the European rather than the American methods of

playing. We need scarcely say, that many of our most popular

Games are peculiarly American, while those of foreign origin have

become so changed by American modifications, as to make the Euro-

pean rules and descriptions quite as likely to mislead as to instruct.

The task of collecting materials for the present work was confided

to a gentleman of literary ability, having a thorough knowledge of

Games, and possessing considerable reputation as a successful ama-

teur player. Having a large circle of skilful amateur and profes-

sional friends, the editor availed himself of their valuable counsel

upon all doubtful points ; and it has been his aim to simplify all the

descriptions, technicalities, rules, and illustrations, and adapt them

to the American style of playing.

The French game of Besique, which has recently become so

popular in this country, is given with the several variations in vogue

with our players.

The article on Euchre is from the pen of an accomplished player,

and a prominent member of one of our best clubs. The extended
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space given to this favorite American game is deemed essential to

the settlement of many disputed points which have from time to

time arisen.

The treatise on the various games of Billiards and Pool was

compiled by permission of Mr. Michael Phelan, a gentleman whose

pre-eminence in the Billiard world is universally acknowledged,

and whose books are law wherever the American game is played.

Boston, Division Loo, Vingt-un, All-Fours, Pitch, Sixty-

Six, Forty-Five, Keno, Props, Monte, Dominoes, American
Roulette, Russian Backgammon, the different varieties of

Poker, etc., are by the editor and other distinguished professional

and amateur players.

The game of Faro has been prepared with great care, and is

now for the first time correctly published in any book of Games.

The Faro of Hoyle, as presented in the English editions, and in all

American reprints, is a game long since obsolete, and will scarcely

be recognized as the Faro of to-day. The same may be said of

many of the games mentioned above.

Whist, Ecarte, Cribbage, Piquet, Quadrille, Lansquenet,

Reversis, French Roulette, Rouge et Noir, The Doctrine

of Chances, and many of the minor card games, have been com-

piled chiefly from Bohn's Hand-Book of Games, The Modernized

Hoyle, Matthews, and other of the best authorities.

Chess, Draughts, and Backgammon are all condensed from

elaborate treatises by the most celebrated authorities. To insure

the utmost attainable accuracy, all the games and problems have been

carefully played upon the board since the present work was stereo-

typed, and numerous typographical errors which occurred iu the

original text of the works quoted have been corrected.

It has been the intention of the publishers of this work to make

it the standard authority for all American Games. With this view,

they have neglected no available research to render it as perfect

and complete as possible, and think they may safely commend it to

the American people as a reliable and trustworthy arbiter of all

questions arising within its scope.



PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION.

A book claiming the position of arbiter on all points involved

in the playing of games of chance and games of skill, must

necessarily be revised and amplified from time to time, in order

to keep pace with the changes in the rules governing these recre-

ations, and to present the additions made by native and foreign

ingenuity to their number.

The design of the publishers of this work is, to render it a

Standard Authority on all games played in this country. It

has been so considered hitherto, and each of the three editions

already issued has enhanced its reputation as a work au courant

with the age, and as a comprehensive and trustworthy book of

reference.

A fourth edition is now imperatively required. New games

have been invented, and material alterations have been made in

several of the old ones. All these novelties and changes are

faithfully reflected in the present edition. Great care has been

exercised in the labor of revision, and it is believed that every

inaccuracy which had crept into former issues has been corrected,

and every phrase of doubtful import made clear. The best players

at the New York Clubs have recently adopted certain rules in

several games, which vary somewhat from the original laws, and

these improvements or innovations—whichever they may be— are

given in full in the present work.

Among several important card games which have been added to

the fourth edition, the following may be particularly specified

;

Cassino, Commercial Pitch, or, as it is sometimes called,

Auction All-Fours; French Fours; French Whist; Whisky
Poker; Rounce; American Blind Hookey; Help Your
Neighbor, and Two and Three Handed Euchre. The laws of
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Draw and Straight Poker are also given, together with those

deviations from the strict game of Euchre known as " Laps,"

"Slam," "Jambone," and "Jamboree."

The publishers, in introducing the various modifications of

standard games which occur in the following pages, must not be

understood as indorsing them as legitimate ; but as they exist and

are extensivel)T played in different parts of the country, it is

proper that the rules which, by the common consent of the

players, have been adopted for their government, should be

placed on record. Disputes arise in illegitimate as well in other

pastimes, and unless the oral laws which control such pastimes

are put in print, how can the " vexed questions" be intelligently

decided ? It will be found, however, that the line is distinctly

drawn between the standard games and their modifications, and

that all new rules which clash with the law paramount prescribed

by usage are designated as innovations. ,

It has been urged by a very high authority—a gentleman famil-

iar with all American games, and wrho has been chosen umpire

in many disputes relating thereto on account of his great experi-

ence in such matters—that in every species of card game the deal

should be given, as in w^hist, to the player cutting the lowest card,

the ace in all cases being considered the zero of the pack. There

can be little doubt that the adoption of this comprehensive

suggestion, in the form of a universal rule, would be wise and

judicious ; but inasmuch as it has not yet been authoritatively

adopted, it is not deemed advisable to lay it down as an axiom in

the present volume. The publishers have nothing to do with the

making of law ; their duty to the public being simply to record

the law, as sanctioned by general custom.

The scope and purpose of the work, as briefly explained in the

foregoing remarks, will, it is believed, be approved by the whole

public. It is intended alike for the proficient and the beginner

—

the expert, who has all games at his fingers' ends, and the tyro,

whose fingers' ends are comparatively unfamiliar with any of

them. Games, even when played solely for amusement, and to

while away a few leisure hours (and this is their true and most
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wholesome use), should always be played correctly. Altercations,

however, not unfrequently mar the pleasure of such encounters,

and points of "card law" are often argued with as much acrimony

in cases where not a penny is at stake as if thousands depended,

on the issue. Sometimes the contestants appeal to the weekly

press, and agree to be governed by the dictum of the " Corre-,

spondents* " column. It is no disparagement to the newspapers

(for editors cannot be expected to know every thing) to say that

their dictum is frequently wrong, and thus is present error exalted

and made a precedent for the sanctioning of error in futuro. It

is manifest, therefore, that a reliable authority, competent to

decide every vexata qucestio of the kind that may arise, is a social

necessity. The present work claims to be such an authority.

Nor is it merely in its reliability as a book of reference that the

value of the work consists. By studying and following its rules

and suggestions, the tyro of to-day may within a reasonable length

of time, and with a fair amount of practice, become a formidable

antagonist at any of the games included in its repertoire.

Nirw Tors, Ftb^ 1867.
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THE AMERICAN HOYLE.

WHIST.
Of all card games, Whist is perhaps the most interesting ; and

certainly, if such a term can be used iu regard to any thing in

which mere chance is an element, the most scientific. As to its

absolute origin, it is not necessary for us to inquire whether the

game be a simple improvement on the " Ruff and Honors"

spoken of by Seymour, or the " Slam," "Whisk," or "Swabbers"
with which our forefathers beguiled their evenings in the pro-

entertainment ages, which, from the absence of gas, may well be

considered dark. Nor is it of much consequence to us whether

this particular game of cards was familiar to the Greeks, Romans,
Franks, Saxons, or Danes, or whether it was known in England in

the days of good Queen Bess. Sufficient for our purpose that it is

a good game, and that it has vastly improved since the days when
Swift and Congreve played rubbers, and when the game enjoyed

the honor of being mentioned in the polished lines of Pope and
Thomson. "Whist," says Captain Crawley, "is the king of all

card games. Unlike most others, it presents great scope for the

exercise of judgment, memory, skill, and good temper. In variety

it yields to none, and in scientific calculation it is superior to any.

It is not a game determinable by chance alone, for a single error or

miscalculation is sufficient to overthrow the apparently most certain

triumph. It is an amazing trier of patience, and only he (or she)

who can absolutely conquer its difficulties can hope to become a
good player. It is necessary to have a ' calculating head' in order to

excel, for reflection and memory are the two great qualities at
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Whist. Four good players know, almost to a certainty, where

every card is placed after the first or second round ; and two ama-

teurs against two players stand very little more chance than they

would if their cards were laid face upwards on the table." Whist

is to be played in silence, for it is not a conversation game. And
d propos of the name, here is an anecdote which, whether it be true

or not, is worthy of preservation :—The Lords of the three Kingdoms

(France, Spain, and Germany), after declaiming all day on affairs

of State, found it necessary to rest their tongues at night ; so they

invented a mute game, and called it Whist

!

Among the chief writers on Whist since Hoyle, we may mention

the names of Deschappelles, Major A. (whose Short Whist is a

standard authority), Eidrah Trebor (Robert Hardie spelled back-

wards), J. W. Carleton (the editor of Bohn's Hand-book of Games),

Mr. Watson, Coelebs, and Captain Crawley. The gentleman who
writes under this nom de plume has produced the latest, and perhaps

the best work on the game, and to him we are indebted for many valu-

able hints and maxims.

It must be understood that Hoyle, in all his treatises, presumed

that his readers possessed a certain preliminary knowledge of the

several games, and that, therefore, a mere reproduction of his

Whist would be but of small value to amateurs. In the following

pages, we assume that our readers have no such previous knowledge,

and we therefore begin at the beginning.

THE GAME.

Long Whist is played by four persons, with a complete pack of

cards, fifty-two in number. The four players divide themselves

into two parties, each player sitting opposite his partner. This

division is usually accomplished by what is called cutting the cards,

the two highest and the two lowest being partners ; or the partner-

ship may be settled by each player drawing a card from the pack

spread out on the table, or in any other way that may be decided

on. The holder of the lowest card is the dealer. But previous to

their being dealt, the cards are " made"—that is, shuffled—by the

elder hand, and " cut" by the younger hand. The undermost card

in the pack, after it has been shuffled and cut, is the " trump."

These and other terms used in the game we shall presently explain.
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The whole pack is now dealt out, card by card, the dealer begin-

ning with the player on his left, the elder hand. The last card—the

trump—is then turned face upwards on the table, where it remains till

the first trick is won, and turned. The deal completed, each player

takes up his allotted thirteen, and arranges them in his hand accord-

ing to the several suits—the Hearts, Clubs, Spades, and Diamonds

by themselves, in their regular order. The elder hand now leads or

plays a card. His left-hand adversary follows, then his partner, and

last of all his right-hand adversary. Each player must " follow

suit," if he can, and the highest card of the suit led wins the

" trick ;" or if either player cannot follow suit, he either passes the

suit—that is, plays some card of another suit—or trumps; that is,

plays a card of the same suit or denomination as the turned-up

card. Thus, we will suppose the first player leads a Nine of

Spades, the second follows with a Ten, the third, who perhaps holds

two high cards, plays a Queen, and the last a Two or Three. The
trick would then belong to the third player, who won it with his

Queen. The winner of the trick then leads off a card, and the

others follow as before, and so on till the thirteen tricks are played.

A second deal then takes place, as before, and so the game proceeds

till one or the other side has obtained ten tricks, which is game.

The order and value of the Cards in Whist is as follows :—Ace is

highest in play and lowest in cutting. Then follow King, Queen,

Knave, Ten, Nine, Eight, Seven, Six, Five, Four, Three, Two, the

lowest.

But there are other ways of scoring points besides tricks. The
four court cards of the trump suit are called honors ; and the hold-

ers of four, score four towards the game ; the holders of three, score

two ; but if each player or each set of partners hold two, then honors

are said to be divided, and no points are added to the game on

either side. Thus, A. and C. (partners) have between them the

Ace, Knave, and Queen. At the end of the deal or round, they say

and score two by honors ; or, B. and D. hold Ace and King only,

while A. and C. have Queen and Knave in their hands; then the

honors are divided.

All tricks above six score to the game. All honors above two

score in the way explained

—

two points for three honors, four points

forfour honors.

There being thirteen tricks which must be made in each round or

deal, it follows that seven points may be gained, which, with the
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four honors, would finish the game in a single deal. This stroke

of good fortune is, however, seldom attained. It is much moro

likely that four or five deals be made before the game is won. As
already explained, ten points is game in Long Whist.

In Short Whist, which is the ordinary game cut in half, five

points win. But if either side get up to nine points, then the hold

ing of honors is of no advantage. In the language of the Whist-

table, at nine points honors do not count. But at eight points, the

player who holds two honors in his hand has what is called the

privilege of the call. That is, he may ask his partner if he has an

honor

—

44 Can you one?" or 44 Have you an honor?" If the

partner asked does hold the requisite Court card, the honors may be

shown, the points scored, and the game ended. But the inquiry

must not be made by the player holding the two honors till it is

his turn to play, nor must the holder of a single honor inquire of

his partner if he has two.

Nor does the holding of four honors entitle the partners to show

them at any stage of the game except at eight points. To put the

matter epigrammatically, at six or seven points, tricks count before

honors ; at eight points, honors count before tricks.

At nine points honors do not count. It must be understood, how-

ever, that in order to count honors at eight points, they must be

shown before the first trick is turned, or they cannot be claimed till

the round is completed. Thus it might happen that the partners at

eight points, holding the honors between them, and neglecting to

show them, would be beaten, even though the other side wanted

three or four tricks for the game.

A Single Game is won by the side which first obtains the ten

points by a majority of one, two, three, or four points.

A Double Game is made when one side obtains ten points before

the other has scored five.

A Lurch or Triplet is won by the obtainment of ten points to

nothing on the other side.

A Rubber is two games won out of three.

The Points of a Rubber are reckoned thus wise :—For the single

game, one point ; for the double, two points ; and for the rub, two

points. Thus it is possible to obtain six points in one rubber

—

namely, two doubles and the rub.

The above explanations refer, of course, to games that are played

for money stakes, but the more usual plan now a-days is to play
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Whist for a small stake on each game, without regard to -what are

called the points of the game.

A Lurch or Triplet is in some companies reckoned for three

points. Generally, however, a lurch is only counted as a double

game where triplets are counted ; it is possible, therefore, for the

winners to obtain eight points.

A Slam is when the whole thirteen tricks are won in a single

hand. It is ordinarily reckoned equal to a full rubber of six points.

All these matters are, of course, subject to the practice of, or pre-

vious agreement among, the players. If nothing be stated at the

commencement of the play, then it would be understood that the

stakes played for were determined by each single game.

The game is usually marked on the table by coins or counters, or

by the holes in a Cribbage-board. Many pretty little contrivances

have been invented as Whist-markers ; but if coins be used, the fol-

lowing is the simplest way of arranging them in order to denote

the score

:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

o OO OOO
o OO
00 o

O
OOO

000
o o o

OOO

Or thus—a plan in

forJive :

which the unit above stands for th rce, or below

4 5 6 7 8 9 9

0000
o
oo

° OO
ooo

000
O

oooo
o

or OOO

But we have not yet quite got over the alphabet of the game.

It is absolutely necessary that the tyro should make himself fully

acquainted with the following

—

TECHNICAL TERMS USED IN WHIST.

Ace.—Highest in play, lowest in cutting.

Blue Peter.—A signal for trumps, allowable in modern play. This

term is used when a high card is unnecessarily played in place of
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one of lower denomination, as a ten for a seven, a five for a

deuce, &c.

Bumper.—Two games won in succession before adversaries have

won one ; that is, a rubber of full points—Five at Long Whist,

Eight at Short.

Cut.—Lifting the cards when the uppermost portion (not fewer than

three) is placed below the rest. The pack is then ready for the

dealer.

Cutting-in.—Deciding the deal by each player taking up not fewer

than three cards, and the two highest and two lowest become

partners. In case of ties, the cards must be cut again.

Cutting-out.—In case of other person or persons wishing to play,

the cut is adopted as before, when the highest (or lowest, as may
be agreed on) stands out of the game, and does not play.

Call, the.—The privilege of the player at eight points asking his

partner if he holds an honor—"Have you one?" The part-

ners having eight points are said to have the call. When each

side stands at eight, the first player has the privilege. As
explained in a previous page, no player can call till it is his

turn to play.

Deal.—The proper distribution of the cards, from left to right, face

downwards.

Deal, miss.—A misdeal is made by giving a card too many or too

few to either player ; in which case the deal passes to the next

hand. (See Laws.)

Deal, fresh.—A fresh or new deal, rendered necessary by any vio-

lation of the laws, or by any accident to the cards or players.

Double.—Ten points scored at Long Whist before adversaries have

obtained five ; or in Short Whist, five before three.

Elder-hand.—The player to the left of the dealer.

Faced Card.—A card improperly shown in process of dealing.

It is in the power of adversaries in such cases to demand a new

deal.

Finessing.—A term used when a player endeavors to conceal his

strength, as when, having the best and third best (as Ace and

Queen), he plays the latter, and risks his adversary holding the

second best (the King). If he succeed in winning with his

Queen, he gains a clear trick, because if his adversary throws

away on the Queen, the Ace is certain of making a trick. The

term finessing may be literally explained by saying a player
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chances an inferior card to win a trick with while he holds the

King card in his hand.

Forcing.—This term is employed when the player obliges his ad-

versary or partner to play his trump or pass the trick. As, for

instance, when the player holds the last two cards in a suit, and

plays one of them.

Hand.—The thirteen cards dealt to each player.

Honors.—Ace, King, Queen, and Knave of trumps, reckoned in the

order here given.

Jack.—The Knave of any suit.

King Card.—The highest unplayed card in any suit ; the leading

or winning card.

Lead, the.—The first player's card, or the card next played by the

winner of the last trick.

Long Trumps.—The last trump card in hand, one or more, when
the rest are all played. It is important to retain a trump in an

otherwise weak hand.

Loose Card.—A card of no value, which may be thrown away on

any trick won by your partner or adversary.

Longs.—Long Whist, as opposed to short.

Lurch.—The players who make the double point are said to have

lurched their adversaries.

Lore.—No points to score. Nothing.

Marking the Game.—Making the score apparent, with coins, &c,
as before explained.

No Game.—A game at which the players make no score.

Opposition.—Side against side.

Points.—The score obtained by tricks and honors. The wagering
or winning periods of the game.

Quarte.—Four cards in sequence.

Quarte Major.—A sequence of Ace, King, Queen, and Knave.
Quint.—Five successive cards in a suit ; a sequence of five, as

King, Queen, Knave, Ten and Nine.

Renounce.—Possessing no card of the suit led, and playing another

which is not a trump.

Revoke.—Playing a card different from the suit led, though the

player can follow suit. The penalty for the error, whether made
purposely or by accident, is the forfeiture of three tricks. (See
Laws.)

Rubber.—The best two of three games.
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Ruffing.—Another term for trumping a suit other than trumps.

Sequence.— Cards following in their natural order, as Ace, King,

Queen ; Two, Three, Four, &c. There may, therefore, be a

sequence of Four, Five, Six, and so on.

Single.—Scoring, at long whist, ten tricks before your adversaries

have scored five.

See-saw.—When each partner trumps a suit. For instance, A.

holds no Diamonds, and B. no Hearts. When A. plays Hearts,

B. trumps and returns a Diamond, which A. trumps and returns

a Heart, and so on.

Score —The points gained in a game or rubber.

Slam.—Winning every trick in a round.

Shorts.—Short whist as opposed to long.

Tenace.—Holding the best and third best of any suit led when
last player. Holding tenace ; as King and Ten of Clubs. When
your adversary leads that suit, you win two tricks perforce.

[Tenace minor means the second and fourth best of any suit.]

Treble.—Scoring five (at Short Whist) before your adversaries

have marked one.

Terce.—A sequence of three cards in any suit.

Terce Major.—Ace, King, and Queen of any suit held in one

hand.

Tricks.—The four cards played, including the lead.

Trump.—The last card in the deal ; the turn-up.

Trumjis.—Cards of the same suit as the turn-up.

Ties.— Cards of like denomination, as two Kings, Queens, &c.

Cards of the same number of pips.

Thumping Suit.—Playing a trump to any other suit led.

Underplay.—Playing to mislead your adversaries ; as by leading a

small card though you hold the King card of the suit.

Younger Hand.—The player to the right of the dealer.

The following are given in most of the treatises on Whist as

standing rules for young players. They are of course liable to

variation according to the exigencies of the game, as will be seen

on perusal of the succeeding pages. Mr. Carleton quotes them

without alteration from Watson, who probably got them from some

one else. They are known as

BOB SHORT'S RULES
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BOB SHORT'S RULES.

FOR FIRST HAND OR LEAD.

1. Load from your strong suit, and be cautious how you change

suits ; and keep a commanding card to bring it in again.

2. Lead through the strong suit and up to the weak, but not in

trumps, unless very strong in them.

3. Lead the highest of a sequence ; but if you have a quart or

quint to a King, lead the lowest.

4. Load through an honor, particularly if the game be much
against you.

5. Load your best trump, if the adversaries be eight, and you
have no honor ; but not if you have four trumps, unless you have a

sequence.

6. Lead a trump if you have four or five, or a strong hand ; but

not if weak.

7. Having Ace, King, and two or three small cards, lead Ace and

King, if weak in trumps, but a small one if strong in them.

8. If you have the last trump, with some winning cards, and one

losing card only, lead the losing card.

9. Return your partner's lead, not the adversaries' ; and if you
have only three originally, play the best ; but you need not return

it immediately, when you win with the King, Queen, or Knave,

and have only small ones, or when you hold a good sequence, have

a strong suit, or have five trumps.

10. Do not lead from Ace Queen, or Ace Knave.

11. Do not lead an Ace, unless you have a King.

12. Do not lead a thirteenth card, unless trumps be out.

13. Do not trump a thirteenth card, unless you be last player, or

want the lead.

14. Keep a small card to return your partner's lead.

15. Be cautious in trumping a card when strong in trumps, par-

ticularly if you have a strong suit.

16. Having only a few small trumps, make them when you can.

17. If your partner refuses to trump a suit, of which he knows
you have not the best, load your best trump.

18. When you hold all the remaining trumps play one, and then

try to put the lead in your partner's hand.
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19. Remember how many of each suit are out, and what is the

best card left in each hand.

20. Never force your partner if you are weak in trumps, unless

you have a renounce, or want the odd trick.

21. When playing for the odd trick, be cautious of trumping out,

especially if your partner be likely to trump a suit ; make all the

tricks you can early, and avoid finessing.

22. If you take a trick, and have a sequence, win with tho

lowest.

FOE SECOND HAND.

23. With King, Queen, and small cards, play a small one, when
not strong in trumps. But if weak, play the King. With Ace,

King, Queen, or Knave, only, and a small card, play the small

one.

FOR THIRD HAND.

24. With Ace and Queen, play her majesty, and if she wins, re-

turn the Ace. In all other cases the third hand should play his

best card when his partner has led a low one. It is a safe rule for

third hand to play his highest.

FOR ALL THE PLATERS.

25. Fail not, when in your power, to make the odd trick.

26. Attend to the game, and play accordingly.

27. Hold the turn-up card as long as possible, and so keep your

adversaries from a knowledge of your strength.

28. Retain a high trump as long as you can.

29. When in doubt win the trick.

30. Play the game fairly and keep your temper.

THE LAWS OF WHIST.

Now, it must never be forgotten that in no important particular

has the game of Whist been altered since the days of Hoyle. What
modern editors have done, has been to render plain the instructions

of that excellent authority, and to give in few words what he gave

in many.

Well, then, having got so far—having conquered the alphabet of
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Whist—we come now to consider the laws by which, in all com-
panies, the game is governed. We shall endeavor to make very plain

and easy what is necessary to be remembered by all players, giving

the laws pure et simple, and adding such explanatory remarks as

may seem needful in separate paragraphs within brackets.

LAWS OF THE GAME OF WHIST.

CUTTING IN.

1. The two highest are partners against the two lowest.

[Except, of course, in such cases as may be agreed to the contrary. The cutting-in may
be done by each player taking a few cards from the pack, and when all have chosen,

placing them face upwards on the table. Where the cards are thrown out, and one
drawn by each player, this is not necessary.]

2. Less than three cards is not a cut.

[If fewer than three cards be cut off the pack, the player so cutting must replace the

cards, and cut again.]

3. In cutting, the lowest card deals, and the Ace is lowest.

[This holds good in most all card games.]

4. Ties must cut again.

[In some companies it is common for all players to cut again. In the Clubs, and

among regular players, it is sufficient if the two holders of liko cards (the tie) take a

fresh cut, the highest and the lowest in the second :ut becoming partners with the

highest and the lowest in the first.]

5. After the pack is cut, no fresh cards can be called for in that

deal.

[This is, of course, a Club rule, as is also the following :—"The cards may be changed as

often as any player chooses to pay for them.'"]

6. If a card be exposed, a new cut may be demanded.

[It is important, before the pack be played with, to see that it is perfect, and that it

contains no faced cards.]

7. All cutting-in and cutting-out must be by pairs.

[According to the old-established custom, six persons form a full table, and after the

first rubber is over, two players retire. Cutting-out determines who shall go

out of the game. The two highest retire. Of course the new table cut again for

partners.]

8. The right-hand adversary cuts to the dealer.

SHUFFLING.

9 The cards must be shuffled above the table.

[This is absolute in order to prevent any sleight-of-hand in shuffling belate or on, the
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table. By the latter plan, which used to be very common, the position of certain

cards might be shown.]

10. Each player has a right to shuffle the cards, the dealer

last.

[In practice, the following is the plan most usually pursued:—The left-hand adversary

shuffles, or " makes" the cards, and tne right-hand adversary cuts them, the dealer's

partner not interfering with them at all. It would be well, perhaps, if this plan were

regularly followed in all companies.]

DEALING.

11. The cards must be dealt one at a time, commencing with the

player to the left of the dealer.

12. In case of a misdeal, the deal passes to the next player.

[The following are misdeals

:

—A card too many or too few given to either player.

An exposed card. Looking to the trump card before it is turned up in the regular

order of play. Dealing the cards with the pack not having been cut. The trump

card dropped out of turn. A faulty pack. In every case, except the last, the deal is

lost if a fresh deal be claimed by opponents. A card faced by any other than the

dealer is not subject to penalty.]

13. The dealer must not touch the cards after they have left his

hand, but he is allowed to count those remaining undealt if he sus-

pects he has made a misdeal.

[He may, if he thinks he has made a misdeal, ask his partner and his opponents to

count their card6, but it is in their option to comply or refuse. No misdeal can be

claimed that is caused by interference of adversaries.]

14. The trump card must be left on the table, face upwards, till

the first trick is turned.

[If it is not then taken up, however, it can be treated as an exposed card, and called

at any part of the game, provided that no revoke be made by playing it.

15. One partner may not deal for another without the consent of

opponents.

[When ladies play, it is, however, quite usual for their gentlemen partners to deal for

them.]

THE GAME.

16. Any card played out of turn can be treated as an exposed

card, and called, provided no revoke be thereby caused.

[Thus, a player who wins a trick plays another card before his partner plays to the

trick. The second card becomes an exposed card.]

17. If the third player throws down his card before the second,

the fourth player has a right also to play before the second : or, if

the fourth hand play before the second or third, the cards s<
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played must stand, and the second be compelled to win the trick if

he can.

18. No player but he who made the last trick has a right to look

at it after it has been turned.

[This ifl important, as it is a common error to suppose that the winner of the trick

has a right to see the last three tricks. Eight cards are all that can ever be seen—thaf

is, the List and the current trick.]

19. A trump card played in error may be recalled before the

trick is turned.

[But if the playing of such trump cause the next player to expose a card, such last

exposed card cannot be called.]

20. If two cards be played, or if the player play twice to the

same trick, his opponents can elect which of the two shall remain

and belong to the trick. Provided, however, that no revoke be

caused.

[But if the trick should happen to be turned with five cards in it, adversaries may
claim a fresh deal.]

21. A player, before he throws, may require his partner to 44 draw

his card," or he may have each card in the trick claimed by the

players before the trick is completed.

[The proper way is to say, " Draw your cards," as then the chance of partner claim-

ing the wrong one is lessened.]

22. If two players answer the lead together, the one whose turn

it was to play can call the other card in the next or following trick

as an exposed card.

23. No player is allowed to transfer his hand to another without

the consent of his adversaries.

24. A hand once abandoned and laid down on the table, cannot

be taken up again and played.

[It is not sufficient, however, for a player to say, I resign—he must resign absolutely.

Ccelebs gives the following in illustration of this law:—" A., having intimated that

he has game, B., his adversary, resigns, when it turns out that A was mistaken.

Can B. recall his hand ? Decision—B. should have called A.'s hand instead of re-

signing his own. C. and D. proceed to call both hands respectively. A., B. and
C. having thrown up their cards, can D. call all three hands? Decision—His part-

ner's hand can be called by the opponents. A. and B. having thrown up their han'l,

are respectively permitted to retrieve them; but, after an interval of some tricks,

A.*s partner claims to call B.'s hand. Condonation is pleaded, ar.d plea allowed.]

25. If a player announce that he can win every trick, adversaries

may call his cards.
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THE REVOKE.

26. The penalty for a revoke is the forfeiture of three tricks. If

a revoke be made, the adverse party may add three to their score

by taking them from their opponents, or they may reduce your
score by three.

[In order to more fully explain the intent of a revoke, we quote the following from
Mr. Carleton:—"If & suit is led, and any one of the players, having a card of the

same suit, shall play another suit to it—that constitutes a revoke. But if the error

be discovered before the trick is quitted, or before the party having so played a

wrong suit, or his partner, shall play again, the penalty only amounts to the cards

being treated as exposed, and being liable to be called."]

27. If a player revokes, and before the trick is turned discovers

his error, adversaries may call on him to play his highest or lowest

card of the suit led, or they may call the card exposed at any time

when such call will not lead to another revoke.

28. No revoke can be claimed till the trick is turned and quitted,

or the revoker's partner has played again.

[There are two criteria for the establishment of a revoke, either the trick must have
been quitted, or the person revoking, or his partner, must have played since."—

Calebs.]

29. When a revoke is claimed, the cards must not be mixed, un-

der forfeiture of the game.

30. The player or partners against whom a revoke is established

cannot claim the game in that deal.

[Thus, if aftor taking three tricks for the revoke, the offending players should have

points enough to make up the ten required for the game, they must remain at nine.]

31. No revoke can be claimed after the cards are cut for the next

game.

32. When a revoke has occurred on both sides, there must be a

new deal.

33. The proof of a revoke is with the claimants, who may examine

each trick on the completion of the round.

["There may," says Ccelebs, "be judgment in electing the penalty; e. ff., if the op-

ponents are four or two to love, add to your own score ; if they are three to one,

take them down ; if they have seven tricks, take three of them. Bets on the odd

trick are decided, in case of a revoke, by the result after the penalty hat> been

exacted."]

CALLING HONORS.

34. Honors cannot be counted unless they are claimed before the

next deal. No omission to score them can be rectified after the

cards are packed, but an overscore can be deducted.
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35. Honors can only be called at eight points, and then only by
the player whose turn it is to play.

[If a player calls at eight after he has played, or if any player calls except at the point of

eight, it is in the option of the adverse party to call for a new deal. If the trump card

is turned, no player must remind his partner to call, under penalty of one point.]

36. At nine points honors do not count.

37. Four honors in one or both partners' hands count four to the

game ; three honors two. Two honors on each side are not scored,

but are said to be divided.

THE SCORE.

38. If both partners score, and a discrepancy occur between

them, adversaries may elect which score to retain.

39. The score cannot be amended after the game is won, and the

cards packed.

[The manner of keeping the soore with counters, Jsc., is shown at page 11.]

INTIMATIONS BETWEEN PARTNERS.

40. A player may ask his partner, "What are trumps?" or,

44 Can you follow suit ?" 44 Is there not a revoke ?" Or he may tell

him to drkw his card. All other intimations are unfair.

[The Blue Peter, Tcnace, KiDg-card, and various styles of play, cannot be provided

for, and are therefore left unmentioned in the laws.]

41. Lookers-on must not interfere unless appealed to.

BY-LAWS.

These are all the laws of the game of Whist ; but there are cer-

tain other rules or by-laws with which it is important the finished

player should be acquainted. The penalties attached to a disregard

of any of the following by-laws differ in different companies, and to .

some, which partake rather of the nature of maxims, there is no

penalty at all.

When the trump is turned, and taken into the player's hand, it

cannot be demanded by either of the players.

When a card is taken distinctly from the hand to which it bo-

longs, it may be treated as an exposed card.

Taking a trick belonging to your adversaries subjects you to no

penalty, but it may be reclaimed at any time during the round.
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If a player throws up his hand, and the next player follows his

example, the game must be considered at an end, and lost to the

first player resigning.

Honors scored improperly are in some companies transferred to

adversaries.

Approval or disapproval of a partner's play, or, in fact, any im-

proprieties of speech or gesture, are not allowable.

As soon as the lead is played to it is complete.

If a player announce that he can win all the remaining tricks, ho

may be required to face all his cards on the table. His partner's

hand may also be so treated, and each card may be called sepa-

rately.

HINTS AND CAUTIONS FOR AMATEURS.

Place each suit together, in the natural order of the cards ; but

do not always put the trumps to the left, as thereby your adversary

is able to count them as you put them aside. Many good players

do not sort their cards at all, but arrange them in the hand just as

they fall on the table.

Never dispute the score, unless you are pretty certain you are

right ;
nothing is so ungraceful as a disputatious player.

Never hesitate long in playing ; but if you have a bad hand, do

your best and trust to your partner.

Remember that no points can be marked if you neglect to score

before the second trick of the succeeding round is played.

Do not show honors after a trick is turned, as they may be called

by your adversaries.

At eight points the elder hand asks the younger, and not the

younger the elder. That is to say, the player with the two honors

in hand asks, " Can you one ?"

Remember the good old maxim, " Second hand throws away, and

third hand plays high."

Always endeavor to retain a leading card or trump to nearly the

end.

Never throw a high card on a lost trick when a low one will

suffice.

Follow your partner's lead, and not your adversary's.

When you suspect your partner to be strong in trumps, ruff

when he leads a small card and return a little trump.
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When your partner leads from an apparently good hand, do your

best to assist him.

Whist is a silent game ; therefore do not distract the attention of

the players by idle conversation.

Never interfere needlessly.

Watch the style of your adversaries' play, and act in accordance

with your own judgment.

Make tricks when you can without injury to your partner's

hand.

Accustom yourself to remember the cards that are played. A
good memory is a wonderful assistant at Whist.

TENACE AND FIXESSE.

For the benefit of some beginners, it may be necessary to give a

minute definition of two words, which, though universally used, are

not generally understood. We mean Tenace and Finesse. Indeed,

the game depends so much on the comprehension of their principles,

that any man desirous of obtaining even a competent knowledge of

it will never regret the trouble of the study. Many parts of Whist
are mechanical, and neither maxims nor instructions are necessary

to inform the beginner that an Ace wins a King, or that you must

follow the suit played, if you have one in your hand.

The principle of the Tenace is simple. If A. has the Ace and

Queen of a suit, and B., his adversary, has the King and Knave,

the least consideration will show that if A. leads, B. wins a trick,

and vice versa ;' of course, in every situation it is the mutual plan of

players, by leading a losing card to put it into the adversary's hand,

to oblige him to lead that suit, whereby you preserve the Tenace.

So far is easily comprehended ; but it requires attention with prac-

tice to apply the principle, so obvious in the superior to the inferior

cards, or see that the same Tenace operates occasionally with the

seven and five, as the Ace and Queen, and is productive of the same
advantage. A., last player, remains with the Ace and Queen of a

suit not played, the last trump and a losing card. B., his left-hand

adversary, leads a forcing card. Query.—How is A. to play ?

Answer.—If three tricks win the game, or any particular point, he

is not to rufF, but throw away his losing card ; because his left-

hand adversary being then obliged to lead to his suit, he remains

Tenace, and must make his Ace and Queen. But, upon the sup-
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position that making the four tricks regains him the rubber, he
should then take the force, as in these situations you are justified

in giving up the Tenace for an equal chance of making any material

point.

The Finesse has a near affinity to the Tenace, except that the

latter is equally the object where two, and the former only whore

there are four, players. A. has the Ace and Queen of a suit led by
his partner ; now the dullest beginner will see it proper to put on

the Queen, and this is called finessing it, and the intention is obvi-

ously to prevent the King from making, if in the hand of his right-

hand adversary. Should it not be there, it is evident you neither

gain nor lose by making the Finesse ; but few players carry this

idea down to the inferior cards, or see that a trick might be made
by a judicious Finesse, against an eight, as a King ; but to know
exactly when this should be done, requires more skill than in the

more obvious cases, united with memory and observation. Another

case of Finesse, even against two cards, frequently occurs, and the

reason, on reflection, is self-evident. A. leads the ten of a suit of

which his partner has the Ace, Knave, and a small one ; B. should

Finesse or let the ten pass, even thorgh he knows the King or

Queen is in his left-hand adversary's hand ; because he preserves

the Tenace, and probably makes two tricks ; whereas, had he put

on his Ace, he could make but one—in short, Tenace is the game of

position, and Finesse the art of placing yourself in the most advan-

tageous one.

HOW TO PLAY THE GAME SCIENTIFICALLY.

Nothing is so destructive to success in a playej as rashness;

while, on the other hand, there is nothing to be gained by hesita-

tion. The middle course is the safest.

And now, before we analyze each hand, and show how it should

be played, we may profit by an attentive study of Mr. Hoyle's Max-

ims, as given in the following

GENERAL RULES.

Be cautious how you change suits, and allow no artifice of your

adversaries to induce you to do so, without your own hand war-

rants it.
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Keep a commanding card to bring in your own strong suit when
trumps are out, if your hand will permit.

Never keep back your partner's suit in trumps, but return them
at the first opportunity.

With a strong suit and but few trumps, rather force your ad-

versaries than lead trumps—unless it happens that you are strong

in at least one other suit.

Never neglect to make the odd trick when you have a chance.

Look well to your own and your opponents' score, and shape

your play by reference to them.

In a backward game, it is sometimes wise to risk one trick in

order to sec are two ; but in a forward game, be more cautious.

If you hold three cards of the suit led by your partner, return his

lead with your best.

Remember what cards drop from each hand, how many of each

suit are out, and the best remaining card in each.

Seldom lead from Ace and Queen, Ace and Knave, or King and

Knave, if you hold another moderate suit.

If neither of your adversaries will lead from the above suits, you

must do it yourself with a small card.

You are strong in trumps with five small ones, or threo small

ones and one honor.

Do not trump a card when you are strong in trumps, more es-

pecially if you hold any other strong suit.

If you hold only a few small trumps, make them when you can.

If your partner refuses to trump a suit of which he knows you
have not the best, lead him your best trump as soon as you can.

If your partner has trumped a suit, and refuses to play trumps,

lead him that suit again.

Never force your partner but when you are strong in trumps, un-

less you have a renounce yourself, or want only the odd trick.

If the adversaries trump out, and your partner has a renounce,

give him that suit when you get the lead, if you think he has a

small trump left.

Lead not from an Ace suit originally, if you hold four in number
of another suit.

When trumps are either returned by your partner or led by your

adversaries, you may finesse deeply in them, keeping the command
as long as you. can in your own hand.

2
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If you load the King of any suit, and make it, you must not

thence conclude that your partner holds the Ace.

It is sometimes proper to lead a thirteenth card, in order to force

the adversary, and give your partner a chance of making a trick as

last player.

If weak in trumps, make your tricks soon ; but when strong in

them, you may play a more backward game.

"With five small trumps and a good hand, lead trumps, and so

exhaust the suit.

"With the lead, and three small trumps and the Ace, it is some-

times judicious to allow your adversaries to make two tricks in

trumps with King and Queen, and on the third round play your Ace.

You then secure tho last trick with your little trump.

With one strong suit, a moderate one. and a single card, it is

good play to lead out one round from your strong suit, and then

ph-iy your single card.

Keep a small card of your partner's first lead, if possible, in order

to return it when the trumps are out.

Never force your adversary with your best card of a suit, unless

you have the second best also.

In your partner's lead, endeavor to keep the command in his

hand, rather than in your own.

If you have a see-saw, it is generally better to pursue it than to

trump out, although you should bo strong in trumps with a good

suit.

Keep the trump you turn up, as long as you properly can.

When you hold all the remaining trumps, play out of them, to in-

form your partner, and then put the lead into his hand.

It is better to lead from Ace and Nine than from Ace and Ten.

It is better to lead trumps through an Ace or King than through

& Queen or Knave.

If you hold the last trump, some winning cards, and one losing

card only, lead tho losing card.

When only your partner has trumps remaining, and leads a suit

of which you hold none, if you have a good sequence of four,

throw away tho highest of it.

If you have an Ace, with one small card of any suit, and several

winning cards in other suits, rather throw away some winning card

than that small one.
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If you hold only one honor with a small trump, and wish the

trumps out, lead the honor first.

If trumps have been led thrice, and there be two remaining in

your adversaries' hands, endeavor to force them out.

Never play the best card of your adversaries' lead at second hand,

unless your partner has none of that suit.

If you have four trumps, and the command of a suit whereof your

partner has none, lead a small card, in order that he may trump it.

'"With these general directions we may now proceed to consider

each hand as analyzed by Hoyle and improved by modern players.

Tbe following are from the last and best edition of Hoyle ; the max-

ims have been adopted by Payne, Trebor, Carleton, Coelebs, Captain

Crawley, Matthews, and all the writers on the game.

THE LEAD.
FIRST HAXD.

Begin with the suit of which you have the greatest number; for

when trumps are out, you will probably make tricks in it.

If you hold equal numbers in different suits, begin with the strong-

est ; it is the least liable to injure your partner.

Sequences are always eligible leads
; they support your partner's

hand without injuring your own.

Lead from King or Queen, rather than from a single Ace ; for

since your opponents will lead from contrary suits, your Ace will bf

powerful against them.

Lead from King rather than Queen, and from Queen rather than

Knave ; for the stronger the suit, the less is your partner en-

dangered.

Do not lead from Ace Queen, or Ace Knave, till you are obliged

;

for if that suit be led by your opponents, you have a good chance of

making two tricks in it.

In sequences to a Queen, Knave, or Ten, begin with the highest,

and so distress your left-hand adversary.

With Ace, King, and Knave, lead the King ; if strong in trumps,

you may wait the return of this suit, and finesse the Knave.

With Ace, Queen, and one small card, lead the small one ; by
this lead, your partner has a chance of making the Knave.
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"With Ace, King, and two or three small cards, play Ace and
King if weak, but a small card if strong in trumps ; when strong in

trumps, you may give your partner the chance of making the first

trick. \
With King, Queen, and one small card, play the small one ; for

your partner has an equal chance to win, and there is little fear of

your making King or Queen.

With King, Queen, and two or three small cards, lead a small

card if strong, and the King if weak in trumps
;
strength in trumps,

entitles you to play a backward game, and give your partner a

chance of winning the first trick. But if weak in trumps, lead the

King and Queen, to secure a trick in that suit.

With Ace, with four small cards, and no other good suit, play a

small one if strong in trumps, and the Ace if weak
;
strength in

trumps may enable you to make one or two of the small cards,

although your partner cannot support your lead.

With King, Knave, and Ten, lead the Ten ; if your partner has

the Ace, you may probably make three tricks, whether he pass the

Ten or not.

With King, Queen, and Ten, lead the King ; for if it fail, by
putting on the Ten, upon the return of the suit from your partner,

you may make two tricks.

With Queen, Knave, and Nine, lead the Queen
;
upon the return

of that suit from your partner, by putting on the Nine, you may
make the Knave.

SECOND HAND.

With Ace, King, and small ones, play a small card if strong in

trumps, but the King if weak. Otherwise your Ace or King might

be trumped in the latter case. Except in critical cases, no hazard

should be run with few trumps.

With Ace, Queen, and small cards* play a small one
;
upon the

return of that suit you may make two tricks.

With Ace, Knave, and small cards, play a small one ;
upon the

return of that suit you may make two tricks.

With Ten or Nine, with small cards, play a small one. By this

plan, you may make two tricks in the suit.

With King, Queen, Ten, and small cards, play the Queen. By
playing the Ten on the return of the suit, you stand a good chance

of making two tricks.
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With King, Queen, and small cards, play a small card if strong

in trumps, but the Queen if weak in them ; for strength in trumps

warrants a backward game. It is advantageous to keep back your

adversaries' suit.

With a sequence to your highest card in the suit, play the low-

est of it, for by this means your partner is informed of your

strength.

With Queen, Knave, and small ones, play the Knave, because

you will probably secure a trick.

With Queen, Ten, and small ones, play a small one, for your

partner has an equal chance to win.

With either Ace, King, Queen, or Knave, with small cards, play

a small one
;
your partner has an equal chance to win the trick.

With either Ace, King, Queen, or Knave, with one small card

only, play the small one, for otherwise your adversary will finesse

upon you.

If a Queen of trumps be led, and you hold the King, put that on
;

if your partner hold the Ace, you do no harm ; and if the King

be taken, the adversaries have played two honors to one.

If a Knave of trumps be led, and you hold the Queen, put it on

;

for, at the worst, you bring down two honors for one.

If a King be led, and you hold Ace, Knave, and small ones, play

the Ace, which can only make one trick.

THIRD HAND.

The third hand plays high.

With Ace and King, play the Ace and immediately return the

King. It is not necessary that you should keep the command of

your partner's hand.

With Ace and Queen, play the Ace and return the Queen. By
this means you make a certain trick, though it is sometimes policy

to play the Queen. Your partner is, however, best supported by
the old-fashioned method.

With Ace and Knave, play the Ace and return the Knave, in

order to strengthen your partner's hand.

With King and Knave, play the King ; and if it win, return the

Knave.

Play the best when your partner leads a small card, as it best

supports him.
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If you hold Ace and one small card only, and your partner lead

the King, put on the Ace, and return the small one
; for, otherwise,

your Ace may be an obstruction to his suit.

If you hold King and only one small card, and your partner lead

the Ace, when the trumps be out play the King
;

for, by putting on

the King, there will be no obstruction to the suit.

FOURTH HAND.

If a King be led, and you hold Ace, Knave, and a small card,

plaj* the small one ; for, supposing the Queen to follow, you will

probably make both Ace and Knave.

When the third hand is weak in his partner's lead, you may often

return that suit to great advantage ; but this rule must not be ap-

plied to trumps, unless you are very strong indeed.

Never neglect to secure the trick if there is any doubt about tho

game.

If you hold the thirteenth trump, retain it to make a trick when
your partner fails in his lead.

If you stand in the nine holes, make all the tricks you can ; but at

the same time be careful. Watch the game narrowly, and look

well to your partner's lead.

LEADING TRUMPS.

Lead trumps from a strong hand, but never from a weak one
;

by which means you will secure your good cards from being

trumped.

Never trump out with a bad hand, although you hold five small

trumps; for, since your cards are bad, you only bring out your

adversaries' good ones.

If you hold Ace, King, Knave, and three small trumps, play Ace

and King; for the probability of the Queen falling is in your

favor.

If you hold Ace, King, Knave, and one or two small trumps, play

the King, and wait the return from your partner to put on the

Knave. By this plan you may win the Queen. But if you have

particular reasons to exhaust trumps, play two rounds, and then

your strong suit.

If you hold Ace, King, and two or three small trumps, lead a

small one, with a view to let your partner win the first trick ; but if
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you have good reason for getting out trumps, play three rounds, or

play Ace and King, and then your strong suit.

If your adversaries are eight, and you hold no honor, throw off

your best trump ; for if your partner has not two honors you lose

the game. But if he should happen to hold two honors—as he

probably would—you have a strong commanding game.

Holding Ace, Queen, Knave, and small trumps, play the Knave

;

by this means, the King only can make against you.

Holding Ace, Queen, Ten, and one or two small trumps, lead a

small one ; this will give your partner a chance to win the first

trick, and keep the command in your own hand.

Holding King, Queen, Ten, and small trumps, lead the King ; for

if the King be lost, upon the return of trumps you may finesse the

Ten.

Holding King, Knave, Ten, and small ones, lead the Knave ; it

.will prevent the adversaries from making a small trump.

Holding Queen, Knave, Nine, and small trumps, lead the Queen ;

if your partner hold the Ace, you have a chance of making the

whole suit.

Holding Queen, Knave, and two or three small trumps, lead the

Queen.

Holding Knave, Ten, Eight, and small trumps, lead the Knave
?

on the return of trumps you may finesse the Eight.

Holding Knave, Ten, and three small trumps, lead the Knave

;

this will most distress your adversaries, unless two honors are held

on your right hand, the odds against which are about three to one.

Holding only small trumps, play the highest
; by which means

you support your partner.

Holding a sequence, begin with the highest ; thus your partner is

instructed how to play his hand, and cannot be injured.

If any honor be turned up on your left, and the game much
against you, lead a trump as soon as you can. You may thus

probably retrieve an almost lost game.

In all other cases it is dangerous to lead through an honor with-

out you are strong in trumps, or have an otherwise good hand.

All the advantage of leading through an honor lies in your partner

finessing.

If the Queen be turned up on your right, and you hold Ace, King,

and small ones, lead the King. Upon the return of trumps finesse,

unless the Queen falls. Otherwise the Queen will make a trick.
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With the Knave turned up on your right, and you hold King,

Queen, and Ten, the best play is to lead the Queen. Upon the re-

turn of trumps play the Ten. By this style of play you make the

Ten.

If the Knave turns up on your right, and you hold King, Queen,

and small ones, it is best to lead the King. If that comes home, you
can play a small one, for the chance of your partner possessing the

Ace.

If Knave turn up on your right, and you have King, Queen, and

Ten, with two small cards, lead a small one. Upon the return of

trumps play the Ten. The chances are in favor of your partner

holding an honor, and thus you make a trick.

If an honor be turned up on your left, and you hold only one hon-

or with a small trump, play out the honor and then the small one.

This will greatly strengthen your partner's hand, and cannot injure

your own.

If an honor be turned up on the left, and you hold a sequence

lead the highest ; it will prevent the last hand from injuring your

partner.

If a Queen be turned up on the left, and you hold Ace, King, and

a small one, lead the small trump
;
you have a chance for winning

the Queen.

If a Queen be turned up on your left, and you hold Knave with

small ones, lead the Knave ; for the Knave can be of no service, sinco

the Queen is on your left.

If an honor bo turned up by your partner, and you are strong in

trumps, lead a small one ; but if weak in them, lead the best you
have. By this means the weakest hand supports the strongest.

If an Ace be turned up on the right, and you hold King, Queen,

and Knave, lead the Knave : it is a secure lead.

If an Ace be turned up on the right, and you hold King, Queen,

and Ten, lead the King ; and upon the return of trumps play the

Ten. By this means you show strength to your partner, and prob-

ably make two tricks.

If a King be turned up on the right, and you hold Queen, Knave,

and Nine, lead the Knave, and upon the return of trumps, play the

Nine ; it may prevent the Ten from making.

If a King be turned up on your right, and you hold Knave, Ten,

and Nine, lead the Nine
;
upon the return of trumps play the Ten*

This will disclose your strength in trumps to your partner.
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If a Queen be turned up on the right, and you have Ace, King,

and Knave, lead the King. Upon the return of trumps play the

Knave, which makes a certain trick.

HOW TO PLAY WHEN YOU TURN UP AN HONOR.

If you turn up an Ace, and hold only one small trump with it, if

either adversary lead the King, put on the Ace.

But if you turn up an Ace, and hold two or three small trumps

with it, and either adversary lead the King, put on a small one ;

for if you play the Ace, you give up the command in trumps.

If you turn up a King, and hold only one small trump with it,

and your right-hand adversary lead a trump, play a small one.

If you turn up a King, and hold two or three small trumps with

it, if your right-hand adversary lead a trump, play a small one.

If you turn up a Queen or Knave, and hold, besides, only small

trumps, if your right-hand adversary lead a trump, put on a small

one.

If you hold a sequence to the honor turned up, play it last.

HOW TO PLAY FOR THE ODD TRICK.

Never trump out if you can avoid it, for you can hardly be sure

of the other three hands.

If your partner, by hoisting the Blue Peter, or by any other

allowable intimation, shows that he has means of trumping any suit,

be cautious how you trump out. Force your partner, if strong in

trumps, and so make all the tricks you can.

Make tricks early in the game, and be cautious in finessing.

With a single card of any suit, and only two or three small

trumps, lead the single card.

RETURNING PARTNER'S LEAD.

In the following cases it is best to return your partner's lead
directly :

When you win with the Ace, and can return an honor ; for then
it will greatly strengthen his hand.

When he leads a trump ; in which case return the best remaining
in your hand, unless you hold four. An exception to this arises if

the lead is through an honor.
2*
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When your partner has trumped out ; for then it is evident he
wants to make his strong suit.

When you have no good card in any other suit ; for then you are
entirely dependent on your partner.

In the following instances it is proper that you should NOT return
your partner's lead immediately :

When you win with the King, Queen, or Knave, and have only
small cards remaining. The return of a small card will more dis-

tress than strengthen your partner's hand.

When you hold a good sequence; for then you may make tricks,

and not injure his hand.

When you have a strong suit. Leading from a strong suit is a

direction to your partner, and cannot injure him.

When you have a good hand ; for in this case you have a right to

consult your own hand, and not your partner's.

When you hold five trumps ; for then you are warranted to play

trumps if you think it right.

When, in fine, you can insure two or three tricks, play them, and
then return the lead. With a leading hand it is well to play your
own game.

THE FINISH.

The most important part of a game at Whist is the Finish—the

last two or three tricks. Be careful how you play, or you may make
a bad ending to a good beginning.

Loose Cards.—If you hold three winning cards and a loose one,

play the latter, and trust to your partner.

Loose Trump and Tenace.—Holding these, play the loose trump.

King and the Lead.—If you hold a King and a loose card, the

best plan is to play the last, so that your partner may lead up to your

King.

Long Trumps.—If you hold three, it is best to lead the smallest;

by this means you give your partner a chance of making tricks, and

still hold a commanding card in your own hand. It is not well to

play out the King card.

Third Hand with King, Sfc.—11 Supposing," says Coelcbs, "ten

tricks being made, you remain with King, Ten, and another. If sec-
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ond hand plays an honor, cover it ; otherwise finesse the Ten for

a certain trick. It you want two tricks play 3'our King."

Running a Card.—The same authority says—"With such cards

as Knave, Nine, Eight against Ten guarded, by * running' the Eight

you make every trick."

CASES IN POINT.

The following cases are given by Hoyle :

I.

If A. and C. are partners against B. and D., and eight trumps have

been played out, and A. has four trumps remaining, B. having the

best trump and is to lead, should B. play his trumps or not? No;

because as he would leave three trumps in A.'s hand, if A.'s partner

has any capital suit to make, by B.'s keeping the trump in his hand

ho can prevent his making that suit.

II.

A. and C. are partners against B. and D. ; twelve trumps are play-

ed out, and seven cards only remain in each hand, of which A. has

the last trump, and likewise the Ace, King, and four small cards of

a suit; question, whether A. should play the Ace and King of that

suit or a small one? A. should play a small card of that suit, as it

is an equal bet his partner has a better card in that suit than the last

player, and, in this case, if four cards of the suit happen to be in

either of the adversaries' hands, by this manner of playing he will

be enabled to make five tricks in that suit. Should neither of the

adversaries have more than three cards in that suit, it is an equal bet

that he wins six tricks in it.

IH.

Supposing three hands of cards, containing three cards in each

hand, let A. name the trumps, and let B. choose which hand he

pleases—A. having the choice ofeither the other two hands, will win two

tricks. Clubs are trumps : first hand, Ace, King, and Six of Hearts
;

second hand, Queen and Ten of Hearts, with Ten of Trumps; third

hand, Nine of Hearts, with Two and Three of Trumps. The first

hand wins of the second, the second wins of tho third, and the third

wins of the first.
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IV.

THE ADVANTAGE BY A SEE-SAW.

Suppose A. and B. partners, and that A. has a quart-major in

Clubs, they being trumps, another quart-major in Hearts, another

quart-major in Diamonds, and the Ace of Spades ; and let us suppose

the adversaries, C. and D.,to have the following cards, viz., C. has

four Trumps, eight Hearts, and one Spade; D. has five Trumps and

eight Diamonds : C. being to lead, plays a Heart, D. trumps it; D.
plays a Diamond, C. trumps it; and thus pursuing the saw, each

partner trumps a quart-major of A.'s, and C. being to play at the

ninth trick, plays a Spade, which D. trumps: Thus C. and D. have

won the first nine tricks, and leave A. with his quart-major in Trumps
only.

The foregoing case shows, that whenever you gain the advantago

of establishing a saw, it is your interest to embrace it.

STRENGTH IN TRUMPS.

The following hands are given by Hoyle to demonstrate what is

known as being strong in trumps :

—

Ace, King, and three small trumps.

King, Queen, and three small trumps.

Queen, Ten, and three small trumps.

Queen and four small trumps.

Knave and four small trumps.

Five trumps without an honor must win two tricks if led.

FORCING YOUR PARTNER.

You are justified in forcing your partner if you hold

—

Ace and three small trumps.

King and three small trumps.

Queen and three small trumps.

Knave and four small trumps.

Five trumps.

CASE TO DEMONSTRATE THE DANGER OF FORCING YOUR PARTNER.

Suppose A. and B. partners, and that A. has a quint-major in

trumps, with a quint-major and three small cards of another suit,
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and that A. has tho lead ; and let us suppose the adversaries, C.

and D., to have only five trumps in either hand; in this case, A.

having the lead, wins every trick.

INDICATIONS AND INFERENCES.

The following are given by Mr. Carleton as allowable indications

between partners, or hints from your adversaries' play :

—

Should the Ace fall from the second hand in the first round of a

suit, it is fair to conclude that he is either very strong in it, or has

only the one card.

Should there be a renounce in which a court card is thrown away,

it indioates that the holder of it has a high sequence in the suit, or

perhaps no other, or wishes a trump played.

"When you have played all your trumps, avoid playing a suit

from which your partner threw away, when he could no longer fol-

low your trump lead. He is weak in that suit. If he has thrown

away more than one suit, play that from which he threw away
last.

"When a suit is ruffed, and he who wins plays the Ace of trumps

and then stops, be sure that is the last of his trumps.

Should you hold the next best of a sequence that has been led,

you may suspect the lead was from a single card, and with a view

to a ruff.

When there is no call at tho point of eight, and you do not hold

an honor yourself, the chances are your partner has two. You may
model your game by that presumption.

With Ace, King, win with the King ; if leader, begin with the

King ; and if it be trumped, or you think right to change the suit,

your partner will guess where the Ace is.

The call at eight is a hint to your partner to play trumps.

When the last player wins with a high card, and then leads a

lower one of the same suit, with which he might equally have taken

the trick, it is assumed that he has the intermediate cards.

Leading a small card for your partner's Aco shows that you have

the King.

To these may be added the Blue Peter, as described in a former

page.
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HOYLE'S GRAMMAR OF WHIST.

How should sequences of trumps be played ?—Begin with the

highest.

When sequences are not in trumps, how should they be played ?

—If you hold five, begin with the lowest ; if less than five, begin

with the highest.

Why are sequences preferable to frequent changes of suits ?

—

Because they form safe leads, and gain the tenace in other suits.

When should partners make tricks early ?—When they are weak
in trumps,

When may you allow your opponents to make tricks early in the

round ?—When you are strong in trumps.

When is it proper to play from an Ace-suit ?—When you hold

three Aces, neither of which is a trump.

When any good card is turned up on your right, how should you
play ?—If an Ace be turned up, and you hold King and a small

card, play the small one. If King be turned up, and you hold Ace
and small ones, play a small one. If a Ten be turned up, and you
hold King, Knave, Nine, and others, begin with the Knave, in

order to prevent the Ten from making a trick, and then finesse with

the Nine.

How do you know when your partner has no more of the suit

played ?—By his playing his high card instead of a loose one.

Thus, suppose you hold King, Queen, and Ten, and your partner

answers with Knave, you may be certain that is the only card he

possesses of the suit.

When ought you to over-trump your adversary, and when not ?

—

If you are strong in trumps.you may throw away a loose trump ;but

if weak, over-trump at all risks.

If your right-hand adversary lead a suit in which you have Ace,

King, and Queen, with which card are you to take the trick ?—With
the Queen, as then the same suit may be led again by your opponent,

under the idea that Ins partner holds the high cards.

Why should you play from King-suit rather than from Queen-

suit, though you may possess a like number of each '—Because, it

is two to one that the Ace does not lie in your adversary's hands,

and it is five to four that if you play from Queen you lose her.

When you possess the four best cards of any suit, why do you
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play your best ?—To inform your partner as to the state of your

hand.

The Queen turned up on your right, and you hold Aee, Ten,

and one trump ; or King, Ten, and one trump, if right-hand

opponent plays the Knave, what should you do ?—Pass the trick.

You cannot lose by so doing, as your Ace must make, and you may
gain a trick.

When can you finesse in other suits with impunity ?—When you
are strong in trumps.

EXAMPLES FROM HOYLE.

In order to fully conquer the difficulties of Whist and achieve

success, it is necessary, indeed, to persevere to the end. " Never
despair" is an excellent motto for a whist-player. Having carried

the student safely over tjie -pons asiuorum, let us now take a leaf or

two direct from Hoylc. Hitherto it has been our endeavor to im-

prove upon the instructions of our great authority by carefully com-

paring his maxims with those of later writers, and embodying with

them the results of modern card-table experience. In tins chapter

we shall give the ipsissima verba of Edmond Hoyle from the last and

best of the authorized editions of his treatise on Whist, believing

that a careful perusal of the following examples cannot but prove

of considerable use to all who would become thoroughly familiar

with the game.

PARTICULAR GAMES, AND THE MANNER IN WHICH THEY ARE TO

BE PLAYED AFTER A LEARNER HAS MADE SOME PROGRESS IN

THE GAME.

I.

" Suppose you are elder hand, and that your game consists of

King, Queen, and Knave of one suit ; Ace, King, Queen, and two

Bmall cards of another suit
;
King and Queen of the third suit, and

three small trumps
; Query, how is this hand to be played ? You

are to begin with the Ace of your best suit (or a trump), which in-

forms your partner that you have the command of that suit ; but

you are not to proceed with the King of the same suit, but you must

play a trump next ; and ifyou find your partner has no strength to sup-

port you in trumps, and that your adversary plays to your weak suit

—
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viz., the King and Queen only—in that case play the King of the

suit which belongs to the best suit ; and if you observe a probability

of either of your adversaries being likely to trump that suit, pro-

ceed then and play the King of the suit of which you have the

King, Queen and Knave. If it should so happen that your adver

saries do not play to your weakest suit, in that case, though ap

parently your partner can give you no assistance in trumps, pursue

your scheme of trumping out as often as the lead comes into your

hand ; by which means, supposing your partner to have but two

trumps, and that your adversaries have four each, by three rounds

of trumps, there remain only two trumps against you."

II.

ELDER HAND.

M Suppose you- have Ace, King, Queen, and one small trump,

with a sequence from the King of five in another suit, with four

other cards of no value. Begin with the Queen of trumps, and pur-

sue the lead with the Ace, which demonstrates to your partner that

you have the King ; and as it would be bad play to pursue trumps

tho third round till you have first gained the command of your

great suit, by stopping thus, it likewise informs your partner that

you have the King and one trump only remaining ; because if you
had Ace, King, Queen, and two trumps more, and trumps went

round twice, you could receive no damage by playing the King the

third round. When you lead sequence, begin with the lowest ; be-

cause, if your partner has the Ace, he plays it, which makes room

for your suit. And since you have let your partner into the state

of your game, as soon as he has the lead, if he has a trump or two

remaining, he will play trumps to you with a moral certainty that

your King clears your adversaries' hands of all their trumps."

nr.

SECOND PLAYER.

" Suppose you have Ace, King, and two small trumps, with a

quint-major of another suit, in tho third suit you have three small

cards, and in the fourth suit one. Your adversary on your right

hand begins with playing the Ace of your weak suit, and then pro-

ceeds to play the King. In that case do not trump it, but throw
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away a losing card, and if he proceeds to play the Queen, throw

away another losing card, and do the like the fourth time, in hopes

your partner may trump it, who will in that case play a trump, or

will play to your strong suit. If trumps are played, go on with

them two rounds, and then proceed to play your strong suit
; by

which means, if there happens to be four trumps in one of your

adversary's hands, and two in the other, which is nearly the case,

your partner being entitled to have three trumps out of the nine,

consequently there remain only six trumps between the adversaries

;

your strong suit forces their best trumps, and you have a proba-

bility of making the odd trick in your own hand only ;
whereas, if you

had trumped one of your adversaries' best cards, you had so weak-

ened your hand as probably not to make more than five tricks with-

out your partner's help."

IV.

" Suppose you have Ace, Queen, and three small trumps, Ace,

Queen, Ten, and Nine of another suit, with two small cards of each

of the other suits
; your partner leads to your Ace, Queen, Ten and

Nino ; and as this game requires rather to deceive adversaries than

to inform your partner, put up the Nine, which naturally leads the

adversary to play trumps, if he wins that card. As soon as trumps

are played to you, return them upon your adversary, keeping the

command in your own hand. If your adversary who led trumps to

you puts up a trump which your partner cannot win, if he has no

good suit of his own to play, he will return your partner's lead,

imagining that suit lies between his partner and yours. If this

finesse of yours should succeed, you will be a great gainer by it,

but scarcely possible to be a loser."

PARTICULAR GAMES BOTH TO ENDEAVOR TO DECEIVE AND DISTRESS

YOUR ADVERSARIES, AND TO DEMONSTRATE YOUR GAME TO YOUR
PARTNER,

I.

" Suppose I play the Ace of a suit of which I have Ace, King, and

three small ones; the last player does not choose to trump it, having

none of the suit ; if I am not strong enough in trumps I must not

play out the King, but keep the command of that suit in my hand
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by playing of a small one, which I must do in order to weaken his

game."
II.

" If a suit is led, of which I have none, and a moral certainty that

my partner has not the best of that suit, in order to deceive the ad-

versary I throw away my strong suit ; but to clear up doubts to my
partner when he has the lead I throw away my weak suit. This

method of play will generally succeed, unless you play with very

good players, and even with them you willoftener gain than lose by
this method of play."

PARTICULAR GAMES TO BE PLAYED, BY WHICH YOU RUN THE RISK

OF LOSING ONE TRICK ONLY TO GAIN THREE.

I.

44 Suppose Clubs to be trumps, a Heart is played by your adver-

sary ;
your partner having none of that suit, throws away a Spade ;

you are then to judge his hand is composed of trumps and Diamonds

;

and suppose you Avin that trick, and being too weak in trumps, you

dare not force him; and suppose you shall have King, Knave, and

one small Diamond; and further, suppose your partner to have Queen

and Five Diamonds ; in that case, by throwing out your King in

your first lead, and your Knave in your second, your partner and

you may win five tricks in that suit ; whereas, if you had led a

small Diamond, and your partner's Queen having been won with

the Ace, the King and Knave remaining in your hand, obstructs

his suit ; and though he may have the long trump, yet, by playing

a small Diamond, and his long trump having been forced out of

his hand, you lose by this method of play three tricks in that

deal."

II.

" Suppose in the like case of the former, you should have Queen,

Ten, and one small card in your partner's strong suit; which is to

be discovered by the former example ; and suppose your partner

to have Knave and five small cards in his strong suit
;
you having

the lead are to play your Queen, and when you play again you are

to play your Ten ; and suppose him to have the long trump, by this

method he makes four tricks in that suit ; but should you play a
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small one in that suit, his Knave being gone, and the Queen remain-

ing in your hand in the second round of playing that suit, and the

long trump being forced out of his hand, the Queen remaining in

your hand obstructs the suit, by which method of play you lose

three tricks in that deal."

III.

" In the former examples you have been supposed to have had the

lead, and by that means have had an opportunity of throwing out

the best cards in your hand of your partner's strong suit, in order

to make room for the whole suit; we will now suppose your partner

is to lead, and in the course of play it appears to you that your

partner has one great suit
;
suppose Ace, King, and four small

ones, and that you have Queen, Ten, Nine, and a very small one of

that suit ; when your partner plays the Ace, you are to play the

Nine ; when he plays the King, you are to play the Ten
; by

which means you see, in the third round, you make your Queen,

and having a small one remaining, you do not obstruct your

partner's great suit ; whereas, if you had kept your Queen and Ten,

and the Knave have fallen from the adversaries, you would have

lost two tricks in that deal."

IV.

11 Suppose in the course of play, as in the former case, you find

your partner to have one great suit, and that you have King, Ten,

and a small one of that suit; your partner leads the Ace, in that

case play your Ten, and in the second your King ; this method is

to prevent a possibility of obstructing your partner's great suit."

V.

" Suppose your partner has Ace, King, and four small cards in

his great suit, and that you have Queen, Ten, and a small card in

that suit ; when he plays his Ace, do you play your Ten, and when
he plays his King, do you play your Queen

;
by which method of

play you only risk one trick to get four."
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SOME DIRECTIONS FOR PUTTING UP AT SECOND HAND KING,

QUEEN, KNAVE, OR TEN OF ANY SUIT, ETC.

I.

11 Suppose you have the King and one small card of any suit, and

that your right-hand adversary plays that suit ; if he is a good

player do not put up the King, unless you want tho lead, because a

good player seldom leads from a suit of which he has the Ace, but

keeps it in his hand (after the trumps are played out) to bring in his

strong suit."

n.

" Suppose you have a Queen and one small card of any suit, and

that your right-hand adversary leads that suit, do not put on your

Queen, because, suppose tho adversary has led from the Ace and

Knave, in that case, upon the return of that suit, your adversary

finesses the Knave, which is generally good play, especially if his

partner has played the King
;
you thereby make your Queen ; but

by putting on the Queen, it shows your adversary that you have no

strength in that suit, and consequently puts him upon finessing upon

your partner throughout that whole suit."

III.

" In the former examples you have been informed, when it is

thought proper to put up tho King or Queen at second hand ; you

are likewise to observe, in case you have the Knave or Ten of any

suit, with a small card of the same suit, it is generally bad play to put

up either of them at second hand, because it is five to two that tho

third hand has either Ace, King, or Queen of the suit led; it

therefore follows, that as the od<l> against you are five to two, and

though you should succeed sometimes by this method of play, vet

in the main you must be a loser, because it demonstrates to your

adversaries that you are weak in that suit, and consequently they

finesse upon your partner throughout that whole suit."

IV.

" Suppose you have Ace, King, and three small cards of a suit;

your right-hand adversary leads that suit
;
upon which you play
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your Ace, and your partner plays the Knave. In case you are

strong in trumps, you are to return a small one in that suit, in order

to let your partner trump it. And this consequence attends such

play, viz., you keep the command of that suit in your own hand, and

at the same time it gives your partner an intimation that you are

strong in trumps ; and therefore he may play his game accordingly,

either in attempting to establish a saw, or by trumping out to you,

if he has either strength in trumps or the command of the other

suits."

SOME DIRECTIONS HOW TO PLAT WHEN AN ACE, KING, OR
QUEEN ARE TURNED UP ON TOUR RIGHT HAND, ETC.

I.

" Suppose the Ace is turned up on your right hand, and that you
have the Ten and Nine of trumps only, with Ace, King, and Queen
of another suit, and eight cards of no value, querc, how must this

game be played ? Begin with the Ace of the suit of which you
have the Ace, King, and Queen, which is an information to your

partner that you have the command of that suit ; then play your

Ten of trumps, because it is five to two that your partner has

King, Queen, or Knave of trumps ; and though it is about seven to

two that your partner has not two honors, yet, should he chance to

have them, and they prove to be the King and Knave, in that case,

as your partner will pass your Ten of trumps, and as it is thirteen

to twelve against the last player for holding the Queen of trumps,

upon supposition your partner has it not, in that case, when your

partner has the lead, he plays to your strong suit, and upon your

having the lead, you are to play the Nine of trumps, which puts

it in your partner's power to bo almost certain of winning the

Queen if he lies behind it.

" The foregoing case shows, that turning up of an Ace against

you may be made less beneficial to your adversaries, provided you
play by this rule."

n.

" If the King or Queen are turned up on your right hand, the

like method of play may be made use of ; but you are always to

distinguish the difference of your partner's capacity, because a
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good player will make a proper use of such play, but a bad ono

seldom, if ever."

in.

41 Suppose the adversary on your right hand leads the King of

trumps, and that you should have the Ace and four small trumps,

with a good suit ; in this case it is your interest to pass the King

;

and though he should have King, Queen, and Knave of trumps, with

one more, if he is a moderate player, he will play the small one ; im-

agining that his partner has the Ace ; when he plays the small one,

you are to pass it, because it is an equal wager that your partner has

a better trump than the last player ; if so, and that he happens to

be a tolerable player, he will judge you have a good reason for

this method of play, and consequently, if he has a third trump re-

maining he will play it; if not, he will play his best suit."

THE TEX OR NINE BEING TURNED UP ON YOUR RIGHT HAND, ETC.

I.

" Suppose the Ten is turned up on your right hand, and that you
should have King, Knave, Nine, and two small trumps, with eight

other cards of no value, and that it is proper for you to lead trumps,

in that case begin with the Knave, in order to prevent the Ten from

making of a trick ; and though it is but about five to four that your

partner holds an honor, yet if that should fail, by finessing your

Nine on the return of trumps from your partner, you have the Ten
in your power."

II.

" The Nine being turned up on your right hand, and that you should

have Knave, Ten, Eight, and two small trumps, by leading the Knave
it answers the like purpose of the former case."

III.

"You are to make a wide difference between a lead of choice and

a forced lead of your partner's; because, in the first case he is sup-

posed to lead from his best suit, and finding you deficient in that

suit, and not being strong enough in trumps, and not daring to force

you, he then plays his next best suit
;
by which alternation of play,

it is next to a demonstration that he is weak in trumps. But should

he persevere, by playing of his first lead, if he is a good player, you
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are to judge him strong in trumps, and it is a direction for you to

play your game accordingly."

IV.

11 There is nothing more pernicious at the game of Whist than to

change suits often, because in every new suit you run the risk of giv-

ing your adversary the tenace ; and therefore, though you lead from

a suit of which you have the Queen, Ten, and three small ones, and
your partner puts up the Nine only, in that case, if you should hap-

pen to be weak in trumps, and that you have no tolerable suit to

lead from, it is your best play to pursue the lead of that suit by play-

ing your Queen, which leaves it in your partner's option whether he

will trump it or not, in case he has no more of that suit ; but in your

second lead, in case you should happen to have the Queen or Knave
of any other suit, with one card only of the same suit, it would be

better play to lead from your Queen or Knave of either of these suits,

it being five to two that your partner has one honor at least in either

of those suits."

V.

44 If you have Ace, King, and one small card of any suit, with four

tiumps ; if your right hand adversary leads that suit, pass it, because

it is an equal wager that your partner has a better card in that suit

than the third hand ; if so, you gain a trick by it ; if otherwise, as

you have four trumps, you need not fear to lose by it, because, when
trumps are played, you may be supposed to have the long trump."

CAUTION NOT TO PART "WITH THE COMMAND OP TOUR
ADVERSARIES' GREAT SUIT, ETC.

I.

" In case you are weak in trumps, and that it does not appear

that your partner is very strong in them, be very cautious how you
part with the command of your adversaries' great suit. For sup-

pose your adversary plays a suit of which you have King, Queen,

and one small card only, the adversary leads the Ace, and upon

playing the same suit, you play your Queen, which makes it almost

certain to youi partner that you have the King ; and suppose your

partner refuses to that suit, do not play the King, because, if the
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leader of that suit or his partner hare the long trump, you risk the
losing of three tricks to get one."

II.

" Suppose your partner has ten cards remaining in his hand, and
that it appears to you that they consist of trumps and one suit only

;

and suppose you should have King, Ten, and one small caid of his

strong suit, with Queen and two small trumps ; in this case, you are

to judge he has five cards of each suit, and therefore you ought to

play out the King of his strong suit ; and if you win that trick, your
next play is to throw out the Queen of trumps ; if that likewise

comes home, proceed to play trumps. This method of play may
be made use of at any score of the game, except at 4 and 9."

THE TRUMP TURNED UP TO BE REMEMBERED.

" It is so necessary that the trump turned up should be known
and remembered, both by the dealer and his partner, that we think

it proper to observe, that the dealer should always so place that

card as to be certain of having recourse to it. For suppose it to

be only a Five, and that the dealer has two more—viz., the Six

and Nine—if his partner trumps out with Ace and King, he ought

to play his Six and Nine ; because, let us suppose your partner to

have Ace, King, and four small trumps, in this case, by your

partner's knowing you have the Five remaining, you may win

many tricks."

TWO TRUMPS.

Thefollowing Case happens frequently :—

" That you have two trumps remaining when your adversaries have

;mly one, and it appears to you that your partner has one great suit

;

in this case always play a trump, though you have the worst ; be-

cause, by removing the trump out of your adversaries' hands, there

can be no obstruction to your partner's great suit."

FIVE TRUMPS.

" Suppose you have five trumps, and six small cards of any suit,

and you are to lead ; the best play is to lead from the suit of which
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you have six, because, as you are deficient in two suits, your adver-

saries will probably trump out, which is playing your own game
for you; whereas, had you begun with playing trumps, they would

force you, and consequently destroy your game."

CALCULATIONS FOR BETTING.

Among modern players, heavy betting at cards has nearly gone

out. AVhist is now generally played for a simple stake—so much per

game—so much per rubber ; but as no treatise on the game can be

considered complete without a table of chances, we give the calcula-

tions of Hoyle, as improved by modern practice.

AT LONG WHIST

—

It is about five to four that your partner holds one card out of any
two.

Five to two that he holds one card out of any three.

Two to one that he does not hold a certain named card.

Three to one that he does not hold two out of three named cards

in a suit.

Three to two that he does not hold two cards out of any four

named.

Five to one that your partner holds one winning card.

Four to one that he holds two.

Three to one that he holds three.

Three to two that he holds four.

Four to six that he holds five.

BETTING THE ODDS.

The odds on the rubber is five to two in favor of the dealers gener-

ally.

With the first game secured, the odds on the rubber, with the deal

are

—

1 to love about 7 to 2

2 — — 4 — 1

3 — — 9 — 2

4 — — 5 — 1

5 — — 6 — 1

At any part of the game, except at the points of eight and nine,

3
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the odds are in proportion to the nnmber of points required to make
the ten required. Thus, if A. wants four and B. six of the game, the

odds are six to four in favor of A. If A. wants three and B. five,

the odds are seven to five on A. winning the game.

At the commencement of the game it is about -
2V Per cent, in favor

of the dealer.

The odds against the dealer counting two for honors (that is, three

honors in hand) are about nearly four to one.

Against the dealer and his partner holding the four honors, the

odds are at least six to one. Against the non-dealers holding the

four honors, the odds are about twenty to one, because it is only fifty-

two to sixteen, or a little more than nine to one that an honor is

turned up.

Against honors being divided, the odds are about three to two

against either side, though the dealers have certainly the best chance.

The following, calculated strictly, are the

ODDS ON THE GAME WITH THE DEAL.

1 love

2 love

3 love

4 love

5 love

6 love

7 love

8 love

9 love

to

11

5
3
7
2

5
7

5
9

to 10
4

2
4

1

2
2
1

2

is 9 to 8
— 9 — 7
— 9—6
— 9—5
— 9—4
— 3—1
— 9—2
— 4—1

3 to 2 is 8 to 7
4 — 2 — 4 — 3
5 — 2 — 8 — 5

G — 2 — 2 — 1

7 _ 2 — 8 — 3
8 — 2 — 4 — 19—2—7—2

4 to 3 is 7 to 6
5 — 3 — 7 — 5
6 — 3 — 7 — 4
7 — 3 — 7 — 3
8 — 3 — 7 — 2
9 _ 3 _ 3 _ ]

5 to 4 is G to 5
G — 4 — 6 — 4
7 _ 4 — 2 — 1

8 _ 4 — 3 — 1

9 — 4 — 5 — 2

6 to 5 is 5 to 4
7 _ 5 _ 5 — 3
8 _ 5 — 5 — 2
9 _ 5 — 2 — 1

7 to G is 4 to 3
8 — 6 — 2 — 1

9 _ 6 — 7 — 4

8 to 7 is 3 to 2
9 _ 7 -~12 — 8
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Honors counting at eight points and not at nine, the odds are

slightly in favor of the players at eight. It is usual for the players

at eight points, with the deal, to bet six to five on the game. It is

about an even bet, if honors are not claimed at eight points, that the

dealers win. As a disinterested piece of advice, however, let us

add

—

Don't bet at all.

AT SHORT WHIST.

The following are the generally accepted odds ; but it must bo

remembered that, in respect of betting, the chances in Short Whist
do not greatly differ from those of the old and, as we think, much
superior game :

—

ON THE GAME WITH THE DEAL.

At starting, the odds are about 11 to 10, or perhaps 21 to 20, in

favor of the dealers. With an honor turned up, the odds are nearly

a point greater in favor of the dealers.

1 to love is about 10 to 8

— 5 — 3

3 — 3 — 1

4 — 4 — 1

2 to 1 is about 5 to 4

3 — 2 — 2 — 1

3 — 3 — 11—10
4 _ 3 — 9 — 7

OX THE RUBBER WITH THE DEAL.

1 to love is about 7 to 4

2 — 2 — 1

3 — 9 — 2

4 — 5 — 1

The following are given as mere matters of curiosity.
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It is 50 to 1 against the dealer holding 7 trumps, neither more nor

less.

15 to 1 against his holding 6 trumps.

8 to 1 against his holding exactly five.

3 to 2 against his holding exactly 4.

5 to 2 in favor of his holding 3 or more trumps.

11 to 2 in favor of his holding 2 or more trumps.

30 to 1 against his holding only the one trump turned up.

AGAINST ANY" NON-DEALER HOLDING ANY SPECIFIED NUMBER OP
TRUMPS.

100 to 1 against his holding exactly 7.

30 to 1 " " 6.

15 to 1 " " 5.

5 to 1 " » 4.

3 to 2 " " 3.

5 to 2 in favor of his holding 2 or more.

50 to 1 in favor of his holding 1 trump or more.

Against the dealer holding 13 trumps, it is calculated to be 158,-

753,389,899 to 1.

Against his holding 12 trumps, 338,493,367 to 1.

Against his holding 11 trumps, 3,000,000 to 1.

Against his holding 10 trumps, 77,000 to 1.

Against his holding 9 trumps, 3500 to 1.

Against his holding 8 trumps, 320 to 1.

Against his holding 7 trumps, 50 to 1.

These figures are, however, of but small practical utility in Whist
from the simple fact that now-a-days such odds are seldom or never

offered or taken. Whist is not a game to gamble at.

L'ENVOY.

The reader who has accompanied me thus far will at least acknowl-

edge that there is more in a game at Whist than appears at first sight.

In the Clubs it is played scientifically ; and with regular players two

packs of cards are always brought in, kept on the table, and played

with alternately each deal. This saves some trouble and time, as,

while the one pack is being gathered by the younger hand, the elder

hand " makes' 1 the other. This plan likewise prevents a wide-awake

player from " placing" cards in shuffling, and so obtaining a slight
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advantage by knowing whereabout in the pack certain cards are

likely to be.

The reader must not, however, imagine that he is a Whist-player

because he has read this or any other treatise on the game. An
ounce of practice is worth a pound of theory ; and all that books can

do is to teach the theory and principles of the game. Any lady or

gentleman can become a good player with a little care and attention.

The good player will read the rules and maxims with attention, and

profit by them ; but only the real lover and master of the game will

be able to tell when he may depart from both with safety. There

is all the difference in the world between slavishly following written

instructions and adapting them to particular circumstances. As in

life, so in Whist—you must use your own educated judgment if you

would succeed. Practice makes perfect ; and there is no royal road

to Whist any more than there is to learning.

My readers will allow me, I am sure, to warn them that Whist is

an amusement, not a labor ; and that it is best played at the table.

The amateur should never play a card without a reason for it; a bad

reason is better than playing at random without any reason at all.

Coolness, memory, and good temper are the three great secrets of

success at Whist. Play the game well, and be cautious how you
finesse. Take care of your trumps, and do not throw them away un-

necessarily. It is good play, if you hold four leading cards in a

suit, to exhaust that suit before you play another ; as then, when
trumps are out, you make a trick by leading the thirteenth card. It

is judicious to force the strong hand, bad to force the weak one.

Never throw away a trick without good reason, and avoid ruffing

your right-hand adversary's lead, if you can without danger. Es-

tablish your long suit, if possible ; and do not over-trump your right-

hand opponent without you see absolute necessity. The first object

is to win the game, the second to save it ; therefore, nothing venture

nothing have. Always return your partner's lead in trumps ; hav-

ing regard, however, always to your own hand. Endeavor to retain

the turn-up and a commanding card as long as you can. Inform
your partner of your strength in trumps by the allowable intimations

—such as throwing a best card to a partner's winning card, playing

the highest of a sequence when fourth play01% and so on. Try to

stop a long suit of your adversaries by playing a trump, without fear

of being over-trumped. Look carefully at your hand to avoid ma-
king a revoke ; and watch your opponents' play, in order to detect
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one. It is quite fair to deceive your adversaries by underplay, and

the use of the Blue Peter is acknowledged in all companies, though

it was quite unknown to Hoyle. Endeavor to thoroughly compre-

hend the principle of tenace, as this is a most valuable adjunct at

Whist. Look well after the score, and play out your long suit as

soon as you can. The playing of a single card is generally success-

ful, as, if it makes a trick, you can then trump when your partner

returns the lead, and perhaps establish a see-saw.

Patient study and long practice are as necessary to make a good

Whist-player as to make a good mathematician. But courtesy and

willingness to acknowledge and forgive errors are no small recom-

mendations : therefore, to lady and gentleman players I may say

Omnibus Placeto.

SHOET WHIST, DUMBY, DOUBLE DUMBY, &c

SHORT WHIST.

It is scarcely necessary to expend much time in describing Short

Whist, its principles being precisely the same as those of the older

and now almost universal gamo. The game about which Hoyle wrote

was Whist, which was, some years ago, cut in half, in order to suit

the taste of some aristocratic players. The story goes that the oper-

ation was performed by Lord Peterborough, at Bath, in order that

he might the more quickly recover some heavy losses, or make them

still heavier. After enjoying considerable popularity for nearly half

a century, Short Whist is now on the decline. The real differences

between the two games are very slight, and perhaps it may be suffi-

cient for the reader if I give merely

THE LAWS OF SHORT WHIST.

1. The game consists of five points. One point scored saves the

triple game ; three points, a double. The rubber is reckoned at two

points.

[Eight points may therefore be gained in a single rubber.]

2. Honors cannot be " called" at any part of the game, and do

not count at the point of four.

[In all other respects, honors are reckoned as in Long Whist]
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3. The two highest and two lowest are partners, the lowest cut

having the deal.

[The cards are to be shuffled and cut in precisely the same -way as in the old-fashioned

game.]

4. An exposed card necessitates a fresh deal.

5. In cases of misdeal, the deal passes to the next player.

[Misdeals occur from precisely the same causes as in Long Whist, and need not, there-

fore, be stated.]

6. No questions as to either hand can be asked after the trick is

turned.

[Xor are any questions except tnose admissible in the other game to be asked.]

7. Any card played out of turn, or shown accidentally, can be

called.

8. A revoke is subject to the penalty of three tricks.

[Taken as in Long Whist]

9. The side making the revoke remains at four, in whatever way
the penalty be enforced.

10. Lookers-on must not interfere, unless appealed to by the ma-
jority of the players.

It is not necessary to dilate upon the best method of playing each

separate hand at this game, because whatever is useful and true at

Long Whist is equally useful and true at Short Whist. " The pe-

culiarities of the short game," says a recent writer, " call for special

appliances. This should act as stimulants to the player, and rouse
his energy." But what these special appliances are it is difficult to

discover, seeing that the two games are identical in every thing but
length. The only advantage of the short game lies in the more for-

cible use that can be made of trumps. M Trumps," says Carleton,
M should be your rifle-company ; use them liberally in your manoeu-
vres ; have copious reference to them in finessing, to enable you to

maintain a long suit. Should you be weak in trumps, ruff a doubt-
ful card at all times; with a command in them, be very chary of that

policy. Let your great principle always be to keep the control of
your adversaries' suit, and leave that of your partner free. If you
see the probable good effect of forcing, decide which of your adver-

saries you will assail, but do not attempt them both at once. Let it

be the stronger if possible. When you force both hands opposed to
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you, one throws away his useless cards ; while the chance is, the oth

er makes trumps that, under other circumstances, would have been
sacrificed." And so, et cetera ad infinitum. Deschapelles, who ia

the French Hoyle without his science, but with double his power of

writing, says of Short Whist :

—

44 When we consider the social feel-

ings it engenders, the pleasure and vivacity it promotes, and the ad-

vantages it offers to the less skilful player, we cannot help acknowl-
edging that Short Whist is a decided improvement upon the old

game.'* All this is, however, open to argument ; and therefore de
gustibus non est.

DUMBY, OR THREE-HANDED WHIST.

This game is precisely the same as Long Whist, only that one

player takes two hands, one of which he holds in the usual manner,

and the other he spreads open on the table. The rules are the same.

Another Game is played by three persons, in which two Nines

and Fours, and one of the Fives is cast out from the pack, and each

player plays on his own account.

A third way of playing Three-handed Whist is to reject the fourth

hand altogether, and allow it to remain unseen on the table. Each

player then takes the miss, or unseen hand, in exchange for his own,

if he thinks fit. Each player stands on his cards, and the best hand

must win. There is, however, room for finesse, and the player who

sees two hands—the miss, and that first dealt to him—has an unde

niable advantage.

TWO-HANDED WHIST.

This game is either played as Double Dumby, by exposing two

hands and playing as with four players, or by rejecting two hands,

and each player making the best he can of his own hand. In these

games each honor counts as one point in the game. There is but

small room for skill in any of the imperfect Whist-games, and the

player who is acquainted with the real old-fashioned game need not

bo told how to play his cards at Dumby or French Humbug. At

best, these games are inferior to Cribbage, Ecarte, All-Fours, or any

of the regular two-handed games.
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EUCHEE.
The origin of this fascinating game is somewhat uncertain. From

the fact that the word Bauer, a peasant, is pronounced similarly to

the names of the two leading cards in the game, some have supposed

it to be of German invention. Yet the game is unknown in Germany,
except in those parts where it has been introduced by wandering

Americans. Others assumed that it had a nautical origin, and was

invented by some old salt— the names given the commanding cards

having reference to the forward anchors of the ship. As it has been

traced to the counties of Lancaster, Berks, and Lehigh, in Pennsyl-

vania, where it first made its appearance about forty years since, it

; s not difficult to conjecture how it arose. Some rich German far-

mer's daughter, of these Americo-Teutonic regions, had been visiting

Philadelphia in the winter. While there she had stayed at the house

of some relative, whose girls spent their summers among the Lehigh

hills ; and she carried home a confused memory of Ecarte. On her

dim account, some one of her ingenious rural beaux had created the

rudiments of the present game, with the name corrupted to Euchre.

By additions and alterations it grew to be what it is. Conjectural

as this may appear, a number of corroborative facts seem to indicate

that it is the truth.

RULES AND TECHNICAL TERMS OF EUCHRE.

Adopting.—Synonymc—"Taking it up." This is the privilege

of the dealer, after the others have passed, to discard an inferior card,

and use instead the trump card turned up. The words used are, " I

takfl it up."

Alone.— Playing without the assistance of your partner, when
you have a hand which it is probable would take five tricks. The
words are, " I play alone," or " Alone," or " Cards away," or " 1 try

it."

Rule 1.—A player can only play alone when he adopts, orders

up, or makes a trump, or when his partner assists, orders up, or

makes a trump. He cannot, however, play alone with a trump he

has passed, or with a trump, the making of which he has passed.

A player cannot play alone when he or his partner is ordered up

by an opponent, or when the opposite side adopts or makes tho

3*
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trump. Only those can play alone who have legally taken the re-

sponsibility of the trump, and may be euchred
;
therefore, when one

player legally elects to play alone, neither of his opponents can play
alone against him.

Rule 2.—If the elder hand passes, and his partner offers to play

it alone, the elder hand cannot come in and play it alone, but must
turn his cards face down, and go out.

Rule 3.—When your partner plays alone, you must always lay

down your cards, or place them under the pack, without exposing

their faces. (See Responsible, and Rule 36.)

Rule 4.—A player who goes alone, must announce his intention in

a clear and audible way and tone, so that no doubt can be entertained

of his design. If he expresses his purpose in a vague and ambiguous

manner, so that it is not clearly understood by his adversaries, and

he or they make a lead, he forfeits his privilege, and must play

with his partner.

Assist.—If, when your partner deals, and the eldest hand passes,

you know by your hand alone, or by comparing it with the deck-

head, that you can make three tricks, you may say to him, " I assist."

This is equivalent to ordering up the trump into his hand, for he

thereupon discards his poorest card, and the trump card is his to

play when he needs it.

Bower.—The Jack or Knave of the trump suit, and of the suit

of the same color.

Bridge.—This is where one side has scored four, and the other

one or two.

Rule 5.—When your opponents have one or two and you have four,

if you are eldest hand, unless you have one trick certainly in your

hand—that is, the right bower, or the left bower guarded—you will

order it up whether you have a trump or not, to prevent them going

alone, and making four tricks.

Call.—The right to demand an exposed card.*

Rule Q —If your right-hand adversary plays a card out of turn, or

shows it, you can require him to lead it when his turn comes, or play

it when his turn comes, and that suit is required, or if he would be

otherwise privileged to play it, whether it be to his advantage or not.

j> u le 7.—A party refusing to play an exposed card on call, forfeits

two to his opponents, as in a revoke.

*(See " Decisions on Disputed Points" notes IY. and V., Euchre,

pages 511 and 512.)
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44 Cards Away."—The same as, 44 1 play alone.'*

Count.—To reckon the game.

Rule 8.—An error in count can be rectified at any time before the

next deal is completed.

Counters.—The trey and quatre are used in marking game. The

face of the trey being up, and the face of the quatre down on it, counts

one, whether one, two, or three pips are exposed ; the face of the

quatre beiug up, and the trey over it, face down, counts two, wheth-

er one, two, three, or four of the pips are shown ; the face of the trey

uppermost counts three ; and the face of the quatre uppermost counts

four. The deuce and trey are now rarely used as counters, being

more liable to mistakes.

Coat-Cards.—The Bower, King, and Queen, from the fact that

they are coated, or dressed.

Court-Cards.—The same as coat-cards.

CROSS the Suit.—To make a trump of a different color from the

card turned up by the dealer.

Rule 9.—If your partner turns down, and the making is passed to

you, either pass or cross the suit. The exceptions to this rule aro

only to be learned by practice.

Cut.—To separate the shuffled pack into two parts, a right pos-

sessed by the right-hand opponent.

Rule 10.—A cut must not be less than three cards removed from

the top, nor must it be made so as to leave less than four cards at

bottom ; and the pack must be put on the table for the cut.

Deal.—To distribute the cards to which each player is entitled.

You give each player five cards, in two rounds, commencing
with your left-hand opponent. You begin by first dealing two cards

to each, and then three.

RuleW.—Every player cuts for the deal at the outset of the

game ; the highest getting the deal ; and if there bo a tie, the

parties tied cut again.

Rule 12.—In cutting, the Two is lowest, and the Jack the highest,

the others having their regular numerical order.

Rule 13.—If a party lets a card fall in cutting, that is his cut ; and

if he shows two, the highest is his cut.

Rule 14.—In dealing, you may begin by giving first two, and then

three cards round to each party, or vice versa ; but you cannot be

gin by dealing two to one, three to the next, and so on.

Rule 15.—The cards may be shuffled by others than the dealers,
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but the dealer must always shuffle last. If the dealer makes a mis-

deal, he forfeits the deal to the eldest hand.

Rule 16.—If a card is turned or faced in dealing, a new deal may
be demanded, but the right to deal is not lost.

Rule 17.—If any opponent takes up or looks at his cards before

the trump card is turned up, the dealer does not lose his deal, incase

of a misdeal.

Rule 18.—If a deal is made out of turn, it is good, provided it be

not discovered until the trump card is turned, and one of the parties

have looked at their hands.

Rule 19.—If an opponent displays a card dealt, the dealer may
make a new deal, unless he or his partner has first examined his own

cards.

Rule 20.—If the pack is discovered to be defective, by reason of

having more or less than thirty-two cards, the deal is void ; but all

the points before made are good.

Dealer.—One who distributes the cards.

Deck.—The same as Pack.

Deck-Head.—The card turned up as trump.

Discard.—Putting a card out of the dealer's hand, face down,

under the pack, wheu he 4> takes it up" in lieu of the trump card on

the deck.

Rule 21.—In discarding, you put away any card not a trump, no

matter how valuable, that will give you a chance to trump that suit.

For instance, if Hearts be trumps, and your lay cards are the Ace of

Spades, and the Queen of Clubs, and Eight of Clubs, discard the Aee
of Spades.

Rule 22.—The discard is not complete until the card is under the

pack ; and if the eldest hand plays before the discard is complete,

the dealer may chauge the card, or may go it alone, though a card

has been led.

Dutch It.—To make a trump of the color that is turned down.

Rule 23.—When your opponent turns it down, it is your policy to

make it the next in suit, that is, to name the trump of the same color,

unless you have a commanding hand in one of the cross suits.

Eldest Hand.—The left-hand adversary of the dealer, so called

because he is the first to play.

Euchre.—The failure of that side which makes, orders up, or takes

up a trump, to take three tricks; this failure scoring two points to

their adversaries.
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Face-Card.—The coat-cards.

Faced Card.—One with its face turned up in shuffling, cutting,

or dealing.

Finesse.—This is where a player holding the best and third best

trump, plays the latter first, taking the risk that his opponents do

not hold the second best trump, or that his partner does. In either

case he wins the two tricks.

Force.—To lead a suit of which your opponents hold none, thus

obliging them to trump or lose the trick.

Game.—When one party makes five points before the other.

Go Alone.—Synonymous with " play alone."

Guarded.—Having a strong card of another suit behind your

trumps ; or having a smaller trump behind a strong one.

Hand.—The five cards dealt to each player.

Information.—Any thing passing from one partner to another,

by which the latter knows how to play.

Rule 24.—If a player indicates his hand by words or gestures to

his partner, directs him how to play, even by telling him to follow

the rules of the game, or in any way acts unfairly, the adversary

scores one point.

Rule 25.—If a player, when they are at a bridge, calls the atten-

tion of his partner to the fact, so that the latter orders up, the latter

forfeits the right to order up, and either of the opponents may play

alone, if they choose so to do.

" What are trumps ?" " Draw your card." " Can you not fol-

low suit ?" 11 1 think there is a revoke ?"

The above remarks, or those analogous, are the only ones al-

lowed to be used, and they only by the person whose turn it is to

play.

Lay-Card.—Any card other than trump.

Lay-Suit.—Any suit not a trump.

Lead.—The right to play first. The first card playecj.

Left Bower.—The Knave of the same color as the trump suit.

Left Bower Guarded.—The Left Bower protected by another

trump.

Lone Hand.—A hand so strong in trumps alone, or in trumps,

guarded by high cards of a lay suit, that it will probably win five

tricks if its holder plays alone.

Lone Player.—The one playing without his partner.

Loye-Game.—Scoring five points to your adversary's none.
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Makixo A tViXT.—WWw the responsible wia» the odd trick.

M vkixg thk Tri mi*.—Namiug a uew suit for truing after the

dealer ha* turned the trump card dowu.

ICauV °jo\—Any flavor making a trump eauuot change the suit

after having once uamed it ; ami if he should by error uame the suit

previously turned dowu. he forfeits his right tv> male the trunip,

and such privilege must pass to the uext eldest player.

March. -Where all the tricks are made by one side.

Markixg cub G amk.—Counting.

Misob vl. Au error iu giviug out the cards, forfeiting: the right

to the deal, uuless the dealer be iutcrfered with, as elsewhere pro-

vided. ^5>Ce V*KAL.)

Next ix Si.it.—Putehiug it.

NvxKtuc.vL Cari\>.—These ueither ace nor face.

Oin> TttiCB.—The third trick..

Ordering I* v.—Ke^uiriug the dealer and his partner to play th*

trump as it has been turned.

Pack..—The ordinary pack of cards, with the smaller cards from

lVuces to Sixes, inclusive, thrown out.

Parixkr.— Ihe oae joined with you in playing against your

adversary.

RnU ST.— The peualtv of the miseouduet of one partner falls on

both.

Pass.—To decline to play at the trump turued up.

Vas^ Again.— To decline the privilege of making a new trump,

alter the rirst has beeu turued dowu.

Piv.— The marks or spots on the interior cards.

Flay Auonk.—To play a hand without cue's partner.

FOUNT.—One of the five required for the game.

Kkvob.s.— Playing a card of a dirfereut suit from that demanded

This is sometimes vulgarly called renig.

a t.i —When a player revokes, the adversaries add two to

their score.

R*i.U —A revoke is not complete until the triek is quitted,

and the revoker. or his partner, has played again.

ZCuttf 'JO.—Though the revoker can correct his error, before he or

his partner has played a secoud time, yet the oppoueut can call

the e.\j.»osed curd if it he the revoker's next lead, or his turn to play

one of that suit.

K±U 31. —When the revoker corrects his error, his partner, if ha
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lias played, cannot change bis card played ; but the adversary may,

if he could^iave played another card before.

Rule 32.—When a revoke is claimed against adversaries, if they

mix their cards, or throw them up, the revoke is taken for granted,

and they lose the two points.

Rule 33.—Xo party can claim a revoke after cutting for a new
deal.

Rule 34.—A revoke on both sides, forfeits to neither ; but a new
deal must be had.

Rule 35.—If a point has been made by a revoke, it must be taken

from the score of the offender.

Rank.—The relative power of the cards, commencing and going

down, in trumps, as follows : Right Bower, Left Bower, Ace,

King, Queen, Ten, Nine, Eight, Seven; but in the Lay Suits the

Jacks take place between the Queens and Tens.

RESPONSIBLE.—The party who order up a trump, assist, make
a trump, or take it up.

Rule 3G.—None have the privilege of playing alone, except those

who take the responsibility of the trump.

Right Bower.—The Jack of trumps.

Right Bower Followed.—The Right Bower with another

trump behind.

Round.—The four cards in a trick.

Rubber.—The best two of three games.

Ruffing.—Another term for trumping a suit other than trumps.

Score.—The points gained in a game or rubber.

Sequence.—The numerical succession of cards of the same
color.

Shuffle.—To mix the cards before dealing.

Side-Cards.—Lay cards.

Slam.—Love-game, vulgarly called M a skunk."

Spot.—The marks on the inferior cards.

Stock.—To fraudulently shuffle the cards so as to deal what
cards are desired for the dealer. The cards not dealt out.

Suit.—Each separate set of the four denominations of cards in

the pack ; as the suit of Hearts, the suit of Diamonds, &c.
Taking it Ut\—Indorsing the trump by the dealer, and dis-

carding another card for it, after the rest have passed.

Rule 37.—The dealer who takes it up must let the trump remain
on the talon until it is necessary to play it on a trick.
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Talon.—The cards remaining in the pack after a deal.

Tenace.—Where the last player holds in his hand The highest

and third best of the cards out.

Throw Away.—To play a worthless card on a trick, when you
cannot follow suit, and do not desire to trump ; as, for instance,

where it is your partner's.

Throwing Up.—Tossing one's cards on the table.

Rule 33.—Throwing up a hand is giving up the points ; and if

the cards are turned face up, the left-hand player may call them
as he thinks proper, and they must bo played accordingly.

Trick.—The same as Round.

Rule 39.—No player has a right to see any trick but the last.

Trump.—The suit turned up, or made the commanding suit.

Trump Card.—The card which is turned up by the dealer after

the hands have been dealt around.

Turn Down.—The trump card which is turned face downward

on the talon by the dealer, after all have passed.

Turn Up.—The trump card.

Underplaying.—Following suit with a low card, when you have

one in your hand superior to your adversary's.

EUCHRE, AND HOW TO PLAY IT.

The game of Euchre is played with thirty- two cards, all below

the denomination of seven-spot being rejected. Four persons con-

stitute the complement for the game, and partners are determined

by dealing and turning up one card to each ; those receiving the

two lowest cards, and vice versa, being associated together.

VALUE OF THE CARDS.

The value of the cards in Euchre is the same as in Whist, All-

Fours, and other games, excepting that the Knave of the suit cor-

responding with the trump is called the Right Bower, and is the

highest card of the hand ; and the other Knave of the same color is

called the Left Bower, and is the card of second importance. For

example.: if Hearts should be turned trump, the Knave of Hearts

is the highest card, the Knave of Diamonds second in value, and

the Ace, King, Queen, &c, of Hearts, then come in their regular

order, as at Whist. When the Kuaves are of the opposite color

from the trump card, they rank no higher than at Whist
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THE DEAL.

The players usually cut for deal, and he who cuts the highest

Euchre card is entitled to the deal, and that is accom-

plished by giving the eldest hand, or first person to the left of the

dealer, two cards, and so on all around, and then dealing an ad-

ditional three cards to each player, in the same order. Regularity

should be observed in dealing, and no party should be allowed to

receive from the dealer, in any round, more than the number of

cards given to the eldest hand. For instance, if the dealer begins

by giving the left-hand player two cards, he cannot be allowed to

vary, so as to give another three, and then two again, but must con-

tinue as he began. The proper manner of dealing is as we pointed

out at the outset, and should be rigidly observed.

The advantage which accrues to the dealer is manifest. From
the manner in which cards are played in all games, those of a cor-

responding suit will necessarily fall together, and therefore the

dealer enhances his prospects thirty-three and one-third per cent,

for an additional trump by dealing three cards last round, for then

he has the three immediately preceding the trump, when, if he had
began the deal with three cards, he would end by having only the

two cards preceding the trump.

After five cards have been dealt to each player, in the order as

above, the dealer turns up the top card on the pack or talon, which

is called the trump. After the first hand, the deal passes to each

player, in rotation.

THE GAME.

The game consists of five points—the parties getting that num-
ber first being winners—and the points are indicated by the num-
ber of tricks taken by the players. If all the tricks are taken by
one side it constitutes what is technically termed a march, and en-

titles the fortunate parties to a count of two ; and it is necessary to

take three tricks in order to count one, or " make a point" as it is

called. Taking four tricks counts no more than three.

When the trump is turned, the first person to the left of the

dealer looks at his cards, for the purpose of determining what he

intends to do, whether to "pass" or "order the trump up;"
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and this, to a certain extent, will depend upon the strength of his

hand. If he holds cards of sufficient value to secure three tricks,

he will say, u I order it up," and the dealer is then obliged to take

the card turned up, and discard one from his hand ; and the card

thus taken up becomes the trump. If the eldest hand has not

enough strength to order it up, he will say, " I pass," and then the

partner of the dealer has to determine whether he will " pass" or

" assist." If he lias enough, with the help of the card his partner

has turned, to make three tricks, he will say, " I assist," and the card

is taken up as before. If he passes, then it goes to the third hand,

who proceeds exactly as the eldest hand. Should all the players

pass, it becomes the dealer's privilege to announce what he will do,

and, if he thinks he can take three tricks, he says, 14 1 take it up,"

and immediately discards his weakest card, placing it under tho

remainder of the pack, and, instead of the card thus rejected, he

takes that turned up, which remains the trump. It is not considered

en regie for the dealer to remove the trump card until after the first

trick has been taken, unless he needs it to play. It is let lay that

every one may see what the trump Is. We may as well state here,

that it is always the dealer's privilege to discard any one card in

his hand, and take up the trump card ; and this holds good whether

he is assisted by his partner, is ordered up by his adversaries, or

takes it up himself. This gives the parties having the deal an ad-

vantage about equal to one trick. Should the dealer not be con-

fident of winning three tricks, he says, "I turn it down," and, at

the same time, places the turn-up card, face down, on the pack.

Should all the players decline to play at the suit turned up, and

the dealer turn it down, the eldest hand is then entitled to. make
trump what he chooses (excepting the suit already turned down).

If the eldest hand is not strong enough in any suit, and does not

wish to make the trump, he can pass again, and so it will go in ro-

tation, each one having an opportunity to make the trump, in his

regular turn, to the dealer. If all the players, including the dealer,

decline the making of the trump, the deal is forfeited to the eldest

hand. The eldest hand, after the dealer has discarded, opens the

game, and leads any card he chooses. The person playing tho

highest card takes the trick, and he in his turn is obliged to lead.

In this mauncr the game proceeds, until the five cards in each

hand are exhausted. Players are required, under penalty of the

loss of two points, to follow suit. If, however, they cannot.
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why then they may throw away a small card, or trump at their

pleasure.

The trey and qnatre are used in marking game. The face of the

trey being up, and the face of the qnatre down on it, counts one,

whether one, two, or three pips are exposed ; the face of the qnatre

being np, and the trey over it, face down, counts two, whether one,

two, three, or four of the pips are shown; the face of the trey up-

permost counts three ; and the face of the quatre uppermost counts

four. The deuce and trey are now rarely used as counters, being

more liable to mistakes.

It may be laid down as one of the general rules of Euchre, that

whatever is undertaken by a player must be accomplished, in order to

make the point. For instance, if 1 adopt, or order up the trump, and

fail in securing three tricks, it is called being "Euchred," and entitles

the opponents to a count of two ; or if I make the trump after

the original one has been turned down, and do not secure three

tricks, I am also " Euchred," and it counts as before. Therefore

it will be perceived, that in order to properly play the game, one

should have, in addition to the ordinary rules, a thorough knowledge

of the theory of chances, as they apply to this game, and exercise

it judiciously.

ADOPTING, OR TAKIXG UP TIIE TRUMP.

As to what constitute sufficient force of cards to take the trump

up, is a matter of considerable importance to the player. The pur-

pose being to make a point, of course there must be a reasonable

probability of securing three tricks, and this probability should bo

made, to a certain extent, dependent upon the position of the game.

If the dealer should be three or four on the score, while the op-

ponents are one or two, the deal might be passed by turning the

trump down, and still the chances of gaining the game be not ma-

terially reduced ; but if the position should be reversed, why then

the dealer would be warranted in attempting the hazard upon a

* light hand, as the prospects of defeat with the deal in his favor

would be no greater than the percentage of the same against

him. Of course, any player would know that his success would be

beyond peradventure, if holding both Bowers and the Ace; but

the moment you attempt to point out what any thing less would

avail, you depart from the scope of argument, predicated upon

substantial bases, to the unsubstantial realms of hypotheses. Any
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thing less than both Bowers and the Ace might be Euchred, and the

plodding player who exhausted his time in the search of absolute

certainty might be beaten a hundred times by the cards which he

had rejected. It is generally accepted as 11 sound doctrine," that

three trumps—two of them being Court Cards, backed by a Lay
Ace—is sufficient to attempt a point. The player must note the

state of the game, and act accordingly. If the game stand four

and four, it is better for you to take up the trump on a small hand

than leave it to your adversaries to make. Suppose the game is

three and three, you should be very careful of adopting the trump

on a weak hand, because a Euchre puts your opponents out.

PASSING AND ORDERING UP.

No prudent player will " order" the trump unless he holds enough

to render his chances of success beyond reasonable doubt. There

are times and positions of the game when, however, there would be

no imprudence in " ordering" up upon a light hand ; for instance,

supposing the game to stand four and four, the dealer turns the

trump, and either the eldest or third hand has an ordinary good

show of cards, with nothing better of another suit, there it would

be proper to " order up," for, should the trump be turned down,

your chances of success would be lost, and in case you are Eu-
chred, it would but give the game to those who would win it any-

how at another suit.

If the position of the player is eldest hand, and a suit should be

turned, in which he receives both Bowers and another large trump,

and he has also two cards of the corresponding suit in color, it

would clearly bo his policy to pass, for the obvious reason, that if

the dealer's partner should assist, he would be enabled to Euchre

the opposing side, and, if the trump were turned down, his hand

would be just as good in the next suit ; and having the first op-

portunity of making the trump, he could go it alone, with every

probability of making the hand and scoring four.

Should the eldest hand hold the Right Bower, Ace, or King, and

another small trump, and a card of the same color as the trump suit,

it would be good play to pass ; for if your adversaries adopt the

trump, you will, in all probability, Euchre them ; and if they reject

it, you can make the trump next in suit, and the chances of scoring

a point are in your favor.
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"When yon are four, and hold commanding trumps sufficient to

make a sure point, order up, particularly if you are eldest hand, for

then you will take your opponent's deal.

As a general rule the eldest hand should not order up the trump

anless he has good commanding cards, say, Right Bower, King and

Ten of trumps, with a lay ace of a different color, or Left Bower,

King, and two numerical trumps. The player at the right of the

dealer should hold a very strong hand to order up the trump, because

his partner has evidenced weakness by passing, and if the opposing

side turn down the trump, his partner has the first say to make a

new trump.

MAKING THE TRUMP.

In case the dealer turns the trump down, the eldest hand has the

privilege of making it what he pleases, and the rule to be generally

followed is, if possible, to Dutch it, i. e., to make it next in suit, or

the same color of the trump turned. The reason for this is very

evident. If Diamonds should be the trump turned, and the dealer

refuse to take it up, it would be a reasonable supposition that neither

of the Bowers were in the hands of your opponents ; for if the deal-

er's partner had held one of them, he would in all probability, have

assisted ; and the fact of its being turned down by the dealer also,

raises the presumption that he had neither of them. Then, in the

absence of either Bower, an otherwise weak hand could make the

point in the same color. For reverse reasons, the partner of the

dealer would cross the suit, and make it Clubs or Spades; as his

partner had evidenced weakness in the red suits, by turning a red card

down, it would be but fair to presume that his strength was in the

black.

Be careful how you make the trump when your adversaries have

scored three points, and, as a general rule, do not make or order up a

trump unless you are eldest hand.

ASSISTING.

" Assisting " is where your partner is the dealer, and, with the

help of the card he has turned trump, you deem your hand sufficient

to take three tricks. In other words, suppose the Ace of Hearts to

be turned, and you hold the Left Bower and King : you say to your
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partner, U I assist," and then he is obliged to take np the Ace turned,

and discard, the same as though he had taken it up voluntarily.

Two Court Cards is considered a good " assisting " hand ; hut where

the game is very close, of course it is advisable to assist, even upon

a lighter hand ; for if the game stands four and four, the first hand

will "order up," if the card turned is the best in his hand, and

therefore the fact of his passing would be an evidence of weak-

ness.

AVhen assisted by your partner, and you hold a card next in de-

nomination to the card turned up (whether higher or lower,) play it as

opportunity offers. For instance, if yon turn up the Ace, and hold

either the left Bower or King, when a chance occurs plav the Bower or

King, and thus inform your partner that you have the Aw remaining.

The same policy should be adopted when your partner assists and

you have a sequence of three trumps, the trump card being the

smallest of the three, in such a situation invariably play the highest

card of the sequence this will inform your partner that you hold the

balance of the sequence, and with this knowledge he can shape his

play to suit circumstances. Supposing the King is turned up and

you hold the Queen and Ten spot, when an occasion presents itself,

play the Queen, and if your partner is an fait at the game he will

know yon have the Ten spot in your hand.

As a general rule, always assist when you can take two tricks.

THE LOXE HAND.
% wi :

There is still another privilege allowed the fortunate holder of a

good hand, and that is to play it alone. If from the fulness of your

hand there is a reasonable probability that you can secure all the

tricks, you " play it alone," or without the assistance of your partner,

and if successful are entitled to a score of four points. There is no

abridgment of the right to play " alone," except when the attempt

has been anticipated by your adversary's ordering it up, which a

prudent player will always do in certain positions of the game, to

which we shall refer with more particularity. In playing a lone

hand, the following rules are now universally adopted : if the dealer's

partner assists, or makes the trump, the dealer has the privilege of

playing alone, or if the eldest hand orders up or makes the trump,

his partner may play alone. For example :

—

A and B are partners against C and D ; A deals ; C orders it up,
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and thus prevents A or B playing alone ; but either C or D may play

alone, provided the latter claims the privilege before C plays a

card. Suppose C passes, and B assists or orders it up ; neither

nor D can play alone, but B or A may, provided either claims the

privilege before C plays, and C must not play until A has discarded.

Suppose C and B both pass, D may now order up and play alone,

but neither of the others can. Suppose C, B, and D pass, and A takes
;

it up—of course he can play it alone, but neither of the others can. '

Suppose A passes, i. e., turns it down, and C makes the trump ; the

case stands then precisely as it would have stood had he ordered up

the trump first turned ; and so, if C passes a second time, and B
makes the trump, the case stands as it would have stood had B
ordered up the turned card. If, however, C and B both pass, and D
makes the trump, he may play alone, but neither of the others can.

And, in like manner, if C, B, and D pass, A may make the trump,

and he play alone, subject to the provision already named—that the

privilege is claimed before a card is played. (See Rule 2.)

When the dealer's partner, having a right to go alone, elects to do so,

the dealer has not the right to supersede him and play alone himself.

In declaring to go alone when it his turn to settle the game and con-

firm, or make, the trump, as the case may be, the dealer's partner binds

the adversaries, and consequently binds himself and his partner. It is

not a question between the dealer and his partner, but between the

partner and the opposing players. The partner, by confirming the

trump and declaring to play alone, has settled the game and cut off

the opponent's right who is third man. It follows that, as he has

been allowed to do this, his action must at the same time have cut

off the right of the dealer to change the game. It would be a change

for him to substitute himself for the player who has declared to play

alone. Whenever this declaration is made by a player who has the

" say," it creates an obligation on the other side to play against a lone

hand, and one on his part to play the lone hand. This obligation his

partner cannot be permitted to break.

In playing a lone hand, it is always a great advantage to have the

lead. The next advantage is, to have the last play on the first trick,

therefore the eldest hand and the dealer may assume the responsibility

of playing alone on a weaker hand than either of the other players.

"Where a player '"goes it alone," and fails to take five tricks, he is

only entitled to a score of one ; should he fail entirely, it entitles the

adverse parties to the same score as the ordinary "Euchre," to

wit, two points.
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In some coteries, the adverse parties claim a score of four points

upon u Euchring"'1

a lone hand. We have tried to trace this prin-

ciple to some authoritative source, but have failed in getting the

sanction of any whose opinions are entitled to weight upon the ques-

tion. (See Decisions on Disputed Points, Euchre, Note page 500.)

We have heard of instances where both sides were permitted to

play alone, and in case of the failure of the original player to make
a march, the other side was allowed to score four; this is, however,

only a foolish innovation, directly opposed to the axiom in Euchre,

viz. : that only those can play alone who legally assume the re-

sponsibility of the trump, and incur the chance of being euchred.

Besides, there can be no object in playing alone against a lone

player, for a Euchre never counts more than two. If it did, one

lone player might count four in taking only three tricks, while the

other must get all five tricks to count four.

There is, also, an improper custom which prevails in some parts of

the West, viz. : that of giving to the player of a lone hand the priv-

ilege of the lead, irrespective and without regard to his position in

the game, thus debarring the eldest hand of his right to the lead.

This is so manifestly unfair that it is not worth notice here.

These and other innovations and modifications, such as Set Back

and Ace Euchre^ are entirely at variance with the established rules

of the game, and are never played by those who are familiar with,

and appreciate Euchre as a scientific amusement.

When your opponent is playing alone, and trumps a suit you or

your partner leads, be sure and throw away all cards of that suit

upon his subsequent leads, provided you do not have to follow suit.

When opposing a lone hand, and your partner throws away high

cards of any particular suit, you may be assured that he holds good

cards in some other suit
;
you should therefore retain to the last the

highest card you hold of the suit he throws away (if you have one)

in preference to any other card, unless it be an Ace of some other

suit.

THE BRIDGE.

If one side stands four in the game, and the other one, such posi-

tion is called a u bridge," and the following rule should be observed

:
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To make the theory perfectly plain, we will suppose A and B to

be playing against C and D, the former being four in the game and

the latter but one. C having dealt, B first looks at his hand, and

finds he has but one or two small trumps; in other words, a light

hand. At this stage of the game, it would be his policy to " order

up " the trump, and submit to being "Euchred," in order to remove

the possibility of C or D playing it alone ; for if they should, by

good fortune, happen to succeed, the score of four would give them
the game

;
when, if it were ordered up, the most that could be done

would be to get the Euchre, and that giving but a score of two, the

next deal, with its percentage, would in all probability give A and

B enough to make their remaining point and go out. If, however,

B should have enough to prevent a lone hand, he can pass as usual,

and await the result. The Right Bower or the Left Bower guarded

is sufficient to block a lone hand.

The eldest hand is the only one who should order up at the bridge,

for if he passes, his partner may rest assured that he holds com-

manding cards sufficient to prevent the adversaries making a lone

hand. If, however, the eldest hand passes, and his partner is toler-

ably strong in trumps, the latter may then order up the trump to

make a point and go out, for by the passing of the eldest hand his

partner is informed that he holds one or more commanding trumps,

and may therefore safely play for the point and game.

The eldest hand should always order up at the bridge when not

sure of a trick: the weaker his hand, the greater the necessity for

doing so. {See Rule 25.)

DISCARDING.

When the dealer takes the trump up before the play begins, it is

his duty to "discard" or reject a card from his hand, in lieu of the

one taken up. "We will suppose the Ten of Hearts to be turned, and

the dealer holds the King and Right Bower, with the Ace and Nine
spot of Clubs and King of Diamonds : the proper card to reject would
be the King of Diamonds, for there would be no absolute certainty

of its taking a trick. The x\ce might be held by the opponents, and

by retaining the Ace and Nine spot of Clubs, the whole suit of Clubs

might be exhausted by the Ace, and then the Nine spot might be

good
;

or, if the trump should be one of the red suits, and the dealer

held three trumps and a Seven of Spades and Seven of Hearts, it

4
I
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would be better to discard the Spade, for, as the dealer's strength

was in the red suit, the probabilities would be that the other side

would be correspondingly weak, and therefore the Heart would be

better than the Spade. Where you have two of one suit and one

of another to discard from, always discard the suit in which you
have one card, for then you may have an opportunity to li ruff."

THE LEAD.

We have seen that the game is opened by the eldest hand leading,

and mucli depends upon this feature of the game.

Where a dealer has been assisted, it is a common practice to lead

through the assisting hand, and frequently results favorably; for, in

the event of the dealer having but the trump turned, a single lead

of trump, exhausts his strength, and places him at the mercy of a

strong suit of lay cards. It is not, however, always advisable to

"swing 1
' a trump, for if the eldest hand holds a tenace, his duty is

to manoeuvre so as to secure two tricks; but this is only an excep-

tional case. The proper method of determining the nature of the

lead is indicated by the quality of the hand and the purpose to be

accomplished. The eldest hand, holding two Aces and a King, with

two small trumps, of course would lead trump through assisting

hand, for the reason that the only hope of securing a " Euchre

"

would be dependent upon the success of the lay suits, and they only

can be made available after the trumps have been exhausted.

"Where the dealer takes the trump voluntarily, the eldest hand is

of course upon the defensive, and to lead trump under such circum-

stances would be disastrous.

Should your partner have the Right Bower turned, lead a small

trump
;
by so doing, you will be sure to weaken your adversary's

hand.

When your partner makes the trump, or orders it up, lead him the

best trump you hold. Do this in any case.

When you hold the commanding cards, they should be led, to

make the march ; but if you are only strong enough to secure your

point, side cards should be used; put the lowest on your partner's

lead, if it be a commanding card ; the highest on your adversary's.

When opposed to alone hand, always lead the best card you have

of a lay suit, so that the possibility of your partner's retaining a

card of the same suit with yourself may be averted
;
particularly if

it is a card of opposite color from the trump, for, it a red card should
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be trump, and an opponent played it alone, there wonld be more

probability of his not having five red cards than of his holding that

number, and the further chance, that if he did hold five red cards,

it would, in like proportion, reduce the probability of your partner

having one of the same suit, and give him an opportunity to weaken

your opponent's hand by trumping it.

The exception to the above rule is, when you hold two or three

cards of a suit, including Ace and King, and two small cards in other

suits ; in this case your best play would be to lead one of the latter

and save your strong suit, for the reason that your partner may hold

commanding cards in your weak suits, and thus you give him a

chance to make a trick with them; and if this does not occur, you

have your own strong suit as a reserve, and may secure a triok

with it.

When playing to make a lone hand, always lead your commanding
trump cards first, reserving your numerical trumps and lay suit for

the closing leads. When you have exhausted your commanding
trumps, having secured two tricks, and retain in your hand a nu-

merical trump and two cards of a lay suit, lead the highest of the

lay suit to make the third trick, then your trump. For instance,

suppose Hearts are trumps, and you hold the Right and Left Bowers
and Ten of trumps, and Ace and Nine of Spades; lead your Bowers,

then the Ace of Spades, following with the Ten of trumps and your

lay Nine. The reason for playing thus is obvious. You may not

exhaust your adversaries' trumps by the first two leads, and if either

of them were to retain a trump card superior to your Ten, by lead-

ing the latter you would, in all probability, sutler the mortification

of being Euchered on a lone hand. For example—we will suppose

one of your opponents holds the Queen, Seven, and Eight of trumps,

with a small Diamond and Club, or two of either suit: he would
play the two small trumps on your Bowers, and if you led the Ten
of trumps, he would capture it with his Queen, and lead you a suit

you could not take. Your chance of escape from such a dilemma
would be very small. On the other hand, if, on your third lead, you
were to lead the lay Ace, you wonld force your adversary to play his

remaining trump, and allow you to win the point.

When you hold three small trumps and good lay cards, and dtsire

to Euchre your opponents, lead a trump, for when trumps are ex-

hausted you may possibly make your commanding lay cards win.

When you make the trump next in suit, always lead a trump,
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unless you hold the tenace of Right Bower and Ace, and even

then it would be good policy to lead the Bower, if you hold strong lay

cards.

When you hold two trumps, two lay cards of the same suit, and a

single lay card, lead one of the two lay cards, for you may win a

trick by trumping the suit of which you hold none, and then, by
leading your second lay card, you may force your opponents to

trump, and thus weaken them. With such a hand it would not be

good play to lead the single lay card, for you might have the good
fortune to throw it away on your partner's trick, and ruff the same
suit when led by your opponents.

When your partner has made or adopted the trump, it is bad play

to win the lead, unless you are the fortunate possessor of a hand
sufficiently strong to play for a march.

If your partner assist you, and has played a trump, and you have

won a trick and the lead, do not lead him a trump unless you hold

commanding cards, and are pretty certain of making the odd trick or

a march, for your partuer may have assisted on two trumps only, in

which case such a lead would draw his remaining trump, and, in all

probability, prove fatal to his most cherished plans.

When you have lost the first two tricks, and secured the third, if

you hold a trump and a lay card, play the former, for, in this posi-

tion of the game, it is your tmly chance to make or save a Euchre.

There are only two exceptions to this rule, viz. : when you have

assisted your partner, or when he has adopted the trump and still

retains the trump card in his hand. In the former instance, you

should lead the lay card, trusting to your partner to trump it ; in the

latter case, you should also lead the lay card, unless your trump is

superior to your partner's, and your lay card is an Ace or a King, in

which case you should play trump, and trust to the lay card to win

the fifth trick. The reason for this play is very manifest : if your

opponents hold a better trump than you, it is impossible to prevent

them winning the odd trick, and, therefore, the Euchre or point
;

but if they hold a smaller trump, your lead exhausts it, and you may
win the last trick with your lay card. This position frequently

occurs in the game, and we recommend it to the attention of the

novice.
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OX TRUMPING.

In the game of Euchre, nothing is more important than the judi-

cious employment of trumps, and the successful issue of the game is,

perhaps, more dependent upon a thorough knowledge of their power

and use, than all the other points of the game combined. In the

course of this article we have already had much to say about trumps,

particularly in that portion which treats of the lead, but if our

readers will permit, we propose to briefly notice one subject which

has remained untouched—that of trumping, or ruffing, as it is tech-

nically termed; and if our ideas on the subject will prove of* any

service to the tyro in the game, we shall have accomplished all we
designed, both by this and other portions of the present article.

If your partner adopts or makes the trump, and you hold the

Right or Left Bower alone, ruff with it as soon as you get the oppor-

tunity.

When playing second, be careful how you ruff a card of a small

denomination the first time round, for it is an ev©n chance that your

partner will take the trick if you let it pass. When such a chance

presents itself, throw away any single card lower than an ace, so

that you may ruff the suit you throw away when it is led.

When your partner assists, and you hold a card next higher to

the turn-up card, ruff with it when an opportunity occurs, for by so

doing you convey valuable information to your partner.

When you are in the position of third player, ruff with high or

medium trumps. This line of play forces the high trumps of the

dealer, as at the game of Whist, and thereby you weaken your

adversaries.

When your partner leads a lay ace, and you have none of that

suit, do not trump it ; but if you have a single card, throw it away
upon it.

CONCLUDING HINTS.

Never lose sight of the state of the game. When you are four

and four, adopt or make the trump upon a weak hand.

When the game stands three to three, hesitate before you adopt

or make a trump upon a weak hand, for a Euchre will put your

adversaries out.

When you are one and your opponents have scored four, you can
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afford to try and make it alone upon a weaker hand than if the score

was more favorable to you.

When you are eldest hand and the score stands four for you and

one for your opponents, do not fail to order up the trump, to prevent

them from going alone. * Of course you need not do this if you hold

the Right Bower, or the Left Bower guarded.

Be very careful how you underplay—skilful players may attempt

this, but as a general rule the tyro should take a trick when he can.

Never trump your partner's winning cards, but throw your

losing and single cards upon them.

When second hand, if compelled to follow suit, head the trick if

possible ; this greatly strengthens your partner's game.

When you cannot follow suit or trump, dispose of your weakest

card.

When opposed to a lone player, be careful how you separate two
cards of the same suit. Throw away a single king rather than sepa-

rate a seven and queen. Be cautious how you separate your trumps

when you hold the Left Bower guarded.

When it comes your turn to say what you will do—whether you

will pass, assist, order up, or go it alone—decide promptly and with-

out unnecessary hesitation or delay. If you do not have sufficient

interest in the game to give your undivided attention to it, you will

do well to keep away from the table, for you have a partner's inter-

est to consult as well as your own. Finally—lose without a murmur,
and win without triumph.

Wo have not in this article given any other than the accepted

rules, as applied to Euchre. We have at the outset stated the mean-

ing of a few technical expressions connected with the game. We
have made but few practical applications, for we have presumed that

one competent to master it could apply the rules for himself.

All undertakings, whether in business or pleasure, are advanta-

geous only as they are founded upon, and assimilated with, common
sense. And until the player unites reason with fortune, he can

never count with any degree of certainty upon success.

The innumerable phases which the game is capable of assuming

would require more paper and words to express than one would

willingly devote to pleasure. For when the pursuit of pastime

merges into the exactions of study, relaxation becomes a task, and

" desire fails."
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TWO-HANDED EUCHKE.

In this, .is in the four-handed game, the deal being made, the

non-dealer may pass or order up ; should he pass, the dealer, at his

option, may pass, or discard and take up the trump, when the game
begins by the lead of the non-dealer; but should the dealer think

his hand not strong enough to risk a play, he too will pass, when his

adversary may pass again, or make a trump (which, as a general

rule, should be next in suit) ; if he pass a second time, the dealer

has the right to make a trump or again pass, in which case the cards

are to be bunched, and the deal passed to the original non -dealer.

If the dealer takes up the trump and plays the hand, he must
win three tricks to make a point ; or should he take the five tricks,

he makes a " march," which entitles him to score two points.

Should he fail to make three tricks, he is Euchred and his adver-

sary counts two points. The same rules apply to the party ordering

up, or making the trump.

In passing, or ordering up, much will depend upon the state of the

game, and what the player desires to accomplish ; he may pass upon

a good hand, when he has reason to believe that by so doing he

will Euchre his adversary, should he play the hand. In this case,

too, he should have good reason to suppose that his adversary will

take up the trump, or else have cards to make the trump himself.

The player, remembering that he has but a single hand to contend

against, may play, or even order up, if he has a reasonable hope of

making three tricks.

Lead your strongest trumps first, until you have won two tricks,

and then, having a trump left, lead some other card, so that, if your

adversary takes it, you may have a chance to trump the card he

leads, and thus make your point. Having won two tricks, and your

adversary being without a trump, play for a march, by leading

trumps, or your highest cards.

The deal is considered equal to a point, therefore never pass the

deal unless to save a Euchre.

Ilaving discarded, you have no right to take the card back and
discard another, even though you have made a mistake. Your
opponent must profit by your mistakes, as well as by your bad play,

or weak hand,
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THKEE-HANDED EUCIIEE.

This game, as its name indicates, is played by three persons, and

as each one plays for himself, and is therefore opposed by two adver-

saries, the game requires closer attention, and the exercise of more
judgment than any of the other Euchre games.

In two-handed Euchre, the player may stand upon a slight hand,

but not so in this game ; to stand or order up he must have a good

hand, inasmuch as he has two hands combined against him, and

should he be Euchred, both adversaries count two.

Another important feature of the game is, that the play varies

according to the stage of the game ; for example—at the beginning

of the game, each player strives to make all he cau for himself ; at

the first play the dealer makes a march, and counts three ; the next

dealer makes one point, and the third dealer one ; the first dealer

again deals and turns down the trump, No. 2 passes and No. 3 makes

the trump and a point ; the game now stands thus :

—

No. 2 now has the deal, and should he be Euchred, No. 1 wins

the game
;
therefore, while No. 1 plays to win the game by a

Euchre, No. 3 plays to let the dealer make a point, which would

make the game stand thus:

—

The deal is now with No. 3, and he will play to make a march
and go out; No. 1 will oppose and if possible Euchre No. 3, which

would of course put him out. It is, however, evidently the policy of

No. 2 to prevent the Euchre, and allow No. 3 to gain a point, that

each may have another chance to win the game. No. 1 and No. 3

are now both three and No. 1 deals, but not having a strong hand

and fearing a Euchre, he turns down the trump. No. 2 makes the

trump, and a point, his adversaries playing to prevent him making

a march. Each player is now three, and 2 deals ; but as all

are anxious to win the game without dividing the honor or profit,

Dealer No. 1.

M 2.

W 3.

3 points.

1 point.

2 points.

No. 1

M 2

M 3

3 points.

2 points.

2 points.
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the dealer is permitted to make a point, but not a march, if his op-

ponents can prevent it.

No. 3 next strives to win by a march, but, as in the last case, his

adversaries play to prevent him making more than one point : and

the same strife occurs when Xo. 1 deals.

Now, as each player is four, the game must terminate with the

next deal, so that the dealer must either make his point or be

Euchred, in which case both his adversaries win, and therefore on

the last deal, both non-dealers play the strength of their combined

game against the common enemy, and thus beat him, if they can.

The dealer, however, has a remedy against a defeat, which is in this :

if, upon examining his hand, he believes he cannot make a point, he

can pass, and thus throw the deal elsewhere, thus having one more
chance to win, and the same policy may be pursued by each player,

until the game is played out. In some coteries the player who
achieves a inarch is only permitted to score two points, and this

was formerly the general practice; but the rule now adopted by all

the Club-Houses admits of a score of three points for a march at

three-handed Euchre ; and where no proviso is made to the con-

trary previous to beginning the game, a march must score three points.

SET-BACK EUCHEE.

This game may be played by two or more persons, and is gov-

erned by the same rules as ordinary Euchre, except in the matter

of counting, as hereinafter explained. It is quite amusing and

exciting, especially when played for money.

Suppose four persons sit down to play, and agree that the pool

shall be one dollar: each one contributes twenty-five cents. At the

beginning of the game, each player is five, and now the struggle

commences to wipe out these scores, and thus win the game. Each

player plays for himself, and all are combined against him who
orders up or plays the hand. Should any one not win a single

trick, lie has one point added to his score, and whoever is euchred

is obliged to put another quarter into the pool, and has two points

added to his score.

The player who thinks he cannot take a trick, has the right to

throw up his hand, and thus save himself from being set back. The

player who is the first to reduce his score to nothing, wins the

game and the pool.

The above is the game of Set-Back Euchre pure and simple,
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but various modifications are frequently introduced. The following

are the most popular of these :

—

After a trump is made, ordered up, or taken up, should any

player deem himself possessed of a sufficient force of trumps to

make a march, he will say, " I declare "—which signifies he will

play to take all the tricks—and if he is successful in making the

march, he wins the game and pool, no matter how many points a-e

scored against him. Should he, however, be unsuccessful in the

undertaking, he forfeits double the number of points against him,

and, in addition, must pay in the pool the penalty of a Euchre. For

instance, if a player stands with seven points to go, and declares

without making the march, he must be "set back" to fourteen

points, and pay a quarter to the pool. The player who declares to

make a march has the privilege of the lead, and becomes eldest

hand, uidess he be the dealer; but if the dealer declares, he does

not have that privilege. In some circles it is customary for the

unsuccessful players to pay to the winner of the pool a certain sum
(previously agreed upon) for each point they have to go when the

game is concluded ; this is not, however, considered a rule to be

strictly followed, but may be left to the option of the players.

Another variety of this game is played as follows: "When the

party adopting, making, or ordering up the trump, is Euchred he is

set back two points, while his adversary scores two, as in the ordi-

nary game. The severity of the penalty for a Euchre, in this game,

LAP, SLAM, JAMBONE, AND JAMBOREE.

By whom these variations were invented is unknown, but it is gen-

erally conceded that they are of Southern origin, where Euchre ha9

long been a decided favorite, and where these variations are more
frequently played, than in any other part of our country.

LAP.

The Lap game may be played by two, three, or four persons, when
they agree to play a series of games, so that the lap may be applied,

which is simply counting upon the score of the ensuing game all the

points made over and above the five of which the game consists.

For example, if one party,, having made four points, should Euchre

his opponents, or make a march, either of which entitles him to

score two points, he not only wins the game then being played, but
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counts one point on the next game
;

or, if a player in a four-handed

game, having four points, plays a lone hand, and makes his five

tricks, he wins the game and scores three points on the next game.

When the lap game is played, it is usual to count four points when
a lone hand is Euchred.

SLA3J, OPw LOVE-GAME.

Slam and Love appear to be synonymous terms, and, when applied

to games, imply that when a party has won a game before his oppo-

nent has made a single point, the vanquished has been Slamed, or

played a Love-game. The term Love is used in all games, and simply

means nothing. In billiards, the professional marker or keeper of

the game announces, at the end of each count, the state of the

game, thus—twenty-five-love—meaning that one player is twenty-

live and the other nothing. In Euchre, the penalty for being slamed

is, that the game thus lost is to be counted a double game, and must

be counted as two games. And further, suppose a player, being

four, and his adversaries nothing, plays a lone hand and makes his

five tricks, he not only wins that game, which is to be counted as

two games, but counts the extra three points on the score of the

third game, by means of the Lap as heretofore explained.

JAMBONE.

Jawbone is a word unknown to "Webster, but, as applied to Euchre,

means that a party who plays Jambone plays a lone hand with his

cards exposed upon the table. Thus, if a player holds what he

supposes to be an invincible hand, with wrhich he cannot fail to win

five tricks, announces in his turn that he will play Jambone, ho

spreads his cards upon the table face up. "When the cards are thus

exposed, the player entitled to the lead has the right to call any one

of the cards so exposed to be played to the first trick, but this right

does not extend to any but the party entitled to lead. Let us illus-

trate by a single example :

—

Suppose the dealer turns up as the trump card the King of Hearts.

The other players pass, or his partner may propose to assist—but,

upon examining his cards, he finds he holds the two red Bowers, the

Ace and Ten of trumps, and a card of some other suit, and there-

upon determines to risk a Jambone, which he announces, and ex-

poses his cards, having discarded the odd card. The eldest hand, or
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player entitled to the lead, holds the Queen of trumps, plays it, and
calls fur the Ten, which the dealer is obliged to play, thus losing the

trick. Although he wins the Other four tricks, he can count only

one point; but should it so happen that the Jambone player, under

all the disadvantages of exposing his hand, and of giving the elder

hand the right to call for either of his cards, as explained, wins all

the tricks, he is entitled to count eight points.

The right to the call is forfeited when the partner of the player

having the lead gives any intimation which enables the two to win

the first trick.

A Jambone hand may be played by either party, subject to the

same rules which govern playing alone in the regular game.

When the adverse party order up or make the trump, a Jambone
hand cannot be played, and the holder must be content with the

satisfaction of Euchring his opponent.

The Jambone player being entitled to lead, his left-hand opponent

only, has the right to say which of the exposed cards shall be lead.

No call can be made after the first trick has been played, after

which the Jambone player may exercise his own judgment, and

lead whichever card he pleases.

If the Jbwnbone player wins less than five tricks, he can score but

one point; and should he fail to win three tricks, his adversaries are

entitled to score eight points.

When the dealer plays Jambone, and the eldest hand leads a card

not a trump, but which the dealer will trump, he should call for the

lowest exposed card, so that his partner may have a chance to play

a higher trump than the one called, and thus win the trick.

If the dealer holding a Jambone hand finds that by discarding and

taking up the trump, he weakens his hand, he is not obliged to dis-

card, so that the turn-up card merely indicates the trump suit.

The player calling the card for the first trick, must call it the mo-

ment he leads, or he forfeits his right to the call.

If the lead belongs to the Jambone player, his opponent entitled

to the call must call before a card is played, otherwise the Jambone

player may play any card he chooses, the right to the call being

forfeited.

These are the most important points in the Jambone game, which

the player will find quite interesting, and which will call forth his

greatest skill and the exercise of his profouudest judgment.
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JAMBOREE.

Jamboree signifies the combination of the five highest cards, as, for

example, the two Bowers, Ace, King, and Queen of trumps in one

nand, which entitles the holder to count sixteen points. The holder

of such a hand, simply announces the fact, as no play is necessary
;

but should he play the hand as a Jambone, he can count only eight

points, whereas he could count sixteen if he played it, or announced

it as a Jamboree.

When the parties are playing Laps and Slams, and one of the

players has four points to his opponent's nothing, and announces a

Jamboree, the sixteen points thus won, added to his four, making

twenty points, is equal to four games, each of them a Slam, which

entitles him to count eight games in all.

Jamboree, like Jambone, cannot be played as such, if the adverse

party order up the trump or make it, in which case the hand can

only make two points, as in an ordinary Euchre.

CRIBBAGE.

Of the origin of Cribbage we are not aware that any thing is

known further than that it is essentially an English game.

The game is played with a full pack of fifty-two cards : Sixty-

one points constitutes the game. These points are scored on a

Cribbage Board, of which see a representation on next page. It has,

as will be seen, sixty-one holes, and in these the points aforesaid

are marked ; the whole table being subdivided into compartments

of five holes each.

The board is placed either across or lengthways between the

players. It is a matter of indifference how the end of the board

from which you commence is placed ; but you must count from that

end which contains the sixty-first, or game hole
; beginning at the

outside edge (A or B), and passing along it to the top, then down
the inside row to game. To mark the game, each player has two

pegs ; if the first score be two, stick a peg and leave it in the

second hole, and when next it becomes your turn to mark, place the

other peg in the number that gives the points you have to mark,

counting from your first peg. When you have to mark a third

score, take out the back peg, and reckon from the foremost, which
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must never be disturbed during the progress of the game, the seores

being invariably marked by the hindmost peg of the two. Thus,
the foremost peg always keeping its hole, the players can detect

the amount that is marked, and check each other's score. To
avoid confusion, it is usual for the pegs of each party to be of dif-

ferent colors; although the one player never, in any way, touches
bis adversary's half of the board.

All the Kings, Queens, Knaves, and Tens,
count as ten each ; the rest of the cards ac-

cording to their ordinary value, as Sixes for

six, Eights for eight, and so forth ; Aces
reckon one only. This means merely their

value as cards. The points which count for

the game are made by Fifteens, Sequences,

Flushes, Pairs, Ace.

There are games at Cribbage for two,

three, or four players; but the theory is con-

tained in Five-card Cribbage for two players.

Game
Hole.

FIVE-CAED CRIBBAGE.

The players shuffle the cards in the usual

manner, and cut for deal. The player cut-

ting the lowest card deals. The lowest card

in cutting is always the Ace ; but in Crib-

bage. if two Court Cards, or a Court Card

and a Ten, are cut, there is a tie, and the

players must cut again. The deal deter-

mined, the cards are shuffled by the dealer,

who then lays them on the table on his op-

ponent's side of the Cribbage-board, which is

usually placed on the table between the play-

ers. The non-dealer then cuts the pack into

two parts ; and with the undermost half the

dealer di . tributes five cards each, beginning

with his adversary. The dealer then places

the remaining cards on the other heap, and

the pack remains undisturbed by either party

till the crib cards are discarded. Each player

then looks at his hand, and throws out two

cards, it being imperative that the non-dealer
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throws first. The elder hand (the non-dealer) then again cuts the

cards on the table by taking up any number, not fewer than three,

without exposing the faces of any of the cards ; the dealer lifts the

topmost card of the lot left on the table, the non-de. ler replaces

the cards he cut, and the dealer puts the top card, face upward, on

the whole. This operation, though rather complicated in descrip-

tion, is very simple in practice. The discarded and the exposed

cut-card (the turn-up) form what is called the crib. The number
scored in the crib belongs always to the dealer; the deal being

taken alternately. If a Knave happen to be the " turn-up," the

dealer takes "two for his heels." The turn-up is reckoned in

making up the score of each player's hand, as well as of the crib.

The game then commences. The elder hand plays a card—on

his own side of the Cribbage-board—calling out the value of the

card played. Thus, we will suppose the elder hand to hold a King,

Knave, and a Five ; and the dealer, a Seven, Knave, and Eight

;

and that a Four has been turned up. The non-dealer then plays

(say) the Knave, and says, " Ten ;" the dealer replies by playing

his Knave, and cries "Twenty," and takes two for the pair; his

opponent then plays his King, and says " Thirty." This being the

nearest point to thirty-one, and the dealer having no Ace in his

hand, cries " Go," when his adversary scores one hole on the

board. Each player's hand is then counted ; the elder scoring

four—two for each fifteen ; and the dealer two, for the seven and

ei^ht, which make fifteen. But if the Knave in either hand be ofo
the same suit as the turn-up, the holder of such Knave scores " one

for his nob." The crib is then taken by the dealer, and the game

proceeds as before. Or, to explain this more fully : after dealing,

laying for crib, and cutting, as explained, the elder hand plays a

card, which the other endeavors to pair or fifteen—the pips on tho

one card being added to those on the other. Then the non- dealer

plays another card, and so on up to thirty-one, or the nearest point

to it. For the " go" a single hole is scored, except when exactly

thirty-one is made, when two holes are added to the score of tho

player whose last card makes the required number.

The points which each party has made, during the playing out

the hand, having been all taken at the time they were gained, and

the deal being finished, each party now completes his score, and

marks that number of points towards game to which he is entitled.

The non-dealer reckons first ; and, having marked his gains, if any,
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on the board, the dealer in his turn counts—first, his hand, and
then his crib, for the crib belongs to the dealer.

The hands are reckoned thus, in every way that it is possible to

produce the combination :

Points.

For every fifteen—as, 7 and 8 ; 10 and 5 ; 9 and G ; 8, 3, and

4, &c, 2
For a sequenco of three or four cards—as, 2, 3, 4, 5, - 3 or 4
For a flush in hand, that is, three cards of any one suit, - 3
For a full Hush, when the cards in hand and the turn-up are of

the same suit, ------ 4
For a pair (two of a kind, as two Fives, Sixes, Sevens, &c), - 2
For a pair-royal (three of a sort), ------ 6
For a double pair-royal (four of a kincl, as four Kings,

Aces, &c), - -- -- -- --12
Knave of the suit turned up (the nob), - - - - 1

Sequences always count double when, in the four cards, there are

two of a sort. Thus : suppose the hand to consist of a Seven, an

Eight, and two Nines, the score would be ten—two for the fifteen

(7 and 8), and six for the double sequence, 7. 8, 9 ; 7, 8, 9 ; with

two for the pair of Nines. Or, again, suppose the hand to consist

of a Three, a Four, and two Fives, the score would be

—

345 3 holes
^345 - - - <- - - 3 u C 8 holes

The pair 2")
The non-player, at the commencement of the game, takes three

holes as an equivalent for the crib belonging to the dealer. This
44 three for non-deal" may be taken at any part of the game, but

it is usual, in order to avoid confusion, to take them at the be-

ginning.

After counting up all the points another deal then takes place, and

is conducted in a similar manner ; and so on, until either one of the

parties has completed the required number of sixty-one, when he is

proclaimed the victor, and the game is finished.

In reckoning the hand and crib, after the deal, you have been al-

ready informed that the non-dealer counts first. It will facilitate

your reckoning, if you sum up the amount of points to which you

are entitled, in the following order : Firstly, Fifteens
;
secondly,
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Sequences
; thirdly, Flushes; fourthly, Pairs, Pairs-Royal, or

Double Pairs-Royal ; fifthly, the point for the Knave. Reckoning

up the hand, or crib, is technically termed " showing." Thus tho

non-dealer is said to have "the first show," a point of immense im-

portance at the final stage of the game; since he may thus be en-

abled just to "show out," and consequently win the game; while

the dealer may hold in his hand, and crib, points enough to make
him out three times over, but altogether useless, since he has not tho

first show.

The non-dealer having summed up his score, under the observation

of his opponent, the latter then performs the same operation, as re-

lates to his own hand. He then turns up crib, which has up to this

time lain perdue, and scores all to which it may entitle him.

Cribbage differs from all other games at cards by the almost num-
berless varieties of chances it affords. In almost all the books on
card-games, cribbage is said to be useful to young people in accus-

toming them to calculate readily. We may perhaps take this with

the least possible grain of salt. Let us now explain the principal

TECHNICAL TERMS USED IN CRIBBAGE.

Crib.—The two cards thrown from the hand of each player. These,

with the turn-up, form the dealer's crib.

Fifteens.—Every two, three, or more cards which, added together,

make fifteen, reckon two holes towards game, whether they be made
in play, hand, or crib. Fifteens may be formed of court cards and

Fives, Tens and Fives, Nines and Sixes, Eights and Sevens, orby threo

or four cards together. Thus, a hand consisting of three Fours with

a Three turned up would count eight— a fifteen and a pair-royal ; a

hand of a Nine and three Sixes would count twelve—three fifteens

and a pair-royal. Or, 7, 7, 4, 4, eight points—two fifteens and two

pairs ; or a crib of 7, 7, 7, 7 and 1 on the pack, would score 24—six

fifteens and a double pair-royal. Or a crib consisting of four Deuces
and a Nine turn-up, 20—fifteen 8 and 12 for pair-royal, and so on

ad infinitum. This method of counting fifteens is common to all

games at Cribbage. Whenever fifteen can be made of two, three,

or more cards, in play or hand, the player making the fifteen adds two

points to his score.

Pair or Pairs.—Every pair made in the play or the hand, reckons
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for two points. To pair is to piny a card of tho same description,

but it need not be of the same suit. If a tenth card be played,

and you can answer it immediately with a similar tenth card,

without exceeding thirty-one, it is a pair, and counts two. But in

these pairs, all tenth cards do not count alike. It must be King for

King, Queen for Queen, and so forth. At the end of the deal, you
take the turn-up card to assist you in pairing, and count two for all

pairs made by its assistance.

Pair-Royal or Prial. This consists of three cards of a similar

sort, held either in the hand or crib, or occurring in the course of

the game, as three Kings, three Aces, three Nines, &c. It scores

six. Thus : if the leader play a Six, you put another Six on it, and

score two for the pair ; he then returns a Six, makes a pair-royal, and

counts six points. If you have a pair-royal in your hand or your

crib, you also score Six for it ; and should you only hold a pair, and

turn up the third, it reckons also for six. It is needless to say these

combinations do not count for points, when other cards have been

played between them.

Double Pair-Royals Four cards of a sort make this combination,

for which tho score is twelve ; alike, whether made in play, or in tho

hand, or in the crib. The turn-up card reckons with hand and crib,

in this, as in every other case. Moreover, should your opponent

have made a pair-royal, by playing a third of a sort, you are entitled

to the double pair-royal, if you answer him with a fourth.

In taking six for a pair-royal, or twelve for a double pair-royal,

you are not to suppose that the six and the twelve are merely in-

creased numbers, bestowed as premiums for such combinations of

the cards, and settled by arbitrary arrangement, independent of the

rule that two points are allowed for every pair. A pair reckons for

two, and the same principle, applied to a pair-royal, produces six ;

because, as a pair-royal contains three distinct pairs, you score two

for each pair. Place, for instance, three Sixes in a row on the table,

and mark them ], 2, and 3, thus:

1 2 3

Six Six Six

Here Nos. 1 and 2 form the first pair, Nos. 1 and 3 the second pair,

and Nos. 2 and 3 the third pair; without the same two cards having

aver been reckoned more than once together.

Having analyzed this example, there will bo little difficulty in
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ascertaining the number of pairs to be found by taking in pieces a

double pair-royal. The readiest way to attain demonstration is to

place the four Sixes in a row on the table> as you did the three Sixes,

and number them 1, 2, 3, and 4, thus

:

12 3 4

Six Six Six Six

Nos. 1 and 2 combined together, form a pair, and yield

two points, for which carry out 2
Xos. 1 and 3 form the second pair, and give two more 2

Nos. 1 and 4 form the third pair- 2
Xos. 2 and 3 form the fourth pair 2
Xos. 2 and 4 form the fifth pair 2
Nos. 3 and 4 form the sixth pair 2

Total - - - 12

Thus, we have six distinct pairs in a double pair-royal, which, of

course, are thereby entitled to twelve points. Observe, that in ma-
king these points, although we reckon the cards over and over again,

they always unite in different associations, and the same two cards

are never reckoned twice together.

Sequences consist of three or more cards following in successive

numbers, whether of the same suit or otherwise. He who holds

them scores one point for every card in the combination, whether it

take place in playing or in counting the hand or crib. But there

cannot be a sequence under three cards. As in certain other cases,

the court cards, King, Queen, and Knave, rank in sequences, after

their usual classification as to rank, and not all alike as tenth cards.

To form a sequence in play, it matters not which of the cards is

played first or last, provided the sequence can be produced by a

transposition of the order in which they fell. Thus, you lead the

Five of Hearts, your adversary returns the Three of Diamonds; you

then play the Four of any suit, and score three for the sequence ; he

then plays Six and makes four, and so on, as long as the continuous*

sequence can be made. The spirit of this rule may be applied to

all combinations occurring in regular successions.

You here observe that it does not matter of what suit are the card?:

forming the sequence, nor does the order signify in which they are

played. You must not pass thirty-one in making a sequence. If

4*
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a sequence in play is once broken, it must be formed afresh, or can
not be acted on.

In reckoning your sequences at the close of the deal, you use

the card turned up along with your hand and crib ; and reckon them
every way they will. A single example of this will here suffice :

—

Suppose the crib to consist of two Kings (Clubs and Diamonds),

and two Queens (Hearts and Spades), the Knave of Spades being

the card turned up :—how many can you take for sequences ?

Twelve, being four sequences of three each ; to be computed by
reckoning the Knave with the Kings and Queens ;

ringing the changes

in the latter somewhat in a similar manner to the mode in which you
have been taught to form a double pair-royal. To simplify this, take

the Knave, the two Queens, and the two Kings, and spread them be-

fore you ; when they will count thus :

—

Knave, with Queen of Hearts and King of Clubs 3
Knave, with Queen of Spades and King of Clubs 3

Knave, with Queen of Hearts and King of Diamonds - 3

Knave, with Queen of Spades and King of Diamonds - 3

Points for four Sequences 12

A Flush.—A Flush cannot happen in play, but occurs only in

computing the hand or crib. A Flush signifies that all the cards in

hand or crib are of the same suit, in which case you are allowed to

mark one point for every card of which the Flush is composed. Thus,

if your hand comprise three Hearts, you will take, on scoring for

your hand, three for the flush in Hearts ; and should the turn-up

card chance to be also a Heart, you will add another point for that,

making four altogether. You are not permitted, however, to reckon

a flush in the crib, unless the cards, of which the crib is composed,

are of the same suit as the card turned up. It is essential to recol-

lect the difference between a flush in the hand and a flush in the

crib.

His Nob.—The Knave of the turned-up suit. In counting, in

hand or crib, it marks one point.

His Heels.—The Knave when turned up. It reckons for two

holes, but is only once counted.

End Hole.—The last hole on the board into which the player

places his peg when he makes game.

Pegs.—The little brass, wooden or ivory pieces with which the

gdme is scored on the board.
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TJie Go.—The point nearest thirty-one. If thirty-one exactly be

made, the player scores two holes ; for the simple M go," one hole

:

in addition, of course, to any more he may make with his last card.

Last.—The three holes taken by the non-dealerat Five-cardCrib-

bage.

The Start.—The state of the pack after being cut and before the

cards are dealt.

RULES OF CRIBBAGE.

1. The players cut for deal, the holder of the lowest card being

dealer. The Ace is lowest, and all ties cut again. All tenth cards

—Kings, Queens, Knaves, and Tens—are ties.

2. Faced cards necessitate a new deal, if called for by the non-

dealer.

[In the old laws, a faced card in the dealer's hand was considered of no consequence

:

but according to modern play, any card faced in the process of dealing obliges a new deal;

but there is no penalty attached to the mistake.]

3. Should too many cards be dealt to either, the non-dealer may
score two, and demand another deal, if the error be detected previous

to his taking up his cards ; if he do not wish a new deal, the top or

last-dealt cards may be withdrawn and packed ; when any player

has more than the proper number of cards in hand, the opponent

may score four, and call a new deal.

[This is seldom enforced—a new deal following any misdeal.]

4. If a player touch the pack after dealing, till the period of cut-

ting it for the turn-up card, his opponent may score two points.

5. If a player take more than he is entitled to, the other party

not only puts him back as many points as are overscored, but like-

wise takes the same extra number for his own game.

[This is called "pegging." You must be careful how you peg your opponent Tf he

has taken too many holes, the proper way to rectify his error, whether it be wilful or other-

wise, is to take your back peg and place it in the hole his front peg should have properly

occupied. Then remove his front peg, and make it your front peg by adding as many
to your score as he has wrongfully taken. If in pegging him you remove his or your own
front pes first, he may claim to have the pegs as they were ; or if you peg him wrongly,

he is entitled to score all the holes ho formerly marked, and your error in addition.]

6. Should either player even meddle with his own pegs unneces-

sarily, the opponent may score two points ; and if either take out

his front peg, be must place the same back behind the other. If

any peg be misplaced by accident, a bystander may replace it, ac-
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cording to the best of his judgment ; but the bystander should never

otherwise interfere unless requested by the players.

7. If any player neglect to set up what he is entitled to, he loses

the points so omitted to be token, but his adversary cannot add them

to his own score.

[Formerly the opponent could add to bis own score all holes omitted to be taken ; but

this is now obsolete; tho original loss being sufficient penalty.]

8. Each player may place his own cards, when the deal is con-

cluded, upon the pack.

9. The cards are to be dealt one by one.

[It was formerly the custom in six and eight-card cribbage to deal two, three, or four

at a time. The rule nowa-days, however, is as we have given it for all games at cribbage.]

10. The non-dealer, at the commencement of the game, in five-

card cribbage, scores three points, called three for last ; but in six

and eight-card cribbage this is not to be done.

11. After the score is taken on the board, the pegs must not be

replaced, if a mistake be perceived, without the consent of the oppo-

nent.

12. Neither player is allowed to touch his adversary's pegs, under

penalty of losing his game, except it be to peg him for a wrong

score.

13. All cases of dispute must be decided by appeal to the , by-

standers.

14. Three cards at least must be removed from the pack in cut-

ting for deal or turn-up.

15. When the Knave is turned up* "two for his heels" must be

taken before a card is played, or the two cannot be scored.

16. The non-dealer discards for the crib first, and a card once laid

out cannot be recalled if it be covered.

17. Neither player may touch the crib cards till the hand is played

out.

[It is usual to throw the crib cards over to the dealer's side of the board, which plan

insures regularity, and indicates whose deal it is. The pack is also placed on the other

side ready for the next dealer.]

18. The dealer shuffles the cards, and the non-dealer cuts them

for " the start." In four-handed cribbage, the left-hand adversary

shuffles, and the right-hand adversary cuts.
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MAXIMS FOR LAYING OUT THE CEIB.

Much of the success of the cribbage player depends on the man-

ner he lays out his cards for crib. The player should consider not

only his own hand, but also to whom the crib belongs, as well as the

state of the game ; for what might be proper in one situation would

be highly imprudent in another. '

Firstly, "When it is not your own crib, you will lay out such

cards as are likely to be, in an average number of cases, of the least

possible advantage to your opponent, in the production of pairs, fif-

teens, sequences, &c.

Secondly, When it is your own crib, you will lay out favorable

cards for the crib.

Thirdly, It being your own crib to which you are about to discard,

you will prefer consulting the interests of the crib, in preference
'

even to those of your hand.

The most advantageous cribbage cards are Fives, Sevens, Eights,

dec, when so assorted as to form fifteens, sequences, pairs, or flushes.

The Five is, of all others, the most useful card, since it makes
fifteen equally with either one of the tenth cards ; of which there

are no fewer than sixteen in the pack. Fives must therefore be in

general the most eligible cards to lay out to your own crib, and the

least eligible (for you) to layout to your adversary; since, in so

doing, you are almost certain to give him points. To discard a pair

of any cards, again, is mostly bad play, unless it is for your own
crib ; and cards which follow each other in order, as a Three and
Four, or Nine and Ten, being likely to be brought in for sequences,

are generally bad cards to lay out in the case of its being }
rour ad-

versary's crib. The same calculation should, in its principle, be

carried out as far as possible. Suppose you discard, to your oppo-

nent's crib, two Hearts, when you might with equal propriety have

laid out a Heart and a Club instead,—you here give him the chance,

however remote you may fancy it, of making a flush in his crib

,

which could not be effected by him, had you laid out the Heart and

Club.

To lay out cards purposely, which are disadvantageous for the

crib, is called in the " cribbage dialect" of our ancestors "balking*

or "bilking" the crib.

The least likely cards to reckon for points in the «rib, and there-
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fore generally the best to discard for your adversary, are Kings ; since

a sequence can only be made up to, or as it may be termed, on one side

of them; and cannot be carried beyond them. A King is therefore

a greater balk in the crib than the Queen. So, again, of an Ace,

—

a sequence can only be made from it, and not up to it ; and an Ace
is therefore frequently a great balk to a crib

; though in discard-

ing an Ace some judgment is required to be exercised, being often a

good card to hold for play ; and forming a component part of fifteen,

particularly when combined with Sixes, Sevens, and Eights, or with

Fours and Tenth cards.

The cards, then, best adapted to balk our antagonist's crib, are

a King, with a Ten, Nine, Eight, Seven, Six, or Ace ; a Queen,

with a Nine, Eight, Seven, Six, or Ace, or cards equally distinct or

far off, and therefore certain not to bo united in sequence by meet-

ing with any other cards whatever. Of course, particular hands

require particular play, and general principles must give way be-

fore their exceptions. " Circumstances alter cases ;" throughout

this work, as in all similar 'works, the author writes for what may
be called "average hands of cards," and recommends that play

which would be most conducive to success in the largest proportion

of events.

Never lay out a Knave for your adversary's crib, if you can with

propriety avoid it, as the probability of the turn-up card being of

the same suit as the Knave is three to one against it. Conse-

quently, it is only three to one but the retaining such Knave in

your hand gains you a point ; whereas, should you discard it to

your opponent's crib, it is only three to one against the chance of

its making him a point ; hence the probable difference of losing a

point by throwing out your Knave is only three to two and one -third ;

or nine to seven ; that is to say, in laying out a Knave for your

antagonist's crib, when you could equally keep the same in your

hand, sixteen times, you give away just seven points; it being only

nine to seven but you give away a point every time you play in

this manner, and every single point is of consequence if contending

against a good player. As we just now remarked, there- may, of

course, occur exceptions to this and every other rule.

The cards which are usually the best to lay out for your own

crib are two Fives, Five and Six, Five and Tenth card, Three

and Two, Seven and Eight, Four and Ace, Nine and Six. and

similar couples. If you have no similar cards to lay out, put down
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as close cards as you can ; because, by this means you have the

greater chance of either being assisted by the cards laid out by
your adversary, or by the turn-up; and farther, you should uni-

formly lay out two cards of the same suit for your own crib, in

preference, cceteris paribus, to two other cards of the same kind,

that are of different suits, as this gives you the probable chance of

flushing your crib
;

whereas, should you lay out two cards of

different suits, all gain under the head of a flush is at once destroyed.

It is mostly good play to retain a sequence in hand, in preference

to cards less closely connected ; more especially should such

sequence be a flush ; and once more remember, that the probable

chance of points from the crib is something nearly approaching to

twenty per cent, over the hand. It is, therefore, indispensably

your duty, if you wish to win, to give the lead to your crib at the

expense of your hand.

In general, whenever you are able to hold a pair-royal in hand,

you should lay out the other two cards, both for your own and your

adversaries' crib—some few cases, however, excepted. For example,

should you hold a pair-royal of any description, along with two

Fives, it would be highly dangerous to give your antagonist the

brace of Fives, unless in such a situation of the game that your

pair-royal would make you certainly out, having the first show, or

else that your adversary is so nearly home himself that the con-

tents of the crib are wholly unimportant. Many other cards are

very hazardous to lay out to your adversary's crib, even though you
can hold a pair-royal—such as Two and Three, Five and Six,

Seven and Eight, and Five and tenth card ; therefore, should you have

such cards combined together, you must pay particular regard to

the stage of the game. This caution equally applies to many othci

cards, and particularly when, the game being nearly over, it hap-

pens to be your own deal, and that your opponent is nearly home,

or within a moderate show-out. Here, then, should be especial

care taken to retain in hand cards which may enable you to play
44 off" or wide of your adversary, and thus prevent his forming any

sequence or pair-royal. In similar positions you should endeavor,

also, to keep cards that will enable you to have a good chance of

winning the end hole, which frequently saves a game.
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HOW TO PLAY THE HIGH GAME.

The chances in this game are often so great, that even between

skilful players, it is possible, at Five-card Cribbage, when the ad-

versary is fifty-six, for a lucky player, who had not previously made
a single hole, to be more than up in two deals, his opponent getting

no farther than sixty in that time ; and in Four-handed Cribbage a

case may occur, wherein neither of the two players hold a single

point in hand, and yet the dealer and his friend, with the assistance

:f a Knave turned up, may make sixty-one by play in one deal,

while the adversaries only get twenty-four ; and although this may
not happen for many years, yet similar games may now and then

oe met with.

The following we take from Walker's treatise, as quoted by all the

modern writers on the game.
" Should you hold a Three and a Two, it is frequently the best

play to lead off the Three (or the Two), on the chance of your ad-

versary playing a tenth card {of which never forget that there are

sixteen), making thirteen, when your Two (or your Three) drops in,

making two points for the fifteen. The same principle applies to

the leading from a Four and an Ace, and has this additional ad-

vantage, that should you thus succeed in forming fifteen, ydur

Opponent can form no sequence from your cards.

" Remember, that when your adversary leads a Seven or Eight,

should you make a fifteen, you give him the chance of coming in with

a Six or a Nine, and thus gaining three holes against you; but this

will sometimes tend to your advantage by allowing of your rejoin-

der with a fourth card in sequence. For instance, your opponent

leads an Eight, and you make fifteen by answering with a Seven
;

he plays a Six, making twenty-one, and scores three for the so

quence, but having a Nine or Ten, you play it, and score four or

two after him. In all such cases, play to the state of your game

;

for what would be at one time correct, would be, at another, the

worst possible play.

" To lead from a pair is generally safe play, good ; because, should

your opponent pair you, you form a pair-royal, making six holes ;

while the chance of his rejoining with a fourth is too small to be

taken into consideration. It would rarely, though, be correct to

lead from a pair of Fives, as he would make fifteen with a Tenth card.
44 When your adversary leads a card which you can pair, it is bet-
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ter to make fifteen, in preference to the pair, should you be able so

to do ; as you will naturally suspect he wishes you to pair him, in

order to make a "pair-royal himself. But here, as elsewhere, your

chief guide is the relative state of the game.
44 When you can possibly help it, consistently with your cards, do

not, in play, make the number twenty-one ; for your antagonist is

then likely to come in with a tenth card, and score two.
44 Should you hold a Nine and Three, it is good play to lead the

Three ; because, should it be paired, you form fifteen by playing the

Nine. The same applies to the holding of a Four and a Seven ; in

which case, should your Four be paired, you make fifteen with the

Seven.
44 The following style of play facilitates your obtaining the end hole.

Should you hold two low cards and one high card, lead the former

;

but should you hold one low card and two high cards, lead from the

latter. Like other general directions, all this is, however, subject

to contingencies.
44 Holding a Ten and Five, and two holes being at the moment an

object of great importance, lead the tenth card, in hopes of your ad-

versary's making fifteen, when you can pair his Five.
44 Holding a Seven and Four, it is good-play to lead the Four ; be-

cause, if paired, your Seven comes in for fifteen : the same direction

applies to your holding a Six and Three, and Three and Nine, or other

cards similarly related.

44 When compelled to lead from a sequence of three cards, play the

lowest, or highest, in preference to the middle card. With a Six,

Seven, and Eight, the Seven is, however, then the best card, as it

enables you to bring in a sequence.
44 In laying out for your own crib, suppose you hold a pair of Fives,

and no tenth card, discard them both. Bear in mind that of all the

tenth cards, the Knave is of the most importance ; and that those

cards which tell best in counting the hand, are not always the best

for playing.
44 If in play you throw down a Four, making the number twenty-

seven, your adversary has the chance of pairing your Four, and of

making at the same time thirty-one. If you make twenty-eight with

a Three, you incur the same risk. These apparent trifles must be

studied, and similar points on your part, if possible, avoided, while

you should be constantly on the watch to grasp them for yourself,

should your antagonist leave an opening.
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44 As the dealer plays last, his chances are greater than those of the

leader for making the end hole or other desirable points in play.

The dealer has also in his favor the chance of gaining the two points

by lifting a Knave or Jack, and making 4 two for his heels.' "

The phrase "playing off" is nsed in contradiction to its reverse,
44 playing on." Thus, should your adversary lead a Five, and you
follow with a Six, Seven, Four, or Three, you 44 play on," because you
allow him the chance of making a sequence ; while, by playing a

high card, you only leave him the chanoe of making a fifteen with

a small one—that is, you "play off." Half the battle depends on

whether you play M off" or " on ;" but all must depend on your own
judgment. Occasionally you may play on with a view to your own
longer sequence ; as for instance, he plays a Seven, and you hold a

Five, Four, and Three. You play the Five in reply to his Seven,

which allows him to play the Six, if he has one, and then you are able

to come in with yo*r Four, and perhaps win the Three to follow.

ODDS OF TELE GAME.

The chances of points in a hand are calculated at more than

four, and under five ; and those to be gained in play are reckoned

two to the dealer, and one to the adversary, making in all about six

on the average, throughout the game ; and the probability of those

in the crib are estimated at five ; so that each player ought to make
sixteen in two deals, and onward in the same proportion to the end

of the game ; by which it appears that the first dealer has rather

the advantage, supposing the cards to run equal, and the players

likewise equally matched in skill. By attending to the above cal-

culation, any player may judge whether he is at home or not, and

thereby play his game accordingly, either by making a push when

he is behind and holds good cards, or by endeavoring to balk the

opponent when his hand proves indifferent.

IX FAYOK OF THE DEALER.

Each party being even 5 holes going up. is 6 to 4

at 10 holes each 12 . . 11

15 each 7 . . 4

20 each 6 .. 4

25 each 11 ..10
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V to O

4 . . o
Q

45 each 12 g

2

rmX. 20
2 j

When the dealer wants 3 and his opponent 4 5 4

In all situations of the game, till within 15 of the end,

ao

8 1

And if the dealer wants G, and the adversary 11 . . 10
•

J4 or 5

. 10 or 12 1

When the dealer wants 1G, and the antagonist. .

.

. 11 21 .. 20

AGAINST THE DEALER.

Both players being even at 56 holes each, is 7
. . o

57 74 A

53 O o

5 .. 4

When the dealer is 5 points behind, previous to turning

G .. 5

6 .. 4

7 .. 4

EVEN BETTING.

When at 59 holes each player.

In all points of the game, till within twenty of the end, if the non
dealer is three ahead.

The dealer wanting 14, and his antagonist 9.

Ditto If, Ditto 7.

SIX-CAED CPJBBAGE.

This game is also played with the whole pack; it is the game
most popular in this country ; but both in skill and scientific

arrangement it is vastly inferior to that played with five cards.

Still, it is a pleasant resource in a dull hour, and abounds with
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amusing points and combinations, without taxing the mind much.
It is played on the same board, and according to the principal por-

tion of the rules of the preceding game. Its leading peculiarities

may be thus summed up.

The dealer gives six cards to himself and his adversary. Each
player lays out two of these for crib, retaining four in his hand.

The deal and the " start" card is the same as at the five-card game,

in like manner the pairs, sequences, fifteens, &c, operate, and the

game point is sixty-one. The non-dealer, however, is not allowed any
points at the beginning. The main difference between the games
is, that in the game already described, the object is to get thirty-

one, and then abandon the remaining cards ; at the six-card game
the whole are played out. There are more points made in the play,

while, at five cards, the game is often decided by the loss or gain of

one point. At Six-card Cribbage, the last card played scores a

point. This done, the hands and crib are scored as at the five-card

game ; then another deal is played, and the victory is gained by the

party who first gets sixty-one.

As all the cards must be played out, should one party have ex-

hausted his hand, and his adversary have yet two cards, the latter

are to be played, and, should they yield any advantage, it must bo

taken. For instance, C. has played out his four cards, and D. hav-

ing two left (an Eight and Seven), calls fifteen as he throws them

down, and marks three points—two for the fifteen, and one for the

last card. Again, should D.'s two cards have been a pair (Threes,

for instance), he marks two for the pair, and a third point for the

last card. Speculating on this and other probabilities, you will al-

ways endeavor, when you are last player, to retain as close cards as

possible, for this will frequently enable you to make three or four

points, by playing your last two cards, when you would otherwise

make but a single point. But this demands further illustration, as

it is of paramount importance. For example :

Suppose you hold for the last two cards a Seven and Eight, and

that your adversary has only one card remaining in his hand, the

probable chance of its being either a Six or a Nine (in either of

which cases you come in for four points) is eleven to two ; there-

fore, it is only eleven to two but you gain three points by this

play, exclusive of the end-hole ; whereas, were you to retain, as

your last two cards, a Seven, with a Ten, or any two cards simi-

larly wide apart, you have no chance to score more for them than
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the end-hole, as there is no probability of their coming in for any
sequence ; or, if you can retain a pair of any kind for the last two
cards (your adversary having only one card, and he being the first

player), you by this means make a certainty of two points, exclusive

of the end-hole. By the same rule you ought always to retain such

cards as will (supposing your adversary to have none left) make a

pair, fifteen, &cM for by this means you gain many points which you
otherwise could not possibly get.

The calculations for throwing out at the five-card game are, for the

most part, applicable to this. Still, there is not quite so much
temptation to sacrifice the hand for the sake of the crib, as they do

not both contain a similar number of cards. At this game the hand

scores more than the crib, as there is one player always on the look-

out to balk crib, while so many points being open to the play, offers

a greater inducement to keep together a good hand. As soon as

thirty-one, or the number nearest to it, be made in playing the hand,

the cards should be turned down, that no confusion may come of

their being mixed with the succeeding cards.

As before explained, in speaking of Five-Card Cribbage, your

mode of conduct must be governed uniformly by the state of your

game. Play to your score, and put the final result partially out of

view. Whether it is your policy to play M on" or " off," must be

ever the question in making up your judgment.

On an average, a hand, the moderns say, ought "to yield about

6even, and a crib five points. It is useful to remember this in lay-

ing out, and to note the difference between the odds of seven to five

in favor of the hand here, and the superiority of the crib to the hand

at Five-Card Cribbage.

The average number of points to be made each time by play is

from four to five. The dealer has the advantage here, because he

plays last. Pasquin considered that you were only entitled to

twenty-five points for three shows and play, and that the dealer is

at home if, when he makes his second deal, he is twenty-five points

up the board, and when he deals for the third time, within eleven

holes of game. The present system of calculation is to allow twenty-

nine instead of twenty-five holes for the three shows, and to con-

sider that at the end of the second round each player is at home at

twenty-nine holes.

As you are on a parity at starting, being both at home, you will

play with moderate caution your first hand, making fair risks, but
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not running into too wide speculations. On taking up your

second hand, you will adapt your play to the relative scores on the

board, as you have been told in relation to the other variety of the

game, and will play " on" or M off," according to the dictates of

policy. The same rule will govern your conduct during the re-

mainder of the game ; and should your adversary have gained the

preference, or should you be more than home, both cases must be

taken into consideration in playing your hand. If your cards pre-

sent a flattering prospect, and you are by no means home, it is your

duty to make a push, in order to regain the lead by running;

whereas, should your adversary be better planted than you, and

should you take up bad cards, it will be the best play to keep off,

and only endeavor to stop your antagonist as much as possible, and

thereby have a probable chance of winning the game, through his

not being abl$ to make good his points.

As so many points are to be gained in play by the formation of

long sequences, you will frequently find it advantageous, having

eligible cards for the purpose in view, to lead or play so as to tempt

your adversary to form a short sequence, in order that you may
come in for a longer. And this opportunity is particularly to be

sought for, when a few holes are essential to your game, though

gained at any risk. If you hold, as leader, a One, Two, Three, and

Four, the best card to lead is the Four, since if paired, you

answer with the Ace, and your adversary's second card may not

form a fifteen.

THREE-HANDED CRIBBAGE.

The game of Three-handed Cribbage is not often practised. It is

played, as its name imports, by three persons ; the board being of

a triangular shape, to contain three sets of holes of sixty each, with

the sixty-first or game hole. Each of the three players is

furnished separately with pegs, and scores his game in the usual

manner.

Three-handed Cribbage is subject to the same laws as the other

species of the game. The calculations as to discarding and play-

ing are very similar ; but it must be remembered that as all three are

independent, and fight for themselves alone, you have two antago-

nists instead of one.

Five cards compose the deal. They aro delivered separately,
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anc after dealing the fifteenth, another, or sixteenth card, is dealt

from the pack, to constitute the foundation of the crib. To this

each of the three players adds one card, and the crib, therefore,

» consists of four cards, while each individual remains with four cards

in hand. The deal and crib are originally cut for, and afterwards

pass alternately.

It is obvious that you will be still even, if you gain only one

game out of three, since the winner receives a double stake, which

is furnished by the two losers to him who first attains the sixty-first

hole. It has been computed that he who has the second deal has

rather the best chance of victory ; but there seems very little

difference.

Occasionally, at this game, some amusement arises from the com-
plicated sequences formed in play ; but ordinarily it is a poor enough
affair. It will frequently happen that one of the three players

runs ahead of the two others so fast, that it becomes their interest

to form a temporary league of union against him. In this case they

will strive all they can to favor each other, and regain the lost

ground ; and, in general, players will do well not to lose sight of

this principle, but to prefer favoring the more backward of the

adversaries, to giving the chance of a single point to the other.

Such leagues, however, are a good deal resembling those between
higher authorities—in the making of which, each enters a mental

caveat to break it the first moment it suits his convenience.

FOUE-IIAXDED CPJBBAGE.

The game of Four-handed Cribbage is played by four persons, ii»

partnerships of two and two, as at Whist—each sitting opposite to

his partner. Rubbers or single games are played indifferently.

Sixty-one generally constitute the game ; but it is not unusual to

agree, in preference, to go twice round the board, making the num-
ber of game one hundred and twenty-one.

At the commencement of the sitting, it is decided which two of

the four players shall have the management of the score, and the

board is placed between them. The other two are not allowed to

touch the board or pegs, though each may prompt his partner, and
point out any omissions or irregularities Ik; may discover in the

computation. The laws which govern Five-Card Cribbage are

equally applicable here, as to the mode of marking holes, de-
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ficiencies in tho counting, the taking too many points, etc. Ho
who marks has a troublesome task, arising from the constant vigilanco

requisite to be exercised, in order not to omit scoring points inado

by his partner ; his own gains he seldom forgets to take. He who
does not mark should acquire the habit of seeing that his partner

marks the full number he requires. Partners may assist each other

in counting their hands or cribs—their interests being so com-

pletely identified.

It is most usual to play rubbers, and to cut for partners every

rubber. The two highest and two lowest play together. The Ace
is always lowest. In some circles they consider all tenth cards

equal in cutting for partners : in others they allow of preference, ac-

cording to rank, as at Whist. This would, however, be only appli-

cable to cutting for partners. Also, in some cases it is the practice

for the deal to go to the two who cut the lowest cards for partner-

ship ; but in general, the deal is decided by a subsequent cut between

the two parties who are to score ; the Ace being the lowest card,

and all tenth cards being equal. If it is decided not to change part-

ners after a game or rubber, there must be a fresh cut still for the

deal. Each may shuffle the cards in turn, according to the laws

which regulate this operation at Whist.

Tbe deal and crib pass alternately round the table as at Whist,

from right to left. The usual laws of Cribbage regulate the act of

dealing, as to exposing cards, and so forth ; and no one is suffered

to touch their hands until the deal is complete. Before dealing, the

cards must be cut in the ordinary way by your right-hand antago-

nist.

The dealer delivers five cards to each, in the usual mode, from

right to left, one card at a time. The remainder of the pack he

places on his left hand. Each person then lays out one card for tho

crib, which is of course the property of the dealer. The left-hand

adversary must discard first, and so round the table ; the dealer lav-

ing out last. There is no advantage in this, but such is the custom

It is hardly necessary to say that the crib always belongs to the

dealer.

As there is but one card to be laid out from the five received by

each player, there is seldom much difficulty in making up your

choice. Fives are the best cards to give your own crib, and you

will never, therefore, give them to your antagonists. Low cards are

generally best for the crib, and Kings or Aces the worst. Aces
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sometimes tell to great advantage in the play at this gime. When
your partner has to deal, the crib being equally your own, as if you
had it in your proper possession, must be favored in the same way.

Before discarding, always consider with whom the deal stands.

When all have laid up for the Crib, the pack is cut for the start-

card. This cut is made by your left-hand adversary's lifting the

pack, when you, as dealer, take off the top-card, as at Five-Card

Cribbage. Observe that it is the left hand adversary who cuts this

time, whereas, in cutting the cards to you at the commencement

of the deal, it is your right-hand adversary who performs the opera-

tion.

Having thus cut the turn-up card, the player on the left-hand of

the dealer leads off first, the player to his left following, and so on

round the table, till the whole of the sixteen cards are played out ac-

cording to the laws. Fifteens, sequences, pairs, &c, reckon in the

usual way for those who obtain them. Should either player be un-

able to come in under thirty-one, he declares it to be a "go," and

the right of play devolves on his left-hand neighbor. No small cards

must be kept up, which would come in under a penalty. Thus, should

A. play an Ace, making the number twenty- eight, and should each of

the other three pass it without playing, not having cards low enough

to come in,—on its coming round to A., he must play if he can un-

der thirty-one, whether he gain any additional points by so doing

or not. Example

:

B. plays an Ace and makes thirty. Neither of the other three can

come in, and on the turn to play coming round again to B., he plays

another Ace and marks four points; two for the pair of Aces, and

two for the thirty-one.

Many similar examples might be adduced, and there frequently

arise difficult and complicated cases of sequences made this way out

of low cards. Indeed, the playing out of the hand requires constant

watchfulness on all sides; much more so than in Six-Card Cribbage.

So many points are made by play in Four-handed Cribbage, that it

is essential to play as much as possible to the points, or stages, of

the game ; sufficient data respecting which will be presently

given.

In leading off, great care is necessary ; not only at first starting,

but after every 44 rest," or thirty-one. A Five is a bad lead, because

the chances of a Ten succeeding it are so numerous ; and an Ace is

seldom a good lead, since, should the second player pitch what is

5
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highly probable, a tenth card, your partner cannot pair him with-

out making the ominous number of twenty-one ; a number equally

bad at every description of Cribbage, since the next player has thus

so good a chance- of converting it, by another tenth card, into thirty-

one. A Nine, again, is a bad lead, for should your left-hand adver-

sary make fifteen with a Six, he cannot be paired by your partner,

without making twenty-one. Bear this constantly in mind, and

when possible to avoid it by equally good play, never either make
the number twenty-one yourself, nor lead so as to compel your part-

ner to do so. Threes or Fours form safe leads.

The second player will observe caution in pairing a card, so as

not to give away the chance of six for a paltry couple, unless par-

ticularly wanting ; or from some collateral reasons, he may consider

it a safe pair ; as in the case of the turn-up's being a similar card,

—

his holding the third of the same in his hand—the having seen ono

of the same already dropped, and so on. The same care must bo

shown in not playing closely on. unless compelled by the cards.

Suppose your right-hard adversary leads a Three, it is obvious

that if you reply with a Two or Four, you give your left-hand an-

tagonist a good chance of forming a sequence, which he could not

do had you played off. On the other hand, there frequently arise

cases in which you feel justified in playing " on," purposely to tempt

your adversary to form the sequence ; in order to give your partner

the chance of coming in for a still longer sequence. In many situa-

tions, a few holes may be of paramount value, gained at any risk.

If the second player can make fifteen, it is generally better play

than pairing the card led. Towards the end of the game it is some-

times important to retain cards all wide apart, when the object is

merely to prevent your antagonist from making points in play; but

as you only lay out one card, you have little chance of assorting

your hand as you could wish.

The third player should aim at making the number below twenty-

one, in order to give his partner a good chance of gaining the end-

hole for the "go," or the two for thirty-one.

The dealer knowing he will have to play last the first round, will

sometimes find it advantageous to hold Aces, or low cards for the

purpose
;
particularly when it is essential to score a few holes in

play, or when the only chance of game arises from the possibility ot

playing out. Holding Aces, it is frequently better play, when you

have the option, to make twenty-seven or twenty-eight, than thirty,
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in order to have a chance of bringing in jour Aces, which sometimes

yield a heavy amount of points at thai stage of the computation.

When it is certain that the game will be decided iu the course of the

playing out of the hand, without coming to jour show, jou will

keep good cards for playing at all hazards.

When the hand is played out, the different amounts are pegged,

the crib being taken last. He who led off must score first, and so

on round to the dealer. Each calls the number to which he con-

siders himself entitled, and watches to see that they are scored prop-

erly ; while at the same time he does not fail to scan his adversaries'

cards with an observant eje, to see that, through tnistakc, they do

not take more than their due.

The amount of points to be expected, on an average, from each

hand, is seven, and from the crib about four to five. From the plaj,

it is computed that each of the four players should make five points

every time. Reasoning on these data, the non-dealers are at home,

at the close of the first round, should they have obtained nineteen

or twenty points, and the dealers are at home at the end of the first

round, should they have acquired twenty-three or twenty-four. At
the finish of the second round, with their average number, each set of

players would be forty-two to forty-three. At the close of the third

round, the non-dealers should be just out, or else the dealers will win.

You must not, however, suppose there is any advantage to be gained

from not having originally the deal ; the chances are so various that

the parties start fully equal ; no matter whether with, or without the

deal. From the above calculation, the game, going ouly once round

the board, should be over in three rounds, both parties having a crib

inclusive. Those who have not the first deal, have the original

chance of winning, if they can keep it, by holding average cards

throughout the game. Should they fail in making this good, the

dealers (those who dealt originally are here signified,) will generally

sweep all, having their second crib, and first show afterwards. As
we have before intimated, it is quite as likely that the non-dealers

will fail in holding " their own," as not. The non-dealers should

observe moderate caution in the first hand, but under this head it is

needless to say more to either party, than to impress it upon them
again and again, to become thoroughly acquainted with the number
of points which form medium hands, as well as the different stages

of the game, and play accordingly. Moderate attention is all that

is required to play Four-handed Cribbage well. It is a pleasant
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lively game, and when well conducted yields considerable amuso-

meut.

EXAMPLES OF HANDS.

We now give a few of the hands most common, and which the

player will discover at a glance, without counting his cards before

him.

Any sequence of three cards and a fifteen . . . count 5

Any sequence of four cards and a fifteen (as seven, eight,

nine, and ten) 14 6

Any sequence of six cards 44 G

Any flush of four cards and a fifteen . ... 44 6

Any flush of four cards and a pair 44 G

Two Aces, tw^o twos, and a nine "6
A seven, eight, nine, ten, and Knave .... 44 7

Three twos and a nine * 4 8

Two sixes and two threes «4 8

Two threes and two nines 44 8

Two sixes, a three, and a nine ..... 44 8

A six, seven, eight, and nine 44 8

A six, five, and two sevens 44
, 8

Any double sequence of three cards and a pair (as Knave,

Queen, and two Kings) . . ... . .
44 8

Any sequence of four cards and a flush . . . .
' 4 8

A six, seven, eight, nine, and ten ..... 44 9

Two tenth cards (not a pair) and two fives . . .
44 10

Two nines, a seven, and an eight ..... 44 10

Two sixes, a seven, and an eight 44 10

Three fours and a seven . . .. . . .
44 12

Three sixes and a nine 4 12

Three sevens and an eight 4 12

Three eights and a seven ...... 44 12

Three nines and a six ....... 44 ]2

Three threes and a nine ...... 44 12

Three sixes and a three ...... 4 * 12

Three sevens and an Ace ...... 4k 12

Two tens (pair) and two fives 44 12

Two nines and two sixes 44 12

Two eights and two sevens 44 12
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Two fives, a four, and a six . . . . . . count

Two fours, a live, and a six .

Two sixes, a four, and a five .

Two eights, a seven, and a nine

Two sevens, an eight, and a nine .

Three fives and a tenth card

Four, five, and six of Clubs, and a five of Hearts turned

up—(six for the sequences, three for the flush, four f«r

the fifteens, and two for the pair of fives)

Two nines, a six, seven, and eight

Two threes, two twos, and an Ace
Any double sequence of five cards, as 1, 1, 2, 2, 3
Two eights, a seven, and two nines

Two sevens, two eights, and a nine

Two sixes, two fives, and a four

Two sixes, two fours, and a five

Two fives, two fours, and a six

Suppose you have a crib composed .of

A five of Clubs,

Five of Spades,

Five of Diamonds,

And knave of Hearts,

With the live of Hearts turned up

How many points would it count? Twenty-nine. Thus:

—

Knave and five of Spades—fifteen .

Knave and five of Diamonds—fifteen

Knave and five of Clubs—fifteen

Knave and five of Hearts—fifteen .

Five of Spades, five of Diamonds, and five of Clubs—fifteen .

Five of Spades, five of Diamonds, and five of Hearts—fifteen .

Five of Spades, five of Hearts, and five of Clubs—fifteen

Five of Diamonds, five of Hearts, and five of Clubs—fifteen .

Double pair-royal of fives

One point for the knave, being of the same suit as the card

turned up

Total, 29

Many other hands might be given, but these are sufficient ; the

experienced player sees immediately he takes his cards in hand what

they will make with the turn-up added.

Kemember always that it is better to spoil your hand than to make
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your opponent's crib. Look well to the state of his game, and be

not too ready in making holes in play. Be careful, watchful, and
steady; and above all, keep your temper!

E CARTE.
Ecarte is a good game for two players

;
though it has long had tho

bad reputation of being merely a gambling game. To a certain extent

this is true ; but the same may be said, indeed, of all card games.

Man has often been defined. He has been called a talking animal,

a hair- dressing animal, a clothes-loving animal, a forked radish with

the power of locomotion, etc., etc. ; but none of the philosophers

s+'em to have discovered that he is essentially a gambling animal.

\et who shall deny the fact ? The very essence of trade and com-
merce, law, love, and politics, is to be found in that spirit of specu-

lation which men have pitchforked by an ugly name. Take the

element of chance, which is only another name for gaming, from

insurance of all kinds, from sports of all sorts, from stockbroking

and exchanging and shopkeeping, from commerce and speculation—

.

and what remains? Why the very flattest and dullest of trading,

that would hardly satisfy the mild ambition of the dweller in a coun-

try village. There is great respectability in card-playing, if we only

raise it to the level of speculating for love—and a small stake! But
it is when the small stake becomes a large one that card-playing be-

comes dangerous. " My son,'' said a careful father to his mercurial

son, " don't attempt to play cards without you have four eyes."

Well, if card-playing give you these four eyes—make you, in fact,

very wide-avvake and sharp in looking after the doings of your friends

and acquaintances, then something useful will, at any rate, be

gained.

But as to Eearte. The very simplicity of the game is so intimate-

ly blended with scientific accuracy, foresight, and calculation, that

it is by no means surprising it has been a favorite sort of card-play

with shrewd men of the world. Its origin is Parisian ; and in the

last century it was the fashionable game among the higher classes

of society in the Freneh metropolis. Eveu now, when gambling is

not thought respectable, and people play rather for the love of a
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little gentle excitement than for the desire to win heavy stakes, it is

a generally-esteemed amusement.

To the French game of Ecarte (discard) there is usually appended

a list of combinations and calculations to facilitate betting. But as

this element is not necessary to a full knowledge and enjoyment of

the game, we need make no further reference to it. We, however,

give a few good calculations at the conclusion of this article.

PRINCIPLES OF THE GAME.

Ecarte is played by two persons with a pack of thirty-two cards

—

the Twos, Threes, Fours, Fives and Sixes being discarded in prepar-

ing the pack.

The game consists of five points, unless otherwise agreed on ; and

in order to facilitate the deal, and prevent the possibility of the place

of particular cards being remembered, two packs are commonly used.

The King is the superior card, and after him follow the Queen,

Knave, Ace, Ten, Nine, Eight, and Seven. Kemember that the Ace
is the lowest of the court cards.

The cards are dealt three at a time to each player, and then two,

or vice versa. The eleventh card is then turned up on the pack,

and forms the trump. If the trump happens to be a King of any

suit, the dealer takes one point, and exclaims, M I mark King."

The markers are usually a deuce and a trois from the discarded

suits. The King cannot be marked if it is not declared before the

first trick is played.

The non-dealer has the privilege of exchanging, or, rather, claim-

ing to exchange, any or all of his cards. If he wishes to exchange,

he says, 44
I propose." If the dealer accept, he asks, lk How many ?"

If he refuse, the game proceeds. It is usual to employ French
phrases at Ecarte. Thus, the player who discards says, " J'ecarte ;"

or when he proposes. " Je propose."

If the dealer refuse to exchange any cards, the nOn-dealer scores

double for the tricks he may make, except in the case of marking
King. The game consists of five points, the highest card of the

suit led winning the trick. Three tricks must be obtained in order to

score one point ; Jive tricks to score two points. The King of trumps
held in hand scores one trick. Immediately the King be discovered

in the hand of either player, it must be declared—" I mark King!"
It is not, therefore, impossible for the non-dealer to score a game
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in a single hand, llo marks King, proposes, and is refused ; makes

all fivo tricks, and marks two points: doubled, four ; with King,

five. In Franco it is usual to change the cards more than once, or,

if it he agreed on, as often as the non-dealer wishes, till the pack is

exlmustrd. In our game, however, only one discard is allowed.

The game then proceeds as follows :—The non-dealer plays a

card which the other player may head if he can. All the suits take

order in the same way, from Seven to Aco, Knave, Queen, and King.

The second player must follow suit if ho has a card of the suit led.

If not, lu> may either tramp or pass the trick.

Having won a trick, the leader plays another card, and so on

till the tour trioks are played out.

The game is usually played in rubbers—tho best two games out

of thrao, or the best three out of five, as may bo determined at the

commencement.
To decide the deal, the cards are cut at tho commencement of

each game—the lowest card deals : the Ace, as in Whist, being low-

est. Ties cut again. Each player takes the deal in turn.

The dealer shuttles the cards, and the non-dealer cuts them : but

the latter is entitled to shuttle, and the dealer to re-shufile ; or to

present the pack without re-shutlle, or to call for fresh cards. [These

regulations of course refer to games played for high stakes.]
'

TECHNICAL TERMS USED IN ECARTE.

Ecartc.—To discard. Tho throwing out of one or more useless

Oards, tor the purpose of replaeing them l>y others from the talon or

pack. The term used is Tecartt.

Elder Hand.—Is the person who wins the first trick, previous to

when it is the porty opposed to the dealer.

Forcing.—Is playing a suit which tho adversary cannot follow.

Point.— Is three tricks out of tho five. Five points are the game
Proposition.—Is an offer of discarding. In French, Je propose.

Quart.—A sequence of four cards.

Quart-Major.—A sequence in which the King is included.

Quint.—A sequence of five cards.

Quint-Major.—A sequence in which tho King is included.

Revoke.—Is not being able to follow suit.

Score.—Is the state of the game
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Sequence.—The regular succession of any number of cards in

hand.

Single.—Is when one party -wins the game, after the adversary

has won three.

Double.—When one party wins before his opponent scores three.

Treble.—When one party wins the game before the other has

scored one point.

Tierce.—A sequence of three cards.

Tierce-Major.—A sequence in which the King is included.

Underplaying.—Is following suit with a card of inferior value,

when you have a commanding one in hand.

Vole.—Is when a party wins every trick.

Talon.—What remains of the pack after there has been distributed

to each player what he requires.

LAWS OF THE GAME.

Ecarte ought to be played with two packs distinguished by backs

of different colors.

At the commencement the dealer may select the color he pleases,

but having done so, he must play with them during the game.

The deal is determined by cutting the lowest cards. The cards

must be shuffled by the dealer, and cut by his adversary ; but the

latter has the privilege to shuffle them before cutting, and the deal-

er, on his side, to shuffle them again before they are cut.

The game consists of five points.

The player who makes the point scores one, and for the vole two.

The King always counts for one, whether it be turned up or dealt;

but if held in the hand, it must be announced before the player plays,

or he loses the right to mark it ; and if either party announces the

King when he has it not, the adversary marks one for the mistake.

OF DEALING.

Five cards are dealt either by three and two, or vice versa, to each

player ; but whichever mode be adopted at the commencement, it

must be observed throughout the game. If departed from, the ad-

versary before looking at his cards may insist upon anew deal.

A card faced during the deal, renders it void, unless it happen to

be the eleventh, or trump card, which is to be turned up.

If the dealer faces one of his adversary's cards, the deal is void,

5*
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or not, at his option ; but if the oard belongs to the dealer, it is not

void. Should the dealer distribute too many cards to his adversary,

he may either throw out the superfluous cards, or call for a new
dv:d. If the dealer givt-s less than the right number, the adver-

sary may complete them from the talon, without altering the trump

card, or call for a new deal.

If, on the other hand, the dealer has too many cards, his adversary

may either demand a new deal, or draw the superfluous cards.

Again, if he has a less number than he ought to have, the adversary

may demand a new deal, or permit the number wanting to be taken

from the talo%< If two or more cards be turned up by the dealer,

the adversary may ascertain, if possible, which should have been

the trump card, and it must be considered so if discovered ; or he

has the privilege of putting aside all the cards which may have been

seen, and to-have a fresh one turned up, or he may demand a new
deal, provided he hath not seen his cards.

If either party have more or less cards than he ought to have, and
discards for the purpose of exchanging, without acquainting his ad-

versary of the circumstances, loses two joints, and likewise the

right of marking the King, whether it be turned up or in hand. If

either player deal out of his turn, and it be discovered before the

trump card is turned, a uew deal may be called for; but should the

turn-up card be faced, the cards ought to be put aside for the next

deal. If the wrong deal bo not discovered before discarding or play-

ing, it stands good.

If either party plays out of his turn, he must take up his card,

unless his adversary had played to it, in which case it is a good trick.

Either party looking at his adversary's tricks, may be compelled to

show his own. A player throwing down his cards forfeits two, if he

has not won a trick ; and if he has won a trick, he loses one. A
player is considered to have thrown down his cards if he lowers them

so as to lead his adversary to think, that he has given up the game,

aud under that impression has ind • «<1 \ x \ n\ also to show his hand. A
player quitting his seat without Lis adversary's permission, and of

any person backing his play, must be considered to have given up

the game : but in that case a better may take up the cards and finish

the game.

A player revoking or underplaying, cannot score the point if he

win it; and likewise if he make the vole, he can only score one, or

he may be compelled to play the hand over again.
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OF DISCARDING.

If the first player he dissatisfied with his hand, he may propose,

but it is at the option of the dealer to accede or not to his proposal.

If the dealer accedes to the proposal, he gives his adversary, from

the talon, cards corresponding to the number he may have thrown

out, and then in like manner discards from his own hand as he

pleases.

Should the dealer not accede to the proposal to discard, or that

his adversary plays without proposing, the opposite party, if he make
the point, is entitled to score two.

If either party propose or refuse to discard, he cannot retract,

neither can any alteration be made in the number of cards proposed.

Previous to receiving fresh cards from the talon, each party must

put aside the discarded ones, which cannot be again taken in hand,

even if they be trumps ; and any player looking at his discarded

cards, may be compelled to play with his hand upon the table.

If the dealer, after discarding, face a card, his adversary may again

discard or demand the card so seen.

Should the dealer give more or less cards than are demanded, he

loses the point, and the right to count the King if in hand, but not

if it were the trump card originally turned up.

Should the dealer take more cards than he has discarded, he loses

the point, and the right to count the King in hand ; but if he

takes less, he may make it up from the talon, and if the error be not

discovered until he has played, his adversary is entitled to count the

tricks which he cannot play to.

If the elder hand demand more cards than he has discarded, he

loses the point, and likewise the right to count the King ; but

should he ask for a less numBer, he does not lose the right to

mark the King.

Should the cards be faced after discarding, fresh cards may be

called for, but not a new deal.

If after discarding, a second proposal for discarding is made by

the elder hand, the refusal of the dealer to comply does not subject

him to forfeit two, should he lose the point.

If the elder hand, with the permission of the dealer, discard sev-

eral times, he may take from the talon as required ; and if by that

means the stock be exhausted, so that there remain none for the

dealer to exchange, he must keep the cards he has dealt ; and if he
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should hare discarded before discovering his mistake, he must draw
the number of cards wanting to complete his hand from those thrown
out by his adversary.

Either party, after discarding, playing with more than five cards,
loses the point and the right of counting the King.

THE HIGH GAME—HOW TO PLAY IT.

It is generally advisable to propose, even if you have a good hand

;

for if the dealer refuse, you score two poiuts for three tricks, and
four for five tricks. It is sometimes well to propose, although you
may only wish to change a single card, in order to hazard the deal-

er's refusal, or to make the vole if the proposal be accepted.

When a player expects to make the vole, and has uot trumps suf-

ficiently strong to begin by playing them, he must be careful to keep
changing his suit, in order not to be trumped, and to be able to make
a trump, whatever it may be, at the fourth card after having secured

the point.

When a player ha9 made two tricks, and remains with the Queen
of trumps and two small ones, knowing the King to be in the adver-

sary's hand, he ought to lead with one of the small trumps, and .wait

with the Queen guarded. Nothing can then prevent his making the

odd trick even against King third.

When there is fear lest the adversary should make the role, and

the player has but one trump and four weak cards, without any hope

of making the point, he must play his strongest single card, in

order to get a chance of employing his trump in case the suit of his

single card should be led up to him.
*

When the game is three against tour, and the player who is at four

makes his adversary play, or plays himself without changing, he who
is at three, if he have the King, would do well not to announce it, in

order to draw his antagonist into the error of leading trumps to pass

his good cards, and be taken by the King which he did not expect

;

thus losing the point which he would perhaps have won, had he

known that the King was in the adversary's hand ; in this case it is

the less .jonsequence for the player who is at three to announce his

King and mark it, inasmuch as he gains two points—that is. the

game, if he make three tricks, his adversary having played or forced

him to play, without changing.
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To pass a card means to lead it and make u trick with it, without

its being taken by a higher of the same suit or roughed.

HANDS THAT WIN OK LOSE THE POINT, JUST AS THEY ARE
PLAYED.

1. Suppose a Club the trump. The dealer has Ace of trumps,

King and Nine of Diamonds, Knave and Nine of Spades.

The player has Queen of trumps, Queen of Spades, Ace of

Hearts, Eight and Seven of Diamonds.

The right game of the player is, to lead his Eight of Diamonds,

as it is guarded by the Seven ; if the dealer take with the Nine, he

ought to lose the point, and if he take with the King, he ought to

win it; because, taking with the King, he intimates that he has no

other Diamond, and, as he is certain that the adversary led the

strongest of his suit, he runs no risk in employing this ruse ; then

he plays his Knave of Spades, which is also his guarded card ; the

player takes with the Queen, and then leads Queen of trumps, in

order to pass his Seven of Diamonds.

2. Suppose a Heart the trump. The player has the King, Ace,

and Ten of trumps, the King of Diamonds, and the King of Spades.

The dealer has the Queen, Knave, and Seven of trumps, the Eight

and Seven of Clubs.

The player would feel almost sure of making the vole, if to his

King of trumps, with which he ought to open the game, he sees fall

the Queen ; and yet this would cause him to lose the point, if the

dealer is sufficiently adroit to throw her away, instead of the Seven

on the King; because the player would then continue leading

trumps, by playing his Ace, and the dealer take it with his Knave,

and then play his Eight of Clubs, which the player would rough

with his Ten of trumps, and play one of his Kings ; the dealer

would rough this with his Seven of trumps, and then pass his second

Club ; the player, having no more trumps to rough with, loses the

point ; whereas, had the dealer thrown the Seven instead of the

Queen of trumps on the King, the player, fearful of meeting the

Queen and Knave of trumps accompanied by Clubs, would not have

continued leading trumps, but played one of his Kings, and would

necessarily have won the point.

When you have three tricks in hand, always discard, unless, in-

deed, your adversary is four ; then, to discard is imprudent, as you
atford him a chance of takiug in the King. Again, it is sometimes
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imprudent to discard when you wish to throw out loss than a ma-
jority of your curds, as tho chances of taking in two good cards uro

against you, and you further cannot tell how many your adversary

may discard. Thus, the elder hand having the option of tho dis-

card and the h ad, ought to consider well his hand before ho pro-

poses.

There are certain hands which are styled jntx dc regie ; in other

words, games which cannot he lost hut by tho chance of your ad-

versary holding two trumps. With such a combination of cards, it

is against all rule to discard.

1. If you hold one trump, a King, with a Queen, and two cards

of her suit, commence with the Queen and her suit ; and if tho

Queen should he trumped, you have two cards for tho routine, to

ivgain tjio suit Mid continue tho game.

Si If you hold one trump, with a King, and three cards of his

suit, begin with tho trump, if a good card.

3, If you hold one small trump, a tierce-major, and one small

card of any other suit, commence with your strongest suit by play-

ing tho King ; and if trumped, regain with your own trump the lead,

and play again from your strong suit.

4. If you hold two trumps, an Ace, and Knave of one suit, and a

Knave of another, commence with tho guarded Knave ; and if

you make tho trick, and that your trumps be good ones, follow up

with them.

f>. If you have two trumps and throe cards of another suit, load

otY with tho best card of the other suit, holding the trumps in

reserve.

t>. If you have two trumps, an unguarded King, and two other

cards, play a small card and regain the load by a trump, return tho

lead with the other trump, and if it passes, play your Kiug.

7. If you have two trumps, a Queen, and another card of her

suit, and a small card of a third suit ; supposing one of the trumps

a good one, play your Queen ; and if trumped, you may regain tho

lead with your small trump, play the other, and then continue tho

Queen's suit. If both the trumps bo small, commence with tho

single card, and if your opponent takes it and should return the

suit, your small trumps will tell.

6. When you hold a King unguarded, and another King with a

card of the same suit, a Queen and another card of her suit, nono

of which arc trumps, play |fcf guarded King* aud follow it up wito
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the same ; and should your adversary trump it, you may regain the

lead with your other King or the Queen.

9. With a sequence of three trumps, lead off the highest.

10. If you lead a trump, and find that your adversary cannot fol-

low a suit, reserve your remaining trumps to regain the lead, and

play any unguarded court card you may have.

11. If after making two tricks, you hold the Queen and two small

trumps, play a small card rather than the Queen, as your adversary

may take her with the King.

12. If you have a had hand and only one trump, always lead a

single card, the best you have, and reserve your trump for the

chance of making a trick.

13. There is, however, one point when it is bad policy to declare

the King, should you hold it. Supposing that you mark tliree, and

that your adversary does not allow you to discard, or that being

himself the elder-hand, he should play without proposing; in either

case, if he does not make the point, he loses two, which gives you
the game, a result you will have a greater chance of obtaining by
masking your hand ; in other words, by not announcing that you

hold the King.

From the above it will be deduced that more depends upon skil-

ful combination, and a quick calculation of the chances at the

several stages of the game, than upon good cards. But more fully

to illustrate our position, we subjoin two games, which we recom
mend to the attention of the learner as good practice.

Game 1.

Dealer. Eldest Hand.
Ace, King, and Nine of Spades. Queen of trumps.

Knave and Nine of Clubs. Queen of Clubs.

Ace of Hearts.

Eight and Seven of Spades.

The elder hand commences with the Eight of Spades ; the dealer

may take it with the Nine ; but should he do so, he loses the game
;

but, on the contrary, if he play the King, he will win it, because,

by playing the King, his adversary is induced to think that he has

no more of that suit.

The dealer will then play his Knave of Clubs, which the adversary

takes with his Queen, and returns his Queen of trumps, and having

with his Eight of Spades forced his opponent's King, is led to
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imagine his Seven the best Spade, and loses the point. On the

other hand, if the dealer had taken his Eight of Spades with his

Nine, his opponent would have followed his Queen of trumps with

the Aee of Hearts, instead of playing tho Seven of Spades, and

have made the point.

Game 2.

Dealer. Elder Hand.
Queen and Nine of trumps. Knave and Ten of trumps

Knave and Ten of Clubs. King of Diamonds.

Seven of Hearts. King and Ten of Hearts.

The elder hand having hero the chance of the vole, he dashes off

with the King of Diamonds, and as the Queen is the only card

against Mm, he may finesse his Knave of trumps ; and if the King
of Diamonds should be trumped, he may still play for the point.

Should the dealer follow with tho Knave of Clubs, the elder

hand will trump it with the Ten, return the King of Hearts, and

make the point ; but if, instead of so doing, ho had played his

Knave of trumps, the dealer would have captured it. with the Queen,

and made his Ten of Clubs. To the King of Hearts the dealer will

play the Seven ; the elder hand plays the Ten of Hearts ; the dealer

trumps it, returns his Ten of Clubs, which is trumped with the

Knave, and thus the elder hand wins the point.

The foregoing illustrations will familiarize the learner with the

fundamental principles and the finesse of the game, and a thorough

knowledge of its chances will guide him as to the policy of discard-

ing ; above all, he must always well consider the state of the score,

and remember that the policy of the dealer is not that of his ad-

versary, neither is it the same at all points of the game. Again*

let him take care that his countenance be not the index of his hand.

A novice, by his hurried manner ofproposing, often betrays the iceak-

ness of his hand to his adversary, and thus defeats his own object

Coolness and impassibility of countenance are two indispensable

qualities at Ecarte.

CALCULATION OF THE ODDS.

Against the dealer turning a King, it is 7 to 1.

That the elder hand or dealer does not take in, supposing they

discard three cards, two trumps are 4 to 1 against him.
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One or more, 3 to 1 for him.

With one trump in hand, on discarding three, tho chance of

taking in two more trumps is 6£ to 1 against him.

One or more is about 6 to 5 for him.

That either hand does not hold the King the first time, are

5 and one fifth to 1.

N. B. When the dealer and the elder hand discard the same num-
ber of cards, their chance is the same, and varies only in ratio to

the relative number of cards discarded by each.

PIQUET.
This once fashionable game for two persons is very amusing, but

by no means easy to learn. When learned, however, it will

will repay the trouble taken in acquiring its various rules and

regulations.

TERMS USED IN THE GAME.

Talon, or stock—the eight remaining cards, after twelve are

dealt to each person.

Repique, is when one of the players counts thirty points in hand
before his adversary has or can count one ; when, instead of reck-

oning thirty, he reckons ninety, and counts above ninety as many
points as he could above thirty.

Pique, is when the elder hand counts thirty in hand or play before

the adversary counts one ; in which case, instead of thirty, the hand

reckons for sixty ; to which are added as many points as may be

reckoned above thirty.

Capot.—When either party makes every trick, which counts for

forty points.

Cards.—The majority of the tricks, reckoned for ten points.

Carte-blanchc.—Not having a pictured card in hand, reckoned for

ten points, and takes place of every thing else.

Quatorze.—The four Aces, Kings, Queens, Knaves, or Tens.

Each quatorze reckons for fourteen points.

Threes of Aces, <kc, down to Tens, reckon for three points.
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Point.—The greatest number of pips on cards of the same suit,

reckoned thus : the Ace for eleven, the court cards for ten, Nines
for nine, &c, and count for as many points as cards.

Tierce.—Three successive cards of the same suit, reckoned for

three points. There are six kinds of tierces, viz., Ace, King, Queen,

called a tierce-major, down to Nine, Eight, Seven, a tierce-minor.

Quart.—Four successive cards of the same suit, reckoned for four

points. There are five kinds of quarts—Ace, King, Queen, Knave,

called quart-major, down to Ten, Nine, Eight, Seven, a quart-

minor.

Quint.—Five successive cards of the same suit, reckoned for fifteen

points. There are four kinds of quints—Ace, King, Queen, Knave,

Ten, called quint-major, down to Knave, Ten, Nine, Eight, Seven,

a quint-minor.

Sixieme.—Six successive cards of the same suit, and reckoned for

sixteen points. There are three kinds of sixiemes—Ace, King,

Queen, Knave, Ten, Nine, a sixieme-major, down to Queen, Knave,

Ten, Nine, Eight, Seven, a sixieme-minor.

Septieme.—Seven successive cards of a suit, and counts for seven-

teen points. There are two sorts, viz., from the Ace to the Eight

inclusive, a septieme-major, and from the King to the Seven -in-

clusive, a septieme-minor.

Huitieme.—Eight successive cards of the same suit, and reckons

for eighteen points.

METHOD OF PLAYING PIQUET.

The game of Piquet is played by two persons, with thirty-two

cards, viz., Ace, King, Queen, Knave, Ten, Nine, Eight, and Seven

of each suit, and these cards rank according to the succession in

which they are hero placed—the Ace being higher than the King,

the King than the Queen, the Queen than the Knave, and so on.

In reckoning what is called the point, the Ace counts eleven, the

King, Queen, Knave, ten each, and the other cards according to the

number of their respective pips, Ten, Nine, Eight, or Seven.

He that cuts the lowest piquet card deals. Having first shuffled

the pack, he presents it to his adversary, who, if he pleases, may

shuffle also. Should he do so, the dealer may shuffle them again ;

and, having done so, he places them before the other, who cuts

\
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them. If in this operation a card shall drop, the dealer has the

right to shuffle over again.

The number of points in each game is now one hundred—it used

to bo one hundred and one ; fifty saves the lurch.

The cards are to be dealt two by two, and in no other numbers.

In this manner each player is to have twelve cards dealt him, and

there will then remain eight cards, which are called " the stock,"

and are to be placed on the board, directly between the two

players.

The penalties for misdealing will be found in the rules appended

to this treatise.

When the cards are dealt, each player should sort his own hand,

placing together those of each suit. The first thing to be observed

by each is, whether he has a carte-blanche ; that is, whether he has

no picture cards in his hands ; these are, the King, Queen, and

Knave. Should the eldest hand have a carte-blanche, he is to tell

the dealer to discount for a carte-blanche, and, when that is done, he

shows it by counting his cards one by one on the table, with the

faces uppermost. If the younger hand has a carte-blanche, he is to

wait till the elder has made his discard, and then, before he takes

in, show his cards as above. The great advantage of a carte-

blanche is, that the player who has it counts ten, which takes prece-

dence of every other score, and not only counts towards the pique

or repique, but prevents the adversary from having either one or the

other ; and if the player who holds it is at the point of ninety or

upwards, he wins the game.

When the players have sorted their cards, the elder hand makes

his discard ; that is to say, he throws out not more than five of such

cards as he considers of least value, and exchanges them for a cor-

responding number of cards taken from the stock in their natural

order. The general rules as to discarding by the elder hand are

two : first, he must exchange one card at least, and secondly, he

must leave three cards in the stock for dealer. If he takes in a

smaller number than five, he has a right to look at such of the five

as he leaves.

The dealer is not bound to discard at all ; but if he does he must

take in, first those that are left by the elder hand, and then his own
three which are at the bottom of the stock ; and though these be

his rightful number, he is at liberty to take in not only those three,

but also all that his adversary has left. Should he leave any cards,
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he has a right to look at them ; but if he does 90, the elder hand,

after he has led a card, or declared the suit that he iuteuds to lead,

may look at them also; but if the dealer does not look at them,

neither may the elder hand do so. Here it may be observed, that

it is often for the advantage of the dealer not to look at the cards

he leaves ; as, for instance, if he has in his hand a King unguarded

if the adversary has all the rest of the suit, there is no help for it

;

but it may happen that there are one or two cards of that very suit

left in the stock ; if so, it is better that they should be unseen, as

the elder hand will be thereby led to couclude that the King is

guarded. Should the dealer leave any cards, and mix them up with

his own discard, the elder hand has a right to see the whole, after

having first named the suit he iuteuds to lead.

In either of the above cases, should the elder hand lead a differ-

ent suit from that which he named, the dealer may require him to

lead auy suit he pleases.

A novice at the game will naturally think that he ought to throw

out those cards which are of least numerical value ; but the case 19

constantly otherwise. He must, therefore, well consider the object

he has in view and how to attaiu it. Now, for this purpose, he

must be well acquainted with the value of the various combinations

of cards, and of their relative importance in counting the score.

The various denominations of the score (so to speak) are as fol-

lows, and they are reckoned in the following order: After the

carte-blunche already spoken of, there is 1, the Point ; 2, the

Sequence ; 3, the Quartorze ; 4, the Cards ; 5, the Capot.

1. The Point.—This counts first. Whoever has the greatest

number of cards in a suit has the point ; but if both players have

an equal number of cards iu the same or different suits, then which-

ever has the greatest number of pips, reckoning the Ace as eleven,

and the court cards as ten each, wins the point. It will be readily

seen that, in this view of the matter, the five lowest cards must be

superior to the four highest—the former amounting to forty-four,

the latter to forty- one. Whoever has the point counts one for each

card, unless the number ends iu four, in which case the party-

holding it counts one less than the number of cards.

2. The Sequence.—A sequence is the having several cards in the

some suit following consecutively, as Ace, King, Queen, or Knave,

Ten, Xine, Eight. Of these there are six different kinds : 1, a

Txercty three in sequence; 2, a Quart, four in sequence; 3, a
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Quint, (commonly called "a Kent,'") five in sequence; 4, a fifert-

emc, six in sequence ; 5, a Septiemc, seven in sequence; 6, a Hui-

tt mc, eight in sequence— that is, a whole suit. Of these, the most

numerous is the most valuable ; and where the numbers of cards

are equal, that which is the highest is most valuable ; for instance,

a tierce to an Ace, which is called a "tierce major," is more valu-

able than any other tierce, though it is inferior to a quart to a ten,

because the latter contains four cards. A sequence counts next to

the point ; the tierce being worth three, a quart four, a quint fifteen,

a sixieme sixteen, and so on. Now, supposing the elder hand to

have five cards (which are good) for his point, he counts five, and

if these five form a sequence, he counts twenty—that is, five for

the point and fifteen for the quint ; but if he have a quart major

(that is, a quart to an Ace) and a Nine, and the dealer has a quint

to a Knave, the former counts five and the latter fifteen ; and note

that the player who holds the highest sequence is entitled to count

all lower sequences that he may happen to hold in the same or

other suits.

3. The Qualorze.—A player holds a quatorze when he has four

cards of equal value in the four different suits—that is to say, four

Aces, Kings, Queens, Knaves, or Tens—no lower cards count.

Whichever player holds the highest quatorze counts fourteen,

those which are highest taking precedence, and preventing any
inferior quatorze from being of value. In like manner, if neither

party holds a quatorze, then three of equal value, as three Aces,

etc., count three, and next in order to the sequence. But the low-

est quatorze, that of Tens, is superior to the highest three, that of

Aces. And it is to be observed, that whoever has the highest

quatorze is entitled to count any other inferior ones, even though

his adversary should have an intermediate one. Thus the quatorze

of Aces annuls all the others, and the player who has them counts

a quatorze of Tens, though his adversary should have quatorze of

Kings, Queens, or Knaves. If there is no quatorze, he may count

three Aces, Kings, Queens, Knaves, or Tens ; and it is to be ob-

served, that three Aces are superior to three Kings, and so of the

rest, and that by virtue of a good quatorze, you not only count in-

ferior ones, but also three Tens, or any other threes except those of

Nine, Eight, or Seven, although your adversary should have tlnvo

of a superior value. The least practice will make all this, which

may seem a little difficult at first, quite familiar.
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Before proceeding to describe the two remaining modes of scoring,

namely, the cards and the capot, it will be as well, as we are at

present considering the method or object of discarding, to point out

to the beginner what he has to aim at, and what to avoid. He is to

know, then, that if the elder hand counts in his hand and plays thirty

before the dealer counts one, he at once leaps from thirty to sixty,

which is called a pique; and if without playing a card, he counts

thirty in his hand, he jumps from thirty to ninety, which is called a

repique. This will be best explained by example : and, first, for the

pique. Supposing the elder hand to have a quint to an Ace, in other

words a quint-major, which is good as a point, it is consequently

good, also, as a sequence, and counts twenty ;
suppose him, also, to

have three Aces, which must be good, because he has a quint-major,

that is, one of each of the cards that can constitute a quatorze, that

makes him twenty-three; well then, in playing the cards.his quint-

major and the two additional Aces must also count one each, as will

presently be seen, making up a total of thirty, upon which the play-

er, instead of saying in his play twenty-nine, thirty, says twenty-

nine, sixty. This is a pique. Again, as to a repique. Supposing

the elder hand to have the same point, good, as above, and four Aces

besides, instead of three, he counts in his hand, without playing a

card, first, five for his point, fifteen for his quint-major, and fourteen

for his four Aces, that is to say, thirty-four in hand, which is ninety-

four, in fact, the game in one hand. Again, supposing the dealer to

have the same hand in the two several cases above-mentioned : in

the former case he counts only twenty-three, that is, his point, quint,

and three Aces, and then the elder hand plays a card and counts

one, which prevents the dealer gaining a repique ; whence it will

be observed that the dealer cannot win a pique, but may win a re-

pique, because a pique is won by playijig up to the number thirty

before the adversary has counted one, but the eldest hand when he

plays his first card must count one : and in the latter case th'j dealer

would win a repique, because by means of his point, quint, and four

Aces, he counts thirty before the elder hand counts one ; fcr all

scores mado in the hand without playing out count before cards

played on the table. For instance, if the elder hand is ninety-nine

towards the game, and the younger hand ninety-four, still though

the elder hand must play one to begin with, yet the younger hand,

if he has § good point of six cards, wins the game.

4. The Cards —We now recur to the fourth of our five methods
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of scoring, called " The cards." Two card?, one from each player,

make a trick ; if each player has six tricks, the cards are divided
;

but if either wins seven or more tricks, he has 44 the cards;" that

is, he counts ten beyond the number he has already scored. It is

scarcely necessary to observe that, as in other games, the higher

card wins a lower, and makes a trick.

5. The Capot.—Whichever player wins all the tricks, wins what

is called a capot, and, instead of ten, adds forty to his score.

"With reference to the playing of the cards, it must be noticed

that the first player counts one for each card he plays, provided it

be of the value of a ten, at least, and that the second player, if he

wins a trick, also counts one, subject to the same limitation. Who-
ever wins the last trick of the twelve, counts one extra, or, as it is

culled, 44 one for the last card." A game very often depends upon

the winning of this trick, whence the young player will soon discover

how important it is to win this last trick.

It is impossible to give any general rules for discarding which

shall be applicable in all cases, inasmuch as the number of points

which you are to aim at securing is continually varying, according

to the varying position of the game. The ordinary and correct

calculation is, that the elder hand will make twenty-seven points

and the younger thirteen. Keeping this in view, we will suppose

that the game is at its commencement ; then each player should en-

deavor to procure his proper number. To begin with the elder hand :

if his cards do not show a very strong probability of his gaining a

pique or repique, he should discard, so as, in the first place, to gain

the point, and, secondly, the cards. He has seventeen cards against

fifteen, and may reasonably calculate on attaining both these ends
;

but, of the two, the latter is the most important. To gain the point,

the most obvious plan is to keep the suit of which he has the most

;

but in doing so he will often lose the cards ; ho must, therefore, very

frequently discard from his most numerous suit, in order to retain

that which is strongest for play. And, in doing so, he should never

forget that he has more chance of taking in to his weaker suit than

to his stronger one. To give an instance : supposing him to have a

tierce-major in one suit, and a quint to a Knave in another. If he

is to discard five cards, he must clearly break up one suit or the other

;

if he keeps the quint to the Knave he will probably lose the cards,

for he cannot reasonably calculate on taking in the Ace and another

honor in that suit ; and unless he has two other Aces, he will almost to a
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certainty lose the cards. With still more force does this reasoning
apply if he has a small quint in one suit and forty-one in another,

because another tenth card in the latter suit will give him a quint'

major. To multiply instances would be useless. We therefore pass
on to the general method of playing the younger hand.

We have already said that the dealer ought to make thirteen

points. But inasmuch as the elder hand has a great advantage over
him, because, in addition to having more cards, he has also the

chance of a pique, as well as a repique ; he therefore ought first of

all and especially to consider what his opponent can possibly make,
and to defend himself accordingly. Supposing him then to have,

as above stated, a tierce-major in one suit and a quint to a Knave in

another, in any case, except that of having three Aces, he should

keep his small quint ; for, if it is good at starting, it prevents the

pique, and," if not good, the only chances he has of preventing the

pique are, that he shall take in the Queen of that suit, which will

give him a sixieme, or take in so as to break both his adversary's

strong suits, which is a piece of luck he can scarcely calculate

upon. These are strong, but by no means uncommon, eases, given

by way of illustration. If any general rule can be given at the

commencement of a game, it is this, that the elder hand (being

safe) should play an otfensive game, the younger hand a defensive

game.

But when the game is further advanced, the principles on which

the discard is to be made vary exceedingly, and are frequently quite

the reverse of those above given. In the former case, as we have seen,

the player commonly gives up the chance of a great game in order

to make good his average score, unless, indeed, he can play for a

great game without much risk ; but in the latter case, he abandons

the certain winning of his average score with the very slender hope

of making a pique or repique. For instance, supposing the deulei

to be within ten of game, and the elder hand to have scored only

twenty, it is clear that the latter must play for a repique. Let him

have, then, a tierce-major in Clubs, a quint to a Knave in Diamonds,

King, Knave of Spades, and Knave, Nine of Clubs, he should discard

his tierce-major, his King of Spades, and the Nine of Clubs, because,

if he takes in the fourth Knave and any card to his quint suit, he

will probably win the repique. Whereas, with the same cards at

the beginning of the game, he should discard his four lowest Dia*

monds and the Nine of Clubs, which would give him a safe game.
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"When both parties have discarded and taken in, the elder hand

declares his point, and asks if it is good ; if his adversary has not so

many, he answers, "It is good;" and if the same number, he says

M Equal ;" in which case neither counts any thing for the point ; but

if the younger hand has more, he answers " Not good." Whichever

gains the point is bound to show it on the table, and if he fails to do

so he cannot count it; in like manner, if the points are equal, both

must show them, and if either fails to do so, before he has played a

card on the table, his adversary may count the point which he has

shown.

The point being decided, the elder hand next declares his best

sequence, and if that is admitted to be good, he then reckons all

minor sequences, showing them or declaring what suit they are in ;

failing to do this, he is not entitled to count them.

In like manner, the elder hand proceeds to call his quatorze, or

three Aces, 6cc. ; these he is not bound to show, though his adver-

sary may require him to do so, as it sometimes happens that the

player has discarded one of a quatorze, and if he calls it improperly

he reckons nothing that hand, or if he only calls three, his adversary

is entitled to know which of. the four has been discarded.

When the elder hand has thus counted his game, he plays a card

on the table, and thereupon, the dealer, before he plays in answer to

that card, is bound to count his own game, that is to say, point, se-

quence, and quatorze, or whichever of them he may happen to have

got. If the younger hand takes the trick, he leads in his turn, and

so the game proceeds till all the cards are played out.

LAWS AND REGULATIONS OF PIQUET.

1. Two cards at least must be cut.

2. If a card be faced, and it happen to be discovered, either in

the dealing or in the stock, there must be a new deal, unless it be

the bottom card.

3. If the dealer turn up a card belonging to the elder hand, it is

in the option of the latter to have a new deal.

4. If tKe dealer deal a card too few, it is in the option of the elder

hand to have a new deal ; but if he stands the deal, he must leave

three cards for the younger hand.

5. If the elder or younger hand play with thirteen cards, he counts

nothing.

6
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6. Xo penalty attends playing with eleven cards or fewer.

7. Should either of the players have thirteen cards dealt, it is at

the option of the elder hand to stand the deal or not ; and if he

ehoo.se to stand, then the person having thirteen is to discard one

more than he takes in ; but should either party have above thirteen

cards, then a new deal must take place.

8. The elder hand must lav out at least one card.

9. If the elder hand take in one of the three cards which belong

to the younger hand, he loses the game.

10. If the elder haud, in taking his five cards, happen to turn up

a card belonging to the younger hand, he reekons nothing that deal.

11. If the elder hand touch the stoek after he has discarded, he

cannot alter his discard.

12. If tt*e younger hand take in five cards, he loses the game, un-

less the elder hand has two left.

13. If the elder huud leave a card, and after he has taken in, hap

pen to put to his discard the four cards taken in, they must remain

with his discard, and he must play with only eight cards.

14. If the younger hand leave a card or cards, and mix it or them

with his discard before he has shown it to the elder hand, who is first

to tell him what he will play, the elder hand is entitled to see his

whole discard.

15. If the younger hand leave a card or cards, and does not see

them, nor mixes them with his discard, the elder hand has no right to

see them ; but then they must remain separate whilst the cards are

playing, and the younger hand cannot look at them.

1(). If the younger hand leave a card or cards and looks at them,

the elder hand is entitled to see them, first declaring what suit he
will lead.

17. No player can discard twice, and after he has touched the

stock, he is not allowed to take any of his discard back.

IS. When the elder hand does not take all his cards, he must
specify what number he takes or leaves.

19. Carte-blanche counts first, and consequently saves piques and
repiques. It also piques and repiques the adversary in the sunn

manner as if those points were reekoned in any other way.

20. Carte-bluuche need not be shown till the adversary has firs

discarded ; only the elder hand must bid the younger hand to discard

for carte-blanche ; whieh, after he has done, show your blanche by
counting the cards down one after another.
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21. The player, who, at the commencement, does not reckon or

show carte-blanche, his point, or any sequence, &c, is not to count

them afterwards.

22. In the first place, call your point ; and if you have two points,

if you design to reckon the highest, you are to call that first, and

are to abide by your first call.

23. If the elder hand call a point, and do not show it, it cannot

be reckoned ; and the younger hand may show and reckon his point.

24. The tierces, quarts, quints, &c, must next be called, and in

case you design to reckon them, call the highest.

25. You are to call a quatorze preferably to three Aces, 6cc, if

you design to reckon them.

26. If you call a tierce, having a quart in your hand, you must
abide by your first call.

27. If the elder or younger hand reckon what he has not, but

might have had, he counts nothing.

[That is—if a player should claim any count for cards not in bis hand, hnt which may
be found in his own discard, he is debarred from counting anything for that deal.]

28. If the elder hand call forty-one for his point, which happens
to be a quart-major, and it is allowed to be good, and only reckons
four for it, and plays away, he is not entitled to count more.

29. If the elder hand show a point, or a quart or tierce, and asks

if they are good, and afterwards forgets to reckon any of them, it

bars the younger hand from reckoning any of equal value.

30. Whoever calls his game wrong, and does not correct himself

before he plays, cannot reckon any thing that hand ; but the adver-

sary reckons all he has good in his own game.

31. The player who looks at any card belonging to the stock is

liable to have a suit called.

32. Any card that has touched the board is deemed to be played,

unless in case of a revoke.

33. If any player name a suit, and then plays a different one, the
antagonist may call a suit.

34. Whoever deals twice together, and discovers it previous tu

seeing his cards, may insist upon his adversary dealing, although
the latter may have looked at his cards.

35. Should the pack be found erroneous in any deal, that deal is

void ; but the preceding deals are valid.
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USEFUL CALCULATIONS.

1. As it is 3 to 1 that, being elder hand, you do not take in one
certain card ; you have, therefore, a better chance of advancing vour

game, by carrying two suits for points and the cards, than by aim-

ing at quatorze of Queens, Knaves, or Tens.

2. To take in two certain cards, elder hand, is IS to 1 against you.

Therefore, suppose you have a quart-major, and two other Aces
dealt, the odds that you do not take in the Ten to your quart-major,

and the other Ace, are IS to 1 against you ; but that you take

in one of them is only '21 to 17 against you. And suppose you have

three Aces and three Kings dealt, the odds are IS to 1 against taking

in the other Ace and the other King
; yet it is not much above 5 to

4 but that you take in one of them.

3. The odds in taking in four certain cards, as four Aces, etc., is

90S to 1. But to take in tnree cards, out of any four certain cards,

elder hand, is only 33 tol against you. Suppose you have two Aces

and two Kings dealt you, the odds of taking in three of them out ot

four certain cards, such as two Kings and one Ace, or two Aces and a

King, are 33 to 1 against you. But suppose you should want to take in

any two out of four certain cards, being elder hand, it appears by the

calculation to be only 3 to 1 against you ; though, if you only want one

card out of the four, the odds are 5 to 2 in your favor that you take it in.

Therefore, if you have four Tens or any iuferior quatorze dealt you,

and no Ace, it is great odds in your favor, that, being elder hand,

you take in one Ace, and ought to play your game accordingly ; for

you must always consider the disadvantage either of losing the cards

or running the risk of a capot. by spoiling your hand with keeping four

Tens when they are not good.

4. If you have one Ace dealt you, it is 113 to 1 that you do not take

in three others ; 49 to 8, or about 6 to 1, that you do not take in

two out of the three ; but that you take in one out of the three is

about 3 to 2 in your favor, or 137 to 91. As for example : You have

a quart from a King, and two Kings more dealt : as it is 3 to 2 that

you take in either Ace or Nine to your quart, or the fourth King,

and as you have the chance of reckoning fourteen or fifteen points

by this method of discarding, you ought to play accordingly.

But if you discard with an expectation of taking in two out of

three certain cards, the odds against such an event being above ti

to 1, your garue must indeed be very desperate, if you discard for
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that purpose. The chance of taking in three certain cards is very-

distant, being 113 to I, yet it happens sometimes.

5. If you have two Aces dealt it is 18 to 1 that you do not take

in the other two, but only 21 to 17 that you do not take in one of

them. Suppose you have a quart-major dealt, and a quart to a King,

and are greatly behind your adversary, to take in the Ten to your

quart-major, is 3 to 1 ; but to take in the Ace or Nine to your quart

to the King is only about 5 to 4 against you. Also, by the same

rule, suppose you have three Kings and three Queens dealt, the odds

of taking in both a King and a Queen are 18 to 1 ; but that of taking

one of them, is only about 5 to 4 against you.

6. As it is 17 to 2 that you do not take in two certain cards out of

four, such as two Kings, two Queens, &c, you must not, therefore,

confound this with the third calculation, where the odds are not

above 3 to 1 that you take in two cards out of the four.

7. Having neither an Ace nor a King dealt you, the odds of taking

in both an Acc and a King are, in two cards, about 11 to 1 against

you ; in three cards, 4 to 1 ; in four cards, 9 to 5 ; in five cards, 33 to 31

.

The foregoing calculation is either for the elder or younger hand.

Suppose the younger hand to have two quatorzes against him, it is

not above 4 to 1 but that he takes in one of each of them. The rule

may serve for any other eight certain cards.

8. As it is 62 to 1 that the younger hand does not take in two cer-

tain cards, he ought never to run the hazard of so great a chance,

but when the game is desperate.

9. It is 29 to 28 that the younger hand takes in one Ace, having
none dealt him ; the calculation is the same for any one out of

four certain cards. Suppose you have two quarts dealt from the

King or Queen of any suit, it is the same odds of 29 to 28, that you
take in a card to make one of them a quint ; as also that you take in

either Ace, King, Queen, or Knave of any one suit, when a pique

or repique is against you.

10. If the younger hand have an Ace dealt, it is 21 to 1 that he

does not take in two Aces, and about 3 to 2 that he does not take in

one of them ; which holds good in the taking in any three other certain

cards. Therefore, suppose that, as it is but 3 to 2 against the

younger hand taking in one card out of three to save a pique, or a

repique, it would generally be good play either to throw one from his

point, or discard a King, &c, for the chance of such an event.

11. It is 17 to 3, younger hand, against taking in any one certain
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card ; therefore the odds of not succeeding in this case are so great,

that it ought not to be attempted, especially if the winning or saving

the cards be risked by so doing,

CURIOUS AND INSTRUCTIVE CASES.

1. Suppose you are younger hand, and have the Queen, Knave,

Seven, Eight, and Nine of Clubs ; also the Seven and Eight of

Diamonds, the Seven of Hearts, and the Ten, Nine, Eight, and Seven

of Spades ; and that the elder hand has left a card ; keep the five

Clubs and four Spades, and leave a card ; and by taking in the Ace,

King, and Ten of Clubs, you repique your adversary.

2. Suppose you have eight Clubs, the Ace and King of Diamonds,

the Ace of Hearts, and the Ace of Spades. The younger hand may
have a carte-blancke, by having three quarts from a Ten, which reck-

on first, and therefore is not repiqued.

3. The highest number to be made of a pique is 82 points. The
cards which compose that number are a quart-major in Clubs, a

quart-major in Diamonds, Ace, King, and Ten of Hearts, with the

Ace of Spades. This is only upon supposition that the quart-mojor

is good for every thing.

4. The highest number to be made of a repique and capot is 170

points. The cards which compose that number are the four tierce

majors, which are supposed to be good for every thing.

5. Suppose you are elder hand, and want 8 points of the game,

and the younger hand wants 23 ; and you have the Ace, King, and

Queen of Clubs dealt you ; the Ace, King, and Ten of Diamonds

;

the Ace, Knave, and Nine of Hearts ; the Knave, Nine, and Seven

of Spades ; to prevent any possibility of the younger hand making

23 points—and he is not to reckon carte-blanche—you are to discard

the King and Queen of Clubs, and Knave, Nine, and Seven of Spades,

by which method of discarding you are certain to make 8 points

before the younger hand can make 23 points.

6. Suppose you have the Ace, Queen, and Knave of Clubs, with

the King and Ten of Diamonds ; and your adversary has the Ace,

Queen, and Knave of Diamonds and the King and Ten of Clubs, he

being to lead, is to make 5 points, or to lose the game. To prevent

him from making 5 points, when he plays the King of Clubs, you are

to play the Ace ; by which means he can only make 4 points.

7 A. and B. play a party at piquet, and have won one game each
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A. has it in his power to win the second ; but then he will be younger

hand at the beginning of the next game. A. has it also in his

power to reckon only 1)9 points of the second game, and B. will be

70; it is A.'s interest to win the second game, in the proportion of

14 to J 3 in his favor.

BEZIQUE.
This interesting game is supposed to have originated in Sweden.

It is said that during the reign of the first Charles—a reward hav-

ing been offered by that monarch for the best game of cards, to

combine certain requirements—a poor schoolmaster, by name Gus-

tave Flaker, presented for the prize the game of cards which he

called Flakernuhle, which was accepted by his royal master, and

he made the happy recipient of the promised purse of gold. The
game became very popular in Sweden, and was finally introduced

into Germany, changed in some respects, and called Penuchle.

There it also acquired great popularity.

It is only a few years since it was first introduced in Paris; but

it has now become a favorite game with all classes there. It is

played in the cares, in the family circles, in saloons, and in fashion-

able assemblies. The French gave it the name of Bezique.

Bezique is a variation of the game of Cinq-Cents* which has been

played a long time in the provinces of the south of France. It has

also borrowed somewhat from the game of Mariage, also an ancient

game.

Bezique is fast becoming popular in the United States, and is

now much played here in fashionable circles. It is known among
our German brethren as Peanukle.

TECHNICAL TERMS USED IN BEZIQUE.

Bezique (Single).—The Queen of Spades and Knave of Dia-

monds.

Bezique (Double).—Two Queens of Spades, and two Knaves of

Diamonds.
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Brisques.—The Aces and Tens in the tricks taken.

Common Marriage.—The King and Queen of tho same suit,

other than trumps.

Eldest Hand.—The player immediately at the left of the

dealer.

Fours of Aces, Kings, Queons, or Knaves.

Pack.—The same as tho Euchre, Piquet, or Ecarte pack,

composed of thirty-two cards, all under tho Seven spots being

discarded.

Quint-Major.—Same as Sequence.

Royal Marriage.—The King and Queen of trumps.

Sequence.—Ace, King, Queen, Knave, and Ten of trumps.

Stock.—The number of packs of cards corresponding with the

number of players, shuffled together, and ready to be dealt.

Talon.—The cards remaining after the dealer has distributed

eight to each player.

RULES OF THE GAME.

Bezique, as it is now played, has undergone great modifications

since it has taken rank among the games in vogue. The manner
of playing the game, the various modifications and counts, and the

laws generally adopted, are here given.

1. Bezique is ordinarily played by two persons, with two or threo

packs of thirty-two cards (Euchre packs).

2. After having decided by lot, by turning two cards, which player

deals, the one who deals hands the cards to be cut, and then dis-

tributes them by giving two cards, or three and two, till eight are

dealt to each player, which is the number of cards almost always

used in playing. The player receiving the lowest card deals.

3. It is occasionally agreed to play with nine, and sometimes ten

cards.

4. The number of cards having been decided and dealt to each

of the players, the next card is turned up ; this is the trump, which

is the seventeenth if eight cards are played with, or the nineteenth

if nine, or the twenty-first if it is with ten cards ; that is, when two

are playing.

5. After the dealer has placed the rest of the cards to his left (in

this country we place the talon on the right), which forms the talon

his adversary plays first ; and the one who wins the trick takes a
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Card from the talon in order to complete his number of eight, nine,

or ten cards. The one who has lost the trick then takes a card in

the same manner, and the play continues till the talon is exhausted

The winner of the trick has the privilege of the lead.

6. The following is the value of the cards, in making the tricks :

1 st, the Ace, which takes all other cards ; 2d, the Ten ; 3d, the

King; 4th, the Queen; 5th, the Knave; 6th, the Nine; 7th, the

Eight ; 8th, the Seven.

7. Before commencing the play, it is usual to decide on the num-
ber of points which is to make the game—that is, 1,000, ],500, 2,000,

or more.

8. When the turned-up card is not a Seven, the player holding

the Seven of trumps can exchange it for the turned-up card—in

which case he scores ten points.

9. The value of the combinations, in counting the points, are as

follows :

Each Ace or Ten taken or saved in trick counts 10 points.

Each Seven of trumps, when played or turned up 44 10 »

The last trick
" 44 10 44

A common marriage 44 2 44

A royal marriage 44 40 ,4

A Bezique 44 40 44

Four Knaves 44 40 44

Four Queens 44 60 44

Four Kings 44 80 44

Four Aces 44 100 44

A sequence (quint-major) 44 250 44

A double Bezique 44 500 44

10. It is permitted to decline following suit as long as there are

any cards left in the talon ; but the privilege ceases when the talon

18 exhausted ; and, moreover, the player must, if he can, win the

trick.

11. In a case of a misdeal, the hand passes, or you commence
anew, according as your adversary may choose.

12. The player taking the trick just previous to exhausting the

talon, may then declare any combination in his hand. The winner

of the trick then takes the last card in the talon, and his adversary

the trump card, and afterwards no combination can be declared or

counted. The declared cards on the table must be taken in the
6*
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hand of each player, and the rule imperatively is, follow suit with

the highest in your hand, and if you cannot follow suit, trump the trick,

13. The last trick having been made, each player counts the

Aces and Tens which are in the tricks he has taken ; these Aces

and Tens are called brisques. For each brisque the holder scores

ten points, which are added to the score made during the playing

by the combinations.

14. Brisques are not counted when any one of the players makes

the game by scorings made by combinations ; that is to say, when

neither of the players has made the number of points fixed to com-

plete the game, then he who, with the brisques, counts most over the

fixed number, wins ; and, in case of a tie, the winner is the one

taking the last trick.

1"). After all the cards have been taken in hand, if any player

revoke by not playing the highest in suit, or refuse to trump when
he has not suit in hand, his adversary may claim a deduction of

forty points from the score of the player so revoking, or refusing to

trump.

16. There are cases where one card is made to count several

times. For example : a King which has counted in a marriage can

count also in the score of 80 points (four Kings); it counts also in

a score of 250. It is to bo understood, in the last case, that it must

be a King of trumps.

17. An Ace of trumps, which has counted in a score of 100 (four

Aces), can also serve to make a score of 250 (sequence). The
Queen of Spades and Knave of Diamonds, after having counted for

a Bezique, can serve to count in a score of 250 (sequence), and the

Queen of Spades in a marriage.

fWe play differently in this country. The following is the rule here:—King and

Queen of trumps, or any other suit once married, cannot again be married in the

same hand, but may constitute one of four Kings or Queens, a sequence of trumps,

or a Bozique, double or single. In other words, any card, except either of thos«

which have been used to form Bezique, may serve to compose any other combination

in which it has not previously been employed.]

—

See note to Rule 25.

18. If, after having scored an 80 of Kings, the same combination

is filled in the hand, it also count- . but neither of the first four

Kings can be used to complete the combination. It is necessary—

this is to be distinctly understood—that it must be a new -com-

bination.

19. The above rule holds good for Aces, Queens, and Knaves.

20. It is the practice, in order to escape errors, to place on the
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table, with the faces up, all cards -which have been used to make the

combinations after they have been declared ; that is, a marriage, a

100 of Aces, an 80 of Kings, a 60 of Queens, a 40 of Knaves, a

Bezique, a 250, or a 500 ; but the player is privileged to play these

cards when he pleases.

21. The possessor of a Be"zique, sequence, or any other com-

bination of cards in hand, must take a trick before declaring the

same.

22. If a player declares Bezique, and subsequently is fortunate

enough to draw cards sufficient to declare double Bezique, the lat-

ter counts 500 points, in addition to the 40 points already scored

for Bezique.

23. When a single Bezique is in hand, it may be declared and

placed upon the table, and there remain until the double Bezique

is subsequently acquired. The player must judge from the con-

dition of his hand whether it would be better to try and achieve

double Bezique, or abandon the effort for other combinations.

24. When a card is led, and other cards identical in value are

played in the same round, the first card played takes precedence of

all others of the same denomination, and wins the trick, unless it is

trumped, or outranked by a card of superior value.

25. Only one combination may be declared at a time.

[In some coteries they play differently, and the fortunate holder of more than one com-
bination may declare all such combinations upon taking a trick ; but after Bezique

has been declared, the cards composing that combination cannot be employed to

form any other. It is, therefore, good* policy to retain the Queen and Knave in

hand, to aid in forming other arrangements of the cards, before declaring Bezique,

particularly when Spades or Diamonds are trumps, for then the Queen may be

serviceable in composing a royal marriage, sequence, or four Queen", while the

Knave may avail in forming a sequence or four Knaves, and both may afterwards

be employed to declare Bezique.]—See Rule 17.

26. Whenever a player neglect to take his card from the talon,

he loses the play, or, left to the choice of his adversary, he can take

the next two cards.

27. The play is equally void, at the choice of the adversary, when
a player plays with a card too many ; he must, if the play is not de-

clared void, play twice in succession without drawing a card from

the talon.

28. A player who, having only three cards, declares four and
scores, must, when the error is discovered, correct the score by not

counting it, and he can be compelled to play one of the three cards,

if the error is not discovered before his adversary shall have played
;
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because this last would have been able, by reason of the error, to

hare thrown away a card which he supposed there was no reason to

retain, since, on account of the error, he would not be able to count

again by filling a combination.

HINTS AND CAUTIONS TO YOUNG PLAYERS.

1 . It is presumed that a beginner is being instructed, and we say to

him : You hold eight cards in your hand ; you have led a card, and

your adversary has taken it ; you hold the Queen of Spades ; your

adversary having taken his card from the talon, you take yours;

that card is the Knave of Diamonds
;
you have then a Bezique, but

you say nothing ; you wait till you take a trick, then declare it, and

score 40 points
;
you have three Aces, and draw another from the

talon ; that makes a 100 of Aces, which you also declare when you
take another trick—and so on, for as many combinations as you are

fortunate enough to form in your hand. Whenever your adversary

takes a trick, keep silent, wait patiently, for he is not allowed to

score if he fails to make his declaration before you have taken the

following trick.

2. It is good play to make your Aces and Tens whenever an oc-

casion is presented for doing so, being careful, however, not to throw

away the former when there is any likelihood of declaring four Aces.

As the Aces and Tens count ten each in trick, the careful player,

by a judicious use of small trumps and Aces of the suit led, may
make an aggregate score at the end of the game of very respectable

proportions. Remember, that every Ace or Ten you let your adver-

sary take, scores twenty against you.

3. Do not fail to note, when your opponent displays a sufficient

number of Bezique or sequence cards of the same denomination, to

satisfy you that it will be impossible for you to form either of those

combinations. This will enable you to improve your game by throw-

ing away cards which might otherwise be retained with the false

hope of making impossible combinations. For instance, we will

suppose A. and B. to be playing at Bezique, with one pack of cards

each; A. twice declares a common marriage in Spades, and also four

Aces, two of which are trumps ; it is therefore very evident that B.

cannot make either a single or double Bezique, and it would be stupid

m him to keep the Knave or Knaves of Diamonds in hand, unless

in the anticipation of declaring four Knaves. Ne ither could B. hope
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to make up the sequence, as A. had shown both trump Aces. It

would therefore be policy in B. to play out the Tens and Knaves of

trump in hand, whenever opportunity offered fur doing so with

profit. B. would thus relieve his play, and prepare for other com-

binations yet in the cards.

4. Be careful not to throw away in play either Bezique or sequence

cards, while there is a reasonable probability of forming either. The
reward for declaring those valuable combinations, particularly double

Bezique, is so far beyond that of all others in the game, that it is

good play to retain in hand any card which may serve to compose

either of them, as long as any chance remains of achieving either.

5. If possible, avoid showing cards that will inform your antago-

nist that he cannot compose double Bezique or the sequence ; you

may thus embarrass and cramp his game, by preventing him from

forming some more practicable combination, and frequently save

Aces and Tens, which he would otherwise take from you.

6. It is preferable to retain the Kings and Queens in hand, until

you can marry them. Therefore, when you are in a dilemma whether

to throw away an Ace or a King, save the latter, when you can take

the trick with the former. You will thus count ten, and in this way
may count all your Aces in tricks ; whereas, it is very difficult to

declare four Aces and avoid losing some of them. It is true that

four Aces count more than four Kings, but you have a reasonable hope

of marrying the latter, and may then throw them into your opponent's

tricks without injury to your own game. See Hint 2. It is possible

thus to save all your Aces in trick, marry your Kings, and declare

four Kings.

7. Do not forget to exchange your Seven of trumps for the card

turned up, particularly if the latter is a seqnence or Bezique card,

and fail not to call for a score of ten for each Seven of trumps you
play..

8. If possible, retain your Aces and Tens of trumps for the last

eight tricks, and get the lead by taking the trick previous to ex-

hausting the talon. You will thus compel your adversary to lose

his Aces and Tens, by playing them on the cards y*ou lead, and by
being superior in trumps,you may take all the tricks, and make a

very respectable score by this ruse. Besides getting the lead; you
acquire the privilege of making the last declaration.

9. At the latter part of the game, just before the pack has "gone
from thy gaze," note what cards your antagonist has upon the table,
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and make such use of this information as will " bring grist to your

mill flank his Aces and Tens, and demoralize his hand generally.

BEZIQTJE without a tkump.

This is played as the ordinary game, except that no card is turned

to make a trump, but the trump is decided by the first marriage

which is declared. For example : you or your adversary declare a

marriage in Clubs, then Clubs become trumps, and so on with the

other suits.

The quint-major of trumps, or the score of 250, cannot be declared

until after the first marriage has been declared. The Seven of

trumps in this game does not count ten points. The Beziques, four

Kings, four Queens, &c, are counted the same as in Bdzique when
the trump is turned, and can be declared before the trump is deter-

mined. It is the same with the other cards which form combinations

;

their value remains the same as in the ordinary game of Bezique.

BfiZIQUE PANACHE.

In the game so called, the four Aces, four Kings, four Queens,

four Knaves, must be, in order to count, composed of Spades, Dia-

monds, Hearts and Clubs ; thus an 80 of Kings, composed of two

Kings of Spades, one of Hearts, and one of Diamonds, does not form

a combination ; and in like manner with Queens and Knaves. This

game ought to be the object of special agreement.

With respect to the combinations of the four points, the rules are

those of ordinary Bezique.

BfiZIQUE LIMITED TO A FIXED POINT.

This game is played after an agreement made that the player who
shall first have reached the point or number fixed for game, may
stop on attaining the number of points agreed upon without playing

the hand through. In this case, the player who claims to have won
the game counts his points, adding to them his brisques; but if ho

is wrong (for example, when the game had been fixed at 1,500, and

h»s points and his brisques only count 1,490, or less), the game is

not continued, but is, on the contrary, gained by his adversary.
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THEEE-HAI^DED BfiZIQUE.

Bezique is sometimes played three-handed and four-handed. The
following- is the manner of playing three-handed Bezique : The
game is begun, if two packs are played with, by throwing out one

card, an Eight, no matter what color. After cutting for deal, the

dealer has the cards cut by the player on his left, and distributes

the cards by two or by three, commencing on his right.*

As in ordinary Bezique, and according to agreement, this game is

played with eight, nine or ten cards.

The first to play is the player sitting to the right of the dealer,

and, in like manner, the one to the right of the winner of a trick.

All the rules which apply to two-handed Bezique, in like man-

ner, apply to this game.

FOUK-HANDED BfiZIQUE.

This game is usually played two against two, cutting for partners,

and alternating every game ; the players are also permitted to choose

their partners, or may, in fact, play just as chance has placed them

around the table.

The cards are cut and dealt as mentioned in the three-handed

game.

In making a declaration and score, the rules are the same as in

the ordinary game of Bezique.

The last trick counts ten points, or more if so agreed.

The partners unite their scores and their brisques, and count them

as in the ordinary game of Bezique.

The laws governing the ordinary game are equally applicable to

the four-handed game.

The partners should not be placed by the side of each other, but

on opposite sides of the table.

In this country, the dealer always deals the first card to his left-hand adversary, who,

hcing the eldest hand, commences the round when the deal is completed, and the play

continues throughout to the left; just the reverse of the French practice.

7
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ALL-FOURS.
It is useless to inquire into the origin of tbis game

; because, liko

many other games at cards, its birthplace and paternity are unknown.

Its name, however, is derived from the characteristics of the game
itself—the four chances or points consisting of high, the name given

to the best trump ; low, the designation of the smallest trump played^

in the round ; Jack, the Knave of the trump suit ; and game.

There are two distinct varieties of All-fours, in one of which the

first card played by the non-dealer from his hand is the trump ; and

in tile other, the trump is turned up from the pack. The last is

generally known by the classic name of Pitch, or Blind All-fours.

Certain terms are common to both games, the general characteristics

being similar. All-fours is a very popular game in the South and

Southwest, where it is known as " Old Sledge," and " Seven-up."

TERMS USED IN THE GAME.
High, the highest trump out ; the holder scores one point.

Low, the lowest trump out; the original holder scores one point,

even if it be taken by his adversary.

Jack, the Knave of trumps. The holder scores one point, unless

it be won by his adversary, in which case the winner scores the

point.

Game, the greatest number that, in the tricks gained, can be shown

by either party
;
reckoning for

—

Each Ace four towards game.
44 King three 44 44

44 Queen two 4 4 44

44 Knave one 44 4 4

44 Ten ten 44

The other cards do not count towards game ; thus it may happen

that a deal may be played without either party having any to score

for game, by reason of his holding neither court-cards nor Tens.

When the players hold equal numbers—ties—the elder hand, the

non-dealer, scores the point for game.

Begging is when the elder hand, disliking his cards, uses his

privilege, and says, 44 1 beg :" in which case the dealer must either
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suffer his adversary to score one point, saying " Take one," or give

each three cards moro from the pack, and then turn up the next

card, the seventh, for trumps; if, however, the trump turned up be

of the same suit as the first, the dealer must go on, giving each three

cards more, and turning up the seventh, until a change of suit for

trump takes place.

Eldest Hand.—This term is used in the four-handed game, and sig-

nifies the player immediately to the left of the dealer.

METHOD OF PLAYING ALL-FOURS.

The game is played with a full pack of fifty-two cards, which take

rank as at Whist—the Ace being the highest and the Deuce the

lowest. Any number of points may be played for; but it is com-

mon to state an uneven number, as five or seven ; the last being

most common.
The players cat for deal, the lowest card having the deal, which

is now the recognized law of the game. The Ace is lowest

—

the other cards taking their regular order. Ties cut again. The
dealer then gives six cards to each, three at a time, and turns up

the thirteenth, if there be two players, and the twenty-fifth if there

be four. The turn-up is the trump. The non-dealer then looks

over his hand, and either holds it for play or begs, as already ex-

plained. If the Knave turn up, it belongs to the dealer, who scores

one for it (but when the Knave is dealt to a player, and is taken

in play by a higher card—Ace, King, or Queen of trumps—then

the point is scored by the winner). The non-dealer having decided

on his hand (it is not allowed to 41 beg" more that once, without it

be previously agreed to do so), he plays a card of any suit. Then
the dealer plays another card to this, and, if it be higher, he wins

the trick, and plays another card, and so on throughout the six

tricks. Each player must follow suit if he can, unless he chooses to

trump. When the whole of the tricks are played out, the points are

taken for high, low, Jack, game, as the case may be. Thus, one

player may score a point for high, and the other for low; the great

est number, counting on the court-cards, Aces and Tens in each

hand, reckoning for game. The winning the Knave, the making

the Tens, and the taking your adversary's best cards, constitute

the science of the game. The hand in which the Knave of trumps
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is eventually found, is the one which scores the point for the Jack.

The high and the low always belong to the original possessor of those

trumps.

LAWS OF ALL-FOURS.

1. A new deal can be demanded if, in dealing, an opponent's can*

is faced, or if the dealer in any way discover any of his adversary's

cards ; or if, to either party, too few or too many cards have been

dealt. In either case it is optional with the players to have a new
deal, provided no card has been played, but not afterwards.

2. If the dealer expose any of his own cards, the deal stands

good.

3. No player can beg more than once in each hand.

4. Each player must follow suit if he can, unless he chooses to

trump, on penalty of his adversary scoring one point.

5. "When four play, the partners are seated opposite each other.

6. When playing the four-handed game, the dealer and the player

on his left only are permitted to look at their cards previous to the

latter deciding upon his hand, and in case he begs, the other parties

must not raise their cards until the dealer announces Whether he will

" give one," or run the cards to another trump.

7. One card may count all fours ; for example, the eldest hand

holds the Knave, and stands his game ; the dealer having neither

trump, Ten, Ace, nor court-card, it will follow that the Knave will

be both high, low, Jack, and game.

8. The points score in the following order : 1st high, 2d low, 3d

Jack, and 4th game. Thus it will be seen that if two parties are

playing, and the game stands six points each, he who scores high

goes out first, as that takes precedence of the other points, unless

Jack is turned up by the dealer. The same is the case when the

game standsJive to six ; the former goes out on high and low, although

the latter may make Jack and game in play ; but if the former make
high, Jack, the latter will go out on low.

9. Each Jack turned up by the dealer counts one point for him

in the game, unless a misdeal occurs before the Jack is turned. If

the dealer turns Jack and a misdeal occurs afterwards, even though

it be in the same hand, or if he turns Jack and the cards run out

by reason of the same suit being turned, he is not debarred from

the privilege of scoring the point.

(See " Decisions on Disputed Points" All-Fours, notes II., FX,

and X, pages 512, 513, and 514.)
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10. Should the same suit be turned until the cards run out, then

the cards must be bunched, and dealt anew.

{See 44 Decisions on Disputed Points," All-Fours, note IV.,

page 513.)

11. If a misdeal occurs, the dealer must bunch the cards and deal

anew, the opponent of the dealer, however, has the option of the

deal, if he chooses to take it.

[The dealer deals again, otherwise he might make a misdeal puposely for the sake of

getting the beg. The reason is embodied ill the law maxim, that "a man cannot take ad-

vantage of his own wrong.*1 A forfeits the deal, if B chooses to claim it. for his misdeal.

But when the misdeal is to A's manifest advantage, A has to deal again, otherwise he

would "take advantage of his own wrong." This decision also applies to the game of

Pitch.]

THE FOTJR-HAXDED GAME.

All-fours is played by either two or four players ; the same rules

applying in this four-handed, equally as in the two-handed gt#ie.

The parties usually decide who shall be partners by cutting the

earth, the two highest and the two lowest being partners. The four

players divide themselves into two sets, each player sitting opposite

his partner, as at Whist. The first deal is decided by cutting the

cards, the lowest cut having the deal, but afterwards it is taken by

each party alternately. When parties play for money it is usual to

cutfor deal at the commencement of each game. The dealer and

the player on his left only are permitted to look at their cards pre-

vious to the latter deciding upon his hand, and in case he begs, the

other parties must not raise their cards until the dealer announces

whether he will u give one " or run the cards to another trump. This

is done to prevent collusion between partners.

In some coteries privilege is granted to the dealer and eldest hand

to bunch the cards, i. e., to have a fresh deal provided they mutually

agree to do so, after the latter has begged, and the cards have been

run by the former^ and sometimes, instead of bunching the cards,

they mutually agree to run them, three more all around, and turn up a

new trump. Again, it sometimes happens that a player will claim a

new deal, because he has neither an Ace, face card, or trump in his

hand. These modifications are played in some localities, but they

do not belong to the regular game of All-Fours, and, unless they

have been agreed upon previous to commencing the game, they

cannot be claimed as legitimate.
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PITCH, OK BLIND ALL-FOUES.

This is played the same as the game just described, with the fol-

lowing exceptions:—1st. There is no begging. 2d. No trump is

turned. 3d. The eldest hand has the privilege of making any suit

he chooses trump, the first card he leads, or pitches, being trump.

4th. In the event of a tie in counting game no game is scored by
either party.

[In the regular frame of All-fours, in case of a tie, the non-dealer scores game to

counterbalance the advantage the dealer possesses in having the chance of turning

Jack. By parity of reasoning some contend that the non-pitcher should score the game
in case of a tie, to equalize the great advantage the pitcher has over his opponent in

making the trump. We, however, incline to the opinion that it should not be scored to

either party.]

In all other particulars, Pitch is played precisely the same as

regular All-fours, and all the laws of the latter game apply to it

with equal force, except the modifications enumerated and explained

above. Pitch is by no means an uninteresting game, and in many
localities has superseded the regular game of " Old Sledge."

{See "Decisions on Disputed Points" Pitch, Rules V. and VII*.

page 513.)

COMMEKCIAL PITCH, or, AUCTION ALL FOUKS.

This is another game of "All-Fours," quite amusing and exciting

in its character, especially as it may be played by as many as eight

persons. It is subject to the usual rules of "All-Fours," and is

played as here described :

—

Before the game commences, it is usual to score ten points to each

player, and each strives to wipe out this score, as in the game of

Set Back Euchre. Every point a player makes is deducted from his

score, and the first who wipes his score entirely out wins the game.

The cards are shuffled, cut, and dealt as in the ordinary game, except

that no trump is turned, and then commences the commercial part of

the play, which is bidding for the privilege of making the trump.

This is commenced by the eldest hand, who is said to "sell the
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trump. 1
' If, upon examination, the player next to the eldest hand

thinks his hand is strong enough to make a trump, he bids, or de-

clares how many points he will give the eldest hand to be allowed to

make the trump—he may, for example, bid tico—the next hand may
bid three, while the third and fourth, not having good hands, decline

to bid ; and if no one is disposed to give more, the play begins by
scoring the bid, which announces the pleasant fact, that the eldest

hand has wiped out three points before a card has been played. Now,
if the player who made the highest bid does not make the points bid,

he loses, or is set back three points, so that he would have thirteen

to make, while the eldest hand would have but seven to go. In this

manner the game proceeds, each one retiring upon making ten points^

until the players are reduced to two, and he who is finally beaten

forfeits whatever may have been pending upon the issue of the game.

If a pool has been made up to be played for, the first hand out wins.

It sometimes happens when a player has four points scored, and

thinks he can make four points, and the game, that he will bid four

for the privilege of the pitch, but if he fails he is set back four points.

If no player bids for the pitch, then the eldest hand takes that priv-

ilege, and pitches what trump he chooses. The player who makes
the trump is compelled to pitch it. The trump must be put up for

sale, but if the seller is offered less than he thinks he can make by

pitching the trump himself, he may refuse to sell, and retain the

privilege of the pitch
;

if, however, he fails to make the number of

points he was oflfered for the pitch, then he is set ba*k that number.

There is another variety of the game, which differs from the above

in the following particulars:—1st. The dealer sells the privilege of

pitching. 2d. The player who buys the privilege of making the

trump scores all the points he actually makes; but if he does not

succeed in making all the points he bids, he is set back the number
of points he falls short of completing his bid. For example: if he

bids three, and only makes two points, he rubs out two poiuts for

those he has made, and is set back one point for that which he failed

to make, and all the other players score for the point he come short

of his bid. 3d. If none of the players bid for the trump, and it

comes round to the dealer, then he (the dealer) pitches what trump

he chooses, and scores for the point he makes. He is net, however,

subject to any penalty, even if he does not make a point. The score

of this game is kept the same as Bounce. (See paye 479).
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LOO.
Loois divided into Limited and Unlimited Loo. It is a game the

complete knowledge of whieh can easily be acquired ; it is plaved
in two ways, both with three and five cards, and the latter method is

called Pam Loo.

TilKEE-CARD Oil DIVISION LOO.

Is a good round game, at which any number may take part, though
from five to eight make a pleasant party.

Th<e game is played with a full pack of fifty -two card*,which rank

as at Whist. One card is dealt to each player, and the player re-

ceiviu£ the lowest card is entitled to the deal. At the commence-
ment of the game the dealer puts three chips, or counters, in the pool,

the value of which has previously been agreed upon. It is neccs

sary to make the pool a number that can be exactly divided by three,

say 3, o\ or i> chips. After the cards are shuttled and cut, the dealer

proceeds to deal three cards (oucat a time) to each player, beginning

at the eldest hand, and going round to the left ; he also deals an

extra hand, called •* Dumby," or " Miss," iu the eeutre of the table,

and turns up the next card for trump. In the tirst haud, and when-

ever the pool consists only of the three chips deposited by the dealer,

it is called a " Bold SUmd," and sometimes a "single," and each

player is compelled to play his hand, f.ret the eldest hand, who, if

he prefers it, is entitled to the "Dumby," and may exchange it for

his own. " Hold Stand" is played for the purpose of getting a large

pool. Thus : Ou the " BAd Stands if eight persons are playing,

all those uot taking a trick will be looed the amount of the pool.

Supposiug five of the eight players should be looed, each of them

would be compelled to pay iuto the pool three counters each, making

fifteen in all ; which, together with the three couuters deposited by the

dealer, would make eighteen counters in the pool.

The deal passes to the left, and the dealer must, ou all occasions,

pay iu the pool three counters for the deal. W hen the pool consists

of wore than the original three chips deposited by the dealer, it be-

comes optional to play or not, and before looking at his own cards,

the dealer asks oil the players, in the regular order of playing, be-
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ginning at the elder band, whether they play their own hand, or take
44 Dumby," or decline playing for that round. If the elder hand
declines to take 44 Dumby," the next in hand has the option, and so

on ; but whoever takes it must play it. Each individual must

announce his intention before the next is asked, and if he declines

playing, must give his cards to the dealer to place under the pack,

or do so himself. No one can retract after declaring his intention

to stand or not. When all, including the dealer, have declared their

intention, the first in hand of those who play, if he hold two trumps,

must lead the highest of them ; and each player in succession must
44 head the trick," i. e., play a higher card if he can. It is not usual

to play the cards in the centre of the table
;
they should be placed,

face up, in front of the person playing them. The winner of a trick

must always lead a trump if he has one, and the best one he has;

and so the game goes on till all the hands are played out, when the

pool is divided into three portions, and paid to the holders of the

several tricks. Thus, if one take three tricks he wins the whole

pool ; if he take two tricks he wins two-thirds of the pool ; but if

he take one trick he only wins one-third of the pool. All those who
have failed to take a trick are looed the original amount deposited

by the dealer, which goes to make up the pool for the next game.

When only two players stand, the last before the dealer must

either play the hand, or the Dumby, or give up the pool to the dealer,

when the game is recommenced as before.

This variety of the three-card game, which is most popular in the

United States, is called Limited Division Loo.

In Unlimited Loo, each player is looed the whole amount in the

pool, till the occurrence of a bold stand, which can only happen

when three players stand the game, and each win a trick, or when

two play, and one takes two tricks and the other one.

Another variety of Three-card Loo is called

FULL LOO.

and is played precisely like Division Loo, except that the pool ia

not divided proportionally among those winning tricks ; but a player

must take all three tricks to win the pool, thus : After the three

tricks are played, if either player has taken them all, he takes the

whole pool ; but if the tricks are divided among the players, the pool

7*
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remains. Those playing vwho have taken no triok at all, are looed,

and must pay double the price of the deal into the pool. The gam©
goes on in this way until the pool is taken by some one of the play-

ers, when the next hand is bold stand, and is dealt and played as

first described. Sometimes club-law is introduced, when all must
play when a Club happens to be turned trump. The technical terms

used in Thrct-card Loo will be found in the article on Pam-loo.

LAWS OF THE GAME.

1. The cards are dealt over at any time, the deal being determined,

by throwing round a card to each player ; the player receiving the

lowest card is entitled to the deal.

2. The person who misdeals forfeits a loo and loses his deal; but

if a card is faced in the pack, he is to deal again ; or if any of the

company is the cause of showing a card in dealing, that person for-

feits a loo, and the cards must be dealt afresh.

3. If the dealer l<x>ks at his own hand before he has asked each

individual whether they play or not, he forfeits a loo.

4. The hands ought to be lifted in succession from the dealer, and

any one taking up and looking at another's hand forfeits a loo, and

the person whose cards have been taken, may inspect both hands

and take his choice of the two.

5. The person who announces his intention to play or not, or who
throws down his cards, till all those to the right have decided, for

feits a loo.

o\ No person is to look at Dunaby, if not taken, before the dealer

has decided, under the penalty of a loo, besides being obliged to

play L>uu:by.

7. Whoever plays a card out of the regular order of play, forfeits

a loo.

S. No player may inform another what cards he possesses, or give

any intimation as to any card in hand or Dumby, under penalty of a.

loo.

9. If a player throw up his cards after the leading card is played,

he is looed.

10. No ulayer may look at his neighbor's hand, either during the

play or when they lie on the table, under penalty of a loo.

It. A card played by mistake, if seen, must remain; but if it

cause a revoke, it must be taken up, and may be called as atWliist.
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(see the 16th law of that game,) when it does not oblige the parly

to revoke ; and the person who played it forfeits a loo. These for

feitures go to the present pool.

12. With Ace of trumps only, or King if Ace is turned up, the

first player must lead it. If he fails to do so he forfeits a double loo

to the next pool.

13. The elder hand who holds two trumps, and does not lead from

them, playing the highest first ; and the person who does not lead a

trump if he can, after taking a trick ; and the player who revokes,

or who does not either follow suit or trump, provided he can there-

by 44 head the trick," each forfeit a double loo—it being difficult to

determine how the cards might have been played had the false play

not taken place. This forfeiture goes to the next pool.

FIYE-CAKD LOO, OK PAM LOO.

The game of Pam-loo may be played by four, five, six, or seven

persons. Five or six is the best number. If there be less than five,

a loo will seldom happen, and if more than six, the pack will fre-

quently be insufficient. A complete pack is used, and the cards

rank the same as in Whist, except the Knave of Clubs, which is

called Pam.

TECHNICAL TERMS USED IN LOO.

Pam, is the Knave of Clubs, and ranks above every other card in

the pack. It is subject to no laws, but may be played on any suit,

at any time, even though you have in your hand the suit which is led.

When led, it always commands trumps, but when trumps are led,

you are not obliged to play it, even if you have no trump. If you
hold pam, you cannot be looed. If pain is turned for the trump

card, Clubs are trumps.

Pool.—The pool consists of the counters which are paid for the

deals, and of the sums forfeited by those who were looed the pre-

ceding hand.

Flush is five cards, all of one suit.

Pam-Jlush is four flush cards and pam.

Blaze is five face or court cards.

' Pam-blaze is four blaze cards and pam.

The person holding the best flush or blaze outwins all the money
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in the pool ; and each other person that stood is looed, unless he

has either pam, a flush, or a blaze. They rank in the following

order : 1st, a pam flush, or pam blaze ; 2d, a flush'of trumps ; 3d,

any other flush ; 4th, a blaze ; and if there be two or more equal

flushes or blazes out, the eldest is the best.

Loo.—The loo is the sum put up by any one that is looed, and is

either limited or unlimited ; when unlimited, a person is looed

fur the whole amount of the pool ; if limited, he is looed for no more
than a certain sum, previously agreed upon, generally about double

the deal ; but he is never looed for more than the pool.

Pam be civil, is said by any one holding the Ace and King oftrumps,

when he leads or plays either of them ; in which case, as it is im-

possible that he should be looed, the person holding pam will not play

it en either of them. If the Ace has been played in a previous trick,

a person holding the King and Queen has the same privilege. The
person, however, that holds pam, has a right to play it in the above

case if he pleases ; but it would, generally, be very bud play.

To 2>luy for the good, or for the good of the loo, is to play in such a

manner as to loo as many as possible, without any regard to making

tricks. This should always be done when you are safe ; and for

this purpose, you ought generally to lead a trump.

To be safe, is when you have won a trick, or are sure of winning

one.

Winner's lift, is said to prevent the last player from wasting a

good card, by taking a trick from one who is already safe ; or it is

said by one who has already taken a trick, when he leads or plays a

card which is the second best in, in order to prevent the person who
may hold the best card from playing it on that trick ; as by rese^v

ing this best card, some other person may be looed.

Revoke.—When a person who lias suit does not play it.

A sure card, is one that is sure of taking a trick.

Bold stand.—To have a bold stand is a method of playing the

game, in which it is a rule, that whenever there is only the deal to

be played for, every person is obliged to stand in order to make a

loo for the next hand. As often as this happens, it is a bold stand.

DESCRIPTION OF THE GAME.

The game of Pam-loo is played with the assistance of counters.

One of the party, who is called the cashier, delivers to each player a
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certain number of counters, which the cashier is obliged, at the end

of the game, to redeem at the same value in which they were de-

livered. Two kinds of counters are sufficient, of which the larger

may be considered as equal to five of the smaller, or their value.

The cards are cut by each player for the deal; and the person

who cuts the lowest card is to deal first. In cutting, the Ace is low-

est. After the first deal, each person deals in turn, as in Whist.

The dealer having paid five counters for his deal, the cards are

shuffled by every one who chooses, the dealer having a right to shuffle

them last ; the pack is then cut by the person at the dealer's right

hand. The dealer then distributes five cards to each person, begin-

ning on his left hand ; as many at a time as he pleases, provided

they be dealt equally
;
usually two cards the first round, and three

the second. He then turns the trump from the top of the pack, and

places it face upwards, upon the table. The trump card belongs

to the dealer, which makes his number six.

The dealer must now ask each person round the board, beginning

at his left hand, if he stands. If he does, he says yes, or signifies

it by knocking on the table. If he does not stand, he throws up his

cards into the middle of the table. Having asked round the board,

the dealer declares whether he stands himself, or not. He then aska

the first person that stood on his left, how many cards he calls, who
immediately discards as many from his hand as he pleases, and re-

ceives an equal number from off the top of the pack.

When all that stand have discarded, and received their several

calls, the dealer, if he stood, takes up his five cards, with the trump

(which he may now mix with his others), and discarding as many as

he pleases, takes an equal number from the pack. Having six cards,

he must next throw away the least valuable one in his hand, which

will reduce it to the proper number.

If there is a flush or a blaze, it must now be shown ; and the best

takes the pool. All the others that stood, are looed ; unless any one

holds pam, or another flush or blaze, the loos (if there be any) and

the deal being put into the pool, the game is continued by a new
deal. Five counters are paid by the dealer at every deal.

If no one have a flush or blaze, the elder hand leads a card, to

which the rest are obliged to follow suit, if they have it ; otherwise

they may trump. The best card wins the trick ; and the winner

leads again ; and so on, till the five tricks are played.

If any person win neither of the fivo tricks, he is looed. Those
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who win the tricks divide the money played for, which is divided

into five equal parts, and each trick takes a dividend. The loos and
deal being then paid as before, the game is continued by a new deal.

Another method of playing is, never to divide the pool, unless

some one is looed. This keeps a loo always on the table.

Another method of playing is, to pay six counters for every deal,

one of which and a proportion of the loos, is put into a separate box
;

and the counters contained in this box gradually accumulate, till

some one has a pam-flush, which entitles him to the whole.

LAWS OF THE GAME.

OF DEALING.

Each person at the table has a right to shuffle the cards, but it is

usual for the elder hand only, and the dealer after.

The dealer has a right to shuffle them last.

In cutting, two cards at least must be cut.

It is the dealer's duty to see that each person pays his loo before

he turns the trump : as he is responsible to the company for all that

may be deficient.

If the dealer permit any one to deal for him, to give out cards, or

to assort his hand, and any error be committed, the dealer is account-

able, as if he had made the error himself.

The cards must be dealt regularly round, beginning on the left

hand of the dealer, and an equal number at a time to each person.

As often as the dealer makes a misdeal, it is at his option either to

pass the deal, or to pay and deal again.

If a misdeal be discovered before the trump is turned, it is no deal.

If a card is faced in the pack-, or be turned up in dealing, unless it

be a trump card, it is no deal.

If there are too many or too few cards, it is no deal.

No one may take up, or look at his cards till the trump is turned :

when this is the case, the dealer, if he should happen to misdeal, has

a right to deal again, without paying.

If the dealer, instead of turning the trump, puts it face down-

wards upon his own cards, he loses his deal.

Whoever deals out of his turn, or twice successively, and recwl-

lects himself before he looks at his cards, may compel the proper

person to deal.

No one can claim his right to deal after he has seen his cards.
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OF STANDING, DISCARDING, CALLING, ETC

Any person having signified, in answer to the dealer, that he does

or does not stand, he cannot afterward alter his say, without the

consent of the rest. And if all should throw up to the dealer, and

he, not observing that no one stands, should throw up also, he can-

not afterward correct himself, but the money must lie, to be played

for in the next deal.

It is the duty of the dealer to see that each person discards the

same number that he calls for.

If any person takes in his cards, without having put out the dis-

card, it is a misdeal.

No person can discard twice : and the discard cannot be changed,

after being put out : ho cannot alter his call, or make a different

discard.

No person, in throwing up, discarding, or in any other way, has a

right to face or show any of the cards.

No one can, at any time, look over any cards, either of the pack
or of those which have been discarded.

If a card be faced in answering a call, any one that stands has a

right to call for a new deal except he by whose fault the card was
faced ; and if the dealer was in fault, he must pay or pass the deal.

The dealer should leave his trump card upon the table till it is his

turn to call: after which no one has a right to ask what the trump
card was

;
though he may ask what are trumps.

If, at the end of the game, there should be an error in the discard,

there must, be a new deal, and the dealer must pay or pass it ; be-

cause it is his duty to see that each discard is correct.

OF PLAYING.

The elder hand must not lead till the discard is complete ; and
should he have played, he is permitted, if nobody has played to his

card, to take up the same, and play another.

No one should play out of his turn ; and any card so played can-
not be taken up again.

A card once shown in playing, must be played, provided it does
not cause a revoke.

If any one is sure of winning every remaining trick, he may show
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his cards ; but he is then liable to have them called. (See Law 11,

Three-card Loo.)

A person may at anytime examine all his own tricks, but not those

of any other, except the last trick that was played.

No one, during the play may declare how many or what trumps

are out or in, or what cards have been played.

If any one call Pam be civil, when he ha6 no right to do it, that trick

may be afterward played over again, and pam be put upon the Ace
or King so played.

OF PARTNERSHIP.

There can be no partnership between any two or more persons at

t^e table.

CALCULATIONS.

1. There are 16 blaze cards in the pack, and 36 which are not.

2. There are 13 flush cards of Clubs, and 39 which are not.

3. There are 14 flush cards of Spades, Hearts, and Diamonds, and

38 which are not ; because pam is a flush card to any suit. Con-

sequently,

If you hold 4 blaze cards, and call 1 for a blaze (if the trump is

not a blaze card) it is 34 to 12, or about 3 to 1, that you do not ob-

tain it. But if the trump is a blaze card, it is 35 to 11, or about 3

to 1 against you.

If you hold 4 blaze cards, as above, and being dealer, call 2 for a

blaze, it is, in the first instance, 34 to 24, or about 3 to 2, against

you ; and in the second instance, 35 to 22, or about 5 to 3 against

you.

If you hold 4 flush cards of Clubs, and call 1 for a flush (if the

trump card is not of the suit you want), it is 37 to 9, or about 5 to

I, that you do not obtain it. But if the trump is of the suit you

want, it is 33 to 8, or about 5 to 1, against you.

If you hold 4 flush cards of Clubs, as above, and being dealer, call

2 for a flush, it is, in the first instance, 37 to 18, or about 2 to 1,

against you ; and in the second instance, 33 to 16, or about 5 to 2,

against you.

If you hold 4 flush cards, of Spades, Hearts, or Diamonds, and call

1 for a flush (if the trump card is not of the suit you want), it is 30
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to 10, or about 7 to 2, that you do not obtain it. But if the tru.np

is of the suit you want, it is 37 to 9, or about 4 to 1, against you.

If you hold 4 flush cards, of Spades, Hearts, or Diamonds, as

above, and being dealer, call 2 for a flush, it is, in the first instance,

30 to 20, or about 5 to 3, against you ; and in the second instance,

37 to 18, or about 2 to 1, against you.

In running for pam, if you call 6 cards, it is 46 to 6, or about 8 to

1, that you do not obtain it : if you call 5, it is 46 to 5, or about 8

to 1 : if you call 4, it is 46 to 4, or about 12 to 1 against you ; and

so on.

OF FLUSHES AND BLAZES.

From the preceding calculations, it appears that the chance of

obtaining a blaze, in calling one or two cards, is greater than that

of obtaining a flush, in the proportion of about 4 to 3. This alone

would render it safer to stand on four blaze, than on four flush cards.

But there are other considerations, which make the running for a

blaze, in preference to a flush, advisable. In the first place, if you
are elder hand, the chance is greatly in favor of your calling a

trump ; so that unless your four flush cards are trumps, there is no

probability of your obtaining a flush : but the elder hand is as like-

ly as any other to call a blaze card. In the second place, a flush is

generally composed of low cards. And in the last place, a flush

contains only one suit; and, therefore, if you miss of a flush, you
hare barely the chance of taking a trick in that one suit only ; but

a blaze is generally composed of high cards in each suit, and, there-

fore, in running for a blaze, if you should not obtain it, you have

nevertheless a great chance of getting safe on one of your four

blaze cards.

OF STANDING YOUR HAND.

GENERAL REMARKS.

The game of Pam-loo differs from other games generally played

at cards, in one material point ; which is, that any person, after ex-

amining his hand, may play it or not as he pleases. If he throws

up, he neither wins nor loses ; if he plays, he must calculate either

to win or to lose. From this peculiarity in the game, a coolness
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and command of temper is of the utmost importance. It is of less

consequence to know how to play the cards well, than it is to know
when to stand, and when to throw up.

You cannot be too often reminded to be cautious of standing on a

doubtful or indifferent hand. There is very little dependence to be

placed on the cards which you may call in ; and you had better

throw up too often than run imprudent risks. It is in this that the

great art of winning consists. A person of a warm and impetuous

temper seldom wins, let him know the rules of the game ever so

well. If he has been fortunate in standing on a bad hand, he is too

confident of future success ;—if he has been unfortunate, he runs

greater risks, with the foolish hope that his luck will turn ; or he be-

comes petulant, and stands on a worthless hand, merely from ill-

humor. Both extremes should be avoided with the utmost caution.

A person who has the command of his temper, and is governed

solely byjudgment and prudence ; who is not too much elated by
good fortune, nor too much depressed by bad, possesses a great ad-

vantage, lie must have an uncommon run of bad luck, if he does

not come off winner, even in the company of much better players.

No invariable rules can |>e given when to stand, or when to throw

up. Reference must always be had to the state of the loo. For ex-

ample, if the loo be limited to twenty counters, and there are five times

that amount in the pool, a person will then stand, when he would

not if there were only twenty counters in the pool ; because he is sure

of losing no more than twenty, and he has the chance of winning a

hundred ; and if he takes only one trick, he Avins as much as he

risks.

In order to know when to stand or not, it is very necessary to

keep the run of the cards ; and he who does it, possesses an import-

ant advantage over those who do not.

OF STANDING AND CALLING.

ELDER HAND.

There is some advantage in being elder hand, because he has the

first call, and is on that account more likely than the rest to obtain

trumps ; he will therefore stand with fewer or lower trumps, than

would be prudent in the second or third hand. If he have kept the

run of the cards, he has particularly the advantage, as he will know,
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from the trump card, whether he may expect a good or a bad call,

and stand or throw up accord inglv-

The following rules are variable by so many different circum-

stances, that a good player will perceive the impropriety of being

always governed by them. They will, however, if attended to, be

of service to the inexperienced stranger.

1. Having pam and one trump, run for trumps.

2. Having pam and three blaze cards, run for a blaze.

3. Having pam and three flush cards which are not trumps, run

for trumps.

4. Having Ace or King, Queen of trumps, and no other trump,

stand, and run for trumps.

5. Having only one trump, and that lower than the Queen, throw

up.

6. Having two low trumps, stand, and run for trumps.

7. Having four flush cards, not trumps, and your other card not

a high trump, throw up.

8. Having four blaze cards, stand, and run for a blaze.

9. Never stand, unless you can calculate on a flush, or blaze, or

a safe hand of trumps.

10. Many of the above rules are founded on the presumption, that

one or more cards at the top of the pack being next to the trump

card, are trumps ; and consequently that the elder hand cannot cal-

culate on any other suit.

SECOND, THIRD, AND FOURTH HANDS.

Though the second, third and fourth hands do not enjoy some of

the advantages which we have observed are possessed by the first*

or elder hand, yet they have one advantage from which the elder

hand is excluded, that of better ascertaining how many arc likely to

stand. And in this, the third hand has the advantage of the second,

the fourth of the third, etc. This knowledge is of considerable im-

portance ; for when few stand, you may venture on a much weaker

hand than otherwise.

If you are the last (before the dealer), and all before you have

thrown up, stand, even if you call five cards, unless you are sure

that the dealer will obtain a flush or blaze, or has all the high

trumps. As a general rule, never throw up to the dealer. When
there are only two that play their hands, it is rare that either of
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them is looed, except it be by a flush or blaze. Besides, when few
stand, there being but a few out, the pack must be rich, and you
are almost certain of a good call.

1. Having pam and one low trump, discard the trump, and call

four cards.

2. Having pam and three blaze cards, run for a blaze.

3. Having pam and three flush cards, run for a flush.

4. Having Ace or King of trumps, and no other trump, stand, anvx

run for trumps.

5. Having only one trump, and that lower than the King, throw

up.

6. Having Queen, or Knave, and one other trump, stand, and run

for trumps.

7. Having two low trumps, throw up.

8. Having three low trumps, stand, and run for trumps.

9. Having four flush cards, not trumps, and your other card not

a high trump, throw up.

10. Having four blaze cards, stand, and run for a blaze.

11. Never stand unless you can calculate on a flush, or blaze, or a

safe hand of trumps.

12. Some of the above rules differ from those given for the elder

hand, because the second or third hand is not more likely to call

trumps than any other suit.

DEALER.

The dealer has the privilege of dealing himself six cards (one of

which, at least, is always a trump), and that of calling six others
;

and he knows precisely how many at the board will stand. If many
stand before him, and he has not a good hand, he will throw up ; but

if only one or two stand before him, he will venture on a very poor

hand, even though he is obliged to call six cards.

J. Having five or six blaze or flush cards, call one for pam.

2. Having four blaze or flush cards, stand, and run for a blaze or

flush, unless the two which you must discard are high trumps, in

which case run for trumps.

3. Having only three flush or blnzo cards, not trumps, do not run

for a flush or a blaze ; nor stand, unless you have other cards to

stand on.

4. Having two high trumps, and four flush cards, run for trumps.
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5. Having one high trump, even if it be the Ace, and four flush

cards, run for a flush.

6. Having one high trump, and three blaze cards, run for a blaze.

7. Having only one or two low trumps, call six cards.

8. Having three low trumps, run for trumps.

9. Having pam and two low trumps, run for trumps.

JO. Having pam and one low trump, discard the trump, and call

five cards.

11. Having pam and one high trump, run for trumps.

GENERAL REMARKS ON CALLING.

If but few persons stand, as has been before observed, you may
safely calculate that few trumps were dealt out, and consequently

the calls will probably be rich in trumps. If, on the contrary, an

unusual number stand, it is equally certain that nearly all the trumps

are out, and the calls will consequently be poor.

If you stand, and know before you have called, that any one has

a flush or blaze, do not run for trumps, in preference to any other

suit ; but endeavor to get a flush or blaze, as the only thing (except

pam) that can save you. If you have three flush or blaze cards, it

may be well to run for a flush ; but if you have not, it will be best

to call five cards (or six if you are dealer) ; as you not only may
possibly call a flush or blaze, but have also a chance of obtaining

pam.

If you are dealer, be careful, when it comes to your own turn to

call, to mix the trump card with your other cards before you assort

your hand, or make your discard ; for sometimes, when you run for

a flush or blaze, it will be necessary to throw away your trump

card ;—but in such a case, you should be careful to let no one

know it.

If you are not dealer, and the dealer should leave his trump card

on the table till he has made his call, observe whether that card bo

included in his discard or not. If it is, you may be sure that ho

runs either for a blaze or for a flush, in a suit that is not trumps
;

and if be do not obtain a flush or blaze, it is almost certain that he

has a weak hand.

OF DISCARDING THE DEALER'S SIXTH CARD.

1. If you have one or more trumps, and have a single card of any
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other suit, discard that single card, unless it be an Ace. Because
when that suit is led, you will probably get safe by transposing it.

2. If you hare no trump, discard the lowest card in that suit of

which you have the most. Because, as you cannot trump, you must
endeavor to keep a card in every other suit, that you may have as

many chances as possible of getting safe. You will seldom have

more than one chance of saving yourself on the same suit.

3. If, however, you have two or three high trumps, and are sure

of getting safe, it will be as well not to discard a good card, though

it be a single card of any suit. Because, as your high trumps will

give you the lead, when all the trumps are out. the high cards of

other suits will then be nearly as good in your hand as trumps.

4. Never show the card that you throw out, nor let any one know
to what suit it belongs. Because, the conclusion would be, that it

was the only card you had of that suit : the elder hand would, of

course, avoid leading from that suit ;—whereas it is for your interest

that he should lead from it, as you would be almost certain, from

being last player, of taking the trick by trumping it.

OF KNOWING THE STATE OF YOUR ADVERSARIES' HANDS.

In order to play with judgment, it is necessary to have some idea

of the state of each person's hand. This is to be obtained, partly

from the run of the cards> but principally from observing what num-
ber of cards each person calls in. Some assistance may be derived

from the following observations :

1. If you have been able to keep the run of the cards with toler-

able accuracy, you may calculate from your own call, what are tho

cards which others have called in.

2. If any person call for only one card, he probably had four flush

or blaze cards (generally the latter), and it is three to one that they

are not trumps : so that if he does not get a blaze or flush, you may
safely calculate that he has not more than one trump : it is three to

one that he has none.

3. If any one call for two, he probably had three low trumps ; and

it is three to two that he did not obtain another trump.

4. If any person call for three, it is beyond a doubt that he had

two trumps, one of which, at least, is a good one ; and it is an equal

chance that he called in another trump.
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5. If any one call four, he had probably either pam, Ace, or

King ; and it is about six to five that he called in another trump.

6. The dealer will always stand on a poorer hand than any other

person.

From these calculations you may be able to play in such a man-

ner as to get safe on a weak hand ; and you may, from the same

knowledge, frequently loo one or two persons more than you other-

wise would.

OF PLAYING YOUR CARDS.

In playing your cards, there are three objects which you should

always have in view. The first, and principal one, is to get safe.

Consequently, if you have not pam, or some other sure card in your

hand, you must, in the first place, endeavor to win a trick. The
second and next important object, after being safe, is to loo as

many persons as you possibly can, even though you lose several

tricks by it. This is called playing for the good of the loo, and is

invariably practised by generous and honorable players. The third

and last is when all are safe, or when there is no chance of looing

any one, to win as many of the remaining tricks as possible.

Always recollect what number of cards each person called in, and

play accordingly.

ELDER HAND.

If you are elder hand, and have only one or two low trumps (es-

pecially if you have but one), lead a trump. For if you should lead

from a suit that is not trumps, it is almost certain that it will be

trumped by somebody ; in which case, the winner will (according

to an invariable rule, " as soon as you are safe, play for the good"),

lead a trump ; and whoever wins that trick will lead another trump,

which will bring out both of yours ; and as they are low, it is impos-

sible that they should win either of the tricks. Whereas, if you be-

gin by leading a trump, you not only loo a greater number (which

is particularly in your favor, *as you will deal next), but you bring

out the trumps sooner, and by that means have a much better chance

of getting safe on some other suit that may be led, of which proba-

bly you hold the best card, and which might otherwise be trumped.

It is also generally understood, that a person has a good hand when

he leads a trump
;
consequently the other players will not be sc

likely to endeavor to loo him.
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If you have no trump, lead from a suit in which you have no high

Card ; unless there should be but two or three playing, in which case

lead your best card.

If you have Ace and King, call pam be civil, and lead the Ace,

after which lead your King, and if you have another trump left,

lead that.

If you have pam and King, lead pam ; after which lead the King,

as the Ace, you being safe, will not be played upon it.

If you have a safe hand, always lead a trump.

If you have the Ace of trumps, and not the King or pam, do not

lead your Ace.

If you have pam and no other trump, do not lead pam.

If you have pam and another trump, lead pam ; after which, lead

your other trump.

GENERAL RULES FOR PLAYING.

As soon as you are safe, play for the good of the loo.

If you are safe, lead a trump, if you have one ; otherwise, lead

your best card.

If a trump be led, and you have Ace and King, say pam be civil,

and play your Ace ; after which lead your King.

If a trump be led, and you have pam and another trump, play

pam ; after which lead your trump.

If a trump be led, and you have pam and no other trump, do not

play pam.

If the Ace has been played in a previous trick, and you have King

and Queen remaining, lead or play your King, calling pam be civil.

If Ace, King, or Queen be led or played, without calling pam be

civil, put on pam, whether you have another trump or not.

After winning a trick, if you have the best trump in, always lead

or play that trump, whether pam be out or not.

Always endeavor to prevent any one that is not safe from win-

ning a trick, especially if you are last player.

It is a general rule, never to take a winner's lift, unless all are

safe. That is, if you are last player, and the trick belongs to one

who is safe, you ought not to waste your valuable cards by taking

it. Or if a winner lead or play a card which you know to be the

best in, except what you hold in your own hand, you ought to pass

the trick. This rule, however, is not to be observed, if you think
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that by taking such a trick you can loo a greater number than by
passing it.

If you have pam and Queen, with no other trump, and the Ace or

King be led or played with the call of jiam be civil, play pam not-

withstanding ; after which, lead your Queen, as the King will not

be played on your Queen, if the holder have any other trump.

You will do the same, if a person who is safe lead the King,

whether the Ace be out or not.

You will do the same, if you have pam and King only, and one

who is safe should lead or play the Ace.

If you have the Ace, or the King, or the Queen, with only one or

two low trumps, and are not safe, be cautious of playing your high

card while the higher ones are in
;
especially do not lead it, nor

play it the second hand.

BRAG.
This game is played with an entire pack of cards, which rank as

at Whist, except the Knaves and Nines, which are called braggcrs,

and rank the same as any cards they may be held with. Thus, an

Ace and two Knaves or Nines, or one of each, are called three

Aces ; a deuce and two braggers, three deuces ; a King and one

bragger, two Kings, and so on. The number of players is usually

from four to eight. The cards are cast round for the deal and the

first bragger deals first, and afterwards in succession to the left.

The person on the left of the dealer then puts into the pool any sum
he pleases, which is called the ante. If the next player chooses, he

may put in double the sum, the third may double again, and so each

in his turn ; but this must be done before the deal commences.

The ante being paid, three cards are dealt to each player, one by
one. Each player, in rotation, having examined his hand, decides

whether he will go in ; if he does, he puts into the pool the amount
of the ante ; if he does not go in, he throws up his cards, unexposed,

and waits for the next deal. The dealer then gives to each player

who goes in as many cards from the pack as he discards from his

hand, which completes the deal. The eldest hand, that is, the first

8
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on the left of the dealer who goes in, then begins the play. He
must either brag, pass eldest, or bolt ; if, on examining his cards, he

dares to brag, he must put into the pool any sum he pleases (not less

than the whole ante), naming the amount; or, he may say, /

j)ass," retaining his cards, and becoming youngest hand; or, if his

cards are bad, he may bolt, that is, throw up his cards, and forfeit

his interest in the pool for that deal. If he bolts, the next player

becomes eldest, and has the same right, and so on until some one brags.

None but eldest hand can pass. If the elder hand pass, the next

player must either brag or bolt. After any player has bragged, the

rest must either go it (by putting into the pool the amount bragged,

saying, " IgoiV), or bolt ; the youngest hand, that is, the last who
goes the brag, may call a sight, or return the brag ; if he calls a

sight, the cards must be shown in rotation, the player who calls

showing last, and the best hand shown wins the pool ; if he returns

the brag, he must put up such sum over the last brag as he chooses,

and the game goes round again, each player who does not bolt, must
put up the amount bragged ; he who last goes any brag, has the

right to call a sight or return the brag ; and thus the game con-

tinues, until a sight is called, or some player brags so high, that all

the others bolt, when the last bragger wins the pool, be his hand

what it may. The game is then continued by a new deal.

The best hand in this game is, a pair royal, that is, three cards

of one kind, three Aces being better than three Kings, and so on

;

the next best is a pair, two Aces, two Kings, <fcc. ; and then the

highest single card. A natural pair royal, which is formed without

the aid of braggers, is better than one of the same rank formed with

them ; thus, three Aces are better than two Aces and one bragger

;

three deuces are better than two deuces and one bragger; and pairs

are governed by the same rule. The Knaves and Nines are of

equal rank, except that two Knaves and a Nine, or a Knave and two

Nines, are called three Knaves. If two hands of equal strength

are shown, the eldest wins. A table is annexed, in which the hands

are ranked according to their value. It should be noted, that two

Aces and a King are no better than two Aces and a Deuce, as no

card is of any value except it makes a pair or a pair royal. You
should understand this thoroughly before you begin to play, in order

to know in what manner to discard and take in, in forming your

hand.
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TABLE, SHOWING

Pairs royal.

?> Aces,

2 Aces ; nd 1 bragger,

1 Ace and 2 braggers,

3 Kings,

2 Kings and 1 bragger,

1 King and 2 braggers,

3 Queens,

2 Queens and 1 bragger,

1 Queen and 2 braggers,

3 Knaves,

2 Knaves and 1 Nine,

1 Knave and 2 Nines,

3 Tens,

2 Tens and 1 bragger,

1 Ten and 2 braggers,

3 Nines,

3 Eights,

2 Eights and 1 bragger,

J Eight and 2 braggers,

Pairs.

2 Aces,

1 Ace and 1 bragger,

2 Kings,

THE RANK OF THE DIFFERENT
HANDS.

Pairs royal.

3 Sevens,

2 Sevens and 1 bragger,

1 Seven and 2 braggers,

3 Sixes.

2 Sixes and 1 bragger,

1 Six and 2 braggers,

3 Fives,

2 Fives and 1 bragger,

1 Five and 2 braggers,

3 Fours,

2 Fours and 1 bragger,

1 Four and 2 braggers,

3 Threes,

2 Threes and 1 bragger,

1 Three and 2 braggers,

3 Deuces,

2 Deuces and 1 bragger,

1 Deuce and 2 braggers.

Pairs.

1 King and 1 bragger,

2 Queens,

1 Queen and 1 bragger, &c.

OF DOUBLING AND RAISING THE ANTE.

If the ante is doubled, the eldest hand having looked at the cards

first dealt him, must either make good (i. e., put in as much as will

make his ante equal to the last double) or bolt. And all who go in

must pay the same amount. All the players having either gone in or

bolted, the last doubler has a right to draw half his stake, and throw

up his hand.

After the first three cards are dealt, but before taking in, the eld-

est hand having seen his cards, may raise the ante (unless it has

been doubled) by putting in any sum he pleases ; and all who go in

must pay the amount of the whole ante.
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Observe, that the 6ame rule applies to doubling the ante, raising

the ante, and bragging ; the player who last goes the double, raise,

or brag, has the right, in his turn, of increasing either.

LAWS OF THE GAME.

When a player brags so high that all his antagonists bolt, he need

not show his hand.

No player shall examine the pack, or the hands bolted, or show

them to any player who is bragging.

Nothing can be claimed for a hand bolted or thrown up unexposed.

If the dealer misdeal the first three to each player, he forfeits the

amount of the ante, and must deal again.

If any player take in more or less cards than he is entitled to,

and does not correct it before his cards or any succeeding him are

shown, he loses his right in the pool the same as by bolting ; but the

game goes on.

If a card is faced in the pack, a new deal may be called.

If a card is shown in dealing, the player to whom it was dealt

may refuse it.

No player may brag or go it, without putting up the amount.

If no person goes in to the ante, the stake is withdrawn, and the

deal passes to the next.

Every player has a right to shuffle the cards ; the one on the

right of the dealer must cut them.

No one but the dealer is obliged to tell how many cards he took

in, and he is not obliged to tell any player that has made a bet.

STRAIGHT POKER.
Success in playing the game of Poker (or Bluff, as it is some-

times called) depends rather upon luck and energy than skill. It

is emphatically a game of chance, and there are easier ways of

cheating, or playing with marked cards, than in any other game
The game is played with a pack of fifty-two cards, and any number
from two to ten,persons, form a party for Poker. In throwing round

for deal, the lowest card gives the deal. Five cards are dealt out.
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one at a time, as in Whist. When a misdeal is made, the pool is

doubled, and each player must put in an additional ante, and the

eldest hand deals. This is called a "double-header." It sometimes

occurs that two misdeals are made in succession ; in that case, each

player must deposit another ante in the pool, and the deal again

passes to the left. This is called a " treble-header." No trump card

is used, and after the first hand the winner of the "poor 1

always

deals.

THE GAME.

An " ante" or stake is deposited in the centre of the table by the

dealer ; this is called the Pool or Pot. The dealer then throws

round his cards singly, five to each player. The elder hand, or per-

son on the left of the dealer, must then define his position. No cards

are played out, as in ordinary games, but the player, after examin-

ing his hand, either says he will " pass" or bets a certain sum of

money that he has the best hand, and puts up the amount of his bet

into the pool. The next player must bet an equal sum on his hand,

or else throw it up. And if the bets are not limited, he can bet or
M run over" as much more as he pleases; and if he bets more, it is

usual to say, " I see you, and go so much better," naming the

amount " overrun;" the third player must fully cover the bet, or

abandon his hand altogether ; or he is allowed to bet still higher,

if he wishes; and player number four must bet the same or go out.

Thus the play goes round; and when it comes to the dealer's "say"

if it so happens that the players have all made the same bets, ho

will also make the same bet if he pleases, and if he does he must

"call" for a show of hands, and the game is then ended—the best

hand taking the Pool. But should the dealer bet higher than

the rest, or if any one of the party has increased the first bet be-

fore it reaches the dealer, the betting must still continue, and

pass round, until the bets of all players are equal. The
game cannot end until all the players have an equal stake in the

Pool—the last person who bets to make the stakes all equal being

obliged to "call" for a show of hands. Thus, if the bets go round

a second time, should any one wish to bet still higher, it must pass

round a third time, and so on. For example :—A., B., C, and D. are
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playing. D. is the dealer. A. leads, and bets one dime. B. puts

down a dimo. C. says, M I'll go a dime better," and he puts down
two dimes. D., the dealer, must also put down two dimes ; and ho

cannot end the game then, because he and C. have put two dimes in

the Pool, while A. and B. have as yet only put in one dime. It now
passes to A., who must put in another dime to make his bet equal,

or throw up his hand altogether. It then passes to B. in the same
way. Should they both put up the extra dime only, the game then

ends with B., who must " call" for a show of hands—the highest ono

taking the Pool. But should either of these players go a dime (or

any sum) better than C, the bet mustgo round past C. again, to give

him an opportunity of raising his bet to the standard, and so on.

When all the players 44 pass," and decline entering for the Pool, the

chips are doubled, and each player must deposit another 44 ante" in

the Pot ; when this happens, the eldest hand deals. This is also a

double-header. Where all the players refuse to equal a bet, the

party making the bet takes the Pool without showing his cards.

Should there be no limit or restriction to the betting, the player who
has the most nerve, and bets the largest number of chips, usually

takes the Pool ; but it is a law imperative, that any player, if over-

bet, may demand a 44 sight." Thus it sometimes happens, that a

person with a poor hand will take the Pool, because he bets so high on

his hand, that the rest think it is a good one, and are afraid to cover

it. This is called 44 bluffing." Hence the game is sometimes de-

nominated 44 Bluff." Hoyle so mentions it. In playing this game,

the bets are generally limited to a certain amount. There is a va-

riety of Poker where the deal passes round in succession, each player

dealing in rotation. In playing this kind of Poker, a knife or key

is passed around to show who has next deal, but in the above game

the knife is passed to indicate who makes the next anto.

DRAW POKER

This game is played with a full pack of fifty-two cards, and any

number of players from two to six may take part in it. It is gov-

erned by the same rules and penalties as Common Poker, and the

same terms apply to it; indeed, it differs from that game in the fol-

lowing particulars only, viz.: In Draw Poker each player can discard

from hi9 own hand as many cards as he may choose, and call upon

the dealer to give him the same number of cards from the pack, or
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he may throw up his whole hand, and call for a fresh one; but, before

drawing the new cards, he must chip for the privilege of drawing,

and hand those he discards to the dealer, or throw them in the

centre of the table. The eldest hand discards first, and so in rota-

tion round to the dealer, who discards last. The eldest hand, or

indeed any of the other players, has the privilege of betting or

" raising the pool " as high as he or they choose previous to draw-

ing, provided there is no limit to the ante, and the other players

must bet an equal sum, or abandon their chance for the pool. In

Draw Poker the Age may pass, and cannot be debarred from the

privilege of the last say. The Age does not use the term "I pass,"

as in Straight Poker, but merely says uMy Age" which signifies he

will wait for another say. The deal passes around in rotation, and

the winner of the pool has not the privilege of a continued deal, as

in Straight Poker.

TECHNICAL TERMS USED IN POKEPv.

Age.—(Same as Eldest Hand.)

Ante is the stake deposited in the pool by each player at the

beginning of the game; lax players are frequently called upon to

"ante up." Any bet in Poker is called an ante.

Blind.—The eldest hand has the privilege of making a bet before

he raises his cards; this bet is usually limited to a few chips, and is

called "going blind.
11 The "blind 11 may be doubled by the player

to the left of the eldest hand, and the next player to the left may at

his option straddle this bet; and, if the dealer choose, he may, in

turn double the straddle.

To illustrate this, we will suppose A, B, C, and D. to be playing

a game of Poker: A is the dealer, B, who is eldest hand, goes

a dime blind, and deposits that sum in the pool, C doubles the

blind, and places two dimes in the pool, D straddles C, and puts

four dimes in the pool, and A doubles the straddle, and deposits

eight dimes in the pool. (In Straight or Draw Poker all this must
be done previous to any of the parties seeing any of the cards dealt

to them.) Now, if B, upon raising his cards, determines to see A,

he must put fifteen dimes in addition to his original blind, C must
go fourteen, D twelve dimes, and A eight dimes, which makes the

sum of each equal. Any player, declining to see the blind, abandons
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his right to the pool. Eldest hand, only, has the privilege of starting

the blind, but he may, if he chooses, delegate the right to another

player. When the blind is not douMed, it may be called by depositing

in the pool double the ante constituting the Mind, and on coming

round to the eldest hand he may " make the blind good " by deposit-

ing a sum making the blind equal in amount with the player who has

called it, or abandon it, and "pass his handy Any player has the

privilege of seeing the blind, and running over it in his proper turn.

Bluffing off.—When a player with a weak hand bets so high that

he makes his opponents believe he has a very strong hand, and they

are deterred from "seeing"''' him, or " going better." He thus gets

the pool, and "bluffs them off."

Brag.—Betting for the pool.

Call.—To call a show of hands, is for the player whose say is last

to deposit in the pool the same ante bet by any preceding player,

and demand that the hands be shown.

Chips.—Counters representing money, the value of which should

be determined by the players at the beginning of the game.

Chipping, or to Chip, is synonymous with betting. Thus a player,

instead of saying "I bet," may say "I chip" so much.

Double-Reader.—When all the players "pass," and decline to

enter for the pool, or where a misdeal occurs, the stakes must be

doubled, and the dealer deals again.

Discard.—Taking one or more cards from your hand and placing

them in the centre of the table, face downwards.

Draw.—To discard one or more cards, and receive a correspond-

ing number from the dealer.

Eldest Hand, or Age.—The player immediately at the left of the

dealer.

Filling.—To match, or strengthen the cards to which you draw.

Foul Hand.—A hand composed of more or less than five cards.

Going Better.—When any player makes a bet, it is the privilege

of the next player to the left to raise him, or run over it, that is, to

deposit in the pool the amount already bet by his adversary, and

make a still higher bet. In such a case it is usual to say : "I see

you, and go so much better," naming the extra sum bet.

Limit.—A condition made at the beginning of a game, as to the

amount that may be bet on a hand. The limit of a game may be

one dime, or the trifling sum of one thousand dollars.
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Pass.—The privilege of declining to enter for the pool. The eld-

est hand first has this privilege, and so it passes in turn to the dealer.

This is called passing your hand.

Raising a Bet.—The same as going better.

Say.—When it is the turn of any player to declare what he will

do, whether he will bet, or pass his hand, it is said to be his say.

Seeing a Bet.—To bet as much as an adversary.

Sight.—Every player is entitled to a "sight for his pile," and

when a player makes a bet, and his opponent bets higher, if the

player who makes the first bet has not funds sufficient to cover the

bet made by his adversary, he can put up all the funds he may have

and call a show of hands for that amount.

Straddle.—See Blind.

Treble-Header.—When all the players have passed for two games
in succession, or when two misdeals have been made in succession.

VALUE OF THE CARDg.

The cards count by Pairs, by Two Pairs, by Triplets, by Flush, by
Full, and by Fours. Sometimes straights or sequences are counted.

One Pair.—Two cards of the same denomination. For example :

Two Deuces are the lowest, and two Aces the highest pairs. The

pair may be of any color.

Two Pairs.—Two pairs of different cards in the same hand count

next to a single pair. Aces and Kings are the highest, and Deuces

and Treys are the lowest two pairs.

Straight Sequence, or Rotation, is five cards following in regu-

lar order of denomination, as Ace, Deuce, Trey, Four, and Five, and

the cards may be of different suits ; a Straight will beat triplets.

In some coteries a Straight Flush outranks four cards of the same

denomination. In a Straight the ace plays both ways, but its

value is different. When with the King, Queen, Knave and Ten, it

makes the highest straight; when with Deuce, Trey, Four and Five,

the lowest.

Straights are not considered in the game, although they are played

in some localities, and it should always be determined whether they

are to be admitted at the commencement of the game.

Triplets are three cards of the same denomination, and rank

8*
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higher than two pairs. For example :—three Deuces beat a pair of

Aces and Kings.

A Flush is five cards all of the same suit, and beats three Aces.

Should it so happen that two Flushes are dealt in the same deal, the

winning hand must be decided by the denomination of cards com-

posing the Flush. Thus, a Flush, with an Ace highest, would beat

a Flush with King highest.

Full Hand is three cards of the same denomination, and a single

pair. A Full ranks higher than a Flush ; foi example :—two Deuces

and three Treys will beat a Flush.

Four of the same denomination is the highest combination of the

cards in Poker, and four Deuces will beat % full hand of Aces and

Kings. Therefore, the only certain winning cards are four Aces, or

four Kings and an Ace. Should two or more hands come together

of equal value, in pairs, the best of them is decided by the side

cards. (See Laic 32.)

[It is strongly urged by »me experts that the strongest hand at Draw Poker should bo

a Straight Flush^ lor the reason that it is more difficult to get than four of a kind, and re-

moves from the game the objectionable feature of a known invincible hand. It is impar-

tible to tie four Aces or four Kings and an Ace, but it is possible for four Straight Flushes

to be out in the same deal. No gentjtman would c:ire to bet on a u sure thing," and we
therefore think the Straight Flush should be adopted when gentlemen play at this game.]

LAWS OF DPwAW POKER.

1. The game of Draw Poker is played with a pack of fifty-two

cards.

2. At the outset of the game, the deal is determined by throw-

ing around one card to each player, and the player who gets the

lowest card, deals.

8. In throwing for the deal, the ace is lowest and the King high-

est. Ties are determined by cutting.

4: If a player lets a card fall in cutting, that is his cut
;
and, if he

shows two, the highest is his cut. Less than three cards is not a

cut.

5. After the first hand is played, the deal passes from right to

left in regular succession, and each player takes the deal in turn.

[In Straight Poker, the winner of the pool deals.]

6. The cards must be shuffled above the table ; each player has a

rujht to shuffle the cards, the dealer last.
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7. The player at the right of the dealer cuts the cards.

8. Five cards must be dealt to each player; one at a time, com-

mencing with the player to the left of the dealer, and, if a card is

faced in the pack, a new deal may be demanded.

9. If a card be accidentally exposed by the dealer while in the act

of dealing, the player to whom such card is dealt must accept it as

though it had not been exposed. (See Law 21.)

[This rule does not apply when a card is faced in the pack.]

10. If the dealer gives to himself or either of the other players

more or less than five cards, and the player receiving such a number

of cards discovers and announces the fact be/ore he raises his hand,

it is a misdeal, and the dealer must shuffle and deal the cards again.

11. If the dealer gives to himself or either of the other players

more or less than five cards, and the player receiving such a number

of cards raises his hand before he announces the fact, no misdeal

occurs, and he must stand out of the game until the next hand.

(See "Decisions on Disputed Points," I., II., Ill, and XI, pages 504,

605, and 506.)

12. After the deal has been completed, each player may discard

from his hand as many cards as he chooses, and call upon the dealer

to give him a like number from those remaining in the pack, or ho

may throw up his whole hand and call for a fresh one.

13. Previous to receiving fresh cards from the pack, each player

must place in the centre of the table the discarded ones, which can-

not again be taken in hand under any circumstances.

[Decision.—A B, C. and D are playing Draw Poker. D is dealer. They hare all drawn

and D lays off one card, and then takes up his hand and finds he has a full ; he does not

take the card, but bets for the pot with his contented hand. Has D the rijrht to bet his

hand as he did ; or is he, because he laid that card off, obliged to take it ? Answer.—The
dealer must take the card he has laid off.]

14. Before discarding and drawing from the pack, each player

must chip in the pot or pool for the privilege of drawing.

15. The eldest hand must discard first, and so in regular rotation

round to the dealer, who discards last, and all the players must dis-

card before any party is helped.

16. Any player, previous to raising his hand or making a bet, may
demand of the dealer how many cards he drew, and the latter must

reply correctly. By raising his hand or making a bet, the player

forfeits the right to inquire, and removes the obligation to answer.
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17. Previous to drawing from the pack, any player in his proper
turn may bet or raise the pool as much as he chooses, provided there

is no limit to the game, and his opponents must bet an equal sum, or
more, unless they pass out and abandon their chance to win the pool.

Should the game, however, have a limit, no player can bet more than
the sum agreed upon as the limit at the commencement of the game.

18. A player cannot go blind after the cards are cut. Should the

eldest hand go blind, the other players must see the blind before

they draw to their hands, or else pass out of the game.
19. Should the dealer give any player more cards than the latter

has demanded, and the player announces the fact before he raises the

cards, the dealer must draw one of the cards and restore it to the

pack. But if the player raise the cards before informing the dealer

of the mistake, he must stand out of the game during that hand.

20. Should the dealer give any player fewer cards than the latter

has discarded, and the player announces the fact previous to lifting

the cards, the dealer must give the player from the pack sufficient

cards to make the whole number correspond with the number origin-

ally demanded. If the player raises the cards before making the de-

mand for more, he must stand out of the game during that hand.

21. If a player discards, and draws fresh cards to his hand, and

while serving him the dealer exposes one or more of the cards, the

dealer must place the exposed cards upon the bottom of the pack, and

give to the player a corresponding number from the top of the pack.

(See Law 9.)

[Decision.—A, B, C, and D play at the game of Draw Poker. A. deals, and B chips

and asks for three cards. While helping him, A accidentally turns up one of the three

cards. H:is B the privilege of electing whether to accept or decline the card thus ex-

posed ? Anstoer—B has no choice in the matter, and cannot receive the card. If this

rule prevailed. 15 mipht accept the card if it was of the suit or denomination he desired,

or decline it, if of no value in making his hand, and thus have two chances, which would

be a manifest injustice to the other players.]

22. The eldest hand (age) has the privilege of passing once, and after-

wards coming in the game again to brag. After the ceremony of tha

deal has been concluded, the player who is eldest hand says :
" M/

age,'' which signifies he passes.

[No other player has this privilege at the game of Draw Poker, but the reverse of this

rule applies when playing Straight Poker, and at that game any player may pass with the

privilege of coming in again, provided no player preceding him has made a bet.]

23. Should the eldest hand, or age, and the other players chip to
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fill their hands, and after all the hands are full should the players all

pass, then the pool is forfeited to the eldest hand.

24. Should all the players pass without chipping to fill their hands,

then the pool becomes a " double-header the ante is doubled, and

the deal passes to the eldest hand.

25. Should any player in his regular turn brag or bet any sum

w ithin the limit of the game, his opponents must call him, go better,

or pass out of the game.

26. Should a player call an opponent, both parties must showtheii

hands, the caller last, and the best poker hand wins.

27. When a player brags, and his opponents decline to call him or

go better, he wins the pool, and cannot be compelled to show the

value of his hand.

28. When a player is called he must show all the cards in his hand,

and any player who has bet for the pool, although he may subse-

quently have passed out, has a right to see what cards his opponent

wins the pool upon. (See "Decisions upon Disputed Points," Draw
Poker, Note IX., page 506.)

29. If a player passes, and afterwards discovers that he has a win-

ning hand, he cannot come in the game again during that hand, but

must relinquish all claim to the pool. (See " Decisions upon Dis-

puted Points," Draw Poker, Note XV., page 507.)

30. None but the eldest hand (age) has the privilege of going a

blind, but he can delegate this right to the next player. The party

next and to the left of the eldest hand may double the blind, and the

next player straddle it, the next double the straddle, and so on until

the same reaches the dealer. (See Terms used in Poker, page 175.)

31. When a player makes a bet, and his opponent bets higher, if

the player who makes the first bet has not funds sufficient to cover

the bet made by his adversary, he can put up all the funds he may
have and call a show of hands for that amount.

[If the player calling for a show of hands has the best one, he wins the ante, and an

amount from each player who bets over him, equal to the aum that he himself has bet.

The next best hand is entitled to the balance of the bets, after settling with the caller.]

G
-

2. If, upon a call for a show of hands, it occurs that two or more
parties interested in the call hold hands identical in value, then the

parties thus tied must divide the pool, share and share alike, pro-

vided, no party likewise interested should hold a hand superior in

value. Where ties occur in pairs the best hand is decided by the

value of the other cards.
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WHISKEY POKEK.

This is a neat variation of Draw Poker, and is a most amusing

game. Each player contributes one chip to make a pool, and the

same rules govern as at " draw," except that the strongest hand you

can get is a straight flush. Five cards are dealt to each player, one

at a time, and an extra hand is dealt on the table, which is called the

''widow." The eldest hand then examines his cards, and, if in his

judgment his hand is sufficiently strong, he passes. The next player

then has the privilege of the widow, and for the purpose of illustra-

tion we will suppose he takes it ; he then lays his discarded hand

(that which he relinquishes for the widow) face up in the centre of

the table, and the next player to the left selects from it that card

which suits him. best in making up his hand, and so on all around the

board, each player discarding one card, and picking up another, until

some one is satisfied, which he signifies by knocking upon the table.

When this occurs, all the players around to the satisfied party have

the privilege of one more draw, when the hands are shown, and the

strongest wins. If any player knocks before the widow is taken, the

widow is then turned faceup, and each player from him who knocks

has but one more draw. Should no one take the widow, but all pass

to the dealer, he then turns the widow, and all parties have the

right to draw until some one is satisfied.

. STUD POKER.
Is the not very euphonious name of a game which, in all essential

particulars, is like the other Poker games, and is subject to the

same laws, and mode of betting, passing, etc. It is played in this

manner

:

Five cards are dealt, one at a time—the first dealt, as usual, face

down, all the others face up, the higher pair, or best hand, winning,

as at "draw." To illustrate, suppose the dealer's four cards as ex-

posed, are a King, four, seven, and a five ; and his opponent's a

Queen, ten, six, and nine—the dealer's hand in sight, is the better

hand, but the call being made, and the unknown cards turned over,

the non-dealer shows an ace, and his opponent an eight ; of course

the dealer loses
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BOSTON.
Tins game resembles Whist in many particulars, and is evidently

Jerived from that and the fine old game of Quadrille. The manner

of playing Boston differs very much in different places. In Eng-

(and and France they play it with partners ; but here this is never

done, unless the variation is introduced by some person who has

played the game in Europe.

American Boston is played by four persons with two packs of

fifty-two cards each, which rank as at Whist ; one pack is used for

the deal, and the other is employed to determine the trump, as will

be explained hereafter. Previous to commencing the game, the

plavers agree upon the value of the checks or counters to be used

in the game. For the purpose of more clearly explaining this mat-

ter, we will suppose the checks to be red and white, the former re-

presenting one dollar, and the latter ten cents each. The value of

the checks may differ, but the red checks should always be in value

equivalent to ten wliite checks. After the deal has been deter-

mined by cutting, the dealer distributes the whole pack, beginning

with the player at his left, and going regularly around in the same

direction, giving every player four, then four again, and lastly five

each, thus giving each player thirteen cards. The cards are only

shuffled once, at the commencement of the game; after that they are

simply cut once by the player at the right of the dealer, other-

wise it would be next to impossible to keep the suits sufficiently to-

gether to get a hand strong enough to bid upon. While one pack

is thus being dealt around, the player opposite the dealer should cut

the other pack, and turn up the top card for trump, and the suit

thus turned up is called First Preference ; the suit, the same color as

First Preference, whether red or black, is called Second Preference;

and the other tico are called common suits. The deal passes to the

left, and the packs are used alternately for that purpose. After the

cards have been dealt, it is the privilege of the eldest hand to say

first what he will do ; whether he will bid or ])ass. Should he think

he can make five tricks or more, he will -say, ' i I flay Boston if

otherwise, he will say, " I pass." If the eldest hand bid Boston,

he may do so in any suit ; but if a player following him also bid

Boston, it is understood that the second player must play Boston

"t* color," that is, with cither of the suits the same color as trump.
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Should a third or the dealer also bid Boston, he must play it in trump,

i. e., first preference. Thus : we will suppose the eldest hand bids

Boston, the next also bids Boston, it is then understood that the

second bidder will play in color ; if a third bid Boston, it shows that

he will play in trump ; but we will, for our purpose, suppose that

the third player and the dealer pass, and do not bid Boston or over

it ; then when it comes the turn of the eldest hand again, if he deter-

mine to play in color, he will say, " I keep," and if the second play-

er does not wish to relinquish his bid, he says, " / keep over you, 1

which indicates that he will play Boston in trump, and the others

must yield to him the privilege, unless they engage to win six or

more tricks with any suit for trump, or play a Misere (to lose every

trick). These declarations will all supersede that of Boston sim-

ply, and by engaging to accomplish more, the elder hand may, as at

Quadrille, supersede the younger. When a player makes a bid,

and another player bids over him, the first has the privilege of in-

creasing his bid to whatever he may think he can achieve. If a

player bid six or more tricks, any player following him, and also

bidding the same number, must play in color or in trump precisely

the same as in the bid of Boston. Should the eldest hand pass, the

second or third hand or the dealer may proceed as the eldest hand.

Should all pass except one player, he, having bid Boston, may play

it in any trump of his choice. If all p>ass, the cards must be thrown

up, and dealt by the player to the left of the former dealer, and

each player must deposit a red check in the pool which goes to the

fortunate winner of the next bid. When a player passes his hand,

he cannot come in the. second time, but must relinquish his right to

bid until the next deal.

When a Misere is bid and played, there is no trump during that

hand ; and when the player bidding a Misere is forced to take a

trick, his hand is "played out,''' and after settlement is made, a new
deal commences. It is hardly necessary to say, that the players

opposing the Misere all scheme to force the bidder to take a trick,

and that the play is entirely reversed from what it would be if Bos-

ton or an Independence were bid. Under the head of technical terms,

page 185, the four varieties or modifications of Misere are explained.

If a player is successful in achieving all or more than he under-

takes, he wins, and must be paid according to Table I., on page 187

;

but if he fails to accomplish what he engages to do, he must pay in

proportion to the tricks he falls short of completing his bid ; thus

:
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if he bids Boston, and only takes four tricks, he is said to be "put

in
1 for one trick, and forfeits eleven white checks to each of the

other three players ; if he is " put in" for two tricks, he pays twenty-

one white checks to each ; this is all made very plain by Table II.,

page 183.

When any player makes a bid, the others all play against him,

and endeavor to " put him in" for as many tricks as possible. The
game proceeds as at Whist, and the tricks are taken precisely as at

that game. Each player must follow suit, if he can, but if he cannot,

then it is optional to trump or throw away a card of another suit.

Boston is a game which requires considerable skill to play well, but

a good Whist player can soon master the points in the game with a

little practice. We would recommend any novice who desires to

become familiar with Boston, to study the treatise on Whist, al-

ready given in another part of this work.

TECHNICAL TERMS USED IN BOSTON

Boston.—To get five tricks.

First Preference.—Trump the same suit as the card turned up on

the pack.

Second Preference.—Trump the same color, but not the same suit

as the card turned up on the pack-

Common Suit.—Trump of a different color from the card turned

up on the pack.

Independence.—When a player agrees to name a trump and

take more than five tricks; thus, when a player bids six tricks, it is

termed an Independence of six; when he bids seven tricks, it is

called an Independence of seven; and so on up to an Independence

of thirteen, which is also called Grand Slam.

Petit Misere.—To lose the whole twelve tricks after having dis

carded a card which is not to be shown. When any of the different

Miseres are bid, there is no trump during that hand.

Grand Misere.—To lose every trick without discarding a card.

Petit Misere Ouxerte.—To discard a single card, expose your
hand, and lose the twelve tricks.

Grand Misere Ouverte.—To lose every trick without discarding

after having exposed your hand.

Grand Slam.—To win every trick.

Eldest Hand.—The first player to the left of the dealer.
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In Color.—Same color as trump.

/ Keep.—An expression which signifies that a player will play

in color.

I Keep over you.—Signifies that the player using that expression

will play it in trump.

Revoke, or Renig.—Playing a different suit from the card led,

though it is in the player's power to follow suit.

White Check, or Counter.—An ivory or bone token representing

a certain coin as may be agreed upon, usually a decimal part of

a dollar.

Red Check.—An ivory or bone token, equivalent to ten white

checks.

RANK AND ORDER OF THE BIDS.

The following exhibits the different bids in the consecutive order

which they rank or supersede each other

:

1. Boston. Common suit, trump }

2. Boston. Second Preference, " > Five Tricfa,

3. Boston. First Preference, 14 )

4. Independence of six tricks, any suit trump.

5. Independence of seven tricks, " 44

6. Petit Misere, 44 44

7. Independence of eight tricks, 44 44

8. Grand Misere, 44 44

9. Independence of nine tricks, 44 44

10. Independence of ten tricks, 44 44

11. Petit Misere Ouverte.
12. Independence of eleven tricks, 44 44

13. Grand Misere Ouverte.
14. Independence of twelve tricks, 44 44

15. Grand Slam, thirteen tricks, 44 44

It will be seen by the above list of bids, that in bidding Boston, the

first preference takes precedence of second preference, and that the

latter outranks a common suit for trump,
i
A bid of six {with any

suit in the choice of the player for trump), will supersede Boston,

ancL_so on, the highest bid being Grand Slam. But if two or three

bids are made, for six tricks or more, the bids in color supersede the

bids in common suits. It will also be observed that Petit Misere
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takes precedence of seven tricks, Grand Misere outranks eight

tricks, Petit Misere Ouverte supersedes ten tricks, and Grand

Misere Ouverte eleven tricks. It is seldom, however, that a player

gets a hand that will warrant him in playing a Misere.

Table I.—Showing the Number of White Citecks, or their Equttalent, to be paid

to any Player taking the Number, or more than the Number, of Tricks bid.

Tricks bid, and to Tricks taken by the Player making the Bid.

Player.
5. 6. 7. a

|

9. 10. 11. 12. 13.

5 12 12 13 13 14 14 14 15 15

6 15 16

18

16 17 IS 19 20 20

20 21 22 23 24 26

8 23 24 26 28 29 31

9 sa 34 36 39 41....

10 42 45 48 52....

" I-- 63 fifi 7:2...

12 106 114....

13 |.... 166

The above table shows the number of white checks to be paid to

any player making a successful bid. We will suppose that a play-

er has bid Boston, and that he takes five tricks. In order to find

the number of white checks each player must pay him, it is only ne-

cessary to find the figure 5 in the column of figures at the left of

the table, representing the number of tricks bid ; then find the

figure 5 in the row of figures at the top of the table, which repre-

sents the tricks taken by the player, and under it we find 12, show-
ing that each player must pay the winner 12 white checks. In the
same way we find that, if he bids Boston, and takes seven tricks,

the other players must pay him 13 white checks each ; or if he bids
an Independence of eight tricks, and takes eight tricks, the othei

flayers must pay him 23 white checks each.
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Table II.—SnowiNG the Number of "White Checks, ok their Equivalent, to be paw
by any Player failing to take any, ob all, of Tricks he bids to take.

Tricks bid by the
Tricks which the Player is "Put in far.'

1. 2. 3. * 5. 6. 7. 8. 1 9. 1*10. 11. 12. 13.

5 11 21 31 41 50

15 24 35 45 55 66

7 19 29 40 50 60 72 82

8 23 34 46 56 67 78 89 110

9 33 44 57 68 80 92
j

103 115 127

10 44 56 70 S2 94 107 119 133 145 157

11 67 80 95 109 123 138 151 165 180 194 208

12 113 130 148 165 182 200 217 234 252 270 286 304

18 177 198 222 241 262 284 305 326 348 369 390 412 433

The column of figures at the left of the above table shows the

number of tricks bid by the unsuccessful player, and the top row
shows the number of tricks he is "put in for." To ascertain what

the bidder must pay each of the other players, first find the number
he has bid, and run your finger to the right, and under the number
of tricks he is " put in for," you will find the number of white

checks he is compelled to pay each of the other three players. For
example : suppose a player bids Boston (5 tricks), and is put in for

one trick, we first find the figure 5 in the column to the left ; and

under the figure 1, in the top row, we find 11, showing that be must

pay each of the other players 11 white checks. In the same way we
ascertain, that if a player bid eight tricks, and is "put in" for three

tricks, he must pay each player 46 wh ite checks.

WHAT THE FOUR MISERES WIN OR LOSE.

If a player wins Petit Misere, each of the other playeis pay

him 20 white checks.

If a player loses Petit Misere, he pays each of the othei play-

ers 20 white checks.

If a player wins Grand Misere, each of the other players pay

him 40 white checks.
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If a player loses Grand Misere, he pays each of the other play-

ers 40 white checks.

If a player wins Petit Misere Ouverte, each of the other play-

ers pay him 80 white checks.

If a player loses Petit Misere Ouverte, he pays each of the

other players 80 white checks.

If a player wins Grand Misere Ouverte, each of the other

players pay him 160 white checks.

If a player loses Grand Misere Ouverte, he pays each of the

other players 160 white checks.

LAWS OF THE GAME OF BOSTON.

1. The deal is determined by cutting, the player cutting the

lowest card being entitled to the deal. All ties cut over, and at

least three cards must be detached from the pack to constitute a valid

cut.

2. At the commencement of the game, the pack to be dealt may
be shuffled by any of the players, the dealer being entitled to shuffle

last, but in all subsequent deals, the pack shall merely be cut, it

being the privilege of all the players to cut once before the cards

are dealt.

3. The deal is performed by the distribution of four cards at a

time, for two rounds, and Jive cards on the last round, commencing
with the player on the dealer's left hand, thus giving each player

thirteen cards. The cards are dealt in this way to keep the suits to-

gether.

4. The dealer is not at liberty to touch the cards on the table to

ascertain how he has disposed of them, but he may count those un-

dealt to see how many remain in his hand.

5. Should the dealer make a misdeal, he does not lose his deal,

but must deposit a red check in the pool, and deal anew. This law

holds good in all cases except when the pack is faulty, or either of

the other players have touched their cards during the deal.

6. The trump is determined thus :—While the cards are being

distributed by the dealer, the player immediately opposite to him
cuts a second pack, and turns up the top card which is trump, and
is called first •preference.

7. The deal passes to the left, and the pack used for the deal and
the other pack must be alternately used for that purpose.
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[It will be seen by this law, that the pack which has been employed to determine tb«

. trump, is distributed in the subsequent deal ; and the pack previously used lor the de;d»

is resorted to, to determine trump.]

8. When a player passes his hand, he cannot afterwards, during

that deal, come in and bid, but must relinquish that privilege until

the next deal, unless he choose to play a Misere.
{J. When the eldest haud makes a bid of five or more tricks, and

another player bids the same number of tricks, the eldest hand may
bid over him, or abaudon his bid, and in the latter case the younger

hand must play his bid in color.

10. When a player has made a bid, and all the other players pass,

the party so bidding may name any suit he chooses for trump.

11. Should it occur in any deal that all the players pass, the cards

must be buuehed, and a uew deal ensues, and each player must de-

posit a red cluck in the pool which goes to the winner of the next

bid.

12. Each plaver must follow suit if possible, and if a suit is led

and auv one of the players having a card of the same suit shall play

one of auother suit to it, and the trick has been turned and quitted,

that constitutes a revoke ; but the error beiug discovered before the

trick is quitted, or before the party having so played a wrong suit

shall play again, the penalty only amounts to the card being treated

as "exposed," and being liable to be called.

Haviug discovered before the triek is turned that you have re-

voked, you must take up your card, aud play suit, and the card vou

have exposed may be called.

13. When a revoke has been made by a player making a bid, if

it be discovered before the hand is played out, he is put in for one

trick certain, and as many more as he is short of accomplishing his

bid, provided the hand is played to its conclusion. In addition t;>

this, he must deposit four red checks in the pool, which goes to the

winner of the next pool.

[It is not usual to play out tbe hand after a revoke haa been detected. The custom

to accept from the bidder payment for one trick upon his bid, and the additional vJepo>it

oi t>xir red checks.]

14. When a revoke is made by any player opposed to the bidder,

each of his colleagues shares the offence with him, and each must

pay the biddei the amount of his bid whether the latter would hav«

been successful or not ; and, in addition, the player who actually

made the revoke must deposit four red checks in the pool, which go

to the w inner of the next bkl.
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15. Should either of the players opposing the bidder lead a card

out of turn, upon the demand of the bidder the card must be taken

up, and it may be called any time during the hand ; and the bidder

may at his option call for a lead of any suit from the player whose
proper lead it is.

l<-». Should either of the players opposed to the bidder play a card

out of turn, the bidder may call upon him to take his card up and

day one of a lower rank, provided it does not cause a revoke. When
a card is played out of turn, no player against the bidder may win

that trick.

17. Being called on to play your best or your worst card, conse

quently a trump or not a trump, or to play any suit or the highest

or lowest of any suit you may hold, should you fail to do so, you
have made a revoke, and become liable to the penalty.

18. A player having the bid, must declare the trump he plays in

previous to leading. Should he neglect to do so, it is accepted that

he plays in the suit led.

EEVERSIS,
AS PLAYED WITH TWO QUINOLAS.

Reversts is played by four persons, with a box, containing*

thirty-six fish, twenty-four counters, and six contracts ; likewise

with two pools, viz., the great and the little Quinola pools (the

great one to be under the little), they are always to be placed on

the dealer's right hand.

For Reversis,the Tens must be taken out from a pack of cards;

the deal is to the right, giving three cards to each player the first

round, and four to the dealer, afterwards always four, so that each

* Six fish make one counter, and eight counters one contract, or square.

8€flsh 36

24 counters, each 6 fish - 144

6 contracts, each 4S fish - - 2S8

468
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of the three players will have eleven cards, aud the dealer twelve,

with three cards remaining, which are to be placed singly in the

niddle of the tabic opposite to each player, who will put out a oard

from his hand, under the pools, and will replace it with the card

that is on the table opposite to him ; the dealer likewise puts out a

card, but having none to take in, he will tind himself with eleven

pards, like the rest of the players : these four cards form the party :

should, however, there be throe remises or stakes in the pool (as it

is convenient to prevent mistakes, to have some distinguishing

mark for each pool, when there are three remises or stakes in them

;

it in not unusual to have flags for that purpose, a red one to distin-

guish the great Quinola, aud a blue one the little Quiuola) : then it

is in the player's option to take a card or not ; if he dees not, he

has, on declaring his intention, permission to see the card, and to

place it to the discard under the pools.

Before a card is played, the opposite parties exchange a card

with each other.

The Ace takes the King, the King the Queen, and so on.

The points in the tricks are forty, each Ace reckoning four, King

three, Queen two, and Knave one.

The most interesting parts in this game, are the Quinolas, the

Varty, the Keversis, and the Espagnolette.

%

THE QUINOLAS.

The great Quinola pool, is to consist of twenty-six fish ; which

number is to be renewed every time the peol is cleared, or has fewer

in it than the twenty-six tish; this stake is attached to the Knave
of Hearts or great Quiuola, and is one of the most important cards

iu the game ; the great Quinola cannot be put to the discard, unless

there are three stakes or a huudred fish in the pool.

The little Quinola pool, consisting of thirteen tish, is attached to

the Queeu of Hearts, as little Quinola, which is to be renewed iu the

same manner, in proportion to the stake as the great Quiuolav and
the little Quinola cannot be put to the discard, unless there aie

three stakes, or fifty tish in the pool.

Each time the Quiuolas are placed, or played on a rcuounee,

they are entitled to the stakes attached to them, except when ther*

are three stakes in the pool, iu which case the great Quiuola is en-

tilled to receive only a huudred fish, and the little Quinola fifty;
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and on the contrary, each time the Quinolas are forced, led out, or

gorge*, the stakes are paid in the same proportion as they would

have been received, except in the single instance of the person who

played the Quinolas making the Reversis ; and then in order to de-

rive any benefit from the stakes, the Quinola which is to be entitled

to such benefit must be played before the two last tricks.

THE PARTY.

The points in the discard (to which add four for the party),

reckon as in the tricks, with the exception of the Ace of Diamonds,

and the Knave of Hearts as great Quinola ; the former reckoning

five, and the latter four.

He who has the fewest points wins the party. It will frequently

happen, that two players will have the same number of points
;

then he who has the fewest tricks has the preference ; if points and

tricks are equal, then he who is best placed wins ; the best placed

is he who dealt last ; but he who has no trick has the preference of

him who has no trick without points ; in general, in cases of equal-

ity, the best placed has the preference.

When the Espagnolette is played, and won, he wins the party in

preference to the best placed.

When every trick is made by one person, there is no party ; and

this is called (by way of excellence) making the Reversis.

THE REVERSIS

Every trick without exception must be made by one person to

make the Reversis,

The Reversis is undertaken when the first nine tricks are made

by the same person ; there is then an end of the party and of the

Quinolas ; the great Quinola being only as the Knave of Hearts,

and the little Quinola as the Queen of Hearts, except the person

who wins the Reversis plays his Quinolas at any time before the last,

two tricks, he is then entitled to the stakes ; but on the contrary,

should the Reversis be broken by one of the players winning either

of the last two tricks, he then not only pays the Reversis broken,

but the stakes to the pools, for the Quinolas he may have played

before the Reversis was undertaken.

9
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All consolations paid for Aces or Quinolas, by the person under

taking the Reversis, is to be returned on his winning it.

THE ESPAGNOLETTE, OR THE FOUR ACES.

The Espagnolette is either simply four Aces, three Aces and ono

Quinola, or two Aces and two Quinolas.

The player having the Espagnolette has a right to renounce in

every suit during the whole game, and if he can avoid winning any

trick, and there is no Reversis, he of course wins the party in pre-

ference to him who is better placed ; but if he is obliged to win a

trick, he then pays the party to him who would otherwise have re-

ceived it, and returns the consolations he may have received for

Aces or Quinolas ; and if he has a Quinola, he will pay the stake to

the pool, instead of receiving it, unless a reversis is made upon him.

The player having the Espagnolette is at liberty to waive his

privilege, and to play his game as a common one, but loses that

privilege the moment he has renounced playing in suit.

The Espagnolette receives consolation in any part of the game, if

he forces the Quinola. and this can only happen in three instances .

L—By playing a Heart eldest hand, and the Quinola being single

in some other hand.

II.— If having through inattention, made a trick during the course

of the game, he returns a Heart, and forces.

HI.—If by being obliged to enter at the tenth trick, or choosing

to enter sooner, he should have a Heart to play, and by that means
forces it.

If any person wins the Reversis, the Espagnolette pays singly for

all the company.

If any person undertakes a Reversis, and another breaks it, the

Espagnolette pays the whole to the person who broke it.

The person holding the four Aces or Espagnolette, can likewise

break the Reversis. and is payed as before mentioned, by the person

whose Reversis he broke ; be can likewise undertake the Reversis,

but then his hand must be played as a common game, for he cannot

renounce.

If the Espagnolette has placed his Quinola, and there is a Reversis

either made or broken, he is not to receive the stake ; according to

the general rule, viz., when the Reversis takes place, the pools are

neither received or paid, except by him who undertakes the Reversis.
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If another player having the Ace or King of Hearts, the Espagno-
tette has in any part of the game, either of his Quinolas forced, lie

pays the stake, and his consolation the same as the two other

players, which is due to him that forces, except there is a Reversis.

PAYMENTS.

The dealer always puts two fish into the great Quinola pool, and
one into the little, over and above his common stake of six and

three, besides which every one puts into the former, for the first

stake,six fish, and into the latter, three ; so that the great Quinola

pool will consist of twenty-six fish, and the little Quinola pool of

thirteen fish ; each time the stakes are drawn, or when there are

fewer fish in the pool than the first original stake, the pool must be

replenished as at first.

The person who gives an Ace upon a renounce, receives a fish

from the person who wins the trick ; if the Ace of Diamonds, he
will receive two.

The person who forces an Ace, receives the same payments from
each of the players, as well as the person forced.

The great Quinola placed upon a renounce, receives six fish ; the

little Quinola placed upon a renounce, receives three fish ; and if

either of them is forced, the person who forces, receives the same
payment from each player.

These payments should be made immediately without being asked

for.

One or more Aces, or either of the Quinolas played or gorge, that

is, led out, pay the same as if they had been forced, and are paid to

the person who wins the party, but it is for him to recollect and de-

mand them.

When either Ace or Quinola are placed, played, or gorge the last

card, it is called d la bonne, and pays double, and all payments

whatever are double to the person who sits opposite.

The payment for the Reversis made or broke is eighty fish ; each

player paying twenty, and the opposite party forty, when the Rever-

sis is made ; but when it is broken, the whole is paid to the person

who breaks it, by the person whose Reversis is broken ; that is, ho

pays the persons breaking it exactly the same number of fish he

would have received from the whole table, had he won it.
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LAWS OF THE GAME OF REVERSIS.

I.—The eldest hand ought to take care that all the players have

put their stakes into the pools ; if not, ho will pay for those whom
he has not called upon to pay their stake.

II.—The person who misdeals, loses his deal.

III.—If the player takes his card without having put out to the

discard, the deal goes for nothing.

IV.—The discard is not to be changed after it is once put out.

V.—The eldest hand should be attentive not to play a card till

the disoard is complete ; should ho have played one, he is permit-

ted, if nobody has played to it, to take it up and play another.

VI.—No person must play before his turn.

VII.—He who flings down his game, thinking he has the rest of

the tricks, is tft pay for any Ace or Quinola that has or can be

placed or given ; but, in case of a Keversis, the person who might

broak it, can oblige him to take up his cards, and play them one

after another, as the person who can break it shall direct.

VIII.—When a player thinking he has won the party, or willing

to favor tho person who has won it, asks for the Aces or Quinolas

led out, before the person who has won the party has demanded

them, he is to pay for him who might have boen called upon to pay

them.

IX.—If at the end of the game it is perceived there is an error

in the disoard, either by putting out too many cards or too few, the

deal goes for nothing, and must be made again ; and if it is dis-

covered that a Quinola has been put to the discard, without there

being three remises in the pool of the Quinola so put out ; the per-

son from whose hand such Quinola was put out to the discard, pays

the party, and the stake to the pool, the same as if his Quinola had

been forced or gorge.

X.—When the cards are cut, it is too late to ask for tho payment

of any Ace or Quinola which may have been played or gorge ; as

likewise for the party or the stake in the pools.

XI.—Before you play your cards, it is always permitted to ask

how the cards have been played, but it is not permitted to observe

it to others who may not make the inquiry.

XII.—If any player, not having the Espagnolette, revokes, he

shall pay a counter to each of the pools, and oan neither receive

the party or any payment.
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XIII.—The player is permitted to examine all his own tricks at

any time, but not to look at the tricks of any other person, the last

trick excepted.

A FEW HINTS TOWARDS PLAYING THE GAME OF
KEVERSIS.

There seem to be four great objects in this game ; the first, win-

ning the party ; the second, placing the Quiuolas ; the third, making

the Espagnolette ; and the fourth, making the Reversis : there is

likewi.se a lesser object, viz., that of placing the different Aces on a

renounce.

In playing your cards, you should endeavor to give your Quinolas,

your Aces, and gn at cards on a renounce, when the person who
sits opposite to you is likely to make the trick, as all the payments

are double from him ; if you win the party, he may by that means

lose it ; and if you lose the party, most probably you will not have

it to pay to him.

In order to gain the party, you must avoid, if possible, winning a

trick, for which purpose keep all the lowest cards in your hand, such

as Two's and Three's.

AN ELDER HAND LIKELY TO WIN THE PARTY.

Suppose the elder hand to be dealt the Ace, Seven, Four, and

Two of Spades ; the King, Four, and Three of Clubs ; Four, and

Two of Hearts ; and Six and Five of Diamonds.

The Ace of Spades should be put to the discard, because you

hope from your hand to win the party; and by discarding a high

card, you increase its value
;
suppose the card you take up from the

table to be the Seven of Diamonds, you should then give the Seven

of Diamonds to the person who sits opposite to you, in preference

to the King of Clubs, with which you would have much less chance

of winning a trick than with the Seven of Diamonds, because your

lowest card in this suit is only a Five, while that in Clubs is a Three
;

suppose you receive in exchange for the Seven of Diamonds the

Queen of Spades, with this hand you will play your Four of Hearts

to force the Quinolas : the person who wins the trick will most prob

ably do the same, to which you must play your Two of Hearts ; if

another Heart shoidd be played, then part with your Six of Dia-
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monda, which ia a worse card to koop than the King of Cluba or the

Queen of Spades ; because, having the latter with three small

Spades, and the former with two small Cluba, you have very little

chance of winning a trick in those suits, and with a Five or Six of

any suit, when Hearts have been played three or four times, you
have a very good chance to win a trick with one of them, as every

player will, of OOUrse, tlin^ away his highest cards, unless ho sus-

pects that a Roversis is attempted to be played.

AN ELDER HAND L1KKLY TO LOSE THE PARTY.

An elder hand com posed of the King, Nine, and Eight of Hearts

;

Queen, Seven, and Five of Diamonds ; Knave, Eight, and Seven of

Spades; Ace and Nine of Clubs : with this hand it is most probable

you will lose the party ; therefore you should put to the discard a

card of no value ; for which reason the Seven of Diamonds would bo

the best card ;
suppose in the place of which you take up the Seven

of Clubs, having three high Hearts, it would bo highly dangerous to

part with one of them, as you might receive a Quinola from the per-

son who sits opposite to you, as well as take one in from the table.

The Queen of Diamonds should be given to tho person who sits op-

posite to you, which will leave you with only the Five of Diamonds,

and give you i\w best chance should tho person who is opposite to

you give you a Quinola to get the lead out of your hand. Suppose

the person who is opposite to you gives you the Nine of Spades,

with this hand you have nothing to do, but lead out your Kiug of

Hearts, and to follow with the Nine and Eight, if not taken, in

hopes of forcing the Quinolas. If they are not forced by your

three Hearts, and you have still the lead, you should play tho

Spades, till all those Spades lower than your own are out : then you
will play your Nine of Clubs, and then your Five of Diamonds,

which, if taken and played again, you should immediately place

your Ace of Clubs upon the renounce. If the Diamond was not

taken, then play your Seven of Clubs, and with winning that trick

in all probability you will make the Reversis, as you will have tho

Aco of Clubs, and most probably the best Spado remaining.

AN ELDER HAND WITH THE QUINOLAS.

An elder hand composed of the Knave, Seven, Six, Five, Four,

and Two of Hearts ; Four and Five of Diamonds ; Four, Three,
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and Two of Spades : with this hand the Five of Diamonds should

be put to the discard ; suppose in return you take up the Two of

Clubs, you will then give the Four of Diamonds to the person who
is opposite to you, who in return gives you the Queen of Hearts ;

which, with your hand, becomes a valuable present, as most prob-

ably you will not get a trick, and are sure of placing both your

Quinolas upon a renounce, and cannot possibly have them forced ;

with this hand you should lead the Seven of Hearts, which most

probably will be taken ; you are then sure of winning no trick, and

of placing your Quinolas, and which you will take care to do with

the great Quiuola the very last card, which is called a la bonne, and

for which you are paid double what you would receive if played at

any other part of the game.

A Quinola should never be kept in your hand, unless accom-

panied with three other Hearts ; therefore if you have two Quinolas

and only one Heart, you must give that Quinola which has the

greatest remise to the person who is opposite to you. If you have

both Quinolas and one or two Hearts, and there are three remises

in one pool, or in both, the Quinola whose three remises are in the

pool should be put to the discard, and the other to the person who
is opposite to you ; if both Quinolas have three remises, ,the great

Quinola should be put to the discard.

AX ELDER HAND WITH THE ESPAGNOLETTE.

An elder hand composed of the Ace, King, Queen. Knave, Four,

and Two of Hearts ; the Ace of Diamonds ; the Queen and Knave
of Spades ; the Four and Three of Clubs : this hand having the Es-

pagnolette, or four Aces, you should put the King of Hearts to the

discard, to make the party as great as you can ; because, if you win

the Espagnolette, you are sure of gaining the party, in preference

to the person who is better placed. Suppose you take up in return

the Five of Spades, you will then give the Five of Spades to the

person who sits opposite (as giving him too high a card might assist

him in making a Reversis against your f^spagnolette), and in return

receive the Seven of Clubs ; with this hand you should play the

Four of Clubs to get the lead out of your hand : and when Hearts

are played, you must, if possible, not discover too soon, by renoun-

cing your Espagnolette ; but play a Heart in suit once, preserving,

however, the two, which may be a card of much more consequence
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to you ; and if more Hearts should be played, get rid of your Spades,

and if a second player wins a trick (by which means the Heversis

cannot be made against your Kspagnolettc), give your Aces, und if

all the Hearts have bt>en played, give your great Quinola tl la bonne ;

but if there are yet Hearts remaiuing, you must give it away, and

keep your lowest cards fur the two last tricks.

AN ELDER HAND PLAYING FOR THE REYER8IS.

An elder hand composed of the Ace, King, Queen, Knave, Nine,

Seven, and Four of Hearts; King and two of Diamonds; Queen
and Knave of Clubs: with this hand, in expectation of winning the

Heversis, you should discard the Two of Diamonds; suppose in re

turn you take up the Eight of Spades; you will then give up tb*J

Kight of Spades to the person who sits opposite to you, who in re-

turn gives you the King of Clubs. You will then begin playing

your Ace and King of Hearts, and then your Nine, which will most

probably take out all the Hearts: but you should still play one

more, in hopes the Ace of Clubs will be throwu away upon a re-

nounce (if not already disearded), you will then play your King,

Queen, anil Knave of Clubs, then your Queen of Hearts, taking care

to play the Knave of Hearts before the two last tricks ; because,

\\ hen the Heversis is made, that Quinola which is played in either

of the two last tricks, does not receive the stakes out of the pool,

but beoomcs simply the Knave or Queen of Hearts.

THE YOUNGEST HAND AV1NNING THE PARTY, AND PLACING THE
QUINOLAS.

Suppose the youngest hand or dealer to have the King, Knave,

Eight, Six, Four, Throe, and Two of Hearts ; Knave, Seven, Five,

Three, aiul Two of Spades. The dealer having twelve cards, has

the advantage of putting to the discard, without taking up a card in

return; having seven Hearts, the Quinola cannot be forced; there-

fore put out the King of Hearts to the discard, as from your hand

and situation in being best placed, you are almost sure of winning

the party, except the Kspagnolettc should be played and won. You
will then give the Knave of Spades to the person who sits opposite

to you, who in return gives you the little Quinola : with this hand

you are sure of placing both your Quinolas, and of not taking a

trick ; the only thing therefore (ou aocouut of your Quinolas) you
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hare to fear, is one of the players making the Reversis ; which

would then prevent your having the remises out of the pool.

LANSQUENET.
This game may be played by almost any number of people, al-

though only one pack of cards* is used at a time during each deal.

The dealer, who has rather an advantage, begins by shuttling the

cards, and having them cut by any other person of the party ; after

which he deals out two cards on his left hand, turning them up ; then

one for himself, and a fourth, which he places in the middle of the table

fur the company, called the rtjouissance card. Upon this card any,

or all of the company except the dealer, may put their money, either

a limited or unlimited sum, as may be agreed on, which the dealer is

obliged to answer, by staking a sum equal to the whole that is put

upon it by different persons. He continues dealing and turning the

cards upwards, one by one, till two of a sort appear ; for instance,

two Aces, two Deuces, &c, which, in order to separate, and that no

person may mistake for single cards, he places on each side of his

own card ; and as often as two, three, or the fourth card, of a sort

come up, he always places them in the same manner, on each side

of his own. Any single card the company has a right to take and

cut money upon, unless the dealer's own card happens to be double,

which often occurs by this card being the same as one of the two

cards which he first of all dealt out on his left hand. Thus he con-

tinues dealing till he brings either their cards or his own. As long

as his own card remains undrawn he wins ; and whichever comes up

first loses. If he draw or deal out the two cards on his left, which

are called the hand- cards, before his own, he is entitled to deal

again ; the advantage of which is merely his being exempted from

losing when he draws a similar card to his own immediately after he

lias turned up one for himself.

This game is often played more simply without the rejouissance

card, giving every person round the table a card to put money
upon. Sometimes it is played by dealing only two cards, one for

the dealer, and another for the company.

* As the game is now flayed in France, four, and even more, packs of cards, are mixed
togi-UiL-r.

9*
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FARO AND FARO BANKS.

Faro is played exclusively by sporting men, and has long been

the favorite game of American gamblers. It is said to be of Veni-

tian origin, but it has undergone a variety of changes during the

last fifty years, each change rendering it more simple, and reducing

the per centage against the player, until his chance of winning is

almost equal to the banker's—hence the popularity, fascination,

and danger of Faro.

With a view of arresting the progress of this game, almost every

State has recently revised and amended its laws against gaming,

enacting severe penalties against Faro dealers and bankers, but still

M the game goes on," while in every community Faro banks and

Faro players are constantly increasing.

HOW THE GAME IS PLAYED.

Faro is played with a full deck of fifty-two cards. The dealer

sits at a table prepared for the purpose, with an assistant or

" looker-out" at his right hand. Upon the centre of the table is a

suit of cards arranged in the following order, upon which the

players place their money or stakes, and which is called

THE LAY-OUT.

Explanation of the Lay-Out.—The King, Queen, and Jack

are called " the Big Figure"—the ace, deuce, and trois, " the Little

Figure"—and the six, seven, and eight, "the Pot."

The circles @ represent the money or checks of the players,

who have thus made their bets. The check between the King and

Queen is bet upon both those cards ; that upon the corner of thfl

ten takes in the ten and eight, barring the nine ; the check in the

Pot, is bet upon the six, seven, and eight; that between the ten and

four takes in those two cards, while that behind the four includes

the three, four, and five ; the check " flat-foot" upon the ace, is bet
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upon that card only; the money in the "Jack square" includes the

Jack, Queen, deuce, and trois ; the check upon the corner of the

five, according to the rule in the Northern States, is bet upon the

*4*
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THE LAY-OUT.

five and eight, but in the South, it would bar the eight, and include

the five, nine, and six.

The stakes usually consist of counters or checks, made of ivory,

representing different sums ; they are purchased of the banker and

are redeemed by him at the option of the holder. The banker

usually limits the sums to bet according to the amount of his

capital.

The game may be played by any number of persons, and each

player may select any card or number of cards upon the "lay-out,"

and may change his bet from one card to another whenever ho

pleases.

DEALING THE CARDS.

The players having placed their stakes upon the "lay-out," and

all other preliminaries being settled, the dealer shuffles the cards,

cuts them, and places them face up, in a small metal box, usually

silver, which is a little larger than the pack to be admitted. This

box is open at the top, so that the top card may always be in view.

It also has a small opening at the side, sufficiently large to permit
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a single card to pass through it conveniently. As the cards are

pushed out or dealt from the top through this opening, the re-

mainder of the deck is forced upwards by springs placed in the bot-

tom of the box, and thus the cards are kept in their proper place

until the pack is exhausted.

We will suppose, by way of illustration, that the ace is the top

card, as it appears in the box ; this card is shoved through the

opening, when a ten appears—this is the banker's card, and he

wins all the money which may have been placed upon it ; the ten

like the ace is removed, disclosing a King, which is the player's

card, the bank losing all the stakes found upon it. The drawing

of these two cards is called "a turn," which being made, the dealer

takes and pays all the money won and lost, and then proceeds as

before, drawing out two more cards—the first for the bank and the

second for the player, and thus he continues until the whole pack

is dealt out.

Whenever two cards of the same denomination, as, for example,

two sevens or two fours, appear in the same turn, the dealer takes

half the money found upon such card—this is called a " split," and

is said to be the bank's greatest per centage, to avoid which, old

Faro players wait until there is but one seven or four, or card of

any other denomination left in the box, and then place their heavy

bets upon that, thus avoiding the possibility of a " split."

If a player wishes to play upon the banker's card, or to bet that

any certain card will lose, he indicates it by placing a copper upon

the top of his stake, and if this card wins for the bank, the player

also wins.

When there is but one turn left in the box, the player has the

privilege of " calling the last turn," that is, of guessing the order in

which the cards will appear, and if he calls it correctly, he receives

four times the amount of his stake.

KEEPING THE GAME.

As it is important for both dealer and player that the cards re-
j

maining in the box should be known, the game is accurately kept,

so as to exhibit at a glance every phase of the deal. For this pur-

pose, printed cards are given to the players, upon which they keep

the game in the following manner

:
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No. 1.—This table, marked as

the cards are dealt, exhibits what

each card has done ; the means

that the card lost—the 1, that it

won; thus, the ace lost, won, lost,

and won ; the four lost twice and

won twice ; the seven won four

times, the Queen lost four times,

and the Jack split, lost, and won

—

the + indicating a split ; the six was

the top, or " soda" card, as shown

by the *
; the nine won, lost, and

won, the fourth nine remaining in

the box, being the last, or 14 hock"

card, which is indicated by the t.

Xo. 2.—This table illustrates a deal partly made. One ace has

been dealt, and three remain in the box ; two deuces have lost, and

tiro remain in the box; four was the top card, and all the sevens

remain in the box, etc.

At this stage of the game cautious players would avoid betting

upon the seven, ten, or Jack, preferring the trois, six, or nine, be-

cause upon these latter cards they cannot be split, as there is but one

of each in the box, while the seven, ten, and Jack, are all in the

box, and are therefore liable to split, or to appear before the others.

No. 1.
vr- o
-i> O.

a n i A i/\—U 1 U 1 A 1

o n n ft ft o no
•} i ft ft lo—1 u U 1
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A ft ft 1 1 * J.
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t 1111 74
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Q 1 ft 1 +y—i 014. Q ft 1 1y—o i l

10—1 1 1 10—
J-+ 1 J—
q_0 Q-1
K— i 1 K—

KEEPING THE GAME BY A CUE-BOX.

Another mode of keeping the game, common in the Northern

States, is by a "cue-box," by which the different stages of the

game are correctly noted by one of the players, or by a regular " cue-

keeper," who is usually attached to the bank.

The cue-box is a miniature " lay-out," with four buttons attached

to each card, as represented on the next page. Those familiar with

Billiards, will recognize this as the same method of keeping that

game.

At the beginning of each deal, the buttons, which are placed
upon wire, extending from each card, as represented, are all shoved
close up to the card, as illustrated by the ten and four ; as soon as

a turn is made, the buttons are pushed to the opposite end of the

wire, as shown by the live, six, seven. Jack, etc., so that by a glance
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of the eye, the player can see how many of each card remain in

the dealer's box. As represented below, three Kings, two Queens,

^ne Jack, three nines, three sevens, three fives, one deuce, and

4%
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TIIE CUE- BOX.

two aces, remain to be dealt, while none of the tens, eights, fours, or

trois have yet appeared : all the sixes are out, and the six, there-

fore, is said to be "dead," because no more remain to be dealt.

TECHNICAL TEEMS USED IX FARO.

Banker or Backer.—The person who furnishes the money for the

game.

Dealer.—He who deals the cards, and takes and pays the bets.

Cue or Case-Keeper.—The person who marks game on the cue-box.

Looker- Out.—The dealer's assistant.

Checks.—Ivory tokens representing money, with which the game
is played

; they vary in color, size, and value.

The Hock or Hockelly Curd is the last card remaining in the box,

after the deal has been made. When one turn remains to be made,

there are three cards in the box, they may be, for example, the five,

Bix, and seven ; we will suppose the last turn to be five, six, leaving
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the seven in the box, which would be called the hock card, because,

as the game was originally played, the dealer took "hock," that is,

all the money which happened to be placed upon that card ; the

bank, therefore, had a certainty of winning that money, without the

possibility of losing it—hence the term hock, which means certainty.

A Deal.—The dealer is said to have made a deal, when he has

dealt out the whole deck.

A Turn.—The two cards drawn from the dealer's box—one for

the bank and the other for the player, which thus determines the

events of the game, constitute a turn.

Coppering a Bet.— If a player wishes to bet that a card will lose,

(that is, win for the bank), he indicates his wish, by placing a cent,

or whatever may be provided for that purpose, upon the top of his

itake. It is called " coppering," because coppers were first used

to distinguish such bets.

To Bar a Bet.—A player having a bet upon a card, and wishing

to bar it for a turn, must say to the dealer, "I bar this bet for the

turn." pointing to it, in which case, it can neither lose nor win.

Last Call.—When three cards only remain in the box, any
player has the privilege of calling the order in which they will bo

dealt—this is termed the last call. The checks are placed so as to

express the call, and if correctly made, the bank pays four for one,

and if a "cat," two for one.

A Cat or Cat Harpen.—When the last turn consists of two cards

of the same denomination, and one other card, as two tens and a

King, it is called a cat.

Paroli or Parlee.—Suppose a player to bet $5 upon the ace—it

wins and the dealer pays it; if the player then allows the $10 to

remain upon the ace, he is said to play his paroli, which means, the

original stake and all its winnings.

Pressiyig a Bet, is to add to the original stake.

Betting Even Stakes, is when the player constantly bets the same
amount.

Stringing a Bet, is taking in one or more cards remote from the

one upon which the bet is placed.

Playing a Bet Open, is to bet a card will win, not to lose.

Repeating and Reversing.—A card is said to repeat, when it

plays as it did upon the previous deal, and to reverse when it plays

directly opposite ; that is, if it won four times, it is said to reverse

if it loses four times.
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Snap.—A temporary bank, not a regular or established game.

Sleepers.—-A bet is said to be a sleeper, when the owner has for-

gotten it, when it becomes public property, any one having a righv

to take it.

A Bet or Case Card.—When three cards of one denomination

have been dealt, the one remaining in the box, is called the bet, case,

or single card.

The Soda Card is the top card of the deck when put into the

dealing-box, preparatory to a deal.

Snaking a Game.—A game is said to be snaked, when the

dealer's cards have been stolen, and privately returned marked, or

prepared in such a manner, as that, when they are dealt, the snaker

knows what cards will win or lose. Faro banks are often broken in

this way.

Throwing off a Game.—When a dealer, by a preconcerted plan,

allows a player to win, he is said to throw otF the game.

Catching a Turn.—Sometimes the dealer is so careless in shuffling

his cards, that a shrewd player will know what cards have not been

separated, or will have some other advantage by which he will beat

the turn; this is called "catching a turn."

LAWS OF THE GAME.

The rules of Faro are few and arbitrary, and are based upon

principles of justice and equity. All questions or points of contro-

versy, which may arise during a deal, may at once be settled by
referring to the general rules or principles of the game.

All bets are to be taken or paid, as they lie upon the card, except

there is an express understanding to the contrary. The intentions

of a player are not to be considered by the dealer, his bet being sup-

posed to represent his intention.

If the player wishes to bar a bet on a card, he must make the

dealer understand that he bars it, when it will remain barred until

he says 14
it goes."

If a player should put a bet upon a card and say to the dealer,

*' One-half of this bet goes," it would be so understood until the end

of the deal, unless the order was revoked.

Should a player or the dealer, by design or accident, remove or

alter a bet belonging to another, he is responsible for its loss.

When two players bet the same stake, "single," upon different
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cards, one coppered and the other to win, and they both win upon

the same turn, the copper bet, being the first to win, must be paid.

The dealer must pay all bets for which he turns, provided they

are made in checks, but only the limit of the game if in bank-bills.

The dealer should take and pay correctly, and not make mistakes

by design or through carelessness ; nor should he alter the position

of the cards dealt, but allow them to remain upon their respective

piles undisturbed.

When the players have broken a bank, the dealer must take and

pay the largest bets first. Suppose the bank to have but one dollar

left—a turn is made by which the dealer wins one dollar and loses

two, he must take the dollar he wius and pay the dollar lost ; the

rule is, to take and pay the amount of the bank in sight.

The dealer has the right to close his game, or to quit dealing,

whenever he sees proper to do so.

Players have the right to count, or otherwise examine the cards

of the dealer, if they suspect foul play, or if they wish to guard

against it. In all cases the dealer has the right to the last shuffle

and cut ; and where he permits a player to shuffle or cut, it is an

extension of courtesy to the player, and not his right.

THE CHAXCES OF THE GAME.
The per centage in favor of the bank is generally estimated to be

about three per cent., but the average is evidently more than that.

Some players reduce the per centage against them to almost nothing,

while others, less experienced, give the bank enormous advantages.

With all players the per centage varies with each turn of the cards,

so that no proper estimate of the bank's advantage can be made.

One thing, however, is certain,

—

all regular Faro-players are re-

duced to poverty, while dealers and bankers, who do not play against

the game, amass large fortunes ; and, again, the higher order of

Faro-rooms are gorgeously furnished—luxurious suppers and costly

wines are gratuitously orfered to players, and the proprietors are

everywhere distinguished for their reckless extravagance

—

all this

is sustained by the per centage of their game.

Almost every Faro-player has some peculiar system, which he
strives to believe will beat the bank, and which sometimes does

realize his hopes ; but, in the end, all systems fail. The truth is,

the game is based upon certain mathematical principles, giving it a

per centage which no system or method of playing can overcome.
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The table on the opposite page exhibits the advantages or per

centage of the bank, at every stage of the game. It was prepared

for the old game of Faro, when the dealer took hockelty, which

greatly increased the bank's advantage ; with that exception, it

presents a correct view.

USE OF THE TABLE.

Example I.—To find the per centage of the banker when there

are 30 cards remaining in the deck, and the player's card twice

in it

:

In the first column seek for the number answering to 30, the

number of cards remaining in the deck : over against it, and under

2, at the head of the table, you will find 54, which shows that the

banker's per centage is the fifty-fourth part of the stake.

Example II.—To find the per centage of the banker when but

10 cards are remaining in the deck, and the player's card thrice

in it

:

Against 10, the number of cards, in the first column, and under

number 3, you will find 12, which denotes that the banker's per

centage is the twelfth part of the stake.

Example III.—To find the banker's profit when the player's

card remains twice in 22

:

In the first column find 22, the number of cards, over against it

under figure 2, at the head of the table, you will find 38, which

shows that the per centage is one-33th part of the stake.

Example IV.—To find the banker's per centage when 8 cards

remain, and the player's card thrice among them

:

In the first column seek for 8, on a line with which, under 3,

stands the figure of 9, denoting the per centage to be one-ninth.

When 20 cards remain in the box, and the player's card but once

in it, the banker's gain is 5 per cent.

When the player's card is twice in 20, the banker's gain is about

the 34th part of the stake.

When the player's card is thrice in 20, the banker's gain is about

4 per cent.

When the player's card is four times in 20, the banker's gain is

nearly the 18th part of the stake.

When only eight cards remain, it is 5 to 3 in favor of the bank

;

when but six are left, it is 2 to 1 ; and when no more than four, it is

5 to I.
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A. Tabt,e for Faro, exhibiting: the several Advantages of thb

Banker, at each stage of the Game during a Deal.

Number of Cards

i.i LJ1C V IV.

The Number of Times the Player's Card is contained in the Deck.
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28 28 50 36 26

26 26 46 33 24
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»» 22 88 28 20

20 20 34 25 18

18 18 30 22 16

16 16 26 20 14

14 14 22 17 13

12 12 18 14 10

10 10 M 12 8

8 8 11 9 6
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CALLING TOE LAST TURN.

The bank's greatest per centage is when players call the last

turn, as here illustrated:

Suppose the cards remaining in the box to be the 4, 5, and 6 ; the

turn may come 4, 5—4, 6—5, 4—5, 6—6, 4—or 6, 5 ; therefore, it

may come sis different ways, but he who calls it correctly receives

only four for one, or four times the amount of his stake.

When the last turn happens to be a "cat," it may come three dif-

ferent ways, but the bank pays only two for one.

Splits are a strong and certain per centage in favor of the bank,

therefore, all careful players prefer single cards, so as to avoid the

possibility of being split. The chances of splits vary according to

the number of similar cards remaining among those undealt.

TABLE EXHIBITING THE ODDS AGAINST WINNING ANY NUMBER OP
EVENTS SUCCESSIVELY: APPLICABLE TO FARO, OR ANY OTHER
GAME OF CHANCE.

That the player wins or loses the first time is an even bet.

That he does not win twice together, is 3 to 1 ; three successive

times, 7 to 1 ; four successive times, 15 to 1 ; five successive times,

31 to 1 ; six successive times, 63 to 1 ; seven successive times, 127

to 1
;
eight successive times, 255 to 1 ; nine successive times, 511

to 1 ; ten successive times, 1,023 to 1 ; and so on, to any number,

doubling every time the last odds, and adding one for the stake.

VINGT-UN.
For a little gentle gambling—say for trifling stakes of a dime or

ten thousand dollars—there is no more easily acquired game than

Vingt-un
;
certainly few more amusing.

Vingt-un (twenty-one) may be played by two or more players;

about six or eight is the best number. The cards bear the same

respective values as in Cribbage. The tens and court cards are

each reckoned for ten; but the ace in each swit may be valued at

one or eleven, at the option of the holder, according to the exigen-

cies of his hand.
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Having shuffled the pack, the deal must be determined by giving

Bach player a single card, and the one receiving the lowest deals.

The players then make their bets, and the cards having been

shuffled and cut, the dealer holds the pack face downwards,

and taking the top card (i. e., " burnt card") he places it on

the bottom of the pack back outwards, and then immediately

proceeds to give a single card to each player, and one to himself,

all face downwards. Having done this, he distributes a second

card in like manner, beginning with the elder hand, or left-hand

neighbor. The players then examine their hands, and the dealer

looks at his two cards, and if either of them should have a "natu-

ral" that is, an Ace and a tenth card, he immediately exposes his

hand, and receives from the dealer double the amount of his stake.

If the dealer should have a " natural," he immediately shows it, and

receives double from each player, according to their individual

stakes. The cards are then all thrown up and another deal made, •

as before ; but, should the dealer not have a 44 natural," he proceeds

with the game by asking each one in succession if he wishes to

have another card, or stand on the two he has. The usual phrase

is,
44 Are you content ?" If the elder hand is content with his hand,

he says, 44 Content," and places his cards on the table, face down-
wards^ to await the result of the dealer's own cards. If he wants

one or more cards he says so, and the dealer gives him from the top

of the pack as many as he requires, dealing them face up, as they

must remain. If the court cards, Tens, 6cc, exceed twenty-one in

number when added together, the player is said to have 44 over-

drawn," in which case he must throw his cards into the centre of

the table, and deliver his stake to the dealer. But if the pips and

Tens on all his cards make, when added up, twenty-one, or less, and
he is 44 content," he places his money upon his cards, and awaits

the events of the round. And so with each player till all are

served. The dealer then lays his own cards, face upwards, on the

table. He, too, has the privilege of taking other cards from the

pack, should the number be not near enough to twenty-one to allow

him to stand. When he is satisfied with his hand he says, 44 1

stand," and all the players face their cards on the table. Should

the dealer overdraw, he must pay each and all of the players the

amount of their bets, excepting those who have overdrawn them-
selves. To all those whose hands are twenty-one, or nearer to

twenty -one than his own, he pays a stake equal to that placed upon
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the cards; while he receives the stakes from all whose hands are less

than his own. Ties with the dealer stand oif.

In this way the deal goes on till one of the players turns up a

"natural," when he becomes dealer, and proceeds as before.

The dealer and each of the players has the privilege of making
two hands, if the first two cards given him be of like character, as

two Nines, Kings, Aces, &c. In this case each party pays and

receives on both hands. (But in the case of a "natural 11 occurring

in a double hand, the holder receives only a single stake on each,

because to obtain a "natural" the first two cards only may be

counted.) See Decisions on Disputed Points, p. 516.

Usually the whole pack is dealt out before the cards are shuffled,

the cards belonging to each round remaining on the table till the

whole pack is exhausted. Sometimes, when the party is large, two
or more packs are mixed together and played in the same manner as

a single pack.

The foregoing is description of the game of Vingt-un as it is

regularly played in this country. The following variations are some-

times introduced, but have no binding force, unless agreed upon by
the players before commencing the game.

The English game is played as follows: Any player may look at

the first card dealt to him previous to making a bet. The dealer has

also the privilege of seeing his first card, and may insist on all the

players doubling their stakes. This he commonly does if he has an

Ace or a tenth card in the first round, or when the stakes are too

low to please him. Ties pay to the dealer ; but directly the player

receives his second card he should look at it, and if he has obtained

a "natural," he should declare it immediately. Thus he would get

his Vingt-un before the dealer had received his second card, and

would therefore be entitled to be instantly paid double stakes,

even though the dealer himself were fortunate enough to get a

" natural."

Another variation is played thus : The dealer has the privilege of

looking for the brulet at the commencement of each deal. The brulet

consists of the top and bottom cards of the pack after it has been

shuffled and cut. If a " natural " occurs in the brulet, the dealer

receives double stakes from all the players except the ties, from

which he takes singles. Of course he must not declare his "natural "

till all the players have staked. But if he take the brulet he is not

compelled to stand upon it; but after he has dealt all the players as
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many cards as they demand, he may add to his own pair as many as

he thinks tit.

In other companies the "natural " receives double stakes from all

the players, and treble from the dealer—a plan that is apt to make
the game a little too exciting, especially when counters represent

cash.

The following is another way in which it is sometimes played :

Each player whose cards are under twenty-one pays one stake into

the pool; those who overdraw pay two, and those who make just

twenty-one, in three or more cards, pay nothing. The pool accu-

mulates thus till some one has a "natural" Vingt-un, which" entitles

him to the whole.

Another mode, which is quite modern, and often played by sport-

ing men, is, for the dealer to expose his own hand, by dealing his

cards face up. This gives the player the advantage of knowing

the strength of the dealer's hand, so that he can stand or draw

accordingly.

TERMS USED IX TIIE GAME.

Burnt Card—After the dealer has shuffled and cut the pack, he

must, before dealing, take the top card and place it on the bottom of

the pack, back outwards. This card is called the burnt card.

Tenth Cards—The court cards and Tens of each suit all count for

ten, as in Cribbage, and are called tenth cards.

Natural— If the first two cards dealt to any player be an Ace and

any " tenth card," these, being exactly twenty-one, make a Natural

Vingt-nn.

Acquired Vingt-un—When the first two cards dealt to a player be

less than twenty-one, and, on calling for one or more cards, he

obtain such as make his hand exactly twenty-one, this is called an

Acquired Vingt-un.

Splits—If the two cards dealt to a player should be pairs, he may,

if he wish, lay them separately on the table, and use them as the first

cards of two hands, and bet on each, but it must be borne in mind
that he cannot have a 11 natural " on either hand, as he has already

received two cards from the dealer.
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Bursts—"When a player, in drawing cards, has the misfortune to

count more than twenty-one in his hand, it is said to be burst.

Content—A term used when a player has received as many cards

as he wishes, after having called for more cards from the dealer.

Pips—The number of spots on the face of a card.

KULES OF VINGT-UN.

1. The first deal must he determined by giving a single card to

each player—the lowest deals, and Ace is lowest.

2. As in all games, when money is involved, the dealer has the

right to the last shuffle and cut, which being done, he takes the top

card and places it on the bottom of the pack, back outwards. This

is called the u burnt card."

3. The two original cards dealt must remain face down, but those

drawn must remain face up, and when the player is "content" he

must place his stake upon his cards.

4. All bets must be made before the first card is dealt.

5. In case of a misdeal,, the stakes must be withdrawn and the

cards dealt over again.

6. The holder of a " natural," after the first deal, is entitled to

the deal.

7. The dealer is at any time allowed to sell, and any player to

purchase, the deal. The dealer may also pass the deal to any one

desirous of having it.

8. The " natural " must consist only of an Ace and a tenth card,

dealt in the Jirst two rounds. In the case of double or treble hands,

an Ace and a tenth card form "acquired" and not "natural"

Yingt-uns, and receive or pay only single stakes.

9. The player who overdraws must immediately declare the fact,

and pay his stake to the dealer.

10. Ties stand off.

11. No stake can be withdrawn, added to, or lessened, after it has

hecn once laid on the card ; but it must be allowed to remain till

the dealer declares he stands.

12. No stake higher than that agreed to at the commencement of

the game is allowed.

13. The occurrence of a " natural " during the first deal does not

cause its forfeiture, the dealer being allowed to exhaust the pack.
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CHANCES OF THE GAME.

The odds at Vingt-un of course depend upon the average number
of pips and Tens on two cards under twenty-one. Par exemple:

If the two cards in hand make fourteen, it is seven to six that

the one next drawn does not make the number of points above

twenty-one; but, if the points be fifteen, it is seven to six against

that hand. Yet it would not, therefore, always be prudent to stand

at fifteen
;

for, as the Ace may be calculated both ways, it is rather

above an even bet that the dealer's first two cards amount to more
than fourteen. A " natural " Yingt-un may be expected once in

eight deals, when two, and twice in eight, when four people play,

and so on, according to the number of players.

The principal percentage in favor of the dealer arises from the fact

that all " bursts " have to pay him irrespective of his own hand.

CASS I N O.

Cassixo is a card game of Italian origin, and is fast becoming a

favorite in this country. The rules laid down by Hoyle, and adopted

by all his continuators, are, in many particulars, vague and imperfect,

and contingencies frequently occur during the progress of play which
are entirely unprovided for by that writer. In view of the growing

importance of the game, and in the absence of a satisfactory code to

govern it, we have undertaken to present a set of laws, which have

been submitted to, and received the approval of the best players in

this city, and adopted by them as authority.

The rules here presented embody several of those given by Hoyle,

with such additional laws as are necessary to provide for points

which might arise during the game, and occasion dispute in the

absence of reliable authority to decide them. The latter rules,

though heretofore unwritten, have long been sanctioned by usage.
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TERMS USED IN TIIE GAME.

Great Cassino, the Ten of Diamonds, reckons for two points.

Little Cassino, the Two of Spades, for one point.

The Card*—when you have a greater number than your adversary,

three points.

The Spades—when you have the majority of the suit, one point.

The Aces—each of which reckons for one point.

The Siceep—matching all the cards on the board.

Building up.—Supposo the dealer's four cards in hand to be a

Seven. Ten, and two Aces—his adversary plays a Six—the dealer puts

an Ace upon it and says M Seven, " with a view of taking them with

his Seven—the non-dealer throws a Deuce upon them and says

"Nine," hoping to take them with a Nine then in his hand— the

dealer again puts upon the heap his other Ace, and cries "Ten,"

when, it' his adversary has no Ten, he plays some other card, and the

dealer takes them all with his Ten. It will be observed that a

player, in announcing the denomination of a build, always employs

the singular number. Thus: l'Niue" or "Ten"—not M Nines" or
M Tens." This is called building up.

Call—Suppose a player to have in his hand two or more cards of

the same denomination, and one or more cards of the same denomi-

nation remain upon the board, he may play one of them on the table,

at the same time calling the denomination, and his opponent is

thereby debarred from taking it with a card of any other denomi-

nation. In calling the denomination, the plural is always used.

Thus: 14 Fours," not "Four." This is termed calling.

Build.—A card already built up.

Combine.—To play a card which will take two or more cards of

a different denomination, whose aggregate number of pips or spots

exactly equals those of the card played. Thus : a Ten will take a Seven

Deuce and Ace, the combined spots on those cards being precisely ten.

Last Cards.—Those cards remaining on the board aftor the last

trick is taken, all of which go to the winner of the last trick.-

Eldest Hand.—The player sitting at tho left hand of the dealer,

bo called, because he is the first to play.

Misdeal.—An error in giviug out the cards, the penalty for which

is the forfeiture of the game, and all depending upon it.
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LAWS OF CASSINO.

1. The Game of Cassino is played by two persons with a pack of

fifty-two cards.

[Three, four or six persons may play this game with a complete pack. It is also some-

times played by four persons, who divide into sets of partners, as at Whist or Euchre.]

2. The deal is determined by cutting, and the player cutting £he

lowest card must deal. Ties cut over. In cutting, Ace is low.

3. At the outset of the game the dealer gives each player four

cards, one at a time; commencing with the eldest hand, and either

regularly as lie deals, or by one, two, three, or four at a time, lays

four more face upwards upon the board. After the first cards are

all played, four others must be dealt to each player, one at a time,

until the pack is exhausted ; but it is only in the first deal round

that any cards are to be turned up.

4. In case of a misdeal, the dealer forfeits the game and all de-

pending upon it.

[The penalty prescribed for the infraction of the above rule may at first sight seem

too severe, but, when we consider the great advantage an unscrupulous player might do-

rive from its open violation, the punishment will not appear disproportionate to the

offense committed. Were this rule not to prevail, it is obvious that the dealer might
purposely misdeal in anticipation of defeat, and thus, to his adversary's detriment, obtain

Another chance of winning.]

5. Each person engaged in the game, beginning with the eldest

hand, most play one card at a time, with which he may not only tak*

at once every card of the same denomination upon the board, bu^

likewise all that may combine therewith.

[Thus: a Ten takes not only every Ten, but also Nine and Ace, Eight and Deuce, Seven
and Trey, Six and Four, or two Fives, and a player may sometimes have the good fortune

to sweep all the eards upon the board with a single card and score a point.]

6. When a player cannot, or does not choose to pair, combine, or

build up, he must place a card upon the board face upwards.

7. If a player hold two, or three cards of a certain denomination,

and one or more cards of the same denomination are upon the board,

be may play one of the said cards from his hand, and call the de-

nomination, in which event his adversary cannot combine and take

it, or any of the cards of that denomination, with a card of a different

denomination, neither can he employ them to build upon.

[For instance: A and B are playing Cassino. A deals, and in the first round turns up

two Fives upon the table. B holds the other two Fives in his hand, and plays one of
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them, calling out (not Fiyx, but) " Fivks." A is debarred from taking any of them with

a Ten—because it i9 a card of another denomination—but B may capture them all with

the remaining Five. Again—suppose A and B are playing; and in the course of the

game a Trey remains upon the board. A holds two Treys, and plays one of them, calling

"Trkys," B having the other Trey, plays it, and takes those upon the table. B may
not, however, take the Treys with a Six, or employ them to form any combination, by

building or otherwise.]

8. Should a player build up a card to a certain denomination, and

his opponent decline to build it up higher, he, the first player, may
not alter his build, but must take it with a card of the same denomi-

nation ; he is, however, at liberty to make another "build," either

of the same or of any other denomination, or he may pair or combine

any other cards, before taking up his first " build," but he must com-

ply with one of the above conditions before playing a card which

will not do either.

[Thus : if he play a Deuce on a Five, making it Seven, his adversary failing to take It

or build upon it, the first player may not play a Trey and make it Ten, but must take

it with a Seven. Prior to so doing, he may, however, build a Deuce upon a Four and
make it six, or form a "build" of any other denomination, or he may pair a card, or take

several cards by combination, but he must comply with one or other of these conditions,

or take up his first " build."]

9. If a player has built up a card, and has in his hand more than

one card of the same denomination as his M build," and his oppo-

nent leaves the " build " undisturbed, the player may play one of

those cards upon the cards constituting the "build," at the same
time repeating his announcement of the denomination of the " build"

(in the manner enjoined in Law 7) ; and the card so played is

equivalent to a " call." This may be done a second time before

taking up the u build."

[For instance : A and Bare playing; A has three Fours and an Ace in his hand, and

there is a Trey on the table; A may play his Ace on the Trey and make it four ; sup-

pose B leaves it undisturbed ; A. may play a Four from his hand on the top of the M build "

and call (not Four, but) * Foces ;" if B then fail to take it up, A may play another Tour
on the top of the first one, again calling "Fours," before taking up the "build ;" and

each of these Fours so played on a build" has all the immunities of a call.]

10. Should a player "build up " one or more cards to a certain

denomination, or call a card (as provided in Law 7), and it subse-

quently transpires that he holds no card of a similar denomination

with which to redeem or take the cards thus called or built up, he

forfeits two points, and the cards, of which the " builds " consist,

must be separated.

11. TVhen a card is played for the purpose of making a "build,"

or "call," the player must declare the denomination of the proposed
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"build" or "call," audibly and distinctly, so that no doubt of his

intentions may exist, and failing to comply with this requirement,

his opponent may separate the cards, and employ them in any lawful

way he may deem to his advantage. No announcement, which may
occur in compliance with any of the preceding rules, possesses any

value whatever, unless the above condition be strictly observed.

[Thus, the mere act of playing a Five on a Deuce does not of itself constitute a "build,"

nor prevent the opponent from pairing the Five, or combining the Deuce with a Seven

to be taken with & Xine, or "building" on either of them, unless the player of the Five

savs, when he lays the Fi ve on the Deuce, audibly and distinctly, "Seven"; or if the

play be for the purpose of making a "call," he must mark the distinction between a

" call " and a " build." For instance : if he play a Five upon a Five on the table to make
a * call," he must announce his intention by saying, clearly and audibly, "Fives." The
Bame is of course applicable to " builds" or "calls" of any other denomination.]

12. The number of tricks must not be examined or counted before

all the cards are played ; nor may any trick but that last "won be

looked at, as every mistake must be challenged immediately.

13. After all the pack is dealt out, the player who obtains the last

trick sweeps all the cards then remaining unmatched on the table.

14. In this game, the points gained by each party are counted at

the end of each deal, and that party which has the greatest number
of points wins the game.

[In Europe Cassino is played differently, the game there is eleven points, and a player

must achieve that number before he can win. The manner of scoring is as follows : at

the conclusion of each deal the points gained by each party are counted, and that

party which has the least number of points scores nothing, but his points arc deducted
from the winnins party's, who scores the difference towards game. When three persons

play, the two lowest add their points together, and subtract from the highest ; but if their

two numbers added togethex amount to or exceed that of the third player, then neither

scores. It will be seen that a game played thuB might Last through several deals. The
European game is the favorite with those who play merely for recreation, and is known
as Set-back or Bounce Cassino.]

15. A Tie precludes both parties from counting the points on

which they tie.
,

16. That party which obtains the great Cassino reckons 2 points,

Ditto, little Cassino 1 "

The four Aces, one point each 4 "

The majority in Spades 1 14

The majority of cards 3 "

Besides a sweep before the end of the game, when any

player can match all on the board, reckons 1 "

17. Should both players obtain the same number of points, the

game must be considered drawn.
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MAXIMS FOK PLAYING.

The principal objects ate to remember what has been played ; and
wheu no pairs or combinations can bo made, to clear the baud of

court cards, which cannot bo combined, and are only of service in

pairing or in gaming the tiual sweep; but should uo court cards be

left, it is best to plav any small ones, except Aces, as thereby com-
binations arc oitcu pivveuted.

In making pairs, builds, and combinations, a preference should

generally be given to Spades, as a majority may save the game.

Wheu three Aces are out, take the tirst opportunity to play the

fourth, as it theu cannot pair; but when there is another Ace re-

gaining, it is better even to play the little Caasiuo, that can only

wake one point, than to risk the Ace, w hich may be paired by the

opi>ouent, and make a difference of two points; and if great Cassino

and an Ace be on the board, prefer the Ace, as it may be paired or

combined, but great Cassino can only be paired.

IV not ueglect sweeping the board when an opportunity offers;

always prefer taking up the card laid down by the opponent, and as

many as i>ossible w ith one card ; endeavor likew ise to w in the last

cards or dual sweep.

While great or little Cassino is in, avoid playing a Ten or a Deuce.

When you hold a pair, lay down one of them, unless wheu thero

is. a similar card on the table, and the fourth net yet out.

At the commencement of a game, combine and build up all the

cards possible, for that is more ditiicult than pairing; but wheu
Combinations cannot be made, do not omit to pair, and also care-

fully avoid losing opportunities of making tricks.

CATCH THE TEX.
This is a favorite game in Edinburgh, and other parts of Scotland*

though w e believe it is not much known in this country, except atuong

our friends from the land o' cakes. It may be played by from two
to eight persons, w ith cards, the small cards of each suit, yu., the-

2, 3, 4, and »>, being thrown out ; and if necessary for an e^ual drvisioa

of the cards, one or two of the d's. If the party consists of 2, 3, 5y

or 7, each plays ou his own account "When two play> three haa&
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are dealt for each player, the first two hands from the top of the

pack, then other two, and lastly the third two, the 36th curd being

turned up. The hands are played in the order in which they were

dealt. In like manner, when three play, two hands are dealt for

each, and played in the same order. If the party consist of 4, A
and C are partners against B and D; if 6, A, C, and E, against B,

D, and F—or A and D, B and E, C and F, in three partnerships;

if 8, A, C, E, and G, against B, D, F, and H ; or they may form fVmr

partnerships,—the partners always sitting opposite to each other,

with an adversary between each two.

THE MODE OF PLAYING

Is the same as at Whist ; the cards being cut, and dealt by one

or three at a time, and the last one turned up for trumps
;
they have

the same value as at Whist, except in the trump suit. Forty-one is

game, and the points are made by counting the cards in the tricks

taken, and the honors of trumps. Each card above the party's

share in the tricks taken counts for one. Thus, if four are playing,

each person's share of the 3G cards is 9. If two partners take eight

tricks (4 multiplied by 8 are 32), they reckon 14 towards game,

that being the number over their joint shares of twice 9, or 18.

—

The Knave of Trumps is the best, and reckons for 11, Ace next, for

4, King for 3, Queen for 2, and the Ten for 10. They are not

reckoned, as at Whist, by the party to whom they are dealt, but to

those who take them in the course of playing.

MAXIMS FOR PLAYING.

As the name implies, the grand object in this game is to Catch the

Ten of Trumps, or to prevent its being caught by the adversary.

The only safe way of saving or pasting the Ten, is to play it in a

round of trumps, when one of your partners has played the best

trump ; or if you happen to be last player, and have none of the suit

led, trump with your Ten, if it will take the trick, or if your partner

has already taken it. These are very favorable opportunities, and

do not often occur ; so that it is frequently necessary to run some

ri;*k to secure so important a card—as by trumping suit in a

second round, though not last player—trusting to your partner's

holding the best trump, &c. If you hold the Knave and King, or

Ace and King, and have the lead, play two rounds of trumps, uad
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you will have a chance of catching the Ten in the second round, or

enabling your partner to pass it under cover of your best trump.

But these rules must vary so considerably according to the greater

or smaller number of the party playing, that it is almost impossible,

without confusing the learner, to lay down particular rules for every

case. Attention to the game, with a little calculation, on the prin-

ciples laid down for Whist, will soon enable any person of moderate

capacity to play this game sufficiently well for the purpose of

amusement.

Note.—A revoke is punished by the total loss of the game.

FIVE AND TEN, OR SPOILT FIVE

This is a popular game with our Irish friends ; and though the

different ranking of the cards in the red and black suits, and the

change in their value when trumps and when not trumps, renders it

somewhat difficult to attain a facility in playing it, yet the pains be-

stowed in learning will be amply compensated by the pleasure ob-

tained when a thorough knowledge of the game is acquired. A com-

plete pack of cards is used, and two, three, or four persons may play.

Each game is decided in one hand, and it consists in endeavoring

to get the majority of the five tricks, which is called a Five, and

entitles the winner to the stakes played for ; or to gain the whole

five tricks, which is called a Ten, and the winner in this case draws

double stakes.

The following is the rank and order of the cards when the respec-

tive suits are trumps :

Hearts and Diamonds. Spades and Clubs.

Five, Knave, Five, Knave,

Ace of Hearts, Ace of Hearts,

Ace of Diamonds, Ace of Spades or Clubs.

King, Queen, King, Queen,

Ten, Nine, Two, Three,

Eight, Seven, Four, Six,

Six, Four, Seven, Eight,

Three, Two. Nine, Ten.
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And the following is their order when not trumps :

Hearts arid Diamonds. Spades and Clubs.

King, Queen, King, Queen,

Knave, Ten, Knave, Ace.

Nine, Eight, Two, Three,

Seven, Six, Four, Five,

Five, Four, Six, Seven,

Three, Two, Eight, Nine.

Ace of Diamonds. Ten.

From the above lists it will be observed that the Five is first, and

the Knave second in order, when trumps ; and that the Ace of Hearts

is always trump, and ranks as the third best card. These three

cards have the privilege of revoking, when it suits the holder of

them to do so ; but if the Five be led, the bolder of the Knave or

Ace must play it, if he has not another trump to play; and the Ace
unguarded must in like manner be played if the Knave be led,—the

superior card always forcing the inferior. The Ace of Diamonds,

which is fourth in order, when that suit is trumps, is the lowest

when not trumps ; and the usual rank of the inferior cards is reversed

in the black suits, the two being above the three, the three above

the four, and so on, the Ten ranking lowest, whether trumps or not.

MODE OF PLAYING THE GAME.

The parties having cut for deal, which the lowest Five and Ten
card wins, and each having deposited an equal stake, the cards are

cut, and live dealt to each player, by twos and threes, the next card

being turned up for trumps. If the elder hand has a certain Five,

that is to say, if he holds three cards which will each take a trick,

he ought to play them, as there is a great probability, if his two re-

maining cards are tolerable, that he may get the whole five, and
thus win a double stake. But if he holds only indifferent cards, the

best method is to throw the lead into his opponent's hand by play-

ing an inferior card, in the hope of regaining it at the third trick,

which is the critical stage of the game ; and as three tricks consti-

tute- a Five equally as four, it is reckoned better play to reserve the

best cards till the third trick, than to risk the game by eagerness

to secure the two first.

If the party consists of four, they play in two partnerships, which
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are determined by cutting the cards, the two lowest playing against

the two highest, or by agreement among the parties. The maxims
at Whist relative to leading and how to play when your partner

leads, will in general be found of considerable use here.

When three play at this game, it is still necessary that one of

them should win the three tricks in order to make a Five, as the

stakes must remain for next game if two of the players get two

tricks each, and the other one. If the cards you hold do not en-

title you to expect to make the Five yourself, the object should be

to spoil it, or to prevent its being made at all, by thwarting that

player who appears most likely to obtain it. If a Ten is made, the

two losers must each pay another stake to the winner, in addition

to the three deposited ; but it is sometimes agreed to dispense with

this, and not to allow Tens when the game is played by three.

Each player must follow suit when trump is led, under the penalty

of forfeiting his stake, except in the case of the three best trump

cards, viz., the Five and Knave, and the Ace of Hearts, each of

which is privileged to renounce, under the exception stated above;

but when other suits are led, the players may follow suit, or trump,

just as they choose, and it is not incumbent on any player to head

(i. <?., take) the trick.

If the turn-up card is an Ace, the dealer must take it into his

hand, throwing out a card in lieu of it; and if either of the players

hold the Ace of the trump suit, he must take in the turn-up card

before he plays, or if he does not choose to take it in, must turn it

down, in order to show that he holds the Ace,—both under penalty

of forfeiting his stake.

Where the game is strictly played, the person who misdeals, or

who departs from the order with which the game began, of dealing

either the three or the two cards first, forfeits his stake.

FORTY - FIVE.

This game is evidently^ a modification of Spoilt Five, and, like

that game, is a great favorite with the Irish. Forty-Fire is usually

played by four persons, with a pack of fifty-two cards. Five cards

are dealt to each player, and the next card is turned for trump, as
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Qt Euchre. The deal passes to the left, each player dealing in

rotation.

The two following tables will show the rank and order of the

cards when trumps, or when not so :

THE RANK AND ORDER OF THE CARDS WHEN
TRUMPS.

Clubs and Spades. Diamonds. Hearts.

Five, Five, Five,

Knave, Knave, Knave,

Ace of Hearts, Ace or Hearts, Ace,

Ace, Ace, King,

King, King, Queen,

Queen, Queen, Ten,

Deuce, Ten, Nine,

Trey, Nine, Eight,

Four, Eight, Seven,

Six, Seven, Six,

Seven, Six, Four,

Eight, Four, Trey,

Nine, Trey, Deuce. 13 in all.

Ten. 14 in all. Deuce. 14 in all.

THE RANK OF THE CARDS WHEN NOT TRUMPS.

Cluha and Spades. Diamonds. Hearts.

King, King, King,

Queen, Queen, Queen,

Knavo, Knave, Knave,

Ace, Ten, Ten,

Deuce, Nine, Nine,

Trey, Eight, Eight,

Four, Seven, Seven,

Five, Six, Six,

Six, Five, Five,

Seven, Four, Four,

Eight, Trey, Trey,

Nine, Deuce, Deuce. 12 in all.

Ten. 13 in all. Ace. 13 in all.

10*
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From those tables it will be observed, that the Five is first, and
tho Knave seooud iu order, when trumps, and that the Aee of
Hearts is always trump, and ranks as the third best oard. The
holder of the b'ivo or lvn;i\o has the privilege of rovokiug when it

suits him to do m> ; that is, ho may retain the Five or Kuavo of

trumps in hand, although trump bo led, and tho holder of the Aeo of

Hearts has also tho privilege of revoking from any trump oard but

the Five or Knave; but in all other eases tho players must follow

suit when trumps are led, under penalty of forfeiting the amount
of the stake. The largest trump always forees tho smaller, as in the

game of Spoilt Five ; thus the Knave of trumps unguarded mmt be
placed upon tho Kive of trumps. The Ace of Diaiuouds, which is

fourth in order when that suit is trumps, is the lowest when uot

trumps. The usual rank of tho inferior card is reversed in the black

suits, the Two being above the Three, the Three above the Four,

and so on, the Ten ranking lowest, whether trumps or uot.

When | lay suit is led, the players must follow suit or trump*

Tho King or Aee, whin turned up by the dealer, counts five

Any play er holding the King of trumps, must, wheu it eomes to his

turn to play, lay out a card for it ; and if the Ace should uot be iu

play, tho trump turned up is his. Should the Ace be out, the turned

up trump belongs to its holder, and he who holds the King takes up

the card he laid out. This is called " robbing the trump." Th#
lead commences at the eldest hand, and each trick tukcu eouuts

five. The game consists of Forty-five, and tho play er or players

(if partners) first scoring that uumber, win the stakes.

There is a variety of Forty -five called thtJenk Game, which differs

from the regular game in the following particulars:—-1. The player

can rob with the Ace oul\. 2. The King or Ace does not count

the for tho dealer when turned up. 3. When the dealer turns the

Ace he has the privilege of discarding and taking it to hand, but he-

can only score for what it makes in actual play. 4. Thirty may be

scored in each deal, five extra being counted for the best trump

played ; but, if tie trump should be out, twenty-rive only can b*

scored. 5. VVhcn | party takes all five tricks, he wins tho gain*

(this is called a Jenk). When all the tricks are uot made by on*

party, the game must be continued iu the ordinary manner, until

forty-live is scored. A Jeuk, however, counts out, whenever made.
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COMMIT.
This game may be played by any number of persons, with a com

>lete pack of cards, which are "all dealt out, except the Eight of

Diamonds, and a spare hand is dealt in the middle of the table, for

he purpose of making stops in the playing, which is by sequences.

When an Ace or a King is played, the person who plays it receives

from each of the party a counter, or whatever may have been mutu-

ally agreed on ; and whenever anyone has played out all his cards,

the game is at an end ; and the person who is out (or has played all

his cards), levies from all the rest of the party a counter for each

card they hold, except that the Nine of Diamonds exempts the hold-

er of it from paying. This Nine has also the privilege of being

played in lieu of any other card, so as to prevent a stop ; but if

played out, it does not exempt from paying for the cards in hand.

The Seven of Diamonds and the four Kings being certain stops,

are of course eligible cards for the elder hand to play if he holds

them ; or sequences which will lead to them, ought of course to be

preferred. Thus, suppose A to play the Nine of Hearts,—he calls

for the Ten—F plays it—A plays the Knave—D the Queen—and A
the King, who then receives a counter from each player, and is en-

titled to begin a new sequence. Whenever a stop occurs to inter-

rupt a sequence, the person who has played the last card begins

again.

Note.—Aces are not necessarily stops, though Kings are, being

the highest cards, but both entitle the players of them to counters

from all round.

PUT.
Put is hardly a game for gentlemen, though we have known

more than one man claiming that title who has not disdained
to play at it night after night. It is played with a complete pack,
generally by two people, sometimes by three, and often by four.

The cards rank differently in this game from all others, Treys being
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the bebt, next the Deuce, then Ace, King, and so on in the usual

order. After cutting for deal, &c, at which the highest Put-card

wins, three cards, by one at a time, are given to each player ; then

the game is played in the following way :—If the non-dealer throw

up his cards, he loses a point ; if ha plays, and the dealer does not

lay down another to it, he gains a point; but should the dealer

either win the same, pass it. or Lay down one of equal value, form-

ing what is styled a tie, the non-dealer is still at liberty to Put, that

is, play or not, and iiis opponent then only gains a point ; then if

botli parties agree to go on, whoever gains all the tricks or two out

of three, wins live points, which are the game; if each player ob-

tain one trick, ami the third is a tie, then neither party scores.

Four-Handed Put differs only in that any two of the players give

each his best card to his partner, who then lays out one of his, and

the game is afterwards played as in Two-handed Put.

LAWS OF PUT.

1. If the dealer accidentally discover any of his adversary's cards,

the latter may insist upon a new deal.

'2. If the dealer discover any of his own cards in dealing, he must
abide by the deal.

-'J. When a faced card is discovered during the deal, the cards

must be reshuffled and dealt again.

4. If the dealer give his adversary more cards than are necessary,

the adversary may call a fresh deal, or suffer the dealer to draw the

extra cards from his hand.

5. If the dealer give himself more cards than are his due, the ad-

versary may add a point to his game, and call a fresh deal, or draw

the extra cards from the dealer's hand.

6. No bystander must interfere, under penalty of paying the

stakes.

7. Either party saying 11 1put"—that is, Iplay—cannot retract,

but must abide the event of the game or pay the stakes.

Considerable daring is necessary in this gume, for a bold player will

often " Put" upon very bad cards in order to tempt his adversary

into giving him a point. Sometimes the hand is played with " Put-

ting,'* when the winner of the three tricks, or of two out of three,

scores a point. The best cards are—first the Treys, next the Deuces,

and then the Aces ; the Kings, Queens, Knaves, and Tens follow-
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ing in order down to the Four, which is the lowest card in the pack.

There are many more interesting games for two, three, or four

players.

SPECULATION.
This lively, rattling, round game is soon learned. It is played

with a perfect pack, each card having the same value as at Whist.

Counters or checks are used as stakes. Three cards are dealt to

tech player, one at a time, face downward, the last being turned

up as trump. No player may look at his cards, or turn up out of

his turn. The highest trump clears the pool. Previous to the deal

the dealer stakes live, and each player three counters, or any larger

number that may be agreed on ; and the holder of every Knave and

Five of each suit, except trumps, pays one counter to the pool.

When the deal is completed, the eldest hand turns up his top card,

and if it happen not to be a trump, the next player exposes his top

card, and so on till a trump superior in value to the turn-up is

shown. ""When a trump appears, its holder offers to sell, and the

various players bid for it, and it then becomes the property of its

purchaser, and the player next him to the right turns up, and so on
till a better trump is shown, which its owner again offers and sells

if he pleases ; the holder of the highest trump in the round, whether

held by purchase or in hand, winning the entire pool. The holder

of the trump card has always the privilege of concealing his hand
till a superior trump appears, or of selling either hand or trump.

No person looking at his card out of turn can be allowed to take tho

pool, even if he hold the best trump. To play Speculation well re-

quires some judgment and memory, in remembering the cards out in

the last deal, and the chances are against their reappearing in the

round. As a merry game for Christmas parties, Speculation is

without a rival, for it provides sufficient amusement without the

gambling element predominating.
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MATRIMONY.
The game of Matrimony is played, at cards as in life, by several

persons—by any number, in fact, from five to fourteen. The game
consists of five chances, marked on a board or sheet of paper:

—

Best.

The Ace of Diamonds turned up.

a

INTRIGUE

;

OR,

QUEEN AND KNAVE.

35"

Pairs.

The Highest.

The deal is given to the lowest card cut. The stakes are deter-

mined—counters are generally used—and the dealer proceeds

place on each or any chance the sum he wishes to venture. The
other players stake in like manner, but one counter fewer than the

dealer. Then, if he stakes ten, they each place nine counters on the

chance. Two cards are then dealt to each player, beginning with

the elder hand (the left of the dealer), face downward. A third

card is then dealt round, face upward. If Ace of Diamonds (best)

be turned up, the holder of that card clears the board ; but if it be

merely held in hand, it ranks as the other Aces. But if there be no

Ace of Diamonds turned up, then the King or the next highest card

in that suit wins the chance called best. The hands are then turned

up, and the holders of intrigue, matrimony, &c, take the stakes

placed on those points. When two or more players happen to hold

like cards, as pairs, King and Knave, &c.—the elder hand wins the

stake ; but if any chance be not gained it stands over till the next

deal ; but the stakes may be increased on any unclaimed point.

Remember that Ace of Diamonds is lest ; King and Queen matri-

mony ; King and Knave confederacy ; and any pair the highest.

Matrimony is a very easy, amusing round game, soon learned.

to
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CONNECTIONS.
Three or four persons may play at this game. The cards bear

the same value as at Whist ; and if three play, ten cards are dealt

to each ; but if four, then only eight. Diamonds are always trumps,

and the several connections are

—

1. The two black Aces.

2. Ace of Spades and King of Hearts.

3. Ace of Clubs and King of Hearts.

The pool is made up by each player contributing a certain sum
equally ; and then, when the cards are dealt, each person takes up

his hand. Supposing a dime each to be staked, the holder of the

first connection is entitled to three cents ; of the second to two cents ;

and of the third, or of the greatest number of tricks, a cent for each,

or in similar proportion, according as higher or lower stakes are

agreed on.

A trump played in any round where there is a connection, wins

the trick—otherwise it is gained by the player of the first card of

connections ; and after a connection, any following player may trump

without incurring a revoke, whatever suit may be led ; the person

holding a card of connection is at liberty to play it, but the others

must, if possible, follow suit, unless one of them can answer the con-

nection, which should be done in preference.

No money can be drawn till the hands are finished; then the

possessors of the connections are to take first according to prece-

dence, and those having the majority of tricks take last.

This easily acquired game is very amusing, luck being the

arbiter.

POPE JOAN.
Tins pleasant game is played by any number, from three to a

dozen, who use the well-known round board, divided into compart-

ments.

The Eight of Diamonds is first taken from the pack, and after

settling the deal, shuffling, dec, the dealer dresses the board, by
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putting the counters or other stakes, one each to Ace, King, Queen,

Knave, and game
; two to matrimony, two to intrigue, and six to the

Nine of Diamonds, styled Pope. This dressing is, in some com-
panies, at the individual expense of the dealer, though, in others,

the players contribute each two counters. The cards are then dealt

round equally to every player, one turned up for trump, and about

six or eight left in the stock to form stops ; as, for example, if the

Ten of Spades be turned up, the Nine consequently becomes a

stop. The four Kings and the Seven of Diamonds are always fixed

stops, and the dealer is the only person permitted, in the course of

the game, to refer occasionally to the stock for information what
other cards are stops in their respective deals. If either Ace, King,

Queen, or Knave happens to be the turned-up trump, the dealer

may take from the board the counters deposited in those compart-

ments ; but if Pope be turned up, the dealer is entitled both to that

and the game, besides a stake for every card dealt to each player.

Unless the game be determined by Pope being turned up, the eldest

hand begins by playing out as many cards as possible ; first the

stops, then Pope, if he have it, and afterwards the lowest card of his

longest suit, particularly 'an Ace, for that never can be led through.

The other players follow, when they can, in sequence of the same

suit, till a stop occurs, when the party having the stop becomes

eldest hand, and leads accordingly ; and so on, until some person

parts with all his cards, by which he wins the pool (game), and be-

comes entitled, besides, to a counter for every card not played hy
the others. The holder of Pope, then in hand, is excused from pay-

ing. King and Queen form Matrimony ; Queen and Knave make
Intrigue, when in the same hand. But neither these, nor Ace,

King, Queen, Knave, nor Pope, entitle the holder to the stakes de-

posited in their several compartments, unless played out. No claim

can be allowed after the board be dressed for the succeeding deal.

In all such cases the stakes remain for future determination. This

game requires a little attention to recollect the stops made in the

course of the play ; as, for instance, if a player begin by laying

down the Eight of Clubs, then the seven in another hand forms a

stop, wrhenever that suit be led from any lower card ; or the eldest

hand may safely lay it down, in order to rid himself of his cards.

Pope Joan is a capital round game for Christinas parties.
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COMMERCE.
There are several ways of playing this amusing round game.

The simplest is as follows :

The deal having been determined, each player deposits an equal

stake in the pool ; the cards are then all given out, one at a time ;

the elder hand then exchanges a card with his left-hand neighbor

;

the second with the third, the third with the fourth, and so on, till

one obtains a hand consisting all of one suit, when he exclaims,

M My ship sails," and clears the pool.

Another plan is the following

:

Each player deposits an equal stake in the pool, and the banker

(dealer) gives three cards all round, and asks 44 Who'll trade?" The
players, beginning with the elder hand, either " trade for ready

money" or "barter." By the first is meant, giving a card and
counter to the dealer, who places the card under the remainder of

the pack, which is called 44 the stock," and gives a card from the top

in exchange. The counter is passed to the banker, who then trades

with the stock free of expense. 44 Barter" means exchanging a

card with the right player. Barter cannot bo refused, unless the

player of whom the exchange is requested, decides to stand on his

cards without trading or bartering. The trading and bartering is

concluded by one having obtained the highest tricon, which wins

the pool.

The object of the trading or bartering is to obtain—1, a tricon

(three like cards, like a pair-royal in Cribbage); 2, a sequence, or

three following cards of the same suit ; 3, a point, or the smallest

number of pips on three cards of the same suit. The Ace reckons

:
for eleven, the Tens and court cards for ten each, and the other

cards according to the number of their pips. The highest tricon

wins the pool ; if no tricon is shown, then the highest sequence, or

the best point, in failure of a sequence. The banker reckons as

eldest hand in case of ties ; and if he holds a lower tricon or se-

quence than either of the others, he loses the game, and pays a

counter to ea h player higher than himself.
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L T T E R Y.

This is a very amusing round game, at which any -number may
play ; with a full pack, of cards, or two or three packs mixed together,

according to the number playing. The simplest way of playing

Lottery is to take at random three cards from a pack and place

them face downward, for prizes, ou the table. A banker having

beiug chosen by lot. every player purchases from the other pack or

packs any number of cards, payiug a certain quantity of counters for

each. These couuters are put in different proportions on the three

prises which are gaiued by those who happen to have purchased cor-

responding cards. Such cards as happen not to be drawn are con-

tinued to the next deal.

Auother plan is as follows : Two complete packs of cards are

used, one serving for ticke-s and the other for lots or prizes. Coun-

ters are then distributed in equal numbers to each player, and a

certain proportion of the whole is placed in a box or dish on the

table to form the fund of the lottery.

The players sit round the table, and two of them take the two-

packs of cards, and after well shurHing them, have them cut by
their left-hand neighbors. Oue deals a card to each player, face

downwards. These are called the lots. Each player then places

on his lot what number of counters he thinks proper. The lots

beiug thus prized, he who has the other pack deals likewise to each

player one card, which are called the tickets. Each player having

received his card, the lots are then turned, and each examines

whether his ticket answer* to any of the lots : he or they whose

cards correspond to any of those, take up the lot or prize that is

marked ou that card.

The two dealers then collect those cards that belong to their

respective packs, and after having s! rJed them, deal again in the

same manner as before, the lots beiug Laid down and drawn by the

tickets in the manner mentioned ; and such lots as remain undrawn

are to be added to the fund of the lottery. This continues till the

fund is all drawn out. after which each player examines what he has

won. and the stakes are paid in mouey by him who drew the lottery,

whose business it is to collect and divide it.
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SIFT SMOKE.
A COMPLETE pack of cards is divided into halves, one portion

being dealt round to the players and the others remaining on the

table, the last card dealt being the trump. The cards rank as at

Whist. The tricks are of no value ; but each player must follow the

suit led or play a trump. For each trick gained, the player takes a

card from the undealt portion, and he who can hold out longest wins

the stake previously agreed on.

SNIP-SNAP-SNORE M.

This amusing game is very simple. It is played by any number
with a full pack of cards. The players, having placed before them
five cents or counters as 44 stock," the cards are dealt in the usual

way. The motif of the game consists in playing a card of equal

value with that of the next player. This snips you. If the third

player has a card of like value, you are snapped ; and then if a

fourth card be played by the following player, you are snored. Thus,

say A, the elder hand, plays a Knave, and B likewise plays a Knavo
;

A is snipped, and places one counter in the pool. If C has also a

Knave, B is snapped, and pays two into the pool ; and if D has the

other Knave, C is snored, and pays in three. The fourth, of course,

I it safe, because all the four Knaves are now played. No person can
play out of his turn ; but every one must snip or snap when it is in

his power. When any player has paid into the pool his Jive cents

or counters, he retires from the game, and the pool becomes the

property of the person whose stock holds out longest. The cards

are sometimes dealt three or four times before the game is decided
;

but if the players are reduced to two or three, they have dealt them
thirteen cards each. The deal is taken in rotation, but no advan-

tage remains with the dealer.
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KENO.
Keno, as played in this country, is simply the game of Loto, and

in some communities, is quite popular. It is played as follows

:

There are 100 ivory knobs or balls, about the s>ze of a boy's

marble, numbered from 1 to 100, and a board with cavities cut

therein, to place the balls as drawn. Upon each card are three

lines of figures, each line having five numbers, thus, 24, 16, 9, 40, 3.

These lines are formed by the different combinations of all the

numbers from 1 to 100. At the beginning of the game each player

buy 8 a card, at a price mutually agreed upon, this money consti-

tuting the pool to be played for. The balls are then carefully ex-

amined, and put into an urn, as here represented.

The balls being thoroughly mixed by seve

ral revolutions of the urn, the valve at the

bottom is opened, and a single ball drops out,

and its number announced by the conductor

of the game. The player who happens to

have the number upon his card, immediately

places a button upon it. Again, the urn is

revolved and a second number proclaimed,

which is noted in the same manner, by a but-

ton, as the first; and thus the numbers are

continued to be drawn, until one of the players

cries, "Keno!" which means that the five

numbers upon one of his lines have been

drawn. The card is then submitted for in-

spection, and, if correct, the fortunate player receives the pool,

minus the per centage taken by the keeper of the game.

The balls are then returned to the urn, and the play goes on as

before, with the same cards, or others, at the option of the player.
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CHESS.

Of the origin of Chess nothing nelly is known. The paternity of

Homer is claimed by many cities, and like it, various nations contend

for the honor of having invented Chess. The Chaldeans, the Arabians,

the Saracens, the Persians, the Greeks, the Italians, the Chinese, the

Japanese, and various tribes of Orientals, have asserted their right to

be considered the authors of this noble game : but, in fact, its origin

is lost in the mists of antiquity. It is impossible to give the palm to

any one of these people above all others, for probably each improved

a little upon it, till it has arrived at its present state of perfection.

Homer tells us that it was played at the siege of Troy, Palamedes

having invented it to divert the Grecian chiefs during the tediously

long years they sat down before the walls of the famous city and

demanded the restitution of that historical Cyprian, the beautiful

Helen. Herodotus, "the father of history," also attributes its inven-

tion to the Greeks ; but Bochartus supposes it to be of Oriental extrac-

tion, and to have come to us from Persia, through Arabia. This is

generally admitted to be the most probable conjecture, as most of the

terms employed in the game are either translations or corruptions of

Arabic or Persic words. Thus, we are told the word check is derived

from the Persian word schach, or thiek, the King, and mat, dead

;

hence, checkmate, the King is dead.

But India claims the paternity of the game, Chess having been

played in Hindostan, China, and Japan from time immemorial. Sir

William Jones, the great Oriental scholar, tells us that it was invented,

nearly four thousand years ago, by a certain Queen of Ceylon ; and

Mr. Irwin has the following account of its origin, as given in an

ancient Chinese manuscript :

—

44 Three hundred and seventy years

after the time of Confucius, Hung Cochee, King of the Kiangnan,

sent an expedition iuto the Shensi country, under the command of a

mandarin called Hensing, in order to conquer it. After an unsuccess-

ful campaign, the soldiers were put into winter quarters, where, finding

the weather much colder than they had been accustomed to, and be-
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ing, besides, deprived of their wives and families, the army became
impatient of their situation, and clamorous to return home. Hensing

upon this, revolved in his own mind the bad consequences of comply-

ing with their wishes : the necessity of soothing his troops and recon-

ciling them to their position, appeared urgent, with a view to his

operations in the ensuing year. lie was a man of genius as well as

a good soldier ; and, having meditated for some time on the sub-

ject, he invented the game of Chess, as well for an amusement to his

men in their vacant hours as to inflame their military ardor—the

game being founded wholly on the principles of war. The stratagem

succeeded entirely to his wishes. The soldiery were delighted with

the diversion, and forgot, in their daily contests for victory, the in-

convenience and hardship of their situation."

This, it will be seen, is but a variation of the Greek story. A similar

legend exists among the Japanese, the Icelanders, and the Italians.

But to what nation or person soever the origin of the game belongs, it

is certain that its inventor must have possessed no common order of

mind, for it is as popular now, in the days of commerce and the electric

telegraph, as it was two thousand years ago.

From its very nature Chess has always been a favorite game with

warriors and students. We are told that Tamerlane, the great con

queror, was a devoted lover of the game, and that he was playing it at

the very moment that Bajazet was brought into his camp a prisonei

Charles the First is said to have been so deeply engaged in a game at

Chess that he did not desist from it, even when news was brought him

of the final intention of the Scots to sell him to the English. King

John was playing at Chess when the deputies from llouen came ||

inform him that the city was besieged by Philip Augustus ; but so

absorbed was he that he finished the game before he gave them au

dience. Numerous anecdotes of this kind are current among Chess-

players. Two or three others will suffice. In the chronicle of tht>

Moorish kings of Granada, it is related that, in 1396, Mehemed Babba

seized on the crown then worn by his elder brother ; but in all his en-

terprises he was unsuccessful, and was finally poisoned, like Nessus,

by a medicated shirt. During the wars with Castille, he dispatched

an officer to the fort of Salobrena, with orders to put his brother

Juzaf to death, in order to secure the succession to his own son. On
arriving at the fort, the messenger of death found the prince Juzaf en-

gaged in a game of Chess with a priest. The officer announced his

dread missiou, but the prince begged hard to be allowed to finish the
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game At firs* ,he alcade was inexorable, but, becoming interested in

the progress of the game, gave the prince two hours' respite. Theso

two hours were eventful. The game went on, but during its progress

a messenger arrived with the news of Mehemed's death, and Juzaf was

instantly proclaimed king in his stead. A similar anecdote is related

by Dr. Robertson in his History of Charles the Fifth. John Frederic,

Elector of Saxony, having been taken prisoner by Charles, was con-

demned to death. The royal decree was intimated to him while play-

ing Chess with his fellow-prisoner, Ernest of Brunswick. After a

brief pause, and a few reflections on the injustice of his sentence, the

Elector turned to his antagonist, and exclaimed, "At least, let us

finish our game before I die." He played with his usual skill and in-

genuity ; and having beaten Ernest, expressed his satisfaction at the

victory, and signified his readiness to accompany his jailer to the

place of execution. But, during the time occupied in the game, a

mandate had arrived, commuting his punishment into five years' im-

prisonment.

But enough of history and anecdote. Much more might bo said of

both, but it is time that we proceed to the actual practice of the

game.*

THE BOARD AND THE PIECES.

The game of Chess—as practised in this country, and by the princi-

pal nations of the world—is played by two persons, on a board contain-

ing sixty-four squares, alternately colored black and white, or red

and white. Each player has eight pieces and eight pawns, one set

usually white, and the other black or red. The pieces on each side

are—King, Queen, two Rooks, two Bishops, two Knights, with eight

Boldiers, called Pawns, one belonging to each piece. On commencing
the game, the board should be set with a white square at tho right-

hand corner. The lines of squares running upwards are termed Jitcs,

those from left to right are called ranks or lines, while those running
obliquely are known as diagonals. As to the disposition on the board,

perhaps a single diagram will be more instructive than any number of

words. In the following diagram, therefore, we have the

• The editor of this work acknowledges that he has made liberal extracts from Mr.
Staunton's Hand-Book of Chess, and also from an admirable treatise on Chess, bj the ac-

complished English gentleman who writes under the nam de plume of Captain Crawley.

11
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MOVEMENT OP TIIE PIECES AND PAWNS, AND MODE OP CAPTURING

AN ADVERSE MAN.

A knowledge of the moves peculiar to these several men is so diffi-

cult to describe in writing, anil so comparatively easy to acquire over

the chess-board, from any competent person, that the learner is strong-

ly recommeuded to avail himself of the latter means when practicable :

for the use. however, of those who have no chess-playing acquaint-

ance at command, the subjoined description will, it is hoped, suffice.

Tho M Pieces," by which title the eight superior officers are tech-

nically designated, in contradistinction to the " Pawns," all take in

the same direction in which they move. This act consists in remov-

ing the adverse Piece or Pawn from the board, and placing the captor

on the square the former occupied. To make this clear, we will begin

with the King, and show his mode of moving and of capturing an ad-

verse man.

m THE KING.

The King can move one square only at a time (except in 44 Cas-

tling," which will be explained hereafter), but he can make this inovo

in any direction, forwards, backwards, laterally, or diagonally. He
can take any one of the adversary's men which stands on an adjoin-

ing square to that he occupies, provided such man is left unpro-

tected, and he has the peculiar privilege of being himself exempt from

capture. He is not permitted, however, to move into check, that is,
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on to any square which is guarded by a Piece or Pawn of the enemy,

nor can he, under any circumstance, be played to an adjacent square

to that on which the rival King is stationed. Like most of the other

Pieces, his power is greatest in the middle of the board, where, with

out obstruction, he has the choice of eight different squares. At
the sides, he may play to any one of five, but when in the angles of

the board, three squares only are at his command.

Supposing diagram No. 2 to show the position of the men toward.

>

the conclusion of a game, and it being either party's turn to play, he

could take the adverse Pawn from the board, and place his King on the

square it occupied ; and, by doing so, the King would not depart from

the order of his march, which, as we have before said, permits him to

move one step in every direction. In each of these instances we have

placed the Pawn in front of the King, but he would be equally entitled

to take it were it standing on any other part of the eight squares im-

mediately surrounding him, always prodded it ua& not sustained or

guarded by sonu other Piece or Pawn.

THE QUEEN. Vkf

The Queen is by much the most powerful of the forces. She has

the advantage of moving as a Rook, in straight lines, forwards, back-

wards, and sideways, to the extent of the board in all directions, and as

a Bishop, diagonally, with the same range. To comprehend her sco;>e

of action, place her alone in the centre of the board ; it will then b*1

No. 2. No. 3.

BLACK. BLACK.

t m
a

L
'/"'<

1 i 2

3

n
HP

|

b'
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H
7 B 5

WUITE. WHITE.
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seen that she has the command of no less than twenty-seven squares,

besides the one she stands on. (See Diagram No. 3.)

Thus placed in the middle of the board, the range of the Queen is

immense. She has here the option of taking any one of eight men at

the e xtremity of the board, on the squares respectively numbered 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, should her line of march be unobstructed ; and if

these men were nearer, on any of the intermediate squares, she would

be equally enabled to take any one of them at her choice. Like all the

other Pieces and Pawns, she effects the capture by removing the man
from the board, and stationing herself on the vacated square.

H THE ROOK. M
No. 4. No. 5.

BLACK.

2
|

j

WHITE.

BLACK.

1

1w

4

3

WHITE.

The Rook, or Castle, is next in power to the Queen. He moves in a

straight line, forwards, backwards, or sideways, having a uniform range,

on a clear board, of fourteen squares, exclusive of the one he occupies.

The Rook has the same power in taking as the Queen forwards,

backwards, and sideways, but he cannot, like her, take any man diago-

nally.

For example, place the Rook in the centre of the board, and an op-

posing man on each of the squares numbered, and the Rook has the

power of taking any of the four ; and he has the same power if the Pieces

are one or two squares closer to him, or immediately surrounding him,

in the direction indicated by the four figures. (See Diagram No. 4.)
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Ja, THE BISHOP.

The Bishop moves diagonally forwards or backwards, to the extent

of the board. It follows, therefore, that he travels throughout the game
only on squares of the same color as the one on which he stands when
the game begins, and that each player has a Bishop running on white

squares, and one on black squares. When placed on a centre square

of a clear board, he will be found to have a range of thirteen squares.

The Bishop takes, as he moves, diagonally, either forwards or back-

wards, his range extending, on unobstructed squares, to the extent of

the diagonal line on which he travels. (See Diagram No. 5.)

1

ft THE KNIGHT.

No. 6.

BLACK.

8

\ 7 H

No. 7.

BLACK.

I M ill J

Q

H
; 6

'

The action of the Knight is peculiar, and not easy to describe. He
is the only one of the Pieces which has the privilege of leaping over

another man. The movements of the others are all dependent on their

freedom from obstruction by their own and the enemy's men. For
example, when the forces are duly arranged in order of battle before

the commencement of the game, the Knight is the only one of the eight

capital Pieces which can be played before the Pawns are moved

—

King, Queen, Bishop, and Rook are all hemmed in by the rank of

Pawns, which they cannot overleap ; but the Knight, having the liberty
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of springing over the heads of other men, can be brought into the field

at once. His move is 0110 square in a straight line, and one in an ob-

lique direction.

His power and method of taking an opponent's man will be seen

from Diagram No. 6, p. 245.

Iu this situation, in the centre of the board, he would have the power

of taking any one of the men stationed on the squares numbered, by

removing the man and placing himself on the vacant square.

The Pawn moves only one square at a time, and that straight forward,

except in the act of capturing, when it takes one step diagonally to the

right or left tile on to the square occupied by the man taken, and con-

tinues on that tile until it captures another man. It may however, for

its first move "advance two steps, provided no hostile Pawn commands
the first square over which he leaps, for, in that case, the adverse Pawn
has the option of taking him in his passage, as if he had moved one step

only. A Pawn is the only one of tho forces which goes out of his direc-

tion to capture, and which has, not the advantage of moving backwards
;

but it has one remarkable privilege, by which, on occasions, it becomes

invaluable ; whenever it reaches the extreme square of the file on which it

travels, it is invested with the title and assumes thepower of any superior

Piece, except the King, which the player chooses. From this circum-

stance it frequently happens that one party, by skilful management of

his Pawns, contrives to have two, and sometimes even three Queens on

the board at once, a combination of force which of course is irresist-

ible.

As wo before observed, the Pawn is the only man which captures in

a direction different from his line of march. Suppose, at the opening

of the game, White begins by playing King's Pawn to King's fourth

square (see Chess Notation, p. 248), Black may reply in the same man-
ner with King's Pawn to King's fourth square, and neither Pawn
can do more than remain an obstruction to the onward march of the

other, but if Black answer instead with King's Bishop's Pawn to

Bishop's fourth, or as in Diagram No. 7, with Queen's Pawn to Queen's

fourth, then White, if he choose, may take the adverse Pawn from the

board and place his own in its stead.

3 THE PAWN. i
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CHESS DOTATION.

Within the present century a system of Chess notation has bee

generally adopted, which renders the playing of games by correspond

ence not only possible, but perfectly easy. The plan now employe !

by all players in describing the moves of a game is very simple. Firs,

we suppose the board to be divided into two parts. Each half of the

board is then subdivided, and each square takes its name from the piece

that commands it at the commencement of the game. Thus, the

square on which either King is placed at starting is called the King't

square ; the one immediately in front, the King's second square ; the

next, on the same file, the King's third square, and so on. The
Bishop standing next to the King is known as the King's Bishop, and

the square he occupies, the King's Bishop's square ; the squares i:i

front are called the King's Bishop's second, third, fourth, fifth squares,

&c. Next, to the King's Bishop stands the King's Knight, and the

square on which he stands is called the King's Knight's square ; an !

the squares in front, the. King's Knight's second, third, &c, square -.

In the corner stands the King's Rook, and the squares before him ar«

called after his name. On the other side of the King stands the Queee,

on the Queen's square—the Queen's Bishop, Queen's Knight, and

Queen's Rook being placed on their respective squares as on the

King's side, and the squares in front of each piece being called after

the names of the pieces as before. The Pawns take their names from

their superior officers. Thus, the Pawn before the King is called the

King's Pawn ; that before the Queen, the Queen's Pawn ; that before

the King and Queen's Bishop, the King's or Queen's Bishop's pawn

;

and so, also, of the Knights and Rooks. Perhaps it would be an im-

provement, especially when the player intends to win by a particular

Knight or Pawn, if the Knights and Pawns were stamped with letters,

showing to what piece they originally belonged.

By an examination of the following diagram, this system of Chess

notation will be seen at a glance. The white pieces are moving up-

ward.
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It is necessary that the amateur should make himself fully acquainted

with this very simple system, as it is used in all the games and problems

we shall hereafter introduce.

Mr. Morphy, and other fine players of our acquaintance, have ob-

tained considerable celebrity by being able to play without seeing the

board ; in fact, some of them are able to play two or three games

simultaneously. Mr. Morphy, indeed, plays eight games at one time,

blindfold ! Of course these feats are mere efforts of memory, and

have nothing to do with the game except as curiosities. But their

accomplishment would be utterly impossible without a thorough knowl-

edge of this, or some other equally good, system of Chess notation.

Various other plans have been suggested, but they are all inferior to

this.

The following abbreviations are necessary in Chess notation, and will

be used throughout the balance of this treatise :

K. for King.

Q. " QuecD.

R " Rook.

B " Bishop.

Kt " Knight.

P for Pawn.

Sq M Square.

Adv " Adversary.

Ch. " Check or Checking.

Dis. Ch " Discovering Check.
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TECHNICAL TERMS IN USE AMONG CHESS-PLAYERS.

Castling.—Although, as a general rule, the move of the King is re-

stricted to one square at a time, he has the privilege under certain

conditions, once in the game, of moving in conjunction with either of

the Rooks two squares. This peculiar movement is called Castling, and

is performed in the following manner :—If a player wishes to castle on

his King's side of the board, he moves the King to K. Kt's. sq., and

then places the K's Rook on K. B's square, If he castle on the Queen's

side, he plays his King to Q. B's sq., and Q's Rook to Q's sq. The
object of this compound move is to place the royal Piece in safety, and

at the same time bring the Rook from the corner square into better

play.

The conditions under which a player is permitted to castle are :—1st.

The King must not be in check. 2d. The King must not have moved.

3d. The Rook must not have moved. 4th. The King must not pass

over or on to any square attacked by an enemy's man. And 5th. There

must be no Piece, either of his own or the adversary's, between the

King and the Rook.

In exemplification of the importance of castling, to escape from an

attack, and to retort one on the adversary, see Diagram No. 8 (p. 253).

Check and Checkmate.—The King is said to be in check when he is

attacked by any Piece or Pawn, for it being a fundamental law of Chess

that the King can never be taken, whenever any direct attack upon

him is made, ho must be warned of his danger by the cry of check, and

the player is then compelled either to remove his King out of check, or

parry the check by interposing a man between the King aud the at-

tacking Piece, or capture the checking man.

When he can do none of these three things, he is Checkmated, and

the game won by the other side. (See Diagram No. 9.) When the

King is directly attacked by the Piece played, it is a simple check ;

bat when the Piece moved does not itself give check, but unmasks
another which does, it is called a discovered check. (See Diagram No.

B.) The third species of check is named the double check, where the

King is attacked both by the Piece moved and the one discovered.

The fourth description is called perpetual check, a case which arises

when a player has two or more squares on which he can give check,

and his opponent can only parry oue check by affording an opportunity

for another. If the first player then persists in the repetition of these

11*
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particular chocks, the game must be abandoned as drawn. (See Dia-

gram No 10.)

Doubled Pawn..—When two Pawns of the same color are on the same
file, the front one is called a doubled pawn.

Drawn Game.—When neither party can give checkmate, the game
is drawn. This may arise from several causes, as:—1st. Perpetual

check. 2d. Where there is not sufficient force to effect a mate, as a

King and a Knight only, or a King and two Knights, &c, &c. 3d.

Where one party has force sufficient, but is ignorant of the proper

mode of applying it, and thus fails to checkmate his helpless adversary

within the fifty moves prescribed by the 22d law. 4th. Where both

parties persist in repeating the same move from fear of each other.

5th. Where both parties are left with the same force at the end, as a

Queen against a Queen, a Rook against a Rook, and the like, when,

except in particular cases, the game should be resigned as a drawn

battle. And 6th. When one of the Kings is stalemated.

En Prise.—When a Piece or Pawn is in a situation to be taken by

the enemy, it is said to be en prise. To put a Piece en prise, is to play

it so that it may be captured.

The Exchange.—When a player gains a Rook for a Bishop or a

Knight, it is termed winning the exchange.

False Move.—Any illegal move, such as castling when the King has

been moved or is in check, moving a Rook diagonally, or a Biahop

like a Knight, is called a false or an " impossible" move.

FooVs Mate.—This is the simplest of all checkmates, being accom-

plished in two moves in the following manner :

—

•WHITE. BLACK.

1. K. Kt. P. to K. Kt's 4th. 1. K. P. to K's 4th.

2. K. B. P. to K. B's 4th. 2. Q. to K. B'a 5th, checkmate.

It cannot possibly be given by the first player.

Forced Move.—When a player has only one legal move at command,

it is said to be a forced move.

Gambit.—This word is derived from an Italian phrase in wrestling,

and signifies a movement by which the adversary is tripped up. In

Chess, this is attempted by the first player putting a Pawn en prise of

the enemy early in the game, by which he is enabled more rapidly and

effectually to develop his superior Pieces. There are several gambits,

but the most important, and one which includes many others, is the

King's gambit, commenced as follows :
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Wilms. BLACK.

L K. P. to K's 4th. 1. K. P. to K's 4th.

2. K. B. P. to B's 4th. 2. P. takes K. iS. P.

The Pawn offered by the first player here at his second move is

called the Gambit Pawn, and when taken by the adversary the opening

becomes a gambit.

The varieties of the gambits are often designated by the names of the

players, who invented or first brought them into vogue—as the Muzio
gambit, the Salvio gambit, the Allgaier gambit, the Lopez gambit ; while

others obtain their names from the opening moves of the first player, as

the King's Bishop's gambit, which begins thus :

WHITE. BLACK.

L K. P. to K's 4th. 1. K. P. to K's 4th.

2. K. B. P. to B's 4th. 2. P. takes P.

3. K. B. to B's 4th.

and is so called because the K's Bishop is played out at the 3d move
instead of the K's Knight.

There is also the Queen's gambit, of which the opening moves are

—

•WHITE. BLACK.

L Q. P. to Q's 4th. 1 Q. P. to Q's 4th.

2. Q. B. P. to B's 4th. 2. P. takes P.

The gambits are the most brilliant and animated of all the openings,

full of hair-breadth 'scapes and perilous vicissitudes, but affording an

infinitude of beautiful and daring combinations.
44 Giuoco Piano," a solid and instructive modification of the King's

Knight's game, is of all others the most generally practised by the

leading players. The opening moves are :

—

•WHITE. BLACK.

L P. to K's 4th. 1. P. to K's 4th.

2. K. Kt to B's 3d. 2. Q. Kt. to B's 3d.

8. K. B. to Q. B'e 4th. 3. K. B. to Q. B's 4th.

To Interpose.—When the King is checked, or any valuable Piece in

danger from the attack of an enemy, you are said to interpose a man
when you play it between the attacked and attacking Piece.

Isolated Pawn.—A Pawn which stands alone, without the support

and protection of other Pawns, is termed an isolated Pawn.

J'adoube.—A French expression, signifying 44 I arrange," or 44 1 re-

place,'' which is used by a player when he touches a man merely to

adjust its position on the board, without intending to play it. (See the

7th law.)
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Minor Pieces.—The Bishop and Knight, in contradistinction to the

Queen and Rook, are called Minor Pieces.

The Opposition.—A player is said to have the opposition when he

can place his King directly in front of the adverse King, with only one

square between them. This is often an important advantage in ending

games.

Party.—From the French partie. Frequently used by modern

writers instead of the word 44 game."

Passed Paicn.—A Pawn is said to be a passed one when the adver-

sary has no Pawn to obstruct its march on the same file, or on either

of the next files to the right or left.

Pion Coiffe, or Marked Pawn.—This is a description of odds but

rarely given, and only when there is a vast disparity between the skill

of the players. It consists in one party placing a cap or ring on one of

his Pawns, and undertaking to checkmate his opponent with that par-

ticular Pawn. He is not allowed to Queen the Pawn, and if he loses it,

or happens to checkmate his opponent with any other man, he forfeit*

the game. The Pawn usually capped is the King's Knight's, because

it can be more readily and effectually surrounded by protecting Pieces.

To Queen a Pawnor to Advance a Pawn to Queen.—When a player

has contrived to advance a Pawn to the eighth or last square of the file,

it assumes the rank and power of a Queen or of any other Piece he

chooses, and he is then said to have queened his Pawn. (See the 21st

law.)

Scholar's Mate.—A checkmate occasionally given at the opening of

a game by a practiced player to one but little tutored in the science

The following are the moves :

—

WHITS. BLACK.

1. P. to K's 4th. 1. P. to K's 4th.

2. K B. to Q. B's 4th. 2. K. B. to Q. B's 4th.

3. Q to K. R's 5th. i 8. Q. P. one.

4. Q. takes K. B. P., giving checkmate.

Smothered Mate.—A checkmate which is sometimes given by the

Knight when the adverse King is hemmed in, or smothered, by his own

forces. (See Diagram No. 11.)

Stalemate.—When one party has his King so circumstanced that,

not being at the moment in check, he cannot play him without going

into check, and at the same time has no other Piece or Pawn to move

instead, he is said to be stalemated, and the game is considered drawn.

(See Diagram No. 12.)

Taking a Pawn en Passant or in Passing.—It has been shown before,
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in speaking of the action of the Pawn, that he is limited in his march

to one square forward at a time, when not capturing, and one square

forward diagonally, either to the right or left, when he takes an adver-

sary, but that he has the privilege, on being first played in the game,

to advance two squares, unless in so doing he pass a square which is

attacked by a hostile Pawn ; in which case the opponent may, at his

option, permit him to make the two steps forward, and there remain, or

may capture him in his passage in the same way as if he had moved

but one step.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF TECHNICAL TERMS.

THE OPERATION OF "CASTLING;" AND 44 DISCOVERED CHECK."

In Diagram No. 8, the white King is threatened with what is called u a

discovered check," that is, his opponent, by removing the Bishop, would

discover check from the Queen, a proceeding in the present instance,

which would speedily involve the loss of the game to White. Not

being at the moment in check, however, and having moved neither King
nor Rook, and there being no intervening Piece between the King and

his own Rook, White is enabled to castle, giving check to the adverse

King at the same time, and win the game easily, for Black has no square

to which he can move his King, without going into check, and is conse-

quently obliged to interpose his Q. at K. B's second, or K. B's third

quare, in either case being checkmated in two more moves, as you will

Boon be able to see.

No. 8.

BLACK.
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checkmate. (See Diagram 9.)

The foregoing position shows the appearance of the forces on each

side towards the end of a game, and will assist to explain the applica-

tion of two or three of the technical terms described in the present

section, as well as to exhibit the King in a situation of checkmate. You
already understand that the moves at chess are played by each party

alternately ; in this case it is White's turn to play, and he will check-

mate his antagonist in two moves. Place the chess-men on your board

exactly in the order they stand in Diagram No. 9 ; having done this, sup-

pose yourself to be playing the White men, and take the Black King's

Pawn with your Queen, in the manner before shown, i. e., by taking

the Pawn from the board and stationing your Queen on the square it

occupied. By this act, you not only take his Pawn, but you attack his

King, and must apprise him of his danger by calling " Check. 1
' He has

now two ways only of parrying this check. It is clear he cannot movo
his King, because the only two squares to which he could move without

going into check are occupied by his own men ; he is forced then

either to take the Queen with his K. B.'s Pawn, or to interpose the

Bishop at King's second square. If he take the Queen with his K. B's

Pawn, you must reply by playing your King's Bishop (which you wi»l

know by -the color of the diagonal on which he travels) to K. Kt.'s

sixth square, crying "Check." Examine the position attentively, and

you will find that Black has no square to which he can move his King,

the only vacant one being attacked by your Queen's Bishop, that he

has nothing wherewith to take the Bishop that has given check, and

neither Piece nor Pawn with which to interpose between it and his

King, and that consequently, he is not only checked, but checkmated.

In like manner, if, at his first move, instead of capturing your Queen,

he interposes his Bishop at King's second square, you immediately

take the Bishop with your Queen, who is protected by her Bishop, and

say " Checkmate."

PERPETUAL CHECK.

Place the men on your chess-board according to Diagram No. 10, sup-

pose yourself to be playing the white Pieces, and that it is your turn

to move. Your adversary, you will observe, has the advantage in point

cf force, but this is counterbalanced by the situation, which enables

you to draw the game. To do this, you must first play your Queen to

one of the three squares where she will check the King, i. c, to K's

4th, Q's 5th, or Q. B's Gth ; it is indifferent which, say, therefore, Q.
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No. 10.

BLACK.

w Vw

\
-

WHITE.

to K's 4th (check). Black lias no option, his King cannot move, he

must interpose his Queen. If now you were to take the Queen you

would lose the game, on account of his two Pawns ; but instead of

doing so, you play the Queen to King's 8th sq., giving check. The
black Queen must again interpose; you repeat the check at K's 4th,

Black can only parry it with his Queen, and you may persist in giving

the same two checks, ad infinitum. In such cases, the game is resigned

as "drawn by perpetual check."

smothered mate. (See Diagram 11.)

This is a familiar example of smothered mate, which you will find can

be effected by no other Piece than the Knight. White's first move is,

Queen to her 5th square, checking. Black is obliged to retreat his

King to the R's sq., because, were he to play him to his B's sq., the

Q. would checkmate at once. Upon the King retiring, White gives

check with his Kt. at K. B's 7th ; this brings the King back again to

Knight's sq., and affords to White an opportunity of giving double

chtrv, which he does by moving the Knight to K. Rook's Cth, checking

with both Q. and Knight ; as before, the King must go to Rook's

q..; and now follows a beautiful move—White plays his Queen down
to K. Kt.'s8th (next square to the Black King), giving check : the King
cannot take on account of the Knight ; he is compelled, therefore, to
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capture with his Rook, and the Knight then gives the smothered mate

at K. B.'s 7th square.

stalemate. (See Diagram 12.)

Here you observe that White has the great advantage of a Queen
against a Rook ; but with all this, and the move to boot, it is impossible

for him to do more than draw the game. It is evident that he cannot

move his Queen from the front of his King on account of exposing him

to check with the Rook. If he move his King, Black takes the Queen,

and the game is drawn. And lastly, if he take the Rook with his

Queen, he places the adverse King in the position before described of

stalemate.

THE RELATIVE VALUE OF THE PIECES.

The Pawn, as the lowest piece in this case of value, is usually con-

sidered as the unit by which to measure the value of the other pieces.

It is, however, difficult to measure the pieces by this standard. The
King's, Queen's, and Bishop's Pawns are called the centre Pawns, and

are of more value than the other Pawns, particularly in the beginning

and middle of the game. The Rook's Pawns are considered as least in

value.
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The Bishops and Knights are considered to be equal in value ; and

are worth rather more than three Pawns.

A Rook is valued at five Pawns, and may be exchanged for a minor

piece and two Pawns, and two Rooks may be exchanged for three minor

pieces.

The Queen is equal to two Rooks and a Pawn, and is superior in

value to any three minor pieces.

The relative value of the King, from the nature of the game, cannot

be estimated. His powers of attack, however, from his being able to

iove both in right Hues or diagonally, are very considerable. At the

Iter end of the game, his strength materially increases, especially

when the issue of the struggle is to be determined by Pawn play.

THE ESTABLISHED LAWS OF THE GAME.

The following laws have been in use, with some slight exceptions,

for more than fifty years. In order to give them authority, however,

they were revised, a few years since, by the London Chess-Club, which

Was established in 1807. They are now adopted and recognized by all

the clubs and players in the United States :

I.—The Chess-board must be so placed that each player has a white

corner square nearest his right hand. If the board has been improper-

ly placed, it must be adjusted, provided four moves only on each side

have been played.

II.—If a Piece or Pawn be misplaced at the beginning of the game,

either player may insist upon the mistake being rectified, if he discover

it before playing his fourth move, but not afterwards.

III.—Should a player, at the commencement of the game, omit to

place all his men on the board, he may correct the omission before

playing his fourth move, but not afterwards.

IV.—If a player, undertaking to give the odds of a Piece or Pawn,
neglect to remove it from the board, his adversary, after four moves
have been played on each side, has the choice of proceeding with or

recommencing the game.

V.—When no odds are given, the players must take the first move
of each game alternately, drawing lots to determine who shall begin

the first game. If a game be drawn, the player who began it has the

first move of the following one.

VI.—The player who gives the odds has the right of moving first in
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each game, unless otherwise agreed. Whenever a Pawn is given, it is

understood to be always the King's Bishop's Pawn.

VII.—A Piece or Pawn touched must be played, unless at the mo-
ment of touching it the player say, " J^adoube" or words to that effect;

but if a Piece or Paicn be displaced or overturned by accident, it may
be restored to its place.

YILI.—While a player holds the Piece or Pawn he has touched, he

may play it to any other than the square he took it from: but, having

quitted it, he cannot recall the move.

IX.—Should a player take one of his adversary's Pieces or Pawns,

without saying "J'adoube" or words to that effect, his adversary may
compel him to take it ; but if it cannot be legally taken, he may oblige

him to move the King ; should his King, however, be so posted that he

cannot be legally moved, no penalty can be inflicted.

X.—Should a player move one of his adversary's men, his antagonist

has the option of compelling him—1st, to replace the Piece or Pawn
and move his King ; 2d, to replace the Piece or Pawn and take it ; 3d,

to let the Piece or Pawn remain on the square to which it had been

played, as if the move were correct.

XI.—If a player take one of his adversary's men with one of his own

that cannot take it without making a false move, his antagonist has the

option of compelling him to take it with a Piece or Pawn that can

legally take it, or to move his own Piece or Pawn which he touched.

XII.—Should a player take one of his own men with another, his ad-

versary has the option of obliging him to move either.

XIII.—If a player make a false move

—

i. e., play a Piece or Pawn

to any square to which it cannot legally be moved—his adversary has

the choice of three penalties, viz. : 1. Of compelling him to let the

Piece or Pawn remain on the square to which he played it. 2. To

move correctly to another square. 3. To replace the Piece or Pawn

and move his King.

XIV.—Should a player move out of his turn, his adversary may

choose whether both moves shall remain, or the second be retracted.

XV.—When a Pawn is first moved in a game, it may be played one

or two squares ; but, in the latter case, the opponent has the privilege

of taking it en passant with any Pawn which could have taken it had it

been played one square only. A Pawn cannot be taken en passant by

a Piece.

XVI.—A player cannot castle in the following cases:—
1. If the King or Rook have been moved.
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2. If the King be in check.

3. If there be any piece between the King and the Rook.

4. If the King pass over any square attacked by one of the adver-

sary's Pieces or Pawns.

Should a player castle in any of the above cases, his adversary has

the choice of three penalties, viz. : 1. Of insisting that the move re-

main. '2. Of compelling him to move the King. 3. Of compelling him

to move the Kook.

XVII.—If a player touch a Piece or Pawn that cannot be moved
without leaving the King in check, he must replace the Piece or Pawn
and move his King ; but if the King cannot be moved, no penalty can

be inflicted. »

XVIII.—If a player attack the adverse King without saying

"Check," his adversary is not obliged to attend to it; but if tho

former, in playing his next move, were to say "Check," each player

must retract his last- move, and he who Is under check must obvi-

ate it.

XIX.—If the King has been in check for several moves, and it can-

not be ascertained how it occurred, the player whose King is in cheek

must retract his last move, and free his King from the check ; but if

the moves made subsequent to the check be known, they must be re-

tracted.

XX.—Should a player say 44 Check," without giving it, and his ad-

rersary, in consequence, move his King, or touch a Piece or Pawn to

interpose, he may retract such move, provided his adversary has not

completed his last move.

XXI.—Every Pawn which has reached the 8th or last square of the

Chess-board must be immediately exchanged for a Queen, or any Piece

the player may think fit, even though all the Pieces remain on the

board. It follows, therefore, that he may have two or more Queens,

tim e or more Rooks, Bishops, or Knights.

XXII.—If a player remain, at the end of the game, with a Rook and

Bishop against a Rook, with both Bishops only, the Knight and Bishop

onlv, <5cc, he must checkmate his adversary in fifty moves on each side

at most, or the game will be considered as drawn ; the fifty moves

commence from the time the adversary gives notice that he will count

them. The law holds good for all other checkmates of pieces only,

such as Queen, or Rook only, Queen against a Rook, &c, &c.

XXIII.—If a player agree to checkmate with a particular Piece or

Pawn, or on a particular square, or engage to force his adversary to
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stalemate or checkmate him, he is not restricted to any number of

moves.

XXIV.—A stalemate is a drawn game.

XXV.—If a player make a false move, castle improperly, &c, &c,
the adversary must take notice of such irregularity before he touches a

Piece or Pawn, or he will not be allowed to inflict any penalty.

XXVI.—Should any question arise respecting which there is no law,

or in case of a dispute respecting any law, the players must refer the

point to the most skilful disinterested bystanders, and their decision

must be considered as conclusive.

To these general laws a few hints—useful alike to amateurs and

players—may be appended. Do not linger with your hand on a Piece

or Pawn, or over the board, but decide first and move at once.

Accustom yourself to play with either black or white, and practise

various openings and defences.

After your King's Pawn has moved, it is well to move your Pieces

out before you move other Pawns, or you may be encumbered with

your own men.

Avoid useless checks.

Remember that the object of the game is to checkmate, and not to

win exchanges.

Courtesy will suggest to gentlemen looking on that they should not

interfere with the game.

Study every move before making one, and look well over the board

to see what your opponent is about.

It is not considered the high game to take advantage of an adver-

sary's obvious mistake. Your practised swordsman never lunges when

his opponent slips.

When you see that your game is gone, do not unnecessarily prolong

it, but give up gracefully and at once.

Lastly, and most important of all

—

don't dispute ABOUT trifles;

AND—KEEP YOUR TEMPER.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE PIECES.

From the days of the great Homer, and hence onward to those of

Philidor and our own times, Chess has been the one single game at

which all men, from kings and divines to actors and dustmen, could in-

dulge without reproach. To the " Invention and Art of the Chesse,"

indeed, we find studious men, under all kinds of governments and in
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nearly all lands, giving their minds with an enthusiasm scarcely com
prehensible by the uninitiated. To play well and scientifically at

Chess is the work of a superior mind, and the capacity to enter fully

into the merits of the game is a token that the player has, in one re

spect at least, received a liberal education.

In Chess every thing depends on skill and knowledge. It cannot be

played, as other games are, empirically or by rule of thumb. In order,

therefore, that our readers should be put in possession of the necessary

knowledge, we propose, in the present chapter, treating of the powers

of the Pieces. Let us commence with his Majesty.

The Kino.—It is rarely good play to move the King about at the

commencement of a game, but it is often advisable to castle as soon as

possible. It is generally allowed that it is better to castle on th(

King's than on the Queen's side, as your King is less liable to attack,

in consequence of the smaller space before him, and better able to r»>

pel invasion. Should you not have castled previous to an exchange of

Queens, it is often advisable to move your King instead. In such case

the King's Bishop's second square, being well defended by Pawns,

is a good situation. After castling, do not be in any hurry to move
your Pawns from before the King, or you may have to move his

Majesty forward in order to defend them. When the principal Pieces

are removed from the board the King becomes a valuable and active

agent either in attack or defence. For instance, you cannot easily

checkmate with a Rook and Bishop, or Rook and Knight, without the

assistance of the King. Bo careful not to lose the Pawn in front of

your King, as it may shield him from attack. Some players will even

sacrifice a Knight or a Bishop in the early part of the game to obtain

the removal of this Pawn after their opponents have castled, depend-

ing on the chances of the game to win back the exchange. This we
do not think advisable, except you are opposed to an inferior player.

Between equal players the odds of a minor piece are sufficient to in-

sure the victory. It is generally considered good play to give check

early in the game, if by that means you force the King to move, and

so prevent his castling. But it is bad, decidedly bad play, to check

without some real object, or with a single piece. Always have some

probable advantage in view in giving check. It is useless to repeat

the check with a single piece if your opponent's King is enabled to

move back to his former place, except, indeed, you check in order to

prevent your opponent retorting upon you with a fierce attack. In

such a ca»e the player who has the first attack can generally compel a
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drawn game by giving perpetual check ; but, for our own part, when
we find that we cannot win, we try as hardly as we can to obtain a

draw. In answering a check, cover your King with a piece that at-

tacks the checking piece, where that is possible: or with a piece of

equal value, as a Queen to a Queen, a Bishop to a Bishop, as in these

cases you may gain a slight advantage by exchanging. The best pieee

with which to cover a Queen's attack is the Bishop. But never, if
|

there be any other safe move, interpose a superior piece to that which

gives the check. It should not be forgotten that when the game is re-

duced to a King and two or three Pawns, he who manoeuvres best must

win— or draw. The careful player will be cautious in defending his

Pawns and preventing those belonging to his opponent from going to

Queen. As this double operation, however, is not always possible, it

then becomes a matter of calculation as to which player Queens first.

As before stated, Kings cannot stand next each other ; a square must

always intervene.

The Queex.—This, the 44 Achilles of the chequered field," as Pon-

giani has aptly styled it, is the most powerful piece on the board.

Uniting in her own person the powers of the Queen, Rook, Bishop, and

Pawn, she is capable, generally, of winning a game against any two

inferior pieces. But, in handling the Queen, the young player will

do well not to expose her to unnecessary risk. Avoid playing your

Queen in front of your King in all cases where the latter may be as

well defended by a less valuable piece. At the same time do not re-

move her too far from her royal spouse. It is poor and weak play to

bring out the Queen early in the game, or to make an attack with her

unsupported by other pieces. Every time your adversary forces your

Queen to retire by approaching it with inferior pieces, you lose a move
and weaken your power of offence, besides allowing your opponent to

bring his own pieces into play. Do not be over-anxious to win a dis-

tant Pawn with your Queen, as it may happen that such a course, will

carry her too far from the scene of action. Many a skilful player will

allow you to take a Knight's or Bishop's Pawn with a view to draw

your Queen from her supporters. We have won many a game by this

ruse. Don't be led into that trap without you can rush back to your

former place after making a successful foray. Beware lest your Queen
and a minor piece be forked by a Knight or Bishop, as such a move
generally results in your loss of a piece ; be careful also not to get

your Queen on the same diagonal with your King, as it allows the op-

posing Bishop a strong attack. Playing away from your own half of
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.he board frequently causes the Queen to be pinned by a Bishop, or a

Bi.-hop and a Knight; in which case the power of your principal

piece is materially lessened, if not altogether rendered nugatory. In

fine, your Queen when supported, is all powerful ; alone, she is liable

to attack, and her force is materially lessened. We have noticed that

with many good players it is the custom to exchange Queens at an

early stage of the game. This we cannot but think very absurd ; as,

except you win by the exchange—though it be only a Pawn—or bring

the opposing King into an awkward or exposed position, you merely

weaken your game by this mode of play. It cannot bo advantageous

to an army to lose its generalissimo at the commencement of the battle.

Chess is not a duel, but a general fight, in which each soldier acts an

important part, according to his rank. Marco Girolamo Vida, in his

essay on Chess, says that the Queen should be kept on the board at

almost any risk ; and we think so too.

The Rook or Castle is, next to the Queen, the most important

piece on the board. In the early part of the game he has not many
opportunities for action, but towards the end, after the removal of the

Queen from the board, he is all-important. When the battle-field be-

comes thinned, and the game tolerably forward, then is the time to

bring your Rooks into active play. It is a too common fault, especially

with young players, to change Rooks early in the game, forgetful of

the fact that a King can mate with a single Rook, but not with two

Knights unsupported by Pawns. . As soon as you have an open file be-

fore you, it is well that you should defend it against attack by doubling

your Rooks ; that is to say, placing one Rook in front of the other on

the same line. In this position, either for offence or defence, they nre

quite equal, or indeed more than equal, to a Queen. But while you are

thus careful of your own Rooks, endeavor, if possible, to prevent your

adversary from doubling his, either by pushing forward a Pawn or at-

tacking the square with a Knight or Bishop. Should your opponent

play one of his Rooks on an open file already defended by one of your

Rooks, it is generally better to defend your position than to exchange
pieces, without you perceive an evident advantage in the exchange. It

is often good play to post one of your Rooks on your adversary's second
rank, because it prevents the forward march of his King, and obliges

him to defend his position instead of attacking yours. Towards the

end of a game this is often a decisive move, especially with a Rook
opposed to a Bishop or Knight. But in a case of this kind you must
not allow your King to remain idle, as he is a good support to a Rook.
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At the same time you must be careful not to get your Rook on the some

diagonal with your King, as in such a position you would be liable to

capture from a Bishop, in giving check. When your Rooks are doubled

and in possession of an open file, should your adversary endeavor to

attack them, defend the position, as the Rooks support each other ; the

attacking party cannot win by the exchange without he brings a third

piece to bear, in which case, without you also can defend your Rooks,

exchange without hesitation. It is a very powerful reason for bringing

your pieces early into play that the Rooks are almost useless at home,

and cannot be advantageously worked except in a tolerably clear field.

The Bishop.—A very able soldier is this representative of the Church

militant, especially in conjunction with a Knight. Remember, also,

that two Bishops at the end of a game are stronger than two Knights,

though a single Knight is probably of greater value than a single Bishop.

It is generally conceded that the King's Bishop is slightly superior to

the Queen's, in the beginning of the game ; as not only can it be

brought into play at once, and so placed as to attack the King's weak-

est position, the King's Bishop's Pawn, but it can check the adverse

King on his own square, and also after he has castled. It is often,

therefore, good play to offer to exchange your Queen's Bishop or

Queen's Knight for your adversary's King's Bishop, at the commence-

ment of the game, as already observed. The best place for the King's

Bishop is at the Queen's Bishop's fourth square, attacking the adverse

King's Bishop's Pawn. The next best place for the Q. B. is the Q.'s

third square ; but this position is rarely tenable till the Queen's Pawn
has been moved, though circumstances may arise in which it would be

advisable to occupy that square. Should your adversary, when your

Bishop is at Q. B.'s fourth square, provoke an exchange, by playing

his Q. B. to his King's third, it must depend altogether on the circum-

stances of your game whether it is well to accept the challenge ; for,

although you double the Pawns on his King's file, you also give him

an open range for his Rook after he has castled. When, therefore, it

is not prudent to accept the proffered Bishop, the best play will be to

Q. Kt.'s third. It is not well, either, to advance your Q.'s Pawn one

step only before bringing out your K's B., because, in that case, you

only leave him the King's second square to retreat to. Should you,

at the close of the game, be strong in Pawns, you should endeavor to

get rid of the adverse Bishops, as they retard the progress of your

Pawns often more effectually than either an opposing Rook or Knight.

Should you remain with two or three Pawns and one Bishop, it should
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be your endeavor to keep your Pawns on the squares reverse to the

Bishop's range, so as not to obstruct the action of the latter, and pre-

vent the approach of the adverse King. Should you, however, have

the worst of the game, it is generally better to place your Pawns on

the same color as the Bishop's, so that his reverence may defend them.

Never lose sight of the power possessed by the Bishop—that of pinning

an adverse Knight or Kook ; and do not too hastily exchange your

Bishops for the Knights, although generally, in average positions,

ranked of equal value.

1
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38
|
31 44

32 3o

8

25

57

61
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58 ! 23

33
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59

62
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26
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!
55

29 42

4 47

41

48

19 32 47

36

23

38

63

56

59

44

39

12

60

53

64

29

10

1. By M. Montemort. 2. By M. Demoivre.

40 9 26 53 42 7 64 29

25 52 41 8 27 30 43 6
|

10 39 24 57 54 63 28 31

23 .56 51 60 1 44 5 62

50 11 38 55 58 61 32 45

37 22 59 48 19 2 15 4

12 40 20 35 14 17 40 33

21 36 13 18 47 34 3 16

3. By M. Mairan.

1 25 22 37 35 20 47 6

38 9 ~2T 21 52 7 34 19

23 20 11 36 59 48 5 46

|

10 39 62 51 56 53 18 33

[27 12 55 58 49 60 45 4

j

40 63 50 01 54 57 32 17

13 28 1 42 45 30 3 44

04 41 14 29 2 43 16

1\
4. By M. W .

The Knight is the piece next in importance to the Bishop. In the

hands of some players it is even superior to the Bishop towards

12
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the end of the game. The Knight's ' singular moves render all cal-

culations in which he takes part very difficult. His power of over-

leaping pieces and Pawns, and attacking in the very heart and centre

of the adverse position ; the facility he possesses of becoming danger-

ous without putting himself en prise ; the fact that he can, in one move,

give check and fork another piece, and that his check is not avoided

by interposing a piece, as in the case of an attack from a Queen, Rook,

or Bishop, renders him a very dangerous enem}'. In the hands of

skilful players, the Knight is a powerful piece. It is possible for him
to pass from any particular square to every square on the board. This

curious problem has engaged the attention of many savans; and as it is

a matter of curiosity, and is usually inserted in every book on Chess,

we introduce it here. The diagrams on page 265 show four ways in which

the feat may be accomplished. In the first and second the Knight

starts from one of the upper angles, and covers every square on the

board ; in the third, he starts from near the centre ; and in the last from

the Q. B. P.'s square.

A little examination will show that the plan of Demoivre is at once
the simplest and the easiest to remember. Its principle Consists in

filling up as far as possible, the two outer bands, and not entering the

central squares till there is no other method of moving the Knight from

the place he occupies. In solving the problem by this method, the

Knight's move may be said to be almost constrained. When he

arrives at square 61, it is entirely optional whether he moves to square

64, and thence to 63, and end at 62, or pass to 62 and so to 63, and end

at 64. In the last plan, that of M. W , a captain in a Polish regi-

ment of dragoons, the solution must depend nearly entirely on memory.

The principle of his moves is, however, in some measure, circular. In

each and all of the plans the Knight is debarred from passing twice on

the same square. In practising these moves of the Knight—very useful

for acquiring a full knowledge of his power on the chess-board—the

student should place a counter or mark on every square on which the

Knight rests.

In playing the Knight—we now resume his regular moves in the

game—it is seldom considered advisable to move on to the Rooks' files,

as the power of the Knights is considerably diminished at the side of

the board. The best place for the King's Knight, at the beginning of

a game, is the K. B's third square, because it then attacks your adver-

sary's King's Pawn after it has moved two squares, and also prevents

the adverse Queen from playing to your K. R's fourth—a position
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which is frequently one of constraint and danger to your King. We
think it an error to suppose (as many writers on Chess do) that the

Knight should not be played to the Bishop's third square before the

Bishop's Pawn has been moved, and that, therefore, it should be played

to the King's second square. This latter move generally leads theway
to a bud and awkward game. The, Queen's fourth square is usually con-

sidered a good attacking position for the Queen's Knight. The Queer's

third is also an advantageous position for the Knight, especially if the

adverse Q's Pawn be still at his own square. Beware of a fork by the

Knight, as in almost all such cases you lose by the exchange. When
your Q's Kt. has been played to Q. B's third square, it is often advi-

sable to bring him by K's second to K. Kt's third, whence he can

easily move to K. B's fifth. Beware, too, of a smothered mate, which

is given by the Knight when your King is in such a position as to be

hemmed in or confined by his own pieces. (See page 255.)

A favorite opening, called the GuiOCO Piano, is made in the King's

Knight's game, thus :

—

\THITK. BLACK.

1. P. to K. 4th. % P. to K. 4th.

2. K. Kt. to B. 3d. 2. Q. Kt. to B. 3d.

3. K. B. to Q. B. 4th. 3. K. B. to Q. B. 4th.

Do not forget that, at the end of a game, a Knight with three or four

Pawns, is more powerful than a Bishop possessing an equal force of

Pawns, since the Knight can attack on either color, while check from

the Bishop can be avoided by the adverse King keeping off the squares

of his color. The several openings for the King's Knight are known
as the King's Knight's Game, Guioco Piano, Evans 1 Gambit, and

the Scotch Gambit, to each of which we shall allude in subsequent

pages.

The Pawn is the least valuable piece on the board. It is usual to

call the King, Queen, and Rook, superior pieces, the Bishop and Knight
minor pieces, and the Pawns men.

A few hints as to the conduct of his Pawns will be very useful to the

young player. Mr. Staunton gives the following excellent advice as

to the manner of playing them :
—" It is advisable generally so to play

your Pawns that they shall not retard the movements of your own
pieces, and yet obstruct, as much as possible, those of your opponent.

Most players, therefore, strive to occupy the centre squares of the

board with their Pawns pretty early in the game. But you should not

be too eager to advance two Pawns abreast in the middle of the field
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until you are able to maintain them there, cither with superior pieces or

other Pawns. When you have two Pawns so advanced, should your

adversary attack one of them with a Pawn of his, it is sometimes better

to push the Pawn attacked another square than to take his Pawn ; but

you must always be careful of advancing your Pawns too far, because,

unless supported, they are almost sure to fall. Pawns, early in the

game, are usually better at their fourth squares than at their sixth. In

an open game—that is, where both parties play P. to K's 4th at the

beginning—it is not generally prudent to move the K. Kt's Pawn,
or Q. Kt's Pawn, early in the opening, but you may do so advanta-

geously in most of the close debuts. As your K. B.'s Pawn is the most

vulnerable point, always have an especial eye to that, until, by castling

on your K's side, you have given it the support of a R. as well as the

K. ; and after castling be wary of advancing the Kt's Pawn that is

before your K. When your Pawns stand in a line diagonally, take

more than ordinary care to preserve the topmost Pawn-, and never forget

that Pawns united have great power, and, isolated, very little. Be
careful of advancing your Pawns far forward on either side until you

see on which your adversary castles. Keep in mind that a passed Pawn
is an advantage almost always when supported by another Pawn ; that

a doubled Pawn is not, in every case, a disadvantage, if united with

other Pawns ; that a Pawn being less in value than a piece, it is mostly

better to defend with it than the latter ; that two Pawns in any situation

can protect themselves against a King ; and, finally, forget not, when
the end of a game approaches, where you have Pawns, or even a Pawn
against a minor piece, that you may win, but that your antagonist, ex-

cept in the rarest cases, never can."

PRELIMINARY GAME.

Preparatory to the investigation of the several endings and openings

treated of in the following pages, it may not be uninstructive to give a

<hort game which shall exhibit the application of some technical phrases

in use at chess, and at the same time show a few of the most prominent

errors into which an inexperienced player is likely to fall.

In this game, as in all the analyses which follow, the reader will be

supposed to play the White Pieces and to have the first move, although,

as it has been before remarked, it is advisable for you to accustom your-

self to play with either Black or White, for which purpose it is well
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to practice the attack, first with the White and then with the Black

Pieces.

•WHITE. BLACK.

t K. P. to K's 4th. L K. P. to K's 4th.

When the men are first arranged in battle order, it is seen that tho

only Pieces which have the power of moving are the Knights, and that

to liberate the others it is indispensably necessary to move a Pawn.

Now, as the King's Pawn, on being moved, gives freedom both to the

Queen and to the King's Bishop, it is more frequently played at the

beginning of the game than any other. You will remember, in speak-

ing of the Pawns it was shown that on certain conditions they have

the privilege of going either one or two steps when they are first

moved.

2. K. B. to Q's B's 4th. 2L K. B. to Q's B's 4th.

Thus far the game illustrative of the King's Bishop's opening is cor-

rectly begun. Each party plays his King's Bishop thus, because it

attacks the most vulnerable point of the adverse position, viz., the

King's Bishop's Pawn.

a Q. B. Pawn to B's 3d. 8. Q. Knight to B's 3d.

In playing this Pawn your object is afterwards to play Queen's

Pawn to Queen's 4th square, and thus establish your Pawns in the

centre ; but Black foresees the intention, and thinks to prevent its

execution by bringing another Piece to bear upon the square.

4. Q. Pawn to Q's 4th. 4. Pawn takes Q's Pawn.

5. Q. B's Pawn takes Pawn. 5. K. B. takes Pawn.

Here you have played without due consideration. Black's third

move of Queen's Knight to Bishop's third square was a bad one, and

afforded you an opportunity of gaining a striking advantage, but omit-

ting this, you have enabled him to gain a valuable Pawn for nothing.

Observe, now, your reply to his third move was good enough (4.

Queen's Pawn to Queen's 4th square), but when he took your Pawn
with his, instead of taking again, you ought to have taken his King's

Bishop's Pawn with your Bishop, giving check : the game would then

most probably have gone on thus:

—

fit K. B. takes K. B's Pawn (ch.) 5. K. t<ikes Bishop.

6. Queen to K. K% Uh (eh.) 6. K. to his B's square.

7 Qtuen takts K. Bishop (eh.)

In this variation, you see Black has lost his King's Bishop's Pawn,

and what is worse, has lost his privilege of castling, by being forced to
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move his King ; and although for a moment he had gained a Bishop
for a Pawn, it was quite clear that he must lose a Bishop in return by
the check of the adverse Queen at King's Rook's 5th square. It is true

that he need not have taken the Bishop, but still his Kiug must have

moved, and White could then have taken the King's Knight with his

Bishop, having always the better position.

But now to proceed with the actual game :

—

C. K. Knight to K. B's 3d. 6. Queen to K. B's 3d.

Bringing out the Knight is good play ; you not only threaten to win

his Bishop, but you afford yourself an opportunity of castling whenever

it may be needful. Black would have played better in retiring the

Bishop from the attack to Queen's Knight's 3d square than in supporting

it with the Queen.

V
T. Knight takes Bishop. 7. Queen takes Knight.

Both parties played well in their last moves. You rightly took off

the Bishop, because supported by the Queen he menaced your Queen's

Kt's Pawn, and Black properly retook with his Queen instead of the

Knight, because having a Pawn ahead, it was his interest to exchange

off the Queens.

a Q. Kuight to Q's 2d. 8. K. Knight to B's Sd.

You played correctly here in not exchanging Queens, and also in

orotecting your Bishop and your King's Pawn, both of which were

attacked by the adverse Queen; but all this might have been done

without impeding the movements of any of your Pieces, by simply

playing Queen to King's 2d sq. ; as it is, the Knight entirely shuts

your Queen's Bishop from the field. Black properly brings another

Piece to the attack of your King's Pawn :

—

9. K. B's Pawn to B's 3d. 9. Q. Knight to King's 4th.

In protecting the King's Pawn with your K. Bishop's Pawn, you

are guilty of a very common error among young players; as you

improve, you will find that it is rarely good play to move the King's

Bishop's Pawn to the third square—in the present instance, for example,

you have deprived yourself of the power of castling, at least for some

time, since the adverse Queen now commands the very square upon

which your King, in castling on his own side, has to move. Black's

last move is much more sensible. He again attacks your Bishop, and

by the same move brings his Q's Kuight into co-operation with the

King's, on the weak point of your position :

—
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10. Pawn to Q. Kt's 3d. 10. Q. takes Queen's Eook.

This is a serious blunder indeed. In your anxiety to save the

threatened Bishop, which you feared to withdraw to Q. Kt's 3d sq., on

account of the adverse Knight's giving check at your Queen's 3d square,

you have actually left your Q's Rook en prise ! Black takes it, of

course, and having gained such an important advantage, ought to win

easily.

1L Castles (i. e., plays K. to his Kt's sq., 11. Q's Kt takes Bishop,

and Book to K. B's sq.)

12. Kt. calces Kt. 12. Castles.

13. Queen to her 2d. 13. Q. B's Pawn to B's 4th.

Your last move is very subtle ; finding the mistake that Black had

committed in not retreating his Queen directly after winning the liook,

you determine, if possible, to prevent her escape by gaining command
of all the squares she can move to. Seeing the danger, Black throws

forward this Pawn to enable him, if possible, to bring the Queen off, by

playing her to her 5th sq., giving check.

14 Bishop to Q Kt's 2d. 14. Q. takes Q. E's Pawn.

This move of the Bishop is well timed ; it does not, to be sure, pr< -

vent the Queen from escaping for a move or two, but it gives you an

attack, and very great command of the field.

15. Q. to K. Kt's 5th. 15. Knight to K's sq.

Very well played on both sides. By playing the Queen to K. Kt.'s

5th, you threatened to win his Knight by at once taking it with your

Bishop, which he could not retake without opening check on his King.

Instead of so moving, you might have played the Knight to Q. Rook's

5th sq., in which case, by afterwards moving the Rook to Q. Rook's

square, it would have been impossible for his Queen to get away.

16. Q. to King's 3d. 16. K. E's Pawn to E's 3d.

You prudently retreated your Queen to guard her Knight's Pawn,
which it was important to save, on account of its protection to th.»

Knight Black played the King's R's Pawn to prevent your Queen
returning to the same post of attack.

17. K. E's P. to E's 3d. 17. K. to his E's sq.

Here are two instances of what is called " lost time" at chess, neither

move serving in the slightest degree to advance the game of the player.

That you should have overlooked the opportunity of gaining the

adverse Queen was to be expected. Similar advantages present the.n-

6elves in every game between young players, and are unobserved.
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18. K. B's Pawn to B's 4th. 18. Q. Kt's Pawn to Kt's 3d.

Again you have failed to see a most important move
; you might have

taken the K. Rook's Pawn with your Queen, giving check safely,

because Black could not take your Queen without being in check with

your Bishop, All this time, too, your opponent omits to see the

jeopardy his Queen is in, and that as far as practical assistance to his

other Pieces is concerned, she might as well be off the board.

19. K Kt's Pawn to Kt's 4th. 19. Q. Kt's Pawn to Q. Kt's 4th.

Your last move is far from good. By thus attacking your Knight,

Black threatens to win a Piece, because upon playing away the Knight

you must leave the Bishop unprotected.

20. Pawn to K. Kt's 5th. 20. Pawn takes Knight.

Although your Knight was thus attacked, it might have been saved

very easily. In the first place, by your taking the adversary's Q. B's

Pawn, threatening to take his K's Rook, on his removing which, or inter-

posing the Q's Pawn, you could have taken the Pawn which attacked

your Knight
;

or, in the second place, by moving your Queen to her

2d square. In the latter case, if Black ventured to take the Knight,

you would have won his Queen by taking the K. Kt's Pawn with your

Bishop, giving check, and thus exposing his Queen to yours. Black

would have been obliged to parry the check, either by taking the

Bishop or removing his King, and you would then have taken his

Queen. This position is very instructive, and merits attentive exami •

nation.

21. B. to Q. B's 3d. 21. Pawn takes Q. Kt's Pawn.

22. Pawn to K. E.'s 4th. 22. Pawn to Q. Kt's 7th.

In such a position, the advance of your King's flank Pawns is a process

too dilatory to be very effective.

23. Pawn to K. B.'s 5th. 23. Pawn to Q. Kfs 8th, becoming a Queen.

Now the fault of your tortoise-like movements with the Pawns be

comes fatally evident. Black has been enabled to make a seconc

Queen, and has an overwhelming force at command.

24. Book takes Queen. 24. Queen takes Book (check).

You had no better move than to take the newly-elected Queen, for twft

Queens must have proved irresistible.

25. King to his Kt's 2d. 25. Kt. to Queen's 3d.

26. K. Kt's Pawn to Kt's 6th. 26. P. takes Pawn.

27. P. takes Pawn. 27. Bishop to Q. Kt's 2d.

Here you have another remarkable instance of lost opportunity. At
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your lust move you might have redeemed all former disasters by check-

mating your opponent in two moves. Endeavor to find out how this

was to be accomplished.

2S. K. K's Pawn to E's 5th. 25. Knight takes King's Pawn.

29. Bishop to King's 5th. 29. Kt. to K. Kt's 4th (discovering check).

Up to Black's last move you had still the opportunity of winning tho

game before mentioned.
80. King to Kfs3d. 80. K's Eook to B's 6th (ch.)

31. King to E's 4th. 31. Q. to K's Bishop's 4th.

At this point you were utterly at the mercy of your antagonist, but

fortunately he wanted the skill to avail himself properly of his vast supe-

riority in force and position, or he might have won the game in half a

dozen ditFerent ways.

82. Q. takes Eook. 32. Q. takes Queen.
83. B. takes K. KCs Pawn, (ch.) 83. King takes Bishop.

This was your List chance, and its success should serve to convince

you that in the most apparently hopeless situations of the game there

is often a latent resource, if we will only have the patience to search it

out. By taking the Bishop Black has left your King, who is not in

check, no move without going into check, and as you have neither Piece

nor Pawn besides to play, you are stalemated, and the game is Drawn.
If thoroughly acquainted with tho information contained in the

preceding sections, you may now proceed to the consideration of the

ENDINGS OF GAMES.

Let us now see how we may most easily effect checkmate. One of the

great faults observable in the practice of young players is the want of

care displayed by them in the ending of otherwise well-played games.

It is a frequent observation that, tcyvards the end of the game, the ama-

teur makes a number of useless moves : in other words, that he is a long

time in discovering the way to checkmate his opponent. This arises,

very commonly, from want of care rather than want of knowledge.

The greatest possible circumspection is required in particular endings.

The object for which you have been striving for an hour or two may
be, and frequently is, sacrificed to a single false move. How often

has it happened to the young player that, just as he fancies he has the

game in his hands, his opponent walks down with a Queen or Castle,

and snatches the victory out of his grasp ! Or, how frequently does it

occur that all our care may be thrown away, and all our plans defeated,

by the insidious approach of some well-supported Knight or Pawn, or

12*
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the clever advance of the rival King ! The student will do well, there-

fore, to make himself acquainted with the various positions that occur

m the endings of games. In simple checkmates, in which a single

King is opposed by a King and Queen, a King and Rook, a King.

Hook, and Bishop, a King, Bishop, and Knight, &c, little difficulty

can occur ; but you must remember that rule of the game which gives

to your opponent the right of demanding a checkmate in fifty moves
;

failing which, the game is drawn.

QUEEN AND KING AGAINST A KING.

In a checkmate by a Queen and King against a single King, all that

is necessary for the player to do is to prevent the march of the adverso

King beyond a particular line by posting his Q. at one end of that line.

He then advances his King so as to allow his opponent no escape, and

mates. In the following position, for instance, you can give mate in

two moves. But you must beware that you do not allow a stalemate,

which is a drawn game. (See Diagram 1.)

Diagram 1. Diagram 2.

In this case, the proper play is for the white to move his Q. to the

It's seventh, when the black K. must move to the white square ; then

the white Q. moves up to K's seventh and says mate. If the white

King had been moved on to his sixth, a stalemate would have been the
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consequence. It will be seen that nothing is easier than to checkmate

with a King and Queen against a King. Indeed, between even players,

the side possessing only the King would at once retire.

KING AND ROOK AGAINST A KING.

To mate with a King and Rook against a King is almost as

easy. The first step is to confine the opposite King to a given number

of lines, and then advancing your King and Hook till the enemy is fairly

driven to the side of the board. When you have so driven him, and

placed your King in front of him, all that you have to do is to give

check and mate. Without detailing the precise moves, it will be suffi-

cient for the tyro to place the two Kings and the Rook on the board,

and play. It will be found that the Kiug cannot, by any means, pro-

long the game beyond eighteen or twenty moves. In fact, the K. and

R. can always mate when opposed to a single King, in about twenty

moves. It is sometimes good play to advance witli the King in front

of the Rook. In the position (Diagram ~), mate may be given in three

moves.

To mate in three moves in a position like this, it is necessary to

move your Rook one square beyond your King on either side, when
the black King must move in the opposite direction, and cannot ad-

vance on the second line, because of the opposing monarch.

You then move your R. back again on the same line, one square be

yond that occupied by the black K., which obliges him to resume his

position opposite your K. You then advance your R. to the eighth

line, and mate. With the Kings opposite each other, it matters little

from which square of the fourth line the Rook starts.

In giving mate with a Queen or Rook ag.iinst a single King, remember

that one check only is absolutely necessary, In some situations, however,

it will be found that a close check will drive your opponent to the side

or top of the board more quickly than by simply advancing your King
and supporting him with the Rook.

We have seen how a King and Queen may win against a King, and

also how a King and Castle may mate a single King. These are the

usual and most simple means of winning a game. When Pieces are

engaged against Pieces, or Pawns against Pawns, then it becomes a

more difficult matter to mate within the stipulated number of moves.

TWO BISHOPS AND A KING AGAINST A KING.

It is generally considered that a King against a King and two
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Bishops ought to draw the game. But this is a mistake; the two
Bishops ought to compel a mate within, at any rate, about thirty moves.

The great difficulty is to drive the opposing King to the side of the

board, and then to fix him in one of the corner squares.

To do this, you must bring your own King into active play, and sup-

port every move of your Bishops by advancing him so as to prevent the

escape of your opponent. Place the Kings on their own squares, and

the Bishops also in their proper positions as at the commencement of

a game, and try in how many moves mate can be accomplished. With
young players, the usual plan is to give a great number of checks.

This is altogether wrong ; for, if the game be played in its integrity,

only the three or four last moves need to give check.

In the position indicated, the two Bishops are nearly equal to a

Queen, and they should, therefore, be played in such a way as to pre-

vent the advance of the adverse King into the centre of the board.

The best moves to begin with are K. B. to K. R. third, and Q. B. to

K. B. fourth, after which you gradually advance your King till you

have driven your opponent to his Hook's square and command the

white square, your Rook's seventh, with your own King on the Knight's

sixth. Having attained this position, you bring up your Bishops, and

mate in three moves. But if your opponent possesses a Pawn, then

the chances of his making a drawn game of it are greatly increased, as

he may drive it forward so as to interrupt the march of your King, and

oblige you to defend your position with a Bishop. The following dia

gram (see Diagram 3) will explain the matter more clearly.

KING, BISHOP, AND KNIGHT, AGAINST A KING.

To checkmate with a King, Bishop, and Knight, against a King is

still more difficult. Indeed, with most players it would be given up as

a drawn game. Without you can drive the adverse King into a corner

of the board, and that corner is commanded by your Bishop, mate

within the fifty moves is impossible. Of course, it would seem that the

opponent's King had only to keep off the opposite Bishop's color to

avoid checkmate ; but this is not so easy as you might suppose. Place

a King in either of his Rook's square, with the opposite side arranged

thus : K. on B's sixth, B. on his fifth, and Kt. on his fifth, and you

will find that, with about half a dozen checks, you may mate in about

twenty moves. (See Diagram 4.)
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EXPLANATION OF DIAGRAM 3.

1. K.
2. Q.

WHITE.

B. to K. R's 84
B. to K. B's 4th.
to his 2d.

to K. B's 3d.

B. to K. B's .

r
)th.

to his Kt's 4th.

to hie Kt's 5th.

to his B's Gth.

B. to Q. B's 7th.

B. to Q's Tth.

to his Kt's 6th.

B. to Q's Gth (ch.)

B. to K's 6th (ch.)

B. checkmates.

1. K
2. K.
3. K.

10. K.
11. K.
12. K.
13. K.

BLACK.

to Q's sq.

to K's 2d.

to K. B.'s 3d.
to K's 2d.
to K. B's 3d.
to his 2d.
to Q's sq.

to K's sq.

to B's sq.

to Kt's sq.

to B's sq.

to Kt's sq.

to R's sq.

EXPLANATION OF DIAGRAM 4.

WHITE. BLACK.

t Kt to K. B's 7th (ch.) 1. K. to Kt's sq.
2. B. to K's 4th. 2. K. to B's sq.
3. B. to K. li s 7th. 8. K. to his sq.
4. Kt. to K's 5th. 4. K. to his B's sq.
5. Kt. to Q's 7th (ch.) 5. K. to his sq.
6. K. to Lis 0th. 6. K. to Q's sq.
7. K. to Q's 6th. 7. K. to his so. (best).
S. B. to K. Kt's 6th (ch.) 8. K. to Q's sq.
9. Kt. to Q. B's 5th. 9. K. to Q. B's sq.

10. K. B. to his 7th. 10. K. to Q's sq.
11. Kt. to Q. Kt's 7th (ch.) 11. K. to Q. B's sq.
12. K. to Q. B's 6th. 12. K. to (I Kt's sq.
13. K. to Q. Kt's 8th. 13. K. to Q. B's sq
14. B. to K's 6th (ch.) 14. K. to Q. Kt's so
15. Kt. to Q. B's 5th. 15. K. to Q. R's sl
16. B. to Q's 7th. 16. K. to Q. Kt's sq.
17. Kt to Q. R's 6th (ch.) 17. K. to Q. R's sq.
la. B. to Q. B's 6th (checkmate).
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When, however, the King has a Pawn or two the mate is sometimes

easier, as his Pawns impede him, and, at the same time, prevent your

allowing him to claim a draw by a stalemate.

In the Palamede, the following position occurs, which shows how
comparatively easy it is to give mate with a Q. B. and Kt. against a

K. and P. The upper squares belong to the black. (See Diagram 5.)

Diagram 5.

HP

lllf
#>§§j

w
warn

WHITE TO PLAY AND MATE IN SIX MOVES.

The moves given are as follows :

WHITE.

1. B. to Q. Kt. 4th.

2. B. to Q. B. 5th (ch.)

3. K. to Q. Kt. 6th.

4. K. to Q. R. 6th.

5. B. to Q. 6th.

6. Kt. checkmates.

Diagram 6.

m m
aj

BLACK.

1. K. to Q. R. 2d.

2. K. to E. sq.

3. P. to Q. Kt. 5th.

4. P. to Q. Kt. 6th.

5. P. to Q. Kt. 7th.

It will be seen, on playing the above moves, that, had white failed

to check with his Kt., the P. would have gone to Queen, and probably

won the game.

TWO KNIGHTS AND A KING AGAINST A *K1NG

cannot, under any circumstances, force a mate ; but if it happen that

the adverse King possesses a Pawn or two, then checkmate may be

sometimes attained, even though his Pawn is able to Queen. As before

observed, a King and a minor Piece cannot checkmate. With a Bishop,

Pawn, and King against a King, or a King and Pawn against a King,
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or a King, Knight, and Pawn against a King, it often becomes a mat-

ter of great difficulty to avoid a stalemate.

In the foregoing position (see Diagram 6), if the black moves first,

the white wins ; if the white moves, the game is drawn.

You will perceive that, if black moves first, he must move on one of the

black squares, when the Pawn is pushed forward to the seventh square,

without giving check. It may be observed, as a general rule, that if

the King can advance to the sixth square with a Pawn 011 either side

of him, he can force a mate. If the white, in this case, moves first, he

must either advance his Pawn or move his King behind or away from

the Pawn. In either case, a drawn game would be the result.

Many positions might be given of these odds, but we prefer leaving

them to the ingenuity of our readers.

TWO PAWNS AND KING AGAINST A KING.

Two Pawns on squares next each other ought always to win against

I Bingle King. With a single Pawn, however, on the Kook's file, a

drawn game must always result if the game be properly played.

A PAWN AND MINOR PIECE AGAINST A KING.

A Pawn supported by a minor Piece ought always to win against a

single King ; but positions occur in which a King can draw the game
against a King, Knight, and Pawn. The following is a notable exam-

ple (see Diagram 7)

:

Diagram 7. Diagram 8.

li

hp

a
*
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In all endings of games, in which there are Pieces and Pawns on
both sides, it often becomes a matter of considerable difficulty for

either side to win. With ordinary players, the strongest side wins, as

a matter of course; but it sometimes happens that the inferior Pieces

win against the superior, or draw the game by stalemate or perpetual

check. It may, however, be stated, as an invariable rule, that the

Queen can always win against any one inferior piece, and usually

against two. An examination of the following positions will be found

extremely useful to the young player.

QUEEN AGAINST BISHOP OR KNIGHT.

The Queen wins against a Bishop or Knight, except when the latter

has the power of sacrificing the inferior Piece, and making a drawn

game. Examine the following position. Black playing, draws the

game :

—

WHITE. BLACK.

K. at his R. 6th.. K. at his R. sq.

P. at R. 5th. Kt. atQ. 3d.

Q. at K. B. 3d.

QUEEN AGAINST A ROOK.

The Queen wins against a Rook in all the usual positions, as it has

the power of giving check at an angle, and at the same time commands
the Rook's place.

KING AND QUEEN AGAINST KING, ROOK, AND KNIGHT.

The King and Queen against King, Rook, and Knight, in the centre

of the board, cannot win, as the Rook or Knight has always the power

of interposing and forcing an exchange. This is allowed to be a drawn

game. The King ean always move out of Check, or cover the Queen's

Check.

QUEEN AGAINST ROOK AND PAWN.

The Queen wins against a Rook and Pawn, except in some particular

positions, when the latter can compel a draw.

Many ingenious problems have been invented, in which the inferior

may force a drawn game against the superior Pieces. As a rule, how-
ever, the Queen wins against any two inferior Pieces. In actual play,
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the Queen ought to win against two Bishops or two Knights. But it

must be remembered that the power of the Bishops in combination is

almost equal to that of a Queen, especially when it is considered that

the one King can never pass the squares defended by the Bishops, and

that, on receiving check, the other can always move out of danger

without sacrificing one of his Pieces. Par example: in the following

position, quoted by Staunton, from the " Handbook" of Bilguerand Von
der Laza, the Bishops are able to draw the game in spite of all the-

efforts of the opposing Queen :

—

WHITE.

EL at his Kt. 4th.

Q. at her R. 4th.

BLACK.

K. at his Kt 2d.

B. at K. Kt. 3d.

B. at his 3d.

The moves of the Bishop's game are thus given, White playing

first :

—

-WHITE.

1. Q. to Q. 7th (ch.)

2. Q. to K. 6th.

8. K. to K. B. 4th.

4. Q. to Q. 7th (ch.)

5. Q. to K. Sth (ch.)

6. K. to Kt 4th.

7. Q. to K. 6th.

8. Q. to Q. 7th (ch.)

9. Q. to K. Sth (ch.)

10. K. to R. 5th.

BLACK.

1. K. to B. or Kt. sq. (best).

2. K. to Kt. 2d.

3. B. to K. E. 2d.

4. K. to Kt. 3d.

5. K. to Kt. 2d.

6. B. to Kt. 3d.

7. B. to R. 2d.

a K. to Kt. 8<L

9. K. to Kt. 2d.

10. Q. B. to K. B. 4th.

And the game is drawn.

It is shown however, that, had the Black moved one of his Bishop s

first instead of his King, the White would have won—the Queen, in a

few moves, being able to win one of his Bishops, and destroy Black's

defence.

It is generally considered, that the Quceji can icin against two

Knights. It is, however, the opinion of the author of the "Handbuch"
that this decision is open to argument. The matter is fully investi-

gated in the " Chess-player's Chronicle," and various illustrations are

there given of the power of the Knights to draw the game. In the

foregoing position (see Diagram 8), for instance, the White cannot
win if the Black has the move. Of course, the White wins if it moves
first. If the King can be forced into a corner, as in the following dia-

gram (see Diagram 9), it does not much matter where the opposing

Queen is placed, as the King can always move out of check without
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disturbing the position of the Knights. If, however, the black King
leaves his Knight's or moves on to the Rook's file, he loses his posi-

tion, and subseq uently the game. With regard to the Knight's defence

against a Queen, it has been generally considered that they should

support each other; but, says Von der Laza, who may be said to be

the inventor or discoverer of this mode of defence, " It is even more

easy to draw the game with two Knights against the Queen than with

two Bishops. The whole secret of the Knight's defence consists in

placing them before their King in the same position as the Bishops

;

Diagram 9,

BLACK.

WHITE.

Diagram 10.

BLACK.

B
WHITE.

that is to say, side by side, and not so that they may defend each

other." In illustration of this argument, the author gives the move
consequent on various positions ; but these, in our limited space, we
cannot afford to quote. Suffice it, that he establishes the fact that the

two Knights can compel the Queen to draw the game, though, under

no circumstances, can" they win themselves.

QUEEN AGAINST A BISHOP AND KNIGHT.

The Queen wins against a Bishop and Knight, except in some peculiar

situations where the King, as in Diagram 10, can be pinned in a

corner, when a drawn game is the consequence. What, does it matter

where the Queen is placed in a position like this ?

Here it is plain that, on whatever square the Queen moves, the black

King has the power of getting out of check without disturbing the
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position of his Bishop and Knight ; or, if it be necessary to interpose

either of these Pieces, in order to cover the Queen's Check, the White

King gains nothing, because his opponent always has the power to

resume his position. Great care is, however, necessary in situations

of this kind, because the slightest error will lead to the loss of one of

the inferior Pieces. It may, however, be taken as a general rule, that

the Queen wins against any two minor Pieces, especially if they are

not closely supported by their King, or when they are at a distance

from each other.

Diagram 11,

BLACK.

Diagram 12.

BLACK.

ISi

t

1 , ......

^

1
4

up

In some cases, the Queen icins against a Queen and Pawn, or against

4 l*a\cn alone. But numerous situations occur in which it is a matter

of extreme difficulty to prevent a drawn game, or even a loss of your
Queen. Mr. Lewis gives the above as an instance in which the

Black, with the move, ought to win. (See Diagram 11). It would seem
that the White cannot move his Queen without allowing the Pawn to

advance.

What, then, does White do ? If he gives check, Black interposes

his Queen, which he is enabled to do ad infinitum: If White takes the

Pawn, he loses his Queen, and the game.

Black must protect his Pawn's place ; he therefore moves

—

BLACK. -WHITE.

L Q. to her Kt 4th. 1. K. moves.
2. K, to his 8th. 2. Q. to Q. K. sq. (ch.)

8. Pawn Queens, and wins.
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Many positions might be given in which the Queen and Pawn are

compelled to accept a draw against the Queen alone. In the foregoing

case (see Diagram 12), the White draws the game, having the move,

against two Queens.

Here the Black, being in check, must either interpose his Queen or

Queen his Pawn, which allows the White to give perpetual check : but

if, instead of changing the Pawn for a Queen, the Black changes it for

a Knight, we are not quite certain that the White can force a draw by

perpetual check ; but, on the other hand, White always has the power

of changing Queens, and a drawn game is inevitable, because Black

cannot mate with a King and Knight.

With the Queen off the board, the endings of games become more and

more complicated > still, with equal players, equality of Pieces and Pawns
ought to insure a draw. In some situations, however, the position of

either player's pieces gives him such an advantage as renders the win-

ning of the game a simple certainty within a given number of moves.

With Rook against Rook, a Drawn Game is inevitable ; as it

being impossible to mate with a Rook except the Kings be opposite

each other, as I have already shown (except when one King is in the

corner), the opposing Roojc has nearly always the power of giving

check, and so preventing the loss of the game or exchanging pieces,

and making a draw,

A Bishop ought always to draw the game against a Rook.
With the Bishop to interpose, it is nearly impossible to force your

adversary's King into a square opposite to your own King. But the

Bishop, in this case, should not be kept too near your King, as it is

possible to give check, and, by the same move, attack the Bishop.

Philidor says that the only secure place for the King belonging to the

weaker party is the Black square next the Black corner when the

Bishop moves on the White, and vice versa, as, in this case, the King
Cannot be forced out of the corner when he has once retreated to it.

Examine the following position, and you will see that it is impossible

for the Rook to win :

K. at his R. Sth. K. at nis R. 3d.

K B. at Kt. 8th. Q. R. at his 7th.

In the following position, White, with the move, mates in seven

moves :

—
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TTIJITK.

K. at his Q.

R. at K. 2d.

P. at Q. Kt 2d.

P. at K. 6th.

BLACK.

K. at his R. sq.

B. at his K Kt. sq.

P. at K. R *d.

P. at Q. Kt. 5th.

The two Pawns on the Knight's file have nothing to do with the

position, except to provide a move for the Black.

A ROOK AGAINST KNIGHT

is usually considered a won game. It often happens, however, that the

Knight is able to force a draw.

In the following position (see Diagram 13), Black draws the game :

Diagram 13.
BLACK.

Diagram 14.
BLACK.

% 1

Lam m
<r-;-/"-y

r

d
Wk H

\ 1 If

It will be seen that Black always has the power of interposing his

Knight to cover the Rook's check, or of moving his King in case of

the Rook running over to the other side. But if the Black King can be

driven into a corner, the Rook wins. So long as the weaker force

retains the centre squares of any of the side lines, he is safe. In the

case of a Bishop against a Rook, it was shown that the corner square

was the place of safety. With a Knight opposed to a Rook, however,

the case is reversed

—

medio tutissimis ibis.

THE ROOK USUALLY LOSES AGAINST TWO KNIGHTS AND A BISHOP,

OR TWO BISHOPS AND A KNIGHT,

But if the Rook be supported by a Pawn or two, he ought to wm.
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ROOK AND PAWN AGAINST ROOK

tight to win ; but it often happens that the weaker force is enabled to

draw the game, especially when the King is in front of the Pawn. Mr.

Staunton gives several instances in which the Rook loses against one,

two, or three Pawns. Usually, hoArever, the Rook can so frequently

give check, that he can force the opposite King away from his Pawns,

in which case the Rook wins. If, however, a King or Queen's Pawn
can be advanced to its 7th square, and is well defended by its King, it

may sometimes win against a Rook, or even against a Queen, or, at any

rate, obtain a draw, by stalemate or perpetual check. Two Pawns,

united at their sixth squares, must win against the Rook.

Two Rooks against one ought to win, and generally do, except in

some peculiar situations. In Stamma's famous position—(see Dia-

gram 14)—it is evident that, having to play first, Black wins in a single

move ; and, even without the move, it would seem that he can draw the

2:ame, because White cannot, by the same move, defend the checkmate

and protect his rcok. We can show, however, that in this position the

White can win the game.

WRITE. ' BLACK.

1. R. to K. R. 5th. 1. R. takes R.

2. R. to Q. R. 6th (ch). 2. K. moves.

8. R. to Q. R. 5th (ch). . 3. K. moves.

4. R. takes R. and wins.

And if the Black declines to take the offered Rook, the White wins

directly.

ROOK AND PAWN AGAINST A BISHOP

ought to win, in spite of the interposing power of the latter. In Phili-

dor's famous position—(See Diagram 15),—Black can draw the game

3f the White makes the slightest slip. Various modes of attack for

White are given by the players, but it is only by the greatest care that

the Rook can win.

It has, at length, been admitted that the King, Booh and Biihop

cannot force a chechnate against a King and Kool\ The soiution of

this interesting question is due to Herr Kling, who. in an elaborate

treatise, has proved to demonstration that the Rook can always draw

the game against a Rook and Bishop. Our space will not allow us to

further allude to this remarkably ingenious examen, but, after repeated

trials and experiments, we are forced inevitably to Herr Kling's conclu-
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The Rook ought to draw the game against Rook and Knight. This

is the usual opinion, but Mr. Forth has demonstrated the superiority

of the two pieces over the one. The following position is given by that

gentleman as an instance in which White ought to win in about twenty
moves :

—

WHITE. BLACK.

K. at K. B. 6th. K. at his sq.

R. at Q. Kt. 7th. Q. 11. at his sq.

Kt, at K. 4th.

" It will be seen," says Mr. Forth, " that when the Black King is on
the Rook's, Knight's or Bishop's squares, it is comparatively easy to

force the game ; but the difficulty is materially enhanced when he is

on the King's or Queen's squares, where it is at present an undecided
question whether mate can be forced in general situations. The posi-

tions where the Rook and Knight exercise the greatest power are those
in which the adverse Rook is on the same part of the board as that on
which the Kings stand, and the White Knight can be moved to the

squares next to his King for the purpose of interposing when check is

given. Such situations are, for the most part, decisive. Great care
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must, however, be taken to keep the Kings near to each other, that time

may not be lost in gaining the opposition at the right moment."

Between equal players, games which are left with a King and the

same number of Pawns on either side, may generally be considered as

drawn. And if we allow only their original value to the Pawns, such

a result would be almost invariable ; but the power possessed by the

Pawn of exchanging for a Queen, or any other piece, on reaching its

eighth square, renders such endings extremely interesting, and some-

times very complicated. It often happens that a good player will

change away his pieces for others of equal value, in order, when he has

a superiority of Pawns, to fight out his game with the Pawns alone. In

such cases, the greatest circumspection is necessary, as the slightest

mistake on either side will result in the loss of the game. Nothing

shows a good player's skill so well as a perfect handling of his Pawns,

and it is in the indifference with which an amateur sacrifices them that

his want of knowledge is exhibited. It is exceedingly difficult to convey

upon paper the proper method of playing Pawns, so much depends on

the way in which they are supported by their King and each other, and

the force that is brought against them. And it is only by a careful

examination of critical situations, combined with actual experieuce

derived from actual play, that the amateur can hope to attain excel-

lence in the management of his Pawns. Instances innumerable might

be given of games lost through carelessness in regard to the situation

of Pawns. Mr. Staunton gives, in his excellent book, a very remarka-

ble instance in which a game was lost, by simple inadvertence, in the

great match which was played in Paris, in 1843. (See Diagram 16).

Here Mr. Staunton (the Black), instead of taking the White Queen's

Pawn with his King, as he should have done, and won the game, moved
his King to its fifth square, and lost. As will be seen, on playing out

the game, this little slip enabled the White to Queen his Pawn and win.

Had Mr. Staunton played the game out in its integrity, the following,

as given by the great player himself would have been the result

:

WHITE. BLACK.

1. K. takes P.

2. K. to Q. sq. (best). 2. K. to Q. 6th.

8. P. to K. Kt 4th. 3. P. to K. 7tL (ch.)

4. K. to his sq. 4. K. to Q. B. 7th.

5. P. to K. Kt. 5th. 5. K. takes Q. Kt. P.

6. P. to K. Kt. 6th. 6. P. to Q. B. 6th.

7. P. to K. Kt. 7th. 7. P. to Q. B. 7th.

8. P. queens. S. P. queens and checks.

9. K takes P. 9. Q. to Q. B. 5th (ch.)

10. Q. takes Q. 10. P. Lakes Q. and must win.
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However, not to multiply examples, it may be said that, as a rule,

King and Pawn against King and Pawn is a drawn game, except in the

instance of the Pawn Queening, and giving Check at the same move,

when the game is usually won by a succession of Checks.

TWO PAWNS AGAINST ONE.

Two Pawns usually win against one, though numerous instances are

known in which the single Pawn is enabled either to win or draw the

game. In the following case, for example, the game is drawn, no

matter which side moves first

:

TTHITE.

K. at his Kt. 5th.

K. Kt. P. at his 4th,

K. It. P. at his 4th.

BLACK.

K. at his Kt. 2d.

K. K. F. at his 2d.

If, however, the White King had been on his Bishop's 4th, he must

win with the move.

A King and Two Pawns against a King and two Pawns is

commonly a drawn game, bat as against passed Pawns, the superior

force ought always to wiu, as it is almost impossible to prevent one of

the Pawns going to Queen.

Greco's celebrated position of a King and three passed Pawns against

an equal farce has usually been considered a drawn game. But it has

been demonstrated by M. Szen and others that, in the following posi-

tion (see Diagram 17), White must win :

Diagram 17.

1

IP

i

13
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With the White King placed on his Queen's square, and the other

Pieces as above, the side which first plays wins. This is the position

tluit was generally assumed by the concealed player, who directed the

moves of Maelzel's celebrated M automaton." It will be recollected

that the automaton always insisted on the first move, and that he

Seldom played complete games. In fact, the games played in Europe

and America by the automaton were skilfully devised " end games,"

the property or invention of Stamina, Lolli, and the veteran Lewis,

who, in his youth, was himself engaged as the actual player. Thej
were games carefully selected to give the automaton, with the move, a

won game. Schlumberger, or Mulhouse, the last director of this scien-

tific sham, lost several games, in this country, against ordinary players,

and so destroyed the automaton's reputation for invincibility. The
secret of the concealed player at last oozed out, and the mech:tnism of

the wonderful Turk fell into disrepute.

OPENINGS OF GAMES.

As the endings of games, are often of more importance than the

several methods of opening them, we gave them first ; but it must not

be considered that the opening of a game is a matter of slight conse-

quence. On the contrary, success frequently depends on the first

dozen moves. A careful study, therefore, of the various approved

openings is of the greatest importance to the youthful player.

The principal modes of beginning the game are the following

:

1 The Knight's opening, thus

—

WHITK. BLACK.

1. K. P. to K. 4th. 1. K. P. to K. 4th.

2. K. Kt. to K. B. 3d.

2. The King's Bishop's opening—
WUTTB. BLACK.

1. KP.toK. 4th. 1. K. P. to K. 4th.

1L B. to O, B. 4th.

3. The Queen's Bishop's Pawn's opening—
WDITl BLACK.

1. K. P. to K. 4th. 1 K. P. to K. 4th.

2. Q, B. P. to B. 3d.
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4. TnE King's Gambit—
WHITE. BLACK.

1. K. P. 2. 1. K. P. 2.

2. K. B. P. 2. 2. P. takas P.

Many varieties of these four openings on the King's side are known
as, for example. Captain Evans's Gambit, the Guioco Piano, the Scotch

Gambit, the Damiano, the Muzio, the Lopez, and the Allgaier Gambits

The openings on the Queen's side are less interesting. The principal

is the Aleppo or Queen's Gambit, which is as follows :

WIIITB. BLAOK.

1 P. to Q. 4th. 1. P. to Q. 4th.

2. P. to Q. B. 4th. 2. P. takes P

When the offered Pawn is taken, that constitutes the Gambit—the

word, as we have already explained, is derived from an Italian term used

in wrestling. Of course the game may be varied by the second player

refusing to take the Pawn. In the Queen's Gambit, for instance, it is

considered that the best move for the second player is to refuse the

Pawn, and play P. to K's third. This was the practice of Salvio. the

groat Italian player, and it has been adopted, with variations, by
M'Donnell, La Bourdonuais, Mr. Staunton, Mr. Morphy, the great

American player, and others. Let us examine the King's Gambit,

which, after all, is the best and safest opening for tho young player

/ K. P. 2.
^ K. B. P. 2.\

\ K. P. 2.
*" P. takes P./

The King's Gambit is also known as the King's Knight's Gambit, when
the third move is King's Knight to Bishop's third square. This open-

ing leads to many brilliant sorties in the hands of adroit players After

accepting the Gambit, the best defence to the Knight's attack is to

advance your Pawn to King's Knight's fourth square ; or you may
play Pawn to Queen's fourth, or Pawn to King's Bishop's fourth, or

K. B. to Q. B. fourth, and the chances of the game will be equal.

Examine the following game for the result of this method :
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KING'S GAMBIT.

"WUITE. BLACK.

1. P. to K'S 4 1 P to K'a 4X. X. lO XV 3

2 P to K H'a 4 9! P tab »a P
X. K's Kt to IV s S. & P to K Kt'» 4WW X • I ^ XX. XX . 3 t

4. K's B. to Q's B. 4. 4. B. to K. Kt's 2.

ft P to K R'aJLv. X • tl> XX. 1\ 3l/i

fi. P to 4V>* 4. ft P to IV It <i

7. P. to Q's B. 8. 7 P to O B'-* S_

8. Q. to her Kt's 8. 8. Q. to K's 2.

9 P to K'<* Kt'a 3. <L P K Iv t'a ftIX X . XV. XVI 5 %\

10. Q's B. takes P. 10. P. takes Kt.

11. R. takes P. 11. Q's B. to K. 8.

12. P. to Q's 5. 12. Q's B. to K. Kt's 5.

18. P. takes Q's B's P. IS. B. talker R.

14 P tjikp* Kt'* PX**. X • .J\^ 3 XX It 9 X • 14 Ci tabt>a K'a PX*4. V£. UXIVC9 XV 9 X •

15. P. takes R. (become a Q.) 15. Q. takes Q.

16. B. takes K's B's P. (ch.) Id. K. to B's sq.

IT. B. takes Kt. 17. R. takes B.

IS. B. takes Q's P. (ch.) IS. K. to K's sq.

19. Q. to K's 6 (ch.) 19. K. to Q's sq.

80. Q. to K's T (ch.) 2a K. to Q's B's sq.

21. Q. to Q's B's T (mate).

THE KING'S KNIGHT'S OPENING.
•WHITS. BLACK.

1. P. to K. 4th. P. to K. 4th.

2. K. Kt. to B. 34

The Knight attacks the advanced Pawn. The usual defence to this

opening is to advance the Q's Kt. to Bishop's 3. Philidofs celebrated

defence is to advance the P. to Q. 3, thus

:

WHITE. BLACK.

1. P. to K. 4th. 1. P. to K. 4th.

2. K. Kt. to B. 3d. 2. P. to Q. 3d,

which leaves the games quite equal. Petrojfs defence to this opening

is ingenious, and worth studying. Instead of bringing the Q's Kt. out,

he advances the K's Kt.

WHITl BLACK.

1. P. to K. 4th. 1. P. to K. 4th.

2. K. Kt to B. 3d. 2. K. Kt. to B. 3d,

which is a variation of the Damiano Gambit, where the Pawn is ad-

vanced to K. B. 3. The celebrated Russian declares that this is the
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best answer to Knight's attack. This, however, has been doubted, as

the third move taken strengthens the power of the attacking party.

Then there is the Counter Gambit, thus

:

"WHITE. BLACK.

L P. to K. 4th. 1. P. to K. 4th.

2. K. Kt. to B. 3d. 2. P. to K. B. 4th.

The following is the opening known as

THE GUIOCO PIANO.
WHITE. BLACK.

L P. to K. 4th. 1. P. to K. 4th.

2. K. Kt. to B. 3d. 2. Q. Kt. to B. 3d.

3. K. B. to Q. B. 4th. 8. K. B. to Q. B. 4th.

Here the Black plays a perfectly safe game ; but its strength depends

on the answer he gives to his opponent's fifth move. If White advance

his P. to Q. third, it is best, perhaps, for Black to take P. with P. ; but

if White brings his K. Kt. to his 5th square, then Black had better cas-

tle, and the game is equal. Many variations of this opening occur in

the experience of every player. We come now to

—

CAPTAIN EVANS'S GAMBIT.

This is a clever variation of the Guioco Piano, and was invented by
the fine player whose name it bears. It is as follows

:

WHITE. BLACK.

L P. to K. 4th. 1. P. to K. 4th. I

2. K. Kt. to B. 3d. 2. Q. Kt. to B. 3d.

3. K. 13. to Q. B. 4th. 8. K. B. to Q. B. 4th.

4 P. to Q. Kt. 4th. 4. B. Likes Q. Kt. P.,

which last move of the Black constitutes the gambit. You see the

Bishop or Knight must take the Pawn, or else retreat with the Bishop.

This fine opening brings the attacking player's Pawns into the centre

of the board, and yet leaves him room to attack the adverse K. with

both Q. and Q. B. It is a most powerful opening, and can scarcely

H resisted. Mr. Staunton in his " Handbook," has several illustra-

tions of the proper modes of replying to this opening; but in all, the

White, or rather the first player, has the advantage. Then we have—

THE KNIGHT'S DEFENCE.
WniTE. BLACK.

L P. to K. 4th. 1. P. to K. 4th.

2. K. Kt. to B. 3d. -2. Q. Kt. to B. 3d.

a K. B. to a B. 4th. 3. K. Kt. to B. 3d,
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which is also a variation, like the Sooteh Gambit, of the Guiooo Piano,

aud was invented by Gianutio, who flourished iu the middle of the six-

teenth oentury. Next there

RUY LOPEZ'S GAME.
W1IITC BLACK.

1. P. to K. 4th. 1. P. to K. 4th.

2. K. Kt to B. Sd. 2. Q. Kt to B. 3d.

X K. B. to Q. Kt 5th. 8. K. Kt to B. Sd,

which is also a strong game, if well supported ; but it often leads to a

rapid exchange of Pieces, and in the hands of a poor player, a rather

dangerous adventure.

THE SCOTCH GAMBIT

varies the Knight's opening, by advancing the Q. P. two squares at

the third move. It is certainly one of the best replies to the Knight's

openiug yet discovered. It is also called the Queen's Pawn Game, and

was first brought prominently into notice in the celebrated match by
correspondence between the London and Edinburgh clubs some years

since. Black must take the advance Q. P., or consent to be in a very

bad position. If the player acting on the defence declines the gambit,

he endangers his game, which is not certainly the case with the other

gambits in this opening. Most writers, however, agree with Lolli, that

the White's best 4th move is to take the Kt., when Black takes Kt.

with P. Many ingenious variations of this opening are given by the

principal writers on chess.

It is but a simple variation of the Guioco Piano, and may be con-

sidered a safe way of commencing a game. These are the moves

:

WH1TK. BLACK.

1. P. to K. 4th. 1. P. to K. 4th.

2. K. Kt to B. 3d. 2. Q. Kt to B. Sd.

S. Q. P. 2.

This third move of the White gives the name to the opening, and

when Black takes the offered Pawn, the gambit is complete. Both

Morphy and Staunton consider the advance of the Q. P. quite sound,

and often adopt it. A clever variation of the Q. P's opening is that

invented by Cochrane. Thus :

WHITE. BLACK.

& P. takes P.

4. K. B. to Q. B. 4th. 4 B. checks,

ft. P. to Q. B. Sd. & P. take* P.

d. P. takos P.
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The sixth move of the White is that invented by Cochrane. It is very

pretty, but will not stand, for if Black plays K. B. to Q. It's 4, Whit

is obliged to push on his K. P. To this Black responds with his Q. P
two (St. Amant's move), or with his K. Kt. to K's 2d, the move pro-

posed by Major Jaenisch, the famous German analyst. The Q. P. 1

move is, by some considered unsound. An examination of the follow-

ing illustrative game, in which each player moves his Q. P. two squares,

will show that Mr. Staunton is right

:

BETWEEN MESSRS. MORPHY AND LICIITENHEIN.

The American Chess Tournament.

•WHITE (MR. LICHTENJIEIN). BLACK (MB. MOBPITY).

1. P. to Q. 4th. 1. P. to Q. 4th.

2. P. to Q. B. 4th. 2. P. to K. 3d.

8. Q. KL to B. 8d. 8. K. Kt to B. 3d.

4. K. Kt to B. 3d. 4. P. to Q. B. 4th.

5. P. to K. 8d. 5. Q. Kt to B. 3d.

6. P. to Q. R. 3cL 6. K. B. to Q. 3d.

7. Q. P. takes P. 7. K. B takes P.

S. P. to Q. Kt 4th. a K. B. to Q. 8<L

9. Q. B. to Kt. 2d. 9. Castles.

10. Q. Kt to Kt 5th. 10. K. B. to K. 2d.

11. Q. Kt to Q. 4th. 11. K. Kt to K. 5th.

12. Q. Kt takes Q. Kt 12. Kt P. takes Q. Kt
18. K. B. to Q. 8d. 13. P. to Q. B. 4th.

14. Kt to Q. 2<L 14. KL takes Kt
15. Q. takes Kt 15. Q. P. takes P.

16. K. B. to K. 4th. 16. Q. takes Q.

17. K. takes Q. 17. Q. R. to KL sq.

18. Q. B. to K. 5th. 18. Q. R. to KL 4th.

19. K. B. to Q. B. 6th. 19. Q. R. to KL 3d.

20. P. to Q. Kt. 5th. 20. Q. B. to Kt. 2d.

21. Q. B. to B. 7th. 21. P. to B. 6th (eh.)

22. K. takes P. 22. Q. B. takes K. B.

23. Q. B. takes E, 23. K a to B. 3d (ch.)

24. K. t<» Q. 2d. 24. R. P. tak- s 1>.

25. Kt P. takes Q. B. 25. B. takes Q. IL

26. R. takes B. 26. R. to Q. B. sq.

27. P. to Q. R. 4th. 27. R. takes B. P.

28. P. to Q. R. 5th. 2S. Kt. P. takes P.

29. R. takes P. 29. I\ to K. Kt. 3d.

30. P. to K. B. 3d. 30. R. to Q. Kt. 3d.

31. R. takes B. P. and the game was drawn.

THE MUZIO GAMBIT.

This celebrated gambit is an offspring of the King's Gambit, and
turns on the sacrifice by the first player of a Knight, in order to secure
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a strong position. Whence it derived its name, we are not able to say

;

but various great writers have examined this gambit with a view to test

its soundness. 44 In the two defences," says Staunton, 44 to the King's

Gambit by Salvio and Cochrane, when the second player for his fourth

move advanced his Pawn to King's Knight's fifth, attacking his

Knight, White replies by moving his Knight to King's fifth, subjecting

himself to a counter attack, from which escape without loss is difficult,

if not impracticable."

From this circumstance, probably, originated the Muzio Gambit,

wherein the first player, instead of removing the attacked Knight,

boldly abandons him, and, by castling, immediately brings against his

adversary an almost overwhelming force.

The following are the moves of the Muzio Gambit:

WUITB. BLACK.

1. P. to K. 4th. t P. to K. 4th.

2. P. to K. B. 4th. 2. P. takes P.

a K. Kt to B. 3d. a P. to K. Kt. 4th.

4. K. B. to Q. B. 4th. 4. K Kt P. advances.

& Castles. 5. P. takes Kt

The taking of the Knight
.
by the Black, and the act of castling on

the White's fifth move, constitute the gambit. From this point, not-

withstanding the loss of the Knight, White has a very strong game.

But, instead of castling, some players recommend the moving of

Queen's Pawn to Queen's fourth; and, as a good variation of the de-

fence, M'Donnell advises the playing of the Queen's Knight to Queen's

Bishop's third.

To continue the game from the above opening

:

•WBITB. BLACK.

& Q. takes P. 6. Q. to K. B. 3d.

7. K. P. t 7. Q. takes K. P.

a Q. P. 1. a K. B. to R. 3d.

». Q. B. to Q. 2d. 9. K. Kt to EL 2d.

10. Q. Kt to B. 3d. 10. Q. Kt to B. 8d (a).

11. Q. R. to K. sq. 11. Q. to Q. B. 4th (ch.) (&).

12. K. to R. sq. Ac, Ac
(a) Not the best move, though preferred by De la Bourdonnais.

(6) Best play.

Various other defences to the Black's attack are known, but this will

be sufficient, as we show the White to have at least an equal game.

Indeed, from this position he ought to win. Suppose we play the game
out:
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WHITE. BLACK.

12. Q. P. 1 (C).

13. Q. Kt to Q. 5th. 13. Q. Kt. to K. 4th.

14. R. takes Kt. {J). 14 P. takes K.

15. Q. B. to Kt. 4th. 15. Q. to Q. 5th («).

16. Q. B. P. t 16. K. P. 1 (/).

17. Q. to K. R. 5th. 17. Q. to K. Kt. 2d.

IS. Kt takts P. (ch.) (tf) IS. K. to Q. sq. (g).

19. Kt takes R. 19. K. R. to Kt sq.

20. B. takes Kt. (ch.) 20. K. takes B.

21. Q. to Q. B. 5th (ch.) 21. K. to K. B. 3d (g).

22. Q. to Q. 4th (ch.) 22. K. to Kt 4th.

23. Q. takes K. P., and wins.

(c) The better play in our opinion, is Q. Kt to Q. 5th.

{d) Evidently better than the move recommended by Bourdonnais, Q. to K. R. 5th.

(e) If, instead of this move, Black plays his Q. to Q. B. 3d, White replies by K. B. to Q.

Kt 5th.

(/) If Kt. tikes Kt, your Pawn takes Q. ; and if Black then replies by taking B. with Kt,
White moves Q. to K. R. 5th.

iS) Best

THE QUEEN'S GAMBIT.

This form of gambit was formerly called the "Aleppo Gambit," from

the fact that it was a favorite opening of the celebrated Stamma of

that city. Though a good opening, it is not often employed by modern

players. We have not seen it once used by Morphy, and not frequent-

ly by Staunton. In the games between the Bourdonnais and M'Don-

nell, however, it has been brought into practice in the most successful

manner. The moves of this opening are as follow :

WHITE. BLACK.

1. P. to Q. 4th. 1. P. to Q. 4th.

2. P. to Q. B. 4th. 2. P. takes P.

The taking of the Pawn on the second move of the second player

constitutes the gambit. The Pawn is sometimes refused, and Pawn
moved to King's third instead. Salvio advises the latter mode of play

as the safest and best, and proposes, as the second move of the Black,

the advance of a Pawn to Q. B's fourth square—a conclusion from

which we respectfully dissent. To pursue the game as opened above :

8. P. to K. 3d. 3. P. to K. 4th.

4. P. to Q. R. 4th,

and the result will be, that White gains a Piece at the eighth move,

and obtains a ver^strong position. If, however, a different mode ot

play be adopted, as

—

13*
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3. P. to Q. Kt. 4th.

L P. to Q. R. 4th. 4. P. to Q. B. 3d.

5. P. takes P. 5. P. takes P.

G. Q. to K. B. 3d,

the White still gains a Piece. Perhaps the best play for the Black is

to exchange Queens and give check, which obliges the White King to

move and rather cramps his game, and allows Black to castle without

danger. Staunton's analysis of this opening clearly proves that the

refusal of the gambit leads to the best game. It will be seen though,
' hat the chances of either player are equal, if the usual mode of con-

ducting this gambit be adopted, Par exemjple :

WHITE. BLACK.

1. P. to Q. 4th. 1. P. to Q. 4th.

2. P. to Q. B. 4th. 2. P. takes P.

3. Q. Kt. to B. 3d. 3. K. Kt. to B. 3d.

4. P. to K. 3d. 4. P. to K. 4th.

5. K. B. takes P. 5. P. takes P.

6. P. takes P. 6. K. B. to Q. 3d,
And the game is over.

IRREGULAR OPENINGS.
Since the time of the Chess tournament in which Mr. Morphy par-

ticipated, some doubts have been expressed as to the soundness of the

regular defence to the King's Knight's Opening—Q. Kt. to B's 3d for

the second player ; and Philidor's Defence—Pawn to Q's 3d—has

again come into position. This move, which for a time, prevents the

King's Bishop from coming out, is now considered—so variable is

fashion even in Chess-play—to be safer and better than the regular de-

fence. In the games between Morphy and Lowenthal, during the

visit of the former to Europe, Philidor's defence was adopted by the

American champion with considerable success ; but, after all, it is quite

a matter of opinion as to which is the best reply to the King's Knight's

Opening—so much depends on the tactics of the first player.

Among the irregular openings adopted are, the French Game :

WHITE. BLACK.

1. P. to K. 4th. 1. P. to K. 3d.

2. P. to Q. 4th. 2. P. to Q. 4th.

8 P. takes P. 8. P. takes P.

OR,
3. P. to K. 5th. 8. P. to Q. B. 4th.

Next we have what is called the Sicilian Game :

WHITE. BLACJC

1. P. to K. 4th. 1. P. to Q. B. 4th.

2. K. Kt. to B 3d. 2. P. to K. 3d.
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This leads to a strong game, and, in the opinion of Major Jaenisch,

is superior to the K. Kt's opening.

Here is the Centre Counter Gambit :

BLACK.

1. P. to Q. 4th.

BLACK.

1. P. to Q. Kt. 3d.

2. Q. B. to Q. Kt. 2d.

8. P. to K. 8d

;

WHITE.

L P. to K. 4th.

and the Franchetto :

"WHITE.

L P. to K. 4th.

2. P. to Q. 4th.

8. K. B. to Q. 3d.

which opening also leads to an interesting game, the chances from

this point being equal.

An opening seldom practised is that of bringing out both Knights

before the Pawns. In the hands of a strong player, this change may
be made a good one, but we doubt its soundness, as after all, the King's

Pawn must be advanced, at about the third or fourth move. The best

defence to these irregular openings is to follow the precise line of ac-

tion adopted by your adversary, and not to be seduced into making the

first actual attack. A very good opening is :

WHITS.

L P. to K. B. 4th.

BLACK.

L P. to Q. 4th

;

which may be carried on either by White playing his K. Kt. to B. 3d,

or by advancing his King's Pawn one square.

The advance of Pawn to Q. B. 4th is also a safe opening, which gives

the first player the advantage of the move—no slight matter. Wo
think, with M'Donnell and Morphy, that the very best mode of play is

to commence the attack, and force your adversary to stand on the

defensive. We will give a game from the match between Mr. Morphy
and Mr. Lowenthal, illustrating the King's Knight's Opening.

WHITE (MR. LOWENTHAL).

L P. to K. 4th.

2. Kt. to K B. 3d.

3. P. to Q. 4th.

4. Kt. takes P.

5. Kt to Q. B. 3d.

6. B. to K 2d.

7. Castles.

8. Kt to K. B. 3d.

9. B. to K. B. 4th.

10. Q. to Q. 2d.

11. P. takes P.

12. Q. R. to Q. sq.

13. Q. takes Kt.

BLACK (MR. MORPHY).

1. P. to K. 4th.

2. P. to Q. 3d.

8. P. takes P.

4. Kt to K. B. 3d (a).

5. B. to K. 2d.

6. Castles.

7. P. to Q. B. 4th.

8. Kt. toQ. B. 3d.

9. B. to K. 3d.

10. P. to Q. 4th.

11. Kt takes P.

12. Kt. takes B.

13. Q. to Q. R. 4th.
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14. B. to Q. 3d. 14. Q. R. to Q. sq.

15. Kt. to K. Kt 5th. 15. B. takes Kt
16. Q. takes B. 16. P. to K. R. 3d.

IT. Q. to K. B. 4th. 17. Kt. to Q. 5th (Z>).

IS. P. to Q. R. 3d (c). 18. K. R. to K. sq.

19. K. R. to K. sq. 19. Q. to Q. Kt 3d.

20. Kt to Q. R. 4th. 20. Q. to Q. R. 4th.

21. Kt. to Q. B. 3d. 21. P. to K. B. 4th.

22. R. to K. 5th. 22. B. to K. B. 2d.

23. Q. R. to K. sq. 23. Q. to Q. Kt. 3d.

24. R. takes R. 24. R. takes R.

25. R. takes R. (ch). 25. B. takes R.

26. Q. to K. 7th. 26. B. to B. 2d.

27. Kt to Q. R. 4th. 27. Q. to Q. R. 4th.

23. Kt takes Q. B. P. 2S. Q. to Q. 7th.

29. P. to K. B. 3d (rf). 29. Kt. to Q. B. 3d (c).

80. Q. to K. 2d. 80. Q. B. Sth (ch.)

31. K. to B. 2d. 31. Q. takes Kt. P.

32. B. takes P. 32. Q. t.kes R. P.

83. Q. to Q. Kt 5th. 83. Q. to Q. B. 6th.

84. Kt to Q. Kt 3d. 84. Q. to K. B. 3d.

85. Q. takes Q. Kt P. 85. P. to K. Kt 3d.

86. Q. to Q. B. Sth (ch.) 86. K. to R. 2d.

87. B. to Q. 3d. 87. Kt to K. 4th.

8S. Kt. to Q. 2d. 3S. Q. to R. 5th (ch.)

89. K. to B. sq. 89. Q. takes R. P.

40. Kt to K. 4th. 40. Q. to K. R. Sth (ch.)

41. K. to B. 2d. 41. Q. to Q. B. Sth.

42, Q. to Q. B. 3d. 42. Q. to K. B. 5th.

43. K. to K. 2.]. 43. P. to K. R. 4th.

44. Kt to K. B. 2d. 44. P. to K. 11. 5th.

45. Q. to Q. 2d. 45. Q. to K. Kt. 6th.

46. Q. to K. 3d. 46. P. to Q. R. 4th.

47. Q. to K. 4th. 47. B. to K. 3d.

4S. P. to K. B. 4th. 48. Kt. takes B.

49. P. takes Kt 49. B. to K. Kt. 5th (ch).

50. K. to B.sq. 50. B. to K. B. 4th.

51. Q. to K. 7th (ch.) 51. K. to R. 3d.

And the game was drawn.

(a) Had Black advanced his Q. P., he would have given a slight advantage to his opponent

(b) Had White failed to have made the correct countermove—P. to Q. R. 3d—he would have

lost the game.

(c) Excellent Had he played his K. R. to K. sq., Black would probably have won a Pawn

by moving Q. to her Kt. 5th.

(d) Had White advanced his Pawn to K. E. 3d, Black would have been able to draw the

game by perpetual check.

(e) Forces White's Q. to retreat Good.

In the above game it will be seen that each player stood well on the

defence, and the result was a draw. Had Black, at bis 33d move,

played Kt. to Q's 5, White would have gained a fine position—by taking

Q. Kt's P. with his Queen—and probably secured the game.
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GIYIXG THE PAWN AND MOVE.

We have seen how some of the principal openings and endings of

games are conducted ; let us now devote a brief space to the considera-

tion of the odds of a Pawn. Between even players, it has generally

been conceded that the giving of a Pawn ought to lead to the loss of

the game. But this must be taken cum granosalis ; because the King's

Bishop's Pawn is meant by the term "giving a Pawn." If the Queen's

Rook's, or the Queen's Knight's, Pawn were given, we do not think

that the gift would be any advantage to the receiver. But, taking the

K. B. P. as the one given, the odds become really and powerfully

great, as a good attack is immediately secured. Mr. Walker and other

fine players declare that the giving a Pawn and two moves is even less

odds than the single Pawn and move. The chief difference, says this

gentleman, between Pawn and two moves and Pawn and move lies in

this—that whereas, in the former, you, giving the odds, are cramped

and crowded through a long series of moves, in the latter, you are

morally sure to get your men out tolerably early, and deploy your forces

in the open field, thus insuring, at least, an open fight. In the first

case, you are confined in a fortress, battered by a hostile train of artil-

lery, from which sally is proportionally difficult. In the second case,

you are intrenched with a minor force, in a strong position, from which,

with due care, you can always emerge into the front rank. Deschap-

pelles and others prefer the one Pawn and move to the two Pawns and

move ; but we think, with Mr. Walker, that the apparently weakest

position is, in reality, the strongest. It would be easy to give numerous

examples of both ; one will suffice. Suppose Black to give the Pawn
and move, his K. B. P. must be taken from the board

:

WniT*. BLACK.

t K. P. 2. 1. Q. Kt. to B. 3d.

2. Q. P. 2. 2. K. P. 2.

3. P. takes P. 8. Kt takes P.

4. K. B. P. 2. 4. Q. Kt. to K. B. 2d.

5. K B. to Q. B. 4th. 5. K. Kt. to B. 3d.

From this position, White ought to win the game. In fact—and

there is no getting over it—the odds of a Pawn are very great between

two players. The opening, as above, is so far favorable to the White,

that De la Bourdonnais considers it " irresistible." We do not go

quite so far as that, however. Let our readers play out the opening,

and try for themselves.
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PROBLEMS.
No book on Chess being considered complete without problems, we

append a few as exercises for the ingenuity of our readers. The fol-

lowing are selected from various sources, as the best of their kind.

Problem 1.

BLACK.

IIP
—

1

p

w
^^^^

:

Problem 2.

BLACK.

1

J
w

I
w

WHITE. WHITE.

White playing first, checkmates in four moves. White to play first, and mate in three moves.

Problem 3.

BLACK.

Problem 4.

BLACK.

1 lllll ill, M 1

|

,

4

/If/

11

WHITE.

f
ijFi

A
:

s?

Black playing first, mates in one move ; White White to play, and mate in five oiove9

playing first, mates in two moves.
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Problem 5. Problem 6.

BLACK. BLACK.

WHITE. WUITE.

White to move, and checkmate in three moves. White to move, and mate in four moves.
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Problem 9.

BLACK.

-

j

t X
i - it

11 .

;

[1

ear

WHITE.

"White to play, and mate in three moves.

Problem 10.

BLACK.

*
1 >

m

m
1 n

W
w
I

B m
WHITE.

"White to play, and checkmate in four moves

WHITE. WHITE.

White to move, and to draw by perpetual check. White to play, and mato in five moves.
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Problem 13.

BLACK.

B

m X
1
MP

""" H

p W
<§

H
1
WHITE.

White to piny, and mate in four moves.

Problem 15.

BLACK.

i
f

MM

I!
WHITE.

White to play first, and mate in four moves.

Problem 14.

BLACK.

I/-'-
;

mm* '

w X
1

I

a P IP
HH

S'.8,

1
WHITE.

"White to play, and mate in five moves.

Problem 16.

BLACK.

t
/

HI B

i

B
WHITE.

White to play, and mate In four movea
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Problem 17.

BLACK.

1

'/
"

-A /
j

.

i
tw

i

A
2

i.

&
1

•

•

1

•WHITE.

White to play, and male in four moves.

Problem 19.

BLACK.

:.:
(Pi
SI

/A t
i

#

s
i

5
•r-r

(

i
•/>/?"

WHITE.

White to play, and mate in five moves.

Problem 13.

BLACK.

•

B r/.yv'i

....

:
.

'

fill!

*
WW*

j

1
' 'A

*> 1_
W1IITK.

White to play, and mate in four moves.

Problem 20.

BLACK.

a

BP} i
5 :¥

V KITE.

White to play, and mate in five move*.
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Problem 21. Problem 22.

BLACK. BLACK.

\

—

-

Ww
•

!

wM li
Mm i

iWW
MP in

i n
" i

( w j

J,
x 5 8

1 41
•

'; Jgj. IP 1

WHITE. WHITE.

White to play, and mate in two moves. "White to piny, and mate in four moves.

WHITE

White to play, and mate in three moves.

WHITE.

"White to pby, and mate in five moves.
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chess problems, by samuel loyd.

Problem 25. Problem 26.

BLACK. BLACK.

WHITE. WHITE.

White to play, and mate in one move. White to play, and mate in two moves.

WHITE. WHITE.

White to play, and mate in three moves. White to play, and mate in four moves.



SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS.

SOLUTIONS TO THE FOREGOING PROBLEMS.

Peoblem L Problem 2.

80S

BLACK.

1. K. takes B. (best).

BLACK. WHITE.

1. K. moves. I B. to Q. 4th (ch.)

2. K. retires. 2. Q. to K. 6th. 2. EL takes Kt. or {a.

3. P. takes R. 3. Q. to Q. 6th—mate.
(a) 2. P. takes Kt. or (&..

8. Q. to her 5th—mate.
(b) 2. Kt. moves.

8. Q. mates, as above.

Or, Black, for his first move, may play K. to K. B. 5th, when White checks with his Bisho;

on K's 3d, and afterwards mates with Q. on K. 6th.

WHITE.

L K. to Q. B. 5th.

2. B. to K. Kt. 2d (ch.)

a K. to Q. B. 2d.

4 P. 2—mates.

Pboblem 3.

Black mates by playing his Rook to K B. 8th.

"White mates

—

WHITE. BLACK.

1. P». takes Kt. (ch.) 1. K. to Kt 2d

2. Q. to R. 6th—mate.

WHITE.

1. B. to K. sq.

2. B. to B. 2d.

8. B. to Kt. sq.

4. B. to R. 2d.

5. Kt. P. 1—mate.

3. K. to Q. 4th.

4. K. P. 2—mate.

Peoblem 4.

BLACK.

1. K to B. 4th

2. K. to K. 4th (a.)

3. K to B. 4th

4. K. to K. 4th.

(a) 2. P. takes B.

3. P. Queens.

Peoblem 5.

white.. black.

B. to Q. B. 5th (a.) 1. Q. to Q. R. 3d.

Q. to K B. 3d. 2. Any move.

Kt mates.

(a) If R. takes Q., B. gives mate ; or if B.

takes B., Q. gives mate.

Peoblem 7.

1. Q. to Kt. 7th (ch.) 1.

2. B. to R. 2d (disc, ch.) 2.

3. B. mates.

BLACK.

Q. takes Q. (best).

K. moves.

Problem 6.

white. black.

1. B. to K. B. 6th. 1. P. moves.

2. Kt to K. B. Sth (ch.) 2. K. takes I

3. K. to Q. 6th. 8. Kt move
4. Kt mates.

Peoblem 8.

white. black.

1. B. to Q. Sth (ch.) 1. R. interposes.

2. R. to Q. B. 5th. 2. K Kt. P. 1.

3. R. takes P. 8. K. to Kt 5th (r

4. R. P. 1 (ch.) 4. K. moves.

5. B. takes R.—mate.

(a) 8. P. takes R. P.

4 R. takes R. 4. P. becomes Q.

6. R. takes Kt. P.—mate.

Peoblem 9.

white. black.

1. Q. to her sq. 1. B. moves (best).

2. Q. to her 2d. 2. Q. checks.

3. Kt. to K B. 5th—double check and mate.

This problem may be solved in several

ways, but Black is always mated in, at most,

three moves.

Peoblem 10.

WniTE. BLACK.

1. B. to K. B. 6th. 1. R. takes B.

2. B. to Q. 7th. 2. R. to K B. 4th (beat

3. E. to K. B. 4th (ch.) 3. R. takes R.

4. B. mates.
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Problem 11.

white. blaok.

L R. to K. 6th (ch.) 1. K. moves.

2. R. to Q. 6th (ch.) 2. Kt. takes R.

3. Kt. to K. B. 6th (ch.) 3. K. to K. 4th (best).

4 Kt. to K Kt. 4th (eh.) 4 K. to K. 5th or Q.

4th.

After which moves, it will be seen that "White

has perpetual check.

Problem 12.

white. black.

1. Q. to Q. R. 2d (ch.) 1. R. takes Q.
2. R. to K. 5th (ch.) 2. E. takes E.

3. Kt. to K. B. 4th (ch.) 3. K. to B. 4th.

4. B. to K. Kt 6th (ch.) 4 K. takes Kt.
5. K. Kt. P. 1—mate.

WHITE.

L B. to Q. Kt. 80,

2. B. to K. B. Gth.

3. B. to Q. Kt. 2d.

4. B. mates.

Problem 13.

BLACK.

1. K. moves.

2. K. moves.

3. K. takes Kt

Problem 14.

WHITE.

1. K. to Q. Kt. 2d.

2. P. to Q. 4th.

3. R. to K. B. 2d.

4. E. to K. 2d.

BLACK.

1. P. moves.

2. K. to K 5th.

3. K. takes Kt.

4. K. to Q. B. 5th.

5. E. to K. 5th—dis. check and mates.

Problem 15.

WHITE.

1. K takes P. 1.

2. E. to E. 7th (ch.) 2.

3. R. to R. 5th. 3.

4. B. to B. 3d (ch.)

—mate. (a) 1

2. R. to K. Kt, 7th.

3. B. to K. 5th (ch.)

4. P. l(ch.)—mate.

BLACK.

K. to R. 6th or 4th (a) 1.

K. to Kt. 5th.

K takes E.

Problem 16.

R. to Q. 4th (ch.)

K takes P.

2. K. to B. 3d.

3. K. to B. 4th.

2. Q. to Q. Kt. 7th (ch.)

3. Kt. to Q. 6th (ch.)

4 Q. to her Kt. sq.—mate.

BLACK.

1. B. tsikes R.

2. R. interpose*

3. Q. takes Kt.

Problem 17.

white. black.

1. B. to K. B. 8th. 1. K. moves.

2. Kt.to his 5th. 2. P. takes K.

3. K. to Q. 6th. 8. P. moves.

4. B. mates.

Problem 18.

WHITE. black.

1. E. to K 3d. 1. B. to Q. B. 6th (best>

2. E. to K. E. 3d. 2. B. to Q. Kt. 7th.

3. K. to Q. R. 3d (ch.) 3. B. takes E.

4 Kt to Q. B. 3d—
mates.

Problem 19.

BLACK.

1. E. takes B. 1. K. takes Kt
2. B. to Q. 4th (ch.) 2. K. to his 5th.

3. K takes P. 3. K. takes B.

4 E. to K 2d. 4 K. moves.

5. R. mates.

Problem

WHITE.

t P. to Q. B. 3d.

2. Kt. to Q. Sth.

8. B. to K. Kt. 2d (ch.)

4 P. to K. 4th (ch.)

5. B. mates.

black.

1. P. takes P.

2. K. to K. 5th.

8. K. to KB. 4th

4 K. to K. V>. 3d
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Problem "21.

WniTE, BLACK.

1. R. to Q. 6th. L any move.

8. R., B., Kt., or P. mates.

Black has several modes of defence, but no

Diove that he can make will delay the mate

beyond White's second move.

Problem 22.

This problem we leave to the ingenuity of

the young chess-player.

Problem Problem 24.

WHITE.

P. to K. Kt. 3d.

Q. to Q. B. 4th.

Kt. takes P—mate.

BLACK.

t P. to K. Kt 4th.

2. P. takes Q.

WHITE.

1. Castles.

2. EL to R. 2d.

3. B. to K. Kt sq.

4. R. to B. 2d.

BLACK.

L P. to K. R. 4th.

2. P. to K. R. 5th.

8. P. to K. R. 6tb.

4. K. to Q. 4 th.

5. R. to K. B. 4th—double check and mate.

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS BY SAMUEL LOYD.

Problem 25. Problem 26.

WHITE.

1. P. takes Kt. (Queen

ing) mate.

black. white.

1. Q. to B.'s eighth

square, and

2. Kt. or R. mates next

move.

BLACK,

1. Kt to Kt. 4th (ch.)

«. Q. to R. 2d (ch.)

8. Kt to B.'s second,

mating.

Problem 27.

black.

K. to R. 8th.

P. takes O,

Problem 2a

WHITE.

L B. to Kt. 5th.

2. Q. to K. B. square.

3. Q. to B. 6th (ch.)

4. Q. mates.

BLACK.

t P. takes B.

2. K. tak*8 P.

8. K. moves.
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CHESS STKATAGEMS, AND ENDINGS OF GAMES.

Original and Selected.

Place the men as in the order following for each game, and endeavor

to play the games out in the number of moves stated.

I.

—

"White to Plat, and Mats in Theee Motes.

WHITE. BLACK.

K at Q. E. 2d. K at Q. E. 5th.

Kt at Q. 5th. Q. at Q. B. 1st.

Pa. at Q. 3d, Q. B. 2d, and Kt. at K. 4th.

Q. R, 3d. P. at Q. R. 4th.

II.

—

White to Plat, and Mate in Tovjl Motes.

WHITE. BLACK.

at her 6th. K. at his 5th.

R. at K. B. 3d.

Kt at K. 2d.

B. at K. Kt 4th.

III.—"White to Plat, and Mate in Fotje Motes.

WHITE. BLACK.

K. at his Kt 4th. K. at his 5th.

Q. at K. E. 4th. P. at Q. B. 4th.

Kt at K. R. 3d.

Ps. at K. B. 2d and Q. B. 6th.

IV.

—

White to Plat, and Mate in Four Moves.

"WHITE. BLACK.

JC at K. B. 7th. K. at Q. 5th.

R. at Q. B. 3d.

B. at K B. 8th.

Ps. at Q. 2d and K. B. 2d.

V.—White Plats First, and Mates in Five Motes,

white. BLACK.

K at Q. R. 2d. K. at Q. B. 2d.

Q. at Q. R. 3d. Q. at K. Kt 8th.

R. at Q. 4th. R. at Q. R. sq.

B. at K. 4th. B. at Q. B. sq.

Kt. at Q. B. .^h. Kt at Q. Kt sq.

P». at K. E. 2d. K. Kt 2d, Q. Kt. 2d, Ps. at K. E. 2d, K. Kt. 3d, Q. B. 3d,

and Q. E. 4th. Q. B. 5th, Q. Kt 4th, and Q. E. 3d.

Place the pieces as stated, and try your ingenuity.
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VL—"Whits to Plat, an© Matk with tub Pawn in Three Moves,

white. BLaCK.

K. at Q. B. 5th. K. at Q. K. sq.

Q. at E. 5th. E. at Q. sq.

EL at Q. K. 6th. B. at Q. Et 2d.

P. at Q. Et 5th.

YIL—White Playing First, Mates in Three Moves

white, black.

E. at E. El sq. E. at his 4th.

Q. at her 7th. Q. at her Et. 8th.

E. at Q. K. 4th. Bs. at E. E. 5th and E. B. 6th.

B. at E. B. sq. EL at Q. sq.

Ets. at X. U. 5th and Q. 4th. Ps. at K. Et. 5th, E. B. 4th, Q. B.3d,

Ps. at Q. 3d, Q. B. 2d, and Q. EL 3d. Q. EL 2d, and Q. E. 3d.

YIII.

—

White Plating First, Mates in Four Moves.

This capital stratagem was invented by Herr Kling—confessedly

ae of the most clever inventors of ingenious problems.

WHITE. black.

E. at X. B. 5th. E. at K. E. 4th.

E. at X. EL 4th. Ps at E. 5th, E. 4th, and K. Et. 4th.

B. at E. B. 2d.

P. at E. EL 2d.

IX.—White Plattno First, Mates in Four Moves.

WHITE. BLACK.

E. aLhis3tL E. at E. Et. 8th.

Q. at Q. K. 3d. Ps. at E li. 7th and 5th.

EL at K. K. 5th.

P. at E. EL 4th.

L—Either Player Movino First, ought to Mate his Adversart in Three Moves.

WHITE. BLACK.

EL at Q. E sq. E. at his sq.

E at Q. 3d. II. at Q. B. sq.

E. at E. B. 2d. E. at Q. EL 3d.

B. at E. EL 8th. Et. at K. 2d.

EL at Q. 5th. B. at Q. EL 8th.

Ps. at Q. EL 2d, and E. E. 6th. Ps. at K. 5th and Q. Et 6th.

XI.—White Playing, Mates in Three Moves.

WHITE. BLACK.

X. at E. sq. E. at his 4 th.

E. at E. II. 7th.

B. at Q. B. 8th.

Ets. at Q. 5th and E. B. 5th.

P. at E. 3d.

14
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XII —White Plating First, Mates in Three Moves.

WHITE. BLACK.

K. at Q. B. Sib. K at K Ii. 3d.

Q. at K. 7th. Q. at K. K. 5th.

11. at Q. B. 6th. E. at K. B. Sth.

B. at K. B. 5th. R. at Q. B. 6th.

B. at Q. 6th. B at K. R. 4th.

P. at K. 4th. Kts. at K. Kt. 7th and K. 4th.

P. at K. B. 2d.

XUL—White Engages to Mate wrrn tuk Pawn in Five Moves, without Taking ths

Adverse Bishop,

white. black.

K. at his Sth. K. at K. Kt. sq.

Q. at K. 6th. B. at K. B. 3d.

R. at K. B. 7th.

B. at Q. Kt. sq.

P. at K. Kt. 6th.

XIV.—"White to Plat, and Mate in Four Moves.

WHITE. BLACK.

K. at Q. B. 6th. K. at K. 3d.

R. at K. B. 4th.

B at K. B. 3d.

Kt at Q. 3d.

The above are easy illustrations of the endings of games with various

pieces.

The following instructive position occurs in the ending of a game
between Mr. Morphy and Mr. Lowenthal, in which the former won, of

course

:

WHITE CmR. MORPHY).

K. at Q. 2 d.

Q. at K. 9th

EL at K. Kt sq.

B. at Q. 3d.

Kt. at K. B. 6th.

Ps. at K. R. 2d, Q. Kt 2d, Q. B. 3d, and

Q. 4th.

BLACK (MR. LOWENTHAL).

K. at K. Kt 2d.

Q. at Q. R. sq.

K. R. at his sq.

B. at Q. Kt. 3d.

Ps. at K. Kt 4th, Q. B. 2d, Q. Kt
2d, and Q. R. 2d.

It would have been easy to have extended this treatise on the Noble

Game of Chess to twice or thrice its present dimensions, but our space

will not permit, and we think enough has been done to show how it is

to be played. Having conquered the principles of the game, its practice

is simply a pleasant recreation.



DRAUGHTS.

Draughts, though a strictly scientific game, is inferior to Chess m
variety and interest. If antiquity gives it any claim to reverence, then

the game of Draughts is worthy of our greatest regard, for it is said to

have preceded Chess, which is, at least, four thousand years old ! But

be tins as it may, the game is a good game, and, when well played, is

really a fine exercise for the mind. Of course, all our readers know
that Draughts is played on a board similar to that used for Chess; that

1 1 3 4 1 m e
5 6 aUy.iM 7 8 m

9 10 : 3 11
1 Ill ® &

13 14 H 15 1G IS
-

17 18 19

21 22 23 24 m
' '<

'.„.,/.*}.

tt 28
| IP mSyyZyM

\
' '->,, m

29 30
*?

31 32 ©11 m m

each player has twelve men, which move and take diagonally, by
passing over the opponent on to an empty square ; that a man passing

on to the last row of squares becomes a King, which has the power of

moving backward or forward, one square at a time ; and that the

board must be so placed as to leave a double corner at the right hand
of the player.

The above diagrams represent the board and men in their original

position, and also the mode in which the squares are conventionally

numbered for the sake of reference.* It will be seen that, throughout

•Practised players who have studied printed games are generally so familiar with the

numerical position of the square that they can read and comprehend a series of inU-icato

luoves without even referring to the board.
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this work, the upper half of the board is occupied by the twelve Black

men, and the lower half by their antagonists, the White.

The men being placed, the game is begun by each player moving,

alternately, one of his men along the white diagonal on which they

are first posted. The men can only move forward, either to the right

or left, one square at a time, unless they have attained one of the four

squares on the extreme line of the board, on which they become kings,

and can move either forward or backward, but still only one square at

a time. The men take in the direction they move, by leaping over any
hostile piece or pieces that may be immediately contiguous, provided

there be a vacant white square behind them. The piece or pieces so

taken are then removed from off the board, and the man taking them

is placed on the square beyond. If several pieces, on forward diagonals,

should be exposed by alternately having open squares behind them,

they may all be taken at one capture, and the taking piece is then

placed on the square beyond the last piece. To explain the mode of

taking by practical illustration, let us begin by placing the draughts

in their original position. You will perceive that if Black should move
rkst, he can only move one of the men placed on 9, 10, 11, or 12. Sup-

posing him then to play the man from 11 to 15, and White answering

this move by playing his piece from 22 to 13, Black can take White

by leaping his man from 15 to 22, and removing the captured piece

off the board. Should Black not take in the above position, but move
in another direction,—for instance, from 12 to 16,—he is liable to be

huffed ; that is, White may remove the man with which Black should

have taken, from the board, as a penalty for not taking ; for, at

Draughts, you have not the option of refusing to take, as at Chess, but

must always take when you can, whatever be the consequence. The
player who is in a position to huff his adversary has also the option of

insisting on his taking, instead of standing the huff. When one party

huffs the other, in preference to compelling the take, he does not

replace the piece his adversary moved, but simply removes the man
huffed from off the board, and then plays his own move. Should

he, however, insist upon his adversary taking the piece, instead of

standing the huff, then the pawn improperly moved must first be re-

placed.

To give another example of huffing. Suppose a white man to be

placed at 23, and three black men at 24/ 15, and 6, or 24, 10, and 8,

with unoccupied intervals, he would capture all three men, and make
a king, or be huffed for omitting to take them all ; and it is not uncom-
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mon with novices to take one man, and overlook a second or third

•* en prise" (t. e., liable to be taken).

When either of the men reaches one of the extreme squares of the

board, he is, as already indicated, made a king, by having another

piece put on, which is called crowning him. The king can move or

take both forward or backward—keeping, of course, on the white

diagonals. Both the king and common man can take any number of

pieces at once which may be ^ en prise" at one move, and both are

equally liable to be huffed. For instance : If White, by reaching one

of the back squares on his antagonist's side, say No. 2, had gained a

king, he might upon having the move, and the black pieces (either

kings or men) being conveniently posted at Xos. 7, 16, 24, 23, and 14,

with intermediate blanks, take them all at one fell swoop, remaining at

square 9. But such a coup could hardly happen in English Draughts.

One of the great objects of the game, even at its very opening, is to

push on for a king. But it is unnecessary to dwell much on the elemen-

tary part of the science, as the playing through one of the many games
annexed, from the numbers, will do more in the way of teaching the

rudiments of Draughts, than the most elaborate theoretical explana-

tion.

The game is won by him who can first succeed in capturing or block-

ing up all his adversary's men, so that he has nothing left to move
;

but when the pieces are so reduced that each player has but a very

small degree of force remaining, and, being equal in numbers, neither

can hope to make any decided impression on his antagonist, the game
is relinquished as drawn. It is obvious that were this not the case, and

both parties had one or two kings, the game might be prolonged day

and night, with the same hopeless chance of natural termination as at

the first moment of the pieces being resolved into the position in ques-

tion. It has already been shown that when a man reaches one of the

squares on the extreme line of the board, he is crowned and becomes a

king ; but there is another point relative to this, which it is necessary

to understand. The man, thus reaching one of the extreme squares,

finishes the move on being made a king, and cannot take any pieco

which may be "e/i prise." He must first await his antagonist's move,

aud should he omit to remove or fortify an exposed piece, it may then

be taken. To exemplify this, place a white man on II, and black men
on 7 and 6 ; White, having the move, takes the man, aud demands that

his own man should be crowned; but he cannot take the man on 6 at

the same move ; which he could do were his piece a king when it made
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the first capture. But if the piece be left there after the next move, ho

must take it.

In particular situations, to have the move on your side is a decisive

advantage. This is a matter little understood by ordinary players, but

its importance will fully appear by studying the critical situations. To
have the move, signifies your occupying that position on the board

which will eventually enable you to force your adversary into a con-

fined situation, and which, at the end of the game, secures to yourself

the last move. It must, however, be observed, that where your men
are in a confined state, the move is not only of no use to you, but, for

that very reason, may occasion the loss of the game. To know in any

particular situation whether you have the move, you must number the

men and the squares, and if the men are even and the squares odd, or

the squares even and the men odd, you have the move. With even

men and even squares, or odd men and odd squares, you have not the

move. This will be best explained by an example : Look, then, at the

eighth critical situation, where White plays first : there the adverse men
are even, two to two ; but the white squares, being five in number, are

odd. The squares may be thus reckoned—from 26, a white king, to

28, a black king, are three, viz., 31, 27, and 24 ; the white squares

between 32, a white man, and 19, a black man, are two, viz., 27 and

23. You may reckon more ways than one ; but reckon which way you

will, the squares will still be found odd, and therefore White, so

situated, has the move. When you have not the move, you must

endeavor to procure it by giving man for man—a mode of play fully

and successfully exemplified in this treatise.

There is another mode which will, in less time than reckoning the

squares, enable you to see who has the move. For instance, if you

wish to know whether any one man of yours has the move of any one

man of your adversary's, examine the situation of both, and if you find

a black square on the right angle, under his man, you have the move.

For example, you are to play first, and your white man is on 30, when

your adversary's black man is on 3. In this situation, you will find

the right angle in a black square between 31 and 32, immediately under

3, and therefore you have the move. This rule will apply to any num-

ber of men, and holds true in every case.

There is a third mode, more ingenious still. Count all the pieces (of

both colors) standing on those columns (not diagonals) which have a

white square at the bottom, and if the number be odd, and White has to

play, he has the move ; if the number be even, the move is with Black.
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It is a mistake to suppose that any advantage is derived from play-

ing first. It is admitted that he who plays first has not the move, the

men and squares being both even ; but though he who plays second

has the move, it can be of no service to him in that stage of the game.

The truth is, that when the combatants continue giving man for man,

the move will alternately belong to one and the other. The first player

will have it at odd men, at 11, 9, 7, 5, 3, and 1 ; the second player will

have it at even men, at 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, and 2 ; and therefore some error

must be committed, on one side or the other, before the move can be

forced out of that direction.

To play over the games in this work, number the white squares on

your draught-board from 1 to 32, and remember that in our diagram

the black pieces always occupy the first twelve squares. The abbre-

viations are so obvious, that they cannot need explanation; a B. for

Black, W. for White, Var. for Variations, etc. Occasionally, stars

(asterisks) are introduced, to point out the move causing the loss of

the game. The learner begins with the first game, and finding the

leading move to be 11. 15 (that is, from 11 to 15), knows that Black

begins the game. The second move, 22. 18, belongs to White, and the

game is thus played out—each party moving alternately. After finish-

ing the game, the player proceeds to examine the variations, to which

he is referred by the letters and other directions. The numerous varia-

tions on some particular games, and the consequent necessity each

time of going through the leading moves up to the point at which the

variation arises, will probably, at first, occasion some little fatigue

:

but this will soon be forgotten in the speedy and decided improvement

found to be derived from this course of study. One of the minoradvan-

tages resulting from a numerous body of variations is, that in tracing

them out. the leading moves are so frequently repeated that they

become indelibly fixed in the mind of the player; who thus remembers
which moves are to be shunned as dangerous, if not ruinous, and which

moves are to be adopted as equally sound and scientific.

As to general advice relative to draught-playing, next to nothing

can be learned from a volume of such instruction. The various mod".-

of opening will be seen by reference to the accompanying examples.

Among the few general rules that can be given, you should bear in

mind that it is generally better to keep your men in the middle of the

board than to pfav them to the side squares,—as, in the latter case,

one-half of their power is curtailed. And when you have once gained

un advantage in the number of your pieces, you increase the proportion
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by exchanges ; but in forcing them, you must take care not to damage
your position. If you are a chess-player, you will do well to compare

the draughts in their march and mode of manoeuvring with the pawns
at chess ; which, as well as the bishops or other pieces, are seldom so

strong on the side squares as in the centre of the board. Accustom
yourself to play slow at first, and, if a beginner, prefer playing with

those who will agree to allow an unconditional time for the considera-

tion of a difficult position, to those who rigidly exact the observance of

the strict law. Never touch a man without moving it, and do not per-

mit the loss of a few games to ruffle your temper, but rather let con-

tinued defeat act as an incentive to greater efforts both of study and

practice. When one player is decidedly stronger than another, he

should give odds to make the game equally interesting to both parties.

There must be a great disparity indeed if he can give a man ; but it is

very common to give one man in a rubber of three games ; that is, in

one of the three games, the superior player engages to play with only

11 men instead of 12. Another description of odds consists in giving

the drawn games ; that is, the superior player allows the weaker party

to reckon as won all games he draws. Never play with a better player

without offering to take such odds as he may choose to give. If you

find yourself, on the other, hand, so superior to your adversary that

you feel no amusement in playing even, offer him odds, and should he

refuse, cease playing with him unless he will play for a stake—the losing

which, for a few games in succession, will soon bring him to his senses,

and make him willing to receive the odds you offer. Follow the rules

of the game most rigorously, and compel your antagonist to do the

same ; without which, Draughts are mere child's play. Never touch

the squares of the board with your finger, as some do, from the suppo-

sition that it assists their powers of calculation ; and accustom your-

self to play your move off-hand, when you have once made up your

mind, without hovering with your fingers over the board for a couple

of minutes, to the great annoyance of the lookers-on. Finally, bear in

mind what may well be termed the three golden rules to be observed

in playing games of calculation : Firstly, to avoid all boasting and

loud talking about your skill
; secondly, to lose with good temper

;

and, thirdly, to win with silence and modesty.
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LAWS OF THE GAME.

1. The first move of each game is to be taken by the players in turn,

whether the game be won or drawn. For the move in the first game

at each sitting, the players must cast or draw lots, as they must for the

men. which are, however, to be changed every game, so that each player

shall use the Black and White alternately. Whoever gains the choice,

may either play first or call upon his adversary to do so.

2. You must not point over the board with your finger, nor do any

thing which may interrupt your adversary's full and continued view of

the game.

3. At any part of the game you may adjust the men properly on the

squares, by previously intimating your intention to your adversary.

This, in polite society, is usually done by saying, " J'adoube." But
after they are so adjusted, if you touch a man, it being your turn to

play, you must play him in one direction or other, if practicable ; and

if you move a man so far as to be in any part visible over the angle of

an open square, that move must be completed, although by moving it

to a different square you might have taken a piece, for the omission of

which you incur huffing. The rule is, " touch and move." No penalty,

however, is attached to your touching any man which cannot be

played.

4. In the case of your standing the huff, it is optional on the part of

your adversary to take your capturing piece, whether man or king,

or to compel you to take the piece or pieces of his which you omitted

by the huff. The necessity of this law is evident, when the young
player is shown that it is not unusual to sacrifice two or three men in

succession for the power of making some decisive " coup." Were
this law different, the players might take the first man so offered, and
on the second's being placed " en prise" might refuse to capture, and
thus spoil the beauty of the game (which consists in the brilliant

results arising from scientific calculation) by quietly standing the

huff. It should be observed, however, that, on the principle of " touch
and move," the option ceases the moment the huffing party has so far

made his election as to touch the piece he is entitled to remove. After
a player entitled to huff has moved without taking his adversary, he
cannot remedy the omission, unless his adversary should still neglect
to take or to change the position of the piece concerned, and so leave

the oppo tunity It does not matter how long a piece has remained
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" cn prise ;" it may at any time either be huffed or the adversary be com-
pelled to take it. When several pieces are taken at one move, they

must not be removed from the board until the capturing piece has

arrived at its destination; the opposite, course may lead to disputes,

especially in Polish Draughts. The act of huffing is not reckoned as a

move ; a "huff and a move" go together.

5. If, when it is your turn to play, you delay moving above three

minutes, your adversary may require you to play ; and should you not

move within five minutes after being so called upon, you lose the game;
which your adversary is adjudged to have won through your improper

delay.

6. When you are in a situation to take on either of two forward

diagonals, you may take which way you please, without regard (as in

Polish Draughts) to the one capture comprising greater force than the

other. For example, if one man is " en prise'''' oneway and two another,

you may take either the one or the other, at your option.

7. During the game, neither party can leave the room without mutual

agreement, or the party so leaving forfeits the game. Such a rule,

however, could only be carried out with certain limitations.

8. When, at the end of the game, a small degree of force alone

remains, the player appearing the stronger may be required to win the

game in a certain number of moves ; and if he cannot do this, the game
must be abandoned as drawn. Suppose that three black kings and

two white kings were the only pieces remaining on the board ; the

White insists that his adversary shall win or relinquish the game as

drawn after forty* moves (at most) have been played by each player

—

the moves to be computed from that point at which notice was given.

If two kings remain opposed to one king only, the moves must not

exceed twenty on each side. The number of moves once claimed, they

are not to be exceeded, even if one more would win the game. A move,

it should be observed, is not complete until both sides have played

;

therefore, twenty moves, so called, consist of twenty on each side. In

giving the odds of "the draw," the game must, however, be played to

a more advanced state than is required in any other case. When in

such a game the situations become so equal that no advantage can be

taken, he who gives the draw shall not occasion any unnecessary delay

by uselessly repeating the same manoeuvres, but shall force his adver-

sary out of his strong position, or, after at most twenty moves, lose

the game through its being declared drawn.

* We think half the number would be better.
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9. By-standers are forbidden to make any remarks whatever relative

to the game, until that game shall be played out. Should the players

be contending for a bet or stake, and the spectator say any thing that

can be construed into the slightest approach to warning or intimation,

that spectator shall pay all bets pending on the losing side, should that

side win which has received the intimation.

10. Should any dispute occur between the players not satisfactorily

determined by the printed rules, the question must be mutually referred

to a third party, whose decision shall be considered final. Of course,

should a player commit any breach of the laws, and refuse to submit to

the penalty, his adversary is justified in claiming the game without

playing it out.

11. Respecting a false move, such us giving a common man the move
of a king, or any other impropriety of the same sort, the law varies

in different countries as to the penalty to be exacted by the opposite

party. We cannot but suppose that such mistakes are unintentional,

and consider it sufficient penalty that in all such cases the piece touched

must be moved to whichever square the adversary chooses ; or, he has

the option of allowing the false move to stand, if more to his advantage.

Should the piece be unable to move at all, that part of the penalty cannot

be inflicted.

12. The rule (almost universal with English Draughts) is to play on

the white squares. The exception (limited we believe to Scotland) is

to play on the black. When, therefore, players are pledged to a match,

without any previous agreement as to which squares are to be played

on, white must be taken as the law. The color of the squares, excep-

ting so far as habit is concerned, makes no difference in their relative

position on the board.

In all cases, a player refusing to take, to play, or to comply with any

of the rules, loses the game. Hence the saying, " Whoever leaves the

game, loses it."

EXAMPLES OF GAMES (FROM WALKER'S EDITION OF STURGES.)

GAME 1.
12. 16 11. 25 29. 22 7. 16 27. 23
24. 20 82. 27 26. 17 20. 11 8. 11

ML 15 10. 15 5. 14 11. 15 16. 23 23. IS
22. is 27. 24* 27. 23 20. 16 11. 8 11. 8
15. 22 16. 19 6. 10 15. 18 23. 27 IS. 15
25. 18 23. 16 16. 12 24. 20 8. 4 B. wins.
8. llvar. 15. 19 a 11 IS. 27 27. 31

29. 25 24. 15 23. 24 31. 24 *4. 8 Vnr.
4 8 9. 14 25. 29 14 13 31. 27 12. 16

25. 22 18. 9 30. 25 16. 11 24. 20 29. 25

These asterisks, wherever they occar, denote the moves whieh cause the loss of the game.
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8. 11 2S. 19 81. 27 22. 18 23. 19 8. 7
24. 20 9. 14 9. 18 15. 22 W. wins. 14. 18
10. 15 19. 15 27. 24 25. 18 7. 11

25. 22 11. 27 13. 17 4. 8 A. 27. 31
4. 8 20. 11 22. 13 29. 25 12. 19 11. 16

21. 17 1. 6 14. 17 10. 15 27. 23 81. 27
7. 10 82. 23 23. 18 25. 22 7. 14 16. 20

17. 14 6. 9 16. 28 12. 16 23. 7 Is. 22
10. 17 23. 19 24. 19 21. 17 W. wins. B. wins.
22. 13 14. 17 W. wins. 7. 10 var.

15. 22
26. 17

21.

9.

14

1

8

F.

17.

8.

13
12 GAME 3.

Var. 1.

19. 15
8. 12 A. 11. 7 6. 10 23. 24 11. 15 10. 19

27. 24 18. 22 23. 24 9. 14 22. 18 23. 16
3. 7 7. 3 5. 9 IS. 9 15. 22 9. 14

30. 25 5. 9 31. 27 5. 14 25. 18 IS. 9
7. 10 3. 7 9. 13 23. 19 8. 11 5. 14

24. 19 B. 9. la 22. IS 16. 23 29. 25 16. 12
10. 14 10 13. 17 26. 19 4. 8 11. 15
17. 10 22.' 25 C. 13. 9 8. 8 25. 22 27. 23
6. 24 10. 14 17. 22 31. 26 12. 16 C. 10

13. 6 D. 25. 29 9. 6 15. 13 24. 19 31. 27
1. 10 E. 81. 27 22. 26 22. 15 16. 20 8. 11

23. 19 29. 25 6. 2 11. 18 23. 24 var. 1 22. 17

2. 6 Drawn. 26. 31 82. 28 S. 12 15. 13
81. 26 G. 2. 7 2. 7 32. 23 30. 25

11. 15 C. 10. 14 30. 25 10. 15 2. 6 a.
20. 11 13. 17 19. 15 7. 11 19. 10 23. 19 B
15. 24 10. 14 11. 18 25. 21 7. 14 1 1. 15

23. 19 17. 21 20. 11 18. 22 30. 25 2S. 24
10. 14 14. 17 31. 26 26. 17 11. 16 6. 9

26. 22 22. 25 23. 19 11. 15 IS. 15 17. 13

6. 9 17. 22 26. 23 20. 1

6

3. 8 1. 6
*25. 21 25. 29 24. 20 15. 18 22. 17 26. 22
9. 13 22. 26 23. 82 24. 20 14. 18 7. 11

11. 7 29. 25 7. 10 Is. 22 23. 14 19. 16
W. Avins. 31. 27 32. 27 27. 24 9. 13 3. 7

W. wins. 10. 17 22. 26 26. 23 24. 19

A. 27. 24 19. 15 6. 9 15. 31
9. 14 D. 20. 16 12. 19 23. 14 22. 8

17. 10 23. 19 24. 8 13. 9 9. 13 'W . winy
6. 15 9. 14 17. 14 6. 22 15. 10

27. 24 25. 22 12. 19 15. 6 8. 11 A.

8. 12 2. 6 14. 16 1. 10 10. 7 var 2. 1. 6
24. 19 22, 18 S. 12 24 6 11. 15 17. 13

15. 24 6. 10 W. wins. Drawn. 7. 3 11. 15
2s. 19 18. 9 2. 7 2S. 24
5. 9 5. 14 G. Var. 3. 19 7. 11

13. 6 13. 9 25. 22 9. 13 16. 32 23. 1

9

1. 10 14. 17 6. 9 17. 14 24. 1

9

11. 16

82. 28 9. 6 32. 23 16. 19 82. 27 26. 23

3. 7 10. 14 9. 13 23. 16 31. 24 6. 9

2s. 24 6. 2 23. 24 8. 12 20. 27 13. 6

10. 14 17. 22 10. 14 14. 10 17. 14 2. 9

31. 26 19. 15 31. 26 7. 23 A. 27. 31 21. 17

14. 18 11. 27 13. 17 16. 21. 17 Drawn.
Drawn. 20. 11 22. 13 2. 11 31. 26

Drawn. 14. 17 26. 10 25. 21 B.

B. 19. 15 6. 15 2C>. 22 17. 13

25. 21 E. 11. 27 28. 24 17. 13 11. 16

10. 14 2. 9 B. wins. 5. 9 22. 17 28. 24

17 10 2S. 19 27. 23 14 10 1 5
6.' 15

13. 6

9. 14
25. 22 GAME 2.

1.

31.

6

26

17.' 14

10. 7

82! 28
7. 11

2. 9 1. 6 11. 15 6. 10 IS. 23 26. 22
24. 19 32. 28 24. 20 32. 2S 7. 3 11. 15

15. 24 6. 9 F. S. 11 3. 7 23. 27 B. wins.
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far. 2. 23. 24 B. C.

IT. 14 14. 17 SO. 26

11. 15 24. 20 9 14

21. 17 10. 14 10. 6

16. 19 11. 8 8. 8

81. 26 IT. 22 24. 20
2. 6 a 11 8. 11

IT. 13 14 IT 6. 1

12. 16 11. Q 11. 15
25. 21 IT. 2i 1. 6

18. 23 B. wins. 15. 19

Drawn. 20. 16

GAME 4.
A. IS. 23

2T. 24 26. 22
11. 15 8. 7 23. 26
92. IS 26. 22 16. 11

16. 29 14. IT 26. 30
25. 13 21. 14 11. 7

& 11 10. 26 SO. 26
29. 25 81. 22 B. wins.
4 8 T. 10

25. 22 80. 25 D.
12. 16 10. 14 16. 12
24 20 25. 21 10. 14
10. 14 13. IT 1. 5
*T. 24 22 13 26. 23
8. 12 6. 9 5. 1

24 19 Drawn. 23. 19
T. 10 1. 6

82. 2T B. 19. 15
9. 13 11. 7 6. 2

13. 9 6. 9 15. 11

5. 14 13. 6 2. 6
22. 18 23. 27 3. 7

L 5 81. 24 6. 10

IS, 9 10. 15 14 13
5. 14 19. 10 10. 8

19. 15 A. 12. 19 IS. U
11. IS 24. 15 12. S
20. 11 IS. 9 B. wins.
IS. 22 23. 24
26. IT 14 IS GAME 5.

18. 22 24. 19 C. 11. 15
11. S IS. 23 22. IS
22. 25 19. 16 1& 22
a 4 9. 14 25. IS

25. 29 10. 1 S. 11

4 8 23. 27 29. 25
2. T 6. 1 4. 3

28. 19 14. 10 25. 23
29. 25 80. 25 12. 16
2T. 24 2T. 31 24. 20
14 i3 25. 21 10. 15
21. IT 31. 26 21. 17
25. 22 21. 17 D. 7. 10
17. 13 26. 23 27. 24
i& 28 17. 13 8. 12
b. 4 10. 14 17. 13

10. 14 1. 5 9. 14
24 20 23. 19 IS. 9
22. IS 16. 12 5. 14 ( var.

4 8 19. 15 24. It < 1. 2,

IS. 22 5. 1 15. 24 (&3.
20. 16 15. 10 2S. 19
22. IS 1. 5 14. 17
8. 11 10. 6 32. 11
T. 10 B. wins. 10. 14

OF GAMES. 825

27. 24 var. 4. 14. 17 5. 9

8. 7 25. 21 20. 16
30. 25 var. 5. 8. 7 11. 20

6. 9 21. 14 IS. 11

13. 6 10. 17 10. 15

1. 10 24. 19 22. 17

22. 13 15. 24 8. 7
14 18 28. 19 11. 8
23. 14 7. 10 7. 10
16. 80 82. 27 8. 8
25. 21 IT. 21 9. 14

10. 17 22. IS 3. 8
21. 14 21. 25 14. 21

30. 25 IS. 15 S. 11

14 9 11. 18 6. 9
11. 15 var. 6. 20. 11 B. wins.

9. 6 25. 30

2. 9 23. 7 C.

13. 6 B. wins. 22. 17 D.
15. 13 15. 81
6. 2 Vor. 3.

24. S
7. 10

2. 6
31. 27
1. 5

23. 19 A.

5. 9
80. 25

10. 14 81. 26
6. 9

25. 21
16. 23
27. 9
5. 14

B. wins.

31. 26 D.
14. 17 24. 19 26. 23
Drawn.

15. 24 19. 26

Var. 1.
23. 19
11. 15

30. 23
10. 14

23. 19 32. 23 18. 9
16. 23

15. 24
23. 19
3. 8

5. 14
26. 19 23. 19
3. 7 6. 10

81. 27 26. 23 32. 27
14. 13 14. 17 B. wins.
30. 25 22. 18
11. 16 17. 22 Var. 4.

20. 11 B. wins. 22. IS
7. 23 L 5

25. 21 A. 18. 9
IS. 25 5. 14
27. 11 23. IS 19. 15
25. 30 14. 23 11. 18
11. 8 26. 19 B. 20. 11
30. 26 16. 23 12. 16
8. 8 27. 18 27. 24

26. 28 10. 14 18. 27
8. 8 18. 9 24. 20

23. IS 5. 14 27. 32
8. 11 30. 26 81. 27

10. 14 12. 16 32. 23
24. 19 26. 23 26. 12
IS. 23 14 17 17. 22
11. 16 24 19 11. 8
14. 17 15. 24 14 18
21. 14 23. 12 8. 4
6. 10 17. 26 18. 23

14. 7 23. 18 4. 8
2. 20 6. 10 22. 26

19. 15 B. wins. 80. 25
L 6 26. 30

B. wins. B. 25. 22
27. 13 80. 25

Var. 2. 16. 19 22. 17
30. 25 32. 27 0. 25. 21
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17. 14 23. 19 8. 12 B. 5. 9 1. 6
21. 17 28. 32 13. 9 18. 14 10. 15 19. 15
14. 9 B. wins. 14. 18 10. 26 9. 5 26 31
IT. 14 2S. 24 30. 7 15. 13 27. 23

Dia\\ n. E. 18. 28 B. wins. 21. 17 7. 11

9. 5 24! 19 18. 22 23. 19
Var. 5 22. 18 23 27 C. 17. 14 11. 18
22. 18 31. 26 19! 15 23. 19 1. 6 19! 15

1 5 11. 15 27. 32 16. 23 5. 1 IS 22
is! 9 5. 1 15 H 27. 9 F. 6. 2 24. 19
5. 14 7. 11 82.' 27 1. 5 14. 9 31. 27

2(j' 22 1. 5 9. 5 26. 23 E. B. wins. 2s.' 24
17. 26 12. 16 27. 5. 14 X)ra^\ n.

31. 22 13. 9 5. 1 31. 27 D.
14! 17 16. 19 22. 26 3. 8 30. 26 G.
22. IS B. wins. Drawn. 23. 18 16. 19 7. 11

17. 22 14. 23 32. 28 25. 21

19. 15 F. Var. 27. 18 S. 12 IS. 22
16. 19 31. 26 Qy. 14 12. 16 22. 17 26. 17
15. 8 11. 15 1 a±0. y 32. 27 D. 15. 31 11. 15
19. 28 6. 2 14 16. 19 24. 8 20. 16

IS. 14 7. 11 23 IS C 18. 14 31. 26 15. IS
2. 6 14! 23 19. 28 B. wins. 24 20

8. 3 18. 14 27. IS A 14. 7 IS. 22
7! 11 26 23 16. 19 15. 18 E. 27. 24

23. 19 12. 16 32. 28 22. 15 32. 28 22. 26
32. 27 B. wins. 10. 14 11. 1 QJo 5. 14 19. 15
3° 8 IS. 9 7. 3 26.

3.

23 12! 19

2. 7 GAME 6. 1. 5 8. 12 8 13! 9
8. 15 11. 15 26. 23 27. 24 23. 19 6. 22
7. 10 22. 18 19. 26 28. 32 15. 18 15. 6

14! 7 15. 22 30. 23 24. 19 22. 15 l! 10

6. 9 25. 18 5. 14 0. 1 ft 11. 18 24. 6
35. wins. 8. 11 24. 19 3. 8 81. 26 8. 12

29. 25 15. 24 QOo&. 28 18. 22 Dl'UWD,
Var. 6. 4. 8 2S. 19 8. 1

1

26. 17

25 22 25. 22 14. 17 28. 24 14. 21 H.
9. 6 E. 12. 16 22. 18 1 1. 80. 26 27. 23
2. 9 24. 20 17. 22 18. 23 21. 25 is! 18

13. 6 10. 15 18. 14 15. 6 26. 23 22! 15

22. 18 21. 17 6. 10 2. y 25. 30 11. 27

6. 2 F. 7. 10 14. 7 10. a 23. 18 32! 23
IS. 23 17. 13 3. 10 24 15 30. 26 8. 11

2. 6 8. 12 23. 18 OK 18. 15 30. 26
ll! 15 2S. 24 2. 6 10. 10 26. 31 14. 17

6 2 10. 14 var. B. wins. 6. 1 B. wins. 26! 22

7! 11 23. 19 1 n 11 17! 26
2° 6 16. 23 A 1 g F. 3l! 22

15. IS 26. 10 26. 19 £6. OAZD 26. 19 10. 14

6. 10 14. 23 16. 28 25. Ol 3. 8 22. 18

lb! 22 27. 18 27. 18 OA
.£0.

Qft 31. 26 H. 1. 5
10. 14 6. 15 12. 16 6.

1
1 15. 18 18. 9

22 25 13. 6 32. 28 30. OA 22. 15 5. 14

14 17 1. 10 16. 19 1.
KO 11. 18 B. wins.

25. 29 31. 26 80. 26 B. 26. 22 82. 28 L
17 14 5. 9 1. 5 5. 1 2. 7 I,

29 25 26. 23 81. 27 22. 17 80. 25 26. 22

14 10 9. 13 5. 9 1. 5 14. 17 Gr. is! 25

25 22 23. 19 20. 16 17. 13 25. 21 30. 21

10 14 13. 17 11. 20 0. 18. 22 14. IS

23 27 22. 13 IS. 11 13. 9 21. 14 82! 2S K.
14! 10 15. 22 10. 15 1. 5 10. 17 10. 15

22. 17 32. 28 22. 17 9. 6 26. 23 19. 10

31. 26 10. 14 7 5. 1 lu 21 6. 15

27. 32 19. 16 ll! 8 14. 10 23. 18 21. 17

26. 23 12. 19 7. 10 1. 5 22. 26 8. 11

82. 28 24. 8 B. wins. 6. 1 IS. 14 B. wins.
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Var. L 27. 23 B. 80. 26

15. 13 5. 9 27. 23 18. 14

17. 18 24. 20 14. IS 26. 22

9. 14 9. 14 23. 14 14. 9

26. 23 23. 24 19. 23 6. 10

14. 17 11. 16 26. 19 9. 6

23. 14 20. 11 17. 26 22. 13

17. 21 15. 13 80. 23 6. 2

27. 23 var. 2. 22. 15 6. 9 31. 26

10. 17 10. 23 13. 6 2. 7

31. 26 11. 7 2. 27 10. 14

5. 9 6. 10 B. wins. 17. 10

25. 22 7. 2
C.

29. 25
8. 8

26. 23

9. 14
29. 25

23. 32
2. 7

7. 2
23. 16

8. 11 32. 27
27. 23
S. 12

16. 11

5. 9
23. 16
12. 19

11. 8
19. 23
26. 19

17. 26
30. 23
21. 30
19. 16

30. 26
23. 19

Drawn.

2. 6
24. 20 23. 19 21. 25
11. 16 27. 81 6. 9

20. 11 25. 22 IS. 15

7. 16 at. 27 10. 7

32. -.'7

3. 3
19. 15

7. 11

27. 24
19. 16

B. wins.

E.
16. 19 24. 27 2S. 24
23. 16 16. 12 6. 10

14 19 27. 31 13. 9
15. 10

6. 15

12. 8
1. 6

10. 14
9. 6

13. 9 8. 3 1. 10
15. IS 14. 13 5. 1

22. 15
14. IS

22. 15

31. 22
14. IS
1. 5

15. 10 11. 16 D. 11. 16
8. 12 10. 19 5. 9 20. 11

9. 5 16. 23 22. 18 7. 23
2. 6 6. 10 8. 11 5. 9

10. 7 8. 7 26. 23 21. 25
6. 9 10. 14 17. 22 80. 21

27. 24 7. 10 18. 15 22- 26
9. 13 22. 26 11. 13 21. 17

24. 15 23. 19 23. 5 26. 31

17. 22 26. 22 7. 11 9. 13

26. 17 10. 15 24. 20 lo. 15

13. 29 W. wins. 8. 7 13. 9

15. 10 27. 23 E. 15. 19

29. 25 A. 6. 10 24. 15

7. 2 24. 20 32. 27 31. 24
25. 22 11. 15 11. 16 9. 14

Drawn. 19. 16 20. 11 12. 16
12. 19 7. 16 Drawn.

Var. 2. 23. 16 23. 24
31. 26 15. 19 22. 26 F.

10. 17 32. 27 29. 25 22. 17
25. 22 10. 14 26. 31 31. 26
8. 11 D. 16. 11 B. C. 25. 22 23. 18

27. 23 19. 24 2. 6 16. 32
7. 10 2s. 19 22. 13 F. 30. 23

29. 25 A 21. 25 16. 20 82. 27
11. 15 30. 21 13. 14 24. 20
32. 27 14. IS 10. 17 21. 25
3. 7 21. 14 23. 18 23. 19

19. 16 18. 25 17. 22 25. 30
12. 19 29. 22 30. 26 13. 14
23 16 6. 9 22. 25 27. 24
7. 11 13. 6 26. 22 14. 7

16. T 2. 25 25. 30 24. 15
2. 11 Drawn. 22. 17 7. 2

6. 10
2. 6

30. 25
6. 9

25. 21
9. 14

12. 16
14. 7
21. 14
20. 11

B. wins.

GAME 8.

22. 18
11. 15
15. 11

8. 15
21. 17
4. 8

23. 19

8. 11

17. 13
9. 14

27. 23
6. 9 var. 1.

13. 6
2. 9

24. 20
15. 24
23. 19

14. 17
25. 22
9. 13

29. 25
5. 9

82. 23
9. 14

31. 27
1. 5

25. 21
11. 15
27. 24
7. 11

80. 25 A.
3. 7

19. 16
12. 19

23. 16
14. 18
21. 14
10. 17
24. 19

15. 24
22. 8
17. 21
23. 19

21. 30
16. 12

30. 16
20. 2
W. wins.

A.
19. 16
12. 19

23. 1
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1/4 10
C. 17. 26

21. 14 10. 15 30. 23
13. 25 20. 11 21. 30
30. 21 7. 16 19. 16
10. 17 13. 9 Drawn.
21. 14 6. 13
3. 1

7

23. 18 E.
24. 19 15. 22 5. 9
15. 24 26. 10 25. 22
2S. 19 16. 19 11. 16
17. 21 31. 27 20. 11

Drawn. 5. 9 7. 16

Var. L
15. 13

19. 15 var. 2
ia 27
15. 8
12. 16
32. 23
8. 12

24. 20
7. 1 1 C.

25. 22
14. 17
29. 25
10. 15
81. 27

25. 22 D.
9. 14

29. 25
12. 16

25. 21

19. 15
9. 14

22. 1

8

1. 5
IS. 9

16. 20
27. 23
19. 26

5. 14

15. 11

16. 20

30. 23
1. 5

22. 18
13. 17
IS. 9

5. 14
Drawn.

11. 8

2. 7
29. 25
7. 11

25. 22
R lit

"W". w*ius.

2. 7
13. 9
6. 13 B.

25. 21
1. 6

21. 14
6. 9

23. 18
13. 17
22. 6
15. 31
27. 24
31. 27
6. 1

27. 23
1. 6

23. 18
6. 10

W. wins.

30
D
26 11

F
*16

13. 17 20. 11
25. 21 4. lO
19. 23
21. 5

19. 15

,
3. 8

io. oa
26. 22
82. 27

25. 22
2. 7

31. 27
Drawn.

Var. 2.

0. 9
15. 10
7. 14

32. 27 2S. 24
14. 17 G. 8. 11
23. 14 Drawn.
17. 21

24 20 H. G.
10. 17
27. 23

11. 16
25. 22

13. 7. 10 E.F. IS. 25
5. 14 25. 22 29. 22

22. 13 11. 15 14. 17
14 17 19. 16 24. 20
13. 9 12. 19 10. 14
6. 13 23. 16 20. 11

25. 21 10. 14 7. 16
15. 18 29. 25 19. 15
23. 14 15. 19 8. 8
17. 22 31. 27 27. 24
26. 17 3. 8 16. 19
13. 22 27. 23 23. 16
2a 24 8. 12 12. 19
1. 6 16. 11 24. 20

27. 23 5. 9 14. 18
2i! 25 23! 16 2o! 16
21. 17 12. 19 IS. 25
25. 29 11. 8 30. 14
24. 19 19. 23 6. 9

W. wins. 26. 19 13. 6

2. 18 28. 18 22. 18
31. 27 22. 25 27. 81
8. 12 IS. 15 26. 22

15. 10 10. 19 31. 26
5. 9 24 15 22. 17

10. 7 7. 10 26. 19
9. 14 15. 6 Drawn.
7. 2 2. 9
14 17 27. 23 Var. 2
Drawn. 25. 29 82. 28

23. 18 2. 7

H. 29. 25 28. 24
25. 22 81. 26 7. 11

10. 17 9. 13 24 20
29. 25 IS. 14 11. 15 A.
11. 16 13. 17 20. 11

27. 23 14. 10 15. 24
16. 20 25. 22 28. 19
31. 27 26. 23 10. 14
3. 8 22. 26 11. 8

23. 13 23. 19 24. 23
5. 9 26. 23 8. 4

19. 16 10. 6 28. 32
12. 19 17. 22 4. 8
24. 15 6. 2 32. 28
8. 12 22. 26 8. 11

27. 23 10. 12 2S. 24
7. 10 23. 16 19. 15

15. 11 30. 23 14 13
20. 24 21. 25 22. 17
2S. 19 2. 6 24. 19

B. wins. 25. 30 17. 14
6. 10 19. 17

GAME 9.
30. 26
23. 18

26. 22
17. 26

22. 18 20. 24 81. 15

11. 15 B. wins. 12. 16

IS. 11 11. 20
8. 15 Var. 1. Drawn.

21. 17 24 20
4 8 15. 24 A.

23. 19 20. 11 3. 8
8. 11 7. 16 23. 18

17. 13 2S. 19 16. 23
9. 14 17. 21 26. 19

27. 23 22. 18 var 2 10. 15
5. 9 2. 7 19. 10

25. 22 31. 27 B.C. 6. 15
14 17 10. 14 16.

29. 25 IS. 15 1. 10

11. 16 3. 8 31. 26
32. 27 var. 1 26. 22 Drawn.
16. 20 7. 11

19. 16 22. 18 B.
12. 19 1. 5 25. 22
23. 16 25. 22 7. 11

17. 21 14. 17 OO no T\32. 23 D.
22. 17 80. 26 10. 14

15. IS 21. 25 28. 24
26. 23 27. 24 16. 20
18. 22 25. 30 19. 15
25. 13 15 10 20 27
io! 14 'i 15 3L 24
17. 10 13. 6 11. 16

6. 22 16. 20 15. 10
18. 6 1.0. 10 6. 15
1. 10 20. 27 13. 6
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I. 10

18. 11

16. 20

Drawn.

D.

81. 27

3. 3 E.

19. 15

10. 19

22. 17

1. 5

17. 14

W. wins.

E.

10. 14

19. 15

a 7

15. 8

21. 25

80. 21

16. 19

23. 16

14 30

16. 11

Drawn.

C.

ia is

a 8 rar. 3
82. 27

16. 20

85. 22

7 11

22. 13

10. 14

27. 24

Drawn.

Var. 8.

16. A)

25. 22 F.

2d. 24

82. 23G.H.
3. S

23. 18

7. 11

2& 23

1. 5
2S. 17

11. 16

81. 26
16. 20

19. 16

10. 19

li 15

24. 27
23. 13

27. 31

2*. 2 2

81. 26

Wt 23

19. 26

ia 11

2a 30
11. 4
Drawn.

F.
81. 27
9. 14

25. 22
•21. 25
80. 21
14. 17
21. 14
10. 17
19. 16
12. 19

23. 16
7. 11

16. 7

3. 19
82, 23
17. 21

27. 23
Drawn.

O.
22. IS
3. 8
2a 22
7. 11

82. 23
11. 16

15. 11

a 15
18. 11

24. 27
81. 24
ia 20
11. 7
Drawn.

H.
23. 13
a 8

82. 23
7. 11

26. 23
1. 5

22. 17
11. 16
81. 26
16. 20
19. 16

12. 19% 16
10. 19

2a 23
19. 26
Drawn.

GAME 10.

22. 13
11. 15

IS. II

a is
21. 17

4 S

23. 19
a n

17. 13
9. 14

27. 28
5. 9

25. 22
14 17
29. 25
17. 21

22. 17 F.
11. 16C.
25. 22
ia 20
19. 16
20. 27
31. 24
12. 19
23. 16

9. 14 var. 1
24 19
15. 24
25. 19
10. 15
19. 10
6. 15

17. 10
7. 14

22. 17
2. 7

17. 10

7. 14
13. 9

14 17 A.
16. 11

15. IS
26. 23
IS. 27
Drawn.

A.
15 19

16. 11

19. 24
2a 22
24. 23
9. 5
1. 6

5. 1

6. 9

1. 6
9. 13

W. wins.

Var. 1.

7. 11

16. 7

2. 11

26. 23
3. 8

23. IS
15. 19 B.

24. 15
10. 19

17. 14

1. 5

14 10
6. 15

13. 6
19. 23
2S. 24
5. 9
a 2

15. 19

24. 15

U. 14
IS. 9
11. 25
2. 7

25. 29
7. 10

29. 25
10. 15
25. 22
15. 19
W. wins.

B.
8. 12

24. 20
12. 16
25. 24
1. 5

32. 2S
16. 19
'7. 14

10. 26
30. 7
15. 22
7. 2

22. 26
24 19

2a 31
19. 15
81. 26
2. 7

26. 28
W. w ins.

C.

9. 14
25. 22
3. 8D.

23. 18
14. 23
17. 14
10. 17

19. 3
11. 16
26. 19

17. 26
30. 23
16. 20
32. 27
21. 25
31. 26
25. 30
1<). 15
30. 25 E.
23. 19

25. 80
2a 23

80. 25
15. 10

6. 15
19. 10
2. 7

10. 6
1. 10

23. 19

W. wins.

D.
14. 18
23. 14
1. 5

14. 9
5. 14

26. 28

W. wins.

E.
1. 5

26. 22
30. 26
15. 11

a 15
23. 19
26. 17
W. wins.

F.
24 20
15. 24
2S. 19

9. 14 K.
22. 17
11. 15
25. 22
15. 24
22. 18
7. 11

18. 9
11. 15
9. 5
8. 7G.H.

20. 16
12. 19

23. 16
7. 11

16. 7
2. 11

26. 23
11. 16
81. 26
24 27
26. 22
15. 19

23. 18

19. 23
18. 14
Drawn.

G.
2. 7

30. 25
W. wins.

H.
24. 28
81. 27
2. 7 1.

30. 25
21. 30
20. 16

W. wins.

I.

3. 7
80. 25
21. 30
20. 16
12. 19
23. 16
80. 23
27. 11

Drawn.

K.
11. 15
82. 2S L.
15. 24
25. 19
9. 14

22. 17 M.
10. 15
19. 10
a 15

17. 10
7. 14

25. 22
Drawn.

L,
19. 16
12. 19
23. 16
7. 11

16. 7
2. 11

22. 17
15. 19
25. 22
10. 15
31. 27
19. 24
27. 23
24. 27
23. 18
27. 31
17. 14
15. 19

14. 5
3. 8

Drawn.

M.
22. 18
14 17
19. 16
12. 19

23. 16
1. 5

25. 22
6. 9
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ORZD. So 11 1 R11. 10 IS 14 IS. 15 10 23 24 20
17. 26 18. 1

1

15. 1013 9. 18 ^6. 19 09 25
81 22 16 23 32. 23 23. 14 IS. 23 31. 26
7 11
t. 1

1

99 1 QBS. 19 g 12. 16 21. 18 13 17
Ifi 7 10 14 22. IS 19. 12 15. 22 26. 23

25. 11 17. 10 19 23 10. 19 17. 14 25 22
99 1

7

R 99 2S. 19 12. 8 lo! 17 20.' 16

3. 8 13. 6 21 25 Drawn. 21. 14 9 7L. i

23. 19 1. 10 80. 21 6. 10 B. wins.

8 12 11. 23. 80 A. 14. 9
17 1A1 1 . !•* 9-J 9RLo. ix> 1

9

15 11. 16 •S 14.

Dia .\ n. 80 23 '80. 25 27. 23 13. 9 (X » JXXf IUAiUili 13,
21. 25 15. g 6. 9 14. 17

GAME 11.
23. 19 25. 22 22. 18 9' 5 22. IS

10 14 20. n 1. 6 \1 21 1 1. 15
2 !> IS 8. 4 22. 15 30. 25 5'

1 18. 11

11. 15 25 30 8.' 3 6. 10 22. 25 S. 15
IS. 11 4. 16 25. 21 31 26 91 17Li. 1 i

S 15 80. 25 a 8 10. 17 Di aw n. 4 8
91 17-i. 1

1

8.' 11 16. 19 21. 14 23 19

4. 8 22. 26 14. 9 7. 10 C. 8. 11
9Q lOzo. iy 31. 22 19. 24 14 7 24 20 17. 13
8. 11 25. 13 21. 17 3. 10 16 19 Q 1 A

17 13 B. wins. Drawn. 82. 28 27. 23 D. 25. 21
9. 14 Van 2.

81. 27
21. 25
80. 21

9. 14
B. wins.

10. 14 9 13 11 1 al-i. 13
97 O'i

f\ Qo. y
GAME 12.

26.

14
22
17

B. wins. 26 23
IS 22

25 22 22 18 19. 15 D. 30. 26
14. 17 Drawn. 27. 24 15. 18
29 25 IS 10. 14 26. 17
17 21 8. 15 Var. 18. 22
22. 17 Var. 3. 25 22 12. 16 14 23 23! 18
11 1 R11. 10 32. 27

*

a IS. 14 C. 31. 27 11. 16
25 22 3. 8 25 10. 17 1 1. 20 27. 23 A.

9.1

9rt
1

1

9

22* 18 B. 11 22. 13 27! 11 lg] 20
£U < .

.

15. 22 23. 18 16. 20 B. 7. 16 32. 27
IK. 1 | 1, o 19. 15 A. 9. 13 var. 21. 17 24. 15 in 14. xrnyJ.U. 14 TUT
2S 19 11. 18 18. 14 7. 10 Drawn. 17. 10
10. 14 23. 5 10. 17 26. 23 7. 14
17 10 22*. 25 21. 14 9. 14 E. is! 9
6 24 B. wins. 6. 10 25. 21 22. 17 5" 14

13. 6 25. 21 15. 18 14 23 13! 9
1. 10 A. 10. 17 80. 25 25. 22 6. 13

22 17 C. 24. 20 21. 14 10. 15 9 13 19. 15
24 23 22! 25 2. 6 17. 10 17. 14 1. 6

17. 13 27. 24 24. 19 18. 22 11. 16 24 19
8° 7 25. 29 15. 24 25. 13 2o! 11 3. 7

13. 9 19. 15 23. 19 15. 22 7°
16 28* 24

16. 19 11. 27 6. 10 A. 23. 19 14! 10 F. 22. 25
23 16 20. 4 22. 17 6. 15 16 20 29. 22
12 19 29. 25 13. 22 19. 10 81. 27 14 18
9' 5 B. wins. 26. 17 22. 25 15. 18 23. 14

If. 24 11. 15 24 19 B. wins. 6. 10
5 1 B. 32. 28 2. 7 15* g

11. 16 24. 20 15. 24 Drawn, F. 2. 25
20 11 15 24 28. 19 14.1*. a 19. 15
7. 16 2s! 19 1. 6 B. 5 14 25. 30
1. 5 10. 14 30. 26 9. 14 22 18 27! 23 '

16. 20 17. 10 3. 8 24. 20 15 22 20 27
5! 9 g' 24 26. 23 6. 10 24* 15 31. 24

24' 27 13. 6 8. 11 27. 24 6 10 30 26
Drawn. l! 10 23. 13 16. 19 15.' 6 23." 13

B. wins. 11. 16 25. 22 1. 10 26. 22
Tar. 1. 27. 23 14 13 26. 12 IS. 14
23. 18 C. 16. 20 22. 17 22. 25 12. 16
16. 23 23. IS SI. 27 1. 6 23. 24 15. 11

26 IS) 10. 15 & » 32. 27 25. 29 Drawn.
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A 14. IS 16. 23 9. Q D. 26. 17
IS. 14 29. 25 27. IS a 11 12. 16 9. 13

16. 23 IS. 23 7. 16 6. 2 24. 20 23. 19

27. 13 27. IS 24. 20 11. 8 1. 6 13. 22
10. 15 20. 27 16. 19 19. 23 32. 27 19. 15
IS. 11 IS. 14 IS. 15 S. 11 6. 10 11. 16
7. 16 27. 81 19. 23 23. IS 27. 23 15. 10

13. 9 25. 22 15. 11 11. 16 10. 14 6. 15

6. 13 81. 27 10. 14 Drawn. 29. 25 IS. It

82. 27 22. IS 11. S 22. 29 22. 25
Drawn. 27. 24 22. 26 A. 30. 26 11. S

14. 9 81. 22 11. 16 15. 22 25. 29 A
• Tar. 24. 20 14. 17 IS. 11 26. 10 a 4

8 3 IS. 14 21. 14 16. 23 29. 25 29. 25
is! 15 C. 20. 16 6. 9 27. IS 23. 24 4. 8
T. 11 15. 11 13. 6 7. 16 3. 8 25. 22

23. 13 D. 16, 23 1. 26 IS. 15 Drawn. 8. 11
11. 16 11. S a 4 10. 19 16. 19
27. 23

20. 27
23. 19

B. wins.

Drawn. 24. 15
16. 19

VJ/ilUXi 1 •

11. 15
19. 23

81. 24 Yar. 30. 26 22. 17 27. 18
16. 20 D. 21. 17 a 7 11. 15 7. 10
15. 11 81. 26 5. 9 32. 27 25. 22 15. 6
8. 15 22. 31 23. IS 1. 5 a n 2. 9
ia n 29. 25 10. 14 A 27. 24 29. 25 Drawn.
20. 27 11. IS 17. 10 7. 10 9. 13
23. 13 23. 7 7. 23 15. 11 17. 14 A.
a 7 2. 11 19. 10 Drawn. 10. 17 16. 19

11. 2 17. 14 6. 15 21. 14 a 4
27. 31 6. 9 13. 6 B. 4. 8 25. 29
2. 9 13. 6 2. 9 11 IT

1 i

27. 23
12 16
30 26
W. wins.

24. 19 4. 8
5. 23 1. 17 27. 18 15. 24 29. 25

17. 14 B. 21. 14 1. 5 D. 23. 19 32. 23
10. 17 81. 26 24. 20 11. 16 25. 22
21. 14 14. 10 9. 14 22. 13 27. 24
81. 26 26. 30 ia 9 16. 20 20. 27
14 10 25. 21 5. 14

C.
26. 22 81. 15

22. 25 30. 25 82. 27 a 11 var. 1 22. 13
29. 22 10. 7 14. IS B. 15. 19 30. 26 15. 10
26. 17 25. 22 30. 25 27. 24 6. 9 IS. 9
B. wins. 7. 8 12. 16 C. 11. 15 19. 15 10. 6

11. 16 81. 26 20. 16 11. 16 var. 2 9. 14
B. 19. 15 22. 81 19. 23 25. 21 6. 1

13. 9 16. 19 25. 22 16. 11 16. 19 var. 3 14. 18
81. 27 8. 7 ia 25 23. 26 23. 16 28. 24
17. 14 B. wins. 29. 22 24. 19 12. 19 Drawn.
10. 17 81. 24 15. 24 82. 28
21. 14 2a 10 2a 19 1. 6 Var. 2.

23. 26 GAME 14. 16. 19 26. 30 15. 11 12. 16
19. 15 22. 13 25. 21 7. 16 15. 8
27. 23 22. 18 19. 23 13. 23 14. 10 3. 12
15. 10 11. 15 10. 6 11. 8 6. 15 IS. 15
23. 18 18. 11 23. 26 80. 25 IS. 11 9. 13
10. 7 a is a 2 8. 4 2. 6 23. 14
18. 15 21. 17 26. 31 23. 26 22. IS 1. 6
B. wins. 4. 8 2. 6 4. 8 W. wins. 15. 11

C.
23. 19 31. 27 26. 30 6. 9
a n 6. 10 8. 11 Var. 1. 11. 8

IS. 14 17. 13 27. 23 80. 26 6. 9 9. IS
& 11 9. 14 ia 14 19. 15 25. 21 22. 15

14. 9 25. 21 23. 19 2a 23 1. 6 7. 11
5. 14 14. IS 14. 9 15. 10 30. 26 15. 10

19. 15 26. 23 11. 15 25. 30 12. 16 11. 15
11. 13 ia 22 20. 16 10. 6 19. 12 a 4
23. 19 23. lSvar. 19. 12 23. IS a n 5. 9
22. 26 11. 16 1ft 19 6. 1 22. 17 4. 8
31. 15 13. 11 12, 8 W. wins. ia 22 9. 14
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8. 11 7. 11 4 8 32. 27 14 10 17. 13 va
14. IT 22. 18 16. 12 31. 26 12. 16 9. 14
11. IS 13. 22 9. 14 23. 19 26. 23 IS. 9

17. 22 IS. 9 IS. 9 11. 16 20. 24 5. 14
26. 17 6. 13 5. 14 19. 15 27. 20 22. 17
13. 29 25. IS W. wins. 16. 20 9. 14 7. 10

13. 22 3. 8 24 19 IS. 9 27. 24
16. 19 18. 14 C. 14. 18 11. 27 19. 23

W. wins. 10. 17 4. 8 15. 10 82. 23 26. 19

21. 14 23. 19 26. 23 5. 14 16. 23

Tar. 3. 11. 16 9. 14 10. 7 20. 11 31. 26
7. 10 14 9 18. 9 23. 32 8. 15 14. 18

14. 7 2. 7 5. 14 B. wins. 81. 26 26. 19

3. 19 9. 6 26. 23 4. 8 IS. 22
IS. 15

1. 6
7. 10

Drawn.
2. 6

22. IS GAME 17.
10. 7
2. 11

17. 14
10. 17

15. 11 15. 22 11. 15 23. 18 21. 14
6. 10 A. 31. 26 22. 17 14 23 3. 7

11. 8 12. 16 22. 31 8. 11 26. 10 14. 9

10. 14 17. 14 80. 25 25. 22 Drawn. 4. 8

22. 17 10. 17 13. 22 11. 16 9. 5
13. 22 21. 14 25. 2 23. 18 Var. 2. 8. 11

26. 10 16. 19 31. 27 D. 3. 8 var 1 11. 15 32. 27

19. 26 24 20 23. IS 18. 11 32. 28 6. 10
31. 22 6. 10 27. 20 8. 15 15. 24 27. 23

16. 19 29. 25 2S. 24 24 19 2S. 19 11. 15

32. 23 10. 17 20. 27 15. 24 14 18 13. 9

9. 14 25. 21 32. 23 27. 11 17. 14 7. 11

a 4 1. 6 1. 5 7. 16 10. 17 24 20

5. 9 21. 14 2. 6 22. 18 21. 14 15. 24
4. 8 6. 10 11. 16 9. 14 18. 23 28. 19

19. 23 30. 25 B. 6. 15 18. 9 19. 15 11. 15
27. 18 10. 17 5. 9 5. 14 23. 27 30. 25
14. 23 25. 21 21. 17 2S. 24 15. 11 15. 24
10 7 19. 23 9. 13 4 8 27. 32 25. 18
2. 11 26. 10 17. 14 24 19 11. 8 1. 6

8. 15 17. 26 7. 11 16. 23 32. 27 5. 1

23. 26 81. 22 14 10 26. 19 8. 4 6. 13
15. 13 7. 23 13. 17 8. 11 12. 16 Drawn.
26. 30 27. 18 10. 7 31. 26 4 8
22. 17 3. 7 3. 10 2. 7 var. 2 16. 20 Var.
9. 13 28. 24 15. 6 26. 23 8. 11 18. 15

17. 14 7. 10 17. 22 11. 15 20. 24 4 8
W. wins. 24. 19 6. 10 32. 28 14 10 27. 24

4. 8 22. 26 15. 24 6. 15 16. 20

GAME 16.
19. 16
10. 14

10. 14
26. 31

2S. 19

7. 11

It 18
24 2S

32. 27
7. 10

11. 15 16. 7 29. 25 30. 26 26. 23 17. 13
22. 17 2. 11 31. 26 11. 15 2S. 32 10. 14
& 11 18. 9 14 17 19. 16 29. 25 22. 17

25. 22 5. 14 26. 81 12. 19 27. 31 14. 18

9. 13 32. 27 25. 21 Drawn. 18. 22 17. 14 A.
23. 18 8. 12 81. 27 32. 27 IS. 22
6. 9 A. 27. 23 17. 14 Var. 1. 23. 19 26. 17

27. 23 11. 15 27. 24 7. 11 Drawn. 9. 18
9. 14 C. B. wins. 19. 15 17. 14 80. 26

IS. 9

5. 14 B.

24. 19

15. 10
10. 17
21. 14

GAME 18.
18. 22
13. 9

80. 25 27. 23 19. 26 16. 20 11. 15 6. 13

1. 6 10. 17 IS. 15 29. 25 22. 17 15. 10

24. 19 23. 16 11. IS 9. 13 8. 11 12. 16
15. 24 2. 6 Drawn. 24. 19 25. 22 24 15
2S. 19 32. 27 15. 24 11. 16 2. 6
11. 15 17. 21 D. 2S. 19 23. 13 26. 23
32. 28 27. 23 10. 15 3. 3 15. 19 8. 12

15. 24 6. 9 19. 10 19. 15 24. 15 23. 18
2a. 19 28. 24 7. U 6. 9 10. 19 16. 19
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18. 14 Var. 1. 29. 25 11. 15 10. 17 5. 9

6. 9 17. 14 7. 10 26. 22 26. 1 27. 23
10. 7 10. 17 17. 14 7. 11 17. 22 9. 13

9. 13 21. 14 9. 13 21. 17 Drawn. 2a 18 E.
27. 24 6. 10 22. 15 14 21 10. 14
20. 27 29. 25 4 8 23. 7 C. ia 9

81. 24 10. 17 Drawn. 3. 10 6. 9 15. 18
& 10 25. 21 27. 23 13. 6 22. 15

15. 6 1. 6 GAME 20. 5. 9 2. 9 13. 22
L 10 21. 14

11. 15
22! 17
a 11

17. 13
4 8

31. 26 25. 22 Drawn.
24. 6 6. 10 9. 14 14 18 D.
IS. 23 22. 17 24 20 23. 14 E.
17. 14 18. 22 15. 24 9. 25 81. 26
Drawn. 2a 17 23. 19 29. 22 15. 18

15. 13
23. 19
15. 13 var. 1

24 20
11. 15 var. 2
2a 24
8. 11

26. 23
9. 14

81. 26
6. 9

13. 6
2. 9

26. 22
9. 13

32. 2S*
1. 6

21. 17
14. 21
23. 14
10. 26
19. 1

13. 17
80. 23
21. 80
1. 6
8. 8
6. 2

7 10
23! 19

10. 14
Drawn.

11. 15 10. 14 23. 14A
29. 25

12. 16

17. 14
a 12

26. 23
19. 26
80. 23
16. 19

23. 16

12. 19
81. 26
IS. 23
B. wins.

GAME 19.

22. 17

17. 13
10. 17
23. 14
17. 22
24 19
a 11

27. 24
2. 6
24 20
6. 10
14 9
5. 14

13. 9

14 17
9. 6

17. 21

6. 1

19. 16
12. 19
23. 16
8. 11

16. 7
2. 11

26. 23 A
11. 16
20. 11

15. 18
22. 15
10. 26
30. 23
21. 30
Drawn.

A

19. 10
14. 13
22. 15
11. 18
24. 19
7. 14

19. 15
1. 6

28. 24
8. 7

24. 20
5. 9

81. 27
7. 10

21. 17
14. 21
2& 23

11. 16
19. 15 F.
10. 19
24 15
7. 11

Drawn.

F.
26. 23
16. 20
23. 18
20. 27
10. 10
27. 81

11. 15 22. 25 22. 17 10. 26
Var. 2.

10. 14
25. 22

». 13
1. 5

25. 29
15. 19
25. 22

30. 5
6. 9

23. 18 rar. 1 5. 9 1. 5 5. 1 26. 23
6. 10 K.6. 9 var. 2 29. 25 26. 23 9. 13

ia 11 31. 26 19. 26 1. 6 13. 6

a 15 11. 15 80. 23 8. 11 2. 9

27. 23 9. 6 11. 15 6. 10 81. 26 H.
9. 14 15. 24 20. 16 21. 25 11. 15 0.

80. 25
5. 9

6. 15
8. 8

21. 25
16. 11

27. 23
25. 30

28. 24
1. 6

24. 19 23. 19 14. 21 23. 18 26. 22
8. 11

32. 28
15. 24
2a 19

7. 11

26. 22
22. 17
25. 30

30. 25
ia 14

7. 11 25. 13 Var. 1.

9 14
27 23
15. IS B. C.
82 27

11. 7 25. 22 9. 13

22. 13 15. 22 30. 26 14. 9 20. 16

13. 22 11. 16 7. 8 22. 17
26. 17 20. 11 26. 19 10. 6
8. 8 a 24 B. wins. Drawn. O.

82. 23 22. 26 9. 18
11. 15 B. D.12. 16 28. 24
ia ii 26. 31 • Wnit« ought 5. 9 9. 13 1. 6
a 24 16. 20 to win thu»— 82. 27 32. 27 26. 22
2a 19 Drawn. 90. 16

1. 5 1. 6 5. 9
4. 8

11. 50
52. IT

13. 52

26. 22 22. 17 22. 15
17. 13 Var. 2. 14. 18 13. 22 11. 18
2. 6 5. 9 51. 17 23. 14 26. 17 25. 22

25. 22 ia 11 14. 51
9. 18 14 18 18. 25

a 11 a 15
S3. 14

10. 17

55. 3

22. 17 23. 14 29. 22
81. 26 27. 23 11. 16 6. 9 8. 11
11. 16 15. 19 1. C 27. 23 30. 26 22. 18
22. 17 24 15 3. 9 ia 27 9 18 13. 17
14 13 10. 19 5. 14

19. 15
3. 8

17. 14 2a 22 32.' 28
28. T 23. 16 16. 23 13. 25 17. 22
Drawn. 12. 19 54. 19 81. 26 29. 22 Drawn.
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H. 5. 9 1 6. 15 13. 6 13. 25 15. 24
19. 10 24. 19 11. 8 2. 9 29. 22 28. 19
12. 26 15. 24 28. 82 26. 22 7. 11 8. S
81. 6 25. 22 a 4 9. 14 22. 17 20. 16
1. 10 ia 25 82. 28 27. 23 Drawn. 5. 9

25. 22 29. 22 4. 8 ia 27 26. 22
10. 15 t 24. 23 2. 7 32. 23 D. 10. 15
22. IT 22. 18 81. 26 5. 9 10. 14 17. 10
15. 13 12. 16 2a 24 81. 27 17. 10 15. 24
17. 10 W. wins. 26. 22 1. 5 7. 14 23. 19

7. 14 24. 27 22. 17 13. 9 6. 15
30. 26 L. 23. 18 9. 13 a 13 19. 10
8. 12 2. 9 15. 19 25. 22 19. 15 - Drawn.

26. 22 2S 24 22. 17 5. 9 1. 6
ia 25 a n 27. 23 29. 25 23. 19 F.
29. 22 30. 26 IS. 14 15. 13 6. 9 26. 22
9. 13 9. 13 2a i8 22. 6 15 10 15. 24

22. 13 26. 22 a 4 13. 29 14. 17 2S. 19
14. 23 3. 8 18. 9 6. 1 21. 14 9. 14
27. 18 23. 19 13. 6 7. 10 9. 13 22. 15
8. T 7. 10 1. 10 1. 5 19. 15 7. 11

28. 24 27. 23 17. 13 9. 13 IS. 22 80. 26
7. 10 IS. 27 7. 11 5. 9 15. 11 11. 13

24. 19 32. 23 4. 8 13. 17 13. 17 26. 22
10. 14 5. 9 10. 15 9. 13 11. 8 2. 7
18. 9 31. 27 13. 9 17. 22 17. 21 22. 15
5. 14 W. wins. 19. 24 i a .'5 8. 4 7. 11

82. 27 9. 6 29. 22 21. 25 31. 26
13. 17 GAME 21. 24. 28 23. 18 4. 3 11. IS
27. 23 11. 15 6. 2 22. 15 25. 30 26. 22
17. 22 22. 17 23. 32 27. 23 S. 11 3. 7
21. 17 8. 11 2. 6 10. '4 30. 26 22. 15
14. 21 17. 13 32. 23 19. 10 29. 25 7. 11
23. IS 4. 8 21. 17 11. 15 22. 29 25. 22
11. 16 2% 19 2a 32 10. 7 81. 22 11. 25
20. 11 15. 18 17. 14 15. 13 29. 25 29. 22
22. 26 24. 20 32. 23 21. 17 22. 17 8. 11
Drawn. 11. 15 14. 10 13. 27 25. 22 27. 23

28. 24 var. 2S. 24 17. 10 17. 13 11. 15

I. 8. 11 6. 2 27. 82 22. 18 32. 23
9. 13 26. 23 Drawn. 24. 19 10. 6 15. 24

22. 13 IS. 22 B. 8. 11 2. 9 28. 19
14. 23 25. 13 A. 10. 6 13. 6 10. 15
27. 13 15. 22 11. 15 32. 2S Drawn. 19. 10

5. 9 30. 26 17. 14 7. 3 6. 15
80. 26 11. 15 10. 17 2S. 24 Var. Drawn.
10. 14 26. 17 19. 10 3. 8 27. 24 F.
26. 23 15. 13 6. 15 24. 15 8. 11 E.

7. 10 23. 14 21. 14 W. wins. 25. 22 E. 26. 22
29. 25 9. 18 15. 18 IS. 25 9. 14

10. 15 27. 23 31. 27 C. 29. 22 81. 27
25. 22 IS. 27 1. 6 5. 9 9. 14 6. 9
Drawn. 82. 23 24. 19 26. 22 22, 17 13. 6

7. 11 D. 2. 7 9. 14 11. 16 2. 9
K. 29. 25 25. 21 22. 17 20. 11 27. 23

11. 15 5. 9 A. 18. 22 6. 9 7. 23 ia 27
19. 10 25. 22 23. 13 13. 6 26. 19 82. 23
6. 15 11. 15 22. 26 2. 9 2. T 14. 13

13. 6 20. 16 27. 23 17. 13 81. 26 23. 14

L 10 C 9. 14 W. wins. 1. 6
v JL'

11 10. 26
2S. 24 16. 11 27. 28 N 26. 23 30. 23
8. 11 12. 16 B. IS. 27 15. IS 7. 10

30. 26 19. 12 3. 3 32. 23 24. 20 23. 18
2. 6 15. 18 23. 14 15. 13 18. 27 15. 22

26. 22 22. 15 9. 13 31. 27 32. 23 25. 13
8. 8 10. 23 30. 26 11. 15 11. 15 3. 8

22. 17 17. 10 a 9 C. 25. 22 30. 26 B. wina.
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GAME 22.
22 26
IS. 14

31. 26
14 9

EL 15 15. IS 26. 21

22. 17

8. 11

23. 19 9. 6

26. 31 27. 31

17. 13 14 9 6. 2

4. 3 W. wins. 22. IS

23. 19 2. 6

15. 13 Var 2. is! 15

24. 20 11. 16 13 9

El i5 20." 11 23! 26

28. 24 7 16 30 23

8. 11 21. 17 31. 26

26. 23 14. 21 Draw n.

9. 14 B. 23. 7

2. 11

19. 10

B.
18. 22

it w Tart
21. 14 6. 15 25. 18

10. 17 25. 22 A 15. 22

23. 14 16. 19 30. 26

6. 10 32. 23 11. 15

25. 22 5! 9 26. 17

17. 21 13. 6 15. 13

22. 17 L 10 23. 14

15. 13 09] 25 9. 18

26. 22 10. 14 29! 25

18. 25 24. 20 7. 11 D.

??'
"i

-

Draw n. 17. 14

11. 15 10. 17

18. 9 A 21. 14
i it
i. J i 24. 20 6. 9

14. 7 16. 19 13. 6

8. 10 27. 23 1. 17

V. 3. 7 25. 21

2. 9 23. 1

6

17 22

17. 13 12. 19 19. 15

9. 14 25. 22 3* 3

LL. i t 7. 10 is! 10
1 A
J. 22. 17 11. 15

30 OQOL, «3 19. 24 21. 17

29. 25 22. 26

27. 23 L 6 81. 22
1 a10. 13 25! 22 13. 25

10 1i 5* 9 17. 13

19. 1

1

26! 23 25. 30

15 8 24. 27 10. 6

14. 1

3

20. 16 2! 9

0. O 11. 20 13. 6

W. wins. 23! 18 30! 25 C.
27. 31 27. 28

» or. l. 18 11 25. 22
6. 9 9. 14 23. 18

21. 17 ll! 7 g! 11
1.4 0114. _ 1 14. 18 24. 19

23 5 22. 15 15. 24
15. 13 10. 19 82. 23
OA 0-3
it). IB 7! 2 22! 15
1 C 00 6 10 23. ]Q
25 13 2. 7 5. 9
10 15 10 15 6. 2
10 1

A

157. 1U 7 11 9. 13

6. 22 15! 18 10! 7

23. 13 11. 15 11. 15

7. 10 I S. 23 2. 6
82. 23 15. 24 15. 18
10. 15 20. 27 6. 10
27. 23 17. 14 18. 22

10. 14 23. 26 15. 10
2 :2. 25 25. 21 26. 31
7. 2 26! 31 29! 25

25. 29 27. 23 12. 16
2! 7 81 27 25. 22

2'J. 25 23! 13 16. 19

7. 10 27 ''3 24. 15
25. 21 14. 9 31. 24
10. 15 23. 14 15. 11
13! 17 9! 2 24. 19
15! 19 14! 10 ll! 7

17. 22 13. 9 19! 15
19! 23 5. 14 2! 6

N\ 1M. 2. g 15! 11

10. 7 7 2
c. 10 20 24

30. 26 s. 11 22! 13
o! 2 10. 3 11. 16
5! 9 11. 20 21. 17
2. 6 3. 7 W. wins.
9. 18 14. 13
6. 10 Drawn.

B.
1. 6

30. 26 C.

lo! 13
lu. 14
18. 22 GAME 23.

11. 15
9. 13

S2. 23

^88.

28

22. 17

D
8.

17.

11

13

6. 9

B. wins

18. 23 4. 8
C.

32. 23
9. 13 E.

20. 16

27. 18
10. 15

23.

15.

19
13

13. 1

1

7! 23
24.

11.

20
15

0.1 1 aL-i. 1»

6 10
28.

S.

24
11

11. 20
Drawn.

25." 22 E. 26. 23
E.23. 26 9. 14

22. 18 31. 26 3. 8

26. 30 6. 9
80. 26
9. 13

13. 15 ia 6
3o! 25
15! 6
l! 10

2.

26.

9.

9
22

13 B.

19. 16
12. 19
23. 16

8. 12 F.
24. 19

82. 27
25* 22

20.

11.

16
20

27. 23 22. 17
15. 81
22. 8

2. 7 13. 22
31." 27 21. 17

12. 19

8. 3
7! 11 14. 21

27. 24 23. 14 W. wins.

22. 26 10. 17
23. 13 25. 2 F.
26. 22 1. 6 A 13. IT
18. 14 2. 9 22 13
3! 7 5. 14 8. 12

19. 15 19. 15 25 22
3. 8 12. 19

24. 19 22 17
E. W. wins. 5 9

20 16 26 22
s! 8 A 18.' 25

17. 14 17. 22 29. 22
10. 17 19. 15 14. 13
21. 14 21. 25 27. 23
2. 6 80. 21 19. 26

31. 27 22. 26 17. 14
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IS. 25 25. 29 Var. 6. 10 22. 13 8. 11
14 5 19. 15 17. 13 16. 12 27. 81 19. 15
15. IS 29. 25 8. 11 14. 17 26. 22 4. 8
21. 17 15. 10 26. 23 21. 14 10. 14 22. 17
1L 15 25. 22 10. 14 10. 17 IS. 15 12. 16
5. 1 10. 6 24. 20 25. 21 14. IS 17. 10

Drawn. 22. 17 11. 15 IS. 22 B. wins. 7. 14
6. 2 2a 24 21. 14 26. 22

D. 17. 10 4. 8 22. 31 Var. 2. 7

22. 17 2. 11 80. 26 Wm wins. 9. 13 2S. 24
IS. 22 G. Drawn. a ii 17. 10 16. 19
25. 18
15. 22 H.

26. 22
3. 8

IrAiiLxi 40.
7. 14

IS. 9

23. 16
14. 23

23. 13 7. 10 82. 23 22. 18 5. 14 27. IS
14. 28 14. 7 7. 10 11. 16 26. 22 20. 27
27. 13 3. 10 24. 19 25. 22 11. IS 31. 24
9. 13 S. 8 15. 24 10. 14 22. 15 11. 27

17. 14 10. 14 2S. 19 29. 25 2. 7 82. 28
10. il 3. 7 11. 15 A. 16. 20 80. 26 7. 10 var.

21. 14 14. 17 27. 24 24. 19 7. 10 16. 11 0.
6. 10 7. 10 18. 27 8. 11 23. 19 8. 15

30. 25 17. 21 13. 9 19. 15 3. 7 B. IS. 11
10. 17 10. 14 6. 13 4. 8 19. 16 10. 15
25. 2t 13. 17 22. 17 22. 17 A. 12. 19 21. 17 D. E.
22. 26 19. 15 13. -22 *7. 10 var. 2S. 24 8. 7
21. 14 17. 22 25. 4 25. 22 19. 23 11. 2
26. 30 14. 17 27. 82 10. 19 25. 22 9. 13
19. 15 22. 26 4. 8 17. 10 10. 19 2. 9
80. 26 15. 10 82. 27 6. 15 22. 17 5. 21
15. 8 Drawn. 29. 25 23. 7 13. 22 23. IS
26. 22 5. 9 2. 11 26. 8 15. 19
82. 23
22. 15

» TwrT OA 25. 22
9. 18

21. 17
1. 6

8. 12
27. 24

la 14
19. 23

24. 19 11. 15 8. 11 17. 13 20. 27 22. IS
15. 24 22. 17 1. 5 3. 7 31. 15 13. 17 A.
2S. 19 15. IS 11. 8 2S. 24 6. 10 ia 15
13. 17 H. 23. 14 2. 7 12. 16 15. 6 23. 26
S. 4 9. 18 S. 8 26. 23 1. 10 30. 23

17. 22 17. 14 var. 7. 11 S. 12 W. wins. 21. 30
4. 8 10. 17 8. 7 23. 19 14. 10

22. 26 21. 14 27. 23 16. 23 B. 30. 26
19. 15 8. 11 Drawn. 81. 26 1. 5 23. 19
26. 30 24. 20 7. 10 19. 16 26. 28
15. 10 6. 9

A.
26. 19 12. 19 19. 16

Drawn. 26. 23
2. 7

22. 15
11. IS
31. 26
& 11

19. 16
12. 19

23. 16
14. 17 B.
21. 14
10. 17
16. 12

to a

1 7. 21
25. 22
13. 25
Drawn.

11. 16 2S. 24 23. 18
3. 8 IS. 11 19. 23 16. 11

G. 23. 19 16. 23 25. 22 Drawn.
9. 13 18. 22 27. IS 10. 19

25. 22 25. IS W. win*. 22. 17 A.
13. 25 11. 16 13. 22 23. 26
29. 22 20. 11 A 26. 1 30. 23
14. 13 S. 22 2S. 24 19. 24 21. 30
23. 14 80. 25 7. 10 1. 6 IS. 15
6. 9 9. IS 24. 19 8. 11 30. 26

22. IS 27. 23 8. T 21. 17 23. 18
15. 22 IS. 27 19. 16 11. 15 26. 22
82. 28 25. IS 10. 19 Drawn. 14. 10

9. IS 5. 9 32. 2S ia 17
17. 14
10. 17

32. 23
4. 3

7. 10
16. 7

f a vr offGAME 26.
10. 7
17. 21

21. 14 29. 25 2. 11 22. 13 7. a
13. 17 12. 16 23. 7 11. 16 £1. £o
19. 15 19. 8 14. 32 25. 22 2. 7
17. 21 2. 6 7. 3 10. 14 25. 30
15. S 3. 10 B. 82. 27 29. 25 7. 11

22. 25 6. 29 10. 15 81. 24 16. 20 80. 26
24. 19 Drawn. 27. 24 20. 27 24. 19 18. 14
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26. 23
|

19. 23 23. 19 i 81. 27 7. 11 a 9
14. 10 14. 10 15. 24 9. 15 6. 2 19. 15
22, 13 6. 15 26. 23 '27. 24 11. 16 12. 16

B. wins. IS. 11 24. 27 16. 12 2. 6 15. 8
23. 27 22. IS F. 24. 19 26. 31 3. 12

Tar. 11. 8 1. 5 Drawn B. wins. SO. 26
i 12 $7. 31 18. 9 2. 7

W. 19

T. 10
a

81.

4
27

5 14
B. wins. GAME 28.

Var.
4. 3

27.

16.

24
•20

21, IT 4. 8 11. 15 26. 29 82. 27
9. 13 B. 27. 23 F. 22. 17 a 11 B. 7. 11

25. M & 11 23. 19 9. 13 22. IS 14, 10
a T 9. 18 27. 81 17. 14 16. 20 9. 14

80. 26 11. 16 19. 15 10. 17 30. 26 18. 9
12. 16 5. 9 31. 26 21. 14 6. 9 5. 14
19. 12 16. 20 B. wins. 8. 11 29. 25 2a 23
10. 19 9. 14 24. 19 1. 6 14. IS
12. 8

7. 11
22.

14.

18
17

GAME 27.
15.

23.

24
19

19.

11.

15
16

23.

11.

14
15

& 3 IS. 14 11. 15 11. 16 25. 22 Drawn.
11. 16 IT. 21 22. 17 25. 21 7. 10 E.
8. 7 25. 22 9. 13 6. 9 var. 14. 7 C.

16. 20 23. 19 17. 14 29. 25 8. 19 22. IS
7. 11 14. 9 10. 17 9. 13 13. 15 13. 17

19. 24 19. 15 21. 14 28. 14 2. 7 13. 15
11. 16 Drawn. a 11 1C. 23 15. 11 9. 13
24, 27 •24. 19 2a 19 7. 10 21. 14
17. 1*

C.
80. 26

15. 24 4. S 11. 7 11
6. 9 2a 19 25. 22 9. 14 2a 25 D.
14 10 li. 16 a 11 7. 8 1. 6
27. 31

1U.

23.

&

17

16
12

25. 21 22. 18 6. 9 25. 22
10. 7 6. 9 11. 16 3. 8 18. 25
20. 24 29. 25 27. 23 10. 15 80. 21
7. 3 X>. W 1U3.

9. IS 1(5. 20 22. IS 11. 15
24. 28 23. 14 31. 27 15. 22 14. 10
8. 7 D. 16. 23 13. 17 2G. 10 6. 24

2?. : 2 23. 18 26. 19 80. 26 li». 26 27. 4
7. 10 15. 19 4. 8 1. 6 81. 22 ia 27

82. 27 22. 17 25. 22 IS. 15* A. 16. 19 81. 24
13. 15 8. 7 8. 11 20. 24 32. 28 12. 16
27. 24 11. 2 22. 13 27. 20 9. 14 21. 17
15. 11 9 13 11. 16 7. 10 10. 6 5. 9
81. 27 2. 9 27. 23 14. 7 5. 9 Drawn.
10. 15 5. 23 16. 2. 27 6. 1

9. 14 17. 14 81. 27 21. 14 19. 23 D.
15. 10 23. 27 18. 17 6. 9 27. 18 14. 10
5. 9 14. 10 80. 26 82. 23 14. 23 IS. 22

10. 17 27. 31 1. 6 B. wins. 1. 5 8a. 25
27. 23 10. 7 19. 16 9. 14 11. 18
26. 19 81. 27 12. 19 A 5. 9 23. 14
24. 8 25. 22 23. 16 14. 9 W. wins. 16. 23
16. 19 27. 23 6. 9 a 13 27. IS
8. 11 21. 17 18. 15 21. 14 B. s. 11

19. 23 19. 24 9 18 13. 17 6. 9 82. 27
11. 1C 17. 14 21. 14 14. 9 29. 25 0. 2. 6
23. 27 24. 27 7. 11 5. 14 9. 18 ia 15
1& 19 14. 10 15. 8 18. 9 22. 15 11. IS
27. 32 27. 31 3. 19 17. 21 11 27. 23
19. 23 Drawn. 27. 23 26. 22 8l! 26 6. li
82. 23 18. 27 21. 25 11. 18 B. wins.
Drawn. E. 32. 16 22. 17 23. 14

30. 26 2o. 24 25. 30 16. 2:3 E.
B

12. 16
3. 7 14. 10 17. 13 26. 19 16. 19

11. 2 24. 27 80. 26 1. 6 23. 16
19. 12 9. 13 26 98 9. 6 25. 22 12. 19
10. 19 2. 9 27. 31 2. 9 8. 11 15. 11 var.
17. 14 5. 14 24 19 ia 6 22. 13 7. 16

15
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THE LAST MATCH GAMES BETWEEN PROF. ANDERSON AND JAMES
WYLIEj ESQ., FOR THE CHAMPIONSHIP OF SCOTLAND.

GAME 1.

11. 15 23. 19
9° 14 22. 17

5. 9 1L 13

14 13 24 20
15 24 23. 19
9. 14 25. 22

18. 25 2 >. 22
8. 11 27. 23

11. 15 32. 2S
15. 24 23! 19

4. ~S 22. IS

8 11 13. 9

11. 15 19. 16

12. 19 Ml 16

l! 5 16. 11

ft. 14 26! 23

7. 16 ML 11

is] 13 30. 25
13. 27 31. .'4

14. 13 21. 17

13. 23 24. 19

23. 26 25. 21

26. 81 17. 14

10. 17 21. 14

81. 26 14. 9

26. 23 19. 16
23. 13 16. 12

13. 14 9. 5
14. 10 11. 8
10. 7 5. 1

7. 10 1. 5
10. 14 8. 4
6. 9 13. <
2. 9

Drawn.

BAMB 2.

A v r> ?. r> n
.

22. 13
IS. 9m 22
22. 17

17. 1$
23. 19
29. 25
26. 22
22, 17
90. 26
18. 6
17. 13
26. 23
25. 13
24. 20
8L 26

Wtlie.
9. 14

5. 14
11. 15
8. 11

4 S
15. 18
11. 15
7. 11

3. 7

6. 9
2. 9
1. 6

13. 22
15. 22
22. 25
1L 15

23. 24
20. 16
16. 7

7. 2
2. 7

Won by Anderson.

25. 30
7. 11

8. 11

15. 13

GAME 3.

Wtltr.
11. 15
9. 14
8. 11

15. 22
5. 14
6. 9

9. 13
1. 5
5. 14
4 8

14. 23
13. 17

10. 17

7. 10
17. 26
2. 6
6. 9

11. 15

AyPERSO.v.
23. 19

27. 23
22. 13
25. 9

29. 25
25. 22
22. 13
13. 9
24. 20
23. 13
81. 27
21. 14

27. 13

26. 22
30. 23
32. •> 7

13. 15
23. 5

Won by Anderson.

GAME 4.

AXT»EP.«O.V.

22. 13
25. 22
24. 20
23. 16
15. 15
20. 16
29. 25
27. 24
24. 20
16. 11

31. 27
27. 13
21. 17
17. 13
13. 9
15. 6
6. 1

20. 16
16. 7

1. 6
23. 24
26. 10

10. 7
6. 10

i Won by Anderson,

Wtlie.
11. 16
10. 14

16. 19

12. 19

7. 10
14. 13

9. 14
5. 9

12

3. 8
13. 23
14
9. 14
1. 5
6. 13

8. 15
4 8
6. 11

2. 11

14 13
19. 23
13. 23
1L 15

GAME 5.

Wylik. AXDERSOX
11. 15 19*

9. 14 27. 23
6. 11 22. 13

15. 22 25. 9
5. 14 29. 25
6. 9 25. 22
9. 13 24. 20

11. 15 19. 16
12. 19 23. 16
15. 19 28. 13
14 23 31. 27
4. 8 27. 13
8. 11 13. 14

10. 17 21. 14
11. 15 26. 22
15. 18 22. 15
7. 10 14 7
2. 1^ 10. 11

13. 23 SO. 16
23. 26 30. 23
19. 26 16. 12
20. 30 11. 8
80. 26 8. 4
20. 23 4 8
13. 17 6. 11
17. 22 11. 16
22. 26 23. 24
26. 31 16. 20

Won by Wylie.

GAME 6.

ASDERSOX.
22. 13

13. 11

25. 22
23. 15
29. 25
21. 17
25. 21

17. 14
21. 14
24. 20
27. 23
23. 16
32. 27
27. 23
13. 9

16. 12
23. 24
23. 19
22. 17
26. 17

17. 13

WvLir.
11. 15
8. 15
4 8
8. 11
9. 13

12. 16
16. 19
10. 17

6. 10
10. 17
1. *

6. lr

17. 21
10. 14
5. 14
7. 10
2. 6
14 18
13. 22
6. 9
9. 14
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19. 16 8. 7
12. 8 18. 23
8. 3 15. 18
8. 8 11. 15
S. 11

Ton by Anderson.

15. 11 22. 17
2. 6 31. 26
8. 7 26. 22
6. 2 22. 13

20. 16 23. 26
Won by Wylie.

GAME 7.

Wylie. Anderson.
11. 15 23. 19
S. 11 22. 17
4. 8 25. 22
9. 13 27. 23
6. 9 23. 18
9. 14 18. 9
5. 14 26. 23
1 6 30. 25

15. 13 22. 15
11. 27 82. 28
13. 22 25. 9
6. 13 29. 25

13. 17 21. 14
10. 17 19. 16
12. 26 81. 13
2. 6 25. 22
8. 11 24. 19
6. 10 13. 9

10. 15 19. 10
7. 14 9. 6

11. 15 23. 24
14. 18 24. 19
IS. 25 19. 10
3. 8

Drawn.

GAME 8.

Anderson. Wylie.
22. IS 11. 16
25. 22 10. 14
24. 20 16. 19
23. 16 12. 19
18. 15 7. 10
20. 16 14. 13
29. 25 9. 14
27. 24 5. 9
24. 20 8. 12
16. n 8. 8
31. 27 12. 16
27. 23 18. 27
32. 23 9. 13
23. 18 14. 23
28. 24 19. 28
26. 3 10. 19
22. 18 2. 7
11. 2 1. 5
2. 9 5. 23

25. 22 28. 82
21. 17 32. 27

17. 14 27. 31
22. 18 81. 26
18. 15 26. 22
14. 9 19. 24
9. 6 24. 27

6. 2 27. 31

GAME 9.

Wylie. Anderson.
11. 15 23. 19

9. 14 27. 23
8. 11 22. IS

15. 22 25. 9

5. 14 29. 25
6. 9 25. 2-1

9. 13 24. 20
11. 15 82. 27
15. 24 28. 19

4. 8 22. IS

1. 5 18. 9

5. 14 26. 22

a ii 22. IS
18. 17 18. 9
11. 15 21. 14

15. 24 20. 16
12. 26 27. 20
10. 17 81. 13

7. 10 9. 6

2. 9 13. 6

Won by Ande

GAME 10.

Anderson. Wylie.
22. 18 11. 16

25. 22 10. 14

24. 20 16. 19

23. 16 12. 19

18. 15 7. 10

20. 16 14. 18

29. 25 9. 14

27. 24 5. 9

24. 20 a 12
81. 27 i. 5
16. 11 18. 23

27. IS 14. 23

22. 18 9. 14

18. 9 5. 14

26. 22 3. S

22. 17 12. 16

28. 24 19. 23
25. 22 10. 19

17. 1 8. 15

20. 11 19. 24

1. 5 24. 27

22. 17 27. 31

17. 14 23. 26
80. 23 81. 26
14. 10 26. 19

10. 6 2. 9
• 5. 14 19. 23

11. 7 15. 19

Drawn.

GAME 11.

W^YLIE.
11. 15 23. 19
8. 11 22. 17

11. 16 24! 20
36. 23 27. 11
i. 16 20! 11
3. 7 25. 22
7. 16 22. 38
9. 34 38*. 9
5. 34 is. i%>

4. 8 32. 27
8. 31 25! 22

13. 35 37. 33
16. 39 22! 17
32. 36 27' 24
36. 20 31. 27
2. 7 26. 23

39. 26 80. 23
34. 38 23' 14
3. 5 27. 23

20. 27 23. 19
35. 24 28. 19
27. 83 14. 9
5. 34 19. 15

10. 39 17. 8
33. 26 8. 7
26. 22

Drawn.

GAME 12.

Anderson. Wylie.
22. 13 11. 16
25. 22 10. 14
24. 20 16. 19
23. 16 12. 19
IS. 15 7. 10
20. 16 14. 18
29. 25 9. 14
27. 24 5. 9
24. 20 a 12
31. 27 1. 5
16. 11 18. 23
27. 18 34. 23
22. 18 9. 34
3S. 9 5. 34
26. 22 19. 24
2S. 39 23. 26
80. 23 12. 16
39. 12 10. 26
32. 27 26. 80
27. 28 6. 9
22. 18 30. 26
23. 19 14. 23
25. 22 26. 37
21. 5 28. 27
5.. 1 27. 31
1. 5 31. 27

19. 15 27. 23
15. 10 23. 19
10. 6 2. 9
5. 14 19. 16

11. 7 8. 17
20. 11 17. 22
12. 8

Won byAnderson.
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GAME 13.

Wylik. Anderson.
11. 15 23. 19

a n 2-2. 17

11. 16 •24. 20

16. 23 •27. 11

7. 16 20. 11

a 7 •25. 22

7. 16 22. 18
9. U 18. 9

6. 22 26. 17
5. 9 2S. 24
1. 6 80. 26

10. 15 29. 25
2. 7 25. 22
4. 3 82. 23
7. 10 24. 20

16. 19 20. 16
19. 24 25 19
15. 24 22. 13

13, 19 17. H
10. 17 21. 5
a 9 5. 1

9. 13 1. 6

24, 23 6. 10
28. 32 13. 15
a 12 15. 11

12. 16
Drawn.

GAME 14.

Anderson. Wylik.
22. 13 11. 16
25. 22 10. 14
24. 20 16. 19
23. 16 12. 19

13. 15 7. 10
20. 16 14. 13
29. 25 9. 14
27. 24 5. 9

2-4. 20 8. 12
81. 27 1. 5
15. 11 10. 15
22. 17 6. 10
11. 8 4. 11

16. 7 2. 11

27. 23 ia 27
32. 7 9. 13
26. 22 15. 19

7. 2 19. 23
2. 6

Won by Anderson.

GAME 15.

Wma. Anderso:
11. 15 23. 19

a n 22. 17
11. 16 24. 20
16. 23 27. 11

7. 16 20. 11
a 7 25. 22
7. 16 22. 18
9. 14 ia 9
a 22 26. 17

5. 9 2?. '24

10. 15 30. 26
4. 8 24. 20

16. 19 32. 28
2. 7 29. 25
I. 6 17. 13
8. 11 81. 27

7. 10 27. 24
9. 14 25. 22

14. 18 22. 17

18. 22 17. 14

10. 17 21. 14
22. 31 14. 10
31. 27 10. 1

11. 16 20. 11
Drawn.

GAME 16.

Anderson. Wylik.
•22. IS 11. 16
25. 22 10. 14
24. 20 16. 19

23. 16 12. 19
18. 15 7. 10
20. 16 14 18
29. 25 9. 14
27. 24 5. 9

24. 20 8. 12
31. 27 1. 5
15. 11 10. 15
22. 17 ia 22
17. 1 22. 31

II. 8 4. 11

16. 7 8. 10

1. 6 81. 24
6. 13 5. 9

13. 6 2. 9
80. 26 9. 14
26. 22 14. 13
22. 17 19. 23
2a 19 15. 24
17. 14

Drawn.

GAME 17.

"Wylie. Anderson.
11. 15 22. 17
15. 19 23. 16
12. 19 24. 15
10. 19 25. 22
8. 11 30. 25
4. 8 27. 23

11. 16 22. 18

8. 12 17. 14
16. 20 23. 16
12. 19 32. 27
9. 13 25. 22
6. 9 27. 24

20. 27 81. 15
1. 6 29. 25
7. 10 14. 7
3. 19 IS. 15
9. 14 15. 11

6. 10 11. 8
2. 7 8. 8

14. 17 21. 14

10. 17 8. 10

17. 21 10. 15
21. 80 15. 24
30. 23 5. 9
24. 20

Drawn.

GAME 18.

Anderson. Wylte.
22. 13 11. 16
26. 22 10. 14
24. 20 16. 19

23. 16 12. 19

13. 15 7. 10
20. 16 14. 13

29. 25 9. 14
27. 24 5. 9

24. 20 8. 12
31. 27 1. 5
15. 11 10. 15
22. 17 IS. 22
17. 1 22. 31
11. 8 4. 11
16. 7 8. 10
1. C 31. 24
6. 13 5. 9

13. 6 2. 9
30. 26 9. 13
25. 22 10. 14
26. 23 19. 26
23. 10 26. 80
32. 27 30. 25
10. 6 25. 18
6. 2 14. 17

21. 14 IS. 9

27. 23 9. 14
2. 7 13. 17

23. 19 17. 22
19. 15

Drawn.

GAME 19.

Wtlik. ANDERS03
11. 15 22. 17
15. 19 23. 16
12. 19 24. 15
10. 19 25. 22
8. 11 30. 25
4. 8 27. 23

11. 16 22. 18
8. 12 17. 14

16. 20 23. 16
12. 19 82. 27
9. 13 25. 22
6. 9 27. 24

20. 27 81. 15
1. 6 29. 25
7. 10 14. 7
3. 19 18. 15
9. 14 15. 11

6. 10 11. 8
2. 7 8. 8
5. 9 8. 8

10. 15 8. 8
7. 11 8. 7

11. 16 7. 8
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14. 18
15. 23
28. 30
19. 23

8. T
7. 11

11. 20

Drawn.

GAME 20.

K J£ 11. 16

£ J2 16. 19

ft J
32. 19

S 2?
2T. 24 J

"
24. 20 £•

.J
81. 27 f *2

27. 23 !« 5
82. 23 • £
is. n i

1

!

Si!

g '? *j it
"Won by WylU

GAME 21.

10
8 }? * 22

J' 4 80. 25

a i6 g Jfs m •".18
o. 12 17

12

6
- » 8 It

l

l \\ 82. 27

r
J
o 25

- 22

20 97
27

-
24

2
f-

27
81. 15

7 l£
29

- 25

9 J! 1S
- 35

6 q 15
- 31

} 2 11. 8

JJ
» t n

7

1Q Jr 25. 21

9? 5 It 18
25. 30 la ^

Drawn.

GAME 22.

* 18 10 1<1
25. 22
22. 17
13. 9
26. 17

6. 10
9. 13

18. 22
5. 14

DRAUGHTS.

II: I!
n

- ™

g » It \l

Bl 17
25

-
2»

25: £ ,f }j

It il
S 8

^ 13 IS. 22

X 9?
22

'
25

4 '!
" "

<«•» £5
Drawn.

GAME 23.

15
23. 19

J 4 22- 17

q ,| 25. 22

« o
27

- 23

f i!
23 - 13

R?i IS. 9
? 14

26. 23

15 iS
30

-
25

}f J2 22. 15

?} S 32. 23

fi ??
25

' 9

it if g g

*
,
6

25. 22

s ii a ]

9

9

S S 30
9

7. 14 Or
33. 15 J 2

6

34. 18 2 -> 17
18. 22 o «
35. IS g- ,J
38. 28 2J }J

Drawn.

GAME 24.

9. 14
31. 15
8. 15
5. 9
9. 13

18. 22
7. 16
8. 8
5. 15
4. S
8. 11

6. 9
9. 13
2. 6

22. 18
18. 11
25. 22
22. 17
80. 25
25. 11
24. 20
20. 11
25. 24
24. 20
29. 25
25. 22
27. 24
22. 17

18. 22
15. IS
IS. 27
11. 15
S 9
15 13
10. 15
12. 28
IS. 22
22. 26
14. IS

26. 17
24. 19
31. 24
20. 16
17. 13
18. 6
19. 10
6. 2
2. 7

7. 11

Drawn.

11. 15
8. 11
4. 8

15. 19
12. 19a is
7. 11

11. 18
19. 26
2. 11
9. 14a 15
5. 11

14. 18
15. 25
6. 15
5. 9
8. 8
9. 18

15. IS

GAME

11. 18

Drawn

25.

Andeksox.
23. 18
27. 23
24. 20
23. 16
IS. 15
22. 15
82. 27
2« 23
80. 7
25. 22
27. 23
25. 24
23. 19
19. 10
29. 22
81. 26
21. 17
26. 23
23. 19
22. 15
17. 14

GAME 26.

il 1! a 16

23. 14 V
}

8

25. 22 £•
l

\
29. 25 jf A
24. 20 £ JJ
20. 11 }l
25. 21 J'

™

S 3 I i
as H
as H2& 24 J

u
9

23 ^ 36. 20
Won by "WyJie.

GAME 27.

Ti
7L
i? ^iT-» if 2^: J6

7
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12. 19 O 124. 1

10. 19
9<\LO. 22

8. 11 80. -)

4. 8 27. iO

11. 16 22 18
8. 12 17. 14

16. 20 23 1

8

12. 19 QO0£. 97£4
9. 13 25 22
6. 9 27 "4

20. 27 ol. i f\19

1. 6 29. 25
7. 10 14.

8. 19 18. 10

9. 14 15
A 1 rt 21 g
9 7L. 4 g g

0. - g g
1U. lO
7 11
4. 11

11. 16 I.

14. 18 3

IS. A) * 22

23. 30
11*
11. •J ^

16. 20 18 |*

9. 18 22 15

20. 24 15 11

z4. ~4 25 2*2

27. 81 22." 18
8L 27 18. 14

27. 23 11. 7

23. IS 14. 9

30. 26
Won by Anderson.

GAME 28.

Anderson. Wtlir.
22. IS 11. 16
25. 22 10. 14

24. 19 8. 11

30. 25 4. 8
22. 17 6. 10

2S. 24 11. 15
18. 4 14. IS

23. 14 16. 30
4. S 9. IS

24. 20 f 9

17. 13 2. 6
a 11 7. 16

20. 11 10. 15
11. 8 12. 16
*. 4 1. 5

81. 26 30. 23
25. 22 IS. 25
27. 11 25. 30
29. 25 9. !4

25. 22 30. 25
22. 17 14. IS
17. 14 IS. 23
21. 17 25. 21

Won by Wylie.

GAME 29.

Wyuh. Anopkson.
U. 15 23. 19

a 11 27. 23

21 16 24. 20
15 24 20 11

16 28. 19
g 22. 18

10. 14 25. 22

g 29. 25
10 32 27

9. 13 IS. 9
14 22. 18

2. 5 is! 9
5. 14 25. 22

13. 17 22! 13
14. 13 23. 7

16 32 13. 9

3. 10 21 17
11. 16 17 13
32'. 23 9! 6
2. 9 ^ 18. 6

10. 15 6. 2
15. 19

Drawn.

GAME 30.

LVOERSON. Wylie.
9. 14 22. IS

11. 15 IS. 9
5. 14 25. 22

15. 19 23. 16
12. 19 24. 15
10. 19 22. 17

6. 10 27. 24
10. 15 17. 10

7. 14 29. 25
8. 11 25. 22

14. IS 22. 17
18. 22 17. 14
22. 25 21. 17
25. 29 17. 13

4. 8 82. 27

3. 7 24. 20
15. IS 14. 9

19. 23 26. 19

ia 22 27. 24
Won by Wylie.

GAME 31.

Wylie. Andeesox.
22. 13 11. 16
25. 22 10. 14

24. 20 16. 19

23. 16 12. 19

ia 15 7. 10
20. 16 14. 18

29. 25 9. 14

27. 24 5. 9
24. 20 8. 12
31. 27 1. 5
16. 11 18. 23
27 18 14. 23
22. 17 9. 14
17. 13 3. 8
20. 22 14. 13
22. 17 12. 16
17. 14 10. 17

21. 14 23. 26

O". LO 18. 27
82. 23 19. 26
2^ 1 A1U 6. 9
13 g 0.L. »
OKLO. 20 9. 13
10 7 16. 19

1

.

QO 8. 12
7
• 19. 23

1
1. 26. 80

7
1 23. 27

2* AO 27. 31
15 2 2 Q1 9Aol. LO
A 10 5. 9

III. 15 Ori <51
it), ol

2 ftA 91
•j

•

7 LO. La
7
I.

QO 9. 14
2 99 9

A

^4 Q1 07Ol. Z 4

'^4 19 97 <I1- 1. ol
i -.

liX 11 26. 22
« 1A 1 B14. 13

3 i
1 C OQlo. Lo

10 9'J 97Lo. L 4

IV. 14 27. 82
I j 15 22 26
] 5 10 13 17
1

l( 15 17 991 4.

01 1

7

1 4 22. 25
15 22
1

1

1 1.
7
4

OA 9<>LO. LL
1 7 23

7. O OA 9-1
Lt). Lo

-. 7
<

99 OA£L. LO
18. 9 82. 28

6 23. 82
a Q1 OTOl. L\

10 15 97 0.1L I. L-i
17
4. 10 82. 28

1
9Q Q9Lo. Oil

1 j
J 4. 1 a

1 23 14
1" 1 4 26 23
1 1 . 14

4.
11110 9Q 10Lo. VS

3 7
4

9C Q9/O. OZ
1

4

1ftlo 0.9 9701. - 4

15 22 10 1£l\S. 10
10 14 24 19

1. 10 1 A TlO. 4

1 3 1 OA
It). LI

2 s 15 97 91LI. LO
3 •7 23 "'6

1 4. 1 CIS 24. 28
15 19 Ofi QO

20 16 26 31
lrt 22 ill 07OJ. Li
-

10 27 81
1 L. 4

QO 07OL. L

i

1 Q 10 27 32
15. 11 82. 27

•j a 81 26
V) 15 27! 31
2. 6 2(). 80
6. 10 30 25

10. 14 81. 26
11. 8

Wod by Anderson,
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SEVENTY CRITICAL POSITIONS,
TO BE WON OR DRAWN BY SCIENTIFIC PLAT.—FROM STURGES' CELEBRATED

COLLECTION.

%* Throughout these Critical Situations the White are supposed to have occupied the lower

Lalf of the board ; their men are, consequently, moviDg upward.

No. 1. "White to move and win.*

w m e

No. 2. "White to move and win.

M.
•

i
m

7<>,""

* This situation occurs in a great number of games, and ought to be well understood,

t This situation often occurs when each player has equal men on different parts of the

board
;
Black, however, not being able to extricate those men, it becomes a draw.
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No. 5. White to move and win. No. 6. White to move and draw.*

r .-

.;,';;./.. Wk
§11

Wk
Hi gI

mm

9 MM 'm ii.
Hi W W

£ '' //.

L, P Wk»' Wk m m mm
G WM m m mm P i p

•

G m HP G
1

m w— i
No. *

. Eith. r t< move. B. win.+ No. S. White to move and win.

r —

1

H wmm •

, ...

wk
WW*.

;

. ;
WW/ G

m 8 w
-

© ©
HP
-
N<\ 9 White to m >ve and win. No. 10. Black to move and win.

Gy —

1

G w G
G

G ry)

[g '-If G G
11

;

•

" -'-
!

/J P
• This situation, though apparently timple, shonld be noted.

t White hies through beinp unable to keep command of square 90
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No. 11. "White to move and win. No. 12. "White to move and draw

* Similar endiDgs often occur.
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• An Initmctlre position. t A rerv neat piece of plar.
t White can force the (fame In * few more*. Three king* win again»t two, whenever the Black are in the donbla

•srnera, ne above.
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No. 23. "White to move and draw. No. 24. White to move and win.

a
m_

—

i

& S
m

r

-

No. 25. White to move and win. No. 26. Black to move and draw.

©

r
8

m

111

111

g

No. 27. "White to move and win. N«>. 98. White to move and win.

a
a)

a

c ©

a
i

c
e
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No. 88. Black to move and win. No. 34. White to more and win.
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No. 35. White to move and win.

91 m H ©
1

1/ ..

,

'/////.

m
,

m
Hi,

11
w §§

No. 37. White to move and win.

©
'©

• ©
©!

© ©H ©

No. 39. White to move and win.*

P ©]

i

if11IS; a ©
j©

m
if

©
• if

No. 36. Black to movf, W. to draw.

•
H
V

*

IB

m
No. 3S. White to move and win.

n
WM

©

m
©

No. 40. Black to move, W. to win.

, V

f

m © © ©|

r flip

* This position, though it could never occur in play, is not the less curious.



The same as No. 41, with the differeuce of the move.









No. 69. White to move and win. No. 70. White to move and win.
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SOLUTIONS OF THE FOREGOING SEVENTY POSITIONS.

NO. 1. 18. 28 NO. 8. 28. 27 NO. 17.

87 82
28." 24
28. 18
24. 28 A.

82. 28
23. 27
28. 82
19. 23
82. 23
See No. 1.

82. 27
2a 32
27. 24
19. 28

2a 82
19. 23
S£. 23
See .No. 1.

14. 17
2s! 26
15. 10
22. 25

18. 15
28. 24
32. K

26. 23

NO. 9.

NO. 12.

17. 21

25. 22
10. 14

24. 27 IiU. O.
15. 11 20. SO

15. 18 18. 9 a 8 14. 17
12. 16 7. 10

6. 13 10. 15 22. 13
2S. 82 9. 13

15. 6 a 3
27. 24
18. 15

10. 14
13. 9

2. 9
19. 15

15. 19
12. 8

au. 18.

24. 28 14. 10
7. 11 ia 15

15. U
16. 19
82. 27

V/> AaO. 4.

15. 10

11. 15
2a 24

NO. 13.

ia 22

6. 1

14 9
24. 28

28. 32 27. 28 a 11 17. 26 2a 19

27. 81 25. 29 10. 6 27. 81 1. 5
19. 23 28. 18 15. IS 9. 6

2a 8211. 15 29 25 24. 19
32! 28 U so NO. 14. 19. 24

15. 19 5. 1

NO. 10. 26. 22 24. 19

A.
JiU. 0.

24 19
12. 16
24. 20

12. 19

22! 15
19. 23
20 16
28. 27
25! 21
17. 22

NO. 19.
12. 16
18. 15
16. 20
15 18
24. 19

15. 24
80. 26
21. 80
6. 9

15. 10
20. 11

10. 1

11. '7

6. 10
19. 23

NO. 20.
82. 23
19. 16
15. 23
16. 11

NO. 6.

27. 24

NO. 11.

26. 28

21. 17

27. 83
17. 14
82. 27

7. 10
15. 19
21. 17

23. 19
11. 8
28. 83
S. 11

82. 27
11. 8

18. 15 82. 2S 15. 11 9. 14

24. 20 27. 83 10. 15

15. U 2S. 24

20. 24 82. 23 NO. 15. NO. 21.
19. 23
24. 20

24. 20

2a 19
20. 24
19. 15

24. 27
15. IS
3. 3
ia 15
a 12

2a 82
*

27. 24

ia 17
80. 26

27. 23
82. 27

27. 28 5. 9 23. 18

& 3 NO. 7. 12. 8 27. 28
23. 18
8. S

81. 27
9. 13

26. 30
ia 15
2a 19

18. 15

NO. 2.

22. 18

2L 24
18. 15

24. 27
23. 19

17. 22
a 4

13. 17

4. 3
17. 21

a 11

22. 25
11. 15
25. 29
15. 18
29. 25
SO. 21}

15. 10

19. 13
10. 6
12. 16

80. 26
27. 28

21. 24
19. 16

15. 11

24. 23 NO. 22.

19 15 24. 20 32. 27 2& 28
28! 80 15. 11 28. 32 18. 23
15. 19 20. 24 27. 24 23. 18

21. 25 16. 20 32. 28 16. 19

22. 29 24. 27 24. 19 ia 15

80. 26 11. 15 28. 82 22. 26
29. 25 27. 31 11. 15 30. 16

26. 31 20. 24 32. 28
NO. 16.

12. 19

25. 22 82. 27 15. 19 ia 9
81. 27 l.\ 19 28. 32 17. 23 6. 18

22. 18 27. 20 Is. 23 ia 25 15. 11

27. 33 23. 83 82. 23 27. 23 ia 17
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SO. 32.

19. 23
25. 29
17. 21

HO. 33.

a. 8
12. 3

17. 13

NO. 34.

25. 21

2a n
29. 25

NO. 35.

10. 7
15. 6
2. 6

NO. 36.

4. 8
19. 23
& 11

24. 25
11. 16
23. 27
<L 10

28. 32
16. 20
82. 23

NO. 37.

10. 6

t 10
23. 19
a 11

81. 27
5. 9

27. 23

NO. 38.

29. 25
1. 6

25. 22
6. 9

22. ]7
9. 6

17. 14

6. 1

14. 9
1. 5
9. 6
5. 1

t 2
1. 5
2. 6

5. 1

6. 9

L 5 I

9. 14
a 1

14. IS

1. 5
15. 22
5. 9

80. 26
9. 14
2a 23
14. 9
23. 18
9. 5

18. 14
a i

14. 9
1. 5

22. 17
5. 14

17. 10

NO. 39.

ia 22
17. 86
19. 24
20. 27

NO. 40.

2a 24
20. 16
24 8
17. 14

NO. 41.

24. 28
81. 27
23. 19
27. 81
19. 24
82. 27
24. 20
27. 82
22. 18
81. 27

NO. 42.

32. 23
24. 20
2a 32
22. 18
81. 27
23. 19
27. 31
19. 24
82. 27
24 28
27. 32
18. 22
81. 27
22. 546

80. 23
2a 84

NO. 43.

22. 17
21. 25
17. 13

2a 30
14. 9

a io
3. 7

11. 2
9. 6

NO. 44.

14. 18
30. 26 A.
9. 14

10. 6
8. 8

24. 20
8. 11

a i

11. 15
1. 6

15. 19
20. 16

I la 28
26. 22
23. 26
16. 11

2a 30
11. 7

80. 26

A.

24 19
18. 28
19. 16
9. 14

10. 6
23. 27
6. 1

14. 10
80. 25
27. 31
25. 21
81. 26
16. 12 B.
10. 14
1. 5

26. 23
a i

2.3. 19

1. 6
19. 15
6. 2

15. 11
2. 6
8. 7
6. 10

14. 18
10. 3
18. 14

B.

21. 17
26. 23
17. 13
10. 14
1. 5

23. 19
16. 12
19. 15
5. 1

15. 10
1. 5

10. 6

NO. 45.

7. 10
14. 7
a 2

NO. 46.

15. 10

NO. 47.

11. 7

NO. 48.

11. 8

NO. 49.

10. 7
2. 11

19. 15

NO. 50.

21. 25
2. 7

25. 30
7. 11

80. 26
IS. 14
26. 23
14. 10
22. 18

NO. 51.

9. 6
1. 10
2. 6

NO. 52.

17. 14
10. 17
9. 18

NO. 53.

80. 26
2fi. 81

7. 11

NO. 54.

28. 24
20. 27
25. 22

NO. 55.

10. 6
23. 14
a i

2. 9
1. 5

NO. 56.

13. 9
5. 14
a io

NO. 57.

22 18
14. 17
15. 11
10. 14

NO. 58.

10. 15
17. 21

19. 1«

12. 1!)

15. 24
22. 25
24. 19

NO 59.

80. 26
22. 18
19. 24
2s. 19

26. 2S

NO. 60.

82. 27
23. 82
26. 23

NO. 61.

11. 15
23. 30
32. 27

NO. 62.

6. 10
27. 82
10. 19
82. 28

NO. 63.

19. 24
20. 27
ia 22

'

NO. 64.
21. 17
9. 13

10. 15
19. 10
IS. 14
13. 22
14. 16

NO. 65.

22. 25
21. 30
6. 2

NO. 66.

22. 18
13. 17
10. 6
2. 9

18. 14

NO. 67.

2. 6
15. 13
6. 10
ia 22
10. 14
22. 25
7. 2

25. 29

2. T
20. 25
7. 10

25. 21
10. 15
13. 17
15. 19
17. 22
19. 23

NO. 68.

13. 9
11. 20
9. 2

20. 24
12. 16
24. 28
16. 19
28. 32
19. 24

NO. 69.

18. 14
9. 16

26. 22
ia 25
24. 19

NO. 70
20. 16
19. 10
11. T
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No. 7. Black to move and win. Ufa e . Black to mnvi and wtl».
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No. 9. White to move and win. No. 10. White to move and win.
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SOLUTIONS OF MK. MARTINIS TWELVE CRITICAL POSITIONS.

IT. 26
19. 15
11. 2:
24. 22

NO. 4.

19. 33
26. 10
& 15

13. 6
L 26

50. 23
15. 22
R wins.

NO. 5.

19. 16
12. 19
15. 10

t 15
14 10

T. 28
2T. 18
20. 27
S2. T

$. 10
IS. 4
W« wiiii.

NO. 6.

19. 24
11. 15

24. 23
15 1$

22. 26
51. 22
23. 32
In 2T
Si 23
Draw.

NO. 7.

24. 2T
31. 24
13. IT

22. 13
16. 19
24. 15
T. 10

15. 6
B. win*

NO. 8.

2. T
a 10

19. 24
20. 2T
11. 16
12. 19
IT. 13
10L IT
IS. 13

R, win*.

NO. 9.

*. 6
1 10

SO. 26
II. SO
24. 20
SO. 23
tO. 4
In 25
2T. 2

"W. win*.

NO. 10.

15. 11

& 15
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POLISH DRAUGHTS.

l
.. :

4: 5

l

7 QO i n1U

11 1 J.

! i ft 17 IS

24^ In21 i

_

}.
22

...

|

26 27 2S 30

32 34 35

1

37 38 40 jp
42 44 45

j

j

46 47 48

This variety is played with a table divided into one hundred

squares, fifty of each color, and with forty counters (called indifferently

either pieces, pawns, or men), one-half black and the other white,

each player having twenty of one color. (In Germany, however,

Polish Draughts is now frequently played on the ordinary board,

with the usual complement of twenty-four pieces.) The counters

are moved forward, as in the English game, and upon the same

system, namely, obliquely, from square to square; but in taking,

they move in the Polish game either backwards or forwards. The
King,* too, has the privilege of passing over several squares, and

even the whole length of the diagonal, when the passage is free, at

one move, which vastly adds to the amount of combinations.

It is usual both in France and England to arrange the counters

on the white squares ; but they may by consent be placed on the

black. The color adopted is a matter of indifference, excepting that

* In the Polish game, almost the only one played on the Continent, the crowned piece

ta called a Queen, instead of King. Indeed, the common name for Draughts is Damen
(women); it follows therefore naturally that the principal piece ehould be a Queen.

16



302 POLISH DRAUGHTS.

the black pieces are not seen quite so well on their own color as the

white ou theirs.

The table is so placed, that each of the players has a double cor-

ner of the color played ou, to his right, viz., the squares numbered

45 and 50. The board, iu first placing the pieces, is divided into

two portions : that occupied by the black couuters, comprising the

twenty squares, from 1 to 20, and that occupied by the white, com-

prising those numbered from 31 to 50, leaving between them two rows

of squares uuoeeupied, upon which the first moves take place.

The laws which regulate the English game are with a few ad-

ditions equally applicable to the Polish. We have therefore merely

to give the directions for playing, and the two or three additional

rules which belong peculiarly to this variety.

The march of the Pawn, as already observed, is the SUM as in

the English game, with this addition, that where there are pieces

en prttc (but not else) the taking Pawn may move backwards.

Thus, White having a pawn at 25, and Black unsupported Pawus
at 20, i>, Si 17, ',7, and oi>. White having the move would take

them all. and finish at square 34. It will be observed thai in this

coup White passes a crowning square at 3, but he does not there-

fore become entitled to be made a King, nor has he the option of

stopping fi routt, but must go on to the termination of his move at

34 or be hutted.

The piece which captures, whether Pawu or King, cannot in the

course of one wup repass any covered square which it has leaped

over, but must halt behind that piece which, but for this restriction,

would be m prist. For example, suppose White to have a Pawu
upon 22. 32, 33, and 37, with a King at 43, and Black a Pawu at

3, 4, and V\ with Kings at 10 and 13. The black King at 13

takes the four Pawns 22, 37 , 43, and 33, and must stop at 28, which

he would have to touch in preparing to take 32, but is prohibited

from going to square 37 iu cousequeuce of having passed over it

before. A square which is vacant may be passed or repassed sev-

eral times iu the course of one coup, provided no piece is passed

over a second time. It is the iutrieaey of such moves which reuders

the rule imperative th vt the pieces taken be uot removed till the

capturiug Pawn is at its destination or " en repos." The White
Pawu at 32, then takes the Black Pawu jeopardized at 28, as well

as the pieces at U> and 10, makiug a King.

As regards hurHug at this game, the player is bouud to take the
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greatest number of pieces where he has the choice, notwithstanding

the smaller number may be most to his advantage, and failing to do

HO he may be huffed or compelled to take at the option of his ad-

versary. Thus if on the one hand there are three Pawns en j>rise
%

and on the other two Kings, you are compelled to take the Pawns,

but were there only two Pawns instead of three, you must take the

Kings, as being of greatest value. When pieces, at the option of

taking, are numerically and intrinsically the same, you may take

which you please. The rule resolves itself into this, that you are

controlled, by numerical value, excepting when the numbers are

equal, and then by the actual value of the pieces.

Kings are made in the same manner as in the English game. It

has already been said that you cannot claim to have your Pawn
crowned if it touches a King's square merely in its passage over it

en coup. Good players, when they cannot prevent the adversary

from reaching a King's square, commonly endeavor to lead him out

again by placing a man or two in take, so as to disentitle him from

being crowned. Indeed, it is sometimes good play to sacrifice three

men, either for the object of gaining or capturing a King, especially

towards the end of the game, when he is of the greatest importance,

much greater in proportion than at the English game.

The movement of the King is the great feature in this game, and

in coup he may accomplish more angles on the draught-board than

a billiard-ball can be made to perform, even in the hands of a

Phelan. He has the privilege of traversing the board from one

extremity to the other (if the line be unoccupied) or of halting on

any of the intermediate squares, like the Bishop at Chess. Thus, if

he stand at 28, he may move anywhere on the line between 5 and

46, or between 6 and 50, but he can only move on one line at a time,

unless there are pieces en prise, and then he may move diagonally

all over the board, in which respect he has an advantage over the

Bishop at Chess. For example, place isolated black Pawns or

Kings at 37, 17, 20, 30, 40, and a white King at 48. He will take

all the pieces, by touching at the following squares, viz., 26, 3, 25,

34, and 45, where he rests, which squares, it will be perceived,

though not close to the pieces, are within the angles. Indeed, it is

possible so to place the pieces that a single King might capture a

dozen in rotation. The following example is a case in which 19 may
be taken at one coup. Place, a white King at 45, and he may take

all the intervening pieces, by touching at the following squares, viz.,
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29, 18, 4, 15, 29, 38, 27, 18, 7, 10, 27, 36, 47, 23, 49, 35, 24, 13, ana

2 where he rests. The player who may wish to try this experi-

ment, will have to place the pieces on squares, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 19,

20, 21, 22, 23, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 41, 42, 43, 44.

Between equal and skilful players the game would of necessity

be 44 drawn" in many positions, when the uninitiated would lose

;

it is difficult, therefore, to define what are drawn games, but one or

two of the simplest may be instanced. Suppose that at the end of

the game one party, say White, has a King on the great central

line, between Nos. 5 and 40, and Black has two or even three

Kings, the game is drawn, as White cannot be driven from his

hold, or captured, if he play correctly, and takes care to keep on

the other side of a trap ; thus, if he finds white preparing to get his

pieces at 37, 38 and 49, he must be between 5 and 28, and vice versa,

that is, always on the adversary's unfortified or weak side. But

when the single King does not occupy the central line, there are

many ways of winning, especially against an inferior player; but

as these cannot be forced, the game must be considered drawn after

15 moves, and this rule holds good, although the stronger party may
have given odds. Should the odds, however, consist in ceding the

draw as a game won, then twenty moves may be claimed by the

party giving such odds.

When, at the conclusion of a game, a player, who has only one King,

offers to his adversary, who has a King and two men, or two Kings
and a man, to crown his two men, or the man, for the purpose of

counting the limited moves, the latter is obliged to accept the offer,

otherwise the former can leave the game as a draw.

When one party at the end of a game has a King and a man
against three Kings, the best way is to sacrifice the man as soon

as possible, because the game is more easily defended with the

King alone.

In Polish Draughts, especially, it is by exchanges that good play-

ers parry strokes and prepare them ; if the game is embarrassed,

they open it by giving man for man, or two for two ; if a dangerous

stroke is in preparation they avoid it by exchanging man for man

;

if it is requisite to strengthen the weak side of your game, it may
be managed by exchanging ; if you wish to acquire the move, or an

advantageous position, a well managed exchange will produce it;

finally, it is by exchanges that one man frequently keeps many con-

lined, and that the game is eventually won.
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"When two men of one color are so placed that there is an empty
square behind each and a vacant square between them, where his

adversary can place himself, it is called a lunette, and this is much
more likely to occur in the Polish than the English game. In thif

position one of the men must necessarily be taken, because the}

cannot both be played, nor escape at the same time. The lunettt

frequently offers several men to be taken on both sides. As it is

most frequently a snare laid by a skilful player, it must be regarded

with suspicion ; for it is not to be supposed that the adversary, if

he be a practised player, would expose himself to lose one or more

men for nothing. Therefore, before entering the lunette, look at youf

adversary's position, and then calculate what you yourself would do

in a similar game.

Towards the end of a game, when there are but few Pawns left

on the board, concentrate them as soon as possible. At that period

of the game the slightest error is fatal.

The King is so powerful a piece that one, two, or three Pawns
may be advantageously sacrificed to obtain him ; but, in doing so,

it is necessary to note the future prospects of his reign. Be cer-

tain that he will be in safety, and occupy a position that may enable

him to retake an equivalent for the Pawns sacrificed, without danger

to himself. An expert player will endeavor to snare the King as

soon as he is made, by placing a Pawn in his way, so as to cauje

his being retaken.

GAME I.

WHITE. BLACK.

20 to 25

14 to 20

10 to 14

17 to 21

21 to 26

4 to 10

20 to 24

14 to 20

10 to 14

25 to 34

(taking 30)

20 to 25

WHITE. BLACK.

25 to 34

(taking 30)

14 to 25

(taking 20)

25 to 34

(taking 30)

18 to 23

32 to 28

37 to 32

41 to 37

31 to 27

37 to 31

42 to 37

47 to 42

28 to 22

33 to 23

34 to 30

44 to 39

40 to 20

(tak. 34 & 24)

35 to 30

39 to 30

(taking 34)

39 to 30

(taking 34)

45 to 40

40 to 35

43 to 39

39 to a3

49 to 43

15 to 20

12 to 18

7 to 12

20 to 24

5 to 10
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WHITE. BLACK.

50 to 45 10 to 15

45 to 40 15 to 20

30 to 25 2 to 7

25 to 14 9 to 20

(taking 20) (taking 14)

40 to 34 20 to 25

33 to 29 24 to 33

(taking 29)

28 to 39 12 to 17

(taking 33)

46 to 41 17 to 28

(taking 22)

34 to 29 23 to 34

(taking 29)

32 to 14 8 to 12

(tak. 28 & 19)

39 to 30 25 to 34

(taking 34) (taking 30)

27 to 22 18 to 27

(taking 22)

31 to 22 3 to 9

(taking 27)

14 to 3 12 to 17

(crn'd, tak. 9)

3 to 21 26 to 28

(taking 17) (tak. 21 <fc 22)

36 to 31 7 to 12

Drawn, each player remaining

WHITE. BLACK.
31 to 27 12 to 18

41 to. 36 11 to 17

27 to 22 18 to 27

(taking 22)

37 to 32 28 to 37

(taking 32)

42 to 11 6 to 17

(taking 37, 27, (taking 11)

& 17)

38 to 33 17 to 22

43 to 39 34 to 43

(taking 39)

48 to 39 16 to 21

(taking 43)

39 to 34 21 to 27

34 to 29 13 to 18

29 to 24 27 to 31

36 to 27 22 to 31

(taking 31) (taking 27)

24 to 20 31 to 37

20 to 14 37 to 41

14 to 9 41 to 47

(a King)

9 to 4 47 to 24

(a King) (taking 33)

4 to 36

(taking 18)

with a King and Pawn.

GAME II.

TVHITE.

34 to 30

40 to 34

45 to 40

50 to 45

33 to 28

The variatioTis are given as notes at thefoot of the page.

WHITE.BLACK.

20 to 25

14 to 20

10 to 14

5 to 10

20 to 24

39 to 33

44 to 39

49 to 44

31 to 27

37 to 31

BLACK.

15 to 20

18 to 23

12 to 18

7 to 12

2 to 7
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WHITE.

41 to 37

47 to 41

31 to 26

33 to 24

(taking 29)

39 to 33

33 to 24

(taking 29)

BLACK.

10 to 15

4 to 10

24 to 29 (a)

20 to 29

(taking 24)

17 to 22 (6)

22 to 33

(taking 28)

WHITE.

38 to 29

(taking 33)

37 to 31

42 to 37

26 to 17

(taking 21)

43 to 38

31 to 26

BLACK.

11 to 17

7 to 11

17 to 21

11 to 22

(taking 17)

14 to 20 (c)

22 to 33

(tak.27, 37,&38)

(a) Here Black in playing from 24 to 29 e.ommits a false move, which causes the loss

of a pawn. It might have been avoided by playing

17 to 21 36 to 2T

20 to 17 11 to 31 (taking 31)

(taking 21.) (taking 17 & 27)

This would have caused a mutual exchange of two pieces.

(6) The pawn at 29 is necessarily lost, as the sequel of the game will show, and if to

save it Black had played 14 to 20, he would have lost a coup, thus:

17 to 28

(taking 22)

It is immaterial

how these moves
are played.

14 to 20 31 to 22

83 to 24 20 to 29 (taking 27)

(taking 29) (taking 24) 36 to 27 '

27 to 22 18 to 27 (taking 32)

(taking 22) 5 to 32

32 to 21 16 to 27 (taking 2S)

(taking 27) (taking 91) 40 to 29

37 to 81 23 to 32 (taking 34) .

(taking 2S) White having gained

34 to 5 25 to 34 a King and three

(tak. 29, 19, & 10. & crnM) (taking 30) Pawns.

(c) Black, in playing 14 to 20, makes a false move, which causes him to lose the game,
through a skilful cou/>, and he would not the less have lost, if White, in lieu of making tho

coup, hail played as follows

:

4S to 42 10 to 14 24 to 4 8 to 13

31 to '26 22 to 31 (taking 19 A 9,

(taking 27) & crowned)

86 to 27 12 to" 17 4 to 18 22 to 13

(taking 31) (taking 13) (taking (he King.)

44 to 39 6 to 11 82 to 21 26 to 17

89 to 33 1 to 6 (taking 27) (taking 21)

26 to 21 17 to 26 30 to 24 14 to 20
(taking 21) 37 to 32 20 to 29

27 to 22 IS to 27 (taking 24)

(taking 22) 34 to 23 3 to 9

29 To 18 20 to 29 (taking 29)

(tak in:.' 28) (taking 24) 35 to 30 25 to 34

88 to 24 13 to 22 (taking 30)

(taking 29) (taking IS)
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WHITE.
29 to 38

(taking 33)

32 to 28

BLACK.

20 to 29

(taking 24)

23 to 43

(tak. 28 & 38)

WHITE,
34 to 5

(a King, taking

29, 19, & 10)

48 to 30

(tak. 43 & 44)

BLACK.

25 to 34

(taking 30)

Lost.

We nevertheless continue the game to its conclusion, that nothing

may be omitted which the learnor could desire.

WHITE. BLACK.

12 to 17

5 to 37 9 to 14

37 to 5 18 to 23

(taking 14)

5 to 11 6 to 17

(tak. 23 &; 17) (tak. the King)

30 to 24 16 to 21

WHITE.
35 to 30

40 to 35

44 to 39

39 to 33
At * - 0741 to 67

36 to 31

BLACK.

3 to 9

1 to 7

7 to 12

12 to 18
Ctt x_ cvv21 to 27

27 to 36
ftfllcmtr 31^^LillVlUg Ol J

40 to 29 9 to 14 Or 19 to 18 15 to 20

(taking 84) 8 to 15 49 to S5

29 to 24 16 to 2} (taking 20)

8S to 83 17 to 22 Immaterial where 35 takes 2

42 to 88 22 to 27 Drawn.

88 to 23 21 to 26 Or 30 to 24 49 to 44

82 to 21 26 to 17 19 to 18 44 to 22

(taking 27) (Liking 21) 13 to 9 22 to 4

88 to 82 17 to 22 (taking 9)

28 to IT 11 to 22 86 to 31 4 to 86

(taking 22) (taking 17) (taking 81)

23 to 18 22 to 17 46 to 41 86 to 20

(in the lunette) (taking 41 & 24)

18 to 20 27 to 88 8 to 25 16 to 21 (d)

(taking 13 & 14) (taking 82) (taking the King)

20 to 14 38 to 43 25 to 43 21 to 26

14 to 9 43 to 49 43 to 48 15 to 20

(a Kin-) 4S to 42 20 to 25

9 to 8 49 to 27 42 to 48 25 to 80

(a King) 48 to 25 26 to 81

45 to 40 6 to 11 (taking 30)

40 to 85 11 to 16 25 to 14 81 to 36

41 to 36 27 to 43 14 to 46 36 to 41

24 to 19 43 to 27 46 to 87 Lost.

85 to 30 27 to 49 (taking 41)

(d) Here commence a series of moves necessary, in order with a single King, to arrest

the two pawns which are advancing from the right and left of the board to the crowning

line.
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"WHITE. BLACK. WHITE. BLACK.

46 to 41 36 to 47 45 to 40 28 to 33

(crn'd, tak. 41) 40 to 34 33 to 38

30 to 25 47 to 20 37 to 28 33 to 16

(tak. 33 & 24) (tak. 32 & 21)

25 to 23 17 to 22 12 to 8 16 to 21

(taking 20, 9, 8. 8 to 3 21 to 27

& 18) 3 to 25 27 to 32

26 to 21 15 to 20 (taking 20)

35 to 30 13 to 18 25 to 20 32 to 37

23 to 12 22 to 28 20 to 47 Lost.

(taking 18)

LOSING GAME.

This game, which is lively and amusing, may for variety's sake

be occasionally played. Although not ranked as scientific, it has

its niceties, and requires considerable attention and management.

The player who first gets rid of all his men wins the game.

Your constant object, therefore, is to force your adversary to take

as many pieces as possible, and to compel him to make Kings,

which is accomplished by opening your game freely, especially the

back squares. Huffing, and the other rules, apply equally to this

game.
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BACKGAMMON.

Much has been written about the origin of this game, but the

derivation of Backgammon, a .game of mixed chance and calcula-

tion, is still a vexed question. The words back-gammon have been

ascribed to the Welsh tongue ; back, little, and gammon, battle, the

little battle ; but Strutt, with greater plausibility, traces the term

to the Saxon bac and gamen, that is, back-game, so denominated

because the performance consists in the two players bringing their

men back from their antagonist's tables into their own ; or because

the pieces are sometimes taken up and obliged to go back—that is,

re-enter at the table they came from. Chaucer called this game
Tables, and in his time it was known by that name.

Tric-trac is the French name for Backgammon, and by this desig-

nation it was common in both England and Scotland in the last and

preceding century. The Germans know the game also by the term
" Tric-trac ;" but the Italians have shown it most honor by denomi-

nating it M Tavola reale," the royal table. It was always a favorite

diversion with the clergy, and numerous are the quotations we
could make from writers of the Johnsonian period in reference to it.

Sir Roger de Coverley, of immortal memory, wishful to obtain from

the university a chaplain of piety, learning, and urbanity, made it a

condition that the candidate should, at least, know something of

Backgammon

!

HOW TO PLAY THE GAME.

Captain Crawley (from whom we quote again) says : It is a diffi-

cult matter to describe the manner of playing this game, and few

authors have attempted it. Hoyle and others who have written on

the subject, have generally shirked it, and instead of describing the

mode of playing the game, have gone off at once into technicali-

ties, and bothered their readers with "blots," "bars," "points,"

"odds," and "chances." We must be a little more particular.

Now, first of all, it is just possible that some of our readers have
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never seen a Backgammon Board. Therefore, as the first step

in acquiring a language is to learn its alphabet, we here—in

order to render the game easy (to the very meanest capacities)

—

begin by placing before the eyes of our readers a picture of the

Backgammon Board, with the men set out in order for com-

mencing a game.

BLACK.

black's home, ok inner table.
I

black's outer table.

white's home, or inner table.
I
white's outer table.

WHITE.

It will be seen, at a glance, that each player has fifteen men,

placed as in the illustration. The table is divided into two parts;

and a little attention will show that the men belonging to each ad-

versary are arranged upon the battle-field in precisely similar order

—an advantage not always obtained upon actual battle-fields, where

men are the " pieces" to be knocked over and taken prisoners.

The board consists of twenty-four points, colored alternately of

different colors, usually blue and red ; and that division in which

are placed five black men and two white, is called the table or home

of the black, and vice versd. Beginning from the ace, the points

are numbered consecutively to twelve. French terms are usually

employed for the points : thus ace, deux, trois, quatrc, cinq, sir,

stand for one, two, three, four, five, six. On the other side of the

division that separates the table into two halves, the first point its

called the bar-point. Supposing, therefore, the black to be played

into the right-hand table (as in the illustration), two men are placed
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upon the ace-point in your adversary's table ; Jive upon the sixth

point in his outer table ; three upon the fifth point in your own
outer table; and Jive upon the sixth point in your own inner table.

It must be understood that the points are named alike

—

ace, deux,

etc.—in each table, and that the right-hand division is the black's

inner table, and the loft-hand his outer table. The white's left-hand

table is his inner, and the right-hand his outer table.

The great object of the game is to bring your men round into

your own inner table ; and this is accomplished by throws of the

dice. Each player is provided with a box and two dice, and the

game is regulated by the number of pips that are face upwards when
the dice are thrown. In other words, the game is determined by
the chances of the dice, two of which are thrown by each player

alternately. According to the numbers thereon are the points to

which the men are moved in "measured motion" always towards

the ace corner. Thus, if the numbers thrown be a cinque and a

quatre, one man is moved five points, reckoning from his place on

the board, and another four points ; or one man may, at the option

of the player, be moved five points and four. Such man or men can

only be placed on points not in possession of your adversary. Two
or more men on any point have undisturbed possession of that par-

ticular point. But though you may not place your men on any of

these points, you may pass over them.

If during these forward marches one man be left on a point, it is

called a blot. If your antagonist throw a number or two which

count (either or both) from a point occupied by his own men to the

place where the unhappy blot is alone in his insecurity, the single

man may be taken, and the blot is said to be hit—that is, taken

prisoner, torn from his position, and placed on the bar to wait till

he can be entered again.

To enter means to throw a number on either of the dice ; and the

point so numbered must be vacant or blotted on the enemy's table.

The captured man may be entered or placed there. Two or more

men on a point are unassailable ; it is your single men only that

can be impressed. If your adversary have three or four points in his

table secured by two or more men, it is evident that there may be

delay and difficulty in entering any hitted man. Delays in Back-

gammon, as in morals, are always dangerous. Therefore the dice

must be thrown again and again till a vacant point be gained and

the man be entered, and your game goes on as before. Meanwhile,
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however, jour adversary goes on with his game ; but until an en-

trance has been effected, no man on the captive's side can be moved.

They are all stationary, like the people in the petrified city. If

every point be filled, however, the prisoner must wait till a line in

the hostile table becomes vacant or blotted.

When two numbers are thrown, and one enables a man to enter,

the second number must be played elsewhere ; but if there be more

than one man to enter, and only one number giving the privilege

of entry appears on the dice, the game must remain statu quo till a

proper number be thrown.

When doublets (that is, two dice -with the same numbers upwards)

are thrown, the player has four moves intead of two : for example,

if a deuce doublet (two twos) be thrown, one man may be moved

eight points, four men each two points, two men each four points,

or in any other way, so that the quadruple be completed. The
same also of all numbers known as doublets.

Whatever numbers be thrown on the dice must be played. There

is no option in the case. If, however, every point to which a man
could be moved be occupied by the adverse columns, the situation

of the men remains unchanged, and your opponent proceeds with

his game. If one man only can be played, he must be played.

The other die has been cast in vain. Par exemple, a six and an

ace are thrown. Every sixth point in your position is manned and

impregnable ; but the ace-point is vacant ; therefore the ace (which

is a second-cousin sort of point, being once removed) only can be

played.

Your men move always in one direction ; from the adverse inner

table over the bar, through your adversary's outer table round into

your own outer table, and then over the bar home.

We now come to the second stage. Suppose the player has

brought all his men "home;" that is, ensconced in their proper

tables ; it is then the business of each player to bear his men ; that

is, to take them off the board. For every number thrown, a man is

removed from the corresponding point, until the whole are borne

off. In doing this, should the adversary be waiting to "enter" any

of his men which have been "hit," care should be taken to leave no
" blots" or uncovered points. In " bearing off," doublets have the

same power as in the moves, four men are removed ; if higher num-
bers are on the dice than on the points, men may be taken from

any lower point—thus, if double sixes are thrown, and the point has
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been already stripped, four men may be removed from the cinque-

poiut or any lower number. If a low number is thrown, and the

corresponding point hold no men, they must be played up from a

higher point. Thus, if double aces be thrown, and there are no
men upon the ace-point, two or more men must be played up from

the higher points, or a fewer number played up and taken off.

If one player has not borne off his first man before the other has

borne off his last, he loses a "gammon," which is equivalent to two

games or " hits." If each player has borne off, it is reduced to a

"hit," or game of one. If the winner has borne off all his men be-

fore the loser has carried his men out of his adversary's table, it is a

"backgammon," and usually held equivalent to three hits or games.

But there are restrictions and privileges in taking off. As before

observed, doublets have the same power as in the moves ; four men
are placed on the retired list. If higher numbers are on the dice

than on the points, men may be taken off from any lower point.

Thus, a six and a cinque are thrown—if those points are unoccu-

pied, men may be taken off from the nearest number. If a lower

number be thrown, and the corresponding point holds no men, they

must be played up from a higher point ; and so on (as already said

above) with all the other numbers.

In order to acquire a good knowledge of Backgammon, it will be

necessary for the learner to study these instructions with the board

before him. But, perhaps, the best plan will be, in order to con-

quer the principles of the game, to play one or two.

In commencing the game, each player throws one of the dice to

determine the priority of move. The winner may then, if he chooses,

adopt and play the number of the probationary throw ; if a toler-

ably good point be thrown, it should certainly be chosen ; but if

not, then it will be rejected. The two dice are then thrown out of

the box and the play begins.

EXAMPLES.

FIRST GAME.

Let the student number the points on his board so as to corre-

spond with the little engraving at page 371, distinguishing those on

the side of the black by the letter b, 1 b., 2 b., etc.; their oppo-

nents, the whites, 1 w., 2 w., etc. In the following games, L repre-

sents the black and F the white.
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To begin, L throws, say 5 ;
F, 2. L has, therefore, won the first

move. Bat not liking a five to commence the game with, he throws

again, and the result is

—

Aces, doublets.]—These are played, 2 from 8 to 7 b., and 2 from

6 to 5 b.

F 5, 4.]—2 from 12 b. to 8 and 9 w.

L 3s., ds.]—2 from 1 w. to 7 w., occupying adversary's bar-

point.

F 5, 2.]—1 from 9 and 1 from 6 w. to 4 w.

L 6, 1 .]—1 from 12 w. to 7 b., and 1 from 6 to 5 b.

F 5, 3.]—1 from 8 and 1 from 6 w. to 3 w.

L 6, 3.]—1 from 8 and 1 from 5 b. to 2 b.

F 6, 5.]—1 from 12 b. to 2 w.

L 3, 1.]—1 from 12 w. to 9 b.

F 4, 2.]— 1 from 8 w. to 2 w., covering man.

L 6, 2.]— 1 from 12 w. to 5 b.

F 6s., ds.]—2 from 8 w. to 2 w., the other 2 cannot be played,

every point occupied.

l/4, 3.]—2 from 12 w. to 10 and 9 b.

F 3, 1.]—1 from 1 b. to 4 b., and 1 from 2 w. to 1 w.

L 5, l.J—1 from 9 and 1 from 5 b. to 4 b., taking up man (placing

the captive on the central division) and making point.

F 3, 4.]—Enters captive at 3 b., moves 1 man from 12 b. to 9 w.

L 6, 1.]— 1 from 7 w. to 12 b. (taking man), 1 from 10 b. to 9 b.

F 3, 2.]—Enter at 3 b., 1 from 9 to 7 w., taking man.

L 3, 1.]—Enter at 1 w., hitting blot and making capture, 1 from

12 to 9 b.

F 5, 1.]—Enter 1 b., 1 from three to 8 b.

L 3, 1.]— 1 from 9 to 8 b., taking man, thence to 5 b.

F 4, 2.]—Both points occupied in enemy's table, so the prisoner

cannot be entered ; no move made on the part of F, whose position

is not very enviable.

L 5, 4.]— 1 from 1 w. to 10 w.

F6, 5.]—Still cannot enter. "Hope deferred," etc.

L 6, 3.]—1 from 10 w. to 9 b., thence to 6 b.

F Is., ds.]—Enter 1 b., 1 from 7 to 5 (2 moves), and I from 6

to 5 w., securing cinque-point.

L 6, 4.]—1 from 9 and 1 from 7 b. to 3 b., taking man and mak-
ing point.

F Is., ds.]—Enter 1 b., 3 from 2 to 1 w.
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L 6, 5.]—1 from 9 to 3, and 1 from 7 to 2 b.

F 3, 2.]—2 from 4 to 2 and 1 w.

L 6, 3.]—1 from 7 to 4 b. : " the table's full," like Macbeth/a,

and 1 man taken off for the G point.

F 4s., ds.]—2 from 6 and 2 from 5 w. to 2 and 1 w.

L 4, 1.]—Takes off 1 from 4 point, plays up 1 from 3 to 2, ace-

point being occupied by the enemy.

F 2, 1.]—2 from 3 to 2 and 1 w.

L 4, 2.]—Takes off from 4 and 2, leaving blot—game greatly in

favor of L ; risk may be run.

F 6, 5.]—1 from 1 b. to 12 b.

L 5, 4.]—Takes off.

F 4, 2.]—1 from 12 b. to 7 w.

L 6, 3.]—Takes off from 6, plays up from 6 to 3.

F 5, 2.]— I from 1 b. to 8 b.

L 6, 4.]—Takes off from 5 ; 4 can neither be played nor taken off.

F 5, 3.]—1 from 8 b. to 9 w.

L 5, 1.]—Takes off from 5, plays 1 from 3 to 2.

F 4, 2.]—1 from 9, and 1 from 7 w. to 5 w., making point.

L 3, 2.]—Takes off, leaving blot.

F 4, 2.]—1 from 1 to 3 b., hitting and taking up blot, thence to

7 b.

L 5, 1.]—Cannot enter.

F 3, 2.]—1 from 7 b. to 12 b.

L 5, 4.]—Enter at 4, thence to 9 w.

F 3s., ds.]—1 from 12 b. to 1 w.

L 6, 4.]—1 from 9 w. to 10 b., thence to 6 b.

F 5, 2.]—1 from 1 to 6 b., taking man, thence to 8 b.

L 5, 4.]—Enter 4, thence to 9 w.

F 2s., ds.]— 1 (in 4 moves) from 8 b. to 9 w., taking man.

L 6, 3.]—Enter at 3, thence to 9 w., taking man.

F 5, 4.]—Enter at 5, thence to 9 b.

L 3s., ds.]—1 (in 4 moves) from 9 w. to 4 b.

F 5, 1.]—1 from 9 b. to 10 w.

L 4s., ds.]—Takes off, and the unhappy F loses a gammon.

SECOND GAME.

F flings 6, and L 1 (it is sometimes customary, however, for tho

winner of the preceding games to have the first throw in the next)

;

F moves 1 from 12 b., and 1 from 8 to 7 w., forming the bar-point.
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L 5, 1.]—1 from 12 w. to 7 b.

F 4, 2.]—1 from 3 w. to 4 w., and 1 from 6 w. to ditto, making

quatre-point in table.

L 5, 2.]—1 from 1 w. to 8 w., taking man.

F 3, 1.]—Enters at 3, plays to 4 b.

L 2s., ds.]—2 from 6 b. to 4 b. (capturing man), and 2 from 32

w. to 11 b.

F 5, 3 ]—Enters 3, and the 5 from 12 b. to 8 w., taking up blot.

L 4, 3.]—Enters 3, and other from 11 b. to 7 b., securing bar.

F 4, 6.]— 1 to 5 b., thence to 11 b., again hitting blot.

L 6s., ds.]—Cannot enter, quiescent if not content, no movement.

F 2s., ds.]—1 from 1 b. to 3 b., covering man, and 1 from 12 b.

to 7 w.

L 6, 1.]—Enters 1, plays other from 3 w. to 9 w.

F 4, 1.]—1 from 11 b. to 9 w., taking man.

L 5s., ds.]—Enter 5, 2 from 12 w. to 8 b., and 1 from 5 w. to

10 w.

F 5, 4.]—2 from 12 b. to 9 and 8 w.

L 2s., ds.]—2 from 1 w. to 5 w.

F 6, 2.]—1 from 3 b. to 11 b.

L 2s., ds.]—1 from 10 w. to 11 b. (capturing man in the pro-

gress), thence to 7 b.

F 4, 3.]—Enters 3, 1 from 6 w. to 2 w.

L 5, 2.]—1 from 8 b. to 1 b.

F 4s., ds.]—2 from 7 w. to 3 w., and 2 from 6 w. to 2 w.

L 3, 1.]—1 from 8 b., and from 6 b. to cinque-point.

F 5, 1.]— 1 from 9 w. to 4 w., and 1 from 9 to 8 w.

L 5, 1.]—1 from 7 b. to 1 b.

F 2, 1.]—1 from 8 \v. to 6 w., 1 from 4 w. to 3 w.

L 3, 2.]—2 from 4 b. to 1 and 2 b.

F 6, 2.]—1 from 3 to 11 b.

L 5, 1.]—1 from 8 b. to 3 b., taking man, thence to 2 b., only 2

points vacant.

F 4, ].]—Enters 4, 1 from 11 b. to ]2 b.

L 5, 2.]—2 from 8 to 3 and 6 b.

F 4, 1.]—1 from 4 to 9 b.

L G, 4.]—2 from 7 to 3 and 1 b.

F Is., ds.]— 1 from 9 to 12 b., and 1 from 7 to C w.

L 4s., ds.]—2 from 5 to 9 w., 2 from 6 to 2 b.

F (i, 3.]—2 from 12 b. to 7 and 10 w.
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L 5, 4.]—2 from 9 w. to 12 and 11 b. ; the men liavo all passed,

so no further collision—no captures can take place.

F 6, 5.]—1 from 10 to 4, and 1 from 8 to 3 w.

L 5, 1.]—1 from 11 to 6, and 1 from 12 to 11 b.

F 4, 3.]—1 from 8 to 5, and 1 from 7 to 3 wM all tho men at home.

L 4, 3.]—1 from 11 to 4 b., all at home.

P 5, 4.]— Takes one man from those points, 5 and 4.

L 5, 4.]—Ditto, ditto.

F 6, 3.]—Men from points.

L 2, 1.]—Ditto.

F 6, 3.]—Ditto.
L 4, 3.]—Takes off from 3, plays up the 4 from 6 to 2 w.

F 5s., ds.]—Plays up 1 from G to 1, takes off 2 from 4, and 1

from 3 points.

L 5, 2.]—Men from points.

F 3, 2.]—Ditto.
L G, 5.]—1 from G, other from 3.

F 6, 2.]—1 from 3 and 1 from 2.

L 4s., ds.]—3 from 2 and 1 from 1.

F 5s., ds.]—2 off; F wins a hit.

TECHNICAL TERMS OF THE GAME.

The terms used for the numbers on tho dice are : 1, ace; 2, deuce;

3, trois, or tray ; 4, quatre ; 5, cinque ; 6, six.

Doublets.—Two dice with the faces bearing the same number of

pips, as two aces, two sixes, etc.

Bearing your Men.—Removing them from the table.

Hit.—To remove all your men before your adversary has done so.

Blot.—A single man upon a point.

Home.—Your inner table.

(ia/nmon.—Two points won out of the three constituting the

game.

Backgammon.—The entire game won.

Men.—The draughts used in the game.

Making Points.—Winning hits.

Getting Home.—Bringing your men from your opponent's tables

into your own.
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To Enter.—Is to place your man again on the board after he has

been excluded by reason of a point being already full.

Bar.—The division between the boxes.

Bar-point.—That next the bar.

HINTS, OBSERVATIONS AND CAUTIONS.

1. By the directions given to play for a gammon, you are volun-

tarily to make some blots, the odds being in your favor that they

are not hit ; but, should that so happen, in such case you will have

three men in your adversary's table
;
you must then endeavor to

secure your adversary's cinque, quatre or trois point, to prevent a

gammon, and must be very cautious how you suffer him to take up

a fourth man.

2. Take care not to crowd your game—that is, putting many
men either upon your trois or deuce point in your own table

—

which is, in effect, losing those men by not having them to play.

Besides, by crowding your game, you are often gammoned; as,

when your adversary finds your game open, by being crowded in

your own table, he may then play as he thinks fit.

3. By referring to the calculations, you may know the odds of

entering a single man upon any certain number of points, and play

your game accordingly.

4. If you are obliged to leave a blot, by having recourse to the

calculations for hitting it, you will find the chances for and against

you.

5. You will also find the odds for and against being hit by double

dice, and consequently can choose a method of play most to your

advantage.

o\ If it be necessary to make a run, in order to win a hit, and

you would know who is forwardest, begin reckoning how many
points you have to bring home to the six point in your table the

man that is at the greatest distance, and do the like by every othei

man abroad ; *when the numbers are summed up, add for those al

ready on your own tables (supposing the men that were abroad

as on your sixth point for bearing), namely, six for every man on

the six, and so on respectively for each
; five, four, three, two, oi

one, for every man, according to the points on which they are situ-

ated. Do the like to your adversary's game, and then you wil\

know which of you is forwardest and likeliest to win the hit.
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DIRECTIONS FOR A LEARNER TO BEAR HIS MEN.

1. If your adversary be great before you, never play a man from

your quatre, trois or deuce points in order to bear that man from

the point where you put it, because nothing but high doublets can

give you any chance for the hit ; therefore, instead of playing an

ace or a deuce from any of the aforesaid points, always play them

from your highest point, by which means, throwing two fives, or

two fours, will, upon having eased your six and cinque points, be of

great advantage ; whereas, had your six point remained loaded,

you must, perhaps, be obliged to play at length those fives and

fours.

2. Whenever you have taken up two of your adversary's men,

and happen to have two, three or more points made in your own
table, never fail spreading your men, either to take a new point in

table or to hit the man your adversary may happen to enter. As
soon as he enters one, compare his game with yours, and if you find

your game equal, or better, take the man if you can, because it is

twenty-five to eleven agajnst his hitting you, which, being so much
in your favor, you ought always to run that risk when you have al-

ready two of his men up, except you play for a single hit only.

3. Never be deterred from taking up any one man of your adver-

sary by the apprehension of being hit with double dice, because the

fairest probability is five to one against him.

4. If you should happen to have five points in your table, and to

have taken one of your adversary's men, and are obliged to leave a

blot out of your table, rather leave it upon doublets than any other,

because doublets are thirty-five to one against his hitting you, and

any other chance is but seventeen to one against him.

5. Two of your adversary's men in your table are better for a

hit than any greater number, provided your game be the forward-

est ; because having three or more men in your table gives him
more chances to hit you than if he had ouly two men.

6. If you are to leave a blot upon entering a man on your adver

sary's table, and have your choice where, always choose that point

which is the most disadvantageous ro him. To illustrate this: sup-

pose it is his interest to hit or take you up as soon as you enter; in

that case leave the blot upon his lowest point, that is to say, upon

his deuce rather than upon his trois, and so on, because all the men
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your adversary plays upon his trois or deuce points are, in a great

measure, out of play, these men not having it in their power to make
his cinque point, and, consequently, his game will be crowded there

and open elsewhere, whereby you will be able also much to annoy

him.

7. Prevent your adversary from bearing his men to the greatest

advantage when you are running to save a gammon. Suppose you

should have two men upon his ace point and several others abroad

;

though you should lose one point or two, in putting the men into

your table, yet it is your interest to leave a man upon the adver-

sary's ace point, which will prevent him bearing his men to the

greatest advantage, and will also give you the chance of his making

a blot that you may hit ; but if, upon calculation, you find you have

a throw, or a probability of saving your gammon, never wait for a

blot, because the odds are greatly against hitting it.

THE LAWS OF BACKGAMMON.

1. If you take a man or men from any point, that man or meii

must be played.

2. You are not understood to have played any man till it is placed
upon a point and quitted.

3. If you play with fourteen men only, there is no penalty at-

tending it, because, with a lesser number, you play at a disadvan-

tage, by not having the additional man to make up your tables.

4. If, while you are bearing your men, one of your men should

be hit, such man must be entered in your adversary's table and
brought home, before you can bear any more men.

5. If you have mistaken your throw, and played it, and your ad-

versary has thrown, it is not in your power or his choico to alter it,

unless both parties agree.

6. If a player bear off a man or men, before he has brought all

his own men home, the men thus borne off must be placed upon the

bar, as men captured to bo re-entered in the adversary's table.

FURTHER RULES AND HINTS.

It is very difficult to lay down rules to provide for circumstances

contingent upon chance, but it is essential to point out how, at the

commencement of the game, tlio throws may bo rendered most avail-

able.
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The best throw is double aces, which should be played two on the

bar and two ou the ciuque point; the antagonist then cannot escape

with either a quatre, ciuque or six throw; aud if fortune enable you
to till np your quatre point also, he may find it as hard to get out as

did Sterne's starling. {See Game I., page 374.)

The next best is sixes, for the two bar-points may be occupied,

and it may hap that the adversary becomes barred in or out, as were

schoolmasters before they were so much abroad.

The third best is trois ace, which completes the cinque poiut in

your table.

Quatre, deuce, cinque, trois, and six quatre form respectively the

quatre, trois, and deuce points in your table.

Six ace must be played to gain footing at the bar, that being a

poiut well adapted for successfully wagiug this noisy warfare.

Double trois, take a double jump to the same station.

AVhen double deuces are thing, they .must be played two on your

table's quatre point, and two from the five men in the far corner on

the hostile side.

Double fours from the same array of five to the quatre points at

home.

Double five* in like order to the trois.

Six deuce—one of the twins in the enemy's camp as far as h«

will go.

Six trois—from the same.

Ciuque quatre—froin the same to the same.

Cinque deuce—two men from the cornered five before mentioned.

Ciuque ace (a vile throw)—perhaps the best, because the boldest,

play is one Mi on your ciuque point, another to the point adjoining

the bar.

Quatre trois—two men from the extreme five ready to form points

next throw

—

fortund juvante*

Quatre ace—from the five to the fifth point thence.

Trois deuce—the same, or spread iu preparation for seats at your

table.

Deuce ace

—

ad libitum, as you like it.

Six cinque enables one of the men iu the adversary's table, with

two bounds, to join his fellow 's, eleven degrees distant.

These may be called the Backgammon tactics for the opening of

the campaign. We give now instructions to apply to the progress

of the warfare. As we are using martial terms, and assuming
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authority, we will take the opportunity to generalize, and do it in

these

:

When the numbers flung are not available to make points, let

them make preparations for points
;
spread the men so that you may

hope gallantly to carry your point the next throw ; but this should

only be done when the adverse table affords facilities for entering.

If it appear unadvisable to spread your men, endeavor to get away

with one or both from the adversary's table—steal a march, which is

a lawful theft.

When compelled to leave a blot, leave it not uncared for, but
14 cover your man" as well, and as soon, and as perfectly as you can.

Linger not in the enemy's intrenchments, or retreat may be cut

off ; whenever the bar-point and two points in the table are occu-

pied, be assured that

—

44 Time, the churl, has beckoned,

And you must away, away."

Be over-bold rather than over-wary ; more games are lost by ex-

cess of caution than by extremity of rashness

—

44 For desperate valor oft makes good,

Even by its daring, venture rude,

Where prudence would have failed."

If retreat from the hostile lines be hopeless, scruple not to leave

blots to be taken ; four men, especially on forward points, will

sorely annoy your adversary and render his home uncomfortable.

Avoid, if possible, breaking up the six or cinque-points in your

table towards the close of the game, or if you capture the foe you
cannot detain him long; he must soon fling one of those numbers,

and, like the gazelle, 44 exulting, still may bound," to a safer

locality.

Eschew many men on one point—five or more (perhaps four) are

called a long string, and long strings may be all very well in the

matter of titles, kites, or pearls, but at Backgammon they are neither

useful nor graceful.

If you have two or three captives, and an indifferently furnished

home, hurry your men forward ; bear them in whenever you may,

not as 44 single spies, but in battalions ;" truss up every possible

point; keep the enemy out, or be prepared to hit any single man,

and expel him should he enter.

If the course of the dice, like that of another well-known course,

"run not smooth," and you arc compelled, when in possession of

\
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captive, to leave a blot away from home, leave it, if possible, so that

it necessitates doublets for the adversary to enter and hit you at ouo

throw.

AN'hen running to avoid a gammon, and having two men on the

enemy's ace point, move any of their fellows rather than them.

It is frequently good play to take a man and leave a blot, *• u poor

thing of your own," in the place, if the antagonist's power canuot

re-hit you, except with double dice, for it is five to one against his

effecting such a consummation.

Avoid crowding your gamo ; avoid, especially, having many men
on the trois or deuce stations at home, for such men are pent up, so

as to be moveless, and the struggle must be carried on by stragglers,

perhaps at a distance, certainly to a disadvantage.

Hoyle gives the following

RULES FOR ^LAYING

AT SETTING OUT ALL THE THROWS ON THE DICE WHEN THE PLAYER
IS TO PLAY FOR A GAMMON OR FOR A SINGLE HIT.

The Rules marked thus (f) are for a gammon only; those marled

thus (*) are for a hit only.

1 . Two aces are to be played on the cinquo point and bar-point

for a gammon or for a hit.

2. Two sixes to be played on the adversary's bar-point and on

the thrower's bar-point for a gammon or for a hit.

3. fTwo trois to be played on the cinque point, and the other

two on the trois point in his own tables, for a gammon only.

4. fTwo deuces to be played on the quatre point, in his own

tables, and two to be brought over from the five men placed in the

adversary's tables, for a gammou only.

5. fTwo fours to be brought over from the five men placed in

the adversary's tables, and to be put upon the cinque point in his

own tables, for a gammon only.

6. Two fives to be brought over from the five men placed in the

adversary's tables, and to bo put on the trois point in his own tables,

for a gammon or for a hit.

7. Six ace—he must take his bar-point for a gammon or for a hit.

8. Six deuce—a man to be brought from the five men placed in
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the adversary's tables, and to be placed in the cinque point in his

own tables, for a gammon or for a hit.

9. Six and three—a man to be brought from the adversary's ace

point, as far as he will go, for a gammon or for a hit.

10. Six and four—a man to be brought from the adversary's ace

point, as far as he will go, for a gammon or for a hit.

11. Six and five—a man to be carried from the adversary's ace

point, as far as he can go, for a gammon or for a hit.

12. Cinque and quatre—a man to be carried from the adversary's

ace point, as far as he can go, for a gammon or for a hit.

13. Cinque trois—to make the trois point in his table, for a gam-

mon or for a hit.

14. Cinque deuce—to play two men from the five placed in the

adversary's tables, for a gammon or for a hit.

15. fCinque ace—to briDg one man from the five placed in the ad-

versary's tables for the cinque, and to play one man down on the

cinque point in his own tables for the ace, for a gammon only.

16. Quatre trois—two men to be brought from the five placed in

the adversary's tables, for a gammon or for a hit.

17. Quatre deuce—to make the quatre point in his own tables, for

a gammon or for a hit.

18. f Quatre ace—to play a man from the five placed in the ad-

versary's tables for the quatre ; and, for the ace, to play a man
down upon the cinque point in his own tables, for a gammon only.

19. fTrois deuce—two men to be brought from the five placed in

the adversary's tables, for a gammon only.

20. Trois ace—to make the cinque point in his own tables, for a

gammon or for a hit.

21. f Deuce ace—to play one man from the five men placed in the

adversary's table for the deuce; and, for the ace, to play a man
down upon the cinque point in his own tables.

22. *Two trois—two of them to be played on the cinque point in

his own tables, and with the other two he is to take the quatre point

in the adversary's tables.

23. *Two deuces—two of them are to be played on the quatre

point in his own tables, and with the other two he is to tako the

trois point in the adversary's tables. By playing these two cases

in this manner, the player avoids being shut up in the adversary's

tables, and has the chance of throwing out the tables to win the

hit.

17
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24. *Two fours—two of them are to take the cinque point in the

adversary's tables, and for the other two, two men are to be brought

from ihe five pliced In the adversary's tables.

25. *Cinque ace—the cinque should be played from the five men
placed in the adversary's tables, and the ace from the adversary's

ace point

20. *Quatre ace—the quatre to be played from the five men placed

in the adversary's tables, and the ace from the adversary's ace point.

27. * Deuce ace—the deuce to be played from the five men placed

in the adversary's tables, and the ace from the adversary's ace

point.

The last three chances are played in this manner ; because, an
ace being laid down in the adversary's tables, there is proba-

bility of throwing deuce ace, trois deuce, quatre trois, or six cinque

in two or three throws; either of which throws secures a point, and

gives the player the best of the hit.

CALCULATION OF CHANCES.

It is necessary for the' amateur (here we are quoting Hoyle,

though not altogether verbatim et Literatim) to know how many
throws, one with another, he may fling upon two dice. There are

thirty-six chances on the two dice, and the points upon these thirty-

six chances are as follows :

2 Aces 4 5 and 4 twice . 18

2 Deuces . 8 5 and 3 twice 16

2 Trois . 12 5 and 2 twice . 14

2 Fours . 16 5 and 1 twice . 12

2 Fives . 20 4 and 3 twice . 14

2 Sixes . 24 4 and 2 twice . 12

6 and 5 twice . 22 4 and 1 twice . 10
6 and 4 twice . 20 3 and 2 twice . 10
6 and 3 twice . 18 3 and 1 twice . 8
6 and 2 twice . 16 2 and 1 twice . 6

and 1 twice . 14

Divide by 36) 294 (8

288

6
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The number 294, divided by 36, gives 8 as the product, with a

remainder of 6. It follows, therefore, that, one throw with another,

the player may expect to throw 8 at every fling of two dice.

The chances upon two dice, calculated for Backgammon, are as

follows :

Sixes

lives

Fours

Trois

Deuces

f2 Aces

6 and 5 twice

6 and 4 twice

6 and 3 twice

6 and 2 twice

|6 and 1 twice

and

and

and

and

and

and

f4 and

3 and

f3 and

|2 and

4 twice

3 twice

2 twice

1 twice

3 twice

2 twice

1 twice

2 twice

1 twice

1 twice

2

2

2
2

2

2

2
2

2

2

36

As it may seem difficult to find out, by this table of thirty-six

chances, what are the odds of being hit upon a certain or flat die,

let the following method be pursued.

The player may observe in the above table that what are thus

marked (f ) are

* 2 Aces 1 f 4 and 1 twice 2

f 6 and 1 twice 2 f 3 and 1 twice 2

f 5 and 1 twice 2 f 2 and 1 twice 2

Total .... 11

Which deducted from 3G

There remain 25

So that it appears it is twenty-five to eleven against hitting an ace

upon a certain or flat die.

The above method holds good with respect to any other flat die.

For example, what are the odds of entering a man upon the points

1, 2, '3, 4, or 5 ?

Here comes Hoyle with a ready answer, saving the reader about

six months' severe study of that delectable science called the doc-

trine of chances.
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To eater it upon _ For. Against. Fur. Against

1 point is 11 to 25, or about 4 to 9
2 44 20 44 16 m 5 44 4

3 44 27 44 9 44 3 44 1

4 44 32 44 4 44 8 44 1

5 •* 35 44 1 « 35 44 1

Again, the following table shows the odds of hitting with iny
chance in the form of a single die.

To hit upon For. Against For. Against

1 is |] to 25, or about 4 to 9

2 2 12 « 24 • 1
44 2

3 44 14 " 22 44 2 " 3

4 44 15 u oi 5 m 7

5 44 15 u 21 5 m 7

6 4 > 17 44 19 «
44 Si M 9i

The odds of hitting with double dice are calculated as follows :

To hit upon For. Against For. Against

7 is 6 to 30, or about 1 to 5

8 " 6 " 30 1 44 5

9 44 5 .4 31 1 44 6

10 m 3 m 33 1 44 11

11 44 o 44 &4 1 • 4 17

12 « I " 36 1 m 36

To carry these calculations still further, the odds in a table of

thirty-six chances, of hitting upon a six are

—

2 Sixes

2 Trois

2 Deuces
6 and 5 twice

6 and 4 twice

6 and 3 twice

6 and 2 twice

6 and 1 twice

By which it appears to be 19 to 17 against being hit upon a six.

The odds on the hits are

—

2 Love is about . 5 to 2 I 1 Love is . 6 to 2
2 to 1 is . . 2 « 1 [

1 5 and 1 twice . . 2

1 4 and 2 twice . . 2

1
17

Which deducted from 36

There remain . . 1&
o
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The following is given as the plan upon which a player may cal-

culate the odds of saving or winning the gammon :

Suppose the adversary has so many men abroad as require three

throws to put them into his tables, and at the same time that the

player's tables are made up, and that he has taken up one of the

adversary's men ; in this case it is about an equal wager that the

adversary is gammoned. For in all probability the player has

borne two men before he opens his tables, and when he bears the

third man, he will be obliged to open his six or cinque point. It is

then probable that the adversary is obliged to throw twice before he

enters his men in the player's tables, twice more before he puts that

man into his own tables, and three throws more to put the men
which are abroad into his own tables; in all, seven throws. Now,
the player having twelve men to bear, he may be forced to make an

ace or a deuce twice before he can bear all his men, and con-

sequently will require seven throws in bearing them ; so that, upon

the whole, it is about equal whether the adversary is gammoned or

not.

Again : suppose you have three men upon your adversary's ace

point, and five in your tables ; and that your adversary has all his

men in his tables, three upon each of his five highest points : What
is the probability of his gammoning you or not ?—Of course the

probability of a player being M gammoned" depends greatly on the

verdant state of his optic orb ; but in our games the chances are

—

For his bearing 3 men from his 6 point, . . 18
11 M from his 5 point, . . 15
44 " from his 4 point, . . 12
44 44 from his 3 point, . . 9
44 44 from his 2 point, . . 6

Total (SO

To bring your three men from your adversary's ace

point, to your six point in your tables, being for each

18 points, makes in all 54

The remainder is (>

And besides the six points in your favor, there is a further con-

sideration to be added for you, which is, that your adversary may
make one or two blots in bearing, as is frequently the case. It is
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clear, by this calculation, that you have much the better of the

probability of saving your gammon— ». c, your bacon.

This case is supposed upon an equality of throwing.

Yet again: suppose you leave two blots, neither of which can be

hit but by double dice ; to hit the one that cast must be eight, and

to hit the other it must be nine; by which means your adversary

has only one die to hit either of them.

What are the odds of his hitting either of these blots ?

The chances on two dice are, in all, 36.

The chances to hit 8 are, 6 and 2 twice

** 44 5 and 3 twice
44 44 2 Deuces .

44 2 Foujrs

The chances to hit 9 are, 6 and 3 twice
44 44 5 and 4 twice

2 Trois

Total chances for hitting

Remaining chances for not hitting

11

25

So that it is 25 to 11 that he will not hit either of those blots.

* Yet one more example, as quoted by Mr. Carleton, from Hoyle

:

Let us suppose the player to leave two other blots which cannot

be hit except by double dice, the one must be hit by eight and the

other by seven. What are the odds on your adversary hittii-g

either of these blots—the chances on the dice being 36 ?

The chances to hit 8 are, 6 and 2 twice
44 44 5 and 3 twice
44 44 2 Fours
44 44 2 Deuces

The chances to hit 7 are, 6 and 1 twice
44 44 5 and 2 twice
44 44 4 and 3 twice

Total chances for hitting .

Remaining chances for not hitting

It is, therefore, two to one that vou are not hit

12

24



A CASE OF CURIOSITY. A BACK GAME.

The like method is to betaken with three, four, or five blots upon

double dice ; or with blots made upon double and single dice at the

same time; you are then only to find out (by the table of 36 chances)

how many there are to hit any of those blots, and add all together in

one sum, which substract from the number of 36, which is the whole

of the chances upon two dice—so doing resolves any question

required.

A CASE OF CURIOSITY AND INSTRUCTION.

In the following case is shown the probability of making the hit

last by one of the players for many hours, although they shall both

play as fast as usual. Suppose B to have borne thirteen men, and

that A has his fifteen men in B's tables, viz., three men upon his six

point, as many upon his cinque point, three upon his quatre point,

the same number upon histrois point, two upon his deuce point, and

one upon his ace point. A, in this situation, can prolong it, aa

aforesaid, by bringing his fifteen men home, always securing six

close points till B has entered his two men, and brought them upon

any certain point; as soon as B has gained that point, A will open
an ace, deuce, or trois point, or all of them ; which done, B hits one

of them, and A, taking care to have two or three men in B's tables,

is ready to hit that man ; and also he, being certain of taking up the

other man, has it in his power to prolong the hit almost to any
length, provided he takes care not to open such points as two fours,

two fives, or two sixes, but always to open the ace, deuce, or trois

points, for B to hit him.

A BACK GAME.

Suppose A to have five men placed upon his six point, five men
upon his quatre point, and five men upon his deuce point, all in his

own tables.

And suppose B to have three men placed upon A's ace point,

three men upon A's trois point, and three men upon A's cinque

point ; let B also have three men upon his six point in his own
tables, and three men placed out of his tables, in the usual manner :

Who has the better of the hit ?

It is an equal game ; but to play it critically, the difficulty lies

upon B, who is, in the first place, to endeavor to gain his cinque

and quatre points in his own tables ; and when that is effected, he
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is to play two men from A's cinque point, in order to oblige his

adversary to blot, by throwing an ace, which if B hits, he will have

the fairest probability of winning the hit.

These cases might be multiplied ad infinitum; but enough has

been said, we think, to enable the tyro to make himself, by a little

study, a first-rate player at Backgammon.

RUSSIAN B A C K Q A M M X.

This is a very pleasing game, and is preferred, at many firesides*

to that which we have just described. Though played on the same

board, with the same number of men, and the moves governed by
throws of the dice in the same nvmuer. it differs in some respects

from that game. Instead of placing the men before commencing
the game, as represented in the diagram on page 371, they are en-

tered by throws of the dice, both players entering in the same table,

which may be that at the left hand of either player ; and both move
in the same direction around the board to the opposite table. Thus,

supposing the enteriug table to be white's home (see diagram, p.

371), the moves would be through white's outer and black's outer

tables to black's home.

The first entry is determined by each throwing two dice, which

may be adopted for that entry, or another throw made. The men
are placed on the poiuts of the entering table according to the num-

bers of the dice thrown, one mau only for each number, except in

the case of doublets. When either player has his men all entered,

he may commence moving them, in the direction already stated,

to the opposite table, or home; but no move can be made by a

player until all his men are entered. The player who first bears

all his men from the board wins. It may be a Gammon, Backgam-
mon, or Hit, the same as in the game of Backgammon.
The same rules apply as in the preceding game, to bearing the men

after they are brought home, and also to men hit, which must be sent

back to the entering table, and re-entered as at the commencement
of the game. Blots occurring in the entering table, while eutering the

men, are under the same rule as after the moves commence. Thus,

if one player throws six deuce, he enters one man on each of those

points; the other, throwing six ace, would take up the six, placing

his own man on that point, and enter one on the ace point.

i
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A peculiarity of this game is, that the player who is so fortunate

as to throw doublets is entitled not only to four moves of the num-
ber thrown, but also to four moves of the number on the opposite

side of the dice, and another throw of the dice in addition. Thus,

if, in commencing the game, he throw double sixes, he would place

four men on the six point, four on the ace point, and throw again.

If then he throw double deuces, he would place four on the deuce

point, the remaining three on the cinque point, and move one man
five points on its course home, having still another throw left. In

such a case as this, the adversary would have only two points open

on which to enter his men; and most likely, before he succeeded in

getting them all entered, the first player would have his men re

moved from the entering table, and well advanced on the march.

But in order to give a player the four additional moves by his

doublets, he must be able first to complete those of the number
thrown; and he will not be allowed another throw, unless he can

move all the points to which he is entitled. For example, if he

throw trois doublets, he must first move his four trois points ; then he

will have the right to move four quatre points ; and if he succeed in

this, he may throw again. If he cannot do it, that is his misfortune.

As both players move in the same direction, it would seem to the

inexperienced player that he who has his men first entered, and

gains the start in the movement toward home, must have a decided

advantage over his adversary. But this apparent advantage is de-

ceptive; because he who is in the rear has the chance of hitting

blots, and thus retarding his opponent's game, which the other has

not; and it requires much skill and caution in him who has the ad-

vance to save his men, and carry them safely through. His object

is to secure as many successive points as possible, so that his ad-

versary will be unable either to pass or hit any of his men. As
long as he can keep six successive points covered, and leave no

blots behind, he is perfectly safe ; but as soon as he breaks up this

barrier, the player in the rear gains the advantage.

The varying chances which doublets give the player in this

game render it very interesting, and sometimes quite exciting; for

it frequently happens that they suddenly reverse the fortunes, and

enable one to win the game when otherwise it would seem hopeless.

The Russian Game is easily learned, especially by any one

familiar with Backgammon; all the calculations of chances on the

dice, etc., applying equally well to this as to that game.

17*
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DOMINOES.
The authors who have 44 wasted the midnight oil" in endeavors to

investigate the real origin of this popular game, have not as yet

come to an)' definite conclusion on the subject.

"Grammatici fertant, et ad hue sub judice lis est;"

but, by the time the controversy shall have continued for some

trifling time longer, say a couple of hundred years or so, there is

every reason to suppose the question will be definitely set at rest

—

a reflection which cannot fail to inspire our readers with a lively

satisfaction, tempered perhaps by the thought that the question

itself will be of little consequence to them then. So much is cer-

tain, that the game of Dominoes was introduced about the beginning

of the last century from Italy into France, where it immediately

became popular in the larger towns. From Paris it spread to Ger-

many, where, as in France, it is now played in every coffee-house.

Dominoes are pieces of ivory or bone, generally with ebony

backs. On the face of each piece there are two compartments, in

each of which there is found either a blank, or black pits, from one

to six. These are called, according to the numbers shown, double

blank, blank ace, blank deuce, blank trey, blank four, blank five,

blank six; double ace, ace deuce, ace trey, ace four, ace five,

ace six ; double deuce, deuce trey, deuce four, deuce five, deuce six ;

double trey, trey four, trey five, trey six; double four, four five, four

six ; double five, five six ; and double six—being twenty-eight in

all. They are shuffled on the table with their backs up, and each

player draws at random the number that the game requires. There

are various games ; but those principally played are 'the Block,

Draw, Muggins, and Bergen. The pieces are played one at a time,

and each piece to be played must match the end of a piece that does

not join any other.

BLOCK GAME.
Each player draws seven from the pool. The highest double

leads in the first hand, and, after that, each player leads alternately
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until the end of the game. If a player cannot play, the next plays.

If neither can play the set is blocked, and they count the number of

spots on the pieces each still holds. Whoever has the lowest num-

ber of spots adds to his count the number held by his opponents.

If there are two with the same number of spots, and they are lower

than their opponents, there is no count. If any one is able to play

his last piece while his opponents hold theirs, he cries 41 Domino,"

and wins the hand, and adds to his count the number of spots the

rest hold. The number required to win the game is one hundred,

but it may be made less by agreement.

DKAW GAME.
Each player draws seven as in the block game, and the game is

subject to the same rules as block, except when a player cannot

play he is obliged to draw from the pool until he can play, or has

exhausted the stock of pieces. [See "Decision Page 516.]

MUGGINS.
Each player draws five pieces. The highest double leads, aftei

that they lead alternately. The count is made by fives. If the one

who leads can put down any domino containing spots that amount
to five or ten, as the double five, six four, five blank, trey deuce,

etc., he counts that number to his score in the game. In matching,

if a piece can be put down so as to make five, ten, fifteen, or

twenty, by adding the spots contained on both ends of the row, it

counts to the score of the one setting it. Thus a trey being at one

end, and a five being at the other, the next player in order putting

down a deuce five, would score five ; or if double trey was at one

• •• • m
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end, and a player was successful in playing so as to get double
deuce at the other end, it would score ten for him. A double six

being at one end, and a four at the other, if the next player set
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down a double four, he counts twenty—double six = 12 + double
four = 8 = 20. If a player cannot match he draws from the pool,

the same as in the draw game, until he gets the piece required U
match either end, or exhausts the pool. As in the draw or block

game, the one who plays his last piece first, adds to his count the

spots his opponents have ; and the same if he gains them when the

game is blocked, by having the lowest count. But the sum thus

added to the score is some multiple of five nearest the actual

amount. Thus if his opponents have twenty spots, and he has

nineteen, he adds t\venty to his score. If they have twenty-two

he adds twenty, because that is the nearest multiple of five ; but if

they have twenty-three he would add twenty-five, twenty-three

being nearer that than to twenty. The number of the game is two

hundred, if two play ; but one hundred and fifty, if there be three

or more players.

BEKGEN GAME.

Each player draws six pieces from the pool. The lowest double

leads at the beginning, and is oalled a double-header. After that

the parties lead alternately. If no one has a double when his turn

comes to lead, he plays the lowest piece he has. When a player

sets down a piece which makes the extremities of the line the same,

it is called a double-header. If one of the extremities be a double,

and the next player can lay a piece that will make the other extrem-

ity of the same value, or if a double can be added to one end of a

double-header, it makes a triple-header. The two aces in the an-

nexed engraving show the double-header, and the double ace added

1

o
m
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shows the triple-header. If a player is not able to match from his

hand, he draws one piece from the pool, and plays. If he is still not

able to play, the next plays, or draws, and so on alternately. If

domino is made, the one who makes it wins that hand. If it be

blocked, they count, and the lowest wins ; but if the lowest holds a

double in his hand, and his opponent none, the opponent wins. Or if
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there be two with doubles, and one with none, the last wins. If there

be a double in each hand, the lowest double wins. If there be more

than one double in any ono's hand, and all have doubles, the one with

the least number of doubles wins, without reference to the size of the

double he holds. The game is ten when three or four play, and fif-

teen when two. A hand won by either " domino" or counting, scores

one. A double-header, either led or made, counts two. A triple-

header counts three. But when either party is within two of being

out, a double-header or triple-header will count him but one, and if he

be within three of being out a triple-header will count him but two.

BOUNCE.

This is a pleasant game, and from two to four may participate in

it. The pieces rank from six to blank, and the doubles are the best

of each suit, trump being superior to any other suit. The game

begins by "turning for trump," and he who turns the highest dom-

ino is trump-holder for that hand. The dominoes are then shuf-

fled, and each player takes five pieces, when the player at the right

of the trump-holder turns the trump, and the end of the piece hav-

ing the greatest number of spots upon it becomes trump for that

round. The players to the left of the trump-holder then announce

in regular succession whether they will stand, discard their hand

and take a dumby, or pass. When two or three play, six pieces

constitute a dumby, but when four play there is only one dumby of

seven pieces, and the eldest hand has the privilege of taking it.

When all the players pass up to the trump-holder, the last player

may elect to give the trump-holder a score of five points instead

of standing or playing dumby. The trump-holder may, if ho

chooses, discard a weak piece and take in the trump turned, or ho

may discard his hand and take a dumby, provided there is one left

;

in which case he must abandon the trump turned. The player who
takes a dumby must discard so as to leave only five pieces in his

hand. After the lirst hand, the trump passes to the players at the

left in succession. The game begins at fifteen, and is counted down
until the score is " wiped out," each trick counting one. The
player who fails to take a trick with his hand is " Rounced," i. e. y

sent up five points. It is imperative that, suit should be followed,

and if in hand, trump led after trick as in Loo, but a player is not

compelled to " head," i. c, take a trick, when he cannot follow suit.
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BILLIARDS.

This ingenious, instructive, useful, and fascinating pastime has

of late years become one of the most general ami popular amuse-

ments of our whole people. Regardless of sex, age, or social posi-

tion, it is participated iu by all clashes of society ; and besides the

numerous public billiard rooms in all our larger cities and towns,

no gentleman's private residence is considered completely furnished

unless it contains a billiard apartment and its accessories.

The Game ok Billiards is one of considerable antiquity, and

its origin is claimed by various nations. It was probably sug-

gested by bowls, or some like game, and was first played upon the

ground, theu upon raised platforms or tables, which were of differ-

ent sixes, and oval, rouud, square, and obloug. in the various stages

of their perfection. The French, to whom the early advancement

of the game is mainly indebted, are not without evidence to sustain

their claim to its invention; and the terms BilU> Carambolage > and

many iustauees, aid iu this conclusion.

It was reserved for our own country, however, to perfect the ma-

chinery of the game of billiards, and reduce its manipulations to a

practical science. This reformation has been effected during fifteen

years just past by a few talented individuals ; the master spirit of

whom was, aud still is, Michael Phelau, Esq.. of New York City,

who has devoted an active lifetime to the game, and whose exertioua.

either as a superior demoustrator, as an inventor and manufacturer,

or in any capacity connected with the progress and betterment of the

game, have gained him a reputatiou not confiued to any country,

but extending to nearly every portion of the civilized world.

No higher compliment can be paid to Mr. Phelan than the state-

ment of the met that his standard work.* -Thk Game op Bil-

Ll.viuW is the universally acknowledged authority, and that the

* Tus O.vmh oe vRihi, by Michael Pbelan. Seventh option. Revised, enlarged,

*:ivl richly eiutvlli>hed with rmraorvus iilujUratkMni, including a si«ei |»lat* Purlndt ot

the auihJr. New Turk: l>iefc A Kiu^rwR Ann Street. IS«. MNfc #i."»0.

Tus lLi.ts.tKjk.TKU Uan i>- Kvx>k. Bi LLLvniM. Thv American Game, by Michael

Phelao. Th* French Game, by Claudius Borgec. Handsomely illustrated. Svcon4

•simwi, revised. N«w Yv*fc : Dick A k^tagwaW, Aan SuwcC ls^A. Ptmm, 30 ewnu*.
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American Billiard Congress, which met in this city in June, 1863,

and was composed of all the prominent professional players in the

United States, among other expressions in their favor, unanimously

resolved, "That only Phelan & Collender's four pocket Stand-
ard American Billiard Tables should be used in all future

contests for the championship." And further, these tables are now
in use in all the prominent club rooms, hotels, billiard saloons, and

in hundreds of private residences throughout the land, and in fact

the continent, as well as in China, Japan, Sandwich Islands, and

other distant countries.

Our present article embraces a descriptive digest of Billiards

;

with the rules of The Four Ball American Game ; The Three
Ball French Game; Fifteen Ball Pool; and Pin Pool;
which are the principal games played in the United States. The
whole of this data, by permission of Messrs. Phelan &c Collen-

der, has been directly compiled from their standard works, to which

we refer for full details on all matters appertaining to Billiards.

THE MACHINERY OF THE GAME.

The Billiard Table is so well known in this country, that an

elaborate descriptiou of it is unnecessary. Its frame is generally

made of rosewood, oak. or mahogany. Its surface or "bed" is of

marble or slate, and should be covered with green cloth of a very

fine description. Its length is from ten to twelve feet, and its

width exactly half its length. At its four corners, and in the middle

of each side are pockets of netted silk for the reception of the

balls.*

The Cushions, composed of a combination of elastic substances,

surround the table on all sides, and like it are covered with cloth.

The Cue is the instrument by which the balls are set in motion.

It is a tapering ashen wand, from four feet six to five feet and a half

in length, and is tipped with leather ; its weight should be about

twice and a half that of the balls to be played with. The writer

* Tbo table adopted by the Billiard Consress, lias four pockets only ; those on the sides,

on leeuom of their interfere nee with the angles, in shots around the table, bein^ dispensed

with. These match tables are also of the full size; 6 by 12 feet ; but a second siz*-. four

pocket table 5| by 11 feet, has within the last six months become very popular* and

Kavanagh, Ticman, and other first class players, have adopted them in their rooms. There

is yet one smaller 6ize, 5 by 10 feet, which is very convenient for private houses.
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plays with a cue five feet two inches in length, and nine-sixteenths

of an inch in diameter at the point. The cue is a most important

part of billiard machinery.

The Mace is a square fronted, boxwood head, which is fitted to

an ash wand, about the same length, but only about one third th

circumference of the cue, by which it was succeeded. It is now used

principally by ladies and children, and for banking, when tho balls

are within the string. Each room has also a "long" cue and mace,

for reaching shuts at the most remote portions of the table.

The Balls should be made of the best ivory, and of the same size

and weight. Those generally used in this country are two and

three-eighths of an inch in diameter, and about seven ounces in

wi ight. In the American game four balls are used—two white (one

of which bears a spot as a distinctive mark), one a light and the other

a deep red.

The Rest or Artificial Bridge is used when the player's ball

is too far away to admit of reaching it without this artificial aid.

It is a wand of ash, the end of which is fixed in a flat cross-piece,

having on its upper side three or four notohes, in one of which the

player rests his cue in playing, when, as above remarked, the

position of the ball to be struck makes it impossible for him to form

with his left hand the natural bridge.

Chalk is applied to the leather end of the cue to prevent its

slipping when it comes in contact with the ball, an accident which

is technically termed a miscue. The chalk used for this purpose

should be of the best quality.

ATTITUDE IN PLAYING.

The pupil should be especially careful to acquire a good attitude.

This is the groundwork of his suocess as a player. If his attitude

be ungraceful—which means unnatural or strained—he may rest

assured that his playing will be unreliable. Bad habits are easily

acquired, but hard to be got rid of.

The student's attitude must, in the first place, be perfectly easy

and natural. His left foot should be slightly advanced, in a

straight line, the right drawn backwards and pointing outwards, to

the extent and at the angle most familiar and convenient to the

player. The left arm should be extended and supported on the

table by the tips of the fingers and the junction of the palm and
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wrist (which position of the hand constitutes the natural bridge).

His body should be perfectly balanced, and should form an acute

angle with the side of the table at which he stands. The tapering

end of the cue should rest in the natural groove formed by the

elevation of the thumb ; the thick end should be grasped in the

right hand, loosely while being drawn back preparatory to the

stroke, and firmly at the moment of contact with the ball. The cue

should be held in a perfectly horizontal position, except in the case

of some particular strokes which will be described in the proper

place. Beginners should pay especial attention to this. It should

be impelled chiefly by the fore-arm, while the body should remain

perfectly steady, as the slightest swaying motion of it will give a

false direction to the stroke. The speed of the cue, and not the

weight of the body, gives strength to the stroke.

THE NATURAL BRIDGE.

As the making of a correct bridge is of paramount importance to

the student, we will repeat the manner of its formation, though we

have incidentally described it in treating of the general attitude

The Natural Bridge is formed by placing the left hand on the

table, at about eight inches from the ball to be struck. It is rested

upon the junction of the wrist and palm of the hand and the tips of

the fingers, the knuckles forming the apex of a triangle, of which

the fingers and the palm of the hand are the sides, the length of the

base between the extremities of the fingers and the wrist to be deter

mined by the convenience of the player. The thumb is firmly

elevated at the side, and forms, with the fore-finger, a groove, in

which the cue is made to work. The hand should be firmly pressed

on the table to give solidity to the bridge.
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THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

The American Game unites the principles of all other kinds of

games. It is counted by caroms and hazards.*

THE CAROM.

To make a carom, the player must cause his own ball to strike

two or more balls in the same shot.

When he strikes his adversary's ball and either the light or dark

red. he scores two.

When he strikes the two red balls, or, in billiard phrase, carom*

on them, he scores three.

THE HAZARD.

There are two sorts of hazards

—

winning and losing.

A winning hazard is made by pocketing the adversary's ball or

either of the red balls.

In the first case, the player scores two ; in the second, he scores

three.

When the player pockets his own ball, it is a losing hazard. If

his ball is pocketed after having struck the white or adversary's

ball, two points are added to the adversary's score.

If the ball is pocketed after having struck either of the red balls,

three points are added to the adversary's ^core.

If the ball be pocketed after having made a carom or winning

hazard, the player cannot score the count he may have made.

A miss, or a failure on the part of the player to strike any other

ball with his own, counts one for the opponent.

Our pupil now stands before the table in a good attitude, his cue

properly balanced and horizontally held, (except in the case of

three particular strokes, which will be explained hereafter,) his

bridge made in the proper manner, and the balls before him. His

object now is to make as many caroms and winning hazards, and as

few miscues and losing hazards, as possible. To perform the one

and avoid the other, it is necessary to know how to strike his ball in

* Tbe Hazard has been ignored, in all match games, ot late years; and in contests for

the championship, caroms only arc ;>corod.
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such a manner as to produce the desired effect. The following are

five of the principal cue-strokes :

THE CENTRE STROKE.

The accompanying diagram shows at a single glance the five

great divisions of cue-strokes. No. 1 is termed the Centre Stroke.

When the cue . ball, thus v Perpen .

struck; strikes the object '%
A \

dicular-

ball full in the centre, the

latter takes its motion and

follows out the exact track

the former would have fol-

lowed, though with a force

%
Follow.

Centre. 1 f

2\
Force.

diminished in proportion to

their specific gravity and to

the friction of the space

originally between them.

This is the stroke the pupil will begin with, and he must be careful

to master it completely, before he passes to the second or following

stroke.

THE FOLLOWING STROKE.

Stroke No. 3 derives its name from the fact that, when the cue

ball is impelled against the object ball by such a force, it still con-

tinues to follow the latter, although with a decreased momentum.
The rationale of the stroke is this: The cue, striking the cue ball,

as in No. 3, above the centre, besides giving it impulsion, com-

municates to it a revolving motion in a forward direction. When
the cue ball strikes the object ball, the latter assumes the impelling

motion, and, as it were, runs off with it, while the forward revolving

movement, still acting upon the former, causes it to advance. This

stroke is no less interesting than important, and by careful practice

of it the pupil will increase his proficiency in the game.

THE FORCE.

Stroke 2, or the Force, stands among the first both in beauty

and utility. It is the inverse of the Follow, and by it the cue

ball is made to recoil when it has struck the object ball. The cue,

striking the cue ball below the centre, imparts to it two motions,

one of which impels it forward and the other causes it to rotate
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backwards. "When it oomes in contaot with the object ball it gives

its impelling motion to it, and preserving the backward rotatory

motion, retrogrades in obedience to it. The attainment of excel-

lence in this stroke will require the pupil's serious attention and

careful practice. Many of the too ambitious, who imagine they

can conquer the difficulties of billiards by a coup de main, are often

surprised at the " ripping" result (as far as concerns the cloth) of a

too inconsiderate and hasty attempt to "force" their play. This is

one of the three strokes in giving which the cue abandons its nor-

mal horizontal position ; its point is lowered to the extent shown in

the diagram.

THE JUMP.

Stroke No. 4 is of minor importance. Its name is due to the

effect it produces. The ball struck as in No. 4 jumps from the

table in proportion to the strength of the stroke. The reason is

very simple. The cue stroke produces on the ball the same effect

as if the latter was thrown upon the table at the same angle, and

with a force equal to the strength of the stroke given by the cue.

THE PERPENDICULAR STROKE.

This stroke is difficult of execution, and is rarely employed.

There are circumstances, however, which occasionally render its

employment necessary, as when the player's ball happens to be so

closely flanked by two other balls that a carom cannot be made by
any other means.

The understanding of the various physical principles on which

the above five strokes are based, will, we think, be facilitated by the

following diagram

:

In this diagram, a represen-

tation of a wheel is substituted

for the figure of a billiard ball,

given in the cut preceding it.

If the wheel suspended in the

air be struck fairly in the cen-

tre spoke at No. 1, it will ad-

vance in the direction of the

:Tee impelling it. This gives

us the principle of the Centre
Stroke.
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If it be struck above the centre, at No. 3, two distinct forces will

be imparted, to wit : a forward impelling force and a forward rota-

tory force. The principle of the following stroke is the same.

If the wheel be struck at 4, two tendencies are likewise imparted

to it : a tendency to jump from the concussion and a tendency to

advance in the direction of the impelling force. A more familiar

illustration may be given, by placing an India rubber ball on the

table and striking it at a point corresponding with 4. It will jump
up and bound forward from the point at which it has been struck.

This shows the principle of the Jump.

If the wheel be struck as in 5, a rotatory backward tendency will

be imparted to it, in addition to a slight forward impelling motion,

which is soon neutralized by the friction of the cloth or by contact

with another ball, when the rotatory backward movement at once

asserts its supremacy and the ball moves in accordance with it.

And here we have the principle of the Perpendicular Force.

If the wheel be struck at No. 2, a forward tendency and a back-

ward rotating motion will be communicated to it. When the former

tendency has been removed either by the preponderance of the

rotatory motion or by imparting it to another ball, the wheel or ball

obeys the backward rotatory motion by retrograding towards its

starting point. The Force is thus explained.

The pupil should thoroughly master these first principles, and

have constantly before his mind the fortes simple and compound
which ho communicates to the balls by striking them in certain

ways, and knowing these he will always have a reason for his play,

and elevate himself above the level of a mere automaton billiard

player.

Next come other strokes, which, from their being given at either

side of a line drawn through the centre of the ball, may be termed

side strokes.

When we strike a ball at a distance of one-eighth, one-quarter,

or one-half from the centre, we communicate to it the double ten-

dency of advancing in obedience to the propelling force and rota-

ting horizontally in the direction of the side on which it has been

struck.

The diagram on the next page represents the billiard ball facing

the student. Within it are drawn four diameters ; one perpendic-

ular to the bed of the table, one parallel to it, and two diagonals

drawn at equal distances from the horizontal and perpendicular
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diameters. Those diameters are intersected by concentric circles,

described respectively with a radius of half and quarter the half

diameter. On the horizontal are marked the points where a con-

centric circle with a radius of six-eighths of the whole diameter

would intersect. The perpendicular and horizontal are subdivided

into eighths, a subdivision which the pupil himself may apply to

the same diagonals.

The ball when struck one-quarter or one-half above the centre on

the perpendicular line will rotate forward on a horizontal axis.

When struck below the centre on the same line, it will rotate

backward on a horizontal axis.

When struck on the horizontal line one-quarter or one-half left

or right of the centre, it will rotate on a perpendicular axis in the

direction of the side on which it is struck.

When struck at one-quarter or one-half above the centre on

either of the diagonal lines, it will rotate on a diagonal axis with a

following tendency.

When struck below the centre on the same lines, it will rotate on

a diagonal axis with a retrograding tendency.

The billiard ball may be more minutely subdivided, but at present

this would only confuse the pupil.
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Before we dismiss, for the present, the question of the various

axes on which the cue ball is made to revolve by the manner of

striking it, we must request the pupil to bear in mind that when it

touches any one of the cushions obliquely, its axis undergoes a

change, and it revolves on an axis in conformity with the point of

its contact with the cushion. Thus a ball struck exactly in the

centre by the cue, would, by oblique contact with the left side

cushion—the player being supposed to stand at the head of the

table—revolve on a different axis to the end cushion, the contact

with which would nearly restore it to its original axis, which would

be changed again by the oblique contact with the right side cushion.

Let the pupil bear in mind also that a change of axis is dependent,

not only on the manner of striking and the point of contact, but also

on the degree of strength with which the cue ball is struck.

THE PRINCIPLES OF HAZARDS.

Having shown the pupil how and where he was to strike the cue

ball, in order to give it motions of various kinds, we will proceed to

explain to him how and where the cue ball must strike the object

ball, in order to impel the latter in any given direction. The exe-

cution of hazards depends upon the accomplishment of this. The
pupil may increase his facility for making hazards by drawing an

imaginary line with the eye from the centre of the pocket through

the centre of the object ball ; where that line meets the circumfer-

ence of the ball, is the point where the object ball must be struck

to accomplish the hazard.

The pupil's entire attention is required for the diagram on the

next page, which will lu-lp to explain this portion of our subject.

The balls are represented as seen from above.

The words "full ball," "half ball," "quarter ball," and "fine

ball," marked on the diagram, we will now explain in their exact

signification in the present instance :

The full ball is the name given to the contact of the balls

when the point of that contact is the exact centre of each ball

;

when, to the eye, placed on a level with a line drawn through tho

centre of the cue ball, it would completely mask the object ball, or,

to borrow an illustration from astronomy, when they are in apposi-

tion. The effect of such particular contact would be to impel the

object ball in exactly the same direction as the cue ball wiuld have
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oontinued to follow, had no con

from the diagram, which show

when the cue ball strikes th

contact. The angle formed

taken place. This will be seen

3 that the course of the object ball,

after being struck "full," or, fully,

(to speak more grammatically,

though less technically,) is a pro-

longation of the right line drawn

through the centre of both balls.

Half ball is the contact of the

cue ball aud the object ball, at a

point half- way between the line

drawu through the centre, and a

parallel line drawn through the ex-

treme possible poiut of contact.

The dotted line, marked half ball,

shows the angle the line of direc-

tion followed by the object ball

would make with the line drawn

through the centre. When the

object ball is struck at the " half

ball's" point of contact, (the cue

ball being struck fairly in the cen-

tre, and with medium force,) the

angles formed by the liues of di

reetion of both balls with the ceu-

tre line will be equal.

Qi aktkk ball is the contact of

the cue ball with the object ball,

at a point removed from the centre

line, about a quarter of the dis-

tance between that Hue and the

extreme point of contact possible.

The liue of direction the object

ball thus struck would follow, as

will be seen by the accompanying

diagram, would bisect the angle

formed by the centre liue, and the

line of direction of the "half ball."

The term fine ball is used

e object ball at the extreme point of

by the line of direction taken by the
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object ball with the centre line, would be the most obtuse possible.

By choosing intermediate points between those shown in the dia-

gram, the player can, of course, still further modify the angle formed

by the line of direction of the object ball with the centre line.

The foregoing may be resumed in the following general prin-

ciple : The further the point of contact is from the centre, the

greater the divergence of the object ball from the line drawn thro\ gh

the centre, and the more acute the angle described by the line of

direction of the cue ball after the contact.

THE PRINCIPLE OF THE CAROM.

Having treated of the manner of giving any desired direction to

the object ball, by the manner in which the cue ball was made to

come into contact with it, which constitutes the principle of hazards,

the next portion of the game which requires the pupil's attention,

and the most important and scientific department in it, is the ac-

quisition of the skill to direct the motions of the cue ball after its

contact with the object ball. This is the principle of the carom.

The pupil will set out with the

general principle, that the further

from the centre the cue ball, if

struck exactly in its centre, is made
to strike the object ball, the less will

it deviate after contact with the lat-

ter, from the right line of its primi-

tive direction.

The force necessary to impel a

ball from the string to the lower end

of the table, etc., is amply explained

in the accompanying diagram. Al-

so, obs< ve the following abbrevia-

tions. A., means above the centre of

the ball. B., below the centre. R.,to

the right of it. L., to the left of it.

Q. P., the strength or quantity of

power which must be applied to the

cue ball. The diagram explains the

various qualities by the numerals 1,

2, 3, and 4.

18

a

No. 1.
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EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT DEGREES
OF STRENGTH.

The accompanying diagram will

show the different effects produced
by different quantities of power,

though the cue ball strike the ob-

ject ball in exactly the same spot,

and the former be struck by the

cue at exactly the same point.

For instance, strike the cue ball

with Q. P. causing it to come in

contact with the object ball at the

point indicated in the diagram.

The result of the stroke will be a

carom on the furthest ball.

Strike the ball as before, merely

changing the quantity of power to

No. 2, and the result will be a car-

om on the second ball.

Increase the quantity of power to

3£, and the effect will be a carom

on the third or nearest ball.

THE ANGLES OF THE TABLE.

A principal study in the game of billiards to which the attention

of the student should be directed, is what are commonly called the

angles of the table, or in other words, the course which the balls

follow after reverberation from the elastic cushions.

The beginner may take a ball and, striking it fairly in the centre,

with proper force, play it in different directions upon the cushions,

and by regarding attentively the course it takes after striking a cush-

ion, he will discover that in every case, the angle of reflection is equal

to the angle of incidence, or, in other words, the direction of the ball,

after striking the cushion, is exactly the counterpart of its course
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previous to the contact. This statement presupposes that the
cushions and bed of the table are correct and accurate.

The principle that the angle of reflection is equal to or coincident
with the angle of incidence, will be found sufficiently correct for all

practical purposes; but much depends on the nature of the stroke,
as the least deviation from the centre stroke produces a correspond-
ing deviation in the angle. Moreover, the strength with which the
ball is struck will have a tendency to vary the return angle, as will

be hereafter shown. The diagram No. 2 illustrates the simple
angles. The student must particularly observe the power or
strength required for the different strokes.

For example : play from the spot at the head of the table at the
middle nail or sight opposite with Q. P. No. 1, or upwards, and the

ball, if struck fairly in the centre, will return over its original

course, and hit the corresponding nail behind the spot. In tn>
proposition, and in all others, we suppose the cushions to be cor-

rect, and the tables level.

Again, play the ball from either of the points marked 2, with Q.
P. 2i, and it will return over the corresponding line at an anglo of

reflection equal to that of incidence.

Play from point 3, on a line between the centre of the lower cor-

ner pocket and the nail at the bottom of the table, as marked, with

Q. P. No. S, and the ball will be returned at a similar angle in the

opposite pocket. Shots 4 and 5 are further illustrations.

After a little practice in this way, with one ball, the student

should take two balls, combining his observation of the motion ac-
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quired by the contact of these with that obtained by their subse-

quent contact and rebound from the cushion.

It is essentially requisite, to constitute a good player, to acquire

a perfect knowledge of the angles of the table, and consequently it

will repay the student to practise alone at the table, as we have in-

dicated ; it will give him an acquaintance with the course of the

ball, after contact with the cushions, that will render his future ad-

vancement in the game comparatively easy of accomplishment.

DOUBLE OR COMPOUND ANGLES.

No. 8.

The diagram marked No. 3 exhibits the same principle as the

preceding one, but with double or compound angles. There can

be no better test of the correctness of the cushions than a trial of

these strokes. Thus, if stroke 2 had been played with increased

power, the ball would have been pocketed in the left hand upper

corner pocket, supposing, for the sake of argument, that cushions

absolutely perfect could be found. Of course, however, nothing

human is perfect ; and the cushions most nearly approaching these

requirements are the best.

The stroke marked 1, though the ball has there to travel over a

shorter distance, requires to the full as much power as stroke 3,

which moves over thrice the space. This is caused by the greater

obtuseness of the angle made by 1. If stroke 1 were played with

less power the angle would be more obtuse.

The following diagram shows the different angles which will

result from the same stroke when played with different degrees of
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strength. For example : play from the position marked with Q. P.
No. 2, and the ball, after taking three cushions, as shown in the

line marked 1, will be delivered into the opposite corner pocket.

Play the same stroke with Q. P. No. 3, and the increased strength

will cause scoter angles, as shown in the lines marked 2. Increase

the power still more, and the lines marked 3 will be given—the cue

ball to be struck in the centre.

To account for these changes, we must bear in mind that when

the ball is struck violently against the cushion, the latter, as it

were, grips its side, and sends it spinning forward with a stronger

inclination to the perpendicular axis. This change causes the ball

to be thrown back from the second and third cushions at angles of

reflection more obtuse than those of incidence.

SIMPLE ANGLES PRODUCED FROM THE OBJECT BALL.

We have now so far developed the theory of the game of billiards

that the pupil may proceed to practise in an intelligent manner, and

not be dependent on chance for revealing to him the effects of cer-

tain strokes and certain methods of striking. The student is now
familiar with the simple angles in the theory, and must now go to

work to produce them, and continue his practice until he can effect

them at will.

The diagram on the next page will furnish him two strokes for

practice in the production of simple angles from the object ball.

Let him commence by making the angles across the table, as in

figure 1 ; and when he can make them, and not before, proceed to

practise the shot indicated in figure 2. Perfection in the aecom-
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plisbment of these shots, simple as they may appear, is the founda-

tion of skill in billiards, and as the basis is sound or otherwise, so

with the structure raised upon it.

We must impress upon the learner that he must strike the cue

ball exactly in the centre, in all cases, to produce simple angles.

Until he is perfectly grounded in this centre stroke, he must avoid

every thing approaching to the twist with the greatest care. Too
many beginners, in their haste to play like adepts, disdain the

practice of these strokes, and jump at once to twisting shots, forces,

jumps, and even masses, forgetting that vaulting ambition o'erleaps

itself and falls on t'other side.

THE SIDE STROKE OR TWIST.

We now come to the effect produced by striking the cue ball on

the side, all our previous illustrations having treated on the natural

stroke, or where the cue ball was struck in the centre.

The cue ball and the object ball being in the same relative posi-

tions, and the point of contact being in all cases the same, the

jourse of the cue ball, after striking the object ball, can be infinitely

raried at the will of the player by the use of the side stroke.

But let us see how the side stroke is made. The ball must be

struck on the side on which it is intended to go after contact with the

object ball. This is imperative. The side stroke does not take

proper effect till the ball comes into concussion with another ball

or the cushion. When the ball is struck on either the right or the

left side, the scientific effect of the stroke is to remove the axis or

travelling centre of the ball a little to the right or left. As the ball
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leaves the cue, it travels on this false axis till it comes into contact

with another object. When that contact takes place, the natural

roll of the ball is resumed, and it flies off from the point of impact

by a sharper or more acute angle than it would have done had it

been struck full in the centre. Another point to remember is, that

the side stroke must not be made by a very hard or heavy blow

;

the more gentle the stroke, consistent with the object intended and

the distance to be travelled, the greater the certainty of execution.

It will be observed, too, that the ball progresses more rapidly at the

desired angle after impact with the object than before. This arises

from the greater freedom with which the ball travels on its natural

centre.

The accompanying diagram will give some idea of the value of

the "twist" or side stroke, in the game of billiards. The learner

will not fail to appreciate this value when he reflects that the cue

ball, driven from exactly the same point and striking the object ball

each time in exactly the same spot, can be made by various de-

grees of the twisting effect, to follow the different courses marked

by the lines 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. One need only measure the differ-

ence between the course marked 1 and that indicated by 5 to con-

ceive a proper respect for the potency of the twist.

The points of contact of the cue and the cue ball, and the amounts

of strength necessary to produce these different angles, are the fol-

lowing :

Strike the cue ball J R., J A., Q. P. 24, hitting the object ball so

as to make it follow the track marked out by the line to the left,

and the cue ball will return over line 1.
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Strike the cue ball \ R., hitting the object ball as before, and tho

cue ball will return over the line marked 2.

Strike the oue ball R. f , Q. P. 3, and the former will return over

line 3.

Strike the cue ball h R-, Q. P- 3, and it will return over line 4.

Strike the cue ball \ L., Q. P. 3, and it will return over line 5.

The production of the different angles marked in the diagram will

furnish the pupil with several strokes for practice, which are as im-

portant as they are interesting. When he has thoroughly mastered

these strokes, when the various points of striking and the different

quantities of power are so graven on his mind that he can judge

with quickness the requirements of each stroke in these particulars,

he will have made a long step iu advance into the mysteries of

billiard science. His hand may fail to execute what he conceives,

but the education of the hand must be the work of time and prac-

tice, which alone can discipline it.

THE 44 FOLLOW" AND "FORCE."

The Follow.—The principles of the follow have already been

laid down in the proper place. It differs from the force, in that the

cue strikes the player's ball above the centre, and gives it a forward

rolling tendency, which is continued after propelling motion has

been communicated, by contact, to the object ball.

Stroke No. 1 (page 417) is a following shot for practice.

Strike the cue ball \ A., Q. P. 2i, striking the object ball so as

to pocket it, as indicated in the diagram, and the carom on ball 1

will be made by a follow.

The Force.—The principle of this beautiful and useful stroke

has been already explained. We briefly recapitulate : The force is

that particular cue stroke which, by being applied quickly and

sharply below the centre, communicates, at the same time, a for-

ward movement and a retrograde tendency ; the former of which is

nullified by contact with another ball, and the latter, then acting

alone, causes the ball to move slowly backwards.

Shot No. 2 on the following diagram is given for the practice of

the force. The pupil must be exceedingly patient, and persevere

in the practice of it. It is the most difficult stroke he has yet

essayed, but his time and care will be well repaid by proficiency in

the execution of this stroke.
f

To effect the carom on ball 2, the force must be brought into
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requisition : strike the cue ball | B., Q. P. 3, with a quick impul-

sive motion, hitting the object ball so as to pocket it in the corner

pocket, as represented in the diagram, and the cue ball, recoiling,

as if it interpreted the wish of the player, will effect the carom on
ball 2.

At the risk of repetition, we must again impress upon the learner

the necessity of patient and continual practice of these shots. His
first attempt will necessarily be attended with failure, but he must
not be discouraged or impatient. Great writers have said that in-

dustry is genius. It is, indeed, the price of success in every de-

partment of study. Let the billiard student remember that patience

and perseverance remove mountains.

In the diagram, on the next page, the balls numbered are to be

caromed on, those toward the head of the table by a force, those

towards the foot by a follow. The marked lines show the course

the object ball will take when struck so as to make such caroms as

represented on the balls of corresponding numbers. The cue ball

is that at which the cue is directed. To force back the ball in a

straight line to the place from whence it started, strike the object

ball full, the cue ball a quarter or a half below, with quantity of

power 2k—which, according to the table of quantities given in our

opening lessons, would be the strength sufficient to propel the ball

from the string to the opposite cushion, thence back to the cushion

behind the string, and thence three-quarters down the table, the

unit or quantity of power No. 1 being the amount of force neces-

sary to propel a ball from the string to the opposite cushion, and

thence back to the cushion behind the string. The ball must be

struck below the centre, and with a quick, sharp force.

18*
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To carom by a force on ball 1 in the semicircle towards the head
of the table, the cue ball must be struck half below, one-quarter to
the left, quantity of power No. 3 ; the object ball will take the

direct :on of line 1. To carom on ball 2, strike the cue ball one-

eighth left, one-half below, quantity of power 3—the object ball to

take the direction of line 2. To carom on balls 3 and 4, on the

opposite side of the same semicircle, the same quantity of power is

to be used as in effecting the foregoing caroms, and the object ball

is to be struck in the same manner, only, of course, on the opposite

side, which will cause it to pursue the lines marked 3 and 4.

To make the cue ball follow in a direct line after the object ball,

strike the object ball full, the cue ball to be struck exactly on the

perpendicular central line quartered above, with quantity of power

No. 1, or more, at the player's option. To carom on ball 1 in the

lower circle, strike the cue ball one-quarter above, with quantity of

power No. 3, and the object ball one-fourth to the left of the centre,

so that it will take the direction of the line marked 1. To carom

on ball 2, strike the cue ball in the same way, and the object ball

one-eighth to the left. To make caroms on balls 3 and 4, the object

ball must be struck ou the opposite side from the foregoing. We
must here caution beginners agaiust a dangerous error into which

they are liable to fall in the commencement of their billiard studios,

both as regards the object ball and striking the cue ball. They are

apt to suppose that, to effect a "spread," it is necessary to hit the

object ball far from the centre ; but, by getting away too far from

the centre of the object ball, the consequence is a failure to effect

the stroke played for, and striking the cue ball in like manner is

productive of M iniscues" and other mishaps equally fatal.
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POSITION OF THE DIFFERENT SPOTS ON THE BILL-
IARD TABLE—ALSO THE SEMICIRCLES OR PLAYING
POINTS FOR THE ENGLISH AND FRENCH GAMES.

The letters A, B, C, and D, on the annexed diagram, show the

position of the Spots on the billiard table. In placing them, a line

is drawn down the centre of the table, from the centre nails or

sights in the head and lower cushions ; another line is then drawn
from the centre sights in the side cushions, across the table, and

where the lines intersect, the spots are placed. The spot at A,

being next the head of the table, is the light-red spot, and an imagi-

nary line across the table at this

point is the string ; the spot at B is

the dark-red spot.

The spot at C is the English spot,

which is to be thirteen inches from

the end or lower cushion, and is

used in playing the English game,

but in this country it is generally

put about nine inches from the lower

cushion.

The spot at D is for two-ball pool

and pin pool, and is placed about

fivo inches from the lower cushion.

E shows the pin pool spots, that

in the centre being number five

;

each of the others should be placed

about 2£ inches from it, in the posi-

tion represented on diagram.

F shows the position of the balls

in playing fifteen-ball pool. The
balls are placed in a triangular

»—

-

f

J f w

i.

/

i i

—

-4
frame, so as to insure exactness

—

the base of the triangle being parallel with the end, or lower cushion

of the table. The highest number—fifteen—should be placed on

the deep-red spot, at B.

Figures 1 and 2 show the positions of the semicircles, or playing

points for the English and French games.

In playing the English game, the semicircle is drawn from the
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light-red spot, with a radius of ten inches. In England, the spot

is placed two feet six inches from the cushion.

The semicircle for the French game is drawn with a radius of

six inches.

RULES OF THE AMERICAN OR FOUR BALL GAME.

RULE I.—ON STRINGING FOR THE LEAD.

Whoever, playing from within the stri7ig against the lower

cushion, can bring his ball nearest to the cushion at which he

stands, is entitled to the choice of lead and balls. Provided,

l?t. That the player's ball, in stringing, has not touched any
other ball upon the table ;

2d. Nor has fallen into any of the pockets ; in either case he

loses the choice.

RULE U.—ON LEADING,

1st. In leading, the player's ball must be played with sufficient

strength to pass below the deep-red ball, or he loses his choice.

2d. It must not be played with so much strength as to repass the

deep-red ball a second time, after having rebounded from the foot

of the table. In this latter case, it is optional with the adversary

to make the player spot his ball on the pool spot, play it over again,

or take the lead himself. [The lead shall be considered a stroke."]

RULE III. OX THE OPENING OF THE GAME.

Once the lead is made, the game is considered as commenced,

and neither player can withdraw except under the circumstances

hereafter specified. But no count or forfeiture can be made until

each player has played one stroke.

RULE IV.—ON FOUL STROKES.

The penalty for a foul stroke is this : that the player cannot

count any points he may have made by such stroke, and that his

adversary is entitled to the next play. The following are among

the strokes called foul

:

1st. If either player use his opponent's ball to play with, the

stroke is foul •, and, if successful, he cannot count, provided the

error is found out before a second shot is made. But,

2d. Should two or more strokes have been made previous to the
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discovery, the reckoning cannot be disturbed, and the player may
continue his game with the same ball. And,

3d. If it be found that the players have changed balls during the

game, and if the change can be brought home to neither in particu-

lar, each must keep the ball he has, and let the game proceed.

4th. Should both the white balls be off the table together, and

should either player, by mistake, pick up the wrong one and play

with it, the stroke must stand, and he can count whatever he has

made.

5th. If the striker play at a ball before it is fully at rest, or while

any other ball is rolling on the table, the stroke is foul, and no

count can be effected.

6th. If, when in the act of taking aim, a player should touch the

ball more than once with his cue, the stroke is considered foul.

7th. If the player, when playing with the butt of his cue, does

not withdraw the butt before the cue ball touches the object ball,

the stroke is foul.

8th. When a red ball is holed, or forced off the table, the striker,

before playing, does not see that said red ball is replaced upon its

proper spot—supposing such spot to be unoccupied—the stroke he

may make, while the red is not in its proper place, is foul. But
should the spot be covered by any other ball, when the red is

pocketed or forced off, the red must remain off the table until its

proper position is vacant, and all the balls cease rolling.

9th. If, when the player's ball is in hand, he does not cause it to

pass outside the string, before touching any of the object balls or

cushion, (except in a case mentioned in the following rule,) the

stroke is foul, and his opponent may choose whether he will play

with the balls as they are, have them replaced in their original posi-

tions, or cause the stroke to be played over a second time ; or,

should the player make a losing hazard under such circumstances,

the penalty may be enforced.

10th. Playing at a ball whose base, or point of contact with the

table, is outside of the string, is considered playing out of the

string; and the stroke is a fair one, even though the side which the

cue ball strikes is hanging over, and therefore within the string.

11th. If, after making a successful stroke, the player obstructs

the free courses of the balls upon the table, he becomes subject to

the penalties of a foul stroke, and cannot score his points.

12th. If the player, with his bull in hand, play at an object ball
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that is exactly cm the string, the stroke is foul; for a ball on the

string must be treated as if within it.

13th. If the striker, through stretching forward or otherwise, has

not at least one foot on the floor while striking, the shot is foul, and

no points can be reckoned.

14th. If a player shall alter the stroke he is about to make, at

the suggestion of any party in the room—even if it be at the sug-

gestion of his partner in a double match, except where a special

agreement is made that partners may advise—the altered stroke

which he plays is foul, and he cannot count any points that may be

won thereby.

15th. A touch is a shot. And if a player, by accident or design,

touch or disturb any ball on the table, other than his own, it is foul;

he lias, however, the privilege of playing a stroke, provided his own
ball has not been touched, but can make no count on the shot.

16th. In playing a shot, if the cue leaves the ball, and touches it

again, the stroke is foul.

17th. Placing marks of any kind whatever, either upon the

cushions or table, is foul; and a player, while engaged in a game,

has no right to practise a particular stroke on another table.

RULE V.—ON FORFEITURES.

1st. If the player fails to hit any of the balls upon the table with

his own ball, he forfeits one, which must be added to his adver-

sary's count.

2d. The player forfeits two when his own ball is pocketed after

having touched a white one, and this totally irrespective of its

having touched one or both of the reds.

But there is one case connected with the lead, in which a person

can lose three even after touching the white—to wit : when he first

strikes the red, and then pockets himself off his opponent's ball.

In all other cases he can only lose two, when his own shall have

touched his opponent's before going into the pocket. The addi-

tional penalty of one in this case is exacted for having first touched

the red.

3d. He forfeits two to his opponent, also, when he causes his

ball to jump off the table or lodge on the top of the cushion, after

having touched his opponent's ball.

4th. When his own ball is pocketed, or jumps off the table, or

lodges on the cushion, as before described, without either having
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touched any ball at all, or having only touched one or more red

ones, the player forfeits three.

[In and around New York, three is the highest number that a

player can be mulcted for any single stroke ; but in some other

parts of the Union, they add to this forfeiture any number of points

wmch he may otherwise have made by the stroke.]

5th- If the player cause any ball to jump off the table, and should

it, by striking against any of the bystanders, be flung back upon

the board, it must still be looked upon and treated as if it had fallen

to the floor. If a red ball, it must be spotted ; if a white one, held

in hand; and if it be the cue ball, the player shall forfeit two or

three to hi^ opponent, conformably to the terms laid down in the two

preceding paragraphs.

6th. Though the striker, when playing with the wrong ball, can-

not count what points he may make, except in those cases men-
tioned in the second, third, and fourth paragraphs of Rule IV. t

nevertheless, whatever forfeitures he may incur while playing with

the wrong ball, he is bound to pay, as if he had been playing with

his own.

7th. Any player who has commenced a game, as specified in Rule

II., must either finish or forfeit it, except under the circumstances

particularly set forth in Rule VII.

RULE VI.—ON CASES WHERE THE BALLS ARE IN CONTACT.

1st. When the cue ball is in contact with any other ball, the

striker may effect a count either by playing first upon some ball

other than that with which his own is in contact, or by playing

first against the cushion, or bv a masse. In either of the two

last mentioned cases, it is immaterial which ball the returning

cue ball strikes first.

[The above rule went into effect January 1, 1S67.1

2d. This stipulation observed, the play can then be pursued en-

tirely as if the balls had not been in contact.

E1JLE VII.—ON WITHDRAWING PROM, WITHOUT FINISHING, A GAME.

1st. The player may protest against his adversary's standing in

front of him, or in such close proximity as to disarrange his aim.

2d. Also, against loud talking, or any other annoyance by his

opponent, while he is making his play.

3d. Also, against being refused the use of the bridge, or any
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other of the instruments used in that room in playing, except where

a special stipulation to the contrary was made before commencing

the game.

4th. Or in case his adversary shall refuse to abide by the marker's

or company's decision on a disputed point, which it was agreed be-

tween them to submit to the marker, or company for arbitration:

in any one, or all of the foregoing cases, if the discourtesy be per-

sisted in, the party aggrieved is at liberty to withdraw, and the

game shall be considered as drawn, and any stakes which may have

been depending on it must be returned.

5th. Should the interruption or annoyance have been accidental,

the marker, if so requested by the player, who is entitled to repeat

his stroke, must replace the balls as near as possible in the position

they occupied before the player made the stroke in which he was

interrupted.

RULE VIII.—ON CASES IN WHICH THE MARKER MUST REPLACE
THE BALLS, IF CALLED ON, AS NEARLY AS POSSIBLE IN THEIR
FORMER POSITION.

1st. In the ease mentioned in the 5th paragraph of the preceding

rule.

2d. Where any of the balls, when at rest, are moved by accident.

3d. Where any of the balls, while rolling, are suddenly ob-

structed either by accident or design. In this case, the marker, if

so requested by the players, shall place the interrupted ball as near-

ly us possible in the situation which it would apparently have occu-

pied had it not been stopped.

4th. Where the cue ball, resting on the edge of a pocket, drops

into it before the striker has time to play.

5th. Where the object ball, in a similar position, is rolled back
into the pocket by any of the ordinary vibrations of the table or

atmosphere.

Cth. In all the cases aforementioned, where it is specified that in

consequence of a foul stroke, the player's opponent shall have the

option, either of playing at the balls as they are, or causing them
to be replaced by the marker.

7th. When either or both of the red balls are pocketed, or forced

off the table, it is the marker's duty to spot them before another

stroke is played—except the spot appropriate to either be occupied
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by one of the playing balls, in which case the red one must be kept

in hand until its position is uncovered.

8th. If, after playing a ball, the player should attempt to obstruct

or accelerate its progress by striking it again, blowing at it, or any

other means, his opponent may either play at the balls as they

stand, or call upon the marker to replace them in the position they

would otherwise have occupied.

RULE IX.—ON THE DUTY OF PLAYERS TO EACH OTHER.

1st. Each player must look after his own interest, and exercise

his own discretion. His opponent cannot be called on to answer

such questions as "Is the ball outside or inside the string?" "Are
the balls in contact ?" and so forth. These are questions for the

player's own judgment to decide.

2d. Each player should attend strictly to his own game, and

never interfere with his adversary's, except when a foul stroke or

some other violation of these rules may call for forfeiture.

RULE X.—ON THE DUTY OF THE MARKER AND THE SPECTATORS
TO THE PLAYERS.

1st. In a single game, no one, not even the marker, has a right

to interfere with the play, or point out an error which either has

been or is about to be committed. The player to whose prejudice

the foul stroke is made must find that out for himself.

2d. Even after a stroke has been made, no one in the room has

any right to comment on it, either for praise or blame ; for the same
stroke may occur again in the course of the .game, and the player's

play be materially altered by the criticism to which he has just

been listening.

3d. Let the marker and spectators keep their places as much as

possible, for if they crowd or move around the table they are liable

to interfere with the players, and certain to di.stract their attention.

4th. When the spectators are appealed to by the marker for their

opinion on a point which he has been asked, but finds himself un-

able to decide, such of them as are well acquainted with the game
should answer according to the best of their knowledge and belief.

Those who know little or nothing of the game would oblige them-

selves and others by at once confessing their incompetency. Either

they may not have seen the disputed stroke, or, seeing it, may not

have been familiar with its merits.
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FURTHER RULES FOR THE FOREGOING GAME, WHEN PLAYED AS
A FOUR-HANDED MATCH.

In a four-handed match—two playing in partnership against two

—the foregoing rules of the single game must be substantially ob-

served, with the following additions

:

In tins double match, the player's partner is at liberty to warn

him against playing with the wrong ball, or playing when his ball

is in hand, at an object ball within the string ; but he must not give

him any advice as to the most advantageous mode of play, etc., etc.,

except it has been otherwise agreed before the opening of the game.

FURTHER RULES FOR THE SAME GAME, WHEN PLAYED BY THREE
INDEPENDENT PLAYERS.

The rules of the single American game are substantially binding

in the three-handed game, with the following additions, to meet the

increase of players

:

1st. The players commence by stringing for the lead, and he who
brings his ball nearest to the cushion (as in the single game) wins

the choice of lead, balls, aud play ; and he who brings his ball next

nearest to the cushion has the next choice of play.

2d. All forfeitures in this game count for both of the opponents,

at the same rate as in the single-handed game.

3d. He who can first make sixty-six points is out ; the other two

continue until one reaches the hundred.

4th. When he who has first made sixty-six retires from the game,

the player whose hand is out adopts his ball, as that ball is entitled

to its run, and also to the next play.

5th. If the player should cause both his opponents to become

sixty- six by a forfeiture, neither of the parties can claim game

thereon, but must win it by their next count. But if only one of

the opponents be in a position to become sixty-six by a forfeiture,

then the forfeiture reckons as usual, and that opponent wins the

game when such forfeiture is made.

RULES FOR PLAYING FIFTEEN BALL POOL.

1st. The order of playing may be settled by a number of little

balls (as many balls as there are players). They are drawn at

random by the marker and presented to the different players
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These little balls are numbered one, two, three, etc., up to the num-

ber of players ; and the number engraved on the ball which the

marker hands to the player decides his position in the game, and

the order of rotation. The player plays from behind the string, as

in the ordinary game, and may miss if he likes—but the miss, and

all misses at this game, will score three against him. The other

players follow him in their order of rotation.

id. The player, if it pleases him, may use either the butt of the

cue or the mace, and jam his own ball against the others, not being

obliged to withdraw the mace or cue before the cue ball comes in

contact with the object ball.

3d. As the sum total of the figures on the 15 balls amounts only

to 120, of which 61 is more than half, whoever makes the latter

number first is winner, and may claim the stakes.

4th. Three points are deducted from a player's score for making
a miss or losing hazard, or forcing his own ball otF the table.

5th. If the player pockets one or more of the object balls and his

own ball at the same time, he cannot score for the numbered balls,

which must be placed on the spot, or in a line behind it, if the spot

be occupied, and he forfeits three for his losing hazard.

6th. A hazard is good in this game, even when the cue and ob-

ject balls are in contact.

7th. As in the ordinary game, the player, when the cue ball is in

hand, may play from any place within the string at any object ball

outside it.

8th. And should none of the object balls be outside, he may spot

that which is nearest out of the string on the deep-red spot, and
play accordingly.

9th. Should there be a tie between two or more of the highest

players, its decision may be referred to the succeeding game ; and
whoever counts highest in that, shall be declared the victor of tho

former ono, totally independent of the game that is then on hand.

A man may thus win an undecided game of fifteen ball pool by
scoring one in the succeeding game, provided neither of his adver-

saries scored any thing at all.

10th. Should they again be tied in the second game, it may be

referred to a third.

11th. Should the player, when playing, disturb any ball other

than his own, he loses his stroke.
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RULES FOR THE GAME OF PIN POOL.

The following rules are for the game, as played in New York and

jta vicinity, and may be adapted in the important matter of counts,

forfeitures, &c, to the game, as played in all other parts of the Union.

In Philadelphia, and other places, four balls are used in playing it.

We shall, therefore, lay down rules for the regular game as played

in New York ; for to enter into all the varieties would be an end-

less task ; and when once the general rules are understood, the

different variations may be readily brought within its operation.

The game of Pin Pool is played with two white balls and one

red, together with five small wooden pins, which are set up in the

middle of the table, diamond-fashion, as in the Spanish game. But
in the latter game, each pin had the value of two points; while

in this, each pin has a value to accord with the position it occupies.

4*

3* 5* 2*

1*

The pin nearest the string line is called No. 1 ; the pin to the right

of it, No. 2 ; to the left, No. 3 ; the pin farthest from the string

line, No. 4 ; and the central pin is No. 5. These numbers are

generally chalked on the table in front of each particular pin.

Neither caroms nor hazards count; for pocketing your own ball,

or causing it to jump off the table, or lodge on the cushion, or for

missing altogether, you lose nothing. The only penalty is, that the

ball so offending shall be spotted about five inches from the lower

cushion, midway between the corner pockets.

When the pins are arranged, the rotation of the players is

determined in like manner as in fifteen ball pool; after which, eaeh

player receives- from the marker a little number-ball, which is

termed his private ball, the numlur of which is not known to any

of his opponents.

The object of the players is to knock down as many pins as will

count thirty- one, when the number on the private ball is added to

their aggregate : thus, if a player's private ball be No. 9, he will

have to gain twenty-two points on the pins before calling "Treuto-
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un," and whoever first gets thirty-one points in this manner, wins

the pool.

When the rotation of the players is decided, the red ball is spot-

ted about fire inches from the lower cushion, and midway between

the pockets, on a line drawn down the centre. The game is then

commenced.

Rule 1st. Player No. 1 must play with either of the white balls at

the red, or place his own ball on the deep-red spot.

2d. Player No. 2 must play at either ball, or spot his own ball on

the light-red spot.

3d. Players Nos. 1 and 2 may play from any part within the

string. No. 2 can play on any ball outside the string ; and should

none be so situated, he may have the red ball placed on its appro-

priate spot.

4th. After the second stroke has been played, the players, in their

order, may play with or at any ball upon the table.

5th. Unless the player has touched some ball upon the table be-

fore knocking down a pin, the stroke, under all circumstances, goes

for nothing, and the pin or pins must be replaced. But should two

balls be in contact, the player can play with either of the balls so

touching, direct at the pins, and any count so made is good.

6th. If a player, with one stroke, knocks down the four outside

pins, and leaves the central one untouched, under any and all cir-

cumstances he wins the game.

7th. But if the player has knocked down pins whose aggregate

number, when added to the number on his private ball, exceeds a

total of thirty-one, he is then " burst," and must then drop out of

the game, unless he claims the " privilege." If he wishes to claim

this, he must do so before another stroke is made, as otherwise ho

can only re-enter the game by the consent of all the players.

8th. Players having bursted, can claim "privilege" as often as

they are burst ; and when privilege is granted, the player draws a

new private ball from the marker, and has then the option either of

keeping that which he originally drew, or adopting the new one then

drawn ; but one or other he must return, or else he cannot, under

any circumstances, be entitled to the pool.

9th. Every privilege taken succeeds the last number of the play-

ers in the order of its play. Thus, if there are ten players, and No.

2 bursts, he appears again under privilege as No. 11, and follows

No. JO; and all the players that are burst after him will have to
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follow No. 11, in the order of their re-entry into play : so that if it

be the highest number in the pool that bursts, he will follow on

immediately after choosing his private ball.

10th. If a player make u miss, or pocket his own ball, or cause it

to jump off the table or lodge on the cushion; or if, after jumping
off, it should be thrown back, upon the table by any of the bystand-

ers—under any of these circumstances, the ball must be placed oa

the spot, rive inches from the lower cushion, on the central line; or,

should that be occupied, then on the deep-red spot; or, should that

also be occupied, then upon the light-red spot.

llth. Should the spot appropriated to any of the pins which have

been knocked down, be occupied by any of the balls, said pin must
remain off until said spot is again uncovered.

lvith. If a player has made thirty-one, he must proclaim it before

the next stroke is made ; for which purpose, a considerable delay must

be made between each play, more especially in the latter portion of

the game. But if a player has made thirty-oae, and fails to

announce it before the next play (a reasonable time having passed),

then he cannot proclaim the fact until the rotation of play again

comes round to him. In the mean while, if any other player makes
the uuinber, and proclaims it properly, he is entitled to the pool,

wholly irrespective of the tact that the number was made, though

not proclaimed, before.

13th. Merely touching a pin or shaking it goes for nothing, and

the pin must be replaced on its spot. To count a pin, it must be

either knocked down or removed two full inches from the spot oa

which it stood; in which case it shall be counted, even though it

maintains the perpendicular.

14th. A player cannot score any count he may have made by play-

ing out of his turn; but if he has made pins enough to burst him

by such stroke, the loss is established, unless in cases where he was

called on to play by some other of the players, who either believed

or pretended it was his turu. In such case he cannot be burst by

his stroke, and he whose turu it was to play, plays next in order.

loth. l*ius w hich ha%e been knocked down by a ball whose course

has in any wise been illegitimately interfered with, do not count;

nor can pins kuoeked down by auy other ball, set in motion by the

same play, be reckoned.

ltiih. If a ball jump off the table, and be rhrowu back by any of

the bystanders in such a way a^ to knock dowu pin.x, such pius do
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not count, and the ball must bo spotted as uforementioncd, and the

pins replaced. But if any other ball set in motion by the same

stroke gets pins, the pins so made by the other ball must be

reckoned.

17th. If the marker finds that there are any of the private balls

missing, it is then his duty to announce the number of the missing

ball ; as in no case can a player having that ball, or more than one

private ball in his possession, win the pool. His other duties con-

sist of keeping and calling the game at each stroke, and seeing that

the pins and balls be spotted when and as required.

18th. A player taking a privilege is entitled to a shot, to secure

his stake to the pool.

RULES OF THE FRENCH GAME.

THE THREE BALL CAROM GAME, AS PLAYED IN PARIS.

The three ball carom game, although much simplified, seeing

that it consists in the player's causing his own ball to strike the two

others, requires rules as much as any other game, not only to show

the manner in which it ought to be played, but also to determine

why a fault ought to be condemned, thus affording the only means

of avoiding disputes when this game is played strictly.

These rules accomplish this double object as much by the de-

scription which they give of the game, as by the rules, which are

based on the opinions of a great number of good players of Paris, by

whom they have been discussed and adopted.

THE THREE BALL CAROM GAME.

This game is played with three balls, two white and one red.

The billiard table has a string, a semicircle, and three spots on
which to place the balls.

The spots are placed on a line drawn lengthwise in the middle of

the table. One spot is placed in the centre of the table, the other

two are one-fourth of the length of the table, distant from the end

cushion, which distance is also the limit of the string. The spot at

the head of the table is taken as a centre for describing a semi-

circle with a radius of six inches.

The red ball is placed on the lower spot, which is called the red

spot, and one of the two white ones on the upper, which is called

the white spot, the third ball being in hand, and the first player be-
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ing at liberty to place it in any part of the semicircle, at his pleas-

ure, to play the opening stroke.

When a ball is in hand, the player has the right of playing it

from any point within the semicircle.

Poiuts are reckoned by caroms, which count one or two points,

\ as may be agreed on.

By misses, which count one for the adversary.

By various other mistakes, which will be explained further on,

and which cause the loss of points.

This plau of couuting the points is the one adopted iu the principal

billiard rooms, and by the best amateurs. They are also counted

iu this manner, wheu the game is played betweeu the first players

of Paris, because it gives au opportunity of making the player lose

a poiut, wheu he makes a miss, ami also of attachiug a penalty to

various errors.

These rules are arranged so as to be equally applicable when the

caroms count for one poiut only, but iu that case there is no for-

feiture in case of misses or mistakes.

Article 1. The players, after having agreed on the number of

points to be played, shall each take a ball, place it withiu the string,

and play at the same time upon the lower cushion, so as to make
the balls return withiu the striug. The player whose ball shall be

the nearer to the upper cushiou, shall have the choice either of

playing first, or of making his adversary do so ; a privilege which

thereafter shall belong to the loser of the preceding game.

Art. 2. The game shall consist of thirty points, if there be no

particular agreement between the players, and of fifteen if the

caroms count for one point only.

Art. S. The first to play, as has been said above, places his ball

iu any part of the semicircle at his pleasure ; he plays on the red,

and has no right to play on the white without first touching the loicer

cushion.

Art. 4. The player yields the table to his adversary wheu he has

failed to carom, or when he has committed some fault, which puts

his hand out.

Art. 5. The second player, whose ball has been placed on the

spot, plays iu his turn, and has the right to play on either ball, even

though both balls should happeu to be within the string.

Every player whose bull shall bo thus placed, when it is his turn

to play, >hull have the same right.
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Art. 6. The player must have at least one foot on the floor

;

further, the player, whose ball is in hand, is bound not to let his

body pass beyond the right line which the edge of the cushion

would describe if prolonged.

Art. 7. When a player is in hand, and the two other balls are

within the string, the red is taken up and placed upon the lower

spot; the white being left in the place it happens to occupy.

Art. 8. A ball whose point of contact is exactly on the string,

or a ball on the white spot, is considered within the string.

Art. 9. The carom is good, and the points count for the player,

even though his ball should be lost.

A ball is considered lost which remains on a cushion, or which

jumps off the table.

Art. 10. A pushing stroke subjects the player to the penalty of

losing one point, besides the points he may have made, and puts his

ball out of hand.

Art. 11. A stroke decided to be null prevents the player from

counting, and from continuing his play. \
Art. 12. A player who plays before the three balls have ceased

to roll, loses one point, and his stroke is null.

Art. 13. When two balls are in contact, the three balls are not

taken up, unless the one to be played is one of those in contact.

Art. 14. If a player shall have played a stroke with his adver-

sary's ball, without the latter or the spectators having warned him of

it, the stroke is good, and the points made are counted for the player.

Art. 15. If the balls are disturbed accidentally, they are to be

put in their places again, and the player shall play his stroke.

Art. 16. If a player, having just caromed, and thinking he has

won the game, disturbs the balls, his carom counts for him, but his

adversary has the right either to have the balls put in their places

approximatively, or to have them spotted.

Art. 17. If in playing, or after having played, the player dis-

turbs a ball, he loses one point, the stroke is null, and his adver-

sary has the right, either of having the ball which was disturbed,

spotted, or of keeping the position to play his stroke.

Art. 18. A player has no right to disturb the balls on his own
authority, and ought not to see it done without the consent of his

adversary; in default, the latter shall have the right of putting the

balls in their places again approximatively, and of obliging his ad-

versary to play.

19
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Art. 19. When the ball is very near another ball, the player

ought not to play without warning his adversary that the balls do

not touch, and giving him time to satisfy himself on that point.

Art. 20. When a player, placing himself, or being placed to

play his stroke, disturbs a ball from its place, he loses a point, but

he has the right of playing a null stroke.

Art. 21. A voluntary miss does not cause the loss of the game;
the adversary has the option either of having the stroke played

over again, or of counting the point and increasing the game by
one point.

Art. 22. A player, who blows on a ball to alter its course, loses

a point, and his stroke is null ; the adversary has the right either

to spot the ball, or to put it approximatively where it would have

stopped.

Art. 23. If a lost ball, in being put back on the table, disturbs

another, the ball which was disturbed shall be put in its place

again by the spectators, and the player whose turn it is to play

shall proceed.

Art. 24. The red ball, being lost, and its spot being occupied,

it shall be placed on the middle spot; if this latter should happen

to be also occupied, the red ball shall be placed on the string spot.

A white ball being lost, and its spot being occupied, shall be

placed upon the middle spot. In any of these cases, a ball thus

played shall not be taken up again after a stroke has been played.

Art. 25. A player, who abandons the game, declares it lost by

so doing.

Art. 2G. If a player proposes a bet with one of the spectators,

his adversary shall have the right of taking it up on his own ac-

count.

Art. 27. If a sum is lost, the winner shall pay the expenses ; if

this sum is insufficient, the players shall pay each half the excess.

DUTIES OF UMPIRES AND REFEREES.

On commencing a same, each principal appoints an Umpire, and the umpires select a

Referee, to control the frame. The duty of umpires is to guard the interests of their

principals, and secure adherence to rules. When an improper shot, wrong disposition

of balls, or other impropriety occurs, the umpire interested calls " foul," or u time," the

striker ceases, and the opposing umpire is consulted. If the latter allows the claim, the

fact is proclaimed, and the game proceeds, subject to the penalty. If the umpires dis-

agree, the point is given to the referee, whose decision is final. Players may also note

deviations from ru'es, and call upon the umpires for a decision. The umpires and ro

feree should he seated in an elevated position near the table, so as to be able to observt

every movement. It is desirable that the referee should sit in the centre, and the urn

pires on oither tide of him.
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BAGATELLE.

Bagatelle is to Billiards, what Draughts is to Chess, and ho

who plays the superior game seldom practises much at the other.

Bagatelle is played on a table smaller than that for Billiards, cush-

ioned and circular at one end, and instead of pockets, it has cups

set flush with the table, into which the ivory balls are driven with

the cue. These pockets are nine in number in the small table,

which is about ten feet long, and are set equidistant from each

other, one in the centre and the others arranged around it, at one

end of the table. The playing is done from the other end. In the

larger table, which is from twelve to fourteen feet long, the cups

are fifteen in number. Each of these is numbered—the centre

being the highest, and the number of the cup counts for the player

who puts a ball in it. The accompanying diagram represents a

fifteen hole table. The balls are nine in number, two colored and

seven white. In this article we will suppose the game is being

played upon a nine hole table.

The several games played on the Bagatelle Board are—La Baga-

telle (usually called the English game), Bagatelle a la Francais

(known generally as the French game), Sans Egal, Mississippi, and

Trou Madame. Besides these, there are the Carom and the Irish

games. Let us take them in the order here set down.

c

c
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LA BAGATELLE.

This game is played by any number of players, from two up-

wards, with nine balls, two of which are usually colored and count

double.

The red ball is placed on the spot, a, and the player strikes at it

with the other colored ball, endeavoring to hole it and his own ball

by the same stroke. He then plays with the other balls successive-

ly until the whole nine have been sent up the table.

Any number of rounds may be played as agreed on at the com-

mencement of the game, and he who obtains the greatest score wins

the game.

If the ball struck at rebounds from the cushion and passes the

string line, it is taken up and is considered lost for that round.

Sometimes two lines, b b and c c, are drawn across the table, one to

determine the string and the other the lost balls.

This is an extremely easy game to play, and we have seen some

persons so extremely dexterous as to be able to fill all the holes,

with the colored balls in tho eight and seven, in a single round.

The colored balls counting severally sixteen and fourteen, it is pos-

sible to obtain sixty in a single go ; or if the red ball were placed

in the centre hole (the nine) and the black in the eight hole, you

may even score as many as sixty-two. But such score is very un-

usual ; a hundred in three goes being considered good play. The
stroke for Bagatelle must be much more easy and gentle than that

for Billiards ; but what we have said with regard to side will apply

equally to both games. The score is sometimes marked on the

board itself, by means of pegs and holes along the edges.

THE FKENCH GAME.

The game is usually a hundred up, and may be played by two or

more players ; two or four is the usual number. The score is taken,

as in La Bagatelle, from the figures marked within the cups.

The red ball is placed on the spot, and he who has the break

strikes at it with the other colored ball. If he succeeds in holing

a ball at the start, he goes on till he fails: his adversary then

plays, and so on alternately, till the number determined on is ob-

tained. He who first gets that number wins the game.

Whilo either of the colored balls remain out of a hole it must be
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played at, and he who fails to strike it, forfeits five to his adver-

sary.

Missing a white ball counts one to the opposite party.

Knocking a ball off the table is usually a forfeit of five, though

in some rooms no penalty is enforced.

If a ball lies over a hole, and does not immediately fall into it,

the adversary may say—" I challenge that ball;" when, if it drops

into the cup (from the vibration of the room or table, etc.), it must

be replaced. This rule also applies to La Bagatelle.

SANS EGAL.

This game is not often played, though it is very amusing. It is

a good game for two players.

Each player chooses four balls ; and the red ball is placed on the

spot.

The player who has the lead strikes at the red, and if he hole it,

adds the number it makes to his score, as well as any losing hazard

he may make.

The two players then take alternate strokes, and he who makes
the greatest number of points in one round wins the game.

So long as the red ball is in play it must be struck at, under a

forfeit of five points.

To hole his adversary's ball counts against the striker.

MISSISSIPPI.

This game is played by means of a bridge placed across the

board, and a couple of little cushions against the side. Each player

strikes his ball against one of the cushions, so as to make it rebound

or carom on to the bridge, each arch of which bears a particular

number. When the ball passes through the bridge, the player

reckons the number of the arch to his score ; and he who obtains

the highest number in two or more rounds wins the game.

TROU MADAME
Is played in exactly the same way as Mississippi, except that the

balls are played direct at the bridge from the string, without the

small cushions.
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THE CAKOM GAME
Consists entirely of caroms, and may be played any number up. It

is played with three balls. There is not much art in making
caroms on a bagatelle board.

THE IRISH GAME
Consists of caroms and winning hazards only. It is played with

three balls, the carom oounting two, and the hazard as many as is

marked in tho cup. If the player's own ball falls into a hole, it

counts to his adversary.

There are two or three other games on the bagatelle board, but

they are too simple to need explanation.

RUSSIAN BAGATELLE, OR COCKAMAROO
TABLE.

The board used for this game is about four feet six inches long,

and two feet four inches wide, and is lined with green cloth.

DESCRIPTION OF THE BOARD.

The hole marked 100 is a cavity for the red ball, to be placed in

Elevated end of the board, at the commencement of the game only. It
which is au inclined plane, . »nr» i_ j • «j
lowest at the striking end! counts 100, as marked inside.

The arch, with the bell suspended, if rung

by any ball passing through, counts double

for whatever that ball may score by the

stroke. If it does not pass through, but

falls into the cup beneath the bell, it counts

only as marked, namely, 50.

The other arches with cups beneath them

count only as they are marked, namely,

20 on the sides, and 25 in the centre. Tho

pegs are brass pins standing up about \h

inches in height. On one side of the board

are slightly indented spots into which the

balls are projected. At the end are cavi-

ties into which the balls run, and which

count according to the number placed

above.
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RULES OF THE GAME.

1. Commence the game by stringing for the lead, as well as for

the choice of the balls and side of the board; whoever gets the

highest number takes the lead.

2. The leader must place his ball in the cavity on the side of tht

board he selects, and play it up, counting the points he may make
by the stroke ; after which his opponent plays from the opposite

aide of the board, and so on alternately.

3. When a ball lodges on the board without going into a hole or

running down to the bottom, the game must be continued with the

other ball, each player using it alternately. Whoever removes the

ball so lodged scores the number of points made by both the balls,

and the game proceeds as at first. Should the balls be lodged on

the board, that ball which was last stopped must be taken up and

used to continue the game.

4. The player continues to lead as long as he can hole his ball in

any of the cups.

5. The game to consist of one hundred or more, as may be agreed

upon at the commencement.

6. If the player's ball ring the bell, that is, passes through the

bell-arch, he scores double the number he would otherwise gain by
the stroke.

7. Playing into the top hole marked 100 is the game at once.

8. Should the ball go round to the opponent's side, the striker

loses five points and the lead ; or should he play his ball up, and it

returns without going on the board, he loses one point and the lead

9. The winner of the game takes the lead in the next.
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ROUGE ET NOIR.

This game, which is of comparatively modem origin, is some-

times called trente et quarantt* but more generally Rouge et Noir,

(Red and Black) y from the colors marked on the tapis or green

cloth with which the table is covered. The game is as follows

:

The first parcel of cards played is usually for Noir, the second

for Rouge, though sometimes the cards are cut to determine whioh

shall begin. Any number of persons may play, and risk their

mouey on the color they please, placing their stakes on the outer

semicircle : but after the lirst card is turned up, no money can be

staked for that coup.

The dealer and the croupier being seated opposite to each other,

the former takes six packs of curds, shuffles and distributes them
in various parcels to the various players to shuffle and mix. He
then finally shuffles them, and removes the end cards into various,

parts of the three hundred and twelve cards, until he meets with a

court card, which he must place upright at the end. This done, he

presents the pack to the punters, t. c, players, to cut, who place

• Tl.iity one uuU Kurty.
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the court card where the dealer separates the pack, and that part

of the pack beyond the court card, he places at the end nearest to

him, leaving the court card at the bottom of the pack.

The dealer then takes a quantity of cards, about as many as a

pack, and draws a card, which, after showing to the company, he

lays on the table : he draws a second ; a third, which he places in

the same row, right and left, until the number of points on the cards

amount to at least thirty-one ; so that if he should happen to count

only thirty, he must still draw another.

The cards retain their nominal value. The ace counts as one

point ; the II, two points ; the III, three points ; the IV, four

points ; the V, five points ; the VI, six points ; the VII, seven

points ; the VIII, eight points ; the IX, nine points ; the X, ten

points ; and the court cards ten points each.

The first row of cards, of which the number of points are at least

equal to thirty-one, and cannot consequently pass the number of

forty, is for the Noir; that is to say, it determines the chance of

those who have placed their money upon that part of the cloth

where the black mark is ; which is the shape of a diamond.

The tailleur immediately afterwards draws in the same manner

another row of cards for the Rouge.

If he has counted thirty-six points in the first row of cards, he

calls out, in a loud voice, to the players, six, to avoid the too fre-

quent repetition of the word thirty, which would recur too often,

but which is well understood ; and thirty-five points in the second

row of cards, which he also announces in like manner by saying

five. He adds, "Rouge gagne," red wins; because it is always

the thirty-one points, or those which more closely approach to them,

that win. At that moment, the croupiers gather by the aid of their

rakes all the money which is placed on the Noir, and double all

that placed on the Rouge, which is withdrawn by the lucky players.

Hitherto it must be obvious, that the chances between the banker

and the player are equal ; but when the banker, having turned up
thirty-one for Noir, deals the same number of points (31) for Rouge,

he is entitled to half the amount of every stake on either color; this

is termed a re/ait.

As the principle of this game requires that the number of points

dealt for Noir or Rouge should, at least, amount to thirty-one, a

little reflection suggests to us, that the doctrine whereby the numeri-

cal value of the cards is determinable, precludes the points for Noir
19*
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or Rouge exceeding forty, at most, in number, and that the point of

forty can be made only where the last card dealt out for the Noir or

Rouge furnishes ten points. On the ground of this suggestion we
are enabled to establish, that the point of

40 can happen only where the last card is 10

39 may occur 9 or 10

33 either 8, 9, or 10

37 7, 8, 9, or 10

36 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10

35 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10

34 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10

33 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10

32 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10

but that 31 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10

Now as effects are produced in ratio to the number of their causes,

we see that of the points investigated from thirty-one to forty in-

clusive, some will happen more frequently than others : and hence,

as the peculiarity of this game attaches the same numerical value

to a King, to a Queen, or a.Knave, as is incident to a ten usually

so known, by adding three to the number of causes by which each

point is producible as above, we are furnished with a fundamental

rule, that where the point of

31 happens (10 + 3) or 13 times

32 will occur (9 + 3) or 12 44

33 (8 + 3) or 11 44

34 (7 + 3) or 10 "

(A) 35 (G + 3) or 9 44

36 (5 + 3) or 8 44

37 (4 + 3) or 7 44

38 (3 + 3) or 6 44

39 (2 + 3) or 5 44

40 (1+3) or 4 44

85

Two of these points being necessary to constitute a coup, which

may be identical in the numerical amount of Noir and Rouge, we

find by multiplying the proportional times of the occurrences into

themselves, that where the rcfait of
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32 and 32 will occur . .

.

(12
2
) or 144 44

33 and 33 , . (II
2
) or 121 44

34 and 34 , , (10
3
) or 100 44

(9
2
) or 81 44

36 and 36 , , . (8
a
) or 64 44

37 and 37 (7
2
) or 49 44

33 and 33 . (6
2
) or 36 44

39 and 39 . . . (5
2
) or 25 44

805

And on the same principle of calculation, we deduce that the

square of 85, the sum of the number of proportional occurrences

illustrated in (A), will give the quantity of times in which all the

events, identical or differing in their results, will be produced in

virtue of the number of causes previously shown to belong to each.

Thus, in (85
2
) or 7225 coups, where the point of

31 and 31 happens .

.

. . (13 x 13) or 169 times.

31 and 32 (13 x 12) or 156

31 and 33 (13x11) or 143 it

31 and 34 (13x10) or 130 ii

(13 x 9) or 117 ii

31 and 36 (13 x 8) or 104 ii

31 and 37 (13 x 7) or 91 it

31 and 33 (13 x 6) or 78 ii

31 and 39 (13 x 5) or 65 it

(C) 31 and 40 (13 x 4) or 52 ii

32 and 31 (12 x 13) or 156 M

32 and 32 (12x12) or 144 M

32 and 33 (12x11) or 132 41

32 and 34 (12x10) or 120

32 and 35 (12 x 9) or 108

32 and 36 , (12 x 8) or 96 II

32 and 37 . . (12 x 7) or 84 il

32 and 33 . . (12 x 6) or 72 41

32 and 39 (12 x 5) or 60 44

32 and 40 . , (12 x 4) or 48 44

a3 and 31 (11x13) or 143 II
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33 and 32 happens (11 x 12) or 132 times.

33 and 33 (11 x 11) or 121 «

33 and 34 (11x10) or 110 "

33 and 35 (11 x 9) or 99 "

33 and 36 (11 x 8) or 88 "

33 and 37 (11 x 7) or 77 "

33 and 38 (11 x 6) or 66 »«

33 and 39 (11 x 5) or 55 "

33 and 40 (11 x 4) or 44 "

34 and 31 (10 x 13) or 130 "

34 and 32 (10x12) or 120 "

34 and 33 (10x11) or 110 "

34 and 34 (10 x 10) or 100 "

34 and 35 (10 x 9) or 90 »

34 and 36 (10 x 8) or 80 44

34 and 37 (10 x 7) or 70 "

34 and 38 (10 X 6) or 60 •«

34 and 39 * . . (10 X 5) or 50 "

34 and 40 (10 x 4) or 40 "

35 and 31 (9x13) or 117 "

35 and 32 ....
'. (9 x 12) or 108 "

35 and 33 (9x11) or 99 »•

35 and 34 (9x10) or 90 "

35 and 35 (9 x 9) or 81 "

35 and 36 (9 x 8) or 72 "

35 and 37 (9x 7) or 63 44

35 and 38 (9 x 6) or 54 44

35 and 39 (9 x 5) or 45 "

35 and 40 (9 x 4) or 36 "

36 and 31 (8x13) or 104 "

36 and 32 (8 x 12) or 96 "

36 and 33 (8x11) or 88 41

36 and 34 (8 x 10) or 80 44

36 and 35 (8 x 9) or 72 44

36 and 36 (8 x 8) or 64 44

36 and 37 (8 x 7) or 56 44

36 and 38 (8 x 6) or 48 44

36 and 39 (8 x 5) or 40 44

36 and 40 (8 x 4) or 32 44

37 and 31 (7 x 13) or 91 * 4
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. . , (7 x 12) or 84 times.

37 and 33 (7x11) or 77 tt

37 and 34 (7 x 10) or 70 tt

37 and 35 (7 x 9) or 63 tt

37 and 36 (7 x 8) or 56 (4

37 and 37 (7 x 7) or 49 tl

37 and 38 (7 x 6) or 42 II

37 and 39 (7 x 5) or 35 II

37 and 40 (7 x 4) or 28 tl

38 and 31 (6 x 13) or 78 II

38 and 32 (6 x 12) or 72 it

38 and 33 (6x11) or 66 11

38 and 34 (6 x 10) or 60 tl

38 and 35 (6 x 9) or 54 it

38 and 36 (6 x 8) or 48 ii

38 and 37 (6 x 7) or 42 ||

33 and 38 (6 x 6) or 36 it

38 and 39 (6 x 5) or 30 it

38 and 40 (6 x 4) or 24 it

39 and 31 (5 x 13) or 65 ii

39 and 32 (5 x 12) or 60 u

39 and 33 (5x11) or 55 it

39 and 34 (5x10) or 50 it

39 and 35 (5 x 9) or 45 ii

39 and 36 (5 x 8) or 40 ii

39 and 37 (5 x 7) or 35 ii

39 and 38 (5 x 6) or 30 it

39 and 39 (5 x 5) or 25 it

39 and 40 (5 x 4) or 20 it

40 and 31 (4 x 13) or 52 tt

40 and 32 (4 x 12) or 48 it

40 and 33 (4x11) or 44 it

40 and 34 (4 x 10) or 40 tt

40 and 35 . . , (4 x 9) or 36 it

40 and 36 (4x 8) or 32 ii

40 and 37 ... (4 x 7) or 28 it

40 and 38 ... (4x 6) or 24

40 and 39 . . , (4 x 5) or 20 it

40 and 40 ... (4 x 4) or 16 tt
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lu these 7225 ooups there are to be found, aooordiug to (B), SOG

re/aits* which amount to (^"^Z^M one refait iu everv 7 or S
\ SOo J

coups, or about 7 iu 2 tattles, calculating each taille to average 29

coups.

Now from formula (0) we ascertain the chances of the occur

rence of any refait. Thus, the odds against the refait of

40 aro ^7225— 10) : lo\ or about 450 to 1

39 are v7225— 25) : 25, •» 44 290 to 1

38 no ^7225 - 3t>) : 30, " " 199 to 1

37 arc ^7225— 4$ : 49, " - 140 to X

30 are ^7225— 04) : 04, ' 4 Ill to 1

36 are 81) : SI, •• " 89 to I

34 are ^7225—100) : 100, » 4 * 71 to 1

33 are v7225— KM )
: 121, " 44 58 to 1

32 are ^7225—144) : 144, ' 4 44 49 to 1

31 arc
x
7225—109) : 109, " 44 41 to 1

And thus we tiud that an apres or refait of 31 must happen in the

course of 41 or 42 actual coups, in whieh, however, are included

those other refaits which are null and void.

Consequently we deduce that the refait of 31 occurs in every
7«>*>5 805\— !

—

—— , or 38 or 39 material coups, or twice iu everv three
\ m J

tailles, where each taille averages from 29 to 31 coups. An imma-

terial or material refait happening once in each 7 or 8 coups, thus:

7225—805

805

N. 13. The advantage, therefore, accruing to the banker over the

player from the chance of the refait of 31 (whereby all partus for-

feit half thoir stakes) is as 38 : : : 1000 : a trifle less than
V * j

I i v<r tvu'., or as 100 : H : : 20 on all the moneys staked.

V lou j

After the cards for Xoir have been dealt, the odds against or in

favor of the player who has staked upon Rouge, varying according

to the numerical amount declared for the adverse chance, may be

estimated by reference to (A).

With respect to the case where the first point is 31, the calcula-
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tion is only of comparative loss, it being evident that the player

cannot win or save more than half the amount of his venture. Con-

sequently, the odds are (85—13) : 13, or 72 : 13; viz., 5/j : 1, that

the player do not recover half his stake.

By the same process we find the odds in each case respectively

to be,

First, 85—(13 + 12) : 13, or 60 : 13. Second, 85—(13 + 12) : (13

+ 12), or 60 : 25.

Viz., where the point is 32, it is 4-ft : 1, that he does not win;

and 2§ : 1, that he loses.

First, 85—(13 + 12 + 11): (13 + 12), or 49 : 25. Second, 85—(13+
12 + 11) : (13 + 12 + 11), or 49 : 30.

Viz., where the point is 33, it is fff : 1, that he do not win; and

13 : 1, that he lose.

First, 85—(13 + 12 + 11 + 10) : (13 + 12 + 11), or 39 : 3G. Second,

(13+J2 + 11 + 10) : 85—(13 + 12 + 11 + 10), or 40 : 39.

Viz., where the point is 34, it is 1 : fa 1, that he do not win ; and

l-/9
- : 1, that he draw or win.

First, (13+ 12 + 11+10 + 9 : 85—(13 + 12 + 11 + 10 + 9, or 55 : 30.

Second, (13+ 12 + 11 + 10) : 85—(13+ 12 + 11 + 10 + 9), or 40: 30.

Viz., where the point is 35, it is If : 1, that he do not lose ; and

: 1, that he win.

First, (13 + 12+ 11 + 10+9+ 8) : 85—(13+ 12+ 11 + 10 + 9 + 8), or

63 : 22. Second, (13+ 12 + 11 + 10 + 9) : 85—(13 + 12 + 11 + 10+ 9

+ 8), or 55 : 22.

Viz., where the point is 36, it is 2\1 : 1, that he do not lose ; and

5 : 2 that he win.

First, (13+ 12+ 11 + 10 + 9 + 8 + 7) : 85—(13+ 12 + 11 + 10 + 9 + 8

+7), or 70 : 15. Second, (13+ 12 + 11+10+9 + 8) : 85—(13+ 12 +
11 + 10+ 9 + 8 + 7), or 63 : 15.

Viz., where the point is 37, it is 4| : 1, that he do not lose; and

4i : 1, that he win.

First, (13 + 12 + 11 + 10+9 + 8 + 7+ 6) : 85—(13 + 12 + 11 + 10 + 9 +
8 + 7 + 0), or 70 : 9. Second, (13+ 12 + 11 + 10 + 9 + 8 + 7) : 85—(13

+ 12 + 11 + 10 + 9 + 8 + 7 + 0), or 70 : 9.

Viz., where the point is 33, it is 89 : 1, that he do not lose; and

7g : 1, that he win.

First, (13+ 12 + 11 + 10 + 9 + 8 + 7 + 6 + 5) : 85—(13 + 12 + 11+10 +
9 + 3 +7+6 + 5), or 81 : 4. Second, (13+ 12 + 11 + 10+9 +8+7+
6), : 85—(13 + 12 + 11 + 10+ 9 + 8 +7+6 + 5), or 76 : 4.
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Via., whew the poiut is it is -VI : 1, that he do not lose; and

li) : 1, that he wiu.

And, where the poiut is 40, it being evident that the player ean-

uot lose, we find, (13 + 12+ 11 + 10 + i> + 8 + 7 + 6+ 5), : 86—(13+ 18

+ ll + 10 + i) + 8 + 7 + t> + 5 + 4), ev 81 : 1, that he wiu.

From these felt may be deduced, us a matter of curiosity, the

just proportions which the banker may give or receive by com-

position tor the moneys ventured upon the knowledge of the first

point.

Of course, the compositions here spoken of are only to be made

fan the proportions established above, as long as the cards for

Aw are alone played ; for were any cards for the opposite color

already appearing, the situation of the game would be altered.

And this leads us to observe that the last card of the talon or pack

ought not to count, because it is kuown ; and as we may speculate

on the last coup, the equality of the game would be destroyed from

this eircumstauce, that whenever the last coup finishes with the last

card, it is almost always probable that Rouge will win; for by
refereuce to the calculations in pages preceding, it is evident that

there are a greater number of last cards capable of furnishiug a

low thau a high coup.

From the observations above, it must be obvious that there exist

no means tor winning with certainty, or even for diiuiuishiug the

slightest portiou of the banker's advantage. In the long run,

events are balanced, and the bauker having more chances in his

favor than the player has, the former must necessarily win. Thus,

if a player has beeu fortunate enough to wiu a considerable sum on

one coup, it will dwindle away in detail: and vice versa* what he had

won iu detail, :\ la martingale, he would lose en grvs ; for this reason

— that of whatever number of coups the martingale may be com-

posed, it will break in a proportion equal to what it may produce.

The number of combinations that may be composed in a series of

80 coups is immense. There are no less than t>7,l08,8t>4 different

ways iu which a taille consisting of 2l> coups may happen.

Thus,whatover way w v - may determine on, there are (t>7, l(tesSt»4 — 1)

other ways, all equally possible. In this number, there is but one

chance for Noir whining, and one chance for Kongo ; one that there

may be no interruption commencing with iYoir, and one that there

may be no interruption commencing with Kouye. It is possible

that by dint of tailles these events may sometimes occur ; but the
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period in which we may reasonably look for them is too long ; for

supposing 10 tailles per diem, it would require a space of 18,500

years to see them once happen.

If a player has had the good fortune to double, triple, or quadruple

his martingale* we must not imagine that his system of play is better

than another, since it is in reality but the same degree of luck as the

winning of a paroli et sept et le va, seven times the original stake.

Every progression comes to the same thing ; and that which in-

creases the most is nothing more than deeper play. He who
imagines that he is only staking a dollar because the first coup

of his martingale commenced with that sum, is in reality playing

more deeply than he conceives ; for instance, if the martingale has

run six coups, and that it amounts to 120 dollars every coup, one

with another will amount to 5^ dollars ; so that if without doubling

he had played each coup 5g dollars, it would have come to the

same thing, and in the long run, he would lose as much one way as

the other. This does not, however, exclude the possibility of win-

ning momentarily, because in a small number of coups, the advan-

tage of the banker is comparatively trifling, but in the long run, the

player will pay dearly for his amusement; and we hope that the

mathematical analysis which we have given of this game, which

holds the first rank in the gaming houses of Europe, will convince

the most skeptical of our American readers who may chance to

visit Baden-Baden, or other celebrated European gambling estab-

lishments, of the impossibility of combining any system for winning,

and put them upon their guard against those designing knaves ever

on the alert to entrap the unwary by the glittering temptation of a

system which they impudently assert requires but the risk of a small

capital to gain millions.

EXPLANATION OF THE TERMS USED AT ROUGE ET NOIR.

Taille.ur.—The dealer or banker.

Fausae Taille.—Is when the dealer commits a fault, which sub-

jects him to double all the money staked.

Martingale.—A mode of play which consists in staking double
the amount of the money lost.

Paroli.—Double the sum staked the first time.

Refait de Trenle et Un.—A coup by which the banker wins one-
half the money staked, and is effected by dealing 31 for each
color.
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Refait.—Is when the banker deals the same sum for both colors

from 32 to 40.

Sept et Le Va.—Seven times the amount of the sum first staked.

Tattle.—Is made when the banker has dealt out all the cards.

Figure.—The name given to the kings, queens, and knaves.

Point.—The number which results from the sums of the cards

dealt by the banker.

Noir.—The color for which the first points are dealt by the

banker.

Rouge.—The color for which the banker deals the points after

those for black.

Croupier.—The banker's assistant.

Punter.—Those who play against the banker.

FRENCH ROULETTE.
The form of the table used for this game is an oblong square,

covered with green cloth, in the centre of which there is a round

cavity, around the sides of which, equidistant one from the other,

are ranged several bands of copper, which, commencing at the top,

descend just to the extremity of the machine. In the centre of this

cavity, which is movable, is formed a circular bottom containing

38 holes, to which the copper bands are attached, and upon which

are painted alternately, in black and red, 36 numbers, from 1 to 36,

a zero (0), and a double zero (00).

In the middle is a copper moulinet, surmounted by a cross, which

serves to impress the bottom with a rotary motion.

There is a banker, and several assistants—the number of players

is unlimited.

One of the assistants sets the machine in motion, throwing at the

same instant an ivory ball into the concavity in an opposite direc-

tion to the movement he has given to the movable bottom. The
ball makes several revolutions with great velocity, until, its mo-
mentum being exhausted, it falls into one of the 38 holes formed by
the copper bands. It is the hole into which the ball falls that de-

termines the gain or the loss of the numerous chances which this

game presents.
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To the right and left of the moulinet are figured on the green

cloth, for the accommodation of the players, the 36 numbers and

the zeros, simple and double. The other chances are also desig-

nated on the green cloth divergent from its centre ; on one side

Vimpair, la manque, and rouge ; and on the opposite, pair, passe,

and noir. The impair wins when the ball enters a hole numbered

impair ; the manque, when it enters a hole numbered 18, and all

those under that number ; the rouge wins when the ball enters a

hole of which the number is red, and vice versa.

French Roulette affords seven chances; comprising that of the

numbers, and the latter chance divides itself into many others, of

which we shall give a brief detail.

The player stakes upon the chances. He may select any sum he

pleases, or that the banker allows.

The player who puts his money on one of the numbers or the

zeros painted on the green cloth, receives thirty-five times the

amount of his stake should the ball fall into the corresponding num-
ber or zero iu the iuterior of the roulette.

The player who plays on the numbers, may play the first twelve,

the middle twelve, and the }ast twelve. If the ball enters one of the

twelve numbers corresponding to those on the green cloth on which

the player has staked his money, he is paid three times the amount
of his stake.

To play the Colennes, the player stakes his money in the

square placed at the foot of each column marked on the green

cloth; and in the event of the ball entering one of the holes corre-

sponding to the numbers of the column, he wins three times his

stake.

Again, he may equally, at his pleasure, play two, three, four,

six numbers, and he wins and loses, in the same proportion, eight-

een times his stake for two numbers, t velve times for three numbers,

niue times for four numbers, and six times for six numbers, and the

rest in proportion. The player who may have put his money on one

or the other of the six chances, wins double his stake, it' the ehance

arise. If, then, a ball enter a hole, of which the number is 3t>, the

banker pays double all the following chances, passe, pair, and

rouge, and likewise thirty-five times the amount of the sum staked

upon the number thirty-six, and of course draws to the bank all

the chances placed on the other chances.

It* the ball enter a hole numbered 1c" noir, the banker pays the
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player double the amount of the stakes placed on the following

chances, la manque, l'impair, and noir, and thirty-five times the

amount of the stake placed upon the number 17, and draws to the

bank all the money placed on the other chances.

Of all the games of chance at present in vogue, Roulette is un-

questionably the most disadvantageous to the player, for the bank's

mean chance of winning is

—

or nearly 8 per cent, on a single number.

§| or nearly 6^ per cent, on either of the 12 numbers, or the

colonnes.

if or nearly 5 per cent, upon two numbers.

or nearly 6k per cent, upon three numbers.

$f or nearly 7 per cent, upon four numbers.

or nearly 7 per cent, upon six numbers,

it or nearly 5 per cent, upon the passe, pair, manque, impair,

rouge et noir.

And hence it is against the player upon the

1st chance 37 to 1

2d do 13 to 6

3d do 18 to 1

4th do lit to 1

5th do 17 to 2

6th do 16 to 3

7th do 10 to 9

When, however, the numbers are all filled up, as the bank only

pays the winner thirty-five times his stake, it clears three ; thus,

supposing thirty-eight dollars to be staked, and that the ball is

thrown twice in a minute, the gain of the bank, without incurring

the slightest risk, would be six dollars per minute, or three hundred
and sixty per hour. Although, in whatever way you play, the

chances are always in favor of the bank, still its risk varies in ratio

to the number of chances which are not filled up ; for instance,

were only ten numbers filled up, and that the ball were to enter one
of them, the bank would, in that case, lose thirty-four, and only

win eight ; whereas, when all the numbers are filled up, it wins
three, without risking a cent.

The single and double zeros are bars, where stakes are placed

upon the colors. When the ball enters the single zero, all bets

upon the black neither win or lose, because the figure is painted

black, and the same rule applies to the double zero.
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Tms game is played as the French Roulette just described, but

is much more common, sporting men preferring a twenty-eight to a

thirty-six Table, because its per centage against the player is much

stronger. In French or Thirty-six Roulette, the single and 00

are sometimes bars ; but in a twenty-eight, the single 0, double 00,

and eagle are never bars ; but when the ball falls into either of them,

the banker sweeps every thing upon the table, except what may
happen to be bet upon either one of them, when he pays twenty-

seven for one, which is the amount paid for all sums bet upon any

single figure.

The odd figures are painted black, and the even red, and as they

are equal in number, all bets made upon black or red are paid even, ^
t. c, dollar for dollar. All bets made at the foot of a column are

paid three for one ; other divisions are marked off upon the cloth,

embracing a certain number of figures, for which eight for one ia

paid, and for all bets placed upon any single figure, or upon the

single 0, double 00, or eagle, twenty-seven for one are paid.

The money bet must be placed upon the figure or place selectod

before the ball moves, or has ceased to roll.

E. O.

An E. 0. table is circular in form, but of no exact dimensions,

though in general about four feet in diameter. The extreme cir-

cumference is a kind of counter, or depot, for the stakes, marked
all round with the letters E and O; on which each adventurer

places money according to his inclination. The interior part of

the table consists, first, of a kind of gallery, or rolling-place, for

the ball, which, with the outward parts above, called dep6t, or

counter, is stationary or fixed. The most interior part moves upon
an axis, or pivot, and is turned about with handles, whilst the ball

is set in motion round the gallery. This part is generally divided

into forty niches, or interstices, twenty of which are marked with

the letter E, and the other twenty with the letter O. The lodging

of the ball in any of the niches distinguished by those letters, de-

termines the wager. The proprietors of the tables have two bar-

holes, and are obliged to take all bets offered, either for E or O

;

but if the ball fulls into cither of the bar-holes, they win all the
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bets upon the opposite letter, and do not pay to that in which it

falls ; an advantage in the proportion of 2 to 40, or 5 per cent, in

their favor.

MONTE.
This is the national game of the Mexicans, and is extensively

played in California; but all attempts to establish it on this side

of the Continent have signally failed. It is played with cards made
expressly for the game, and which are known as monte cards.

They are thinner than other cards, and number but thirty-two, as

in euchre, those of the same denomination being discarded.

The monte banker, or dealer, must have the whole of his bank,

or money which he risks at the game, in sight upon the table.

After shuffling the cards, which is done in a peculiar manner, from

the bottom of the pack, he deals out two, one at a time, and places

them side by side upon the table, with their faces up. This is called

the M lay-out," and upon these cards the players place their bets.

The two cards thus constituting the lay-out may be, for example,

a king and a ten, upon either of which the player may place his

money ; the bets being made, the dealer turns up the pack, exposing

the bottom card, which is called the port card. Now, if this card

happen to be of like denomination to either one of the lay-out

cards, the dealer takes the money which may have been bet upon it.

We will suppose the port card to be a king—the dealer, having

taken the money upon it, removes the king, and puts another card,

taken from the pack, in its stead. Suppose that card to be an ace

;

the players having again made their bets, the dealer proceeds with

the game, which he does by taking the cards from the top of the

pack and throwing them face up upon the table. In thus dealing,

if the ten shows before the ace, the ace wins, and the ten loses,

when the cards are again shuffled, and dealt as before.

The lay-out is not confined to two cards, but may be four, or

more, as desired.

In this game, the limit is the bank, the player having the right,

at any time, to bet the whole amount, which is called "tapping the

bank," which the player indicates by turning over the card upon

which he bets, and placing his money thereupon.
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GAME OF SPOTS.
This is an American game, and is said to have been invented by

a citizen of New York. Although exceedingly simple in its details,

it requires good judgment to play it skilfully.

The deal is determined by a cut, and is won by the lowest num-
ber of spots, so that a deuce is superior to an ace or a court card.

Five cards are then dealt, one at a time, as in cribbage, when the

eldest hand leads off, and the card thus played may be taken by any
card having a greater number of spots. The winner of the trick

then plays, as in All-Fours, and thus the game proceeds, until all

the cards have been played, when each player counts the number of

spots upon the cards he has won, and he who has the greater num-
ber wins.

Face cards, having but one spot, may be taken by a deuce or any

other card having two or more spots.

Tricks can be won only by a higher number of spots, therefore

ties belong to the player who leads.

In playing, lead off your lowest cards, reserving your high cards

for the last plays.

The game is usually played by two persons, but may be played by

three or four, and with five or six cards, as agreed upon.

FRENCH WHIST.
This game is more interesting and exciting than ordinary "Whist,

is played in the same way, and is subject to the same rules, with the

following exceptions :
—

The points in the game are forty (40), instead of ten (10).

The honors count for those who win them, and not for those who
originally held them.

The most important card is the ten of diamonds, inasmuch as it

20
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Holding the king and queen of trumps, and their being called or

Bhown by the leader, when one of them is led, counts 40 to the

holder, though he may lose the trick. The count may be called at

the first lead, but cannot be counted, until the player calling has

won a trick.

The holder of the king and queen of any other suit counts 20.

When a player is confident of making sixty-six with his hand, he

may turn down the trump at any stage of the hand, and after the

trump is so turned down, no more cards can be taken from the deck

during that round.

The trump may be turned down by either player having the lead,

after the first trick. The player not having the lead cannot turn

down the trump.

Unless the player turning down the trump makes sixty-six, his

opponent will count two points.

The player having the nine-spot of trumps, may exchange it for

the trump turned up, after he has won a trick. He may make the

exchange even after his adversary has turned down the trump, but

the exchange must be made at the moment the trump is so turned

down.

The player having the nine of trumps, may exchange the trump,

and play the card taken up, without turning down the discarded

nine-spot.

When a player has not the suit led, he must take the trick with

a trump, if he has one.

Before the trump card is turned down, neither player is com-
pelled to follow suit, even though trumps be led, nor need he take
the trick, but as soon as the trump is turned, he must not only fol-

low suit, but take the trick, if possible.

After all the cards are drawn, except the trump card and another,

the player who took the last trick takes the last unexposed card,

and the other takes the trump ; then the player having the nine of
trumps, may exchange it for the trump card, and if he took the
last trick, he may also take the unexposed card, his adversary
taking the nine of trumps just discarded. The cards being all

drawn and played, and neither player being able to count sixty-six,

the last trick counts ten to the player winning it, iu addition to the
value of the cards in the trick.

If a card, not trump, be led, and the other player holds a smaller
card of the same suit, but not a better card, he must play it. In all



other eases, after the trump is turned down, the second player must

take the trick, if he can.

When a player turns down the trump, before his opponent has

won a trick, and neglects to make the count immediately, his

adversary may count three points.

Should a player call sixty-six, when his cards will not count them,

his opponent scores two points.

Either player may examine the last trick, but none other, until

the round is completed.

Whou a player announces " sixty-six,'' all the cards unplayed

are void, and the round is ended.

In case the cards are all played out, and each player can count

but t>5, the point is determined by the complexion of the next hand,

which not only scores on its own account, but also decides the pre-

ceding one point.

The deal is determined by cutting1—the highest card winning.

HINTS AND CAUTIONS TO PLAYEBS.

Avoid playing a card which leaves in your hand a solitary ten-

spot, lest you are compelled to sacrifice it on an ace. *
The deal is not considered an advantage, as the non-dealer has

tiie choice of leads.

Be in no haste to count your 40 or 20*3, but retain them in your

hand until you make sixty-six, counting them in, then play them,

and count out.

The player who holds the nine of trumps, when a better card is

turned up, should not exchange it tor the trump card, lest his oppo-

nent captures the better card, and thus adds to his game.

Be careful and turn down the trump as early as possible when
certain of sixty-six.

Endeavor to force your opponent's trumps, so that you can get

the command of his hand, preparatory to turning down the trump

Remember your own same. 35 well as your opponent's.

Break up your opponent's 40 or*20*s whenever you can.

It is preferable to retain your kings and queens in hand as long

as possible, so that, in ease you draw their companions from the

pack, vou may count the 40 or the 20' s.
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QUADRILLE.
Gaming, like every thing else in this sublunary world, is subject

to the caprices and vicissitudes of fashion. Thus Quadrille, which

for upwards of a century held the first rank in all the fashionable

circles of Europe, is now completely banished from them, and is

rarely or ever seen in the United States, unless in the drawing-

rooms of some of our French residents, where it continues still to

faire les dtlices of a few dowagers. It is played by four persons,

with forty cards ; the four Tens, Nines, and Eights are discarded

from the pack ; the deal is made by distributing the cards to each

player, three at a time, for two rounds, and once four to each, be-

ginning with the right-hand player, who is the elder hand.

The stakes consist of red and white checks, the former represent-

ing ten of the latter, and are distributed among the players, who
agree upon the value thereof and upon the number of tours, which

are usually ten. After the trump is named, the right-hand player

leads ; and should the ombre, either alone or with a friend, win all

the tricks, he gains the vole, or if six tricks, the game ; but if he get

only five tricks, he loses by remise, and if only four, by codille. The
game, consolation, matadores. bastos, and other payments, are vari-

ously regulated, according as the game is won or lost. The holder

of either or both of the red Aces is entitled to a red counter for each.

The two following tables will show the rank and order of the

cards when trumps, or when not so

:

RANK AND ORDER OF THE CARDS WHEN TRUMPS.

Clubs and Spades.

Spadille, the Ace of Spades.

Manille, the Deuce of Spades or of

Clubs.

Basto, the Ace of Clubs.

King. Six.

Queen. Five.

Knave. Four.

Seven. Three.

11 in alL

Hearts and Diamonds.

Spadille, the Ace of Spades.

Mauille, the Seven of Hearts or of

Diamonds.
Basto, the Ace of Clubs.

Punto, the Ace of Hearts or of Dia-

monds.

King. Three.

^ Queen. Four.

Knave. Five.

Deuce. Six.

12 in all.
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RANK AND ORDER OF THE CARDS WHEN NOT
TRUMPS.

Clubs and Spades.

King. Five.

Queen. Four.

Knave. Three.

Seven. Deuce.

Six.

9 in all.

Hearts and Diamonds.

King. Three.

Queen. Four.

Knave. Five.

Ace. Six.

Deuce. Seven.

10 in all.

Thus it will be seen that Spadille and Basto are always trumps
;

and that the red suits have one trump more than the black, the for-

mer twelve, and the latter only eleven.

Between Spadille and Basto there is a trump called Manille—in

black the Deuce, and in red the Seven ; they are the second cards

when trumps, and the last in their respective suits when not trumps.

Example : the Deuce of Spades being second trump, when they are

trumps, and the lowest cards when Clubs, Hearts, or Diamonds are

trumps, and so of the rest.

Punto is the Ace of Hearts or Diamonds, which are above the

King, and the fourth trump, when either of those suits are trumps,

but are below the Knave, and Ace of Diamonds or Hearts, when
they are not trumps. The Two of Hearts or Diamonds is always

superior to the Three ; the Three to the Four ; the Four to the Five ;

and the Five to the Six ; the Six is only superior to the Seven when it

is not trumps ; for when the seven is Manille, it is the second trump.

There are three matadores, viz., Spadille, Manille, and Basto, which

force all inferior trumps ; but if an ordinary trump be led, you are

not obliged to play a matadore ;
though if Spadille be led, and you

hold Manille or Basto unguarded, you must play it ; also, if Manille

be led, and you have Basto unguarded, that must be played, the

superior matadore always forcing the inferior.

MANNER OF PLAYING THE GAME.

1. Every person is to play as he thinks proper, and most advan-

tageously to his own game.

2. No one is to encourage his friend to play ; but each person

should know what to do when he is to play.
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3. After each player has received his ten cards, he that is on thv,

left hand of the dealer, upon examining his hand, must declare

whether he plays ; and if he has not a good hand, he passes, and so

the second, the third, and fourth. All four may pass : but he who

has Spadille, after having shown or named it, is compelled to play

by calling a King.

4. If the deal is played in this manner, or one of the players has

asked leave, and no one choosing to play without calling, the eldest

hand must begin ;
previously naming his suit, and the King he

calls ; he who wins the trick must play another card, and the rest

of course, till the game is finished. The tricks are then reckoned,

and if the ombre, meaning him who stands the game, has, together

with him who has King called, six tricks, they have won, and are

accordingly paid the game, the consolation, and the matadores, if

they have them, and divide what is upon the game, and the basts,

if there be any.

5. Should they make only six tricks, it is a remise, and they aro

basted what goes upon the game
;
paying to the other players the

consolation and the matadores. When the tricks are equally divid-

ed between them, they are also basted ; and if they make only four

tricks between them, it is a remise. Should they make less, they

lose codille, and in that case pay their adversaries what they should

have received if they had won
;
namely, the game, consolation, and

matadores, if they have them, and are basted what is upon the

game ; and if they win codille, divide the stakes. The bast, and
every thing that is paid, arise equally from the two losers; one-half

by him who calls, and the other by him who is called
;
equally tho

same in case of codille as a remise, unless the ombre does not mako
three tricks, in which case, he who is called is not only exempt from

paying half the bast, but also the game, consolation, and matadores,

if there are any, which, in that case, the ombre pays alone, and

likewise in case of a codille as a remise. This rule is enforced to

prevent unreasonable games being played.

6. A single case may occur, in which if the ombre makes only

one trick, he is not basted alone ; which is, when not having a good

hand, he passes, and all the other players have passed likewise, and

he having Spadille is compelled to play. In this case, it would ho

unjust to oblige him to make three or four tricks; wherefore he who

is called pays a moiety of the losing ; and, for the same reason, he

who has Spadille, with a bad hand, should pass, in order that if he
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is afterwards obliged to play by calling a King (which is called

forced Spadille), he may not be basted singly.

7. The player who has once passed, cannot be allowed to play ;

and he who has asked leave cannot refuse to play, unless another

should propose playing without calling.

8. When a person has four Kings, he may call a Queen to one of

his Kings, but not that which is trumps. He who has one or more
Kings may call himself, that is, one of those Kings ; but in this

case he must make six tricks alone, and therefore wins or loses sin-

gly. The King of the suit in which he plays cannot be called.

i). When he who is not eldest of hand has the King called, and
plays Spadille, Manille, or Basto, or even the King called, in order

to show that he is the friend, having other Kings that he is appre-

hensive the ombre may trump, he is not to be allowed to go for the

vole ; and he is basted, if it should appear it is done with that de-

sign.

10. No hand is allowed to be shown, though codille may already

be won, in order that it may be seen whether the ombre is basted

singly. Should the ombre or his friend show his cards, before he

has made six tricks, judging that he might have made them, and

there should appear a possibility of preventing his making them,

the other players may compel him to play his cards in what order

they choose.

11. Whoever plays without calling must himself make six tricks

to win ; all the other players being united against him, and there-

fore exert their combined efforts to distress him. Whoever plays

without calling, is permitted to play in preference to any other who
would play with calling ; nevertheless, if he who has asked leave

will play without calling, he has the preference of him who would

force him. These are the two methods of play without calling,

which are called forced.

12. He who plays without calling, not dividing the winnings with

any other player, consequently when he loses pays all himself.

Should he lose by remise, he is basted, and pays each other player

the consolation, the sans appeller (commonly, though erroneously,

called the sans prendre), and the matadores, should there be any.

Should he lose codille, he is also basted, and pays each player what

he would have received from them if he had been the winner. Those

who win codille divide the gains : and if there be any remaining

counters, they belong to the player of the three who may have the
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spadille, or the highest trump in the succeeding deal. The same

rule operates with respect to him w)io calls one of his own Kings
;

he wins or loses alone, as in the other case, except the sans appel-

lor, which he pays if a loser, or receives as a winner, although

he plays singly.

13. Should he play sans appeller, though he may have a sure

game, he is compelled to name his suit ; which neglecting, showing

his cards, and saying, " I play sans appeller," in this case, either of

the rest of the players can oblige him to play in which suit he

chooses, though he should not have a trump in that suit.

14. No player is compelled to trump, when he is not possessed

of any of the suit led, nor obliged to play a higher card in that suit

if he has it; it being optional to him, although he is the last player,

and the trick belongs to the ombre ; but he is compelled to play in

the suit led if he can, otherwise he renounces. Should he separate

a card from his game and show it, he is compelled to play it—if by
not doing it the game should be prejudiced, or give any intelli-

gence to his friend, but particularly if it should be a matadore. He
who plays sans appeller, or by calling himself, is not subject to this

rule.

15. One player may turn the tricks made by the others, and

reckon what has been played ; but only when it is his turn to play.

Should he, instead of turning a player's tricks, turn and see his

game, or show it to the other players, he is basted, together with

him whose cards he turned ; each paying a moiety of the loss.

16. He who renounces is basted as often as detected ; but no re-

nounce takes place till the trick is turned. Should the renounce be

discovered before the deal is finished, and has proved detrimental to

«he game, the cards must be taken up again, and the game replayed

rrom that trick where the renounce began. But should all the cards

be played, the bast is still made, and the cards must not be replayed

unless there should be several renounces in the same deal. In this

case they are to be played again, unless the cards should have been

previously mixed together. When several basts appear in the saro©

deal, they all go together, unless a different agreement is made

;

and in cases of bast, the greatest is first reckoned.

20*
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TERMS USED IN QUADRILLE.

To ask leave is to ask leave to play with a partner, by calling a

King.

BasLo.—The Ace of Clubs, always the third best trump.

Bast is a penalty incurred by not winning when you stand your

game, or by renouncing ; in which cases you pay as many counters

as are down.

Cheville is being between the eldest hand and the dealer.

Codille is when those who defend the pool make more tricks than

those who defend the game, which is called winning the codille.

Consolation is a claim to the game, always paid by those who lose,

whether by codille or demise.

Devole is when he who stands the game makes no trick.

Double is to play for double stakes with regard to the game, the

consolation, the sans prendre, the matadores, and the devole.

Force.—The ombre is said to be forced when a strong trump

is played for the adversary to over-trump. He is likewise said

to be forced when he asks leave, and one of the other players

obliges him to play sans prendre ; or pass, by offering to play sans

prendre.

Forced Spadille is, when all have passed, he who has Spadille is

obliged to play it.

Forced sans prendre is, when having asked leave, one of the play-

ers offers to play alone, in which case you are obliged to play alone

or pass.

Friend is the player who has the King called.

Impasse.—To make the impasse is when, being in Cheville, the

Knave of a suit is played, of which the player has the King.

Manille is, in black, the Deuce of Spades or Clubs ; in red, the

seven of Hearts or Diamonds, and is always the second best

trump.

Matadores, or matts, are Spadille, Manille, and Basto, which are

always the three best trumps. False matadores are any sequence

of trumps following the matadores regularly.

Ombre is the name given to him who stands the game by calling

or playing sans appeller or sans prendre.

Party is the duration of the game, according to the number of

tours agreed to be played.
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Pass is the term used when you have not either a hand to play-

alone or with calling a King.

Ponto or Punto, is the Ace of Diamonds, when Diamonds are

trumps ; or Hearts, when they are trumps, and is then the fourth

trump.

Pool.—The pool consists of counters staked for the deals or put

down by the players, or the basts which go to the game. To de-

fend the pool is to be against him who stands the game.

Prise is the number of red and white counters given to each player

at the commencement of the game.

Regie is the order to be observed at the game.

Remise is when they who stand the game do not make more tricks

than they who defend the pool, and then they lose by remise.

Renounce is, not to play in the suit led when you have it; like-

wise, when not having any of the suit led, you win with a card that

is the only one you have of that suit in which you play.

Reprise is synonymous with party.

Report is synonymous with reprise and party.

Roi rendu is the King surrendered when called and given to the

ombre, for which he pays a red counter ; in which case, the person

to whom the game is given up must win the game alone.

Spadille is the Ace of Spades, which is always the best trump.

Sans appeller is playing without calling a King.

Sans prendre is erroneously used for Bans appeller, meaning the

same.

Tenace is to wait with two trumps that must make when he who
has two others is obliged to lead, such as the two black Aces against

Manille or Punto.

Tours are the counters, which they who win put down, to mark
the number of coups played.

Vole is to get all the tricks, either with a friend or alone, sans

prendre, or declared at the first of the deal.

LAWS OF QUADRILLE.

1. The cards are to be dealt by fours and threes, and in no other

manner. The dealer is at liberty to begin by four or three. If in

dealing there is a faced card, there must be a new deal, unless it is

the last card.
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2. If there are too many or too few cards, it is also a new deal.

3. For dealing wrongly, the dealer must deal again.

4. He who has asked leave is obliged to play.

5. No one should play out of his turn ; if, however, he does, he is

not basted for it, but the card played may be called at any time in

that deal, provided it does not cause a revoke ; or either of the ad-

versaries may demand the partner of him who played out of his

turn, or his own partner, to play any suit he thinks tit.

G. No matadore can be forced but by a superior matt ; but the

superior forces the inferior, when led by the first player.

7. Whoever names any suit for trumps must abide by it, even

though it should happen to be his worst suit.

8. If you play with eleven cards you are basted.

9. If you play sans prendre, or have matadores, you are to de-

mand them before the next dealer has finished his deal, otherwise

you lose the benefit.

10. If any one names his trump without asking leave, he must

play alone, unless the youngest hand and the rest have passed.

11. If any person plays out of his turn, the card may be called at

any time, or the adversary may call a suit.

12. If the person who won the sixth trick plays the seventh card,

ho must play the vole.

13. If you have four Kings, you may call a Queen to one of your

Kings, or call one of your Kings ; but you must not call the Queen

of trumps.

14. If a card is separated from the rest, and it is seen, it must be

played, if the adverse party has seen it, unless the person who se-

parated it plays sans prendre.

15. If the King called, or his partner plays out of his turn, no

vole can be played.

16. No one is to be basted for a renounce, unless the trick is

turned and quitted ; and if any person renounces and it is discover-

ed, if the player should happen to be basted by such renounce, all

the parties are to take up their cards and play them over again.

17. Forced Spadille is not obliged to make three tricks.

18. The person who undertakes to play the vole, has the prefer-

ence of playing before him who offers to play sans prendre.

19. The player is entitled to know who is his King called, before

he declares for the vole.

20. When six tricks are won. the person who won the sixth
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must say, " I play—or do not play—the vole ;" or " I ask ;" and

no more.

21 . He who has passed once has no right to play after, unless he

has Spadille ; and he who asks must play, unless somebody elst

plays sans prendre.

22. If the players show their cards before they have won six

tricks, they may be called.

23. Whoever has asked leave cannot play sans prendre, unless

he is forced.

24. Any person may look at the tricks when he is to lead.

25. Whoever,, playing for a vole, loses it, has a right to stakes,

sans prendre, and matadores.

26. Forced Spadille cannot play for the vole.

27. If any person discover his game, he cannot play the vole.

28. No one is to declare how many trumps are out.

29. He who plays and does not win three tricks, is basted alone,

unless forced Spadille.

.'JO. If there are two cards of a sort, it is a void deal, if discovered

before the deal is played out.

MAXIMS FOR LEARNERS.

When you are the ombre, and your friend leads from a matt, play

your best trump, and then lead the next best the first opportunity.

If you possess all the trumps, continue to lead them, except you
hold certain other winning cards.

If all the other matts are not revealed by the time you have six

tricks, do not run a risk in playing for the vole.

When you are the friend called, and hold only a matt, lead it

;

but if it is guarded by a small trump, lead that. But when the

ombre is last player, lead the best trump you possess.

Punto in red, or King of trumps in black, are good cards to lead

when y<»u are best; and should either of them succeed, then play

a small trump.

If the ombre leads to discover his friend, and you have King,
Queen, and Knave, put on the Knave.

Preserve the suit called, whether friend or foe.

When playing against a lone hand, never lead a King, unless you
have the Queen ; nor change the suit ; and prevent, if possible, the

ombre from being last player.

You are to call your strongest suits, except you have a Queen
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guarded ; and if elder hand, you have a better chance than middle

hand.

A good player may play a weaker game, either elder or younger,

than middle hand.

MODE OF PLAYING QUADRILLE.

Hoyle has the following directions for playing the game of quad-

rille scientifically

:

The first thing to be done, after you have seen your cards, is to

ask leave to pass, or play, sans prendre ; and if you name a wrong
trump, you must abide by it.

If all the players pass, he who has Spadille is obliged to play

;

but if he does not take three tricks, he is not basted.

The player ought to have a fair probability of winning three

tricks when he calls a King, to prevent his being basted.

Therefore we will set down such games only as give a fair chance

to win the game by calling a King, with directions at the end of

each case what trump you are to lead.

CALCULATIONS NECESSARY FOR THOSE WHO HAVE
MADE SOME PROGRESS IN THE GAME.

1. What are the odds that my partner holds one of any two cards ?

Ans. That he holds one card out of any two certain cards, is

about 5 to 4 in his favor ; and if you hold one matadore, the odds

are in your favor that your partner holds one of the other two, and

consequently you may play your game accordingly.

Again, suppose you call a King, having a Knave and one small

card of another suit in your hand, it is 5 to 4 in your favor that your

partner holds either the King or Queen of that suit ; and conse-

quently, the odds are in your favor, that you win a trick of the

same.

2. What are the odds that my partner holds one out of any three

certain cards ?

Ans. That he holds one out of any three certain cards, is about

5 to 2 in his favor; and though you have no matadore, with the

assistance of one in your partner's hand, the odds are great that you

win the game. Observe, that it is about 5 to 2 that your partner

holds one of them, you having none.

This calculation may be applied to many other cases.
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GAMES IN RED, CALLING A KING.

1. Spadille, manllle, two small Hearts or Diamonds, the Queen of

Clubs, and one small one, and four small cards of the other suits.

Lead a small trump.

2. Spadille, manille, two small Hearts or Diamonds, with the

Knave and two small Clubs, and three small cards of the other

suits. Lead a small trump.

3. Spadille, mauille, two small Hearts or Diamonds, three small

Clubs, and three small cards of the other suits. Lead a small trump.

4. Spadille, punto, King, Queen, and one small Heart or Dia-

mond ; three small Clubs, the Queen, and one Spade. Lead punto.

5. Spadille punto, King, Knave, and one small Heart or Dia-

mond, the Knave, and two small Clubs, and two small Spades.

Lead punto.

6. Spadille, King, Queen, Knave, and one small Heart or Dia-

mond, with the Queen, Knave, and one small Club, and two small

Spades. Lead the King of trumps.

7. Spadille, Three, Four, Five, and Six of Hearts or Diamonds,

King of Clubs, and one more, Queen and two small Spades ; when you

have the lead, play a small trump ; in the second lead, play spadille.

8. Manille, l>asto, punto, and two small Hearts or Diamonds,

three small Clubs, and the Knave and one Spade. Lead manille.

9. X. B. Manille, basto, King, and two small Hearts or Diamonds,

Queen and one small Club, and three small Spades. Lead manille.

10. N. B. Manille, basto, Queen, and two small Hearts or Dia-

monds, Queen and two small Clubs, Knave and one Spade. Lead
manille.

11. Manille, basto, with the three smallest Hearts or Diamonds,

Queen and one small Club, Knave, and two small Spades. Play a

small trump.

12. X. 15 Manille, punto, King and two small Hearts or Dia-

monds, Queen, Knave, and one small Club, King, and one small

Spade. Lead manille.

13. Manille, punto, Queen, and two small Hearts or Diamonds,

Queen and one small Club, King and two small Spades. Play a

small trump.

14. Manille, punto, and three small Hearts or Diamonds, Knave
and one small Club, King, Queen, and one small Spado. Play a

small trump.
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15. Mauille, and the four smallest Hearts or Diamonds, Queen,

and one small Club, King, Queen, and one small Spade. Play a

small trump.

16. N. B. Basto, punto, Queen and two small Hearts or Dia-

monds, King and Queen of Clubs, Queen and two small Spades.

Load basto.

17. N. B. Basto, punto, Queen, and two small Hearts or Dia-

monds, Queen, Knuve, and one small Club, Kiug and Queen of

Spades. Load basto.

IS. N. B. Basto, punto, and three of the smallest Hearts or Dia-

monds, King and Queen of Clubs, Queen, Knave, and one small

Spade. Play a small trump.

19. Basto, ami the four smallest Hearts or Diamonds, King and

Queen of Clubs, Queen, Kuave, and one small Spade. Play a small

trump.

21). N. B. Punto, King, Queen, and two small Hearts or Dia-

monds, King and Queen of Clubs, Queen, Knave, and one small

Spade. Lead punto.

21. Punto, King, and three small Hearts or Diamonds, King and

Queen of Clubs, Queen, Knave, and one small Spade. Play a small

trump.

GAMES IX BLACK CALLING A KING.

1. Spadille, mauille, and two small Clubs or Spades, the Knave
and two small Hearts, and three small Diamonds. Lead a small

trump.

2. N. B. Spadille, mauille, and two small Clubs or Spades, Queen,

and two small Hearts, and three small Diamonds. Lead a small

trump.

3. Spadille, mauille, and two small Clubs or Spades, three small

Hearts, three small Diamonds. Lead a small trump.

4. N. B. Spadille, King, Queen, and two small Clubs or Spades,

with the Queen and one small Heart, three small Diamonds. Lead
the King of trumps.

5. Spadille, Kiug. Knave, and two small Clubs, Queen, and two

Diamonds, two small Hearts. Play a small trump.

6. Spadille, Queen, and three small Clubs, or Spades, Queen, and

two small Hearts, two small Diamonds. Play a small trump.

7. Spadille, and the four smallest Clubs, or Spades, King, and
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one small Heart, Queen, and two small Diamonds. Play a small

trump.

8. Manille, basto, King and two small Clubs or Spades, three

small Hearts, and two small Diamonds. Lead manille.

9. Manille, basto, Queen, and two small Clubs or Spades, three

small Hearts, Queen, and one small Diamond. Lead manille.

10. Manille, basto, Knave, and two small Clubs or Spades,

Knave, and one Heart, three small Diamonds. Lead manille.

11. Manille, basto, and three small Clubs or Spades, Queen and

two small Hearts, Knave, and one small Diamond. Lead manille.

12. N. B. Manille, King, Queen, and two small Clubs, or Spades,

King, and one small Heart, Queen, Knave, and one small Diamond.

Lead manille.

13. N. B. Manille, King, Knave, and two small Clubs or Spades,

King, and one small Heart, Queen, and two small Diamonds. Lead
manille.

14. Manille, King, and three small Clubs or Spades, Queen, and

two small Hearts, King, and one small Diamond. Play a small trump.

15. Manille, and the tour smallest Clubs or Spades, King, Queen,

and one small Heart, two small Diamonds. Play a small trump.

16. X. B. Basto, King, Queen, and two small Clubs or Spades,

Queen, and two small Hearts, King, and one small Diamond. Lead
basto.

17. X. B. Basto, King. Knave, and two small Clubs or Spades,

Knave and one Heart, King and two small Diamonds. Lead basto.

18. N. B. Basto, King, and throe small Clubs or Spades, King
and Queen of Hearts, Queen and two small Diamonds. Play a

small trump.

19. Basto and four of the smallest Clubs or Spades, King and

Queen of Hearts, Queen, Knave, and one small Diamond. Play a

mall trump.

20. X. B. King, Queen, Knave, and two small Clubs or Spades,

King and Queen of Hearts, Knave, and two small Diamonds. Lead
the King of trumps.

21. King, Queen, Seven, Six, and Five of Clubs or Spades, King

and Queen of Hearts, Queen, Knave, and one small Diamond. Lead

the King of trumps.

The cases, both in red and black, marked thus (X. B.) aro very

good games to play, and you have the odds on your side to win

those which arc not marked.
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. BLIND HOOKEY.
This is the ordinary tavern game, and consists simply in risking

n stake upon it, which is won or lost by the dealer according as his

own card is higher or lower than that of the player. The cards

rank as at Whist, and all ties are won by the dealer. Each party

has the right to shuffle, and the left-hand player cuts.

Another plan of playing is as follows : When the cards are shuffled

and cut, they are divided by the youngest hand into as many portions,

faces downward, as there are players. The eldest hand then

gives the dealer any one of the packs, and the other players take

each a portion, upon which the stakes are placed. The dealer then
turns up his lot, and according as the card at bottom is higher or

lower than those of his adversaries, he wins or loses. See page 47^.

QUINCE.
This is a French game, much patronized in some parts of Europe.

It is played by two persons, with a full pack of cards, and is gener-

ally liked for its fairness and simplicity. The following is the

method of play usually adopted :

The cards are shuffled by both players, and when they have cut

for deal, which falls to the lot of him who cuts the lowest, the dealer

has the liberty to shuffle them again. Ace is lowest.

When this is done, the adversary cuts them, after which the deal-

er gives one card to his opponent and one to himself.

Should the dealer's adversary not approve of his card, he is en-

titled to have as many cards given to him, one after the other, as

will make fifteen, or come nearest to that number, which are usu-

ally given from the top of the pack. For example, if he should

have a Deuce, and draw a Five, which amounts to seven, he must

continue going on in expectation of coming nearer to fifteen. If he
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draw an Eight, which will make just fifteen, he, as being eldest

hand, is sure of winning the game. But if he overdraw himself, and

make more than fifteen, he loses, unless the dealer should do the

same ; which circumstance constitutes a drawn game, and the stakes

are consequently doubled ; in this manner they persevere until one

of them has won the game, by standing and being nearest to fifteen.

At the end of each game the cards are packed and shuffled, and

the players again cut for deal.

The advantage is certainly on the side of the elder hand.

Quince may be played by more than two players ; but when a

larger number play, Vingt-un is the preferable game. As in the lat-

ter game, the stake once laid cannot be withdrawn.

THIRTY-ONE
The Germans call this game "Schnautz." It is played with an entire

pack of cards, and by any number of persons under 17. Each player

puts an equal stake into the pool ; three cards are dealt to each, and

a spare hand, in the middle of the table, which is turned up. The

object of the game is to get Thirty-one, or as near it as possible,

reckoning as follows : The Ace stands for 11, each of the honors

for 10, and the other cards for the number of spots on them respect-

ively : thus Ace, King, and Six of any one suit reckon 27 ; Ace, with

two honors or one honor and the Ten, for Thirty-one ; an Honor, a

Ten, and a Five, for 25 ; and so on : but observe that all the three

cards must be of one suit ; and three cards of equal value, as three

Kings, Tens, Fives, Twos, or Aces, are better than 30, but inferior

to 31. Each player in turn, beginning at the elder hand, exchanges

one of his cards for one out of the spare hand ; and this goes on till

some one has got Thirty-one, or stops changing. When any one

gets game, or 31, he shows his hand, and takes the pool, which fin-

ishes the game. If one stops without being 31, the other players

can change once more only, or till it comes to the turn of the person

who stopped, and then all show their hands, and he who is nearest to

•U gets the pool. In the event of two or more being equal, the elder

hand has the preference, only that three Aces, Kings, &c, rank pref-

erably to three Queens, or lower cards.
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ALL-FIVES.
This game is played with an entire pack, in the same way as All-

fours. But instead of nine or eleven, sixty-one points are played

for; to constitute the game, which is marked on a cribbage-board.

For Ace of trumps the holder marksfour points when he plays it ; for

King of trumps, three ; for Queen, ttoo ; for Knave, one ; for the five

of trumps, Jive ; and for the Ten of trumps, ten. If the Knave, Ten,

or Five be taken in play by superior cards, the points belonging to

them are scored by the winner. In counting fur game, the five of

trumps is reckoned as five, and all the other Aces, Kings, Queens,

Knaves, and Tens, are counted as in All-fours. A good deal of

skill is necessary in order to play this game well : the proficient

holding back a superior card to catch the Ten 01 Five. Trump
after trick is not compulsory unless previously agreed to. The first

card played by the non-dealer is the trump. The rest of the rules

are the same as in All-fours. It maybe played by four persons,

either as partners or singly, and is a good merry sort of game.

FRENCH FOURS,
Sometimes called "French Loo," is a variety of All-Fours. It

is played with a pack of fifty-two cards : three cards are dealt to

each player, and the pack is turned with the cards exposed, face

upwards, the top card being trump. Whoever makes or takes low,

Jack, or game, scores a point for each. High is of course scored by

the fortunate player who has it dealt to him, or draws it from the

pack. There is no " begging " in this game, but the eldest hand, i. e.,

the player next on the left of the dealer, may lead any card he

chooses, and his opponent must follow suit. After each trick the

dealer distributes one card, face up, t«i each player, beginning with

the winner of the trick. Thus each player will have three cards in

hand until the pack is exhausted. The game is otherwise governed

by the same laws as All-fours. Two, four, or eight may play this

game with a complete pack, but when any other number engage at

it, sufficient unimportant cards must be taken from the pack before
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dealing, to make the deal go round without remainder. Thus

—

when three play, one card (usually the trey of one of the suits) must

be rejected. The rejected cnrds must he exposed to the view of all

the players. French Fours may be played with partners the same

as the regular game of All-four*.

Apparently this game is more simple than All-fours, but such is

not the case, for although each player may see what cards his ad-

versary draws, yet where four play the game, a better memory and

closer attention are essential than at the game of Whist.

HELP YOUR NEIGHBOR.
This amusing game is played with three dice, and may be played

by six persons as follows:

—

The players throw in regular rotation. The first player, or num-
ber one, throws 2, 4, 6, and as he has not thrown one, the number
corresponding to his own, he scores nothing, but 6 being the highest

number thrown, number six scores G points.

The second player now throws, and he throws 2, 3, 5 ;
he, there-

fore, counts two, and helps his neighbor five to 5 points.

The third player throws, and he throws three fours, so he gets

nothing, while his neighbor, number four, scores 4 points; the

raffles counting 4 instead of 12.

Number four now plays, and throws 1, 3, 3, making nothing for

himself, but 3 for number three, or the third player.

Number five being the next player, throws three fives, which counts

him 5 points.

Number six throws three aces, which counts him nothing, but

enables number one to score 1 point.

In this way the game proceeds until some one of the players wins

the game, by making the number of points previously agreed upon.

When the game is played for a pool made up by the joint contri-

butions of the players, the first man out wins, but if for refresh-

ments, the last player out loses.
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AMERICAN BLIND HOOKEY.
This game differs from the old English Blind Hookey, noticed on

page 474. It may be played by a number of persons, as follows;—

Suppose a party of ten sit down to play. The dealer shurfles a

full deck of cards, and cuts them into ten piles, keeping the backs

up ; then some one of the party points to the pile which shall be

the dealer's, which he instantly takes up, but not exposing the bot-

tom card. Each player then selects a pile for himself, and, without

looking at the bottom card, places the money or counters by its side,

to indicate the sum bet. The dealer now turns up his pile, showing

the bottom card, and the players follow suit, which determines the

result of the game, as the dealer must pay all whose bottom card is

higher than his own, and wins from those whose card is of a smaller

denomination, or which ties his own.

In this game the cards have their usual value, and rank as at

"Whist. No skill or judgment is required to play it, as it is entirely

a game of chance.

ROUNCE. (Card Game.)

The game of Bounce, as played in the United States, is derived

from the German game of Bamsch, and in its principal features re-

sembles Division Loo.

Bounce is played with a pack of fifty-two cards, which rank as at

Whist. The deal is determined by cutting, and the player who
cuts the lowest card is entitled to the deal. In cutting, the ace is

high. Five cards are dealt to each player, by two's and three's, or

vice versa, as in the game of Euchre, and an extra hand of six cards

is dealt in the centre of the table, which is called dumby.

The dumby must be dealt before the dealer takes the full comple-

ment of cards himself, and should be filled immediately preceding

his own hand. When the cards have been dealt in the manner
described, the dealer turns up the top card on the pack, which is the

trump. After the first hand, the deal passes to the left. The game
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consists of fifteen points, which number is scored with three crosses,

in the following manner : XXX. Each cross represents five points.

"When a player makes one point, he rubs out the centre of the cross,

thus: X, and when he makes another point he rubs out one of the

remaining portions of the cross, and so on. until all are wiped out.

After the ceremony of the deal has been concluded, the dealer

asks each player in regular succession, beginning with the eldest

hand

—

i. e., the player immediately to the left of the dealer—what

lie will do, whether he will stand his hand, take dumby, or decline

playing for that round. The eldest hand has the first privilege of

taking dumby, and if he elects to do so, he must place his hand in

the centre of the table, face down, and discard one card from his

new hand. If he declines to take dumby, then the option passes to

the next player, and so on in succession to the dealer.

Whoever takes dumby must play it. Any player, who thinks he

cannot take a trick, may decline to play his hand. When all refuse

to play then the player at the right jot the dealer, must play his

hand, take dumby, or, in default of doing either, give the dealer five

points. The dealer may discard any card in his hand, and take in

hand the card turned up for trump.

Each trick taken in play counts one point, and if a player fail to

take a trick after entering to play his hand, he is Bounced, that is,

sent up five points.

In this game suit must be followed; but if this is not possible, a

player may trump or not, at his option. The winner of a trick must

lead a trump, if he can; if, however, he holds no trump, he may
lead any card he chooses. If the dealer makes a misdeal, he is

rounced, and loses his deal. A player is also rounced if he fails to

follow suit when he can, or to lead trump after taking a trick, when
it is possible for him to do so.

The German game Bamsch differs from Bounce in the following

particulars:—1st. The game is played with a pack of thirty-two

cards, the same as Euchre. 2d. A player is not compelled to lead

trumps, if he has already done so twice. 3d. If a player holds no
trumps, and elects to play his hand, trusting to make a trick in good
cards of other suits, he may, in his proper turn, play his poorest card,

face down, which card represents a trump, and such a lead calls for a

trump from every player who holds one. In all other particulars,

Ramsch is identical with the American game of Rounce.
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PROPS.
The origin of this game is uncertain, but it is played exclusively

in New England, more particularly in Boston, where gaming-

houses are exclusively devoted to it. It is not a banking, but a per

centage game, the keeper of the table taking a certain per centage

from all sums played for. In 6ue of the most popular Prop rooms

in Boston, the average per centage was said to be ten dollars an

hour. The game is played with four sea-shells, about an inch in

length, the convex part of the shell being cut off, and the cavity

filled with red sealing-wax, thus making it flat on either side.

The players gather around a long table prepared for the purpose,

and which is usually covered with green baize, when one of them

takes the props, places his money upon the table, and cries, u Set

to me /" " Ten dollars that I throw a nick"—which means that he

will throw an even number, that is, two or four of either side up

—

if odd, he loses. The parties around the table take as much of the

proposed bet as they see proper, or one may take it all, when the

props are thrown, and if he wins he may continue to throw until he

loses by throwing an odd number, or an **ou<" as the technical is,

when the shells are passed to the next man, who proceeds as before.

SWEAT, OR CHUCKER LUCK.
This game is extensively played on our western rivers, upon race-

fields, and at all large gatherings of men. The per centage of the

game, when fairly played, is very strong, but the low gamblers who
generally play it, add to its strength by skilful cheating. It is

played with dice upon a cloth numbered thus

:

1 !2 3 4: 5 6

The money bet is deposited upon these numbers, according to

the choice or fancy of the player. The bets being made, the

"dicer" puts three dice into a cup, shakes them up, and throws

them upon the table ; the numbers thrown win for the player, while

the bank takes all the money not upon the fortunate numbers.
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For example : If a Tbet be placed upon the six, and one six ia

thrown, the amount bet is paid—if two sixes have been thrown, the

bet is paid double, and triple if three sixes have been thrown.

This constitutes the well-known game of " Sweat, 11 over which

many an unlucky player has sweat ''more than the law allows."

THIKTEEN AND THE ODD.
This game is played by two persons with a full pack of fifty-two

cards, which rank the same as at Whist.

The players cut for the deal, the lowest dealing first, after which

the deal is alternate. In cutting, Ace is low.

The dealer then gives each player thirteen cards, one at a time,

commencing with the eldest hand, and turns up the next card for

tramp
;

if a misdeal should occur, the dealer loses the deal.

The eldest hand plays first, and the tricks are played and made
subject to the same regulations as in the game of Whist, and the

player who first makes seven tricks wins the game. In case a player

should revoke, he loses the game, provided the trick, in which the

revoke occurs, has been turned.

OBSOLETE CARD-GAMES.
There is no authentic record of card-playing in Europe earlier

than the end of the fourteenth century, though it is probable that

cards were known to some few persons as early as 1350. It seems

strange that it has never been satisfactorily ascertained when tho

most fascinating species of gambling ever invented was first intro-

duced
;
strange, that it should still be doubtful whether card-playing

was ingrafted from some other quarter of the world, or whether it

was a European invention. It is true that there are traditions of

the existence of playing-cards from time immemorial in Hindostan,

where the Brahmins claim to have invented them. There is also a

legend that playing-cards were invented in China, for the amuse-

ment of Seun-ho's numerous concubines in the year 1120. There

is a third hypothesis, which delivers over to the gypsies the inven-

21
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tion of cards at a remote epoch. But, granting that there is some

foundation for all those theories, still the fact remains that, oven if

cards did exist earlier than the middle of the fourteenth century,

the mode of playing with them has not survived.

The game of Primero, Prime, or Primavista, is allowed by most

authorities to be the oldest known card-game. Sir John Harington,

in his punning epigram " On the Games that have been in request

at the Court," has the following :

—

The first game was the best, when free from crime

The courtly gamesters all were in their prime.

According to Nares, Primero resembled a more modern game called

Vambigu ; but Seymour, iu "The Court Gamester," published early

in the eighteenth century, gives a different version. Speaking of

Ombre (quadrille), he says, M It is an improvement of a game called

Primero, formerly in great vogue among the Spaniards. Primero is

played with six cards, Ombre with nine,—that being the material dif-

ference. As to the terms, they are mostly the same.* Ho who
holds cinquo primero (which is a sequence of five of the best cards

and a good trump) is sure to be successful over his adversary.

Hence the game takes its denomination." Minshew, in his "Guide
into Tongues," says that primero means first, and primavista first

seen; and that the game is so called " because he that can show

such an order of cards first, wins."

It can hardly be doubted that Primero was a game of Spanish

origin. It is said to have been introduced into England by Cath-

erine of Arragon, or at all events by her followers. Shakspeare

makes out that King Henry VI II. played at Primero. Gardiner

says that he left the king " at Primero with the Duke of Suffolk."

The game was certainly fashionable in the reign of Elizabeth. Lord

Burleigh seems to have occasionally indulged in a hand at Primero.

A picture by Zuecaro, from Lord Falkland's collection, represents

the grave Lord Treasurer playing at cards with three other persons,

who from their dress appear to be of distinction, each having two

rings on the same finger of both hands. The cards are marked on

the face as now, but they differ from our present cards in being

longerand narrower; antiquaries are of opinion that the game repre-

sented in tlie picture is the game of Primero.

A passage in an old play, Greene's " Tu Quoque," has been

* Seymour is mistaken on this point.
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quoted by several writers as evidence that Primero was a gambling

game :
44 Primero, why I thought thou hadst been so much gamester

as piay at it." But a person who objects to cards might make such

a remark with respect to any card-game, whether a gambling game
or not. Judging from the partial descriptions of the game which

lvmain to us, it would seem that Primero might be played either for

large or small stakes, as agreed on. In Florio's 44 Second Frutes"

(1591), a very scarce book, Primero is played by two persons for

"one shilling stake and three rest" (?pool). In Minshew's •'Span-

ish Dialogues" four play ; the stake is two shillings, and the rest

eight. The mode of play is but imperfectly known.
The earliest game of cards indigenous to England seems to have

been the game of Trump, the predecessor of Whist. It was
played at least as early as the time of Edward VI., for in the come-
dy of 44 Gammer Gorton's Needle." said to have been first printed

in 1551, old Dame Chat invites two of her acquaintances to a
game at trump :

Come nere, ye be no stranger:

"We be fast set at trump, man, hard by the tyre;

Thou shalt set on the ktatj if thou come a little nyer.

Come hither, Dol ; Dol. sit dowu and play this frame,

And as thou sawest me do. see thou do even the same.
There is five trumps besides the queen, the hindmost thou shalt find her.

In Decker's 44 Belman," published about the same period, we are

told that 44 deceipts [are] practised even in the fayrest and most civill

companies, at primero, Bant, maw, trump, and such like games."
Trump is supposed to have been very like Whist. There was a

group of games—Trump, Ruff, Slam, Ruff and Honors, and Whisk
and Swabbers—which were closely allied, and out of which modern
Whist has been born. All card-players are aware that Ruff and
Trump are synonymous. In Cotgravc's 44 French and English
Dictionary" (1611), we find "Triomphc, the card game called Ruffe
or Trump." Ruff and Trump, however, were not identical. We
find them distinguished from each other by Taylor, the water-poet
(1G30), in enumerating the games at which the prodigal squanders
his money

:

He flings his money free with carlessncsse

At novum, mumchance, misehance, choose ye which,
At one-and-thirty. or at poor-atid-rieh

;

liurt'e, slam, trump, noddy, whist, hole, sant, new cut.
* * * * *
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At primiflsto, post-and-payre, primero,

Maw, wuip-her-ginny, he's a liberal hero

;

At iny-sow-pigged ;—but (reader, never doubt ye),

lie's skilled in all games, except look-about-ye.

Ruff and Honors, and Slam, and Whist, are also kept distinct

from each other by Cotton, in the 44 Compleat Gamester" (1680).

He says :
44 Ruff and Honors (alias Slam), and Whist, are games so

commonly known in England in all parts thereof, that every child

almost of eight years old, hath a competent knowledge in that re-

creation ; and therefore I am unwilling to speak any thing more of

them than this, that there may be a great deal of art used in deal-

ing and playing at these games, which differ very little one from the

ot/ier.
,f According to Seymour, trump is a corruption of the word

triumph, 44 for where they [trumps] are, they are attended with con-

quest."

In the reign of James I., the fashionable game was Maw. James
I. was himself a card-player. A pamphlet preserved in the British

Museum, entitled, 44 Tom Toll-Troath ; or, a Free Discourse touch-

ing the Manners of the Time" (circa 16*22), thus alludes to the

King's taste for cards :
44 In the very gaining ordinaries, where men

have scarce leisure to say grace, yet they take a time to censure

your Majestie's actions. They say you have lost the fairest game
at Maw that ever King had, for want of making the best advantage

of the five-finger [Five of trumps] and playing the other helpes in

time. That your owne card holders play bootie, and give the signe

out of your owne hande."

The game of Maw differed but little from that subsequently called

Five-cards ; and Five-cards agaiu is substantially the same as the

modern Irish game of Spoilt-five. It is probable that the game of

Five-cards was carried to Ireland by Oliver Cromwell's army.

Gleek was reckoned a geuteel game in Ben Jonson's time. It

was played by three persons. It is described at great length in a

book entitled 44 Wit's Interpreter," published in 1670.

The other principal card-games of the period were Lodam,
Noddy, Bankerout, Saunt, Lanterloo, Knave-out-of-doors, and

Post-and-pair. Sir John Harington mentions Lodam as succeed-

ing Maw in court patronage. It is not known how it was played.

Noddy is supposed by some to have been the original of Cribbage,

because the Knave was called Noddy. But it would seem that the

game of Noddy was played for counters, and that it was fifteen or

twenty-one up. In Salton's tales, a young heir is likened to 44 a
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gamester at Noddy; one-ancf-twenty makes him out." Nares says

that Noddy was not played with a board; but Gayton (Festivous

Notes upon Don Quixot, 1654) speaks of Noddy-boards.

Saunt and Saut are merely corruptions of Cent, or Cientos, a

Spanish game. It was named Cientos because the game was a

hundred. It is supposed to have been the same as Piquet.

Lanterloo was very similar to Loo. The first mention of Lanter-

ioo occurs in a Dutch pamphlet (circa 1G48).

Knave-out-of-doors was probably the same game as Poore-and-

rich, or as Beggar-my-neighbor.

Post-aad-pair is said to have resembled the game of Commerce.
It was played with three cards each ; and much depended on vying,

or betting, on the goodness of your own hand. A pair-royal of Aces
was the best hand, and next, a pair-royal of any three cards accord-

ing to their value. If no one had a pair-royal, the highest pair

won, and next to this, the hand that held the highest cards. This

description seems to apply more nearly to Brag than to Commerce.
In Cotton's " Compleat Gamester," we find, in addition to the

games already mentioned, the following which are obsolete—Ombre,

French-ruff, Costly-colors, Bone-ace, Wit-and-reason, the Art of

Memory, Plain-dealing, Queen Nazareen, Penneech, Bankafalet, and

Beast. Most of these defunct games were very babyish contrivan-

ces. Bone-ace, for instance, was admitted by Cotton to be u trivial

and very inconsiderable, by reason of the little variety therein con-

tained ;" but, added the author, " because I have seen ladies and per-

sons of quality have plaid at it for their diversion, I will briefly de-

scribe it, and the rather, because it is a licking game for money."
The whole game consisted in this, the dealer dealt three cards to

each player, the first two being dealt face downward, and the third

being turned up. The biggest card turned up carried the bone,

that is, half the pool, and the nearest to thirty-one in hand won the

other half.

The games mentioned by Cotton, which are still practised, are all

superior games
; games of variety, and games into which skill large-

ly enters. They are Piquet, Cribbage, All-fours, and Whist. Of
these Whist is the king. It has been the game for some hundred
and twenty years ; and its never-ending variety, and its well ad-

justed complements of skill and chance, seem likely to continue it

in undisturbed possession of modern card-rooms.
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THE DOCTRINE OF CHANCES.

The object of the calculation of probabilities is to discover facts,

the reality of which is unknown to us.

The probability of an event may be said to be more or less, ac-

cording to the number of chances by which it may happen, com-
pared with the whole number of chances by which it may either

happen or fail.

If we, therefore, constitute a fraction, whereof the numerator be

the number of chances whereby an event may happen, and the de-

nominator the number of all the chances whereby it may happen or

fail, that fraction will be the proper designation of the probability

of the event. Thus, if an event has 3 chances to happen and 2

to fail, the fraction $ will fitly represent the probability of its hap-

pening, and may be said to be the measure of it.

The same may be said of the probability of failing, which will

likewise be measured by a fraction, whose numerator is the number
of chances by which it may fail, and the denominator the whole

number of chances for and against, as f.

Thus the number of the two fractions representing the probability

of the advent or not of an event is equal to unity. When one,

therefore, is given, the other may be found by subtraction.

The expectation, that is the sum which the person who has a

chance for the advent of an event is entitled to, if he resign his

chance to another, is always the product of the fraction represent-

ing the probability multiplied into the sum expected.

Thus, if I have 3 chances in 5 to obtain $100, I say that my ex-

pectation is equal to the product of $100 by the fraction £, and,

therefore, that it is worth $60. Thus, if the value of an expectation

be given, as also the value of the thing expected, then dividing the

first by the second, the quotient will express the probability of ob-

taining the sum expected. Again, the risk of losing any sum is the

reverse of expectation, and the true measure of it is the product of

the sum adventured, multiplied by the loss. What is called advan-
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tage or disadvantage in play, results from the combination of the

several expectations of the gamesters, and of their several risks.

Thus, supposing A and B play together, and that A has deposited

85 and B $3, and that the number of chances which A has to win

is 4, and the number of chances B has to win 2, and that it were

required to determine the advantage or disadvantage of the players,

we may reason thus : the whole sum staked being $8, and that A's

chance is |, it follows that A's expectation is 8 x g =5J, and for tho

same reason B's expectation is 8 x |= 2|.

Again, if from the respective expectations which the players have

upon the whole sum deposited be subtracted the amount of their

stakes, the remainder will be the advantage or disadvantage of

either, according as the difference is positive or negative.

When the obtaining of any sum requires the advent of several

events, independent of each other, the value of the expectation is

found by multiplying together the several probabilities of happen-

ing, and again multiplying the product by the value of the sum ex-

pected. Again, when the expectation depends on the happening

of one event and the failure of another, then its value will be the

product of the probability of the first happening, by the probability

of the second failing, and that again by the value of the sum ex-

pected. This rule is applicable to the advent or not of as many
events as may be assigned.

The above considerations apply to events which are independent;

and in order to avoid any obscurity in the use of the terms, depend-

ent and independent, we beg leave to define them.

Two events are independent when they have no connection one

with another, and that the happening of one has no influence upon

the advent of the other. Two events are dependent when they are

so connected that the probability of either happening is altered by

the advent of the other.

From whence it may be inferred, that the probability of the hap-

pening of two events dependent, is the product of the probability

of the advent of one of them by the probability which the other will

have of arriving. This rule will extend to the happening of as

many events as may be assigned.

But in the case of events dependent, to determine the probability

of the advent of some of them, and at the same time the probability

of the failing of some others, is a disquisition of greater difficulty,

which will be more conveniently transferred to another place.
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PROBLEM I.

Tofind the probability of throwing an ace in two throws.

The probability of throwing an ace the first time is £, wherefore,

6 is the first part of the probability required. If the ace be missed

the first time, still it may be thrown the second ; but the probability

of missing it the first time is $, and the probability of throwing it

the second time is 6 , wherefore the probability of missing it the first

time and throwing it the second is f x £= ; this is the second

part of the probability required ; therefore the probability required

in all is 6 + 3
4
6=i&.

PROBLEM II.

Tofind the probability of throwing an ace in three throws.

The probability of throwing an ace the first time is If missed

the first time, the ace may still be thrown in the two remaining

throws ; but the probability of missing the first time is |i and the

probability of throwing it in \he two remaining throws is, by Prob.

I., wm\\, therefore the probability of missing it the first time and

throwing it in the two remaining times is fxH—Jfo which is the

second part of the probability required ; wherefore the probability

will be 6 + tH>== tV*.

By the above method it is obvious that the probability of throw-

ing an ace in four throws is iSVe*

It is remarkable that he who undertakes to throw an ace in four

throws, has just the same advantage as he who undertakes with

two dice that six or seven shall come up in two throws, the odds in

either case being 671 to 6*5 ; by which may be shown how to deter-

mine easily the gain of one party from the superiority of chances

he has over his adversary, from the supposition that each stake is

equal and denominated by unity. Let the odds be expressed by

the ratio of a to b, then the respective probabilities of winning be-

a b
ins r and r the right of the first upon the stake of the
° a + b a + b & r

second, is * 1» ana likewise the right of the second on the

b
stake of the first is •

'

r x 1 ; therefore the gain of the first is
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a—b a—

6

j—g X 1, or barely
g + ^

and consequently the gain of him who

undertakes that 6 or 7 shall come up in two throws, or who under-

. * .
671—625 46 .

takes to fling an ace in four throws is
g7j^g05

=
j29G

1S nearv "«

part of his adversary's stake.

PROBLEM III.

To find the probability of throwing two aces in two throws, it is sim

ply that the probability required is £ x |— /g.

PROBLEM IV.

To find the probability of throwing two aces in three throws.

If an ace be thrown the first time, then it will only require to be

thrown once in two throws ; but the probability of throwing it the

first time is }, and the probability of throwing it once in two throws

is, we have seen, the probability, therefore, of throwing it the

first time, and then throwing it once in two throws, is i x^g= 2
L
1

1
6=

to the first part of the probability required.

If the ace be missed the first time, there still remains the proba-

bility of throwing twice together ; but the probability of missing it

the first time is &, and the probability of throwing it twice together

is iV; therefore the probability of both events=f x 3
'

6=jf 5. This

is the second part of the probability required, wherefore the whole

k . 11+5 16
probability is ^-^q =216'

In like manner, the probability of throwing two aces in four

throws is =iWb ; and by the same way of reasoning, we may grad-

ually find the probability of throwing an ace as many times as shall

be demanded in a given number of times.

To find any chances there are upon any number of dice, each of the

same number offaces— to throw any given number ofpoints.

SOLUTION.

Let P 4- 1 be the number of points given to the number of dice

;

f the number of faces in each die, make p—f—q, q—f—r, r—f=s,
s-—f=t, etc.

21*
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Thus, for example, let it be required to find how many chances

there are of throwing 16 points with four dice, then making P + l=
16 we have P=15, from which the number of chances required will

be found.

+^xVx^— =+455
— | x | x I x !— =—336

+ ix|Xjl x{x|=+ 6

But 455—336 + 6=125, and then 125 is the number of chances re-

quired.

COROLLARY.

All the points equally distant from the extremes, that is, from the

least and greatest number of points that are upon the dice, have the

same number of chances by which they may be produced ; where-

fore, if the number of points given be nearer to the greater extreme

than to the less, let the number of poiuts given be subtracted from

the sum of the extremes, and work with the remainder, and the

operation will be shortened.

Thus, if it be required to find the number of chances of throwing

16 points with four dice. Let 16 be subtracted from 28, the sum
of the two extremes, 4 and 24, and the remainder will be 12 ; from

which it may be concluded that the number of chances for throwing

16 points is the same as throwing 12 points.

PROBLEM V.

To find the probability of throwing one ace and no more, in four

throws.

This case is different from the problem of the probability of

throwing an ace in four throws. In the present case there is a re-

straint laid on the event ; for whereas in the former case he who

undertakes to throw an ace desists from throwing when once the

ace has come up ; in this he obliges himself, after it has come up, to

a further trial, which is wholly against him, excepting the last throw

of the four, after which there is no trial, and, therefore, from the

unlimited probability of the ace being thrown once in four throws,

we must subtract the probability of its being thrown twice in that

number of throws. Now the first probability, it has been shown, is

l*Vft an^ tue second rVsV* from which it is evident that the proba-
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bility required is f££§, and the probability contrary, ffc
s
9%, therefore,

the odds of throwing one ace, and no more, in four throws, are 79G

to 500, or 8 to 5 ; and the same method may be followed in higher

cases.

PROBLEM VI.

If A and B play together, and A wants but one game of being up,

and B two, what are their respective probabilities of winning ?

It must be recollected that the set will necessarily be ended in

two games at most ; for if A wins the first game, there is no need

of any further trial; but if B wins it, then both parties will want

but one game of being up. Whence it is certain, that A wants to

win but one game in two, and that B must win twice running.

Now, supposing that A and B have an equal chance of winning a

game, then the probability which B has of winning the first game
will be i, and consequently, of winning twice together will be

h x h and therefore, the probability of A's winning one in two

games, will be 1

—

b—h or 3 to 1, which are the odds in favor of A.

PROBLEM VII.

A and B play together. A wants one game of being up, and B two,

but the chances in favor of B are double those of A. Required
the respective probabilities of each.

In this, as in the preceding problem, it is obvious that B ought
to win twice running. Now, since B has two chances to win a

game and A one chance for the same, B's probability of winning a

game is wherefore his probability of winning twice in succession

••s | x i=9? and consequently, A's probability of winning the set is

I—1=9, or 5 to 4.

Although by the above formula, we may determine the odds when
two players want a certain number of games of being up, and that

they have any given proportion of chances for winning a game, we
annex the following table, showing those odds when the number of

games wanting does not exceed six, and that the skill of the players

is equal.
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GAMES
WANTING.

1. 2 .

1. 3 .

1. 4 .

1. 5 .

1. 6 .

odds of
WINNING.

3 to 1

7 to 1

15 to 1

31 to 1

63 to 1

GAXES
WANTING.

2. 3 ..

2. 4 .

.

2. 5 ..

2. 6 ..

3. 4 .

.

ODDS OF

WINNING.

11 to 5

26 to 6

57 to 7

120 to 8

42 to 22

GAMES
WANTING.

ODDS OF

WINNING.

3. 5 . . . 99 to 28

3. 6 ... 219 to 37

4. 5 ... 163 to 97

4. 6 ... 382 to 130

5. 6 ... 538 to 386

From the foregoing problems it appears that when A wants but

one game of a set, and B two, the odds in favor of the former are 3

to 1. The accuracy of this calculation, however, has been ques-

tioned by the celebrated d'Alembert, who illustrates his position by
the game of Croix ou Pile (Heads or Tail), which is too well known
to need a definition.

CROIX OU PILE.

REQUIRED WHAT ARE THE ODDS OF THROWING HEADS OR CROIX

IN TWO SUCCESSIVE THROWS.

The most common answer given by authors who have treated this

question is, that there are four combinations.

FIRST COUP.

Croix.

Pile.

Croix.

Pile.

SECOND COUP.

Croix.

Croix.

Pile.

Pile.

In these four combinations there is only one by which the thrower

loses ; the odds are then 3 to 1 in his favor. If he betted in three

coups, he would find eight combinations, seven in his favor, and

one against him : the odds would be, therefore, 7 to 1 ; but, says

d'Alembert, is this correct ? For to consider only the two coups,

must we not reduce to one the two combinations, which give croix

the first coup ; for head once thrown, the game is over ; thus, then,

there are really only three combinations possible, viz.,

Croix first coup.

Pile et Croix 1 and 2 coup.

Pile et Pile 1 and 2 coup.

The odds are, therefore, only 2 to 1. Agaiu, in three coups we

shall find,
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Croix.

Pile. Croix.

Pile. Pile. Croix.

Pile. Pile. Pile

The odds are, therefore, in this case, only 3 to 1.

We invite the attention of our readers to this problem, which in

the opinion of the celebrated mathematician alluded to, would go

far to reform many of the methods pursued in the analysis of games
of chance.

TO FIND IN HOW MANY TRIALS AN EVENT WILL PROBABLY
HAPPEN.

Example 1.—Required in how many throws one may undertake,

with an equality of chance, to throw two aces with two dice.

Now the number of chances upon two dice being 36, out of which

there is but one chance for two aces, it follows that the number of

chances against it is 35 ; multiply therefore 35 by the dec. 0*7, and

the product, 24*5, will show that the number of throws requisite to

that effect will be between 24 and 25.

Example 2.—In a lottery whereof the number of blanks is to the

number of prizes as 39 to 1, to find how many tickets a person

ought to take to make it an equal chance for one or more prizes.

Multiply 39 by 0-7, and the product will show you that the num-
ber of tickets requisite to that effect will be 27 or 28 at most.

Likewise, in a lottery whereof the number of blanks is to the num-
ber of prizes as 5 to 1, multiply 5 by 0*7, and the product 3*5 will

show that there is more than an equality of chance in four tickets

for one or more prizes, but less than an equality in three.

REMARKS.

In a lottery whereof the blanks are to the prizes as 39 to 1, if the

number of tickets in all were but 40, the proportion above men-
tioned would be altered, for 20 tickets would be a sufficient number
for the just expectation of a single prize..

Again, if the number of tickets in all were 80, still preserving the

proportion of 39 blanks to 1 prize, and consequently, supposing 78

blanks to 2 prizes, this proportion would still be altered ; wherefore,

if the proportion of the blanks to the prizes is often repeated, as it
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usually is in lotteries, the number of tickets requisite for a prize

will be always found by taking tV of the proportion of the blanks to

the prizes.

By the following table, therefore, the number of trials necessary

to make it probable that an event will happen three, four, five, etc.

times will be easily found

:

For a single event, multiply the number of chances

against its advent by 0*7

For a double event 1*678

For a triple event 2-675

For a quadruple event 3-672

For a quintuple event 4-070

For a sextuple event 5-663

From what has been said it will be obvious, that although we
may with an equality of chance contend about the happening of an

event once in a certain number of trials, yet we cannot contend for

its happening twice in a double number of trials, or throe times in

triple that number; and so on. Thus, although the chances are

equal of throwing two aces with two dice in 25 throws, yet we can

nut undertake that the two aces shall come up twice in 50 throws,

the number requisite being 58 or 59 times ; and much less, that it

will come up three times in 75 throws, the number requisite being

93 and 94; so that we cannot undertake that in a very great num-
ber of trials, the happening shall be oftener than in the proportion

of 1 to 36. And therefore we may lay it down as a maxim, that

events at long run will not happen oftener than in the proportion

of the chances they have to happen in one trial, and if wo assign

any other proportion, the odds against us will increase continually.

ANALYSIS OF THE CHANCES, OR THE POINTS PRODUCED BY TWO
OR MORE DICE.

With two dice it is evident that we may produce thirty-six dif-

ferent combinations, for each of the six faces of one may be succes-

sively combined six times with each of the six faces of the other.

Therefore, with a number of dice =*, the number of different com-

binations they will produce will be 6".

The odds of throwing doublets, therefore, with two dice, are 35

to 1.
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But we shall find

—

That 3 may be thrown 2 different ways.

4 II 3

5 u 44 4 44 11

6 44 M 5 44 II

7 II 6 II (1

8 II 5 II II

9 II 4 44 41

10 II 3 II 41

11 (1 2 II

12 II 1 44 II

Which is evident by the following table, which expresses the

thirty-six combinations

:

TABLE.

g 3 4 5 G 7

3 4 5 G 7 8

4 5 G 7 8 9

5 6 7 8 9 10

G 7 8 9 10 11

7 8 9 10 11 12

Let us suppose that in the first vertical column of this table one

of the dice is thrown successively upon every one of its faces, the

other constantly coming up 1 ; in the second, that one of them

comes constantly 2, and the other each of its six faces in succes-

sion, and so on, the same numbers will be found upon the same

diagonal line ; thus we shall find 7 is the number most often thrown

with two dice, and 2 and 12 in the opposite ratio. Again, if we
take the trouble of forming a table for three dice, we shall have six

tables of thirty-six numbers each, the first of which will have 3 on

the left side at top, and 13 at the bottom of the right side ; the last

will have 8 on the left side, and 18 at the bottom of the right col-

umn : thus we shall find the number of times 8 may come up is=
6+5+4+3+2+1=21 ; thus there are 15 times for 7, 10 times for6,

G times for 5, 3 times for 4, 1 for 3, 25 times for 9, 27 times for 10,

27 times for 11, 25 for 12, 9 for 13, 15 times for 14, 10 times for 15,

G times for 1G, 3 times for 17, 1 only for 18. Thus 10 and 11 are

with three dice the most advantageous to bet in favor of, the odds

iu favor of their being thrown being 27 to 21G, or 8 to 1.
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By this method we may determine the numbers most likely to bo

thrown with any number of dice.

It will be obvious from the above, how essential it is to know the

number of combinations of which any number of dice are suscep-

tible, in order to avoid accepting disadvantageous bets, which is

but too often the fate of those who do not reflect that all chances

are in some degree submitted to mathematical analysis.

Two dice, as we have just observed, being taken together, form

twenty- one numbers, and considered separately, will give thirty-six

different combinations. Of the 21 coups which may be thrown with

two dice, the first 6 are doublets, and can only be thrown once, as

the two sixes, etc., etc. The 15 other coups, on the contrary, have

each two combinations, the aggregate number of the whole being

36. The odds, therefore, of the caster throwing a given doublet,

are 1 to 35 ; and again, of his throwing an indeterminate one, 1 to

5; and 1 to 17 that he throws 6 and 4, seeing that this point gives

him two chances against 34.

But it is not the same with the number of points of two dice

joined together ; the combination of their chances is in ratio to the

multitude of the different faees which can produce these numbers,

and is as follows :

NUMBERS.

2 1 andl
3 2 and 1

.

. 1 and 2

4 2 and 2. .3 and 1. .1 and 3

5
o
e 4 and 1

.

. 1 and 4

.

.2 and 3. .3 and 2
6 3 and 3. . 5 and 1

.

. 1 and 5

.

.4 and 2. .2 and 4

7
£

6 and 1

.

.1 and 6. . . 5 and 2

.

.2 and 5. .4 and 3.. 3 and 4

8 4 and 4

.

.6 and 2. .2 and 6. .5 and 3. . 3 and 5

9 I
4 6 and 3. .3 and 6. . 5 and 4

.

.4 and 5

10 5 and 5

.

.6 and 4. .4 and 6

11 6 and 5. . 5 and 6

12 6 and 6

If, therefore, we bet to throw 11 the first time with two dice,

the odds are 2 to 34, and if 7, 6 to 30, there being six ways by

which 7 may be thrown, and thirty against it. We must, how-

ever, observe that in the eleven different numbers which may be

thrown with two dice, 7, which is the mean proportional between 2

and 12, has more chances than the others, which, on their side,
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have more or less chances in their favor, as they approach the two

extremes.

This difference of the multitude of chances produced by the mean
numbers compared to the extreme, increases considerably in ratio

to the number of dice. It is such, that if we make use of seven

dice, which produce points from 7 up to 42, we shall find that we
shall almost invariably throw the mean numbers 24 and 25, or

those which approach the nearest to them, viz., 22, 23, 26, 27 ; and

if, instead of seven dice, we make use of 25, which will produce

numbers from 25 to 150, we might with safety bet an equal wager

to throw 86 and 87.

The above remark is important, as it must tend to expose at a

glance the gross imposition of those lotteries composed of seven

dice, which, notwithstanding the vigilance of the police, are still to

be found at country fairs and on race courses. These lotteries, for

the mean numbers only, hold out an advantage inferior to the sum
staked, while, on the other hand, they present the glittering temp-

tation to the uninitiated of a large prize for the extreme numbers,

which almost never come up ; for to show the ruinous nature of these

schemes, it will be only necessary to state, that the odds of throw-

ing a rafHe with seven dice are 40,000 to 1, while the value of the

prize is not the sixth part of the risk.

A thorough knowledge of the above rules is indispensable at the

game of Backgammon, and will enable the player to calculate with

rapidity all the various chances it presents.

COMBINATIONS OF DICE.

A Table, showing the Number of Throws upon any Number of Dice

from 1 to 9 inclusive.

FOR TWO DICE.

Determinate Indeterm.
To have throws. throws.

2 simples 2 there are 30

1 doublet 1 " »« 6

FOR THREE DICE.

3 simples. ... 6 * " 120

1 doublet and 1 simple 3 " " 90
1 triplet 1 " "

. , 6
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FOR FOUR DICE.

Determinate Indetorm
To have throws. throws.

36(1

. , 12 it ii .... 720

6 ii ii 90

4 ii ii .... 120

1 ii «i .... 6

FOR FIVE DICE.

... 120 it ii •yon.... 1Z\)

60 ii ii 3600

30 it it .... 1800

20 ii it .... 1200

... 10 ii ii .... 300

5 ii it .... 150

1 ii ii 6

FOR SIX DICE.

720 ii ii .... 720

360 ti ii .... 10800

. . 160 f. .... 16200

90 ii .... 1800

. 120 •* 700A.... 720U

. . 60 it ti 7200

2 triplets 20 it it .... 300

30 u ti .... 1800

. 15 ii .... 450

10 44 .... 180

1 6

FOR SEVEN DICE.

2520 .... 15120

1260 .... 75600

630 .... 37800

840 it .... 25200

1 triplet, 1 doublet, and 2 simples . . 420 it .... 75600

210 .... 12(500

140 .... 8400

2l0 ii .... 12600

I quadruple, 1 doublet, and 1 simple ... 105 ti .... 12600
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Determinate

To hare throws.

1 quadruple and 1 triplet 35 there are

1 quintuple and 2 simples 42 44 44

1 quintuple and 1 doublet 21 " 44

1 sextuple and 1 simple 7 M M

1 sextuple : 1 ** "

FOR EIGHT DICE.

2 doublets and 4 simples 10060 44 44

3 doublets and 2 simples 5040 ' 4 44

4 doublets

2520
44 44

1 triplet and 5 simples 6720 44 44

1 triplet, 1 doublet, and 3 simples 3360 44 44

1 triplet, 2 doublets, and 1 simple 1680 44 44

2 triplets and 2 simples 1120 4 4 44

2 triplets and 1 doublet 560 44 44

1 quadruple and 4 simples . . . 168 4 4 44

1 quadruple, 1 doublet, and 2 simples. . . 840 44 44

1 quadruple and 2 doublets 42 4 4 44

1 quadruple, 1 triplet, and 1 simple .... 280 44 44

2 quadruples 70 44 44

1 quintuple and 3 simples 336 4 * 44

1 quintuple, 1 doublet, and 1 simple.... 168 44 44

I quintuple and 1 triplet 56 44 44

I sextuple and 2 simples 56 44 44

1 sextuple and 1 doublet 28 4 4 44

1 sextuple and 1 simple 8 4 * 44

1 octuple 1 44 44

FOR NINE DICE.

3 doublets and 3 simples 45360 44 44

4 doublets and 1 simple 22680 44 44

1 triplet, 1 doublet, and 4 simples 30240 44 44

1 triplet, 2 doublets, and 2 simples 15120 44 44

1 triplet and 3 doublets 7560 44 44

2 triplets and 3 simples

10080

44 44

2 triplets, 1 doublet, and 1 simple 5040 44 44

3 triplets 1680 44 44

1 quadruple and 5 simples 15120 44 44

I quadruple, 1 doublet, and 3 simples . 7500 "

In tieterm,

throws.

1050

2520

630

210

6

.151200

.302400

. 37800

. 40320

.403200

.302400

.100800

. 33600

. 50400

.151200

. 25200

. 33600

. 1050

. 20160

. 20160

. 1680

. 3360

. 840

. 240

6

.907200

.680400

.907200

.272100

.454600

.f'04800

.907200

. 33600

. 90720

.907200
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Determinate

To bar* thrvwa.

1 quadruple, 2 doublets, and 1 simple . . 37SO there

I quadruple, 1 triplet, and 2 simple* 2520

are

1 quadruple, 1 triplet, and 1 Met 1260

2 quadruples and 1 simple 630

1 quintuple and 4 simples otfcJ4

1 quintuple, 1 doublet, and 2 simples. . . 1512

1 quintuple and 2 doublets 756

1 quiutuple, 1 triplet, and 1 simple 504

1 quintuple and 1 quadruple 126

1 sextuple and 3 simples 504

1 sextuple, 1 doublet, aud 1 simple 252

1 sextuple aud 1 triplet 84

1 sextuple and 2 simples 72

1 sextuple and 1 doublet 36

1 octuple and 1 simple 9
1 noneuple 1

Table showing the yumber of (liferent Ways in which

y'umbcr or determinate Point nay be thrown with any

of I>ice.from I to 9 inclusive.

WITH TWO DICE.

There are

1 throws which sive 2 or 12

3 or It

4 or 10

5 or 9

* 6 or S
** 7

throw*.

.680400

.453600

.151200

. 37800

.272100

. 45360

. 6U480

. 3780

. 30240

. 30240

. 2520

. 4320

. ioeo

. 270

: :e in

yumber

WITH FOUR DICE.

There are

WITH THREE DICE.

There are

1 throws which »jive 3 or IS

3 44 4 or 17

6 44 44 5 or 16

10 « 6 or 15

15 " 7 or 14

21 - S or 13

25 « 9 or 12

27 44 4 * 10 or 11

1 throws which give 4 or 24

4 • 44 5 or 23
10 44 44 6 or S3
20 44 44 7 or 21

35 44 8 or 20

56 44 44 9 or 19

SO 4 - 44 10 or 13

104 44 44 11 or 17

125 * 4 44 12 or 16

140 4 - 44 13 or 15

146 « 44 14

WITH FD7B DICE.

There are

1 throws which give

5 "

15 44 44

5 or 30

6 or 29
7 or OS
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There are

35 throws which give 8 or 27

70 » 9 or 26

126 " 10 or 25

205 " 11 or 24

305 J' 12 or 2:3

360 " 13 or 22

480 " 4 1 414 or 21

15 or °n16U

795 44 4 16 t >r 10

930 " 4 17 or 18

WITH SIX DICE.

There are

1 throws which give 6 or 36

6 44 7 01 35

21 44 8 or 34

56 44 9 01 33

126 44 10 or :^2

252 44 11 or 31

456 " 12 or 30

756 44 13 01 29

1161 44 14 or 23

1666 44 15 or 27

2247 44 16 or 26

2656 44 17 or 2.1

3431 44 18 or 24

3906 44 19 or 23

4222 44 4 20 or 22

4332 44 21

WITH SEVEN DICE.

There are

1 throws which give 7 or 42

7 8 or 41

28 44 9 or 40

84 44 10 or 39

210 44 11 or 38

462 44 12 or 37

917 44 13 or 36

1667 44 14 or 35

There are

2807 throws w'ch give 15 or 34

4417 44 16 or 33

6533 44 17 or 32

9142 44 18 or 31

1211/ 44 4t in „_ on44 iy or SU

15267 44 44 20 or 29

18327 44 44 21 or 28

20993 44 22 or 27

22967 44 23 or 26

24017 44 24 or 25

WITH EIGHT DICE.

There are

1 throws w'ch give 8 or 48

8 44 9 or 47

36 44 10 or 46

120 44 11 or 45

330 44 44 12 or 44
TOO <t it IO ~_ AO4 lo or 4o

1708 44 14 or 42

3368 44 15 or 41

6147 44 16 or 40

10460 44 ' 4 17 or 39

16308 44 18 or 33

25488 44 19 or 37

36688 44 20 or 36

50288 44 21 or 35

65803 44 22 or 34

82384 44 23 or 33

98813 44 24 or 32

113688 44 25 or 31

125588 44 26 or 30

133288 44 27 or 29

135954 44 28

WITH NINE DICE.

There are

1 throws w'ch give 9 or 54

9 44 10 or 53

45 44 11 or 52
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There are I There are

165 throws w'eh give 19 or 51
|
145699 throws w'ch give 22 or 41

495 " 13 or 50 2055b0 * k 44 23 or 40

1267 « 14 or 49 277469 14 4* 24 or 39

MM * 15 or 46
i
359469 44 44 25 or 38

t>i54 «• 44 lb or 47
;

4471509 4k «b or 37

12405 « 17 or 4b
;

5&>569 44 2? or 3l>

saaas * k * IS or 45
;

M9369 44 44 28 or 35

39303 - B or 44 669715 44 44 29 or 34

cam - 20 or 43 740619 44 44 30 or 33

21 or 42 i 767394 44 44 31 or 3S

By the following simple method we shall discover the number of

throws upon any number of dice, reckoning those only once which

may occur in more ways than one.

Suppose P=b ; and the number of points for one die will be

=P ; tor two diee,= P x -— ; tor three diee,=P x
g

x —— ;

. - v „ P + l P+2 P + 3 g a .. _ P+ l
for four dice,=P x — x x ; for hve dice,=P x X

P+2 P + 3 P + 4 . M _ ia _ „ .

—rr- x —:— x —-— , etc, or b, 21, ot», 12b, 2o2, and so on, tor any
3 4 o J

number of dice.

RAFFLE.

ODDS ON A RAFFLE, WITH NINE DICE, OR THE HIGHEST IN THREB
THROWS W ITU THREE DICE.

M yon do not thrvw It w you do not Anno

10077695 to 1 54 39
£to 1

10077b6 to 1 53 or more. verv near 394
Ki or more.M to l 52 Ml to 1 41

45609 to 1 51 >4 Ml to 1 40

MM to 1 50 104 to 1 39 4k

5032 to 1 49 VI to 1 38 44

2016 to 1 46 44 verv near 5 to 1 37 44

66b to 1 47 3* to 1 36 44

422 to I 46 44 2A to 1

i*
(4

215 to 1 45 4* or 26 to 11

lib to 1 44 44 11 to | 34

bb to 1 43 9 to 7 33

It is exactly equal that you throw 3*2 or in* r«-.
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THE FOLLOWING IS A GUIDE TO ANY PERSON INCLINED TO SELL

OR BUY A CHANCE.

1 out of 3 you do not tin'ow 36 or more

I
M 4 4 37 44

1 1

1

I
44 o 4 33 ii

J M Qo 4 39
1 ii 11 4 40 ti

1 44 17 ii 4 41 ii

1 44 23 ii U 4 4 42

1 44 47 11 i
' 43 it

1 44 81 It I 4 44

1 44 150 4 45

1 44 293 ii II 1 4 46

1 44 613 (1 « 4 47 ti

EXPLANATIONS OF THE FOREGOING TABLE.

Suppose a prize put up worth $20, that one person throws forty-

six, and there are eight more to throw ; in the table you will find

that one out of eleven has a right to throw forty ; therefore his

chance is worth one-half of the prize and -ft of the other half, equal

to $12.73, within a very small fraction.

CASES OF CURIOSITY.

It is 1585 to 1 you do not throw 47

807 to I 46

440 to 1
tt 45

255 to 1 ti tt 44

156 tol tt tt 43

100 to 1 it 42

68 to 1 tt 41

48 tol it 40

35 to 1 it tt 39

7 tol tt tt 38

21 tol tt 37

17| to 1 tt 36

15* to 1 tt ti 35

more nor less.
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DECISIONS ON DISPUTED POINTS.

In games of all kinds, as well as iu bets, questions often arise

which the rules or laws desigued to cover the case do not reach,

or upon which there are different views as to the true interpre-

tation of the laws- Indeed, it would be impossible to establish

a code of laws for this purpose, that should meet with unerring

eertaiuty every conceivable contingency, just as it is impossible

to do the same thing iu political economy. Heuce, when such

questions arise, they must be submitted to what may be termed

the unwritten common law or equity of games ; and decided, as the

lawyers say, "according to equity and good conscience."

To render " The American Hoy us" complete in all its depart-

ments, we have compiled from 14 Wilkes' Spirit ofthe Ti>/i<?«," which is

generally accepted as the ablest exponent of the laws of games, the

solutions of a variety of vexed questions," which embrace many
points on which disputes or misunderstandings are most likely to

arise. The decisions are founded, as will be readily admitted, upon

the principles of common justice and equity, or what might per-

haps be properly termed " the logic of games and will be accepted

as putting at rest the disputed poiuts to which they refer.

STRAIGHT AND DRAW POKER.
T. A. B, C, and D are playing a game of Straight Poker. A deals,

B passes, C and l> chip. A, the dealer, raises his hand and discov-

ers he has dealt himself six cards. Is it a misdeal, and to be dealt

over, or does A lose his hand ? Answer.—The dealer loses his hand,

but it is not a misdeal. The dealer should have discovered his hand

was foul before he raised his cards.

II. A, B, C, and D are playing a game of Poker. A deals, B
chips, C passes ; D, holding a flush, runs over B ; A passes ; B seea

1) and runs over him ; P> calls him, and upou B showing his hand it

is discovered that he has but four cards, which are, however, four

aces. Can B claim the pool ? Answer.—B cannot win the pool
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Having only four cards, his hand is foul, and he might for that

reason have called for a fresh deal. It is not equitable to allow a

player to take the pool on a hand upon which he might claim a new
deal, if it were for his advantage to do so.

III. In playing a game of Draw Poker, the dealer gives himself

six cards, but upon raising his hand discovers the mistake, and

unnounces it to the board before any party has drawn. Is he ruled

out and the other players allowed to draw, or should there be anothc r

deal ? Answer.—The dealer loses his hand. It is the business of

the player to see that he has Jive cards, no more or no less, beforo

he raises them. If he raises the hand and it proves foul, he must

stand out of the game until the next deal. If he does not raise it, it

is a misdeal.

IV. At a game of Draw Poker, the player next to the dealer asks

for three cards, and has four served to him, but does not discover

the fact until one or two others have been served by the dealer ; still

he does not raise the cards, and immediately informs the dealer of

the mistake. What should be done in a case like this ? Answer—
The dealer must draw one of the four cards, and restore it to th«

pack.

V. In a game of Draw Poker, suppose the eldest hand goes a blind,

the next straddles the blind, &c. ; must the dealer make the blind

good before any cards are dealt ; also, must all the other players do

the same ? Answer.—When there is a blind, the player must " see"

the blind, not before the. cards are dealt, but before they draw to

their hands.

VI. A, B, C, and D are playing Draw Poker. D is dealer. They
have all drawn and D lays off one card, and then takes up his hand

and finds he has a full ; he does not take the card, but bets for the

pot with his contented hand. Has D the right to bet his hand as he

did; or is he, because he laid that card off, obliged to take it?

Answer.—The dealer must take the card he has laid off.

VII. A, B, C, and D are playing at Straight Poker, A being the

dealer, and B having the age. B passes on his privilege ;

also passes. D brags five chips ; A also brags. B comes in upon

his privilege ; C also bets, but D demurs at his doing so, and con-

tends that C, having passed upon his first say, passed out of the

game, and cannot come in again to bet during the hand. Which is

right? Answer.—C is right. If any player had bragged previous

to C's passing, then he (C) would have been ruled out ; but as no

22
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Let was made prior to his passing, he has the privilege of betting,

jost the same as if he had not passed. It is an established rule in

Straight Poker, that a player may pass, and come in again to bet,

provided no other player has previously bragged.

VIII. In playing Poker, when straights or routines are played,

does ace play both wayrs ? ace, deuce, tray, four and five, and ace,

king, queen, jack, aud ten ? Or does ace, deuce, tray, four and

five constitute a routine ? Answer.—The ace plays both ways,

but its value is different. When with the king, queen, knave and

ten, it makes the highest straight ; when with deuce, tray, four and

five, the lowest.

IX. Has a player who calls another in a game of Poker a right

to see the whole of his hand, or can the party so called show

only a portion of his hand— (a pair, for instance), and demand that

the caller beat that before showing more ? Answer.—The party who
is called must show his whole hand. Poker is a shmc game, and any

party who brags in a pool must show his hand to the board, if re-

quired to do so, even if he relinquishes his chance of winning;

because his adversaries have a right to know whether he is trying

to bluff them, without a hand to support it. After a party once

bets, any other player who also bets has a right to see what hand

his opponent brags upon. If a player wins the pool without being

called, his adversaries have a right to see his cards back up ; other-

wise he might brag or bet with six or more cards. But if any player

throws his cards with the pack, he cannot call for a show. To do

this he must retain his cards in his hand.

X. A deals B three cards (one each time, as in Poker), and himself

three. B holds three aces, and A holds three diamonds (a flush)
;

both parties agree to abide by the rules of Poker, or Bluff, and con-

sider the three cards as representing a hand of said game. Which
wins ? Answer.—B wins. If three cards are to make a hand, three

of a kind are a full hand, and beat a flush of three.

XI. A, B, C, and D are playing at Draw Poker; each one chips

for the privilege of drawing cards. Can C bet five chips before he

gets his cards, and oblige B to bet five chips, in order to get the

cards he has already put up one chip to draw ? Or, in other words,

after a pla\Ter has chipped and called for, say, threo cards, can an

opposing player chip higher and compel him to respond to this

larger bet, or relinquish the privilege of drawing ? Answer.—In

the case stated, i. e., before the cards are drawn, C cau raise as
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much as he likes within the- limits of the game, if there be one, and

all the other players must put up chips equal to the raise, or abandon

their hands. Thus—when C raises B's bet four chips, he (B) must

put up four more before he can draw.

XII. A, B, C, and D play at the game of Draw Poker. A deals,

tnd B chips and asks for three cards. While helping him, A
tccidentally turns up one of the three cards. Has B the privilege

vf electing whether to accept or decline the card thus exposed ?

Answer.—B has no choice in the matter, and cannot receive the

rard. If this rule prevailed, B might accept the card if it was of

the suit or denomination he desired, or decline it if of no value in

making his hand, and thus have two chances, which would be a

manifest injustice to the other players. When an original hand is

being dealt, then, if a card is exposed by the dealer, the party to

whom it is dealt must take it.

XIII. A, B, C, and D play a game of Straight Poker. A deals, B
goes blind, C looks at his cards and passes. D proposes to straddle

the blind, which is objected to by B, on account of C's passing. Can
his (B's) objection be sustained? Answer.—B is right; C having

passed, prevents D's straddling the blind.

XIV. A, B, C, and D are playing Poker, with full blind—that is, if

one goes blind, next straddles, it would cost the next man double the

whole blind. A goes blind a quarter of a dollar. B straddles A's

blind. C fills the blind. D lays his hand. A cannot fill. The
question arises as to the amount it costs B to call C. Answer.—It

costs C a dollar to see the blind, and therefore it will cost B half a

dollar to fill.

XV. At a game of Poker, A " chips," B calls him and holds to A's

view an ace (while the rest of the party are passing). A says, 44 You
have not two of those ? if so, they beat me." B replies yes, and the

rest having passed out, shows them ; they being acknowledged good,

puts the hand to the deck. A running his hand over again, discov-

ers two pairs in his, and says, 44 Hold on, I have better," and shows

them. Can A claim the money under these circumstances ? An-
swer.—A cannot. He must discover his good hand before he ac-

knowledges B's to be good, and let it go to the pack.

XVI. A, B, and C are playing Poker. A deals the cards ; B draws

five cards, C draws one; B bets one check, C bets twenty-five

checks ; B puts up twenty-five checks, all that he has before him,

and borruws fifteen dollars and bets C. C has $100 in checks; he
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puts them up, and then B calls out what he has, without C saying

any thing. The point is, whether B can hold C responsible for the

money under these circumstances 1 Answer.—He can only hold C
for what he (B) has up.

XVII. Seven persons, A, B, C, D, E, F, and G, are engaged at

Draw Poker. A deals, and the hands are all made. B passes to C,

who bets, and after C thus bets, D demands from the dealer (A) to

be told how many cards he (the dealer) drew. A demurs to reply,

claiming that D should have used his eyes, as all was done openly,

and without attempt at concealment. Is the dealer bound to an-

swer D's question, or, if compelled to answer, must not the question

be put at the time the dealer makes up his hand ? Answer.—
Any player may demand how many cards the dealer took, and the

latter must reply, up to the time a bet is made. The first bet puts

an end to the right to inquire, and removes the obligation to answer.

XVIII. A party of five are playing Draw Poker, X (dealer), L, M,
G, and A. L is blind. M and G pass. A fills the blind. X (dealer)

passes. L makes good the blind, and raises it five dollars, and A
calls the raise. L draws three cards, and A also calls for three ;

but A, on discarding, discovers that two cards were stuck together,

and, consequently, that he had six cards in his original hand. He
immediately, and before seeing the cards he called for, announced

the fact to the board, and L claims the pot, including the money A
had put up. Is he entitled to it ? Answer.—It is L's money. A's

hand is foul.

XIX. A, B, C, and D are playing a game of Poker, with the age. A
deals, B goes a blind, C straddles or doubles over B's blind. If all

the parties come in (B and C each making their blind good), who has

the age ? Answer.—When all make good, the player next the dealer

has the age.

XX. In playing Draw Poker, the eldest hand or age chips, and the

other players also chip, to fill their hands. After all the hands are

full, the age and other players pass. Can the age take the pot

without chipping again for it, or is it a double-header 1 Answer.—
The eldest in the case stated takes the pot. It only becomes a

double-header when all pass before the hands are helped.

XXI. A, B, C, and D are playing the game of "poker;" the

"ante" is twenty-five cents; each player, as he 44 antes,'' passing

the 11 buck" to his left-hand adversary, as usual. Now, 1st. A
44 antes," passing the 44 buck" to B. Has B got the right to 44 ante"
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immediately, making the pool fifty cents, and pass 14 buck" to C,

instead of waiting till the next deal ? 2d. If he has that right, can
it be invalidated by any one objecting to its being done ? Answer.—
He has not the right. He may go 44 blind" if he chooses, but he
cannot get rid of the 14 buck."

XXII. A, B, C, and D play a game of Straight Poker. A deals,

B goes blind, and all the four players simply make the blind good.
The question is, whether, as no one has raised the blind, there can
be any more betting, or wihether the best hand takes the pool 1

Answer.—The highest hand takes it. When the man who went
blind simply made it good, it was equivalent to a call. As he did

not raise it, there could be no more betting.

EUCHKE.

I. How many points does a lone player lose if he fails to win three

tricks ? It is customary in some circles, and clubs even, for the

opponents to count but two points only, when the person who plays

alone against them does not win three tricks. This practice is quite

extensively adopted in the New England States, where, however,

the game is comparatively but recently introduced ; and there, too, it

is sometimes permitted to score three points under such circum-

stances ; but by what analogy or authority does not appear. Various

reasons are given for the practice, the principal one of which seems

to be, that the ri?<k of the lone player's opponents is not increased,

but rather diminished, by the withdrawal of one opponent from the

round, and therefore they ought not to count more than they could

claim if their two opponents both played together against them;

and moreover, that the lone player having to contend, single-handed,

against his two adversaries, he ought not to be compelled to pay so

heavy a penalty as four points for the defeat. In almost every other

portion of the United States, however; in fact, everywhere now-a-

days, where Lap and Slam are comprehended and played, the party

playing alone, and failing to win three tricks, loses four points.

Some few good old players, who ought to know better, object to the

Lap, &c, and declare it not Euchre ; and we remember—and are not

the oldest inhabitant either—that the same kind of objection was

urged, and in like manner, against the practice of playing alone

—

now fondly cherished as one of the most attractive events in play

—

when, about a quarter of a century ago, it was first explained to
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some players, to whom it was then a novelty, as part and parcel of

the play J

In favor of counting four points for tho euchre of a lone hand, it

is claimed that if the risk of the two players is not increased by the

withdrawal of one of their antagonists, yet the gain of the lone

player is doubled if he wins all five tricks ; and if he does have

them both to contend with, single-handed, yet he encounters them

voluntarily—challenges, defies them to the strife, with full knowl-

edge of the consequences—availing himself of what he judges to

be a highly favorable chance to win four points to his score. If

successful he does score them, aud surely there can be no valid

reason why he should be permitted to gain twice the number of

points he runs the risk of losing. Besides, such a practice bears no

analogy with any principle of the game. Indeed, when all the play-

ers are in, and one side, at the score of four, if contending for the

point only, are euchred, their opponents are allowed to score two,

in this ease really losing double as much as they aim to win. But

those two points are allowed to the winning party, only because the

other side, though playing but for one point, might possibly have

made a march—thus equalizing the loss or gain to the risk. To
allow four points for the euchre of a lone player is the universal

rule here (Washington); and, indeed, skilful players everywhere, who

thoroughly comprehend the mysteries and science of the game,

approve and confirm the practice. Your sanction and judgment

in the case will greatly oblige many lovers of this entertaining

game.

Answer.—We are not to alter or make the law, but only to de-

clare it. So far as we are concerned, the question is res judicata.

Our correspondent argues shrewdly, but there is a good deal to be

said on the other side. He says that now-a-days, wherever i4 Lap and

Slam" are comprehended, the lone player who fails to take threo

tricks loses four. To this we reply that k4 Lap and Slam" are totally

unknown in many places where Euchre is the game most in favor.

We speak of the West. We have often played the game there,

and have seen it played hundreds of times, but never heard of " Lap
and Slam" among the players. It may be very good, but it is not

Euchre, and our correspondent asks for the rules of Euchre. It seems

clear enough to us why the two who play against a lone hand should

score but two for a euchre. They only make a euchre—three tricks—

while, to score four, the single player must get all five. If he takes
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three, he scores but one; -if they take three, they score two. This

is the established odds of the game. It might be reasonable to let

them score four, if they take all the tricks, but this will never

occur. Scoring four is an extraordinary privilege beyond the gen-

eral order of the game, and the conditions of it are these : One
player shall play his hand against both his opponents, and he shall

take all five of the tricks.

II. 1. In playing the game of Euchre, when I assist my partner, can

he play it alone ? 2. My partner makes or takes up a trump, can I

play it alone ? 3. When an opponent takes up a trump, makes a

trump, or orders me up, can I play alone against him ? 4. If an

opponent play it alone, can I play alone also ? 5. If my partner

pass the making of a trump, and I make it, can he play alone?

Answer.—1. Your partner can play it alone. 2. You can play

it alone. 3. You cannot. 4. Your opponent playing it alone

bars you from so doing. 5. He cannot do so, having declined to

take the responsibility of making the trump. The great fundamen-

tal rule of the game, in regard to playing alone, is this—only the

parties can do so who take the responsibility of the trump, and are

therefore liable to a euchre if they fail in their undertaking.

III. A, B, C, and D are playing Euchre. A and C are partners. A
deals, B passes ; C says : " I play it alone," and plays. A claims

the right to play it alone after C says he plays it. alone,, and has

played. The question is, has A a right to play alone after his part-

ner says he plays it alone am] plays ? Answer.—A has no right to

play it alone at all. after his partner, who had the first option, has

elected to play alone. When C declared that he would play alone,

it bound his opponents, and, by necessary consequence, equally

bound himself and his partner. Therefore, the Opponents have the

right to keep A out of the game, and make C do that which he con-

tracted to do—play alone.

IV. In four-handed Euchre, if the dealer throws his hand upon the

table, having the two bowers, ace, king, and nine of trumps, can his

left-hand adversary call for the nine of trumps upon his own lead of

the queen? and must the dealer play the called card? in other

words, in Euchre, as in Whist, does the showing of a card give an

opponent the privilege of calling it? Answer.—In this special

case the dealer would not be compelled to play the nine. The rule

in Whist is in the nature of a penalty, and as there is no such spe-

cial rule in. Euchre, we must look at the reason of the rule to see
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whether it ought to apply to the case stated. Now in Whist, by ex-

posing his card or cards a player gives knowledge to his partner

;

and hence the rule that such may be called for, and must be played.

Iu the case submitted to us, the dealer, we assume, played alone.

His hand was invincible. If one of his opponents had had all the

other trumps, it would not have availed to stop the march. Hence,

the dealer was not bound to play the nine on the queen. The strin-

gent ruleof Whist cannot be extended to Euchre in a case where the

reason for the rule is wanting. It is a common practice for Euchre
players who can infallibly take all the remaining tricks, to show,

and they are conceded without the formality of separate play. The
same principle applies to the case above. Under other circum-

stances, if a player shows a card, it can be called.

Y. In a game of Euchre, A and B play against C and D. The
trump is made by the latter. A and B having taken two tricks, C
lays down his cards, which are both bowers and a king, and says he

will bet he cannot be euchred. B, who sits at his left, and whose

play it is, having ace and two trumps, takes the bet, claiming the

right to call C's cards, he having exposed them, contending that, it

being B's play, he had a right ,to play any card he pleased. Who
was right ? Answer.—C having laid down his cards, thereby ex-

posing them, his opponents can call them as they think proper.

ALL-FOURS, AXD PITCH.

I. At a game of All-fours, the parties are six each ; one holds the

jack and ace of trumps, and plays the former ; it is taken by the

queen, and the player claims the game, saying that the jack counts

first. Who wins ? Answer.—The jack does not count first, except

when it is turned up, or when it is the highest card. It then counts

as high.

II. In the course of play, A deals, and turns jack ; B begs, and the

cards are run ; the same trump is turned, and they are run three

further. In the last run there is a misdeal. Does A count for

turning jack ! Answer.—The jack couuts ; the misdeal did not

take place until subsequent to its being turned. If the misdeal had

been made previous to the jack being turned, or if there had been

any doubt about it having been turned prior to the misdeal, the

point could not have been scored. When a jack is turned, and a

misdeal is made by reason of the pack being imperfect, the jack

counts.
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III. A, B, C, and D play a game of All-fours : spades were turned

up. A led the ace of hearts, B played a heart, C trumped it, D
played the four of clubs, and recalled it, sa}-ing : " 1 have a heart."

He accordingly took back the club, and trumped the trick over C.

A contended that he had no right to do it when he held the ten of

hearts. Who is right ? Answer.—D must play the ten of hearts

in consequence of not having trumped over C on his first play. D
cannot take advantage of his own wrong. See No. V.

IV. In playing a game of All-fours, A and C are partners against B
and D. A having the deal, turns up a club for trump ; B begs; A
runs them and again turns up a club ; he still continues, and once

more turns up a club. The question is. can B insist that the dealer

turn the last card for trump ? Answer.—No. If A elect to bunch the

cards and deal anew, under these circumstances, he may do so.

The dealer must give each player three cards before turning for a

new trump, and continue doing so until a trump is obtained. When
he cannot comply with this condition, a new deal ensues.

V. A and B are playing a game of All-fours. They are six each.

A, in dealing, makes a misdeal, and turns a trump. B contends that

he (A) has to deal over again, and claims that a man cannot lose his

deal in All-fours. Who is right ? Answer.—B is right. The dealer

deals again, otherwise he might make a misdeal purposely for the

sake of getting the beg. The reason is embodied in the law maxim,

that " a man cannot take advantage of his own wrong." A forfeits

the deal, if B chooses to claim it, for his misdeal. But when the

misdeal is to A's manifest advantage, A has to deal again, otherwise

he would " take advantage of his own wrong." This decision also

applies to the game of Pitch.

VI. A, B, C, and D are playing All-fours. A deals, and turns

up a spade. B begs, and A deals three more cards to each, and
turns up the jack of spades. Does this jack—not being a trump, of

course—count one point for A and partner ? Answer.—It counts a

point.

VII. A, B, and C are playing a game of Pitch. A deals, B
pitches, and goes out on that hand. In the regular course, it would
be B's deal and C's next pitch ; but B being out of the game, must
C deal, or can he claim his pitch ? Answer.—C can claim his pitch,

as it would be a manifest wrong to deprive him of that advantage,

while at the same time A's rights would not thereby be in any way
compromised or interfered with. The proper way, in a case of this

2L*
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kind, would be for B to deal C and A their hands, and then retire

from the game.

The same point may arise in the game of All-fours, *n relation

to the beg, and is governed by the same rule.

VIII. A, B, and C are playing a game of All-fours. A is five,

B two, and C is six ; A deals and B begs. Has A the right to give

one, thus putting C out, and continue the game between B and

himself with the same hand ? Answer.—He has. Supposing A to

hold high and low in his hand, or either, it would be pohcy on his

part to give one. And there is no restriction to the privilege of

giving when an opponent begs.

IX. A game of All-fours is being played. The adversaries arc

six, and beg. The dealer, through inadvertence, gives, and of

course puts his opponents out. It is claimed that this cannot J>e

done ; that the game cannot be given away, but must bo played to

its conclusion; that the dealer has no power thus to relinquish it.

Answer.—It ought not to be done, but it can be done. If the dealer

gives when his adversaries are six, it is simply his fault. There is

no rule of the game to prevent him from giving them, any more

than there is when the others are five.

X. A party of four sat down to a game of All-fours. The dealer

distributed six cards to each player and turned up the jack of clubs

for trump. The eldest hand begged, and the dealer, not being able

to give him one, run the cards, and clubs came trumps until the

cards ran out. The dealer and his partner claimed a count for the

jack, but their opponents in the game contended, that as the cards

ran out, the jack could not be scored. Can a jack be counted

when the cards run out ? Answer.—The jack is counted.

WAGERS.
I. Does a man betting on a certainty lose the bet ? If so, does a

man who warns the other party that he knows he is right, lose the

bet ? In poker, does a man betting on a hand of four aces lose the

stakes ? Answer.—In betting, the party who establishes his propo-

sition wins against the party who does not. Knowledge is entitled

to its reward, and ignorance is amenable to its penalty. There is

certainty underlying every positive proposition, and nothing invali-

dates a bet but a fraud which deprives a party of any chance to

win. In all other descriptions of "sure things," a party has a
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chance to be right ; and he,, consequently, has no right to quibble if

he ia wrong. A man may have the good fortune to hold four aces :

and consequently that hand will always sweep the board, when not

fraudulently obtained.

II. Can a side bet made on a race be drawn by either party after it.

is started and before it is decided 1 Answer.—It cannot be drawn

by either party, after it is confirmed by the deposit of the money.

Mutual consent alone can dissolve it. Only under certain circum-

stances, and then in regular form, can one party to a bet make it

void, as follows : If a bet has been contracted, and on the day of

the race one of the betters is absent, the other may declare the bet

in public, in presence of the judges, before the race cormnences* and

demand whether anybody will make the stake good for the absent

man. If no one does so, the bet may be declared void.

III. Is there a rule governing a bet, where a party bets his horse

can trot one mile in a specified time, nothing being said at the time of

the bet how many trials he is to have ? Answer.—There is no spe-

cific rule in the printed code for the government of this question,

but there is a rule of reason, and of custom, the " common law" of

the case, which is that the performer shall have but one trial, unless

he stipulates for more.

IV. A throws eleven in raffling. C bets B will beat it, and B throws

eleven. Does C lose his bet or win it ? Answer.—He loses ; the tie

is not answering to his proposition. The eleven was thrown before,

and to beat eleven it is manifest a higher number must be got. But
when a man says : I'll beat you, before the other party has thrown,

a tie makes the bet a stand-off".

Y. A bets that the time of his watch is nearer the City Hall clock

than B's ; they look at the clock, and B's watch is exactly right,

A's being a few minutes slow ; but A says he wins anyhow, his

watch being a little nearer to the City Hall than B's, as A was
standing about two yards nearer to the City Hall than B. Who
wins ? Answer.—B wins, of course. A's claim upon such a quib-

ble is very disgraceful. No bet can be decided in favor of a

catch.

VI. A offers to bet B that he oan beat him at a game of billiards.

B says :
" Will you pay if you bet ?" " Of course," says A. The

game progresses. A beats, and asks from B the payment of the

bet. B refers to the wording of the bet, asserting thereby he could

not lose, nor could he win and, therefore, it is no bet at all. Who
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hns won the bet, A or B 1 Answer.—A wins. B cannot escape the

consequence of losing the game, by a verbal quibble in the bet.

VII. In playing a game of poker, before dealing, A bets B that

he don't hold a pair before the draw that boats a pair of fours. I>

accepts and shows three fours. Who wins? Answer.—We hold

that B wins the bet. The true intent of it was, that B would not

have cards to beat a pair of fours.

VINGT-UN.

I. A, B, C, and D are playing Vingt-un. A dealt, B held a
44 natural," C and D drew until satisfied. A (the dealer) drew two

eights, splitting and drew to both. Can B, holding a natural, which was

declaredbefore A drew, claim any thing more than a double ! Tan he

claim double on both splits ? Answer.—He can only claim once

—

a double. The 44 natural" ought to have been paid before the dealer

drew—it was impossible he could tie it—and the money was won.

n. A, B, C, and 1) sit down to a game of Vingt-un, and, as usual,

make their stakes upon receipt of the first card. On receipt of the

second card, B finds he has two of the same denomination, and wishes

to go on both. Should the next eard be turned up, or should B re-

ceive a card on both before any card is turned up ? Answer.—The
dealer must deal a card upon each of the splits before he turns up

the remaining cards called for.

DOMINOES.
I. In playing the draw game at Dominoes, when a player not being

able to match has to draw, is it fair for him to continue drawing an

indefinite number of pieces, after having found a piece to match ?

Answer.—The player may draw as many pieces as he pleases. He
must draw until he can match. After a lead has been made, there

is no abridgment to this right. Many persons confound the Draw
Game with Muggins and the Bergan Game, and in those games the

rule is different, as follows :—When a player can play, he is obliged

to. The object of drawing is to enable him to play. Having

drawn the required piece, the rule to play remains imperative as

before. The Draw Game is, however, based upon the unabridged

right to draw, and is known as a distinctive game by this privilege

only.

H. A, B, C, and D are playing at Bounce (Dominoes). A has the
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trump, B takes dumby, C and *D pass. A stands his hand. Can
B give A five after he has taken dumby, or must he play his hand 1

Answer.—He must play his hand.
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White Checks: Table showing the

Number to be Paid to any Player

making a successful bid 187

Brag • 1 09-172

Ante, of Doubling and Raising, the 171

Hand, the Best 170

Hands, Table showing the Bank vf

the Different 171

Laws of the Game 172

Method of Playing 169

Commercial Pitch 150,151

Cards, Invention of 481, 4S2

Cassino 218-220

Laws of the Game 219-222

Terms used in the Game 216

Catch the Ten 220-222

Game, the. Description of . . . . 220. 221

Maxims for Playiug 221, 222

Mode of Haying 221

Chances, the Doctrine or 486-508

Ace, probability of throwing, in

two throws 4SS

Ace, probability of throwing, in

three throws." 488, 4S9

Ace, probability of throwing one

and no more in four throws. 490,491

Aces, probability of throwing two,

in two throws 4S9

Aces, probability of throwing two,

in thro- throws 489

Aces, throwing two, with two dice. 498

Croix ou Pile, Chances in . . 492, 498
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Chances, the Doctrine or (continued).

D'Alembert on the Odds of throwing

Heads or Croix in two successive

throws 492, 493

Dice, Combinations of 497-502

Dice: Table showing the Number
of Different Ways in which a

Certain Number or Determinate

Point may be thrown with any

Number of Dice, from one to nine,

inclusive 500-302

Dice: Table showing the Number
of Throws upon any Number of

Dice, from one to nine 497-500

Dice, two or more, Analysis of the

Chances or Points produced by.. 494

Heads, Odds of Throwing, in two
successive Throws 492,498

Lottery, how many Tickets neces-

sary to secure a Prize in 498,494

Points, Chances of Throwing any

given Number of, with any Num-
ber of Dice 4>9, 490

Raffle, a Guide for Selling or Buying
Chances in 508

Baffle : Cases of Cnrioslty 5uS

, Odds on, with Nine Dice. etc. 5u2

To find in how many Trials an

Kvent will probably happen . 498, 494

Winning, Probabilities of, in given

cases 491,492

Chess. 289 814

Abbrevations, List of 248

Adverse Man, Mode of Capturing.. 242

American Chess Tournament.. 240. 241

Anecdotes concerning 240, 241

Bishop, the 245, 246, 264, 265

Board, the 241, 242

Castle, the 248s 244, 262, 208

Castling 253

Check, Discovered 258

Cheefc, Perpetual 254, 255

Checkmate 254

Checkmate, How to effect 278-290

Crawley, Captain, quoted. 241

Demoivre, M., on the Knight's

Moves 263

Drawn Games 284-289

Endings of Games. . . . 278-290, 812-814

Queen and King against a

King 274

King and Book against a King 273
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Casss—Endings nf Game? (conti7iued).

Two Bishops and a King against

a King 2T5

King, Bishop, and Knight

against a King 276

Two Kniuhtsanda King against

a King ... 27S

Two Pawns and King against a

King 279

A Pawn and Minor Piece

against a King 279

Queen against Bishop or

Knight 2S0

Queen against a Rook 2S0

King and Queen against King,

Rook, and Knight 2S0

Queen against Rook and Pawn 2S0

' Queen against a Bishop and
Knight 2S2

A Rook against a Knight 2S5

The Rook usually loses against

two Knights and a Bishop, or

two Bishops and a Knight. . . 2S5

Rook and Pawn against Rook. . 2S6

Rook and Pawn against a

Bishop 2S6

Rook and Knight against Rook 2>7

T« o Pawns against one 2S9

Forth, Mr., quoted 2S7, 2SS

Gambits, Various 291-299

Game, a Preliminary 26S-273

between Messrs. Morphy and

Lichtenhein 295

Games between Messrs. Morphy
and Lowenthal 299,800, 314

Games, Endings of. . . . 273-290, 312-314

, Openings of 290-800

Irwin, Mr., on th» origin of Chess.. 239

King, the 242, 248, 261, 262

Kling, Herr. Stratagem by 818

Knight, the 245, 246, 265-267

, the, Diagrams showing how
he can pass from any particular

Square to any Sqnareon the Board 265

Laws of the Game 257-260

Lichtenhein, Mr 295

Loyd, Samuel, Problems by. .. 308, 311

Maelzel's "Automaton" 290

Mairan, M», on the Knight's Moves 265

Monteinort, M., on the Knight's

Moves 265

Morphy, Mr. 243-295, 29S, 299, 314
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Movement of the Pieces and Pawns 242

Notation, Chess 247, 243

Openings of Games 290-293

Knight's Opening '290

King's Bishop's Opening 290

Queen's Bishop's Opening 290

King's Gambit 291, 29'?.

King's Knight's Opening. . 292, 299

Guioco Piano, the 233

Captain Evans's Gambit 293

The Knight's Defence 293

Ruy Lopez's Game 294

The Scotch Gambit 294

The Muzio Gambit 295

The Queen's Gambit 297, 293

Openings of Games, Irregular.. 29S-800

French Game 298

Sicilian Game 298

Centre Counter Gambit 299

Franchetto 299

King's Knight's Opening.. 299,800

Pawn and Move, Giving the 801

Pawns, Movement of. 246, 267, 268

Pieces, the 242-246, 260-263

Relative Value of.. 256, 257

Problems 302-30S

Solutions to 309-811

Queen, the 248, 244, 262, 263

Rook, or Castle, the 244, 263, 264

Smothered Mate 255, 256

Stalemate 256

Staunton, Mr., on Pawns 267, 263

quoted 2S6, 2SS, 296

Stratagems, Chess 312-314

Technical Terms 249-253

, Illustrations of... 253

Vida, Marco Girolano, quoted 263

Von der Laza, quoted 281, 282

W , M., on the Knight's Moves. 265

Chucker Luck, of. Sweat 4S0, 4S1

Cockamaroo Tabu., 43$, 439

commkrce 233

Object of Trading 233

Ways of Playing 233

Commit 227

Connections 231

Cribbagr 85-112

Board for 85, S

6

Crib, Maxims for Laying out the 95, 97

Four-Handed Cribbage 105, 110

Five-Card Cribbage 80-89
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Hands Examples of 110-112

High Game, the 98-100

Odd* ol the Game. 100, 101

a! os of 93,94

Six-Card Cribbage 101-104

Technical Terms S9-93

Three-Handed Cribbage 104, 105

Walker, on the Uigh Game 9S-100

Croix ou Pile, D'Aletnbert on ... . 492, 493

Ita-MMM on Disputed Points 5"4

Division Loo 152, 158

Dominoes. 394-397

Bergen Game 896, 39

1

Block. Game 394, 395

Draw Game 395

Muggins 395, 396

Bounce 397

Dkauouts 815-360

Anderson, Match Game* of 339-348

Board, Diagrams of 315

Critical Positions, Martin's Twelve
Original 858,859

Solutions of 860

Critical Positions, Seventy, to be*

won or drawn by Scientific

Play 844-855

Solutions of 856, 857

Game, the, How to Play 816-820

Games between Prof Anderson and

James Wylie, Esq., for the Cham-
pionship of Scotland 889-343

Games, Examples of 323-83$

Huffing 816,817

Laws of the Game 821-823

Martin's Critical Positions 85S-860

Men, Original Position of ! 815

Move, to know whether you have

the 318,319

Rules, General 819,820

Sturges, Examples of Games by 823-3SS

"Wylie, James, Esq., Match Games
of 889-348

Drauuuts, Polish 361-369

Draw Games 864

Games, Specimens of 865-869

King, Movement of 363,36*

Laws 862

Losing Game, 869

Method of Playing 861-365

Okiw Gajrk or Dominoes 395
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Draw Poker 1 74-1 SI

Dl'mby, Dor blr 56

Dt'MKY, OK TliKEK-U ANl>El> WlllST .. 06

Dumby, OK Two-Hasuu> Wuis>t 56

Ecartk, 112-123

Dealing 115,116

Discarding 117,113

Game, Principles of the 118, 114

Hands that win or lose the Point

just as they are played 119-129

High Game, the 118, 119

Laws of the Game 115-1 IS

Odds, Calculation of 122, 123

Technical Terms 1 U, 115

E. X> 455, 458

Method of Playing 455, 456

Table, Description of 455. 456

Euciikr 57-85

Assisting 69

Bridge, the 72

Cards, Value of 64

Deal, the 65

Discarding 78

Lap, Slap, Jambone and Jambo-
ree S2-S5

Lead, the 72, 78

Lone-Hand, the 70, 71

Kules 57-64

Technical Terms 57-64

Trump, Making the 68

Trump, Passing and Ordering up

the 68

Trump, Taking up the 67, 63

Eccurk, Set Back SI, 82

Euchre, Two-Handkd 79

Euchre, Three-Handed 8U, 81

Faro 202-219

Cards, Dealing the 208,204

Chances of the Game 209-212

Cue-box, Keeping the Game by a 205

Game, Keeping the 204-206

, the, How to Play 202-206

Last Turn, Calling the 212

Laws of the Game 208, 209

Lay-out, the 202, 208

Odds against winning any Number
of Events successively 212

Technical Terms 206-203

Faro Banks 202-212

Banker, Table showing Advantages

of the 21J
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Fifteen-Ball Pool 426,427

Fivk and Ten, or Spoilt Five.. 222-224

Cards, Rank and Order of 222, 228

Game, the 222

Mode of Playing 223, 224

Five-Card Cribbage 86-100

Crib, Maxims for Laying out the 96, 97

Game, the Description of 86-S9

High Game, how to Play 98-100

Five-Card Loo (see Pam-Loo). .. 155-169

Five, Spoilt 222-224

Forty- Five 224-226

Cards, Hank and Order of the 225

Method of Playing 226

Four-Ball Game ok Billiards.. 420-426

French Game op Bagatelle 436, 437

French Game of Billiards 431-434

French Roulette. 450-453

French Fours 476

French Whist 457

French Loo 476

Full Loo 153, 154

Heads and Tails 492,493

Help Your Neighbor 477

Jambone 83, 84

Jamboree 85

Keno 238

La Bagatelle 436

Lansquenet, Method of Playing 201

Lap. Slam, Jambone and Jamboree. 82-85

Laws of Games:
All-Fours 144

Backgammon. 8S1-386

Bezique 13S-142

Billiards:

American Four-Ball Game 420-426

Fifteen-Ball Pool 426,427

French Game 431-434

Game of Pin-Pool 428-431

Tore- Bail Carom Game... 431-434

Boston 139-191

Brag 172

Catch the Ten 221, 222

Chess 257-260

Cribbage 93, 94

Draughts 821-323

Ecsxte 115-1 lb

Luchre 67-04
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Faro 208, 209

Loo

:

Division Loo 154,155

Pam-Loo 15S-1C0

Three-Card Loo 154.155

Keno 238

Piquet 131-183

Poker, Straight and Draw 178-181

Quadrille 467-4C9

Reversis 193,194

Vingt un 214,215

Wnist 16-21

Loo 155-169

Division Loo 152-155

Five-Card Loo 155-169

Full Loo 153, 154

Limited Division Loo .... 152, 153

Pam-Loo (s».e Pam-Loo) 165-169

Technical Terms 155, 156

Three-Card Loo 151-156

Loo, French ... 470

Long Whist. 8-10

Loto or Keno 236-23S

Rules ... 236-238

Lottery 234

Lottery, How many Tickets necessary

to secure a Prize in a. 493, 494

Matrimony 230

Mississippi 437

Monte 456

Cards used in 456

Game, Description of 450

Muggins 895, 396

Obsolete Card Games 481-4S6

Bone Ace 4S5

Gleek 484

Lanterloo 485
• Maw 484

Noddy 484,485

Post-and-Pair 485

Primero, Prime, or Primavista, 482, 483

Saunt ... 485

Trump 483,484

Old Sledge (see All-Fours) 14C

Pam-Loo 155-169

Adversaries' Hands, of Knowing
the State of. 166, 167

Calculations s 100,101
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Pam-Loo (continued).

(.'anls. Directions for Playing. . 167-169

Discarding the Dealer's Sixth Card. 165

Flushes ami Blazes .. 161

Game, Description of 156-158

Laws of the Game 158-160

Standing and Calling 162-165

Standing your Hand 161,162

Technical Terms ... 155,156

Pranuklr (see Bezique) 187

Pis -Pool. 42S-481

Piquet 123-187

Calculations, Useful 134-106

Cases, Curious and Instructive. 136,187

Laws of the Game 181-188

Method of Playing 124-181

Pitch, Commkrcial 150, 151

Pitch, or Blind All-Fours 150

POKER, OK liHTFK 172-1S2

Cards, Value of 177, 178

Draw Poker 174-1S1

Game, Description of 173-175

Laws of the Game 17S-1S1

Stud Poker 1S2

Technical Terms. 175-177

Whiskey Poker .... 1S2

Polish Draughts 861-869

Drawn Games 864

Games, Examples of 365-369

Kin?, Movement of 868, 864

Losing Game 869

Method of Playing 861-865

Laws of the Game 862

Pops Joan 231, 232

Props 480

Put 227-229

Four-IIanded Put 228

Laws of the Game 22S, 229

Quadrille 461-470 i

Calculations for those who have

made Progress in the Game 470

Cards, Kank and Order of 461,462

r. uin sin Blackballing a King. 472-474

in Bed, calling a King.. 471,472

Hoyle's Directions for Playing 470

Laws of the Game 467-469

Maxims for Learners. 469,470

Method of Playing 461,469,470

Rewards at Preference 474,475

Terms used in 466, 467

Variations of the Game 474

PAOE
Quincp, Directions for Playing 474,475

Rakflr, Buying or Selling Chances in. 508

Cases of Curiosity 508

Odds on, with Nine Dice, etc 502

Revkrsis (as played with two
Quinolas) 191-201

Espagnolette 194,195

Four Aces 194,195

Laws of the Game 196, 197

Method of Playing 191, 192

Playing, Hints on 197-201

Party, The. 198

Payments. 195

Quinolas, The 192,198

Reversis 193,194

Rougk kt Noir 440-450

Cards, Value of 441

Chances, Calculation of 441

How to Play the Game 440,441

Odds, Calculations of. 446-449

Refaits, Calculations concern-

ing 441

Rounck, Cards. 478,479

Rounck, Dominoks 897

Roulette, American 454,455

Directions for Playing 455

Table for 454

Roulette, French 450-453

Chances, Calculation of 458

Method of Playing 453

Table for 450,451

Rules ok Games (see Laws of Game*).

Draughts 819,820

Russian Kackoammon. 893

Russian Bagatelle 4SS, 489

Board for 488

Rules 489

< \ns Egal 487

m:t-Back Eucure 81, S3

Directions for Playing.. 81, S3

Seven-Up (see All Fours) 146

Short Whist 10

Betting on 51. 53

Deschapelles on 56

Laws of 54. 55

Method of Playing 55,56

Sift Smoke 285

Six-Card Cribbage 101-104

Game, Description of 101-104

Laws 93,94
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Six-Cabd Cbibbage (continued).

Technical Terms 89-93

Sixty-Six 458-460

Slam, Laps, Jcc 82-85

Bkip-Snap-Snobjex 235
j

Spots, Game of 457
j

Speculation 229
|

Spoilt Five 222-224

Sti d Poker 182

Sweat, ob Chuckeb Luck 4S0, 481

Thibty-One 475 I

Three-Ball Carom Game. 431-434
[

Three Card, or Division Loo.... 152-155

Laws of 154, 155

TlIIRTKHN AND THE ODD / .. 481

1

Thrkk-Handed Beziquz 145

Cribbage 104, 10$

Whist 56 1

Tkree-IIanded Euchre SO, SI

Teente et Quaeante (see Rouge et

Kmr) 440-450

Teou Madame 431

Two-Handed Whist 56

Vingt-un 212-215

Chances of the Game 215

Method of Playing 212-214

Eules 214,215

Whist 7-56

Adversaries, Games to Deceive and

Distress 41, 42

Adversaries1 Great Suit, Command
of, not to be parted witli 47, 48

Amateurs, Hints and Cautions for. 22

Betting, Calculations for 49-52

Bob Short's Eules 15, 16

By-Laws 21, 22

Carleton, Mr., on a Eevoke 20

, on Indications Be-

tween Partners 87

Carleton, Mr., on Trumps 55, 56

Counters, How to Score with 11

Crawley, Captain, on Whist 7

Double Dumby 56

Dumby 56

Finesse, Definition of 24

French Whist 457,458

Games, Examples of 39-43

Games, Particular, Method of Play-

ing

PAGE

Whist (continued).

Honor, How to Play when you

Turn Up an 33

Honors 9, 10, 20, 21

Hoyle, Examples of Games from. 39-49

Hoyle, on Strength in Trumps 36
—— on M the Finish" 35, 36

Hoyle's Grammar of Whist SS, 39

Maxims 24-27

Indications and Inferences 37

Laws of the Game 16-21

Lead, the 27-33

Long Whist 8-10

, Betting on 49-51

Odd Trick, How to Play for the. ... 83

Odds on the Game with the Deal . 50-52

Particular Games, How to Play. . 39-49

Partner, Demonstrating your Game
to your 41,42

Partner, Forcing your. 36, 37

Partner's Lead, Eeturning 33, 34

Partners, Allowable Indications Be-

tween 21, 37

Playing, Directions for, when an

Ace, King, or Queen is Turned
Up on your Eight Hand 45, 46

Playing, Directions for, when the

Ten or Nine is Turned Up on

your Eight Hand 46, 47

Putting Up at Second Hand King,

Queen, Knave, or Ten of any
Suit 44,45

Eules, Bob Short's 15, 16

for Playing Scientifically. 24-27

Score, How to Denote the 11

Short Whist 10

Betting on 51, 52

Deschapelles on 56

Laws of 54, 55

Method of Playing 55, 56

Technical Terms 11-14

Tenace, Definition of. 28,24

Three-Handed Whist 56

Trick, Risk of Losing One to Gain
Three 42, 48

Trump Turned Up, to be Remem-
bered 43

Trumps, Five 48, 49

, Strength in 36

, Two 48

Two-Handed Whist 56

Whiskey Poe.j:u 182





Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed.

."THUMP'S" AMERICAN HOYLE ; or, Gentleman's
Hand-Book of Games. Containing clear and complete descriptions of all the

Games played in the United States, with the American Utiles for playing them ; in-
cluding Whist, Euchre, Beziquc, Cribbage, All-Fours, Loo, Poker, Brag, Piquet,
Ecarte, Boston, Cassino, Chess, Checkers, Backgammon, Dominoes, Billiards, and a
hundred other Games. This work is designed to bo an American authority in all

games of skill and chance, and will scttlo any disputed point. It has been prepared
with great care by the editor, with the assistance of a number of gentleman players
of skill and ability, and is not a re-hash of English Games, but a live American book,
expressly prepared lor American readers. The American Hotle contains W5 pages,
is printed on fine white paper, bound in cloth, with beveled boards, and is profusely
illustrated with engravings explaining the different Games. Prico 00

AMERICAN CARD-PLAYER. Containing clear and
!^** comprehensive directions for plaj-ing the Games of Euchre, Whist, Beziquo,
AU-Fours, French Fours, Cribbage, Cassino, Straight and Draw Poker, Whisky Po-
ker and Commercial Pitch, together with all the laws of those games. This work is

abridged from "The American Hoylc," our larger Book of Games. 150 pages, bound
ia boards, with cloth back, price 50 cts.
Bound in cloth, gilt side 75 cts.

HTHE GAME OF DRAUGHTS, or Checkers, Simplified
and Explained. With practical Diagrams and Illustrations, together with a

Checker-Board, numbered and printed in red. Containing the Eighteen Standard
Games, with over 200 of the best variations, selected from the various authors, to-

gether with many original ones never before published. By D. Scattergood.
Bound in cloth, with flexible cover, price 50 cts.

THE ILLUSTRATED HAND-ROOK of Billiards.
By Michael Phelan and Claudius Berger. Containing a complete treatise of

the Game of Billiards, with a description of all tho different shots, how to bring the
balls together, kc. To which is added, tho Ilulcs of tho American, or Four Ball
Game, the English Game, and the French, or Three Ball Game. Also containing the
Rules for all the different Games of Pool. Illustrated copiously with engravings.
Price 35 cts.

PARLOR TRICKS WITH CARDS. Containing Ex-
planations of all the Tricks and Deceptions with Playing Cards ever invented,

embracing Tricks with Cards performed by Sleight-of-Hand
; by the aid of Memory,

Mental Calculation and Arrangement of tho Cards ; by the aid of Confederacy, and
Tricks performed by tho aid of Prepared Cards. The whole illustrated and mado
plain and easy, with 70 encpravings. This book is an abridgment of our largo work,
entitled " The Secret Out." Paper covers, price 30 cts.
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 cts.

THE BOOK OF FIRESIDE GAMES. Abridged from
-'-"The Sociable." Containing an explanation of the most entertaining Games
suited to the Family Circle as a Recreation, such as Games of Action, Games which
merely require attention, Games which require memory, Catch Games, which havo
for their object Tricks or Mystification, Games in which an opportunity is afforded
to display gallantry, wit, or some slight knowledge of certain Sciences, Amusing
Forfeits, Fireside Games for Winter Evening Amusement, etc. Paper covers,
price 30 ctn.
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 cts.

pARLOR THEATRICALS ; or, Winter Evenings' En
*~ tertainment. Abridged from "Tho Sociable." Containing Acting Proverbs.
Dramatic Charades, Drawing-room Pantomimes, Musical Burlesques, kc. ; with In-
structions for Amateurs ; how to construct a Stage and Curtain ; how to get up Cos-
tumes and Properties, on the " Making up " of Characters, Exits and Entrances, kc-
Illustrated with engravings. Paper covers, price 30 cts.
Bound in boards, cloth back 50 cts.

Bend Cash. Orders to DICK & FITZGERALD, New York.



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed.

MARACHE'S MANUAL OF CHESS. Containing a de-
J*» scription of the Board and the Pieces, Chess Notation, Technical Terms with
diagrams iUustrating them, Relative Value of the Pieces, Laws of the Game. General
Observations on the Pieces, Preliminary Games for Beginners, Fifty Openings of
Games, giving all the latest discoveries of Modern Masters, with best games and
copious notes. Twenty Endings of Games, showing easiest ways of effecting Check-
mate. Thirty-six ingenious Diagram Problems, and Sixteen curious Chess Strata-

gems. To which is added a Treatise on the Games of Backgammon, Russian Back-
gammon and Dominoes, the whole being one of the best Books for Beginners ever
published. By N. Marache, Chess Editor of " Wilkes' Spirit of the Times." Bound
in boards, cloth back, price 50 cts.
Cloth, gilt side , 75 cts.

gPAYTH/S AMERICAN DRAUGHT PLAYER ; or,
*^ The Theory and Practice of the Scientific Game of Checkers. Simplified and il- ,

lustrated with practical diagrams ; containing upwards of 1,700 Games and Positions.
By Hexky Spayth. Third edition, with over two hundred corrections and improve-
ments, containing : The Standard Laws of the Game, Full Instructions, Draught
Board numbered, Names of the Games and how formed, The " Theory of the Move
and its Changes " practically explained and illustrated with Diagrams, Playing Ta-
bles for Draught Clubs, New Systems of Numbering the Board, Prefixing Signs to
the Variations, etc. Bound in "cloth, gilt side and back, price $3 00

SJPAYTH'S GAME OF DRAUGHTS. Containing up-^wards of Five Hundred Games and Positions, full Instructions, the Move and its
Changes, Laws of the Game, etc. By Henry Spayth, author of " The American
Draught Player." This book is entirely new, and although it is designed as an ad-
dition or supplement to the author's first work, H The American Draught Player,"
it is complete in itself. It contains lucid Instructions for Beginners, Laws of the
Game, Diagrams, the Score of 364 games, together with about 150 novel, instructive,

|

and ingenious " critical positions." Cloth, gilt back and side, price $1 50

SJPAYTH'S DRAUGHTS or Checkers for Beginners.
*^ Being a comprehensive Guide for those who desire to learn the Game. This
treatise was written by Hexby Spayth, the celebrated player, and is by far the most
complete and instructive elementary work on Draughts ever published. It is pro-
fusely illustrated with diagrams of ingenious stratagems, curious positions and per-
plexing problems, and contains a great variety of interesting and instructive Games,
progressively arranged and clearly explained with not. § so that the learner may
easily comprehend them. With the aid of this valuable Manual, a beginner may
soon master the theory of Checkers, and will only require a little practice to become
proficient in the Game. Cloth, gilt side, price 75 cts.

HPHE GAME OF BILLIARDS. By Michael Phelan.
* Eighth edition, revised and enlarged. Embellished with a Steel Portrait of the
Author and fifty-one Engravings and Diagrams. This is a complete book, and ex-
hausts aU that can be said about Billiards. It contains the revised Laws of all the
Games, with clear directions how to make every variety of Shot, etc. 12mo., cloth,
price $1 50

WALKER'S CRIBBAGE MADE EASY. Being a
™ ' new and complete Treatise on the Game in all varieties ; including the whole

of Anthony Pasquin's scientific work on Five-Card Cribbage. By George Walker,
Esq. This is a very comprehensive work on this Game, being the most complete
ever written. It contains over 500 examples of how to discard, for your own and
your adversary's crib. Small octavo, 142 pages, bound in boards, with muslin back,
price 75 ct».
Bound in cloth, gilt side §1 00

THE GAME OF WHIST ; Rules, Directions and Maxims
to be Observed in playing it. Containing, also, Primary Rules for Beginners,

Explanations and Directions for Old Players, and the Laws of the Game. Compiled
from Hoyle and Matthews. "With an explanation of Marked Cards, etc 15 cts.

Semi l ash Orders to DICK. & FITZGERALD, New Yorlt.



Popular Boohs sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed.

MRS. CROWEFS American Ladies' Cookery Book.
Comprising every variety of information for ordinary and holiday occasions,

and containing over 1200 original Receipts. The whole being a complete system of
American Cookery. By Mrs. T. J. Crow-en. Illustrated with several diagrams.
This genuine and really practical American Cook Book is worth a thousand of the

foreign republications which are issued from the press in this country. Mrs. Cro-
wen gives directions for making all sorts of economical dishes, baking all kinds of
cakes and pies, manufacturing every variety of confectionery, preserving, pickling,

fee., so plainly that the housekeeper of a week's standing can easily act upon her
directions ; and yet she has taken so comprehensive a scope that the very best and
most skillful will find something new. All the Receipts in this work have been
carefully tried, and may be relied upon as the result of actual experience. 12mo.,
cloth binding, 474 pages, price $2 00

WRIGHT'S BOOK of 3000 AMERICAN RECEIPTS

;

™ ™ or, Light-House of Valuable Information. Containing over 3,000 Receipts in
all the Useful and Domestic Arts—including Cooking, Confectionery, Distilling,

Perfumery, Chemicals, Varnishes, Dyeing, Agriculture, &c. Embracing valuable
secrets that cannot be obtained from any other source. No exertion or expense has
been spared to make this work as comprehensive and accurate as possible. Many
Receipts will be found in it that have never before appeared in print in this coun-
try. Some idea may be formed of its value in the latter respect, when it is st '.tcd

that the compiler has been for many years engaged in collecting rare and valuable
Receipts from numerous languages besides the English. This is by far tho most
valuable American Receipt Book that has ever been published. 12mo., cloth, 359
pages, price &1 50

IfARTINE'S ETIQUETTE and LETTER-WRITER
Combined, for the use of both Ladies and Gentlemen. 12mo., cloth, gilt sido

and back. A great many books have been printed on the subject of etiquette and
correct behavior in society, but none of them are sufficiently comprehensive and
matter-of-fact to suit the class of people who may be called new beginners in fash-
ionable life. This book is entirely different from others in that respect. It explains
in a plain, common-sense way, precisely how to conduct yourself in every position
in society. This book also contains over 300 sensible Letters and Notes suitable to
every occasion in life, and is probably the best treatise on Letter-Writing that has
ever been printed. It gives easily understood directions, that are brief and to the
point. It has some excellent model Letters of friendship and business, and its mod-
el Love-Letters are unequaled. If any lady or gentleman desires to know how to
begin a love correspondence, this is just the book they want. This volume contains
the same matter as " Alartine's Hand-Book of Etiquette," and " Martine's Sensible
Letter-Writer," and, in fact, combines those two books bound together in one sub-
stantial volume of 373 pages. Price $150

T1HE MAGICIAN'S OWN BOOK. One of the most extra-
ordinary and interesting volumes ever printed—containing the Whole Art of Con-

juring, and aU the discoveries in Magic ever made, either by ancient or modern phi-
losophers. It explains aU Sleight-of-Hand Tricks ; Tricks and Deceptions with uards

;

the Magic of Chemistry ; Mysterious Experiments in Electricity and Galvanism ;

The Magic of Pneumatics, Aerostatics, Optics, &c. ; the Magic of Numbers ; Cu-
rious Tricks in Geometry ; Mysterious and Amusing Puzzles, and answers there-
to ; the Magic of Art ; Miscellaneous Tricks and Experiments ; Curious Fancies,
kc, kc The Tricks are all illustrated by Engravings and Tables, so as to mako
them easily understood and practiced. As a volume for the amusement of an even-
ing party, this book cannot be surpassed. Gilt binding, 3G2 papes, price $1 50.

TJAREY AND KNOWLSON'S Complete Horse Tamer
-"-^ and Farrier. A new and improved edition, containing Mr. Rarey's whole Se-
cret of Subduing and Breaking Vicious Horses, together with his Improved Plan of
Managing Young Colts, and breaking them to the Saddle, the Harness, and the Sul-
ky, with rules for selecting a good horse, for Feeding Hori63, etc. Also, The Com-
plete Farrier, or, Horse Doctor ; a Guide for the Treatment of Horses in all Dis-
eases to which that noble animal is liable, being the result of fifty years' extensivo
practice of the author, John C. Knowxson, during his life an English Farrier of hi;-h
popularity, containing the latest discoveries in the Cure of Spavin. Illustrated with
descriptive Engravings. Bound in boards, cloth back, price 50 ct j.

Send Cash Orders to DICK «&: FITZGERALD, Ucw York.



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Priees annexed.

MARTINETS SENSIBLE LETTER WRITER ; Con-
tainincr a collection of 300 Scnsiblo Letters and Notes on the simplest matters

of life, adapted to all ages and conditions.
EMBRACING,

Business Letters ; Letters of Courtesy, Friendship, and Af-
fection

j

Letters of Condolence and Sympathy

;

A Choice Collection of Love Lettersfor Ev-
ery Situation in a Courtship ;

Notes of Ceremony, Familiar Invitations,
etc., together with Notes of Acceptance

Applicationsfor Employment, with Letters
of Recommendation, and Answers to

Advertisements ;

Letters between l larents and Children ;
Letters of Friendly Counsel and Remon-

strance ;
Letters soliciting Advice, Assistance and ! and Regret.

F.-iendiy Favors;

This is an invaluable book to those persons who have not had sufficient practice
to enable them to write letters without great effort. It contains such a variety of
letters, that models may be found to suit every subject. Bound in boards with il-

luminated cover and cloth back, 207 pages. Price 50 cts.
Bound in cloth , 73 cts.

MARTINES HAND-BOOK of Etiquette & Guide to
True Politeness. A complete Manual for all thoso who desire to understand

good breeding, the customs of good society, and to avoid incorrect and vulgar hab-
its. Containing clear and comprehensive directions for correct manners, conversa-
tion, dress, introductions, rules for good behavior at Dinner Parties and the Table,
with hints on Carving and Wine at Table ; together with the Etiquette of the Ball and
Assembly Room, Evening Parties, and the usages to be observed when visiting or I

receiving Calls ; Deportment in the street and when traveling. To which is added i

the Etiquette of Courtship, Marriage, Domestic Duties, and fifty-six rules to be ob-
served in general society. Bound in boards, with cloth back, price 50 cts.
Bound in cloth, gilt sides 75 cts.

T)AY'S AMERICAN READY-RECKONER, Containing
Tables for rapid calculations of Aggregate Values, Wages, Salaries, Board, In-

terest Money, &c, &c. Also, Tables of Timber, Plank, Board and Log Measure-
ments, with full explanations how to measure them, either by the square foot
(board measure,) or cubic foot (timber measure.) Also how to measure Wood by the
Cord, with Tables applicable to piles of Wood of any shape, and showing, in a simple
manner how to ascertain the contents in cords of a pile of auy shape. Also, Tables
of Land Measurements, showing the Contents of a Piece of Land of almost any
shape, from a quarter acre up to ten acres, and telling exactly how to measure land
in any quantity by Chains and Links, or by Yards and Feet. By B. H. Day. This
Ready-Reckoner is composed of Original Tables, which are positively correct, hav-
ing been revised in the most careful manner. It is a book of 193 pages, aud embra-
ces more matter than 600 pages of any other Reckoner. Bound in boards, with
cloth back, price 50 cts.
Bound in cloth, gilt back 75 cts.
Bound In leather tucks, (pocket-book style,) $1 25.

T)E WALDEN'S BALL-ROOM COMPANION ; or, Dan-
-"-^ cing Made Easy. A Complete Practical Instructor in the art of Dancing,
containing all the fashionable and approved Dances, directions for calling the
figures, &c By Emilk Db Waltes, Teacher of Dancing. This book gives instruc-
tion in Deportment, Rudiments and Positions, Bows and Courtesies, Fancy Dan-
cing, Quadruples, Waltzes, Minuets, Jigs, Spanish Dances, Polka, Schottische,
GaUop, Deux Temps, Danish, Redowa, Varsovienne, Hop, &c, together with all the
newest Waltzes and QuadriUes in vogue. It also contains complete directions for all

the figures of the celebrated " German " or Cotillion. Bound in boards, cloth back,
price 50 cts.

THE INDEPENDENT LIQU0RIST ; or, The Art of
Manufacturing all kinds of Syrups, Bitters, Cordials, Champagne, Wines, Lager

|

Boer, Ale, Porter, Beer, Punches, Tinctures, Extracts, Brandy, Gin, Essences, Fla-
vorings, Colorings, Sauces, Catsups, Pickles, Preserves, &c. By L. Monzekt, Prac-
tical Liquorist and Chemist 12mo., cloth binding, price $3 00

Send C asli Orders to DICK & FITZGERALD, New York,



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed.

HPHE PERFECT GENTLEMAN. A Book of Etiquette
and Eloquence. Containing information and instruction for those who desire

to become brilliant or conspicuous in General Society, or at Parties, Dinners, or Pop-
ular Gatherings, &c. It gives directions how to use wine at table, with Rules for
judging the quality thereof, Itules for Carving, and a complete Etiquette of the
Dinner Table, including Dinner Speeches, Toasts and Sentiments, "Wit and Conver-
sation at Table, &c. It has also an American Code of Etiquette and Politeness for
all occasions, Model Speeches, with directions how to deliver them, Duties of the
Chairman at Public Meetings, Forms of Preambles and Resolutions, &c. In short,
this book will give a man every possible information he may desire to enable him to
appear to good advantage, either in public or private life. It is a handsomely bound
and gilt volume of 335 pages.

m
Price $1 50

rTHE PARLOR STAGE. A Collection of Drawing-Room
Proverbs, Charades and Tableaux Yivants. By Miss S. A. Fkost. The author-

ess of this attractive volume has performed her task with skill, talent, and we might
say with genius ; for the Acting Charades and Proverbs are really minor dramas of
a high order of merit. There are twenty-four of them and fourteen tableaux, aU of
which are excellent. Any parlor with folding or sliding doors is suitable for their
representation (or, if there are no sliding or folding doors, a temporary curtain will
answer.) The dresses are all those of modern society, and the scenery and proper-
ties can be easily provided from the resources of almost any family residence in
town or country. 368 pages, small octavo, cloth, gilt side and back, beveled edges.
Price $1 50

rrHE SOCIABLE ; or, One Thousand and One Ilome
Amusements. Containing Acting Proverbs, Dramatic Charades, Acting Cha-

rades, or Drawing-Room Pantomimes, Musical Burlesques, Tableaux Vivants, Par-
lor Games, Games of Action, Forfeits, Science in Sport and Parlor Magic, and a
choice coUection of curious Mental and Mechanical Puzzles, &c. Illustrated with
numerous engravings and diagrams. The whole being a fund of never-ending en-
tertainment. Nearly 400 pages, 12mo, cloth, gilt side stamp. It is impossible for

any company to exhaust all the sources of irreproachable mirth and mutual enjoy-
ment produced in this volume. Price $1 50

T TYE AND LEARN. A Guide for all those who wish to
speak and write correctly ; particularly intended as a Book of Reference for the

solution of difficulties connected with Grammar, Composition, Punctuation, kc,
containing examples of one thousand mistakes of daily occurrence, in speaking,
writing, and pronunciation. So few people speak or write really good grammar,
and fewer still punctuate decently, that a book that informs them how to do so

—

and not only that indicates their faults, but shows them how they are to be correct-
ed—cannot fail to be popular ; there is not a person, indeed, who might not learn
something from it. 216 pages, cloth, 12mo., price 75 cts.

HPHE SECRET OUT ; or, 1,000 Tricks with Cards, and
-- Other Recreations. Illustrated with over 300 engravings. A book which ex-

plains aU the Tricks and Deceptions with Playing Cards ever known, and gives, be-
sides, a great many new ones. The whole being described so carefully, with en-
gravings to illustrate them, that anybody can easily learn how to perform them.
This work also contains 240 of the best Tricks in Legerdemain, in addition to the
Card Tricks. 12mo., 400 pages, bound in cloth, with gilt side and back, price $1 50

rTHE AL-MA-KAN-Tl R CIRCLE ; or, How to Win a
Sweetheart or Lover. Containing Facts never before offered to the Public.

Being of the greatest importance to both Married and Single Persons of both
Sexes. By M. L. Btkn, M. D., Graduate of the University of the City of New
York. Price 25 cts.

WORG
i-'-B- r>larnr>

LVN'S FREE-MASONRY Exposed and Ex-
id. Giving a Clear and Correct View of the Manner of Conferring tho

Different Degrees, as practiced in aU Lodges throughout the Globe. Price. .25 cts.

TJLLNDERS IN BEHAYI0R CORRECTED. A Con-
cise Code of Deportment for both Sexes. Price 12 cts

Send Cash Orders to DICK & FITZGERALD, New York.



Popular 15:)oks sent Free of Tostapre at the Prices annexed.

J)R.

TIW TO MIX DRINKS. Containing Recipes for Mix-
ing American, English, French, German, Italian, Spanish and Russian Drinks

—such as Juleps, Punches, Cobblers, Slings, Cocktails, etc. By Jerry Thomas, lato

Bar-Tender at the Metropolitan Hotel, New York, and Planters' House, St Louis ; to
which is appended a Manual for the Manufacture of Cordials, Liquors, Fancy Syr-
ups, etc., containing Recipes after the most approved methods now used in Distilla-

tion of Liquors and Beverages, designed for the special use of Manufacturers and
Dealers in Wines and Spirits, Grocers, Tavern Keepers, and Private Families—the
same being adapted to the trade of the United States and Canadas. By Prof.
Christian Schultz, Practical Chemist, and Manufacturer of Wines, Liquors, Cor-
dials, etc., from Berne, Switzerland : the whole work containing over 700 valuable
recipes. A large book, bound in cloth, price 50

T)R. VALENTINE'S COMIC LECTURES
; or, Morsels

of Mirth for the Melancholy. A Budget of Wit and Humor, and a certain cure
for the blues and all other serious complaints. Comprising Comic Lectures on
Heads, Faces, Noses, Mouths, Animal Magnetism, etc., with Specimens of Eloquence,
Transactions of Learned Societies, Delineations of Eccentric Characters, Comio
Songs, etc., etc. By Dr. W. Valentine, the favorite delineator of eccentric char-
acters. Illustrated with twelve portraits of Dr. Valentine, in his most celebrated
characters. 12mo., cloth, gilt, price Si 545.

Ornamented paper cover 75 cts.

VALENTINE'S COMIC METAMORPHOSES.
Being the second series of Dr. Valentine's Lectures, with characters as given

by the late Yankee Hill. Embellished with numerous portraits. Cloth gilt,

price $1 545.

Paper cover 75 cts.

rTHE BOOK OF 1,000 COMICAL STORIES ; or, End-
less Repast of Fun. A rich banquet for every day in the year, with several

courses and a dessert. Bill, of Fare : Comprising Tales of Humor, Laughable An-
ecdotes, Irresistible DroUeries, Jovial Jokes, Comical Conceits, Puns and Pickings,
Quibbles and Queries, Bon Mots and Broadgrins, Oddities, Epigrams, &c, &c.
Appropriately Illustrated with 300 Comic Engravings. Large 12mo., cloth,

price Si 50.

ItTRS. PARTINGTON'S CARPET-BAG OF FUN. A
"** Collection of over 1,000 of the most Comical Stories, Amusing Adventures,
Side-Splitting Jokes, Cheek-Extending Poetry, Funny Conundrums, Queer Sayings
of Mrs. Partington, Heart-Rending Puns, Witty Repartees, etc. The whole illus-

trated by about 150 comic wood-cuts. 12mo., 300 pages, cloth, gilt, price. . .SI 545.

Ornamented paper covers ? 5 cts.

TTARP OF A THOUSAND STRINGS ; or, Laughter
for a Lifetime. A large book of nearly 400 pages. By the author of Mrs. Par-

tington's Carpet-Bag of Fun. Bound in a handsome gilt cover ; containing more
than a million laughs, and crowded fuU of funny stories, besides being illustrated
with over 200 comical engravings, by Darley, McLennan, Bellew, kc. Price SI 50.

CUT L0VING00D. Yarns spun by "A Nat'ral Born^ Durn'd Fool." Warped and Wove for Public Wear. By George W. Harris.
Hlustrated with eight fine full-page engravings from designs by Howard. This
book is crammed fuU of the most laughable stories ever published. 12mo., tinted
paper, cloth, beveled edges, price Si 50.

THE COURTSHIP AND ADVENTURES OF J0N A-
THAX HOMEBRED : or, The Scrapes and Escapes of a Live Yankee. Beautifully

Hlustrated. 12mo., cloth. The book is printed in handsome style, on good paper,
and with amusing engravings. Price Si 50.

TJ0RDEAUX WINE & LIQUOR DEALERS' GUIDE.
-*-*A Treatise on the Manufacture of Liquors. By a Practical Liquor Manufactur-
er. 12mo., cloth. Price 8 54 50

Send Casli Orders to DICK & FITZGERALD, New York.



P«>p«lar Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices ^annexed.

ROOK OF HOUSEHOLD PETS. Containing valuable
instructions about the Diseases, Breeding, Training and Management of the

Canary, Mocking Bird, Parrot, and other domestic pets ; together with a Compre-
hensive Treatise on the Principle and Management of the Salt and Fresh Water
Aquarium. Dlustrated with 123 fine wood cuts. Bound in boards, cloth back,
price 50 cts.
Bound in cloth, gilt side 75 cts.

ATHLETIC SPORTS FOR BOYS. A Repository of
Graceful Recreations for Youth, containing clear and complete instructions

in Gymnastic and Limb Exercises, and the manly accomplishments of Skating,
Swimming, Rowing, Sailing, Horsemanship, Riding, Driving, Angling, Fencing and

j
Broadsword. The whole splendidly iUustrated with 194 fine wood-cuts and diagrams.

j
Bound in boards, with cloth back, price 75 els.

i Bound in cloth, gilt side §1 00

THE PLAY-ROOM ; or, In-Door Games for Boys and
Girls. Including Round Games and Forfeits, Slate and Board Games ; also

numerous Table and Toy Games, together with a large collection of Evening Amuse-
ments, Comprehending Comic Diversions, Parlor Magic, Tricks with Cards, Scien-
tific Recreations and Puzzles. Profusely illustrated with 197 fine wood-cuts. Bound
in boards, with cloth back, price 50 cts.
Bound in cloth, gilt side 75 cts.

T1HE PLAT-GROUND ; or, Out-Door Games for Boys.
A Book of Healthy Recreations for Youth, containing over a hundred Amuse-

ments, including Games of Activity and Speed, Games with Toys, Marbles, Tops,
Hoops, Kites, Archery, Balls ; with Cricket, Croquet and Base-Ball. Splendidly il-

lustrated with 124 fine wood-cuts. Bound in boards, cloth back, price 50 cts.
Bound in cloth, gilt side 75 cts.

» The above f ,ur bgafci are abri l?e<l from our larperand more complete work, entitled, '• The
Anicric*u Buv» Bouk of Spu< U and Gainer." All of them have rich illuminated coven.

THE PARLOR MAGICIAN ;
or, One Hundred Tricks

for the Drawing-Room. Abridged from our larger work on Tricks, entitled,

"The Secret Out." Containing an extensive and miscellaneous Collection of Con-
juring and Legerdemain ; Sleights with Dice, Dominoes, Cards, Ribbons, Rings,
Fruit, Coins, Balls, Handkercuieis, etc., aU which may be Performed in the Parlor
or Drawing-Room, without the aid of any apparatus ; also, embracing a choice vari-

ety of Curious Deceptions, which may be performed with the aid of simple appa-
ratus ; the whole illustrated and clearly explained, with 121 engravings. Paper
covers, price 30 cts.
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 cts.

BOOK OF RIDDLES and 500 Home Amuse-
mi nts. Containing a Choice and Curious Collection of Riddles, Charades,

Enigmas, Rebuses, Anagrams, Transpositions, Conundrums, Amusing Puzzles,
Queer Sleights, Recreations in Arithmetic, Fireside Games, and Natural Magic, em-
bracing Entertaining Amusements in Magnetism, Chemistry, Second Sight, and
Simple Recreations in Science, lor Family and Social Pastime, illustrated with sixty
engravings. Paper covers, price 30 cts.
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 cts.

THE ROOK OF 500 CURIOUS PUZZLES. Contain-
ing a large collection of Entertaining Paradoxes, Perplexing Deceptions in

Numbers, and Amusing Tricks in Geometry. Illustrated with a great variety of en-
gravings. This book will have a large sale. It will furnish fun and amusement for
a whole winter. Paper covers, price 30 cts.
Bound in boards, with cloth back 50 cts.

VALE COLLEGE SCRAPES ; or, How the Boys Go It
at New Haven. Containing accounts of all the famous " Scrapes " and " Sprees,"

of which students of old Yale have been guilty for the last quarter of a century.
Price 25 cts.

St nd Cask Orders to DICK. c% FITZGERALD, New York.



Popular.Books seut Free of l*osta?e at tlie Prices auaexev!.

^HESTEKFIEIIVS LETTER-WRITES AND C03
- PLKTK £00 K. OF tTlOl'KTTK: or. Concise Systematic Pirections for Arran

dy. 1&» pages, bound in pasteboard sides, with cloth back, price. . . . . . . -40 cts

BRISBANE'S GOLDEN

Book-keeper, .sc. Bound in bds, cloth back, price 3i> cts.

KUHARDSON^ MONITOR OF FREE-MASONRY.
A complete guide to the various Ceremonies and Koutine in Free-Masons'

Lodges, Chapters, Encampments, Hierarchies, etc., in all the Decrees, whether
Modern. Ancient, Inedible. PuilosonhicaL or Historical. Containim* also, tha

in paper covers, price 30 cts*
Bound in gilt ' $1 00»

\

100 TRICKS WITH CARDS. J. H. Gkee.n, the Re-
formed iJainbier has ;uit authorized the imblieatiou of a new edition of his book

wul get some new ideas from this curious book. Paper covers, price.

.

THE YOUNG REP0R1- Hand A Complete Puonograp
rER : or, How to Write Short-
lic Teacher. intended as a School-Book, to

afford thorough instructions to those al Teaeh-

boards, with cloth back, price

4 RTS OF REALTY : or. Secrets of a Ladv's

..M) cts.

Toilet.

the purpose of developing and preserving their charms. Price 7i cts.

fHlPS FROM I NCLE SAM'S JACK-KNIFE. Bfe»^ trated with over 100 Comical Engravings, and Comprising a Collection cf over
500 Laughahie Stories, Tunny Adventures, Comic Poetry, Queer Conundrums,
Terrific Puns, Witty Sayings, Sublime Jokes and Scuumeutal Sentences. The
whole being a most pence t Portfolio for those who love to laugh. Large octavo,

price SI cts.

fm FRENCH WINE AND L1QI0R MANVFAC-
* TV KMC A Practical Guide and Private Keceipt Book for the American Liquor
Merchant By JotL$ Back, Practical Wine and Liquor M-uu-.act.irvr. LInstruted

with descriptive Lungrams. Tabicsand Engravings. This is by far the most complete

and reoabie book on the manufacture of Liquor, ever published. Cloth, price OO.

Send CasJk Orders to DICK «& FiTZGSLEt.Ua>> \ew York.



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed.

T)UNCAN S MASONIC RITUAL AND MONITOR ; or,
Guide to the Three Symbolic Degrees of the Ancient York Rite, Entered Appren-

tice, Fellow Craft, and Master Mason. And to tho Degrees of Mark Master, Past
Master, Most Excellent Master, and the Royal Arch. By Malcolm C. Duncan. Ex-
plained and Interpreted by copious Notes and numerous Engravings. Although
this work is a complete Ritual of the Symbolic and Chapter Degrees, and is also pro-
fusely illustrated with engravings of the Secrets Signs and Grips, it is not so much
the design of the author to gratify tho curiosity of the uninitiated, as to furnish a
Guide to the Younger Members of the Order, by means of which, their progress
from grade to grade may be facilitated. It is a well known fact that comparatively
few of the fraternity are " Bright Masons," but with the aid of this invaluable Ma-
sonic Companion, any Mason can, in a short time, become qualified to take tho Chair
as Master of a Lodge. The Ceremonies as they are (or should be) performed, tho
Pass-Words, Lectures, and Plans of the Interior of Lodges, are ail explained, with
numerous Notes and Engravings, (all new.) This is a valuable book for the frater-
nity, containing, as it docs, the Modern " Work " of the order. No Mason should
be without it. It is entirely different from any other Masonic book heretofore pub-
lished. Bound in cloth, price $*S 50
Leather tucks (Pocket-Book Style,) with gilt edges $3 00

WILLGROYE'S BALL-ROOM GUIDE and Complete
Daodac-MaKtor. Containing a plain treatise on Etiquette and Deportment at

Balls and Parties, with valuable hiuts on Dress and tho Toilet, together with
full explanations of the Rudiments, Terms, Figures, and Steps used in Dancing, in-
cluding clear aud precise instructions how to dance all kinds of Quadrilles, "Waltzes,
Polkas, Redowas, Reels, Round, Plain, and Fancy Dances, so that any person may
learn them without the aid of a teacher ; to which is added, easy directions for call-
ing out the Figures of every Dance, and tho amount of Music required for each.
The whole illustrated with 17G descriptive engravings and diagrams. By Thomas
Hillurove, Professor of Dancing. Bound in cloth, with gilt side and back.
Brice $1 00
Bound in boards, with cloth back 75 cts.

THE AMERICAN HOME COOK BOOK. Containing
several hundred excellent Recipes. The whole based on many years' experi-

ence of an American Housewife. Illustrated with engravings. All the Recipes in
this book are written from actual experiments in Cooking. There are no copyings
from theoretical cooking Recipes. Bound in boards, cloth back, price 50 cts.
Paper cover 30 cts.

THE KNAPSACK FULL OF FUN ; or, 1000 Rations
of Laughter. niustrated with over 500 comical engravings, and containing

over 1,000 Jokes and Funny Stories. By Doesticks and other witty writers. Largo
quarto, price 30 cts.

BROAD GRINS OF THE LAUGHING PHILO-
SOl'lIKK. Beiug a CoUection of Fuuny Jokes, Droll Incidents and Ludicrous

Pictures, that will make you laugh out heartily. By Pickle the Younger.
Price 13 cts.

rjHARLEY WHITE S JOKE BOOK. Being a perfect^ Casket of Fun, the first and only Work of the kind ever Published. Containing
a full expose of all the most Laughable Jokee, Witticisms, kc, as told by the
celebrated Ethiopian Comedian, Chables White. Price 153 cts.

TTOW TO BEHAVE ; or, The Spirit of Etiquette. A
Complete Guide to Polite Society, for Ladies and Gentlemen

; Containing
Rules lor Good Behavior at the Dinner Table, in the Parlor, and in the Street

;

w.th Important Hints on Introduction, Conversation, kc. Price VA, cts.

|T0W TO WIN AND HOW TO WOO. Containing
Rules for the Etiquette of Courtship, with Directions Blow to Win the Favor

of Ladies, how to Begin and End a Courtship, and how Love Letters should be
Written. Price m cts.

Scud Cash Orders to »JCi£ & FITZGERALD, New York.



Popular Books sent Free of Postage at the Prices annexed.

PRANK CONVERSE'S COMPLETE BANJO IN-
STRUCTOR, WITHOUT A MASTER. Containing a choice selection of Banjo

Solos, Hornpipes, Reels, Jigs, Walk-Arounds, Songs and Banjo Stories, progressively
arranged and plainly explained, enabling the learner to become a proficient banjoist
without the aid of a teacher. The necessary explanations accompany each tune, and
are placed under the notes on each page, plainly showing the string required, the
finger to be used for stopping it, the manner of striking, and the number of times
it must be sounded- This is all arranged and explained in so clear a manner, and
the method is so simple and easy to learn, that it may be readily comprehended at
a glance by any person, even of very limited understanding. The Instructob is
illustrated with diagrams and explanatory symbols. 100 pages, bound in boards,
cloth back, price 50 cts.

ART OF DANCING WITHOUT A MASTER ; or
Ball Room Guide and Instructor. To which is added Hints on Etiquette ; also,

the Figures, Music, and Necessary Instructions for the performance of the most
Modern and Improved Dances. By Edwabd Fekreko. This work also contains 105
pages of the Choicest Music, arranged for the piano-forte by the most celebrated
professors. The music alone, if purchased in separate sheets at any of the music
stores, would cost ten times the price of the book. Price $1 50.

THE LADIES' COMPLETE GUIDE TO CROCHET,
FANCY KNITTING AND NEEDLE-WORK. Containing an explanation of all the

technical terms and characters used in all -descriptions of Crochet and Fancy Knit-
ting Patterns—with concise directions so clearly explained that any one can learn,
by this book alone, to execute the most diflieult kinds of Crochet and Knitting. Al-
so, full instructions for all kinds of fine Needle-Work, Edgings, Insertions, &c, &c.
The instructions are illustrated by engravings, and there are several sheets of pat-
terns for Crochet, Lace, &c. By Mrs. Axj? S. Stephens. Bound in cloth, gilt side,

price $1 535.

THE BOOK OF 1,000 TALES AND AMUSING AD-
VENTURES. Containing over 300 engravings and 450 pages. This book is

crammed full of narratives and adventures of Travelers, the romantic talcs of the
Celebrated Warriors, Amusing Stories in Natural History, besides a thousand things
relating to curious tricks, entertaining sports, pastimes and games. In this capital
work we have our old friend, Peter Parley, again, and he tells his stories as well as
ever. Price $1 50.

THE LADY'S MANUAL OF FANCY WORK. A
Complete Instructor in every variety of Ornamental Needle-Work, with a list of

materials and hints for their selection ; advice on making up and trimming. By
Mas. Pullan, Director of the Work-Table of Frank Leslie's Magazine, etc. Illustra-

ted with over 300 engravings, by the best artists, with eight large pattern plates, el-

egantly printed in colors, on tinted paper. Large octavo, beautifully bound in
cloth, with gilt side and back stamp, price $3 00

A NECD0TES OF L0YE. Being a true account of the
most remarkable events connected with the History of Love in all ages and

among all nations. By Lola Montez. These romantic and surprising anecdotes
really contain all the most tragic and comic events connected with the history of the
tender passion among all nations and in aU ages of the world. Large 12mo., cloth,

price $1 50.

HE DICTIONARY OF L0YE. Containing a Defini-TH
tion of all the Terms used in Courtship, with rare quotations from poets of all

nations, together with specimens of curious Model Love Letters, and many other
interesting matters appertaining to Love, never before published. 12mo., cloth, gilt

side and back, price $1 50.

riOURTSHIP MADE EASY ; or, The Art of Makingv Love Fully Explained. Containing Full and Minute Directions for Conducting
a Courtship with Ladies of every Age and Position in Society, and Valuable Infor-

mation for Persons who desire to enter the Married State. Also, Forms of Love
Letters to be used on certain occasions. 04 pages. Price 19 cts.

Send Cash Orders to DICK & FITZGERALD, New York;.














